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Task of the Left-Wing
Trade Unions of India

ITJ

Abdul Halim,
Acting General Secretary of Workers' & Peasants' Party
of India (Bengal Provincial Branch)

(No one acquainlcd with conditions in India can deny that the
n•1:•' air i.~ electric with revolution against JJriti.\·h Imperialism.
711e following ana~y.i;is correct~J' estimate.\· theforcr~s ut work. and
outline.'i the ta.\·ks qfthe le/t-lf'i11J! trade union.\· q/'/ndia, on which
.fi1/ls the principal burden <?/'leadership in tll<' struggle which will
profouml~r affect the whole world and certainly the worker.\' of
1/1e I'ac:f/ic area. It i.'i, therefore. important that all udhere/lls <~f
1/ie P. P.1: U.S..fami/iari::e themselves with the following estimation
<!f the lu.\·k of the Le_fi-Wing unions <!f'fndia, which (estimate) will
undoubted~v deeply influencefuture struggles.)
I. The present econnmic and political situation in India is
characterised by an ever-sharpening development of the classstruggle. The ruthless oppressic'n by British Imperialism. the
intensified exploitation by British and Indian capital, the appalling
working conditions and unemployment have brought about strong
resistance on the part of the working class of India. A new period
in the national revolutionary independence movement of India has
begun. A period of broader, deeper and more determined than ever
before working class struggle.; ::tgainst British imperialist
subjugation and capitalist exploitation. A period of anti-Rrittsh
imperial mass struggles in which the proletariat is the leading and
deciding factor.
The present-day revolutionary struggles in India have found
expression in the recent and last yea-r- strikes and mass
demonstrations. The main characteristic features of these are as
follows: (a) the strikes are taking place mostly in the textile mills,
The document is of dated 2S.1 I. 1929.
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railway shops and metal works. The miners ~nd plantation workers
have not been affected by the strike wa:ve while the transport
workers were partly involved. However, since last summer the
present strike wave has risen highe1 than all the preceding oneis in
India. It now begins to spread to inland cities and the native States
and to affect also the most remote and backward sections of the
proletariat; (b) the strike committees ..are being elected by and
from the rank and ti le or from the striking masses; ( c) the strikes
are greatly accelerating the differentiation in the labour movements
as well as in the national independence movement; (d) the strikes
gave birth to revolutionary trade unions (Girni Kamgar Union,
etc.), stimulating their steady growth well as it inspired the rank
and file with self-confidence and urged it on the independent
working class action: (c) the strikes are of extremely long duration
and are fought by the masses with steadfastness and great sclfsacrifice. In these struggles the Bombay textile workers (Girni
Kamgar Union) are the leading and most advanced sectiqii: (f) the
strikes are being organized and led mostly by the Left-Wing trade
unions and by the rank and file of the reformist trade unions apart
from and against the will c:fthe bureaucrats; there have been also
spontaneous or the organized strikes: (g) the strikes are frequently
lost. First of all. due to armed suppression by the British authorities:
secondly, due to sabotage and treachery of the reformist: thirdly.
because the strikes are not co-ordinated and extended in scope but
rather remain isolated and confined to local battles; (h) the strikes
begin mostly as economic fights, primarily against rationalisation
enforcements, but nevertheless, they often assume a political
character: last but not least, there have been also clear-cut political
mass actions of great importance. Particularly the record protest
strike against the arre~ts of the Left-Wing trade union leaders and
the mass demonstrations in Bombay and Calcutta against the Simon
Commission, etc.
II. The British Imperialist, alarmed by the rapid revolutionization
process of the Indian proletariat, the low but sure awakening of
the peasantry, resulting in a low rising wave of the national
revolutionary movement in India, have launched a campaign of
white terror against the labour movement all over the country.
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The streets of the industrial centres, especially in Bombay are
cf ~eply drenched with workers' blood. Hundreds of militants and
Left-Wing trade unionists are thrown into prisons. The labour press
has been suppressed. The offices of the Left-Wing trade unions
and the All-India Workers' and Peasants' Party have been
ransacked. The strikes are being smashed by the military force
and hundreds of strikers killed. Compulsory arbitration is being
forced upon the workers, strikes oftransport workers are outlawed.
Likewise, solidarity and political strikes are forbidden. Financial
assistance to Indian striking workers by the proletariat of other
countries is not permitted. Foreign-born revolutionaries are
deport~d. This is the practical meaning of the recently promulgated
"Public Safety Ordinance" and Trade Disputes Act.
Further, armed clashes between the Moslcms and the Hindoos
or the massacres of one native group of people by other on religious
grounds, are being c;ystcmatically instigated and provoked by the
British spies and police. At the same time, the British imperialist
agents are trying to bribe and mganize the Moslem workers as
strike-breakers and play them against the Hindoo workers in the
class-struggle. All this is aimed at splitting the labour movement
and stemming the revolutionary tide in India.The same bloody
policic!i and massacres will c.ontinue to prevail during the present
...o-called Labour Government of Ramsay MacDonald, Tom Shaw,
Henderson & Co., being lackeys of British Imperialism will be
just as ruthless i11 crushing strikes, smashing revolutionary labour
organisations and arresting milit 1nt workers as were the Tories
with Baldwin and Chamberlain al the head.

Native Capitalist Betrayal
I. The nationalist bourgeoisie menaced by the "red spectre" ot
the national revolutionary indeperdence movement, by the rapidly
approaching wave of the Indian 11.nional revolution under the
hegemony of the proletariat are deserting and betraying the
struggles for national independence. The nationalist bourgeoisie
have accepted the scheme of the "Dominion Status for India'',
and are compromising most shameles!?IY with the British
imperialists at every tum and occasion.
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II. Furthermore, the national bourgeoisie, if they are not
officially fostering and openly calling for the white terror of British
Imperialism, yet are not fighting against it. In fact, the native
bourgeoisie in supporting the enactment of the "Trade Disputes
Bill" practically have helped to pave the way for the reign of British
imperialist terror. Likewise, its lukewarm attitude and passivity
in the face ofthe present offensive of British Imperialism is nothing
but additional link in the long chain of treacherous actions which
points to the passing over of the national bourgeoisie to a position
of counter-revolution.
Ill. The brutal oppression of the 'toiling masses by the British
Imperialism, the rationalisation drive of British and Indian capital,
the throwing out of work of hundreds of thousands of proletarians,
and the rising of revolutionary spirit and fighting endurance among
the toiling masses has resulted in a general sharpening of the classstruggle. This, in its turn. has brought about an intensified
vacillating policies and half-measure activities within !he ranks
of the "'Left" nationalists, Jawaharlal Nehru, Subhas Bose. Cham an
Lal etc, the agents of the nationalist bourgeoisie in the labour
movement, and to a whole line of class collaboration and socialimperialist actions by the trade union bureaucrats of N.M. Joshi.
Shiva Rao, Bakhale & Co. the agents of the British Imperialism.
Thus N.M. Joshi. Shiva Rao. Bakhale & Co. are sparing no
etlbrts to prevent strikes against the British as well as against the
native exploiters. They are sabotaging the strikes and trying to
persuade the workers to enter upon, the road of compulsory
arbitration and class collaboration. In addition to this N.M. Joshi,
Kirk, Shiva Rao, etc. are campaigning for the expulsion of the
Left-Wingers from "their" trade unions consciously splitting and
weakening the tightin(;; forces of the Indian proletariat. They, in
unison with British Imperialists, and their agency-the General
Council of the British T.U. Congress-are striving for annihilation
of the Indian Left-Wing trade unions and revolutionary political
organisations. Moreover, N.M. Joshi, Shiva Rao & Co. are not
only "working hard" to smash the militant labour and peasant
organisations in India, but are even making an attempt to disrupt
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the united front of the trade unions in the whole of the Far East.

The Reformists and the P. P. T. U.S.
In close co-operation with Bunji Suzuki (social-imperialist in
Japan). Albert Thomas, and other lackeys of Imperialism, the)'
arc scheming to undermine the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat. They are calling in opposition to the P.P.T.U.S. an "Asiatic
Labour Conference" in Bombay next year. The Indian reformists,
the Japanese social-imperialists, the Chinese counterrevolutionists, etc, arc feeling keenly the spreading influence of
the P.P.T.U.S. and the R.1.L.U. in the trade union movement in
their respective cotintries.
The reformists of all shades know well that an affi Iiation to the
P.P.T.U.S. means the intensification of the class-struggle, the coordination and strengthening of the trade unions on the Pacific.
the tremendous advnncemcnt of the national revolutionary
movement. Consequently. this means a counter-attack against
Impcrialism. capitalist exploitation. and the ch rowing into oblivion
of the reformists. Hence, the ca!ling of an "Aisatic Labour
Conference'" for the establishment of a social-reformists or counterrevolutionary ··Labour'' Centre m the Far East. Hence. the welcome
of the British lmperialisti;; to such a .. Labour" Conference in Indict.
I lcnce. the blessings of 111t! Geneva "Labour Office" the General
Council of the British Trade Union Conference, the Amstardam
International and other agencies Jf the hourgeoisic. This also
explain why the General Council of British Trade Unic.>n dares to
attack and slander so viciously the striking and suffering textile
workers of Bombay.
Although Jawaharlal Nehru, Suhhas Dos*:, Chaman Lal, etc. do
not sabotage strikes taking place in the British-owned factories
and enterprises, they, however. do ncrything possible to prevent
strikes in the textiles mills, metal works, etc. controlled by Indian
•;apital. This was particularly evident during the strike of the metal
workers of Jamshedpur last year Therefore, wherever British
impt:rialist domination and foreign capitali~t competition to the
national bourgeoisie is. taking place Jawaharlal Nehru, Subhas
Bose, etc, are not in opposition ~o strikes. Of course, not for the
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benefit of the workers' interests but that ofthe national bourgeoisie.
But insofar as the national bourgeoisie or Indian capitalist
exploitation is concerned, Nehru, Bose, etc, are calling upon the
workers to submit and not to strike.
Moreover, time and again, the reformists of all shades (from
N.M.Joshi to Jawaharlal Nehru) have been co-operating against
the Left-Wing trade unions. This was glaringly demonstrated by
the fact that Jawaharlal Nehru undertook to run for the
chairmanship of the All-India Trade Union Congress last year
against the Left trade union candidate. And all owing to the support
ofN.M. Joshi, Shiva Rao & Co., Jawaharlal Nehru was elected by
a small majority. Undoubtedly, in the final analysis both types of
reformist differ from each other mainly in phraseology but little
in deeds.
It is also quite evident that Jawaharlal Nehru, Subhas Bose,
C'haman Lal, etc., being the exponents of the interests of the
nationalist bourgeoisie within the labour movement, are hindering
in every possible way the proletariat in its struggle for the hegemony of the national revolutionary independence movement of
India.

Some Mistakes
IV.Although the Left-Wingers proved to be brave fighters in
the workers' struggles, have gained wide influence and confidence
of the masses, have organized many revolutionary mass unions
(Girni Kamgar, etc.) and factory committees, have led strikes and
mass demonstrations, etc, nevertheless, they have committed
mistakes some of which we should mention here.
First of all, the Left· Wing fails to draw a sufficiently sharp
ideological line between itself and the nationalist reformists of
the Jawaharlal Nehru type, thus failing to prove to the masses:
(a) that the nationalist reformists are sacrificing the interests of
the workers for the interests of the nationalist bourgeoisie; (b) that
they are co-operating with the Right-Wingers (N.M. Joshi, Shiva
Rao & Co) in order to undermine and disrupt the Left-Wing trade
unions; (c) that the nationalists reformists should be discarded; as
labour leaders.
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Secondly, owing to this ideological confusion our comrades do
not always initiate and lead the mass struggles but rather find
themselves at the tail-end of developments. Thus the great Indian
Railway Strike was postponed, time and again, though the workers
pressed for the strike call. A great Indian Railway Strike at that
time. combined with the simultaneously going on strikes of the
South Indian Railway and the Bombay Textile Workers' would
have been a strike of far-reaching effect and consequences.
Thirdly. the application of the united front tactics by the LeftWing in India was utterly wrong. For instance. during the Bombay
textile strike last year the Left-Wing leaders, even though the
striking workers were opposing it. agrl!ed to form a strike
committee with the Right-Wing bureaucrats on a fifty-fifty basis.
Evidently. our comrades failed to grasp the significance that the
united front must not be effected from the top but from below,
namely, that real assistance to the striking textile workers can only
he rendered by the rank and ti le of the trade unions. or the working
masses in general. Our comrades failed to grasp sufficiently clear
that no reformist leaders or bureaucmts should be tolerated in strike
committees nor agreemeuts should be signed jointly \\'ith them.
The failure to emphasize that the united front must he effected
from below and not from the top is also contained in the Trade
l Inion Resolution adopteu by the All-India Workers' and Pea.sants'
Party Conference in December. 1928.

Organisational Consolidation
Fourthly. a no less serious shortcoming is that the Left-Wing
docs n0t always consolidate its ideological influence
organisationally. Thus. the Left-Wing had strong influence in the
Tata Steel Strike, the Lilloah Strike. etc., bm failed to entrench
itself organisationally with the u:!tult that the petty-bourgeois
politicians and intellectuals arc in control of the organisations.
Lastly, a still more serious shortcoming is that the Left-Wing
trade unions arc insufficiently co-ordinated and connected up under
centralized leadership. and effective strugg_le against Imperialism
and reformism is impossible.
Therefore, in view of the cu~rent situation, the most important
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tasks of the Left-Wing trade unions in India are as follows:
/\. The strikes must be better prepared for co-ordinated the wide
masses attracted and direct leadership undertaken by the LettWing. Under no circumstances vacillating leaders and reformist
or Right-Wing bureaucrats should be elected or tolerated in strike
committees. The strike demands should be discussed and
popularised among the masses. For the success of the strikes it is
absolutely necessary that the unorganized masses, the workers in
industries not yet or slightly affected by the strike wave. such as
transport, mining, plantation workers. etc., should be more and
more drawn into the strikes. The strikes must not be only wide.1ed
in scope but also deepened in content.

Preparing Strike Action
"The general strike is an extremely powerful weapon, which
the trade union movement must not shrink from using" states
correctly the Trade Union Resolution of the 'All-India W~rkcrs'
and Peasants' Party Conforencc of last year. llowcver, in the
propaganda for and preparation of the general strike the Left-Wing
should formulate clear-cut demands and thoroughly explain to the
masses that the general strike is a political strike-a revolutionary
mass struggle. The leadership of the general strike must be entirely
in the hands of the militant workers and the Left-Wing, and no
reformist leaders (from Joshi to Jawaharlal Nehru) should be
admitted in the leadership of the strike.
The central as well as the local strike committees must nut attract
but rather eject all vacillating elements from their ranks. The strike
leadership should not lose initiative and should not drift into
defonsive position. The strike committees and the striking masses
must not accept or believe the empty promises of the British
Imperialist Government or its agents. Finally. in connection with
the general strike propaganda and preparations the Left-Wing must
remind & explain to the masses the treacherous action and role of
the British reformists, the General Council of the British Trade
Union Congress in the general strike of England, 1926.
B. The practice of electing large strike committees hy the
striking workers and their active participation in the conduct of
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the strikes as for example, is being done by the Gimi Kamgar.
should be further encouraged. and large strike support committees
of non-striking workers organized. The strike support committees
should not limit themselves only to the collection of funds, but
also it must make wide propaganda, arrange meetings and mass
demonstrations for the support and encouragement of the strikers
etc. The strike committees as well as the strike support committees
should strive for contact with the peasants in order to obtain food
supplies as well as to draw the peasants into the revolutionary
!\tcugglcs.
C. The defence groups already formed should be extended. Care
against provocat..-:ur"' should be exercised in the selection of the
guards.

Organize the Unorganized
D. No effort should be spared in organising the unorganised
especially in the key industries. Steps should he taken to organise
the young workers. and the women workers in the trade unions on
an cc.iual footing with adult and male workers. No less stress should
he laid on the importance of organising trade unions for agricultural
labourers and plantation workers.
E. rhc organisation of factory committees and shop-delegate
conforcnces should be stressed more determinedly than hitherto.
The factory committees and the shop delegate conferences should
be co-ordinated and united under centralized leadership. The LeftWing control of the factory committees and shop delegate
conferences will accelerate the development of the everyday
struggles as well as the struggles of a political nature. It will also
crl!atc a broad and favourable basis for the growth of the LcftWing trade unions.
F. The already existing Left-Wing trade unions. like the Girni
Kamgar Union, though having developed from an organisation of
~00 to 65,000 within a short space of time. should nevertheless be
further expanded and consolidated organisationally and
ideologically. A drive for increased membcr~hip of all Left-Wing
trade unions should be carried on systematically and energetically.
The Left-Wing. particularly during strikes and other mass activities.
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should strive strenuously to crystallize its influence into definite
organisation.
New unions should be set up where none exists. or where it is
impossible to use the old unions because of completely reactionary
control. It is also important that in all industrial towns Trade
Councils should be established. At the same time the amalgamation
of scattered or parallel trade unions into industrial unions under
militant leadership must be pressed forward. However. in the
campaign for trade union unity and industrial unionism the LeftWing should emphasize that the unification should be based strictly
upon working class basis and fight against reformism.
The recent amalgamation of the Jute Workers· Union of Bauria
and the Jute Workers' Union of Bengal as well as the amalgamation
of the two competing or parallel unions on the Great Indian
Railway. is highly commendable indeed. Special attention should
be paid without fail to the transport workers. It is particularly
necessary to make timely preparations for the maturing...ailway
workers' strike. It must be brought clearly before the masses that
while at the present time the capitalists have centered the attack
upon the textile workers, that. subsequently. the onslaught will be
made upon the transport workers.

Workers' Democracy
G. The old bureaucratic system of appointing functionaries.
delegates. and other officials in the trade unions, should be done
away with and substituted by workers' democracy--a system of
election from and by the rank and file. It is of paramount importance
that the bourgeois intellectuals, and politicians. occupying leading
positions in the trade unions should be thrown overboard and in
their stead militant workers elected. In addition to that the centre
of gravity of the trade unions should be transferred to the factories.
that the so-called residential branches of the trade unions (branches
organized where the workers live but not where they wQrk) should
he reorganized upon shop and factory basis and inter-woven with
the factory committees and shop delegate conference.
H. However, the organisation of new unions, etc .• docs not
exclude, but rather calls for more intensified propaganda and
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organisatiorial activities of the Left-Wing within the reformist trade
unions. The Lt:h-Wingers must formulate strike and other demands
for the rank and file and foster the fight for workers' democracy
within the reformist trade unions. The Left-Wing should, above
all, win over the masses. Nor does this mean that the Left-Wing
should give up the fight within the All-India Trade Union Congress.
On the contrary. our comrades should take up a much sterner
attitude than was the case at the previous Annual Congress.
I. Without delay the Left-Wing should launch a systematic
and persistent ideological campaign against social-reformism. The
treacherous character of social-reformism must be exposed at every
turn and occasion.Not less persistently and sharply the Left-Wing
should criticise the nationalists-reformists like Jawaharlal Nehru,
Subhas Bose, etc., as the exponents of the interests of the nationalist
hourgeoisie within the labour movement, as absolutely unfit and
unreliable elements to lead the labour movement. In this campaign
we must not limit ourselves just to ideological criticism. but must
also expose the reformist leaders before the masses by concrete
facts. The united front proposals by the Left-Wing should be always
directed to the rank and file of the reformist unions, in order to
build up a solid united front from the bottom. Upon such a united
front basis a nationwide campaign against class collaboration, the
''Trade Disputes Bill''. the "Public Safoty Bill" as well as against
the Whitley Commission. and against the mass arrests must be
immediately intensified.

Expose Reformists
J. The campaign against class collaboration and reformism
should be interlocked with a sharp attad, against the Ramsay
MacDonald Government. against the <lencral Council of the British
Trade Union Congress. the Amsterdam International, the Geneva
''I ,abour Office" and the'' Asiatic Labour Conference•· scheme. It
is of paramount importance to persuade the working masses and
peasants oflndia that no illusions should be entf'rtained in regard
to the MacDonald Cabinet. Ramsay MacDonald & Co. will at all
times serve and preserve the interests of the United Kingdom or
British Imperialism ruthlessly pt>rsecuting and aiming to destroy
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the revolutionary independence movement oflndia. The so-called
I.abour Government will trample upon the sentiments and rights
of the colonial peoples. It will, likewise, crush strikes as well as
smash Left-Wing trade unions etc.
·
At the same time the fight against participation in the "Asiatic
Labour Conference" is one of the Left-Wing's immediate tasks.
Simultaneously the popularization of the programme and aims of
the R. I. L. LJ. (Red International of Labour Unions) and the Pan
Paci tic Trade Union Secretariat should be the order of the day,
and immediate affiliation to the R. I. LU. and the P.P.T.U.S. sought
more energetically than ever before.
K. An educational campaign based upon the decisions of the
Fi,urth Congress of the R. I. L. U. should be launched, the leading
cadres of the Left-Wing increased and elevated ideologically. We
should stress the necessity for the establishing of workers· schools,
a Left-Wing press. and the publication of pamphlets, written
specially for the Indian workers. In a word. a systematic and
energetic training of workers for leadership is extremely essential.
L. It goes \\'ithout saying that the Left-Wing cannot co-ordinate
ils aclivitics and expand without having a consolidated organisation
and an authoritative centre. Hence. the pressing need for an allcmbracing Left Trade Union Conforencc. ll is imperative, therefore,
that some Left-Wing Trade Union Executive should undertake to
call a preliminary conference composed of representatives of the
largest Left-Wing trade unions to work out a plan for an alli:mhrac ing Left-Wing trade union conference, namely. a
con terencc cm hrac ing the representative of aII the Left-Wing trade
unions, minorities and factory committees and workshop delegates.
It is advisable that the all-embracing Left-Wing trade union
conference should be preceded by conference locally and
industrially.

For the Complete Independence
of India:
Resolution of the International Secretariat of the
LEAGUE AGAINST IMPERI.\LISM:

The International Secretariat of the League Against lmpi..ri~dism
has. on behalf of the Executive Committct:, the General Council
and all affiliated organisations of the League Again..;t Imperialism.
addressed on Open Letter to the 44th Session of the Indian National
( ongrcss, which is meeting in Lahore. to all delegates to the
Congress and to the revolutionary working and peasant masses of
India. ·rhe letter states:
The Lahore Session of the Indian National Congress takes place
at a momentous period in the rapidly developing struggle of the
vast majority of the Indian People against ruthless British
Imperialism. A gigantic mass movement headed by the Indian
proletariat and poor peasantry is already in action agdinst
imperialism.
The brutal actions of the British Labour Ciovcrnment, their
vicious prosecution of the courageous prisoners at Meerut, their
imprisonment of hundreds of revolutionary fighters all owr India.
their daily prosecutions of newspapers for sedition in order to
suppress the real facts, their shooting dc•\vn of striking Bombay
workers, their murder of the hunger ;;;trikers. can only be inte.-preted
a_, bloody and futile attempts to stop the tremendous anti-imperialist
wave which is so rapidly surging up in India.
The Rritish imperialists, anxious to rivet still more firmly the
chains upon the Indian people. find allies in the Indian bourgeoisie,
the landlords and employers of labour who openly support the
British domination. The British imperialists also find allies in those
elements who to-day dominate the Indian National Congress itself,
Published in (INPRECORR). Volume No.9. No. 71. dated 27.12.1929
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and make of it a bulwark against the demand of the Indian masses
for action to end British misrule in India.
We call upon all genuine anti-imperialist delegates to the
Congress to fight for the complete exposure and elimination from
the Indian National Congress of those elements who endeavour
consistently to impede the action of the Indian masses by
compromises with British lmperialjsm, i.e. Dominion Status.
Round Table Conference, etc. All honest fighters against
imperialism must come out openly and resolutely for the demand
for complete national independence, for- the withdrawal of the
British mercenary army, for the freedom of action ofall economic.
political and labour organisations, for genuine support of ever mass
action against the exploiting class. white or native, for a propaganda
and organisational drive for mass revolutionary action against
imperialism.
The Indian people must be prepared to wage an implacable war
against this Labour Government, they must be prepared to drive
out of their ranks all those who support this Imperialist t:iovernment
indirectly or directly.
As the agents of British Imperialism still dominate the Congress,
and as the economic and political interests of the broad masses of
workers and peasants, who constitute the heart of the antiimperial ist movement, are not reflected in the Congress
Programme. it is clear that the Congress cannot be regarded as an
instrument for prosecuting an uncompromising struggle against
imperialism.
It is necessary for all the sincere anti-imperialist elements and
organisations in the country-especially all those organisations
that have already joined the League - to unite and coordinate
their efforts by fofll'ing an All-India Anti Imperialist League or
Federation with the minimum object laid down in the Statutes of
the International League Against Imperialism, namely, the
organising and carrying on of a determined mass struggle for the
full independence of the country.

Three Parties Letter to the Indian
Communists
An Open Letter Written by the Communist Parties of
China, Great Britain and Germany

iJear Comrades,
The revolutionary struggle of the toiling ma~ses for their national
and social liberation has reached a turning point. The nJ.tioual
bourgeoisie which has betrayed the revolutionary people arc
trying their best to preserve their influence ov~r the toiling
masses, in order to ward off the approaching Indian revolution.
From the efforts, the energetic and self-sacrificing struggle and
the correct policy of the Indian Communists it depends to a great
extent whether the treacherous bourgeoisie will maintain it~
influence for a long time and will successfully c.arry out its
counter-revolutionary job. or whether the working-class, headed
hy the Communist Party of India, having isolated the national
reformists. will lead the toiling masses of town and village to a
victorious struggle for independence, and the workers' and
peasants' power.
The objective conditions and thl growth of th\! class consciousness of the Indian proletariat testifies to tht! fact that the latter
course has every chance of fulfilment provided the Indian
Communists overcome their lagging behind in the fom1ation of a
mass All-India Communist Party; providl·rl they, on the basis of
the platform of action published by them and th.: experience of the
past years will energetically and Jt·mtly undertake the formation
of the Communist Party and organise, not in words but in deeds,
rhe struggle of workers and peasants.
This 'open lellcr' from the Communist PartieK of China, Great Briunn and Genuany to
the Indian Communi~ts in May 193::? wa.~ publishe.t in the COMINTERN JOURNAL m
May 1932. They appealc:d to the Indian Communis1s to ·~ndcrt~ke the fonna~ion of the
Communist Party' in India. The Pn>\oi~ional Central Committee ol the Communist Party of
India was fonned in 19:H. INPRECOR. VoLl:?. No. 22 dated 19 5.19n. pages 436-442.
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1. The Correlation of Class Forces
The Indian bourgeoisie which is trying to preserve its influence
over the masses and which with the end of the Second Round
Table Conference did not break off its negotiations with British
imperialism-is continuing its policy of counter-revolutionary
compromise with British imperialism and betrayal of the
revolutionary people. British imperialism, making use of counterrevolutionary national reformism, widely developed the policy ot
repression and provocation. the organising of the reactionary
elements of the country, trying to drown in blood the rising
masses of workers and peasants and simultaneously continuing to
carry on negotiations with the Indian bourgeoisie. Full agreement
between the Indian bourgeoisie and the British imperialists is
being hindered at the present time by the rapidly developing
revolutionary movement under the conditions of the deepening
economic crisis.
Because of the sharpening of the economic crisis, the
provinces
insignificant and temporary reduction of taxes in a
has not in the last helped the position of the peasants. The burden
of ruin, oppression and poverty which is preconditioned by the
whole system of imperf'alist feudal-money-lending exploitation
and is aggravated by the present decline of agriculturnl prices
together with the actual increase in taxation and reaction is
reaching an unprecedented height. In spite of the fact that the
proce.ss of drawing the peasant masses into the struggle is
proceeding unevenly, it has already assumed such a powerful
character (guerrilla warfare in Burma and Kashmir, struggles in
U.P. etc.), that on the one hand it has compelled the National
Congress (which was negotiating an agreement with the
imperialists) to continue playing longer than it wished its sham
opposition towards imperialism, in order to deceive the masses
and disorganise the peasant struggle. And on the other hand it has
forced the British imperialists to hasten in the use of barbarous
forms of mass terror in order to break-up the people's movement.
On January 7th, I 932, the Bombay Chronicle was compelled to
admit that:
"a noteworthy feature of the peasant movement in the United
Provinces is the fact that the peasants are becoming their own

few
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leaders. . . . that the peasant movement to an ever increasing
extent takes place at the initiative of the peasants themselves,
and that they have identified themselves with the Congress
because they could not get a~sistance from other organisations."
The leaders of the National Congress, Gandhi, Nehru, and Co.,
are compelled to admit in a number of speeches the fact that the
anti-imperialist movement and the agrarian struggle are
beginning more and more to come together. The terrified
bnurgeoisie are now trying to disorganise the peasants struggle
and to hold back the peasant movement, so that it should be
limited to a peaceful, submissive economic campaign for small
reduction of taxes, postponement to pay the debts, etc. However,
in spite of the efforts of the National Congress, the peasant
movement is beginning to go beyond the limits marked out by the
Congress and dissatisfaction of the peasantry with the policy of
the Congress is beginning to spread more and more.
Dissatisfaction with the policy of the National Congress is
likewise increasing among the petty-bourgeoisie in the towns (the
increase of the wave of terrorist actions, increased interest of
various elements in the terrorist movement towards working-class
movement and Marxism, speeches at student meetings in
Calcutta, etc.) and is expressed to a still greater extent among the
working masses.
The working-class by its activities beginning from 1928 has
roused the town petty-bourgeoi!-i;•.! and the peasantry to the
struggle against British imperialists and thus had a tr.:mendous
influence on the development of the people's movement in
1930-31.
The events of the last few months (th1.: B!'lmbay demonstration
against Gandhi, the ShoJapur strike, etc.) show that the process
of drawing the Indian proletariat in"J the economic and political
struggle, accompanied by its (proletariat) liberation from the
influence of the National Congress, is growing, and in spite of the
yet existing uneven character, is beginning more and more to
assume an All-Indian character. All the facts show that in most
cases, the workers themselves begin the strikes and that amo~g
the workers, not only in Bombay but also in other places, there is
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growing a stratum of active workers, who are capable not only of
becoming the cement and the leaders of a mass revolutionary
trade union movement, but with energetic work carried on by the
Communists, can become the mass basis of a strong, workingclass, illegal Indian Communist Party.
Some comrades are inclined lo think that the working-class
movement entered a period of decline ~d depression as the result
of the defeat of the Bombay strike in 1929. Such a point of view is
entirely wrong. It is true that the defoal of the strike (which took
place as the result of the absence of a Communist Party and
neglect of the task of spreading the strike to Ahmedabad and
Sholapur). the growth of unemployment in the first half of 1930,
the terror of the employers and the police and particularly the
insufficient work of the revolutionary wing of the trade union
movement had undoubtedly a bad effect on the position of the
G.K.U. But this does not at all justify the theory of decline,
because it was exactly in the very years of 1930-31 that (1) there
was a final split of the Communist groups from "Left" national
reformism and for the first time there really commenced the
formation of an illegal Communist Party; (2) the working masses
took a most active part in all political activities, to the point of
open fights against the police and the troops (Sholapur, etc.);
(3) the backward sections of the proletariat of the country,
Bangalore, Cawnpore, Baroda etc., who had been lagging behind,
began to the drawn in the struggle; (4) there took place a numbt:r
of independent political activities of the working masses and the
working-class by its methods of ~trugglc put a specific imprint on
the whole mass movement. The advanced sections of the
proletariat commenced an open struggle against the National
Congress. The historical demonstration of Bombay workers on
the day of Gandhi's departure to London and the Sholapur
demonstration of textile strikers are very remarkable instances of
such a struggle against the influence of the National Congress.
The development of a spontaneous working-class movement,
the growth of the class-consciousness of the proletariat most
definitely refutes the theory of reaction among the working
masses, of a decline of their fighting spirit, of the low level of
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class-consciousness of the Indian proletariat outside Bombay.
Such theories merely show that some comrades have not got over
their feelings of disbelief in the power of the working-class, are
not in contact with the workers outside Bombay, and confuse the
question of the literacy of the workers with the level of their
class-consciousness. These comrades have brought with them
into the workers' movement the ant;-proletarian bureaucratic
organisational principles of the National Congress, division into
leader~ and masses, pracrical disbelief in the strength of the
re\ Jlutionary rank and file, and therefore they cannot even
explain the outbreak of spontaneous economic strikes and the
tremendous participation of the working m'.lsses in the antiimperialist movement. This ">hows that many Communists 11av~:
not yet thought over the experience of the end of 1927 and 1928,
when the Bombay textile workers very quickly kicked out the
reformist group of Joshi. to the astonishment of the revolutionary
leaders, and solidly came over to thl" platfom1 of the "Red Flag",
Jt may be stated accurately that in India "The strength of the
present movement lies in the awakemng of the masses (chiefly the
industrial proletariat), and its weakness lies in the insufficient
consciousness and initiative of the revohitionary leaders".
(Lenin).
The general picture o~ !he. Communist movement is not
satisfactory. On the one hanJ, there is a tremendous development
of the working-class movement wt· :ch is unprecedented in the
past. On the other hand, ~he Commu:.ist Party a.s y1:·t con~ists of a
small number (though the number is increasing) of weak groups,
often isolated from the masses, disconnected with each other.
politically not united and in some places not clearly differentiated
from national reformism, adopting a conciliatory policy towards
it. Instead of a •.truggle for a uniteo '\:~-India Communist Party,
we find Jocalisrn, provincialism. self-isolation from the masses,
etc., which, though it could be understood to some extent in 1930,
now represents the main danger to the revolutionary, proletarian
movement.
The lagging behind r;f the Communist vanguard must be
rapidly and most decisively overcome. This is the first ~d the
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most important task for all those honest Communist revolutionaries who stand by the platfonn of action of the CPI, and are
faithful to the cause of the Indian and world proletariat.
2. Communists and the Struggle for Independence
The biggest mistake made by Indian Communists consists of
the fact that in reality they stood aside from the mass movement of
the people against British Imperialism. In spite of the fact that the
documents of the Communist movement have spoken about this
mistaken policy, no change has yet taken place and self-isolation
from the struggle for independence still exists.
In June 1930 in one of the documents of the Bombay
organisation it said:
"We came in Bombay to a position when we actually withdrew
from the struggle and left its field entirely to the National
Congress. We limited our role to a role of a small group who set
aside and issue once in a while leaflets. The re~lt was one
which could have been expected, that in the minds of the
workers there grew an opinion that we are doing nothing and
that the Congress is t~e only organisation which is carrying on
the fight against imperialism and therefore, workers began to
follow the lead of the Congress ...... "
"The result of the policy of actual withdrdwal from the political
struggle, lack of attempts to lead the masses, to organise them,
to isolate the reformist elements proved to be harmful in regard
to the growth of the Communist Party itself."
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However, the whole history of the Indian working-class
movement proves that this is a most dangerous error. At the dawn
of the Indian working· class movement. Lenin, e!itimating the
participation of the Bombay workers in the protest demonstratmn
against the arrest of Tilak in 1908 wrote:
'"In India also the proletariat ha~ already reached the point of a
conscious political struggle, and a~ thi~ i~ ,he case, the days of
the Anglo-Czarist order in India arc numbered."
The movement of 1921-22 devcl"ping under the influence of
the Octoher Revolution showed a further maturing of the
proletariat. Even the enemies of the revolutio11ary proletariat ·mch
a~ Gandhi were compelled to admit (~ee "Young India") th.tt th1.~
workcri. of Bombay, Ahmedabad and other town~ came forward
clurinJ?; thti. period a~ a most active forct=. the1\!by terribly
frightened the hourgeoii; National Congrc~s. But the prei.ent
period which i~ developing under the influence or the C'hine'e
revolution and the succel'>~•fnl con,truction uf sociali'm in the
USSR (the Bombay strikes, the boy<.·ott of the Simon and Whitll.!y
C<1mmi~sinns, the Mecmt Trial, the movement of I <J30--31, the
formatmn or the Communi~t Party etc.), shOW): the gigantic extent
of the working-da!!.s movement, it~ fmthcr progrer-.~ and its
particular activity in the st1·1~g•e for indepL•ndence. The whole of
the hil'>tory of the workmg-cl.t\l'> mowmcnl dcci"ivcly refutes
thoM~ who do not believe m the Mrength of the proletanat and ib
ability to fight for the leader!!.hip of 11c people's movement.
The bourgeois Nat1011al Congre.\".\, deeply ho~tile to the
proletariat, distra<.·ting the worker!!. and pea~ants from the !!.tmggle
against the capitali!!.ts and landlord!!i. ha~ succcl!ded so far in
mamtainin~ influence over considerable broad masses of the
workers. Thi~ cun be explained ma; 1:" by the fact that bourgcoii.
national reformism has cleverly mu<lc use of the hate of th1:
v,ork.mg masst>!-. towards Bntish imperialism, and using this ha!!.
ht:en forcmg on them a policy of intemal cla!!.~ peace covered by
..radical" phrases ol" the "joint national struggle'·.
,
Thu~ the liberation of !!le proletariat from the influence of tht! ·
treacherou!I bourgeoisie and conversion of the proletariat rrfm an
active political force into the leadin1: force with the hegeiton~
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the people's movement can be brought about at the present time
by the exposure of the bourgeois National Congress and its "Left"
wing, Bose, Kandalkar, Roy etc., as the betrayers of the struggle
for independence and can be realised only if the Communist Party
takes a most energetic part in the struggle for independence on the
basis of an irreconcilable struggle against the national reformists.
This participation in the anti-imperialist movement is closely
connected and interwoven with the energetic participation of
Communists in the everyday struggle for the economic interests
of the working masses, with the most energetic support,
organisation and development of the peasant struggle, the
agrarian revolution and the attraction to its own side of all
revolutionary-democratic elements who are prepared to struggle
against British imperialism.
The pre-requisite for a correct policy for Communists in
the anti-imperialist movement is a definite sharp, clear and
uncompromising struggle and exposure of the Natione.I Congress
and especially the ''Left" national-reformists, first of all its special
variety-the group of Roy-Kandalkar.
However, while struggJing against "Left" national-reformism,
it is incorrect to separate ourselves from the mass movement of
the people who appear to be under the leadership of the National
Congress. A distinction must be made between the bourgeois
Congress leadership and those sections of the workers, peasants
and revolutionary elements of the town petty-bourgeoisie who not
understanding the treacherous character of the National Congress
followed it, correctly seeing in the domination of British
imperialism the basis of their slavery.
The National Congress was ahle to preserve its leadership over
the masses of town poor, workers, student youth, artisans, etc.
(who on their own initiative participated in a number of armed
struggles with the police force of British imperialism), not by its
positive political programme which under vague "radical'"
promises conceals its bourgeois-feudal contents, but only on the
basis of assurances of its loyalty to the independence movement,
utilising the hatred of the people toward bloodthirsty robber
imperialism and the sttll existing illusions of a "united national
front".
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In order to isolate the National Congress and all the "Left"
national-reformists from the toiling masses. in order to help the
separation of the forces of revolution and counter-revolution and
to establish the hegemony of the proletariat in the struggle of the
people, the Indian Communists must take the most energetic part
in the anti-imperialist movement and must be in the forefront in
all activities, demonstrations and clashes of the toiling masses
with the imperialists. coming forward as the organisers of the
mass-struggle, everywhere and at all times, exposing openly and
by concrete examples the treachery of the bourgeois National
Congress and its "Left" wing. It is necessary to participate in all
mass demonstration:-., organised by the Congress. coming forward
with our own Communist slogans and agitation; support alJ the
revolutionary student demonstrations, be at the forefront in the
clashes with the police, protesting against all political arrests, etc.,
constantly criticising the Congre~s leaders, especially "Left" and
c.:alling on the masses for higher forms of struggle, setting before
the toiling masses ever more concrete and ever more revolutionary tasks.
The experience of the Girni Kamgar Union confirms thl!
correctness of this analysis. The Kandalkar-Roy group was able to
split the G.K.U., because •'aying lip service of their loyalty to the
revolutionary struggle for ir1dependence they appealed to the
workers to support the united national front and urged the workers
to join the bourgeois National • ;ongress, describing it as a
people's organisation, helping it thus to disorganise the revolutionary struggle of the miling mas~es. It was only by use of'"antiimperialisf' phraseologies. utilising the hatred of the working
masses towards th~ imperialists, that the n.tlional-reformists were
able to attract considerable sectior ' -f the workers to their side.
But if the existence of "united nallonal front" illusions played
its part in maintaining the influence of the National Congress the
self-isol~tion of the Communists objectively assisted the
refonnists and retardd the process of the breaVing away of the
workers from the bou1g1~ois National Congress. The treacherous
Roy-V.N. Joshi-Kandalkar group tries to hide its counterrevolutionary es'"!lence and its affiliation to the national-reformist
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camp by the old and well-known bourgeois method, charging the
Communists with ultra-radicalism and sectarianism.
This charge of sectarianism is nothing else but accusation of the
Communist11 for their Bolshevist irreconcilability to nationalreformism, for their revolutionary hatred of the imperialist and
feudal system of exploitation, for their persistent and continuous
preparation and mobilisation of the toiling masses for the
revolutionary overthrow of imperialist rule.
The treacherous Roy-Kandalkar group in their appeal to the
Trade Union Congress in Calcutta., in the leaflet issued in Bombay
against Bradley and the Meerut prisoners, by the condemnation of
the position of the revolutionary wing at the Nagpur Congress of
trade unions, by the organisation of a revolutionary bloc with the
Joshi-Giri-Bokhale group, by their disruptive work on the
railroads, by their struggle against the general strikl!, the platform
of action of the Communist Party of India, etc., only proved once
more that they are agents of the bourgeoisie in the labour
movement, that they are carrying on a policy of subordination of
the working-class to the bourgeoisie, that they are hindering the
differentiation and brea)v.· of the toiling masses with national
reformism and are disorganising the revolutionary struggle of the
workers and peasants for independence, land and bread.
In phrases pledging their support to the Comintem, the RoyKandalkar-Joshi group in deeds are the worst enemies of the
international revolutionary proletariat and the Indian antiimperialist and agrarian revolution.
The conclusion to be drawn from all this is: the formation of an
All-Indian Communist Party, the isolation of the nationalreformists and the development of the people's revolution under
the leadership of the iJroletariat can only be achieved when the
Communists determinedly liquidate their self-isolation from the
anti-imperialist struggle of the masses. When as the vanguard of
the masses, showing the way of revolutionary struggle sharply
and mercilessly exposing and struggling against the National
Congress and its "Left" wing-the Communists will show
in practice by their Communist activity that the Communist Party
is the leader of the toiling masses and is the only leader of the antiimperialist and agrarian revolution.
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From this point of view, the Communists must also sharply
combat all ideas of those comrades who unconsciously come to
self-isolation from the mass anti-imperialist struggle through their
desire to preserve the cadres in order to gain the time for building
the Party.
Such a line is harmful and shortsighted. The preservation of
cadres, the guarantee of continuity and the formation of an illegal
Party is an extremely nec:e.'lsary task. However, the fulfilment of
it mu!-it be achieved not through self-isolation from the antiimperialist struggle but only by the correct combination of illegal
and legal methods of work and mganisation and the most
energetic drawing i1ito our ranks and developing of new <·adres
from workers and trustworthy revolutionary youth.

3. The Struggle against the National Congress and the Pl'ttyBourgeoMe
The incrca!.e of the dissatisfaction of the broad masses with the
policy of the National Congress (negoriations in London, etc.),
directly connected with the deepen mg of the crisis, the offensive
of imperialism and the further revolutionising of the toiling
masseo., has compelled the leaders of the National Congress to
follow the path of new "1 ... ft" manoeuvres in order to strengthen
their influence. Very characteristic in this connection is the fact
that the "'Left" natmnal-refonnist~ Rose, etc. have again raised the
question of their readiness to ere tle a separate organisation of
··Lefts" aud have begun to ··criticise" th~ participation of the
National Congress in the Round Table C.onforence, etc. ('\ee his
speech at the Conference of the Youth in Maharashtra). All
this is done in order to fool the masses om. ~ more and organise if
necessary a "safety valve" Vi<"' the former League of
Independenct· to give the outlet t,>r the dissatisfaction of the
masse!-. These manoeuvres of the bourgeoisie show the process. of
fom1ent :md disappointment which i~ spreading among the toiling
masses and confirms the correctness of the platform of action
of the CPl where it ~pcah of the necessity of the ~harpest
differentiation, criticism and exposure of "Left" nationalreformism, including its foremo.-t detachment, the group of Roy,
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as the necessary pre-requisite for the mobilisation of the toiling
masses for a revolutionary struggle and the creation of a mass
Communist Party.
Struggling against the bourgeois National Congress, some
comrades mistakenly identify the bourgeoisie with the pettybourgeoisie, mechanically contrasting the "class" interests of the
proletariat with the independence movement as a whole. while
other Communists, fighting against this mistaken conception,
forget about the bourgeoisie, forget about the instability, the
waverings and hesitations of the petty-bourgeoisie, sometimes in
practice join with or follow the latter, thus objectively
subordinating the proletariat to the leadership of the national
bourgeoisie.
For example. it wa~ a mistake when the leaders of the trade
union movement stated (see Bombay Chronicle) that the split in
Calcutta is a matter for the workers, affects only the trade union
• and has
movement, is connected only with the economic struggle
no connection whatsoever with the "patriotic" feelings of the
nationalists. The struggle .inside the working-class against the
bourgeoisie for the majority of the working-class is of decisiv~
importance for the whole of the anti-imperialist movement. The
split and issues raised in Calcutta are also an important stage in
the anti-imperialist struggle and the differentiation of the forces of
revolution and counter-revolution. The organisation of an AllIndia Centre of the trade union movement, based on the principles
of the class-struggle must serve, in spite of the mistakes made. not
only for the class consolidation of the proletariat. but must also
help in the mobilisation of the peasantry and the revolutionary
strata of the petty-bo,ugeoisie around the proletariat and its
Communist vanguard. To do this it is also necessary to distinguish
between the revolutionary patriotism of the toiling masses
suffering from national oppression and the treacherous counterrevolutionary pseudo "patriotism" of the bourgeoisie. We must
learn to prove that, that portion of the trade union Congress which
followed Bose, Kandalkar, Roy and Co. had carried on and is
carrying on a struggle against the "patriotism", against the antiimperialist fight of the revolutionary people. Those who separate
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the class interests of the proletariat from the struggle for
independence in practice drive the toiling masses and the
revolutionary sections of the petty-bourgeoisie into the arms of
the National Congress and the "Left" wing. strengthen the
position of the bourgeoisie, instead of rallying the toiling masse~
around the Communist Party and fighting for the hegemony of the
proletariat.
..\ mistake of an opposite character is the statement of some
comn1des that the anti-imperialist movement of 1930-31 can be
described as a movement of the town petty-bourgeoisie. From the
view point of thc'\e comrades, the pmletariat and peasantry as the
basic forces of tht Indian revolution disappear, and the -:01interrevolutionary bourgeoisie, with its still great influence over the
masses is forgotten. The tactics of the Communists as a result are
adapted to the town petty-bourgeoisie and hence criticism of the
National Congress and the "Left" nat ional-refonnists is toned
down. Among the supporters of this view there arose at the end
of 19~0. under the influence of the wavermgs of the town
petty-bourgeoisie, a theory of "reaction" in lhc working-class
movement (see .. Railwayman", November 1930). This theory
incorrectly explained the situation of 19:10 and would be wrong
for the pres~nt period. I\; it correct as ''Railwayman" states that the
working-class in 1930 caml! into motion under the influence of
the dissatisfied petty-bourgeoisif" and foll under its leadership?
It is not correct. In 1928-29 thr... proletariat by its strikes, by its
struggle against thl· Simon and Whitley Commissions, by its
revolutionary position at the l'lagpur T.U. Congress, etc. aroused
the petty-bourgeoisie to the anti-imperialist struggle. In 1930 the
most active element in all mass action:. in the towns (Bombay,
Sholapur, Calcutta, Madras, etc." ...-as the working-class. In many
cases the advanced sections of die workers spontaneously took
the initiative into their hand~. drawing over the: students and the
city pClor to their side (Calcutta. etc.). Therefore, to underestimate
the growth of the re•:c.Iutionary consciousness and a<.·tivity of the
working-class, to claim that it was an appendage to the pettybourgeoisie means in reality to fail to see the process of
development of the proletariat,. to lag at the tail end of the events,
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give up the idea of forming a mass Communist Party and blame
the workers for their (some of the revolutionary leaders) own
pessimism, shortsightedness and inability to organise the struggle
of the working-class. Depicting the petty-bourgeoisie as the
leading force in I 930 and constructing a theory of ''reaction'', the
authors of the article made a mistake i11 the sense that they gloss
over the question of the treachery of the national bourgeoisie
which succeeded in 1930 in leading the petty-bourgeoisie and a
considerable portion of those sections of workers and peasants
who for the first time were drawing into the independence
movement. By stating that the working-class was following the
petty-bourgeoisie, the authors of the article unconsciously help to
conceal the bourgeois character of the National Congress, identify
the petty-bourgeoisie with the bourgeoisie and in reality hinder
the exposure of the national refonnists-objectivcly helping to
spread the harmful theory of the necessity of toning down
criticism of the National Congress so as not to frighten.the masses
who follow it.
That which the author 9f the article called "reaction" in reality
meant that among the workers there was a growing diswntent
with the treacherous policy of the National Congress. that the
illusions of the "united national front" had hegun to disappear and
a drift of the masses away from the National Congress had
commenced. The absence of the Communist Party hinders this
process and makes it possible for the enemies of the workingclass to bring demoralisation into the ranks of the proletariat. It is
from this point of view, without throwing the mistakes of the
revolutionary leaders on to the workers, that we should attentively
consider the counte:-revolutionary speech of Ruikar and the
resolution adopted by the Nagpur textile trade union in January
1932. Speaking of the growing disbelief of the workers in the
leaders of the National Congress, Ruikar called on the workers
not to support any political party whatever but to carry on 011/y an
economic struggle, and persuaded the Nagpur textile union to
pass a resolution not to take any further part in the national
movement and to restrict themselves merely to the trade union
struggle. ("B.C." Jan. 14).
~
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These facts tesrify to the drifting away of the masses from the
National Congres~ and of the treacherous work of the nationalreformists Kandalkar-Ruikar-Roy, once more confirm the
harmfulness and the danger of the theory of "reaction" which is
Jinked up with !-.elf-isolation from the anti-imperialist struggle arid
lack of faith in the working-clas!-1. Self-isolation from the antiimperialist struggle aids the work of all the agents of imperiali11m
who are trying to take the workers away from the politit.al
c:truggle. to disorganise their ranks especial1y at this moment
when millions of pea~ants are heing drawn m. when
dis~atisfaction and <li~appointmcnt with the National Congress is
growing. when the ..:Id~!-. character and treachery of the J'l:itional
Congres~ in the !->lruggle for independence and the interests of the
pea!-.antry bet·omcs clearer.
In clo~e connection with the mi~takei, exposed ahovc we find
the queMiun of unde1c~timating the danI?er of "Left" nationalrefonmsm and an in~ufficient strug!?le Jgain!>t it. In all tht>
stat~ments of the Communi'>fs (leaflet for the Karachi Natinnal
Congrei..,, etc-.), the que.,tion of the ..Lefts" and their i.pecial
function and role was 1101 mfsed. A struggle 1s carried on again'>t
persons but the ..Progr.imme", manoeuvres and nature of "Left"
r•.1t10nal-reformism is not expm:ed. Such a mistakl" wa!I made al!-.O
at the Trade Umon Congles., in Calcutta. But it i!-> not accidental
that the ..Left" riatmnal-reforrnists are ha!->tening to put on the
"socialist'· armour and the reneg•.•ie Roy swears devotion to tht>
Comintem. The "Left," will come more dnd 1nort> to tht.• forefront.
especially the Roy group, whosl' particular tai,k is to carry on
disintegmting work among the proletarian v,mguard. The po'tition
of the comradci. who tried to secure unit}' with Kandalkar was
entirely wrong because mstead of raiMng que.,tion!-1 of principle,
the struggle against national-refon.11Mn, they raised the qucsti,m
of per!-.ons, forgetting that the position~ of groups and per..,ons
always rcfle,·t the interests of definite classes. and thus these
comrades objectively have heen hdping the National Congrei.s.
The point of view of tl-tose comrades who think that critici~m of
the "Left" national· retorrnists in the trade unions will lead to the
isolation of the Communist Pm:ty is wrong. On the contrary. if
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criticism is taken to the masses, the Communists will only
strengthen their influence and win over the masses to their
programme. We must catch the "Left" national-reformists at their
words we must expose before the masses their phrases appealing
to the people comparing them with their deeds, showing that
the first and smallest test was the fact that instead of fighting
against the imperialists they went to the Round Table Conference,
instead of helping the peasants they helped the imperialists to
collect taxes and now they are disorganising the no rent
movement, instead of supporting the wo'rkers they sabotage the
general strike, instead of a revolutionary struggle they preach
counter-revolutionary non-violence and submission, instead of
supporting the revolutionary workers they split the Trade Union
Congress in Calcutta and made an agreement with the Joshi and
Giri group, the open agents of the imperialists, etc. Therefore, we
must consider as incorrect the fact that the proletarian
revolutionaries, while struggling against the nationa•rt!formists
at the Calcutta T.U. Congress, did not come out simultaneously
with a special declaration against the Sengupta group, thereby
hindering the differentiation and the struggle against nationalreformism. The struggle against national-reformism and still
more against it~ dangerous variety the Roy-Kandalkar-V. N. Joshi
group serves as a base and is connected with the overcoming of
two incorrect points of view which have appeared in the process
of the formation of the Communist movement. One of these
consists of passive resistance to the ex.tensive recruiting of
revolutionary workers into the ranks of the Party. And the other
consists of glossing over the class character of the Communist
Party. It is wrong to propose to the revolutionary petty-bourgeois
organisations to fuse with the Communist Party. An alliance of the
proletariat with the peasantry is the basi~· of the strategy of the
Indian Communist Party, but while fighting for the leadership of
the anti-imperialist and the general peasant struggle, we must not
forget for a minute about the separate organisation of the town and
village proletariat and the formation of a complete independent
class party-the Communist Party. While fighting in alliance with
the peasantry, the Indian proletariat must preserve its class
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independence; and this is the only guarantee not only that it wiU
be able to ensure its hegemony (if a Communist Party exists) in
the general national movement, but that after the overthrow of the
power of the imperialists it will be able to draw with it the
majority of the oppressed pea.,.antry in the struggle for socialism.

4. The peasants and the movement for non-payment of taJLes
The tremendous growth of the peasant movement, taking on
in some districts the character of guerrilla warfare, the struggle
in 'lie United Provinces, etc. was the r.1ain cause which competled
the Naticmal Congress, conc~aling its actions by "Left" manoeuvres, lo move more and more to the right, against thl'
revolutionary people. The National Congress has in every wa:,·
r\!tarded the "no rent and no taxes" movement for one and a half
yearo.;. hclpc<l the British Imperialists to collect taxes and debts
from the peasants. Ancl now. st.iting in words that it sympathi~:c"
with the non-payment movement, continues in reality to carry on
disorganisational counter-revolutionary work against it.
The present "no rent and no tax" movement has a spontaneotts
character. The task of the Communi~ts at th~ presenL time is:
following the policy as outlined in the platform of action of the
Communist Pm1y of India to start actually the organisation of a
ma!o,s movement for the no.,-pavment of taxes, rent and debts,
drawing into this c.·ampaign all rrvolutionary demoaatic elemi:n:~
and giving it the anti-imperialist character of the struggle for
indcpend<!n..:c. Only in this way, pn. 'ing by conacte examples
how the "radical" word~ of the National Cougrei-.s <liff er fron1
their disorganising acti0ns, will it be possible to isolate the
national-reformists an<l develop a powerful peasant movement.
Besides direct agitational and organisational work by the Party
and the utilisation of the industrial •·,1cwkers connected with the
villages, it is newssary to call on the re \·uiutionary elements of the
rank and file follower'i of the National Congre~s. the youth
leagues, the peasant organisation, etc. to undertake the organisation of a country-wide movement for the non-payment of
taxes aud rent, in spite of the National Congress and ov\!r its
head, organising peasam committees, self-defence groups and
establishing contacts with the town .workers.
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It is not correct to counterpose the slogan of the general strike
to the mass movement for non-payment of taxes and debts, civil
disobedience and the boycott. While supporting this mass
movement, the Communists must win the leadership of it, and
exposing the treachery of the National Congress by concrete
examples develop and guide it into genuinely revolutionary
channels.

5. The slogan of the general strike and the struggle for the
majority of the proletariat
At the end of 1930 some revolutionists (see article of
"Railwayman") took a negative attitude to the slogan of the
general strike. These comrades explained their negative attitude
claiming that the workers were not yet sufficiently classconscious and that most of the trade unions opposed this slogan.
The basis for this position was an incorrect estimation of the
general situation, lack of faith in the strength of the working-class
and confusion on the question of the tactical tasks of Commugists.
The objective situation of 1930 and at the present time shows
that the slogan of a general strike was and is timely, corresponds
to the relationship of class forcps and is one of the basic uniting
slogans for the next stage of the struggle of the working-class for
hegemony in the people's movement.
The author of the article confused the question of the slogan of
the general strike as a tactical line for Communists with the
question of the dc1te for calling the strike, which depends on a
number of concrete factors. We must not, under the excuse of
disagre~ment with the selection of a date for the strike, carry on a
struggle against the tactical line of the revolutionary proletariat.
"To consider the mood of the workers is important when to choose
the moment of action but not for deciding the tactical line of
action of the working-class" (Lenin).
It is also incorrect to consider the ~logan of a general strike
according to the attitude of the trade union leaders. The majority
of the Indian trade unions are bureaucratic not mass organisations,
acting against the interests of the working masses, without contact
with them. At the present time the strength of these reformist trade
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unions is the result of the weak activity of the proletarian
revolutionaries, of disorganisation of the workers' rank and the
fact that the natjonal-reformists utilise the anti-imperialist
sentiment of the working-class. It is useful to recollect the
experience of Bombay in 1928 and the rapid breaking up of the
textile "Union" of Joshi & Co.
When considering the slogan of the general strike we must not
mistake the attitude of the reformist leaders for the real sentiments
of the working-class. This is a gross mistake.
ln ord1..~r Lo break down the disorganising influence and work of
the n·formists, it was necessary not to \l\r ithdraw the slogan of the
general strike, but on the contrary transfer the stmgglc for it to the
rank and .file, to the masses, exposing the reformist~ and
orxanising the workers.
1 he events of the last few months (the increase of strikes, the
gwwing demand of the railwaymen to call a railway strike. the
gmwth of unemployment and poverty. resistance to the terror of
the imperialists. etc.) show that support for the slogan of the
general strike is increasing. The task of Communists is to come
forward not in words but in deeds as initiators of the struggle of
the workers. To ~tart to organise strike committees composed of
rank and file workers and u~ing the assi~tance of all revolutionary
democratic organisations, youth leagues, rank and file
revolutionaries at present dec;t.. ·,·cd by the National Congres~ and
rhu~ mobilising all forces over the head of Lhe reformist trade
union leaders, develop the strike mm ·ment, especialJy on the
r.ti1ways, and by means of them, linking political !.trike. We greet
with joy the fact that Indian workers, as it is ~lated in the "Railway
Mazdoor" are beginning to carry out this task. The general strike
is of historic importance for the development of the revolutionary
movement and the conversion of the proletariat intu the lt.·ading
force, mobilising the peasants and the CllY poor around it. It will
deliver the first powerful blow at the power of the imperialistsbringing the revolutionary people right up to the highest form of
struggle, the revolutionary uprising.
The development of the ~trike movement pl~ces before the
Communists the task of forming mass trade unions, factory
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committees. and the necessity to combi~e the battles for the
everyday interests with the political struggle. The revolutionary
T.U. movement has had a number of individual successes, the
strike at Sholapur and Bombay, the calling of a conference
of textile workers with the participation of 400 delegates from
20 factories, the strengthening of its position among the railwaymen, the growth of the workers' press etc.
However, the weakness of the G.K.U. the lo!Ys of the leadership
of the strike at the "Madhowji Dharamsi" factory, the loss of the
leadership in the tramway union etc. also show that the
Communist~ disdain the everyday work in the factories and trade
unions, do not build up groups of active workers, do not form
Communist fractions, do not carry on sufficient everyday
organisational and agitational work. It is only by leading and
defending the interests of the workers in large and smalf struggles
consttmtly and every day, in attack and defence, that the
Communist Party can win the unbreakable confidence of the
working-class and lead it to the decisive battle against t~
exploiting classes.
It is time to get rid of the tmditions of the past in the trade
unions, the traditions of bureaucratic methods of work from
above, the division into leaders and. rank and file, and to start to
form mass trade unions with elected management committees,
consisting of workers from the bench, regularly functioning and
in contact with the working masses, boldly promoting workers,
supporting them and in every way developing their initiative and
self-reliance.
We must carry on energetic work among the workers who are
following the reformist trade unions. It is a great mistake to
continue the practice of self-isolation from workers' meetings and
the mass trade unions which are under the influence of the
reformists. Communists must always take part in them and carry
on work among the workers, urging them to join the united
fighting front of the proletariat.
During strikes and other economic and political actions of the
workers, it is necessary to propose to the workers who fo11ow the
reformists to help the general struggle. take part in the rank and
file unity committees, defend the workers' demands etc. and thus
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not in words hut in deeds fight for the unity of the workers,
exposing at the same time the reformists.
At the same time it is necessary to change the passive attitude
of Communists to the question of the All-Indian trade union
movement and repudiate the special theory that ..the trade union
Congress is not something living and concrete for the workers".
In this, as in the other questions, there is shown Jack of faith in the
working-class and local tasks are counterposed to All-Indian
tasks, the G.K.U. is coullterposed to the trade union Congress.
Such counterposing is very harmful. While developing a
hundn:J times more our activity for strengthening the G.K.U. and
converting it into an All-Indian textile union (including Sholapur,
Ahmedabad. Nagpur etc.). it is necessary completely to do away
with a negative attitude towards the All-Indian trade union movement and begin to form mass tmde unions alJ over the country in
the cc.al. steel and jute industry, the plantations and the railroads,
attracting to our side the workers of the reformist trade unions.
After the split of the Calcutta Trade Union Congress, the
revolutionary wing did nothing to form a mass trade union
movement while the national-reformists are carrying on a ··unity"
campaign (i.e. disorganisation of the revolutionary proletariat),
organised a number of All-Indian campaigns ("Labour Day" etc.),
formed a textile federation, seizt"d the initiative on the railroads,
formed provincial lfade union co1.mcils, etc.
Even now the revolutionary trade union movement is in a
position to send a number of groups of al dve workers to various
centres in the country so as to start work among the rank and file
workers. Only by boldly promoting workers and revolutionary
tested Communist intellectuals into the leadership. starting real
work and abandoning a number of mistakes explained aboveonly in this way the Communists will 1'e able to start the
organisation of the proletariat and develop the struggle for the
hegemony of the working-class in the people's movement.

6. The struggle for an All-Indian Party
The biggest gain of the proletarian movement,· the greatest
move forward is the fact that the advanced workers and revolu-
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tionaries have entirely separated from the National Congress and
commenced to form an illegal Communist Party. The idea of an
illegal Communist Party has already been adopted and is
beginning to be carried out.
However, the development of the Indian Communist movement is being blocked by the state of discor~. separate existence
of the Party groups and connected with it a number of mistakes
enumerated above, without overcoming of which the movement
cannot develop further normally.
If the period of isolated circles might have been considered to
be inevitable in 1930 and at the beginning of 1931, at the present
time such a position must be considered as extremely harmful
and dangerous to the further development of the Communist
movement.
The movement has now reached such a stage of development
which it is absolutely necessary to raise resolutely and firmly the
standard of struggle for an All-Indian Communist Party, fo~
uniting and welding together all the Communist groups, for the
organisation and ideological unity of the Communist ranks,
utilising and developing at the same J.ime the initiative from below
to form and develop new local groups and organisations.
Hence it must be recognised that the Party organisation has not
carried on a correct line, and mstead of a struggle for the party it
has in reality taken the line of provincialism. Instead of helping
the local groups, it has taken up the position of self-limitation and
reducing the whole Party to a local organisation not linked up with
other local organisations. Instead of rousing and organising the
ideological struggle for the Party, widely explaining and
discussing all the questions of principle of the movement (for
which purpose it is necessary in the .'ihortest possible time to
create an illegal printed organ of the Central Committee and legal
newspapers), the Party organisation was not even able to continue
the publication of the legal Marxist paper of an All-Indian
importance. The absence of such illegal and legal papers (and its
substitution by the trade union press does not save the position)
not only drove all disagreements deep inside hindering the
working out of a united Party line, but it played a tremendous
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negative role in the formation of the Communist Party,
strengthening of contacts between the various districts,
development of the claf)s-struggle against the imperialists and the
bourgeoisie, and winning of the workers and the revolutionary
youth to the side of the Communist Party. Revolutionary
newspapers are appearing everywhere in the country (in Calcutta,
Madras, Punjab etc.), trying to preach Marxism and defend the
proletarian point of view. However, the absence of an illegal (and
a legal) Party press makes it exceedingly difficult to influence
them. to ~truggle against confusion. discord and gross mistakes,
hinders the working out of a united Communist line and the
establishment of unity of views and method~ of struggle. It is
necessary to understand finnly the teachings of Lenin on the role
of a Central Party paper as an agitator and organiser of the masses
and the Pany. This is particularly important for the pre.~ent period
of the Jndian Communist movement.
Among the circles rleveloped a psychology of provincialb.m
and refusal to struggle on an All-Indian scale. On aJI questions
which were of All-Indian importance (the All-Indian Trade Union
Movement. the general strike on the railroads. the pea!\ant
struggle, the movement for the non-payment of rent and taxes, the
Round Table Conference, the jute strike etc.), the Communist
groups pr0ved unable to rise in their approach above the
provincial horizon. They did not see the general tasks and the AJJIndian scale of the struggle, which in its turn led them to narrow
down their tasks on the spot in their provii..:es. In practice they
completely cleared the All-Indian arena for the nationalreformists, who took the initiative in the organisation (i.e., in
reality disorganisation) of the railroad movement, the textile
federation, the united front campaign, the work amc.ng the miners
and metal workers of Jamshedpur, etc. Ab?.1donment of the AllIndian a1ena, .velf-isolation for instance, inabiHty of revolutionary
leaders of the Bombay workers to give a~sistance to the jute strike
in Calcutta, etc. in practice leads to the strengthening of the
influence of the bourgeoisie, hinders the formulation of the
Communist Party, prevents the v. inning by the working-class of
:he hegemony in the struggle of the people, leads to the loss of
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initiative in all questions whatsoever in the struggle for the trade
union Congress, preparations for the railway strike etc.
Provincialism and discord is also shown in the fact that the
G.K.U. alone is made to take the place of the All-Indian trade
union movement. In practice this leads to the fact that the
Communist groups voluntarily leave the All-Indian arena and
objectively play into the hands of the bourgeoisie and the
imperialists.
The existence of the Party as a number of isolated groups
brings about complaints that there are no forces, no comrades
available, that it is impossible to cope with the great tasks facing
the revolutionary movement. Hence we often find passivity, despondency, mutual disputes, deviations of all kinds, sectarianism
and an opportunist attitude to national reformism. on basis of
which the possibility of splits not on a principled basis becomes
very easy. However, this complaint about the absence of forces is
contradicted by thousands of facts of everyday life which sho~
that among the workers and the revolutionary youth there arc
thousands of active fighters sympathetic to thl" Communist Party.
It is necessary to come out <iecisively for an All-Indian
Communist Party. While increasing in every way, hundreds
of times, local work (especially in Calcutta, etc.) it is necessary at
the same time somewhat to move the Centre of gravity of Party
work to the All-Indian activity and begin to build the Party,
carrying on the struggle for a common political line. creating a net
of local Party organisations, developing the sense of responsibility, Party feeling and discipline, encouraging local initiative,
and courageously drdwing into our ranks workers and those
revolutionary intellectuals who are true lo the working-class
cause. Such a change will not weaken but on the contrary will
make stronger and more stable the local activity, contacts and
agitation. It is necessary to build and extend Party organisations
everywhere, encouraging local initiative. The strength of the
Communist Party is determined by the degree of its contact with
the broad masses, above all with the proletariat. The only correct
form of organisation able to secure this contact and the fighting
ability of the Party is the system of.factory nuclei. Particularly in
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India, under conditions of terror and comparatively high
concentration of th<~ proletariat, the formation of factory nuclei is
an absolutely essential, obligatory and highly important task of
the Party. It is necessary to get m touch with and draw in all active
industrial workers, because that is the chief guarantee of
successful building of an illegal Communist Party, able to
withstand the terror and lead the struggle of the working-class.
It is e~sential to arrange at the same time, propagandist circles,
short courses, etc. in order to develop and teach the active workers
the elem<"ntal essentials of Marxism, helping them in every way
to be drawn into active Party work as organisers and leaders of
working-class-struggles and Party organisations. The Communist
groups were also unable tc. properly combine legal and illegal
forms of work. In some districts, following the correct position of
the platform of action of the Communist Party of India that under
present condition' the Communist Party of India can exist only as
an illegal Party, the Communists have not been able to ensure the
formation and normal existence of illegal organisations and
leading organs.
It mus1 be thoroughly realised (and this will determine how
seriously and consistently the Communists stand by the illegal
Party and the revolutionary struggle) that the leading organs of the
Party and the kernel of the Panv organisations must be 1n an
illegal position and that mixing the conspirative and open
apparatus of the Party organisation is fatal for the Party and plays
into the hands of the Government provoca: ion. While developing
the illegal organisation in every way, measures must be taken for
preserving and strengthening the conspirative kernel of the Party
organisation. For the purpose of all kinds of open activity (in the
press. meetings, leagues, trade unions etc.). specJJ.I groups and
commissions, etc. should be formed whi. ·ii working under the
leadership of Party committees, should under no circumstances
injure the existence of illegal nuclei.
To sum up: the slogan of an All-Indian illegal, centralised
Communist Party, ideologically .md organisationally united, a true
section of the Comintem, fighting for the platform of action of the
Communist Party of India and the programme of the Communist
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International must become the central slogan for gathering and
forming the Party and for the struggle against waverings. against a
tendency of keeping to isolated circles, against toning down the
struggle against national-reformism and opportunist sectarianism,
all of which hinder the victory of the working-class.
Conclusion
The international situation is becoming more and more acute.
Japanese imperialism is carrying on war in China and together
with a number of imperialist states is preparing its division and
complete subjugation. It meets the resistance of U.S.A., which is
striving to strengthen and widen its imperialist position in China
by way of reducing the share of the other imperialist robbers
and increased exploitation of the Chinese masses. The military
offensive, the war of the imperialist states against the U.S.S.R.,
the first working-class republic. which has the sympathy of the
revolutionary proletariat and the oppressed colonial masses of the
world-is fast approaching. British imperialism is once more
trying to utilise India, as in world war, to supply reinforcements
for its army, to use its raw materials and to make it into a strategic
basis for the war against the U.S~S.R. and the revolutionary
peoples of the East. The Indian bourgeoisie is once more
betraying and selling the revolutionary people for a mass of
pottage.
In the approaching deadly struggle between world imperialism
and the proletarian state--the role of the Indian Communists is
enormous. The Indian anti-imperialist and agrarian revolution can
deliver a death blow at British imperialism and thus hasten the
complete destruction of capitalism throughout the world and
guarantee the victory of the world revolution. The Communist
Party of India occupies a responsible sector of the world
revolution. And for this struggle the Indian Communists must
prepare in a truly Bolshevik manner.
At the present time, the tasks are exceptionally difficult. But for
the Indian Communists there is no other revolutionary way to
solve these tasks, except Bolshevist way and that is: with the
max1mpm of energy, tenacity and consistency, following the
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Marxian-Leninist theory and practice, to undertake inspite of any
difficulties. individual failures and defeats, the fulfilment of these
tasks and the most important of them-the creation of a true
Communist Party.
There can be no greater crime than if the Indian Communists
(having their platform of action of the Communist Party of India
and if they agree with the present letter) instead of struggle for
great historkaJ aims of the Indian and world proietariat, will
follow the path of unprincipled factional struggle, fractions and
personal groupings. Unprincipled factional struggle will play into
the hands of the British imperialists. True Communi'Sl groups
must put the interests of the proletariat above everything else,
direct all their efforts towards the rapid formauon of the
Communist Party, settling all disputed que~tions within the
framework of the Communist International and if necessary with
its assistance.
The Communists of the whol~ \Vorld do not doubt that. mspite
of their present weakness, inexperience and certain isolation, the
Indian Communists will show sufficient Bolshevist firmness,
courage and decisiveness to come out on the broad All ·lndian
arena of struggle for the Party-the leader and organiser of the
Indian revolution.
Central Commiucc of the Comuni". Party of China.
Central Committee of the Commumst Party of Great Britain.
Central Committee of the Communist Part) ·>f Germany.

The Indian Bourgeoisie and the
National Revolution
M.N. Roy

The speech of the British Viceroy in the Indian Legislative
Assembly on January 28 indicated how imperialism plans to meet
the situation in India. Evidently imperialism has not failed to
notice the radicalisation of the Nationalist Movement, and to
focus its attention on the force causing this radicalisation.
Imperialism recognises its most dangerous and determined enemy
in the working-class. Its tactics in the present situation, as hinted
by the Viceroy. are to point out to the Nationalist bourgeoisie the
dangerousness of the situation, and ask their co-operation i1f
meeting the common danger. The Viceroy was encouraged to put
forth this policy of counter-revolutionary united front by the
attitude of the Nationalist bourgeoisfe who are positively alarmed
by the situation, and frankly express their disapproval of any
revolutionary movement. The following quotations illustrate the
situation.
Commenting upon the "critical situation in the country" as
indicated by the events of the last twelve months, and by the
Congre~s and Conferences during the closing week of the year,
Bepin Chandra Pal writes:
It is no longer possible to describe the Congress as a
demonstration of mere middle class discontent. . . . It can no
longer be said that the educated classes in India have no
backing in their political struggle from the masses of the
people. . . . Indeed, it is at least doubtful whether the lead
comes at all from the educated leaders or whether these
leaders are not more or less helpless instruments in the hand of
the awakened multitudes. Every one of the Congress leaders
Published in "THE LABOUR MONTHLY", of March 1929, London.
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feels that his position in the movement entirely depends upon
the favour of the crowd. No leader to-day dares to follow the
lead of his reason or con ...cience, not even the Mahatma
(Gandhi). Yet in 1920 Gandhi's word was law to the
multitudes .... The Leviathan ha~ commenced to move ....
This was demonstrated by the inva~ion of the Congress by
twenty thousand labourers. This was verifkation of the adage,
"coming events cast their shadows before." ... On one of the
banners of this procession of working men was inscribed
"Long Live Independent Socialist Republic of India." ... The
time cannot be very far when the working-classes, once
aroused to the sense oi their power to coerce the Government
of the country, will refuse to be exploited by the middle-class
politicians; "Red" leaders will rise from among them who will
have no respect for any law or order either economic. political
or moral.
Pal prnsents this remarkably true and well-drawn picture of the
situation not as something to be welcomed. He draws it as a
warning not only to the Nationalist bourgeoisie, but also to the
pelly bourgeois radicals who unconsciously arc riding on the
crest of the rising tidi.: of revolution. An ex-Jacobin himself, Pal
warns the Indian Jacobins not to play with fire. He reminds them
what they are, an<l explains to tnem the dangerousness of the
game they are playing. He write::.:
Neither the Congress leaders nor the Moslem leader" in their
Khilafat Conference or their League, much less the leaders of
the Hindu Mahasabha, will bring about a revolution. Some of
them may talk of Civil-disobedience and non-payment of
taxes; but none of them is made of the stuff that creates
revolutions. . . . Yet all these people I: ·1 • ·~ been working for
revolution, which, if and when it bursts, will make them its
first victims. Once popular passion is roused by them for their
purpose. neither God nor man will be able to keep the angry
multitudes non-violent.
Having pointed out the dangt.:rous potentiality of the situation
Pal, who is the foremost ideologist of bourgeois Nationalism,
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appeals for a counter-revolutionary united front of all who would
save India from the horrors of class-struggle. He continues:And let the Government know that should there be a
revolutionary outburst under present conditions, they will not
find it possible to grapple with it as easily as they grappled
with a peaceful upheaval ten years ago. It behoves, therefore,
both Indian and imperial statesmanship to take counsel
together without delay, and find a way out of the crisis ...
The proceedings of the Congress and other gatherings of the
last Christmas week in Calcutta offer a serious warning to both
Indian and British statesmanship to settle their conflicts before
it is too late, and the future completely passes out of their
hands.
This is not a solitary voice. Pal, a clever and courageous
political thinker as he is, only expresses the sentiments of the
entire class he represents, frankly and logically. The objective
importance of these views as indicating the role of the
bourgeoisie in the national revolution is fully appreciated whert
the history of the man expressing them is known. A quarter of a
century ago Pal was the leader of the Radical Left Wing of the
Nationalist Movement. At that time he occupied in the country a
place analogous to that recently occupied by Gandhi. It wa<;
partially under his leadership that the National Congress, a
quarter of a century ago, broke away from the monopoly of the
Indian disciples of imperialist Liberalism. Pal can ~ called the
father of Indian Jacobinism, though it is long since he has
betrayed his child. Indeed. he was a revolutionary when the
Indian Nationalist bourgeoisie was still a revolutionary class. In
view of these facts, Pal's views are particularly indicative.
But Pal is not alone. Similar views arc expressed by an
ever-growing number of spokesmen of the Nationalist
bourgeoisie. These views increase in volume and clearness in
proportion a-. the revolutionary forces assert themselves on the
situation-in proportion as the working-class appears on the
political scene as an independent and dominant factor of the
situation.
The Indian Liberal Federation represents that section of the
Nationalist bourgeoisie which broke away from the Congress
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when this, in 1920, adopted the tactics of non-co-operation with
the British Government. It represents heavy industrial, trading
and landowning interests. Last year, a considerable section of the
Libera] Fede.ration modified its attitude of co-operation with the
Government, and joined the movement for boycotting the Simon
Commission. In the Annual Conference of the Liberal Federation,
which met at the same time as the National Congress, the
President, Chimanlal Setalvad, devoted a large part of his speech
to indicating tlte "right way tn meet the impatient idealists and to
prevent th ..· spread of Communist and Socialist ideas in India."
Among other things he said:We are now passing through very momentous and anxious
times, and it must be remembered by all thoJ·e who are
intere:l·tt1d in the welfare of this country-and I include in that
description not only ourselves, but also the British Government
who in the wisdom of Providence have been brought into
partnership with us--that the time through which India is now
passing is really very anxious. A mentality is growing which is
absolutely impatient with the present state of things and which,
if not guided in the proper channel, will swallow everything.
The Communistic ideas and Socialism are the coming menace.
If that mentality grows it will swallow Dominion Status, it will
swallow mdependence, it will S\I' ~llow the present structure of
society . . . The only way of preventing the spread of
Socialism and Communism is for the at!thorities (British) to
tak~ a hold step and to concede at once what we have been
asking for, namely, Dominion Status.
We of the Liberal faith have served the country all these
years, and value and cherish British connection, and have stood
by the Government believing that British connection is good
for both the countries. If our moderate co~n· ~·Is are not heeded,
there are very troublesome times ahead with the growing
discontent against the Government and the present order of
society.
The implication of this speech cannot be missed. The Indian
bourgeoisie offer imperialism their willing co-operation to
combat the common enemy. The counter-revolutionary sentiment
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of the Nationalist bourgeoisie is evident. Only they have no
power to give pmcticaJ expression to this sentiment. Therefore,
they appeal to the imperialist overlords for some political power
which they would wield for suppressing not only the workingclass but also the national revolution. There is a favourable
response to this appeal. While it is out of the question that full
Dominion Status will be granted in the immediate future, it is
practically certain that the native bourgeoisie· will be given
considerable power in the provincial Government. This will very
likely include the administration of police by Indian Ministers.
Even a large section of the British residents in India have
recommended this measure. The object is to commandeer the
services of the Nationalist bourgeoisie in the counterrevolutionary combat against the working-class and any other
revolutionary movement.
The leader, an organ of the Liber.d Federation, commented on
the speech quoted above as follows:Communism and other undesirable forms of extremism ar!
the result of the policy of economic exploitation and racial
domination. Steps should be taken to stop the exploitation and
misleading of the masses for nfvolutionary purpose . . . The
Liberals are opposed to revolutionary political methods. They
have made it absolutely clear that they are not supporters of
Communism. They are convinced that violence cannot solve
any problem. . . Repressive policy will only aggravate
political distemper. promote the purpose of the revolutionaries
and destroy whatever influence the friends of British
connection and lovers of peace have in the country, and let
loose anarchy.
The journal further writes in ~he same article:Among the friends of the British we count Mahatma Gandhi
and Pundit Motilal Nehru. We pray most fervently that British
statesmen may in time realise the gravity of the situation, and
by large-hearted and courageous stat~smanship retrieve it
before it is too late.
It should be noticed that the spokesmen of the bourgeoisie use
Communism and other forms of extremism, by which they mean
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revolutionary Nationalism, interchangeably. If it were only for
Communism, this fright and hatred of the Nationalist bourgeoisie
would not be so remarkable; for, as bourgeoisie they must
naturaJly hate and fear Communism. But, as it is, the object of
their fear, hatred and attack is any kind or form of revolution. The
Spectre of Communism drives the Indian bourgeoisie into the
arms of British Imperialism, thus revealing them a~ enemies of
national revolution.
The reference to Gandhi and Nehru as "friends of the British"
is neither an:idental nor an exaggeration. Had it been so, it should
have been repudiated by the persons concerned. On the contrary,
before and since the last meeting of the National Congress, both
of them made statements whi-.:h add a touch of authority to the
reference made by the Liberal journal.
A few days after the National Congress had very reluctantly
endorsed his compromise resolution on the question of British
connection, Gandhi catcforically stated to th!! Press: "My position
is very clear. To me Dominion Status means independence.
Others have been led, through suspicion of Britain's good faith,
to make a distinction between the two." (The Englishman,
Calcutta.) Here Gandhi makes a declaration of his belief in
Britain's good faith. In other words, he is "a friend of the British"
a!l the Lihi.!ral journal calls him. One cannot be a friend of the
British without automatically being an enemy of the forces
antagonistic to British domination. So, Gandhi also is opposed to
national revolution, and will denounce any n: "·olutionary struggle
as a Communist menace in a critical moment. As regards MotilaJ
Nehru, there is less doubt on this score. The pseudo-Danton of
India will not need a guillotine for political elimination, as soon
as some real Jacohins appear on the scene. A full-blooded
Girondin, he will quickly pass over to his n'ttlve camp and, true
to his class, will fight the revolution.
But let us still see what the out-spoken representatives of the
Nationalist bourgeoisie have to say. The Moslem League, which
adhered to the common Natio11a!ist platform embodied in the
so-called Nehru Report, held its annual meeting simultaneously
with the Congress, in opposition to the officially inspired
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All-India Moslem Conference. A Maharaja with considerable
capital invested in industry was in the chair, and said the
folJowing:Severance of British connection is a hopelessly unworkable
proposition. India's place in the British Commonwealth is a
place of undeniable security. Her association with the British
Commonwealth is a valuable asset, and it will be folly to
destroy this precious connection. There is plenty of room for
growth, development and expression of Indian nationalism
within the orbit of connection with England.
Abdul Karim, who opened the meeting and proposed the
capitalist Maharaja for the chair, said:For economic and cultural autonomy Dominion Status will
give India all scope we need for the present. It will, therefore,
be unwise to fritter away our limited national energy for the
chimera of independence.
On the morrow of the annual meeting of the. National Congress
the Federdtion of Indian Chambers of Commerce met, for the first
time in its history, in the presence of the Viceroy. The Chairman
of the Federation, Sir Purshottam<tas
,. Thakurdas, an industrial
magnate of Bombay, discoursed on the atmosphere of a threat to
law and order, and appealed for legislation checking the
revolutionary development of the labour movement. He was one
of those who had voted against the anti-Communist Public Safety
Bill in the Legislative Assembly. He made a veiled apology for
his action, and hinted that when the Government brought up the
Bm in the next Parliamentary session, the representatives of the
big bourgeoisie would vote for it. Obviously, the intervening
events testifying to a radicaJisation of the Nationalist Movement
essentially under the pressure 'lf the independent revolutionary
action of the working-class, had forced a change in the attitude of
the Nationalist bourgeoisie. They arc now ready to give up the
constitutional opposition to imperialist domination.
The feelings of the Nationalist bourgeoisie are expressed from
another side-a very extraordinary one. Reviewing the situation
in the light of the latest developments the semi-official organ.
Pioneer, writes:-
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Gandhi hopes to guide the revolutionaries into more sober
and profitable paths-to keep in check more serious
developments. Or it may be that he is endeavouring to enable
the British Government to make some gestures, to inaugurate
some policy, which will stave off an era of political chaos.
Neither Gandhi, nor Motilal Nehru, nor any other leader of the
older generation wishes a revival of non-co-operation. Neither
Calcutta, nor Bombay can afford to face another period of
non-co-operation, and if the threat becomes real, they will be
the first ta demand of the Government of India a more peaceful
solution. If the Governors of India are wise, they will
appreciate the position of the modernte politicians . . . The
moderate men in this countr:, know that if there is no alteration
in the policy. their fate will be an unpleasant one.... Let the
Viceroy send for Gandhi, Motilal Nehru and Sir Tej Bahadur
Sapru (leader of the Liberal Federation) for consultation. If the
Viceroy were able to announce to the Legislative Assembly his
Majesty the King-Emperor's personal pledge that Dominion
Status will be granted to India, there can be little doubt but that
the wide.,pread conservative elements will once more raliy
round the Government. The benefit would be mutual and
immediate. The revolutionary movement in the country will be
isolated, and there will be a chw1ce of keeping India in the
British Commonwealth.
Calcutta and Bombay, that is, the commPrcial and industrial
princes of those cities, speaking through the l·ederation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce hav~ clearly demonstrated their
disapproval of any revolutionary movement, and have indicated
to the Viceroy their willingness to co-operate in th~ suppression
of it. And the Viceroy in his speech opening the ne"1 session of
the Legislative Assembly has reiterdted his ~ritannic Majesty's
pledge to grant India self-Government. How soon, he did not say.
But certainly not within a year. This he made quite clear. But on
the strength of thir.: pledge he trust.ed that the Assembly would
pass the anti-Communist -law and possibly other repressive
measures directed against the radical elements of the Nationalist
Movement. The nervousness of the Nationalist bourgeoisie and
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their condemnation of any revolutionary movement have
encouraged imperialism to plan repression of the revolutionary
movement. And judged by their utterances, the Nationalist
bourgeoisie will support the Government in this plan to prove
their fitness to wield greater administrative responsibility.
While the big bourgeoisie are voluntarily offering their
services to counter-revolution, the petty bourgeois radicals are
afraid of the potentiality of the dynamics of the situation which
drive them further than they want to go. A tendency to
backsliding is to be noticed in their ranks. For example, the
Forward, organ of the Left Wing. indignantly repudiates the
charge made by a die-hard Anglo-Indian journal, that the
Congress has abandoned its policy of non-violence and favours
revolution. Commenting on the resolution of the Congress the
Englishman, of Calcutta. correctly observed: "In India, sanctions
to enforce a national demand can mean one thing and only one
thing-revolution."
The organ of petty bourgeois radicalism, the Forward, of
Calcutta, replies as follows:On a careful analysis of .tie apparently innocent word
"sanction" our contemporary has discovered that it is
dangerous verbal dynamite capable of blowing up all law and
order to pieces.... The news will, of course, come to every
Congressman as a surprise, for- they are not aware that there
has been any change in the Congress creed, or that the
Congress had departed from its policy of non-violence.
(January 8.)
The next day Fonvard reverts to the subject, and writes:Violence has been rightly ruled out by the Congress. The
country has to devise an efficacious remedy on lines which
may not bring it into conflict with the so-called laws of the
country. That is the economic boycott. (January 9.)
Again the day after:When Congressmen talked of "sanction", they could not
mean anything more serious than pressure of public opinion,
economic boycott or non-payment of taxes. Our contemporary
had to admit that none of these suggested methods of enforcing
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submission from the British Government should carry the
implication of violence. (January I 0.)
This cowardly attitude of the petty bourgeois radicals is not
altogether subjective. It is a reflex of the crystallisation of
counter-revolutionary sentiment among the big bourgeoisie.
There cannot be any real Jacobinism except under the pressure of
the masses. This condition for the bourgeois democratic
revolution is maturing in India; but owing to the fact that it
happens in an entirely different historical epoch, this condition
does not make Jacobins out of the Indian bourgeoisie. On the
contrary, it drive~ them into the camp of counter-revolution.

-
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The (;ro,vth ()f Tht• I1 ;an
Strike Mo,·emcnt
Percv. Glading

During t~e period 1921-1929 there were I. 729 industrial disputes
throug~out lndia.. one of n hic/1 exicndcd to fo·c provinces and
.10other covered three prtwi11ces. The total number of worken.
111\ ol''"'YI in thcs'' di.,put,·s 1w~ appro\lnwte(i, n., million .wd the
aggregate time-loss amounted to 84\4 million day!> or over 250.000

\\'orking-years. Herc is the table of disputes givl."!n by the
Government of Bombay"s labour <Ja=elle :--

Year

Number of

Number ofworl..er.

dr~putc'>

1moh·ec.I

Numhcrol "orl..mgd8}'> IO'I

'dill, Vi I

6.2114 426

1922

126
278.

4 l"i,41.J

1 212

Jl111

n::

1923

21J

301,04.$

'i,O"i I. 70~

ICJ21

IJj

'112.462

8.730.218

192'i
11)26

134

270 423

12.578.122

128

186.811

1.027.478

1927

mt

1928

20'1

IJl.65"
506.B'i I

2.012.270
31,647.404

1929

141

532.061

12.165.691

t.73CJ

3.252.146

84,248,447

An examination of this table shows that the number of !>trikes
and the number of wllrkers involved diminishes steadily from the
high point of 1921 until 1927, after which the number of strikes
•One dispute was common to five provinces.
t One dispute was common to three provinces.
Published in: ''lllf. LABOUR MONTHLY'' of July 1930, London.
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hcgin to increase whil~ the number of strikers ra i
rhus the course oi these strikes .,~~• • •
curve reaching its bottom level in 1926 and therefro~ rismg fairly
steeply.
How is this related to the general economic and political situation
in India during these years? Clearly there is a direct relation. The
year 1921 marked the highest point of the mass Non-Co-operation
Movement, which lasted also into 1922. But by the middle and the
end of t 922 the movement was being suppressed. and scores of
thousands of workers and peasants were cast into British jails. And
the yea~ 1923-26 represented the low ebb of the revolutionary
tide. Thf'y were the years when C. R. Das developed Swarajist
parties iuside the Assemblies and Legislatures: when the masses,
o,u/Tering from the memory ofGandhi's betrayal oftheir movement
in f·ebruary, 1922, and, untoudicd by the trumpery supeNtructu1c
\)f empty Lcgif,fal ivc Assemhlies, &c., appeared relatively

lluicscent under their exploitation. But what a quiescence! For even
111 th i~ ebb ofthc tide. the extent and duration of the strike movement
'' much greater when the small size of the Jndian proletariat is
taken intu ·account than in most European countrie~ in the same
period.
fhe }Car 1921 wholly belongs to the height of the post-war
1 evolutiPr:a1y movement throughout the whole world. But the
condition .. of the colonies and the special effects on India of the
rJcclrnc of British Imperialism are reflected in a remarkable \\a}' in
the yeari;; after 1921. J,et us !>Urvey the mo•~ notable strikes of
thc ..e "ebb-tide" years, so a!, to gain ~ome idea of hm\ the Indian
proletanat wai; developing towards militancy.
In 1922 one dispute took place on the East Jndian Rail\\ay at
Tundla and lasted from the first week of February to second week
of April. involving o\cr: 1,000 workers. Th,· l'ause of the dispute
was that an Indian fireman was assaulted by & European shunter.
In this year also 60,000 Bombay cotton mill workers struck in
commemoa·ation of the second anniverc;ary of the death of Mr. B.
G. Titak, an old leader of the early Nationali!,t Movement.
1 he most important dispute in 1923 occurred at the Ahmedabad
f extile Mills over the proposed reduction of 20 per cent in wages.

s..i Document..•.. of
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Forty-three thousand workers employed in fifty-six mills were
involved and the aggregate number of days spent in the dispute
were 2,400,000. Another long dispute in this year occurred in the
Burma OH-field, which in the aggregate amounted to 300,000
working-days.
Although the total number of strikes decreased in 1924 the
magnitude of single strikes increased. The cotton mill workers of
Bombay were on strike for over two months: s~~e 160,000 workers
were involved. The dispute arose over the dec1s1on ofthe Bombay

Mill-owners' Association to withhold payment ofthe annual bonus
owing to trade depression. The local Government appealed to ,.
Committee to investigate the cause of the dispute, and the findings
of the Committee were in favour of the mill-owners. Prolonged
strikes also occurred in the Cawnpore Cotton Mills and among the
dock workers of Rangoon.
The cotton mill workers were again the principal section of the
workers involved in the disputes of 1925. The question was on• of
a 11 Yi per cent reduction in wages, the argument put forward by
the mill-owners being the severe and unprecedented depression.
The number of working-days lost in this dispute was nearly
I I million. The workers refused to return to work until the cut in
wages was restored. The Viceroy was compelled to remove the
cotton excise duty and so help the mill-owners to concede the
workers' demands. The railway workers on the North-Western
Railway struck against the victimisation of a fitter at the Rawalpindi
loco-shops. The strike involved 18,000 workers and lasted from
the end of March to the end of June.
The number of disputes in the years 1926-27 were few compared
with earlier years. But in 1927, though the number of strikers was
less, there was already to be ~een a changed outlook amongst the
workers. The year 1927 was the turning point, in 1928 the
revolutionary spirit of workers again blazed forth.
By 1927 the growing crisis in Indian economy resulting from
the decline of British imperialism was becoming more and more
evident. Amongst the working class an increasing spirit of militancy
showed itself as a result of the rationalisation drive resorted to by
the employers in their endeavour to find a way-out of the crisis.
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There was an increase in the number of trade union meetings. The
agitation being carried on by 8. F. Bradley and P. Spratt, two of
the English prisoners now on trial at Meerut, met with a more and
more favourable hearing. Throughout all India, on the peasantry
and petty-bourgeoisie as well as on the workers, the effects of the
growing er· -:is were more and more clearly shown. The growing
spirit of revolt found expression in hartals and strikes against the
Simon Commission. Thus from the very beginning the great strike
movement of 1928 and 1929 took on a political colour. Indeed the
difference Jetween the strike wave of 1928-29 and earlier years is
not so much what is shown in the figures, big though this difference
is. but in the growing political nature of the strikes.
When in 1928 the revolufil.nary spirit of the workers blazed
forth, the total number of disputes during this year was 203. as
again!'tt J29 in the previous year, and the loss in the working days
reached the record figure of 31 'l:z million which was even grcatel'
than the total loss of working-days during the \1\ohole of the five
preceding years.
The general strike of cotton mill workers in Bombay against the
rationalisation drive with its new methods, and greater exploitation.
lasted in the aggregate over 22 1h million working-days.
Other textile disputes occurred at Sholapur and Cawnpore. The
wave of revolt was not confined to textile workers alone. but the
magnificent spirit of the textile workt:.s of Bombay. who had borne
the brunt of severe class struggles in previous years, was an
inspiration to the rest of the working class in I :dia. Therefore, it is
not surprising to find huge strikes in J928 at the Tata Iron and
Steel Works at Jamshedpur, the East Indian Railway. the Southern
Railway, and the Fort Gloster Jute Mills at Bauria in Bengal. The
struggles of 1928 marked a new phase in the brntality uf the
authorities against the strikers. The workers answered this new
phase in the development of class-oppn:ssion with mass
demonstrations and increased picketing. As a consequenc~ this
attempt at brutal suppression resulted in much bloodshed.
A review of the whole period, 1921 to 1929, shows that out of a
total of 1, 739 disputes, the largest number, 808, occurred in the
cotton spinning and weaving mills. This industry alone recorded
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an aggregate of over 58Yz million working-days lost through
disputes; the number of workers involved was over one and a third
million. Two of these disputes lasted over two years. The capitalist
class of India, backed up by the Imperial Government. including
the Labour Government in I924, carried on the programme of the
capitalist class in Great Britain, i.e., '"The wages of all workers
must come down." This applied especially to the cotton spinning
and weaving mills.
During this period, 1921-29, of these 808 cotton textile disputes
there were 326 directly dealing with wages; 94 relating to ""bonus";
228 come under the heading of''pcrsonnci," which means political
and sympathetic strikes; 23 over "'leave and hours" and 13 7 due to
other unspecified reasons. The workers were successful in 162 of
these struggles: partially successful in 91; unsuccessful in 549.
If ~e examine the total number of disputes for all industries
during this period, i.e., I, 739, then we find of these, 783 were
directly caused by attacks on wages; 141 related to bonus payments:
399 came under the heading of personnel; 67 leavc and hours. and
349 were caused by other reasons which the official report does
not classify. The working class by their heroic determination which
has been an object lesson to th~ proletariat of the world were
completely successful in 285 disputes; partially successful in 291
disputes, and were driven back or unsuccessful in I, 153 disputes.
The capitalist class of India, fearing this rapid development of
the revolutionary working class. used every means at their
disposal- i·n their attempt to crush the future ruling class. Police,
Army. Air Force, Bombs, Tanks, Gas and Legislation were the
means and methods of attack. The drive of capitalist rationalisation
caused by the enormous fall in prices forced the capitalists to
savagely attack the already miserable standard of wages of the
Indian working- class. Although the cotton and woollen workers
have stood the full force of the attack, all other sections of the
workers have also had their share of capitalist viciousness.
Butthe heroic and determined Indian workers have not shirked the
issues; although butchered, bludgeoned and murdered, these workers
have not faltered. Their leaders have been arrested.jailed and tortured;
the reformist leaders have betrayed and deserted the workers as they
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do in capitalist countries. but even these acts of treachery have not
stopped the onward march of the proletariat of India.
Mass demonstration!) and strikes met the Simon Commission in
February, 1928. The great strikes of railway workers on the East
India and South India Railways were suppressed with much
brutality; many were killed and wounded by bayonet charges. And
in the latter strike the whole Executive Committee of the Union
was arrested. the chief leaders each being sentenced co ten years'
rigorous imprisonment.
The gl"f'atcst strike of the post-war period began in 1928 in the
111 ills of Bombay against the rationalisation drive and a cut in wages;
the workers were successful in resisting this and resumed work on
the old terms. The Fawcett CPrnmission was set up to report on the
conditiC'ns of the textile industry. But prior to this Commission
issuing their findings, thirty-three Trade Union leaders, men who
had be~n responsible for the successful leadership of pre\' ious
strikes. were arrested and placed on trial for ..Conspiracy against
the King Emperor... Of these thirty-one working clai;;s fighters have
now for the last fifteen months stood for trial al Mcerut.
Anti-labour legislation has been introduced; a '"Trades Disputes
/\ct .. was passed. making sympathetic strikes illegal. and going
beyond Lhc British Act of 1927. Public Safety Ordinances have
been put into operation which cnal,le the Government to deport
from India any British subject helpmg the Indian workers in their
struggles. The Ordinance also sanctioned the confiscation of
moneys sent in support of the Indian worker:, on strike. Press Acts
have been introduced, and also various Ordinances issued by the
Viccroy-·-the real despotic head of the Imperialist Governmentacting under the instructions of MacDonald and the social-fascist
Labour Government.
But all this has not deterred the Indian masses. imprisoned.
butchered and murdcreJ by the Imperialist Governments of Tories.
I .ibcrals and Labour. These workers repudiated their old leaders.
found new class-conscious fighters during the class battles, and
have set up new revolutionary working class unions. These new
forces. which have been created ''" the field of class.battle, have
now become the driving force in the revolutionary struggle in India.

India-Calcutta Jute Mills Strike

The General Strike which occurred at the jute mills of Calcutta is
the direct result of the attempt on the part of the jute millowners
to introduce a sixty-hour week.
In November last the Jute Mills Association at one of their
meetings decided to work all the mills that are under their
management and members of that Association for sixty hours per
week in place of fifty-four without any increase in wages and
bonus; this was to be put into operation on July I .
The Jute Mills have been in a prosperous condition, their
profits in 1928 amounting to Rs. 7.23 crores (£5~ millions)
against 6.67 crores (£5 millions) in }927. (Indian Textile Journal
for August, 1929.)
To resist this attack the jute workers had been making
preparations by collecting funds. Frequent conferences had been
held between the leaders (Kankinarrah Labour Union) and the
employers prior to the introduction of the new system.
On July 6 the weavers of the AlJiance (managing agents:
Messrs. Begg, Dunlop & Co.) and Meghna Jute Mills (agents:
Messrs. Mackinnon, Mackenzie & Co.) and the spinners of
Barrackpore Jute Mills (agents: Messrs. George Henderson &
Co.) struck work on the quei;tion of increase of bonus and
overtime. Between 30,000 and 40,000 were involved.
Immediately the leaders of the Union, L. Hussain and
S. Prasad Shah, Vice-President and General Secretary respectively,
made vigorous efforts to induce the workers to resume work, and
at a meeting of the weavers a resolution was passed to the effect
Published in "THE LABOUR MONTHLY", of October 1929, London.
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that they would work fifty-four hours a week until the mill
authorities paid the extra bonus for the sixty-hour week on the
same rate as they were now paid for fifty-four hours. The large
majority of the jute workers refrained from working on the
Saturday in protest against the introduction of the sixty-hour
system and the discontent grew until on July 24,-5,000 weavers
of the Alliance, Waverley, Craig and Meghna Mills struck work.
These marched in procession to the Alexandra Mill with the
object of organising a sympathetic strike, but the police, who had
been draftrd in, prevented them. Within a few days the Alexandra
workers joined the strike.
The strike spread in a sporadic fashion. Police repression
intensified and on July 29, K. Sen, the General Secretary of the
Bengal Jute Workers' Union, a.,d a number of workers were
arrested and kept in jail for some time.
By August 3,---70,000 were out in the Jagaddal and
Kankinarrah area and 5,000 at Barrackpore. Brisk picketing was
carried on while Gurkha armed guards paraded the area
"guarding" the mills.
Several incidents were reported of police attacks; at
Barrdckpore several workers were injured by police charges, the
Eastern Frontier Rifles being called in to "maintain order".
Miss Das Gupta, at an infonml conference called by the
District Magistrate of Barrackpore of the millowners and Labour
leaders, stated that she was prepared to ca11 off the strike if the
management of the single-shift mills compiled with the Union's
demands and sanctioned bonuses at the old rates and gave
assurance that none of the mills working the double-shift system
would adopt the single-shift working and that forty-eight hours'
working would be introduced as soon as possihle. This was
turned down by the owners.
Orders were promulgated by the authorities, directed mainly
again~t rank and file workers, prohibiting meetings and
demonstrations, and a number of worker leaders were arrested.
The strike situation became more critical and serious criticism
was being made of some of the Union leaders and others who are
playing the part of "leaders". It was reported that the police had to
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defend the house of M. L. Hussein, M.L.C., from attacks by the
strikers, and Miss Das Gupta was later deprived of her official
position as President of the Bengal Jute Workers' Union.
Despite the orders prohibiting demonstrations, the strikers of
Jagaddal marched, some 5,000 strong, towards the Gourepore
Mill al Naihati with the idea of calling upon them to join the
strike. A large band of KabuJis, who carry on the business of
money-lending (at an extortionate rate of interest}, interfered with
the strikers and whipped out their knives and attacked them. A
free fight ensued which resulted in the loss of seven lives and a
large number being severely injured. The police raided the homes
of the mill workers and arrested about 243 in this area a few days
later and meetings of every description were prohibited.
By August 10 over 200,000 were on strike and a few days later
the paint-shop workers at Gourepore and the Britannia
Engineering Works joined in a sympathetic strike.
On August 16, following a series of negotiations between the
Millowners and the Jute Workers· Union, a settlement wm.
reached after about thirty-eight days' strike situation.
The Committee of the Indian Jute Mill1!1 Association agreed to
recommend to the Association- the following terms of
settlement:}. Proportionate increment should be given on the total
earnings of the workers retaining the rate of bonus, and
all "Khorakis" should be paid as before when miHs
worked fifty-four hours in the week;
2. Wages should be paid for the strike and lock-out period;
3. There should be no victimisation or corporal
punishment;
4. A board should be appointed to inquire into the
workmen's grievance!!.;
5. All cases should be withdrawn excepting murder cases.
With the ca11ing off of the strike a new development took place
in several Jute Mills in the HooghJy and Budge Budge District.
These were unaffected during the Jute Mill Strike, but now
demanded the same terms as offered to the strikers and by
August 22 about 45,000 were immediately affected in the
new strike.

The G.I.P. Railway Strike

INDIA
During the last two years, from time to time, the railway trade
unions in India have, by petitions and deputations, placed the
grievances of the railway workers before the authorities.
The Great Indian Peninsular (G.l.P.) Railwaymen's Union, the
largest Railway Union, interviewed the agent of the railways on
November 7, 1928, and placed before him a series of demands.
The reply of the agent was considered by the Union as
unsatisfactory. The leaders of the Union decided to strengthen the
ranks of the Union and prepare themselves for strike action, if
necessary. Joglekar, Bradley, Alwe and Nimbkar were actually
conducting an organisational tour on the line when they were
arrested in March, 1929, and are still in jail at Meerut. Charged
with "conspiracy against the king", l•.~Y are now being tried, after
fifteen months' convict treatment.
In May, 1929, a deputation of the AJl-.:'ldia Railwaymen's
Federation met Sir George R,1iny. and vresented demands.
Actually nothing came of it, and in December, 1929, the G.l.P.
Union decided to call a strike to talce place on February 4, 1930.
Notice of this decision was sent to the agent who interviewed
the leaders in January, but no settlement could be obtamed.
The chief demands w~re: increase in wages a minimum of£ 2
5s. Od. a month; an eight-hour day; and the immediate redress of
other minor grievances. The wages paid amount to between J6s.
and l 9s. per month and they work from ten to, in a large number
of cases, fourteen and sixteen houri; per day.
Published in "THE LABOUR MONTHLY", of July 1930. London.
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On February 4, there was a complete stoppage at the Parel and
Matunga workshops, and a large number had struck in Sholapur,
Dhond, Manmad and lgatpuri. The strike spread quickly until by
the end of the week, according to the Press reports, 125,000 rail
strikers were out along the line.
On February 6, Kandalkar, Secretary of the Gimi Kamgar
Union of the Textile Workers, who had been ~lected captain of
the "Volunteer" (pickets) force, was arrested at Kurla. Lalji
Pendse was arrested for defying the order prohibiting meetings,
and a large number of strikers in various centres.
Ruikar, President of the Union, wired to MacDonald,
Wedgwood Benn, and Fenner Brockway, stating that 120,000 rail
workers were on strike, enumerating the demands and requesting
"intervention under the Trade Disputes Act".
Ginwala, the President of the G.l.P., and Deshpande, the
Secretary of the All India Trade Union Congress (A.l.T.U.C.),
wired to the Workers' Welfare League of India, requestilfg
financial help to support the strike. (The League immediately
issued an appeal to the British workers.)
Meanwhile repressive measures( were being employed by the
authorities to try and break the strike. In several centres the
strikers were evicted from their quarters, the women strenuously
resisting. Convicts from the Nasik Road Jail were brought out to
work a.~ blacklegs. This was admitted by Benn in the House of
Commons.
On February 24, the A.II-India Railway Federdtion General
Council met and elected a deputation to meet the Government in
order to obtain a settlement and urged all affiliated Unions to
prepare for direct action, if nect'ssary.
Reports came pouring in from all the centres that the strike was
solid and that dislocation of service was general.
On March J, Chamanlal, Giri and S. C. Joshi, officials of the
A.l.R. Federation, met representatives of the Railway Board (No
member of the G.l.P. Union was present) and settled the strike.
The only terms reported were-No victimisation. Giri went to
Nagpur and Joshi to Bombay to call off the strike.
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Ginwala, the President of the Union, immediately repudiated
the so-called "settlement", stating that all the demands must
be granted before resuming work and severely criticising Girl
and Co., not even communicating the terms of agreement
to the officials of the G.l.P. Union. "These gentlemen", he states,
"were only deputed to confer with the Commerce member,
and were not authorised to finally accept any terms without
previously consulting the Union. . . . Mr. Chamanlal wanted
to play' the part of the officious middleman; neither Mr. Giri nor
Mr. Joshi have the least right to arrive at any settlement behind
our backs".
Ruikar concurred with the sentiments expressed by Ginwala
but S. C. Joshi in a statement in the Press declared that he is
shocked to hear that Ruikar professes ignorance of what
happened at Delhi and states definitely that Ruikar knew exactly
what had happened and charges Ruikar with trying to arrange a
meeting with the authorities at Delhi so that he would be able to
take "credit for the settlement, trumpeting it among the workers
and heralding his absolute leadership among the workers".
Ruikar at a strikers' meeting in Parel on the 5th advised them
lo accept the terms offered by the authorities and then prepare for
another strike after two months if the other demands had not been
conceded. On the other hand, at .. mass meeting at Manmad,
Kulkarni, Vice-President of the A.I.T.U.C. (the General Council
of the A.l.T.U.C. had thrown all its weight into the fight of the
G.l.P. workers), himself a rail worker, stetted that the terms
offered well? "humiliating". and the meeting voted unanimously
for the continuance of the strike.
On the same day the Central Strike Committee passed a long
resolution describing the reply of Sir George Rainy as a "unique
victory, though not coming up to the minituum demands", but
... "express anxiety" that thousands are being victimised. In
conclusion it stated that the meeting "is of opinion that the strike
cannot be called otf unless a definite assurance is given either by
the agents of the G.I.P. or the Railway Board that all _strikers be
reinstated either before March 15, or any date fixed for
resumption of duty".
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On March J2, Deshpande, the Secretary of the A.I. T. U.C.,
organised a huge workers' demonstration in Bombay. It rallied
the workers and solidified the ranks in Bombay, after the attempt
on the part of the "Rights" and "Lefts", to break the strike. The
"Lefts" were forced by the attitude taken up by the workers
to fall into line. Instead of advocating a militant policy the
Strike Committee suggested the organisation of "satyagraha"
(passive resistance, lying on the line and before the stations),
but actually held back hoping that the authorities would reply
to the demands made.
The authorities meanwhile had obtained a number of
blacklegs, paying them a higher wage and locking out the
strikers. At Bhusaval 90 per cent of the strikers were refused
entry when they offered themselves for work after the
"settlement", the same was reported at Matunga, Parel, Itarsi
and other places. In some places the strike walil reported as
being "firm".
It was only on March J8, that the Strike Committee declared
definitely for the continuance of the strike. Reports were coming
through of a more determined stand being made by the strikers.
Police repression became more· severe, strikers in practical1y
every centre were being beaten up, shootings took place in
Bombay and Koria; hundreds were injured and hundreds more
arrested.
By the beginning of April the situation had become serious,
S. C. Joshi and others again began cabling to the authorities to
"mediate" and that the "Delhi agreement had been flouted". The
Prime Minister and Wedgwood Benn were also cabled to, but no
notice was taken. Further a distinct cleavage began in the ranks of
the leaders of the strike. S. C. Joshi, Chamanlal and Giri had been
repudiated by the strikers and had been attacked by Ruikar and
Ginwala.
Ginwala went to Delhi to try and obtain a settlement, and in a
statement issued later repudiated what had been said by the
Railway Board and by Chamanlal, that the G.l.P. Union was
Communist in character. He also appealed to Joshi, Chamanlal,
Girl, Kirk and others to sink their differences and gather round
the banner of the A.l.T.U.C.
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Deshpande, the Secretary of the A.l.T.U.C., issued leaflets
calling for support from the other railway workers and calling for
a general strike in support of the G.I.P. workers, but this was
repudiated by Ginwala.
The lack of cohesive organisational force was quite evident,
and the slippery tactics of Ruikar and Ginwala helped to
strengthen the position of the railway agent and the authorities.
On April 28, it was announced in the Press that Purandare, the
General Secretary of the G.l.P. Railway Union, had sent a wire to
the agent stating that the strike was suspended on March 13, and
called off on April 15; that the milway authorities were harassing
the strikers by not reinstating them and threatening evictions from
their quarters; and requests the agent to cancel the evictions and
order the reinstatement of the strikers immediately.
Later an appeal for financial help war.; issued, in which it states
that nearly 29,000 railway workers are out in Bombay and other
pai1s. It is quite clear that the so-called settlement brought about
by the A.I. Railwaymen's Federation created uncertainty in the
mind~ of the strikers. The strike collapsed not because of the
failure to respond on the part of the workers, but due lo the
failure on the pan of the leaders to strengthen the strike from the
outset; a very faulty leadership on the part of a few which
amounted to sabotage. The 29,000 .,ave been victimised because
of the pan taken by them during the strike.
IN DO-CHINA

The Revolt Spreads
So far from crushing the unrest in lndo-China. the tactics of
French Imperialism have only succeeded in fanning the flames of
mvo1t, until a situation has been created which has many points
of resemblance with both the Chines"' Jnd the Indian
Revolutionary Movements. There is the same alliance between
Nationalists and Communists which was a feature of the earlier
~tages of these movements and similar forms of struggle-e.g.,
non-payment of taxes, civil di~obedience, and other forms of
pac;sive resistance are growing up :1longside of the older methods
of strikes and demonc;trations.
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Further, the movement is not confined to one centre, but has
spread right through the whole country, and outbreaks are
reported in Tongking, Annam and Cochin China, distinct in
origin, but all connected by the common purpose to free the
country from the yoke of French imperialism.
Demonstrations of workers took place in the first week in June
at numerous different centres; in evefy case revolutionary slogans
were used, such as "The Factories for the Workers", "The Land
for the Peasants", "Down with Imperialism", &c., and resolutions
were passed refusing to pay taxes, and demanding the division of
the land among the peasants.
At Vinth-Long soldiers charged the demonstrators, and those
arrested were sentenced without trial to prison for periods of
three to five years; at Chomoi the troops fired on the crowds and
a number were killed, and in Cho-Ion province, at Phu-Lam, over
thirty were killed by the po1ice, when a police post was attacked
by demonstrators and some Government buildings destroyed~ at
Hoe-Mon the French Commissioner's house was invade~ and the
French manager of the Yunnan Railway was shot at Hanoi.
An extraordinary example ,pf the methods of French
imperialism was the action of the French consul at Hokow, who
ordered and secured the arrest of a number of Annamite refugees
in Chinese territory, and threatened reprisals when the Chinese
authorities at first refused to hand them over.
A similar event occurred at Vietry in Taiken, where a French
official denounced certain refugees who had escaped into China;
the Chinese population rescued them from their French captors,
and the infuriated Tongkingese attacked and injured the official,
an action which was followed by bloody reprisals.

The Indian Round-Table
Conference
Sbapurji Saklatvala

And so the Rou~d- Table Conference has come at last, after a dozen
years of travai I, of intrigue, of moves and countermoves, but true
to its original prophecy of coining with the accompaniment of
bloodshed, bombing, daily baton charges and arrests by the score.
In the dark days of the World-Capitalist War, Lloyd George's
intriguing mind was the one constant glimmer ofhopo and eventual
escape for the capitahst land-grab~ers and Imperialist war-lords
of Britain. Round him came drawn lesser satellites with a secondrate genius for plotting and intrigue. Declaration to the Jews to
repossess the Promised Land, and counter-pledges of freedom to
the Arabs, alluring promises to Irish Americans to get into the War
and Black and Tans in Dublin and Cork. Arthur Henderson's
Mission to Kerensky to keep up the hlood-bath and promises of
peace and plenty to the Poles and Czechs, and finally-India. A
Round-Table Conference was to be set ur somewhere to do
Sl'mething somehow. One Lionel Curtis wen~ across to India, to
promise good things to the Indians in return for their share in the
bloody orgy of world power for Britain and British financiers. Upto
his bosom he took James Meston, a "sympathetic" official. and
William Marris, the Inspector-General of Prisons "' India, to
hammer out a charter of freedom and liberty. Mysterious documents
were prepared and printed with the utmost secrecy, and some
benevolent "Round-Table" movement was preparing Britain to
grant something to the Indians in r~sponse to their clamour for
Bread and Liberty.
Published in: "The Labour Monthly"', of December 1930, London
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It was mentioned in the secret document that the Indian Princes
and Bourgeoisie would be placated with pqlitical sops, a few high
offices and "Reforms," and talk of "Dominion" goals, but for the
masses, for the hungry and exploited workers and for the enslaved
peasantry there would have to be application of"law and order,"
stricter discipline and ultimately unavoidable bloodshed. When this
''Round-Table'· Magna Charta for India became prematurely
known, Meston apologised, Marris explained away his part. Curtis
got away from the Indian public gaze and there emerged a smug
and well-polished document as the Montagu-Chelmsford Report.
and the "Round-Table" was driven into obscurity.
The "Reforms" came on with all the trumpet blowing of hollow
Hypocritical Parliamentary Democracy. The Indian National
Congress, as predicted by the "Round-Table" of Lionel Curtis.
walked into its snare and sent a weighty deputation of which the
ornamental leader was Tilak and the brain power was Vithalbhai
Patel. When, at a public meeting oflndians in London, I movedJin
amendment to reject all Parliamentary Reforms, to severely boycott
the proposed new Legislative Assembly and Councils, and to get
on with the work of organising Litbour and the Peasantry towards
the establishment of a· Workers' and Peasants' Republic, I was
denounced and defeated, and after a lot of .. buts" and "ifs'" and
bluff and thunder the Congress leaders did in fact accept the
Reforms, as a germinal start of Dominion Status. The Indian
Proletariat had to pay for it with their blood in order to fit themselves
for a place "within the Empire'', and there followed the butchery at
Amritsar, the Rowlatt Acts. the massacre of the Moplas and
shootings at Bombay, Jamshedpur, Ahmedabad and other industrial
centres.
The Congress accepted, rejected, again accepted and then once
more rejected the Reforms. They saw no inherent objection to a
system of ruling the peasants and workers from above through a
dictatorship of plutocracy, but they mainly attacked the system of
dyarchy. There was no cry of Land for the People, but for remission
of tax on land-owners, rich as well as poor, there was no stand for
a human wage of seven rupees a day instead of seven annas for the
industrial serf, but there was a surging demand for tariffs, protective
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duties and safe-guarding of dividends. Three or four people
picturesquely renounced British titles and 300 to 400 more begged
for them and acquired them with gratification and gratitude twice
a year. The need of organising the masses and working for a
peasants' revolution was distinctly felt, but the dread of the ultimate
power of workers and peasants over a society of vested interests
made the Congress leaders decide to go so far and no further, and
the first great betrayal at Bardoli was the result.
The bewildered politicians thought of another "Round-Table
Conference." but different in kind from what Lionel Curtis and the
Inspector-General of Prisons had devised. though not different in
nature. The main idea prevalent in the minds oflndian politicians
in 1924 and 1925 was that it was dangerous to organise masses
and to lead them to a revolt to establish mass freedom as against
imperialist terrorism, for after all. imperialism was only an extended
and intense form of capitalism.
It was, therefore, considered impolitic to organise a nation-wide
tight socially, economically and politically against the imperialist
bos~. and it was considered safer and more diplomatic to get round
a table wit~ the enemy of the masses and to come to a new
compromise, mainly for abolishing dyarchy without destroying
British Imperialism. The British imperialists soon saw through the
self-confessed weakness in this proposal of the Delhi Assembly
for a Round-Table Conference~ they saw in it the Indian
bourgeoisie's resolve not to "play with fire" in the shape of a
wnrkers' and peasants" movement. So after~· couple of years of
defiance, bluff and palaver the British Imperialists pmJuced the
Simon Commission, and when un~uccessful in placating political
leaders, tried to attach to it an Indian counterpart of chosen men
from the Assembly at Delhi.
In the meanwhile, the mass spirit was IT'~>hilising and mass
determination was hardening. TI1e strikers on :ailways, in cotton
mills, in docks and in mines were showing a new spirit, an inherent
organisatior.al strength oftheir own, and the workers began to march
on with a swing and a jolt that dazed their bosses. The Indian leaders
produced and exclusively Indian Round-Table Conference of their
own to minimise their own internal differences, and with an
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unexpected harmony and forensic ability, they did produce the
Nehru Report as a forestalling of and counterblast to the expected
Simon Report. The Nehru Report did make the Simon Report a
discredited document in advance.
The workers and peasants saw more value in the Girni Kamgar
(Millworkers') Union than in any other organisation, they were
being helped to understand that the Tax Gatherer and the Rent
Collector were both one common enemy. and the Police Officer
and Mill Manager stood united together against the right of the
workers, and so did the money-lender and the bailiff with his
eviction warrants. The men who were soon to become the Meerut
Prisoners spelt a more immediate and effective danger to the British
Raj than the Nehru Committee or the Congress camp of those days.
and with fixed bayonets and trumped-up charges they were put
under arrest and still continue to be so after I 8 months.
The Congress leaders saw the gathering force of mass opinion,
and though in their annual resolution they proclaimed themselves
•
ready to be partners in a terrorist, militarist. land-grabbing,
exploiting Empire, they put it forward as a revolutionary sounding
ultimatum with a 12 months' limitr
The Congress came out with a separatist demand, under the old
leaders with the added new blood of Jahwarlal Nehru, but this time
led more from the bottom than from the top. The campaign that
was launched out as a pacifist prayer-reciting movement of holy
resisters to technical forms of law, soon developed into a fighting
movement, and Chittagong, Mymensingh, Peshawar and Sholapur
became the landmarks of the people's real revolt.
The mutiny of the Gharwal troops and the open attack of the
Afridis gave a formidable appearance to the Congress movement.
which in itself under its orthodux leadership would have confined
itself to experimental technical breaches of the law. Strenuous
efforts were made by MacDonald and Irwin to restore the pacifist
leadership of the Congress to its predominance, but no sooner did
the leaders seek for rapprochement with Irwin than the push from
behind proved too strong.
MacDonald and Irwin had to invoke the aid of the twice-killed
Round-Table Conference. It was to have the appearance of the
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Nehru Round-Table, but it was to have the Imperial nature of the
Curtis-Marris Round Table ofa dozen years ago. And so here we
have it!
Three bl ind mice ! See how they run !! They sit around a circular
table. MacDonald, the Great Moghal, and his British Courtiers
occupy the centre. Around them sit a Princely India, a Mahomedan
India, and a British India, divided into a dozen different interests.
The King, in his speech. gives to the Simon Report a place which
no one else is expected to give it at the Conference. Then poor
Irwin is for.:ed to issue an unintelligible dispatch to unsay what he
has said in the past. a document which is framed by at least five
different minds.
There come the Princes with a strange claim. If King George
himself will dare to come out tomorrow to assert that hr;, is on the
British throne not by the consent and will of the people but hy a
treaty of support from a foreign monarch. he will discover thatto
he the quickest way of lo!-.ing it. Here sits a Labour Prime Minister
to say to the 600 Princes of India, that their subjects, a mere trifle
of 70,000,000 human beings. count for nothing, but it is the British
Im pcrial power that wi 11 keep them upon their throne to bleed and
torture their su~jects in order to extort wealth out of their toil.
A Parliamentary representation of Britain quickly ofters to a
hunch of hand-picked placc-huntf'· ·: h1io alternative systems:
Federal or Unitary. A Unitary system may mean an openly-elected
Parliament by the common people. The 'Jnitary system is
m..:ntioned only to be killed. It did not even rec~ive the importance
of condemnation. as in this august assembly of imperialist buffoons
from Britain and India, there has not been one person found to
advocate the system of a Central-Legislature freely and entirely
elected by the people.
A liberal from India, a Conservative Prine... ''"om India, a Tory
peer of Britain all .wllo vocc> decide upon a Federal System.
In the past, if a Prince dared to deliver a political speech, he was
threatened with dethronement, and the Gaekwar had been the worst
sufferer. These very princes have been brought here to-day with
rebel speeches prepared for them by their English staffs to impress
upon India that their advent into the body politic would be an asset.
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The idea of ruling India through native agencies and princes with
an imperialist European over-lordship, is not a new one. Dupleix,
the French conqueror of India, was very fond of it.
So here will be a Federal Council for India, say of200 members,
of whom 50 might be Princes, then 50 would be Mahomedan
landlords, feudal chiefs and luminaries in higher professions, 25
would be nominated puppets to safeguard the interest of the
depressed classes, 15 or 20 would safeguard European investments,
the rest would be divided among Hindu millionaires, landlords,
Parsi merchants, and bright lawyers. There would be three or four
Government puppets to protect the interest of Indian Labour.
The main purpose of this Conference, almost the only one, is to
lay the foundations of a federal System as the most effective way
of excluding the masses. The Princes and the Mahomedans are to
be the trump cards. The capitalist papers are openly advocating
the acceptance of the ''Moslem Charter," which is being forged
behind the scenes. This Moslem corruption serves another
unexpected purpose at the present moment. The leading Islamic
representatives are clearly warned to keep off the Palestine question,
and if they dare to espouse the AralJ-cause they are threatened with
the complete withdrawal of the "gins" for Indian Moslems. Of
course, if the Arabs are ~rushed, and the Afridis and the brave
tribesmen are once bombed into slavery, the Indian Moslems and
Hindu politicians, it is calculated, could easily be kept in subjugation
for another century.
In the meanwhile, there are reports of daily shootings and
imprisonment in India. Who are those thus dealt with 'l They arc
not any ofthe privileged minorities; they are the completely ignored
majority.
The Round-Table Conferen~ is to give a megaphonic expression
to the rights of privileges and interests, and like the proverbial
ostrich, buries its head in the sand in order to ignore the very
existence of280 millions ofsuffering and enslaved humanity, living
or dying on 6d. a day income.
Constitutions framed in London, and agreements for the division
of the spoils arrived at by smug sycophants of a foreign ruler will
not affect the mass mentality. The workers and peasants will rise,
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they arc rising, as indeed they have risen. The banner of their revolt
will soar above the din of political manaeuvres, and the inevitable
mass revolution will sweep all before it. Bombs and bullets,
bayonets and poison gas will some day be discovered by the British
proletariat to be all the work of their hands, and some day their
conscience will prevent them from slaying their oriental comrades.
l'he Viceroy's prisons are as full as. those of the Czars and his
cup of violence has become full to overflowing. MacDonald and
Wcdgwood Benn are disgracing even the spirit of a Kerensky: they
arc more lht> Rasputins attached to an unwary throne. The Indian
Round-Table Conference in London seems like the Culminating
Act.

The desperate gamblers arc now trying their last throw. It is
MacDonald's last chance to save the Labour Government. the
Princes' last chance to stick to ill-gotten wealth, the Indian
Pnliticianr.' last chance to escape from a Workers' and Peasants'
Revolution ! But will they ?

Joint Platform of Action of the
Communist Party of India

PART I
Main Tasks of the Indian Revolution
The Indian people is groaning under the yoke and the exploitation
of British imperialism. Relying upon their political and economic
supremacy, and squeezing billions of rupees year by year out of
the miserable national income of India, the blood-thirsty
imperialists have brought the toiling masses ?f the people to a
state of famine, hopeless poverty. intolerable slavery and mass
extinction as a people.
With all the power of the State in its hands, controlling the
main branches of industry. railways, sea and river transport, banks
and credit system. the greater part of the land. forest~. and the
irrigation system, British imperialism has retarded and still
obstructs the economic development of our country in every way,
supporting and relying upon all that is backward and retrograde in
to~n and country.
The supremacy of British imperialisn is the basis of the
backwardness, poverty and endless suffering of our people. Only
by the merciless and violent destruction of the political c::conom ic
supremacy of the British imperialism will the working masses of
India succeed in rising to their feet, achieving their independence,
and creating conditions requisite for their further development,
and for the reconstruction of society in the interests of the workers
and peasants, and with the purpose of developing further towards
socialism.
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In the enslavement of the Indian people British imperialism
relies upon the native princes, the landlords, the money-lenders
and the merchants, utilising the assistance of the national
bourgeoisie. The system ofland ownership by the landlords, native
princes and money-lenders, and relics of serfdom in the land
system oflndia (and consequently in all India's social and political
institutions) represent the main bulwark of British supremacy.
In order to destroy the slavery of the Indian people and
emancipate the working-class and the peasants from the poverty
which is crushing them down. it is essential to win the independence
of the country and to raise the banner of agrarian revolution, which
would smash the system oflandlordism surviving from the middle
ages and would cleanse the whole of the land from all this medieval
rubbish. An agrarian revolution. against British capitalism must
be the basis of the revolutionary emancipation of India.
Linked up as it is the system of landlordism and usury, and
tcrri tied at the thought of a revolutionary insurrection by the toi Iing
masses. the capitalist class has long ago betrayed the struggle for
independence of the country and the radical solution of the agrarian
problem. Its present "opposition'' represents merely manoeuvres
\Vith British imperialism, calculated to swindle the mass of the
toilers and at the same time to secure the best possible terms of
compromise with the British robbers. The assistance granted to
British imperialism by the capitalist class and its political
organisation. the National Congress, takes the shapt: Jt the present
time of a consistent policy of compromise with British imperialism
at the expense of the people, it takes the form of disorganisation
of the revolutionary struggle of the masses and the preservation of
the system of imperialism, including the native states, tilt: sy'item
of landlordism and the reinforced exploitation, jointly with the
Imperialism of the mass of the people, of the working-class in
particular. The greatest threat to the victory of the Indian revolution
is the fact that great masses of our people still harbour illusions
about the National Congress, and have not realised that it represents
a class organisation of the capitalists working against .the
fundamental interests of the toiling masses of our country.
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The policy of Gandhism. on which the programme of the
Congress is founded, uses the cloak of vague phrases about love,
meekness, modest and hardworking existence, lightening the
burden of the peasantry, the national unity, the special historic
mis.vion of.vpiritua/ism, etc. But under this cloak it preaches and
defends the interests of the Indian capitalists, the inevitability and
wisdom of the division of society into rich and poor, eternal social
inequality and exploitation. That ism it preaches (serves) the
interests of the capitalist development of India on the bone and
sweat of the working masses of the people, in alliance with world
Imperialism. The National Congress betrayed and disorganised
the struggle of the toilers in 1919-21. The National Congress
supported the manufacturers against the workers during the textile
strike and in fact assisted in the passing of anti-labour legislation.
The National Congress refused to support the fight ofrailwaymen
against British imperialism, suggesting that they should ask Lord
Irwin and MacDonald to arbitrate. The National Congress opposed
the peasantry in their struggle against the money-lenders, big
landlords and the native princes.
Jointly witb the Liberals. the landlords and itie manufacturers,
the National Congress has produced the anti-popular Nehru
Constitution. in which it declared the necessity of preserving the
landlords, the rajahs and the money-lenders, remaining as a junior
partner in the British Empire and leaving supreme authority in the
hands of the British Viceroy and the Governor-General.
The National Congress issued the Delhi Manifesto supporting
Gandhi's eleven points, which represented the moderate
programme of the Chambers of Commerce, and similar
associations. It carried on negotiations with the Liberals in prison
trying behind the scenes to come to an understanding with the
British Government~ and so forth. The National Congress. and
particularly its "Left" wing. have done and are doing all in their
power to restrain the struggle of the masses within the framework
of the British Imperialist Constitution and legislation.
In this connection, world history and the lessons of the class
struggle in India prove that only the leadership of the workingc lass can ensure the fulfi 1lment of the historic task of emancipating
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the Indian people, abolishing national slavery, sweeping aside all
the fetters which check national development, confiscating the land
and effecting far-reaching democratic reconstruction of
revolutionary character. The working-class oflndia. organised by
the industrial process itself and by the class struggle, will under
the leadership of its Communist vanguard, perfonn its historic
tasks of organising the scattered masses of peasantry and town
poor for struggle against British domination and landlordism.
But in order to organise the mass of the workers. in order to
ra II y the proletariat as a distinct class force, conscious of its distinct
class interests and fighting for the leadership of the national
movement of emancipation, in order to bring about the
revolutionary alliance of the working-class and the peasantry. in
order to liberate the working-class, the peasantry and the town
poor, from the hands of national reformism, and direct their
revolutionary struggle towards an anti-imperialist and anti-feudal
revolution, for all these purposes, the working-class requires its
own proletarian Communist Party.
The Communist Party oflndia is the party of the working-class,
the final aim of which is the achievement of socialism and
ultimately of complete Communism. The Programme of the
Communist Party of India is totally different from the programmes
and ideas of the other parties and groups, which are parties of the
capitalist class and the petty bourgeoisie, not excepting the national
revolutionary parties. While the latter are striving for the
d~velopment of capitalism in India, the Communist Party is
consistently and finnly fighting for a socialist path of development.
While the national revolutionary groups are fighting for bourgeois
rule and a bourgeois form of government. the Communist Party of
India is fighting for the democratic dictatorship of the workingc lass and the peasantry, a Workers' and Peasants' Soviet
Government in India.
The only form of government which can safeguard the interests
of the workers. peasants and toilers generally is the Soviets. The
Soviets set up in the course of the revolutionary revolt of the
working masses, as insurrectionary bodies for the overthrow of
British supremacy, will be the sole genuine seats of authority,
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elected directly in the factories, works, villages, etc., ensuring
confiscation of the land and the satisfaction of the vital needs of
the mass of the people. The Soviet Government alone will be
capable for ensuring the national minorities, their right to selfdetermination including that of complete separation and at the same
time achieve the maximum unity in the ranks of the toilers of
various nationalities, engaged in common revolutionary struggle
against the enemies of the Indian revolution. The Soviet
Government alone will be able to effect an alliance with the world
proletariat for the p'lTtpose of defending the liberty and the
achievements of the Indian revolution against the attacks of world
Imperialism, and the Indian exploiters. Only such a government
will be able to make an alliance with all other Soviet states against
international Imperialism and for the final victory of the world
revolution.
·
Firmly and courageously, and notwithstanding any sacrifices
the Communist Party will defeat, the disorganising and treachemus
work of the national reformists, it will organise the masses of the
workers and peasants and lead them to victory over Imperialism
and take the lead in the further march towardtsocialism.
Adopting these as its guiding principles, the Communist Party
oflndia advances the following main objects for the present stage
of the Indian revolution:
I. The complete independence of India by the violent
overthrow of British rule. The cancellation of all debts. The
confiscation and nationalisation of all British factories, banks,
railways, sea and river transport and plantations.
2. Establishment of a Soviet Government. The realisation of
the right of national minorities to self-determination including
separation. Abolition of the native states. The creation of an Indian
Federal workers' and peasants' Soviet Republic.
3. The confiscation without compensation of all the lands,
forests and other property of the landlords, ruling princes, churches,
the British Government, officials and money-lenders, and handing
over for use to the toiling peasantry. Cancellation of slave
agreements and all the indebtedness of the peasantry to moneylenders and banks.
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4. The 8-hour working day and the radical improvement of
conditions oflabour. Increase in wages and State maintenance for
the unemployed.
The Communist Party oflndia wiil fight for these main demands
which express the interests of the mass of the people, and the
achievement of which will create the conditions for and render
possible further development in the direction of the building of a
Socialist State of Society in India. At the same time, with the object
of developing the mass revolutionary struggle and revolutionary
education of the m:lss of the toilers, the Communist Party of India
puts forward partial demands, the struggle for which will facilitate
the mobilisation of the mass of the people in revolutionary
insurrection for its emancipation.
PARTll
The Fi~ht for Partial Demands of the Revolutionary Movement
The C.P. oflndia considers that the sole and historically tested
means of winning independence, carrying out the agrarian
revolution and achieving democratic reconstruction. is the path of
l'cvolutionary struggle of the widest possible mass of people.
developing into a gt:"neral national armed insurrection against the
British exploiters and all their allies in our country.
rhe propaganda of non-violence of Mr. Gandhi and other leaders
is intended to prevent a general national armed insurrection of the
toiling masses against the British rule. By his own confession in
his autobiography Gandhi took part in the armed suppression of
the rising of the Zulu peasants in Africa and assisted the British
robbers in their fight against the German capitalists for the right
to exploit colonial peoples. And to-day Gandhi tells the peasants
and workers oflndia that they have no right to and must not revolt
against their exploiters. He tells them this at the very time when
the British robbers are making open war on the Indian people in
the North West Province and throughout the country.
The toiling masses will" understand this double game of the
National Congress. The workers and peasants of India will not
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give up their right to smash the whole feudal and imperialist system
of exploitation, and their right to bring about the violent overthrow
of the British rule.
The emancipation of India cannot be achieved by a terrorist
movement. The supporters of the terrorist movement of our country
do not see and do not believe in the struggle of the broad masses
of the people and do not understand the connection between the
agrarian revolution. the struggle of the working-class and the
overthrow of British domination. They try by brave and singlehanded terrorist acts to achieve victory over British imperialism.
While recognising the devotion and self-sacrifice of the terrorists
in the cause of the national emancipation of India, the Communist
Party declares that the road to victory is not the method of
individual terror but the struggle and the revolutionary armed
insurrection of the widest possible masses of the working-class,
the peasantry, the poor of the towns and the Indian soldiers, around
the banner and under the leadership of the Communist Party of
India.
The most harmful and dangerous obstacle to the victory of the
Indian revolution is the agitation carried on by the "Left'' elements
of the National Congress led by Jawaharlal Nehru, Bose. Ginwala
and others. Under the cloak of revolutionary phraseology they carry
on the bourgeois policy of confusing and disorganising the
revolutionary struggle of the masses, and help the Congress to
come to an understanding with British imperialism. Particularly
blackguardly and harmful is the part played by the national
reformists in the labour movement in which they try in every
possible way to substitute the methods of class collaboration for
the method of class struggle, doing their best to bring the workers
under the influence of the ideas and the organisations of the Indian
and British exploiters. The treacherous part played by the National
Congress as regards the peasantry has once again shown itself in
the appeal of the •'Left" Congress leaders to the British Governor
of Bengal to send troops to crush the peasant revolts at Kishoreganj.
In these circumstances some of the "Left'" national reformists
(supporters of Roy and others) who realise that the masses are
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becoming disillusioned in the Congress, have cleverly put forward
the advice to "win" the National Congress from within. Normally
their object is to revolutionise the Congress; in reality it is to restore
the prestige of the Congress by replacing the old treacherous leaders
by new leaders who arc no better than the old.
The exposure of the "Left" Congress leaders who may again
undertake to set up a new party or organisation like the former
League of Independence, in order once again to bamboozle the
mass of the workers, is the primary task of our Party. Ruthless
war on the "Left" national reformists is an essential condition if
we arc to isolate the latter from the workers and mass of the
peasantry, and mobilise the latter under the banner of the
Communist Party and the anti-imperialist agrarian revolution in
India.
The Communist Party of India calls upon all the toilers to form
a united front against the imperialists, the landlords, the moneylenders an<l the capitalists. The C.P. oflndiacalls upon the Moslem
and Indian workers and peasants not to be tricked by the cunning
provocative methods of the British Government and the
revolutionary native exploiters who set the toilers of different
nationalities and religious beliefs against one another, and provoke
~unllicts among them. The C.P. of India calls upon all the toilers.
including the untouchables (pariahs) not to permit such
disorganisation and splitting of the united revolutionary front of
the oppressed who suffer equally at the hands of their own and
British exploiters.
in its struggle to win leadership of the masses. the C.P. oflndia
calls upon its supporters to make resolute use of any legal and
semi-legal opportunity for public action and mobilisation or the
masses around working-class slogans. On every occasion they must
expose the treacherous part played by the National Congress.
Against the bourgeois front of compromise established by the
national reformists, they must create the united front of the toilers
from below, on the basis of definite proletarian revolutionary
demands and activities.
As one of the practical means of explaining to the toiling masses
the exploiting and treacherous policy of the Congress leaders. the
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C.P. of India recommends to· its supporters to make use of their
activity in the trade unions, municipal councils (Calcutta, Bombay
etc.} and similar institutions.
The C.P. oflndia calls upon its supporters and organisations to
develop mass revolutionary activities and struggle of the wor_kingclass for their political and economic demands, mass refusal by
the peasants to pay taxes, levies, rent debts, particularly in-.districts
where there are large landed estates thereby mobilising and
preparing the mass of the toilers for revolutionary struggle against
imperialism. The C.P. of India calls upon all class-conscious
workers and revolutionaries to assist in transforming individual
strikes of the workers into a general political strike, as a resolute
step in organising the revolutionary struggle of the mass of the
people for independence, land and a workers' and peasants•
government under the guidance of the working-class.

A. General Demands
In order to develop mass revolutionary struggle and the political
training of the people, the C.P. of India puts forward and fights for
tl~e following demands:
I. Expulsion of the British troops. Abolition of the police and
general arming of the toilers.
2. Immediate liberation of all political prisoners, including
those who have committed acts of individual and mass violence.
3. Unlimited freedom of speech, conscience, press, meetings,
strikes and associations for the toilers, and abolition of all antipopular and anti-labour laws (Trades Disputes Act, the prohibition
of picketing, the regulations for the deportation of revolutionary
workers, press acts, etc., etc.).
4. The abolition of rank, caste, national and communal
privileges, and the full.equality of all citizens irrespective of sex,
religion and race.
5. Complete separation of religion from the State and
expulsion of the missionaries as direct agents of the imperialists.
with confiscation of their property.
6. The election of Judges and officials, and their recall at any
time on the demand of the majority of the electors.
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8. Special Worken' Demands
In order to organise the widest masses lot the working-class,
defend the day-to-day interests of the workers and maintain the
general revolutionary struggle of the toiling masses in our country,
the C.P. of India calls upon all class conscious workers to
concentrate every effort on the creation of a revolutionary Trade
Union Movement. The C.P. oflndia deems it essential to organise
mass Trade Unions based on factory committees with the
leadership elected directly by the workers and consisting of
advanced revolutionary workers. The Trade J.Jnions must become
regularly functioning mass organisations, working in the spirit of
the class struggle. and all efforts must be made to expel and isolate
reformists of all shades, from the open agents of British capitalism
such as Joshi, Chamanlal. Giri etc. to sham "Left" national
reformists such as Bose, Ruikar, Ginwala and other agents of the
Indian bourgeoisie, who constitute a reactionary bloc for joint
struggle agaiast their revolutionary wing of the Trade Union
M<wement. At the same time the C.P. of India works for the
transformation of the All-India Trade Union Congress into a
fighting all-India centre of the labour movement on a class basis.
I. The C.P. oflndia calls upon all its supporters and all classconscious workers to help in organising factory committees in all
factories, railways. docks, etc. throughout the country. In case
where owing to the victimisation of the employers or British
authorities the factory committees have to work semi-legally, the
C.P. advocates putting forward the demand for recognition of the
factory committees as one of the principal demands in strike
movements. The C.P. of India calls for the country-wide
organisation of workers, defence detachments, both to defend
workers' strikes and demonstrations and to take part in the general
revolutionary struggle.
.
II. The C.P. oflndia calls upon all class-conscious workers
to help the party to organise the movement and the struggle of the
unemployed for regular relief at the expense of the State and the
employers. It calls for the country-wide organisation of
unemployed councils, demonstrations, and joint struggle with the
workers in industry for the partial demands of th~ unemployed-
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monthly unemployment benefit at the minimum cost of living,
refusal to pay rent, free supply of fuel and food-stuffs by the
mu~icipal authorities etc.
Ill. Taking note of the semi-slave conditions of plantation and
agricultural workers the C.P. of India calls upon class-conscious
workers to take part and assist in the organisation of Trad€" Unions
of plantation and agricultural workers. The fight for complete
abolition of all systems of serfdom, compulsory and contract
labour, deprivation of rights and unprecedented exploitation of
the agricultural proletariat is one of our main aims, linked up
closely with the aim of mobilising the broad masses of peasantry
to tight imperialist and feudal exploitation under the leadership of
the working-class.
IV. With the object of protecting the working-class from
physical and moral degeneration, and also in order to raise its
capacity to fight for emancipation the C.P. of India fights for:
I. Limitation of the working day to 8 hours for adults and
6 hours for youths from 16 to 20. lntroduction of the 6 hours
working day in all harmful industries, iticluding coal mining
and free supply of milk and butter to the workers in these
industries.
2. Complete freedom of Trade Unions, demonstrations.
picketing and strike.
3. Equal pay for equal work for women, youth and men.
4. Complete abolition of compulsory contract labour and
systems of legal bondage of the workers.
5. A compulsory weekly rest period at full pay and a paid annual
holiday of 4 weeks for adults and 6 weeks for youths.
6. State insurance against unemployment, sickness, accidents,
industrial diseases, old age, loss of working capacity,
orphanage and compensation for disablement.
7. Establishment of a State minium wage of SO rupees a month,
prohibition of the contract system and establishment by law
of weekly payment of wages.
8. Prohibition of deductions from wages for any reason or
purpose whatever (fines. bad work etc.).
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9. Introduction of properly organised factory inspection,
workers elected members. thereof to supervise labour
conditions in all factories employing hired labour.
I0. The abolition of the system of hiring workers through jobbers,
sarangs, etc., employment and dismissal of workers to take
place through labour exchanges. controlled and supervised
by the Trade Unions. The abolition of all caste and foudal
customs and regulations within the factories.
In addition. the C.P. of India supports and fights for each and
c\ery demand intended to improve the conditions cifthe workers
(building of new houses at Government or employers· expenses.
provision of proper lavatories, clean dining rooms etc.).
The C.P. oflndia is definitely against the principle of arbitration
and interference by capitalist arbitration courts. It emphasises most
definitely that the sole means for winning any serious concessions
on the part of the exploited is resolute class struggle hy strikes and
mass revolutionary activities.
C. Peasants' Demands
I. The C.P. of India fights for the confiscation without
i;ompensation of all land and estates. forests and pastures of the
native princes. landlords, money-lenders. and the British
Government and the transference to peasant wmmittees for use
hy the toiling masses of the peasantry. The C.P. oflndia fights for
the complete wiping out of the medieval system of landholding.
to cleanse the whole of the land from the rubbish of the middle
ages.
II. The C.P. of India fights for the immediate confiscation of
all plantations and their transforence to revolutionary comm ittces
elected by the plantation workers. The allotments to which the
planters assign their contract workers and also tht land not in
~ultivation. to be handed over to the labourers and poor peasants
as their property. At the same time the C.P. oflndia is in favour of
the nationalisation of ail large scale mechanically equipped
plantations and workshops connected therewith, for utif isati~n in
the interests of the whole Indian people.
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III. The C.P. of India tights for the immediate nationalisation
of the whole system of irrigation, complete cancellation of all
indebtedness and taxes and revolutionary peasant committees
elected by the working peasantry.
IV. In order to disorganise British rule and maintain
revolutionary pressure against it the C.P. of India calls upon the
peasantry and agricultural proletariat to engage in all kinds of
political demonstrations and collective refusal to pay taxes and
dues and (also refuse) to carry out the orders and decisions of the
government and its agents.
V. The C.P. of India calls for refusal to pay rent, irrigation
charges or other exactions, and refusal to carry out any labour
services whatsoever (beggar) for the landlords. native princes and
their agents.
VI. The C.P. oflndia calls for refusal to pay debts. and arrears
to government, the landlords and the money-lenders in any form
whatsoever.
VII. As a practical watchword for the campaign among the
peasantry and as a means for developing more political
consciousness in the peasant movement. the C.P. oflndia calls for
the immediate organisation of revolutionary peasant committees
in order to carry on a fight to achieve all the revolutionary
democratic changes required in the interests of emancipating the
peasantry from the yoke of British imperialism and its feudal allies.
VIII. The C.P. of India calls for the independent organisation
of the agricultural proletariat, particularly the plantation workers,
and its amalgamation with the proletariat of the towns under the
banner of the Communist Party. as well as its representation in the
peasant committees.
The C.P. of India is firmly convinced that the complete
thorough-going and permanent achievement of the above
mentioned political and social changes is possible only by the
overthrow of British domination and the creation of a Federal
Workers' and Peasants' Soviet Republic.
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D. Emancipation of the Pariahs and the Slaves
As a result of the rule of British imperialism in our country
there are still in existence millions of slaves and tens of millions
of socially outcast working pariahs, who are deprived of all rights.
British rule, the system of landlordism, the reactionary caste
system, religious deception and all the slave and serf traditions of
the past throttle the Indian people and stand in the way of its
emancipation. They have led to the result that in India in the 20th
century there are still pariahs who have no right to meet with all
their fellow men, drink from common wells, study in common
schools, etc. etc.
Instead of putting an end once and for all to this shameful blot
on the Indian people Gandhi and the other Congress leaders call
for the maintenance of the caste system which is the basis and
justification of the existence of the socially outcast pariahs.
Only the ruthless abolition of the caste system in itc; reformed,
Gandhist variety, only the agrarian revolution and the violent
overthrow of British rule will lead to the complete social, economic.
cultural and legal emancipation of the working pariahs and slaves.
The C.P. oflndia calls upon all the pariahs to join in the united
revolutionary front with all the workers of the country against
British rule and landlordism.
The C.P. of India calls on the pariahs not to give way to the
tricks oft he British reactionary agents who try to split and set one
against the other toilers of our country.
The C.P. of India fights for the complete abolition of slavery,
the caste system and caste inequality in all its fonns (social. cultural
etc.). The C.P. oflndia fights for the complete and absolute equality
of the working pariahs and all the toilers of our country.

E. The Struggle for the interests of the town and pettybourgeoisie
The C.P. of India calls upon the working small producers in the
towns to support the revolutionary struggle against British
domination, the landlords, the princes, and t~e money-lenders.
The capitalist class and the National Congress, in their search
for a compromise with imperialism are betraying the interests not
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only of the workers and peasants but also of wide sections of the
town petty-bourgeoisie (craftsmen, street traders etc.).
Only the complete abolitions of British rule, bringing in its train
the liberation of our country, the radical alteration of the whole
policy of the Government, and the abolition of landlord ism and
survivals of serfdom throughout the Indian social order will create
the conditions requisite for developing the economic lite of the
country and radically improve the standard of living of the broad
sections ofthe town petty-bourgeoisie, handicraft workers and town
poor.
The C.P. oflndia fights for the cancellation of all usury which
has enslaved the poor people of the towns. The C.P. oflndia fights
for the cancellation of all direct and indirect taxes, excise, and
other forms of taxation of wages and small earnings. which arc
ruining artisans, street traders, employees etc. It stands for the
replacement of such taxes by a progressive income tax on the
capitalists. landholders. banks. and inheritance. The C.P. of India
fights for all revolutionary measures which serve the interests of
the proletariat and are intended to improve the conditions of the
town poor.

F. Emancipation of the Toiling Women
The toiling women oflndia arc in a semi-servile condition under
a double burden of the survival of feudalism, economic. cultural
and legal inequality. The toiling women have no right whatsoever
to determine their fate, and in many districts arc forced to drag out
their existence in purdah, under the veil and without the right not
only of participating in public affairs, but even of freely and openly
meeting their fellow citizens and moving through the streets.
At the same time the exploitation am.: working conditions of
the women workers are surely unheard of in their brutality and
sweated character. The semi-slave conditions of women in India
arc the result of the widespread survival of relics of feudalism
throughout the social order of the country and its careful
pr~servation by British imperialism.
Noting that the present bourgeois national women's
organisation, the All-India Women's Conference, led by Sarojini
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Naidu, one of the leaders of the National Congress. is not carrying
on a genuine struggle to emancipate women but in reality is cooperating with British imperialism, the C.P. of India calls upon
the working women of India to join the common revolutionary
struggle of the toiling masses under the leadership of the
Communist Party for the overthrow of the social order and social
system which give rise to the slave conditions of Indian women.
The C.P. of India fights for the complete social, economic, and
legal equality of women. It fights fnr the complete abolition of
night work for the women and the prohibition of underground work
for women (in the coal mines) and in all branches where work is
harmful for females.
The C.P. of India fights for leave nf absence from work at full
rates of wages two months hefore and two months after childhirth, with free medical aid, and for the establishment of crechcs
in all factories and workshops employing women, at the expense
of the employers. such crcchcs to cover small children and infantsat-thc-hrcast with special apartments for focding. Nursing mothers
to have their working day reduced to 6 hour!'>.

G. Soldiers' Demands
I. In the struggle for the emancipalion of our country. the
( ·.P. of India calls for the spreading of rc\'olutionary propaganda
among the soldier~ and police and the explanation of the necessity
for their armed insurrection together with the toi!ing masses of
the country against British rule.
II. The Indian soldiers and police arc socially in the main poor
peasants, who h~vc been forced to seek employment in the army
by poverty, landlessncss and hunger. The C.P. of India fights for
the allotment ofland to the soldier!iJ equal with all the other toiling
peasants. The C.P. of India calls upon its supporters to explain to
the soldiers and ex-soldiers that the only means of acquiring land.
abolishing indebtedness and getting work is the revolutionary
overthrow of British and feudal supremacy.
Ill. The C.P. of India calls upon its organisations and clas:,conscious workers and revolutionaries to begin organising
revolutionary groups among the soldiers. The aim of these groups
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must be to persuade and prepare the soldiers to take action in
support of a general insurrection of the people for- liberty. land
and a workers' and peasants' government. It is necessary to explain
to the soldiers by concrete examples drawn from their daily lives
(arbitrary actions by the officers, shooting down of demonstrations,
workers, strikes etc., flagrant inequality of the treatment of white
and Indian soldiers-worse food, clothes. allowances, l'tc.) that
Indian soldiers are only a blind tool in the hands of the British
robbers, who use them to maintain the national and social
oppression of the toiling masses of our country.
IV. The C.P. of India calls upon its supporters to organise the
ex-soldiers, who have had practical proof of the swindling and
exploiting character of British rule, and to build up revolutionary
ex-soldiers' organisations among them and wherever possible,
fighting detachments to prepare and support the future national
insurrection and agrarian movement under the leadership of the
Party.
V. The C'.P. of India calls upo11 the class-conscious workers
to organise fraternisation with Indian soldiers with the object of
establishing closest friendship and cxplainini the solidarity of the
interests of workers, peasants and the soldiers in the fight for
freedom and the abolition of all forms of exploitation.

H. Youth's Demands
I. The C.P. of India calls upon the revolutionary workingclass youth to build up the Young Communist League. The Young
Communist League of India being an illegal organisation owing
to the complete lack of rights and the prevailing terror, has as its
object to organise the widest possible masses of working-class,
peasant and revolutionary student youth &round the banner of the
Communist Party. doing so either directly or through the medium
of auxiliary. legal and semi-legal mass organisations (Youth
sections in the Trade Unions, etc.).
II. The Y.C.L. oflndinas the helper of the Party has the special
task of organising the working youth under the banner of
Communism. The Y .C.L. oflndia must come forward as a political
organisation which subordinates all forms of struggle, and mass
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organisations - economic, cultural, sports etc.- to the interests
of the political struggle namely, the overthrow of the imperialist
yoke and the winning of power by the working-class and the
peasantry.
Ill. The C.P. of India calls for the country-wide organisation
both of mixed and separate workers, peasants and students
detachments, both lo defend the people's demonstrations, strikes.
etc. and in order to make systematic preparations for the armed
struggle of the Indian people.
IV. The C.P. of India calls upon the honest revolutionary youth
to help in spreading political propaganda among the soldiers and
police. The C.P. of India considers that the call of the "Left'"
nationalists to the soldiers to leave the army and take their
discharge, in accordance with Gandhi's philosophy. of nonviolence, is a mistake. The task of genuine revolutionaries is to
persuade the soldier. while staying in the army. to prepare and
raise, when the time is ripe, the banner of armed insurrection and
(to fight) shoulder to shoulder with the toiling people. to overthrow
British rule.
V. With the object of protecting the toiling youth against
physical and cultural degeneration, and in order to develop its
revolutionary offensive for the national and social liberation of
the toiling masses, the C.P. oflndia fights for:
a) Limitation of the working day to 6 hours for youths from
16 to 20. Prohibition of employment of children under
16.
b) Universal free and compulsory education up to 16 in the
national language of the pupil. Free feeding. clothing and
supply of text-books to children at the expense of the State.
Introduction of vocational training for youths at the
expense of the State and employers.
c) Paid weekly and annual (6 weeks) holiday for youths.
d) State maintenance of unemployed youths at rates
equivalent to the cost of living.
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Conclusion
The Communist Party oflndia, putting forward its programme
of demands oftl1e Indian revolution, calls upon the toiling masses
to rally under the revolutionary banner of the Party and carry on
the struggle to the successful conquest of power and rhe
establishment of the democratic dictatorship of the working-class
and the peasantry in the form of Soviets.
The C.P. of India declares that the successful solution of the
problems facing the revolution against feudalism and for
emancipation will open up the possibility, with the help of the
international proletariat and the class offensive of the exploited
masses of our country of the revolution developing through a
number of stages into a proletarian revolution, thereby creating
requisite conditions for the development of our country on socialist
lines, avoiding the further stage of domination of the capitalist
system.
In this struggle the Indian people arc not alone. They have an
ally in the revolutionary workers of all countries in the world. The
workers of the whole world are fighting for the overthrow of
international Imperialism and the abolitionI'.of the whole syo;;tem
of capitalist exploitation, which is now going through a very
profound crisis. The crisis of the feudal and capitalist systems of
exploitation in India is at present being combined with the world
crisis, which leads to the great sharpening of all antagonisms, the
approach of wars. and the rise of a new wave of revolutionary
struggles.
The growing crisis is producing the growth of stubborn
resistance and counter offcnsivc on the part of the international
proletariat and the colonial peoples. The strength of the
international revolution is growing. In one of the countries of the
world. Soviet Russia. the working-class has long ago overthrown
the power of the exploiters and is successfully building up a
Socialist State of society. The Workers of the Soviet Union have
created a firm bulwark of the international Communist movement
and arc showing in practice how the world ought to be reconstructed
in the interests of the workers and peasants. The Soviet Union is a
reliableally of the colonial peoples, including the toilers of India.
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The toiling masses of India will receive the support of rhe
revolutionary workers of all countries. particularly of the
developing Chinese revolution. The toiling masses of India will
also be supported by the revolutionary workers of Great Britain.
Jed by the British Communist Party. while the rulling Labour Party
of MacDonald and Jndcpendent Labour Party of Maxton and
Brockway. who are to tighten and maintain the noose of slavery
and poverty round the neck of the Jndian people. Inspitc of all the
devices of the imperialists and their reformist agents, the
revolutionary front of the world proletariat and the colonial peoples
is growing stronger and wider everyday.
But to ensure the victory of the Indian revolution. there is
required a Communist Party of the proletariat. the leader and
organiser of the toiling masses of our country. The building of a
centralised, disciplined. united mass underground Communist
Party is to-day the chief and basic task, long overdue, of the
revolutionary movement for the emancipation of our country.
The C.P. of India declares with pride, that it considers itself a
part of the organised world Communist movement, a section of
the Communist International. The C.P. of India calls upon all
advanced workers and revolutionaries dt!voted to the cau~c of the
working-class to join the ranks of the Communist Party now being
built. in order to fight to carry out the historic tasks uf the Indian
revolution. In the conditions of British supremacy and terrorism,
the Communist Party can exist and develop only as an underground
Party, applying and utilising all forms oflegal and illegal activities
to develop its mass struggle and to win the toiling masses for the
fight for the democratic dictatorship of the working-class and the
peasantry. The Communist Party of India sets up its Party
organisations and groups in all towns and in all factories and
workshops throughout the country.
The Communist Party oflndia organises the working-class and
the basic masses of the peasantry under the banner of the Indian
revolution. In spite of all the difficulties, sacrifices and partial
defeats, in spite of all the attempts of the imperialists and the Indian
bourgeoisie to separate the revolutionary movement off ndia from
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the international proletariat, the Communist Party will lead the
struggle of the toiling masses to the complete overthrow of British
rule and of the system of landlordism and serfdom in order
thereafter, together with the world proletariat, to march forward
in the struggle to set up a socialist system of society in our country
and throughout the world.
LONG LIVE mE INDEPENDENCE OF INDIA !
LONG LIVE THE WORKING-CLASS, THE LEADER OF
THE TOILING MASSES !
LONG LIVE THE REVOLUTIONARY INSURRECTION
FOR INDEPENDENCE, LAND AND BREAD !
LONG LIVE THE WORKERS' AND PEASANTS' SOVIET
GOVERNMENT !
LONG LIVE THE WORLD REVOLUTION !!

[NJ

The Second Round-Table Conference
Shapurji Saklatvala

Three and a halt years ago, in the 1928 March number of The
Communist, I had contributed an article on "The Simon
Commission".
In this article. speaking of the Indian Nationalist leaders who
had combined together in the boycott of the Simon Commission,
I asked:
But what will be their next step? Can they merely say that
because they wilJ not betray their people into the snares
of a Simon Commission. or Lansbury's Home(!) Rule
recommendation. therefore they will lead their people out of
bondage into freedom and out of misery into plenty?
Just a little before putting this question I had written another
sentence:
It may equally be that the politicians will win the day and
join hands over the stomachs of a starving people, and arrive at
another momentary understanding only to fall out over the
spoils later. . . . . Of course, if our Indi.m politicians
impcrialise themselves, their outlook and theii interests, as
Labour Imperialists have done in Britain, they will also begin
to talk glibly about Home Rule, Dominion Status, British
Commonwealth, &c., which, to the masses in India and
workers in Britain, can bring poor consolation and can produce
nothing but misery and degradation .....
This (Simon) or any other similar Commission, whether
composed of white~ or browns or yellows, will never explore
the chances of India's independence, but can only invent new
forms of deception by which independence-looking political
councils may continue to be under the final domination of the
imperialists. . . . .
Published in "THE LABOUR MONTHLY", of October 1931, Ltindon.
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If the first choice (Imperialism instead of Bolshevism),
Indian leaders mul-lt unite with Irwin, Baldwin, MacDonald,
Simon. Birkenhead (since dead) and Lansbury. and, after a lot
of noisy investigations, arguments and democratic flourishes,
settle down to the daily routine of exploiting, drudging.
impoverishing and governing their own people till their
workers and peasants make a clean sweep of them along with
the entire gang of international financiers and imperialist
bosses.
The reader can now easily grasp that this is what is exactly
happening now when the second session of the Round-Table
Conference has commenced its further taJks at St. James's Palace.
I have not given the above abstracts for a display of any prophetic
vision about a passing political incident, but to show how our
differences of political opinions and judgment of men and event!".
are fundamental and based on unerring realisation of the
characteristics of nationalist bourgeois leaders in colonial · and
semi-colonial countries.
The Indian politics there are not scores but thousands of
advanced Indian youths who seem to f>elieve and regret that
Gandhi, Jahwarlal Nehru and the Indian Congress gang are
suddenly changing now and have landed themselves into the lap
of imperialist diplomacy and have got themselves out of prison
cells into St. James's Palace. This is a grave and unfonunate
error. This Gandhi, Nehru, Bose and Patel of to-day are the real
persons, and they are doing to-day what they were desiring and
destined to do. The Gandhi, Nehru and Congress company of the
previous two years were only false anful showmen.
The revolutionary atmosphere in India was of the making of
world events which arose out of a combination of post-war
capitalist struggles. almost desperate at times, and the progressive
attractiveness to the masses everywhere of the steady growth of
communist economics and sociology in Soviet Russia. The
realisation by the colonial masses of their present misery
and of the possibilities of liberation by revolution against
landlords, industrial bosses and militarist foreign rulers has
been phenomenal. ln Chma, India, lndo-China, Indonesia,
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Afghanistan, Persia, Arabia and all over the Negro countries of
Africa, this mass awakening and spirit of self-assertion has
startled not only the foreign conqueror, but the local privileged
class of landlords, capitalist employers, commercial middlemen,
professional and political place hunters and all exploiters
generaJly.
The revolutionary activities in India never have been of the
making of the Congress or of Gandhi personally, but they have
been watched by the cunning Congress leaders wherever they
have appeared, and then curbed and turned to their own petty
advantage in settling their own bargains with their white
commercial rivals.
The rebellious defiance to General Dyer's orders not to hold a
mass meeting at Jallianwalla Bag (Amritsar), the fight of the
Moplas against landlords, of Akali Sikhs against corrupt temple
priests, of the villagers against the police terrorists of ChouriChoura and the strikes in Bengal and Bombay during the first
chapter of Gandhi's "revolutionary" leadership were not of his
making. These events in fact were breaking his heart as well as
lowering his prestige in the eyes of his Imperialist masters.
A series of such manifestations of the revolutionary spirit of the
masses unnerved him to such an extent as to make him useless to
bourgeois friends in conducting their struggle for commercial
gains with the white interlopers. C. R. Das and the Swaraj Party
drove him into the wilderness. They began to revive their
"parliamentary" reformist campaigns for tariff walls, rupee ratios,
lower income tax, a minimum quota of Indian capitalists in
banking, shipping and other exploiting institutions &c.
The workers and peasants were left in an awful plight, and they
had to start alJ over again to renew their economic struggles
against such Congress leaders and supporters as were their
employers, landlords or money-lenders. Strikes on railways, in
mines, jute mills and cotton mills assumed alarming proportions
as well as frequency, and the resistance of workers to wage-cuts
and of peasants to economic oppression went beyond. the
calculations as well as the powers of the maste.r-class and
governmental bureaucracy to suppress. The . industrial and
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capitalist section of the Congress began to look to the
professional and political section of the Congress to play the last
powerful card of once coming forward to go backward and to
dope and to deceive the masses. Secret and open fund::: from
merchants and landlords began to pour into their coffers. The
political leaders in India had in front of them the.. tempting
example of the treacherous British Labour leaders who had so
successfully let down the 1926 General Strike into which
millions of fairly well organised workers so hopefully launched
themselves.
The workers and peasants in India had already begun to
discount the value of Gandhi or Swaraj leaders, and new
inspiring centres were being gradually discovered in the new
movements of Youth, Workers and Peasants Party and the
Communist Party of India. The popularity of the militant
proletarian leaders, irrespective of even any racial prejudice
against English comrades like Bradley and Spratt, among the
illiterate masses startled the capitalists as well as the politicians of
the Congress.
,.
Lord Irwin was watching the situation with no little trepidation. His grim determination to use bullets, bombs and prison
cells on a scale worthy of a monstrous tyrant was there, but he
realised something far more destructive than these crude weapons
was needed to harness and restrict and crib the widespread,
revolutionary resolve of the masses both in villages and in towns.
He kept ·in close secret touch with all Swarajist leaders and
accommodated them with a few capitalist concessions to
establish their merit in patriotic leadership. He paid his mock
respect to bogus or novice trade union leaders and gave thein
places on councils or a free holiday to Geneva. But knowing from
personal experience the great value of the church and pulpit for
suppressing and robbing the masses, ~e was tempted to revive
Gandhism. He established first indirect and secret, and then direct
and open, contact with Gandhi.
The Congress leaders and their capitalist conspirators used the
Simon Commission as a great Red Herring. They tried to impress
upon the masses that their economic misery, social degradation
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and political serfdom were due I00 per cent. to foreign rule
and not a fraction of a per cent. to capitalism and Jandlordism.
They hoped completely to divert the mass mind to relegate
all power to a political junta and to rely upon them for achieving
national independence one fine day without molesting the
mill-owners or landowners or Indian priqces. The new militant
leaders of industrial workers still remained a thorn in their
side. Besides the Imperialism Government wanted some false
evidence produced in a dramatic style against the U.S.S.R.
to have an excuse for a regular war of annihilation on the
workers' republic.
·
Here was common ground for secret plotting between . the
bourgeois Congress leaders and their "enemy" Viceroy. The
arrest and scandalous trial of the Meerut prisoners is the result.
The responsibility and guilt of the Nehrus, Patels and Gandhi
for this Meerut conspiracy against the growing power of the
Indian masses is no less than that of Irwin, MacDonald, Benn
or Peel. This indeed was the first Gandhi-Irwin or ViceroyCongress pact.
The old Congress leaders, in spite of Lord Irwin's continuous
exhortation to get a "religious thug" up to the forefront, were
doubtful and they saw the need of a modem "Left-wing" faker
with the glib tongue of an "International Socialist" to counteract
the leadership of genuine communists or revolutionary youth.
They carefully prepared Jahwarlal Nehru as an alternative
"Socialist Thug" in case the religious humbug made no appeal
during an economic tornado which seemed inevitable. Jahwarlal
even induced his father not to accept the invitation for a 2 to 3
weeks' sojourn in Moscow during the 1927 celebrations of the
Tenth Anniversary of the Communist Revolution, a.~ he felt that
this might compromise them in the eyes of their landlord and
merchant following. So to acquire merely a bogus reputation as
an international revolutionary he cut down this trip to a stay of
two days in Moscow. Even to-day this helps him to be described
in the Indian and British Press as a terrible communist who has
"lived" and "learned" in Moscow! He grandiloquently appeared
and spoke on the platfonn of the League Against Imperialism
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purely to acquire a false vaJue for himself. He never intended
to and has never carried out any work on behaJf of the League
in India.
Gandhi's jibes at the Madras resolution for India's
independence and the spectacular "Nehru Constitution" failed to
give Lord Irwin his Empire in a new disguise. The young blood
and the hot-heads wanted to see the "Indian Lenin" con1e out and
functioning, and they took independence to mean nothing else.
On the other hand the masses were also thinking of their
"independence," and they were looking at the world from the
inside of their stomachs and not from inside a council chamber in
Delhi, when they were demanding "rights" and "freedom."
Another bold attempt was made; the Labour Government and
Lord Irwin between themselves staged a "Dominion Status"
declaration. No sooner had His Excellency's words vanished in
thin air than Gandhi, Jahwarlal Nehru and other treacherous
Congress leaders, who in secret pact with Irwin, had kept
themselves ready to act at a moment's notice, came out with the
ignominious and despicable Delhi Manifesto of 1929. This
childish trick did not work, and it rem8ined in the history of
secret diplomacy and arranged sham fights as one more of the
many still-born plots. The Lahore Congress had to be, the
Independence Resolution must be flourished, a break between
Congress leaders and their guide and master, the Viceroy, had to
be arranged.
Lord Irwin and the Congress leaders finally saw that the
Maharajas and the idle rich could not be saved from the fury
of the hungered and wronged crowds except by free use of guns,
bayonets, air-bombs and batons, and who but Gandhi could help
such organised "constitutional" bloodshed, and at the same time
completely protect the perpetrators from retaliation by the
masses. The glory of the "Non-Violence" saint was therefore at
once proclaimed and North, West, East, South rang with praise of
him who had never failed British militarism in the hour of its
need. American, German, French and British admirers sprang up.
At Lord Irwin's command, the Congress leaders agreed to
bring Gandhi to the forefront. Here was Congress leadership, like
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a universal provider. If the masses wanted a little Lenin there was
a Jahwar, if they wanted a world-famous anti-Lenin they had the
divine Gandhi. Thus hastily a dual leadership was arranged,
Jahwarlal Nehru was elected as the Skeleton President, and
Gandhi became the Spirit Dictator.
So the struggle for Independence began, but unfortunately
under the hypocritical and impossible leadership of the Congress.
The revolutionary spirit of the masses became again manifest.
Ci vii disobedience, breach of Salt Act, refusal to pay taxes,
refusal to pay any rents, uncontrollable strikes against the cruelly
low wages in Indian factories and mines would have all gone
apace and the final triumph of the people would have achieved
complete and genuine independence. Gandhi and his Congress
cut down and limited civil disobedience within manageable
compass, they rendered the position of landlords and mill-owners
quite safe, and the landlords and mill-owners of course would
then keep imperialism safe.
Once again at Sholapur, Chittagong, Bombay, Mymensing,
Peshawar, Tharawaddi, events took place which were never of
Gandhi's making or Congress plans, but true to their allotted
tasks, the Congress leaders soon neutralised the effects and tried
to liquidate the revolution. They exhorted the people for a while
and only in a few villages, to suspend paying the land tax, and as
intended from the first, they have since then got busy exhorting
the ruined peasants to pay up all the taxes. They threatened to
undermine British credit in order to prevent genuine
revolutionaries from organising a nation-wide repudiation of all
public debts. Now through their mouth-piece, Gandhi, they
pledge themselves to pay every farthing of India's public debts
with the blood of the people, as Gandhi exactly put it at the
Round-Table Conference, and also to stand side by side and fight
side by side with British Bankers and capitalists in balancing the
British Budget and Credit with the blood of course of the British
unemployed and employed workers.
Thus it has come to pass that Gandhi and the Indian Congress
have brought to the feet of His Majesty the King, Emperor of
Great Britain and Empire abroad, the homage, !'the indissoluble
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partnership," the credit and blood of the peasants and workers of
India after a two years' show and pretence of taking the
leadership of a great revolutionary movement for the specific
purpose of overthrowing a foreign King's Sovereignty in India
and for freeing the world's poorest peasantry and proletariat from
inhuman exploitation. Almost ten thousand of the common
people have been shot and killed, eighty thousand· ·have been
batoned and incarcerated, the brave Gharwalli troops and heroic
Trade Union leaders are in gaol, young brave lads have been
executed or imprisoned. But do all these matter to Gandhi,
Jahwarlal and the Indian Congress leaders in any other way
except as a necessary penalty which the common people must
pay in order to create new "Empire Builders" and Parliamentary
statesmen amongst the political hypocrites?
However, this surrender and betrayal is by no means a personal
treachery. It is inherent in the Indian Congress in its very
structural being. The Congress has not been for fifty years sold
and betrayed by weak leaders. The Congress with its
opportunities and its origin and fundamental purpose, is attracting
to itself political hypocrites and double-flced demagogues a5 the
best medium of their advancement to power and glory.
Speaking at the Round-Table Conference, Gandhi himself said
that the Congress was created in an English brain, namely, that of
Allan Octavius Hume. Gandhi purposely spoke the half-truth. He
knows the whole truth, but does not desire the young, rising
present-day Indian generation to know it. Lord Dufferin, the
Conqueror of Burmah, was the father and creator of the Indian
National Congress. His purpose was deliberately to create and
use such an institution for hypnotising and quieting the ma'ises of
India through their own leaders in the ever-recurring crises of
imperialism. Lord Dufferin sent for Allan Hume, and tutored him
how to impose upon the unwary Indian leaders of his day this
new instrument of capitalist corruption and imperialist fireextinguisher. Gandhi proudly told the Indian princes at the RoundTable Conference that the Congress had invariably and uniformly
served, loved, helped and honoured all these princes and had
never helped the peasants of the Indian States to fight princes,
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who are amongst the world's worst oppressors. The Indian
princes one and all told the Round-Table Conference, that they
have invariably and uniformly assisted British Imperialism in the
past and will invariably and uniformly assist their British
Overlord in India for all times to come.
The Congress, from its very start also, ha.~ assisted a panicular
type of British man or woman to hold India down. These white
men and women pass as India's friends and pretend to be almost
lndianised, and then they manage to advise and influence Indian
leaders themselves to keep India within the bonds of British
Empire "in the interests of humanity". Allan Hume began it,
Cotton, Wedderburn and Bradlaugh played the same role. Then at
a critical stage after the war, Annie Beasant dexterously betrayed
India's Independence. Then comes Rev. Charles Andrews, the
holy missionary, whose divine work on this earth has been to
keep the Negroes of South Africa and Indians of India a few
years longer inside the British Empire than otherwise would have
bren. There is the insignificant figure of Miss Madeline Slade.
Her father, Admiral Slade, was an honestly stupid imperialist, so
he helped his country to hold India in bondage openly as an
Admiral sitting in a battleship in the East Indian waters. More
shrewd and wise, Madeline keeps India in thraldom at a much
more critical period of British Imperialil)m and world capitalism
by the simple art of buying cabbages or oranges for Gandhi or by
stroking his toes and making the vain-glorious metaphysicist to
believe that he is specially born to make peace between India and
Britain and to hold the wretched 350 millions of a foreign
nationality inside the British Empire.
The real revolutionaries will need to look at the Congress in its
true light and to deal with it accordingly. In India it is not merely
a problem of bringing a people from political bondage into
parliamentary freedom. Here is an exploited and impoverished
country looted c.very day. By oppression and exploitation its total
productive capacity is rCduced to about £6 per head in all.
Education, sanitation, economic regenerdtion of the masses can
scarcely be achieved satisfactorily even with the whole of this
£6 per head being spent on the entire nation. Mere economic
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conditions demand that there can be no private possession or
control in a poor country like India. Her entire resources must be
commandeered, possessed and controlled by the nation and spent
entirely on nation building and repairing the wrongs of the last
150 years. For colonial and semi-colonial countries communism
is not a secondary development, but a primary condition for the
freedom and independence of the masses. Therefore, the people's
programme, instruments, organisations, must all be communist in
their origin, outlook, determination and methods. Viceroy-created
Congresses like capitalist-created Parliaments, can only help the
powerful and betray the masses. Communist organisation and
mass action are the only practical salvation of India's slavery and
poverty.

itOal
The Indian Revolution And Our Task (*)
A Manifesto of the Communist Party of India to the
Revolutionary Intellectuals and to the Workers and
Peasants:
The Calcutta District Committee of C.P.L

Comrades:
We are passing through one of the most critical periods in the
history of India. The poverty and distress of Indian people have
surpassed all limits, the tales of the most wanton cruelty and
exploitation ever recorded in history pale into insignificance before
the cruel oppression and exploitation which have become the daily
fate of the Indian masses. The price of foudstuff and crops have
gone ridiculously down which show that the producers, i.e., the
peasantry, cannot realise even the cost of production by selling
their produce. At meetings and assemblies the city people are very
fond of calling the peasantry "the backbone oflndia". which indeed
they are, but they do not for a moment comprehend that the
hack bone has been bent to the utmost by the double load of foreign
and native exploitation and that their only way uf saying themselves
is by violently overthrowing both the loads. The condition of the
working class is no better. Hundreds of thousands have been
discharged from services, rationalisation by means of huge cuts
of ridiculously low wages, forced leaves etc. have become the
order of the day and even now all the industries are belching forth
armies of unemployed whose only provision is to die in the street.
The pauperised intelligentsia of the towns and cities are in the
same conditiof', employment is as much scarce among them,
reduction in their wages and numher is being pursued with the
same zeal and cruelty by the capitalists and the government, and
suicide due to the want of food and shelter has become a common
occurence among them.
*Published as a Booklet in 1933
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What is responsible for all these? We all know that British
Imperialism is mainly responsible for all these. we all know that
the Indian people are groaning under the yoke and the exploitation
of British Imperialism. we all know that imperialism in its
insatiable greed and lust for wealth and due to its inevitable
contradictions which it can not control. has brought the condition
of almost the whole of the world to this terrible pass. In India
British Imperialism has all the power of state in its hands, it controls
the main branches of industry such as railways. sea and river
transport. banks and the credit system, the greater part of the land,
forest and irrigation system, etc. and it has retarded and still
obstructs the economic development of our country in every way,
supporting and relying upon all that is backward and reactionary
in the country. Relying upon their political supremacy, and
Slfueezing billions of rupees year by year out of miserable income
of India. the thirsty imperialists have brought the toiling masses
of the Indian people to a state of famine, hopeless poverty.
inevitable slavery and mass extinction as a people.
In the enslavement of the Indian people British Imperialism
relics upon the native princes, the landlord,w, the moneylenders
and the merchants, utilising the assistance of the national
bourgeoisie. Long before the appearance of the white traders a
prosperous class of Indian merchants had grown in India as in
other countries. production had decisively begun for exchange,
the forces of bourgeois revolution had been growing. But the
normal process of social evolution was retarded by alien capitalism
and though the decayed feudal absolutism of the Moghuls was
overthrown, the new state for capitalist exploitation, i.e .• the British
Raj, in order to consolidate its power. created a new class of feudal
lords and Zeminders. This new parasite on the body of society
which thrives on a share of the colonial pl«nder of imperialism
naturally helps its masters in sucking the life-blood out of the Indian
peasants. Many of the merchants are also intermediaries between
Indian raw-materials and British finished products so that their
interests are also closely allied with that of British Imperialism.
Besides, there in no sharp line of demarcation between Indian
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capitalists and Indian zeminders for, in many cases, the former
invested heavily in land and the latter in industry.
But the horrible condition of the peasants and workers of India
makes it imperative to win the independence of the country and to
raise the b!lnner of agrarian revolt which would smash the system
of parasitic landlordism. An agrarian revolution, against British
capitalism and landlord ism must be the basis for the revolutionary
emancipation of India. Now, what policy will lead the national
revolution to victory, who will rally together the masses and who
will be the leader of the struggle for national liberation? Our answer
is:-The policy of communism alone shall be the policy of the
revolutionary struggle, the Indian working class shall be its only
leader and, growing out of the struggle of the workers, the
Communist Party of India. the leader of the Indian working class,
shall lead the revolution to victory. Let us examine this in greater
detail and in the light of the state of national struggle in India.

The National Congress can not be the Leaders
of the Indian Revolution
As we said in our manifesto of December 23rd, J931, the state
of national struggle is nothing less than a tragedy. 'flle peasantry
is rising up in open revolt in many places, the workers are comii:ig
out in spontaneous strikes, the petty bourgeoii,ie are manifesting
their great unrest and dissatisfaction by repeated terrorist actions,
in fact, we presented with the best opportunity of launching a
decisive struggle for independence-yet their is no co-ordination
among the isolated struggles, there is no clear cut policy, there is
the greatest confusion regarding our goal and our method. This is
due to counter-revolutionary activities of the Indian bourgeoisie
and their organisation, the Indian National Congress. The Congress
has openly declared itself against the peasantry and in favour of
the blood sucking Zeminders and landlords. For example, Gandhi
speaking about the aim of the Congress said ·'Let me warn you
against listening to the advice if it has reached you that you have
no need to pay Zeminders any rent at all ...... We (Congress1~en)
do not speak to injure the Zeminders" (Vide Statesman, May 24.
1931 ). This is only one example among many ar:id the Congress
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has at every time, in action and in declaration, sided with the
parasitic Zeminders against the oppressed peasants. In fact, after
the ignominious Delhi pact it openly helped the government to
collect the land taxes from the poor and starving peasants.
Against imperialism also it has shown the most cowardly
compromising and vacillating attitude. Moved by the rising
discontent and open revolt of the masses (the uprising at PC1hawar,
Sholapur, Midnapore etc.) it had to carry on the policy of Civil
Disobedience in 1930, but it was itself afraid of the violent objective
revolutionary force of the masses which grew out of the timid,
passive Civil Disobedience movement. So as soon as British
Imperialism beckond to it the Congress leaders flocked like tame
dogs to that oppressive representative of the British Government
-Lord Irwin-and signed a pact with him in 1931. without waiting
for the verdict of the people. We ask you friends, did we gain
anything by the pact? The extra ordinances relating to Civil
Disobedience only were withdrawn and we were asked to rejoice
in this as a great victory. But any fool could understand that the
ordinances were there due to the Civil Disobedience movement
and if the Civil Disobedience was withdrawn by the Congress,
there was no necessity for British Government to retain the
repressive measure - they automatically ceased. The Meerut
prisoners and the terrorist revolutionaries were allowed to rot in
jail, the brave Garhwali regiment were allowed to bi: shot and
disbanded, the peasantry and the working class were allowed to
sink deeper and deeper into the abyss of misery and ruin, the poor
intelligentsia were allowed to die of starvation -while the leaders
of the bourgeois National Congress went on bended knees like
meek sheep to the Round Table show at London.
The R.T.C. did not bear any fruit as we foretold in our last year's
manifesto-and the government itself forced the Congress to adopt
Civil Disobedience without waiting for the Congress to decide for
it. The ruthless and brutal persecution of the government was in
full swing and inspite of this the Congress advocated non-violence!
The Congress was determined to pursue its policy of counter
revolution.
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Non-violence is poison for the masses but
Terrorism can not succeed
The Congress stands for non-violence. This they have to for,
otherwise, mass violence will sweep away British Imperialism and
along with it the interrelated classes of Zeminders and merchants
whose interests are the interests of Congress. So whenever the
Congress movement, subjectively non-violent, have objectively
forced the masses into open vfolent rebellion against British
Imperialism and landlordism the Congress, fearing that the masses
might succeed and gain independence, have openly repudiated the
action of the masses and called off the movement in order to save
imperialism and landlordism. When the peasants ofChauri-Chaura
rose up in revolt against the British Govt., the Congress was
alarmed and Gandhi passed his notorious resolution at Bardouli,
repudiating the masses and calling off the movement for he feared
that once the revolutionary force in the masses were roused, it
will spread like contagion and win complete independence for the
worker and peasants.
Ycs, violence is necessary and armed revolution is the only way
for India's national emancipation. But here we are constrained to
admit that the path fol lowed by our terrorist friends cannot succeed.
The terrorist movement has no connection with the broad masses
of the people, the workers and the peasants, and as such it is foolish
to suppose that a few isolated attempts will destroy British
Imperialism. No, such a movement is too weak. In Ireland the
LR.A. which made some use of terrorist tactics was not primarily
a terrorist body - it was the organised vanguard of an armed
nation in revolt and its methods of struggle were not much terrorism
as guerilla warfare. It had a popular agrarian programme which
ensured the support of most of the rural people. Even so, it was
only partially successful. In other countries terrorisni'has always
failed and in India also, inspite of great sufferings and sacrifices
for many years the terrorists have failed to achieve anything.
Dear terrorist friends! We are not crying you down like the
Congress leaders who, terrified by the Ordinances and government
repression, openly denounce you and all violent means. We know
and preach that violence is necessary and we appreciate the
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immense sacrifices which you have made. We fully understand
that dissatisfied with the prevailing economic condition and
disappointed by the timid and counter-revolutionary Congress
programme you, in your zeal for the cause of revolution, have
resorted to terrorist tactics. We only appeal to you to get a clear
vision about the path and the goal of the Indian Revolution, to
preach for the cause of the violent Indian Revolution arrmng the
masses of India under the leadership of the Communist Party of
India, to rouse the masses into an armed revolt. That alone is the
way to success.
.
Non-violence cannot succeed -terrorism has never succeeded
but our comrades in the U.S.S.R. have shown what communism
can do. They have established the authority of the Proletariat, freed
the country from the Czar's despotism, broken down the open and
secret resistances of British, French, German, American and
Japanese imperialism, freed the Czar's colonies. educated the
illiterate masses and set up a new socialist order in which the
exploitation of man by man has totally ceased. When the whole
world is plunged into deep distress and economic disorder due to
the crisis brought in by imperialism, our conl'rades in the U.S.S.R.
are building up gigantic industries, have given work and bread to
every man and woman in the state and are marching triumphantly
towards their goal-the socialist society. So, while other methods
have failed, Communism has succeeded. Then, as the other
methods have been tried in India and that without success,
communism must also be given its chance and it will surely bring
in victory.
Communism is not, as some interested persons would have you
believe, a thing imported from Russia. It is a theory growing out
of the condition of the oppressed and exploited in all lands and as
regards these things India has only too much ofthem. Communism
for India is a thing adapted to the requirements of the Indian people
and the process of evolution of Indian Society, but basically both
these things are of the same character in all lands.
The Communists do not profess to bring in a Socialist Society
in India at once. The opportunists and self seekers might have told
you that the communists want immediately to establish the
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Dictatorship of the Proletariat in India. No, this is a downright
falsehood. While maintaining that socialism is the ultimate goal
of the Indian Society and while recognising that the Dictatorship
of the lndiao Proletariat is a stepping stone to that stage, the
Communist Party of India puts forth clearly that the coming Jndian
revolution shall be a bourgeois democratic revolution, that the
immediate aim of the revolution is to establish the Federal Soviet
Republic of the Workers and Peasants of India and not the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat. Any sincere revolutionary will agree
with the Communist party of India in declaring that the fol lowing
arc the fundamental and immediate demands of the Indian national
revolution:!. The complete independence oflndia by the violent overthrow
of the British rule. The cancellation of all state debts. The
confiscation and nationalisation of all British factories, banks.
railway. sea and river transport and plantations as well as of all
big native concerns.
2. Establishment of a Federal Soviet Republic of the Workers
and Peasants of India. Right of national minorities to self
detennination, including separation. Abolition of the native States.
3. The confiscation without compensation ofall the land, forest
and other property oflandlords, ruling princes, churches, temples,
mosques, the British Govt. officials and money-lenders, and
handling over for use to the toiling peasantry. Cancellation of slave
agreements and all the indebtedness of the peasantry to moneylenders and banks.
4. The eight hour working day and all the radical improvements
in the condition oflabour. Increase in wages and state maintenance
for the unemployed.
The Working class Shall Lead the Indian Revolution
The bourgeois National Congress is not fighting for the masses,
not even its so called "Left" Section. The representatives of the
left, Jawaharlal, Bose are even worse than the right and its
representative Gandhi, for the latter is, at least, frank in his
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confession that he is against the peasants and the workers. The
former sound empty phrases and try to confuse the. issues.
Jawaharlal, who after 3 or 4 days' sojourn at Moscow suddenly
turned a socialist and who emphatically declared at the Calcutta
Congress that "the spirit oozes out of me when I th ink that I am
fighting for Dominion Status'' meekly supported Dominion Status
at Lahore and Karachi and Bose and others of the so~alled left
followed suit! Dear comrades did we fill the prisons, suffer terrible
repression for Dominion Status! Are our preparations for greater
sacrifices and stronger fights only for mere crumbs from the table
of the imperialists? No, we are fighting for the realisation of the
demands of the workers and peasants of India as embodied in the
programme of the Communist Party and as such the Indian National
Congress, not even its Left, can be the leader of the Indian
revolution. On the other hand it has and will consistently oppose
the revolution.
The petty-bourgeoisie can neither be the leader. It is not a
homogeneous class, it has diverse sections with diverse interest.
some serving the interest of the capitalists, some of the landlords,
some of the imperialist police and so on. lt(is true that some of the
petty-bourgeoisie are even now assisting and will assist and take
part in crowning the Indian revolution with victory and they will
surely share in its gains: but they will not lead it.
The historic task of leading the Indian revolution to victory of
establishing the Workers' & Peasants' Soviet republic in India
and of establishing the Socialist order of Society through the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat de\tolves upon the working class of
India-the most revolutionary class. It is best fitted for the task,
for it has no chains of property to bind it down. and it has every
thing to gain by the revolution. The Interest of the workers and
peasants will be the most advanced by the Indian revolution and
as they together constitute 80% of the population, they will carry
through the revolution. In this the workers will naturally lead, for
they are not bound down to anything, they have experiences of
organisation and concerted action by working together and they
have shown times without number that they can tight. The strike
movement of the Indian proletariat that have and are now taking
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place, its independence from bourgeois nationalism, the all India
character of the movement, its distribution over almost all branches
of industry, the frequency and protracted character ofthe struggles,
the stubbornness wit~ which the workers carry on the strikes, the
coming forward of leaders of the strikes from the workers
themselves, as well as the political consciousness and independent
fight against imperialism which the workers have been showing
at Sholapur, at Bombay, in demonstrating against Gandhi's dancing
attendance at the R.T.C., in Calcutta demonstrating against the
Simon Commission etc. all these facts showthatthe Indian working
class is not only able but it has already begun to take the lead in
carrying through the Indian revolution. Yes, they will do it with
the help of the peasantry, the urban poor, the revolutionarily
inclined inteJligentsia.

And its Vanguard is the Communist Party of India
The Communist Party of India is the vanguard of the Indian
working class. It has grown and will grow stronger out of the
struggles of the workers oflndia, it is a part of the Indian working
class, it gives expression to the need which the working class feels
in the course of its struggles for a leading fighting party. As it has
declared in its Draft Platform of Action, ''Firmly and courageously
and notwithstanding any sacrifices. The C.P. of India will defeat
the disorganising and treacherous work of the national reformists.
It will organise the masses of workers and peasants and lead them
to victory over imperialism, and take the lead in the further march
towards socialism". It prides itself in the fact that it is a section of
the Communist International, that is marching shoulder to shoulder
with the proletariat of all lands for the world revolution for the
emancipation of mankind .

.

The Workers' and Peasants' Soviet Republic
Experiences of Russia and China have· shown that the Soviet
form of the state is the natural form of state for the masses. All
parliamentary states, though they profess to be democratic, are in
reality democracy for the few, for the big capitalists, for finance
capital. The great majority of the people, the workers and the
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democratic though it curbs down the power of t e ourgeoJSle,
being a bictatorship ofthe workers and the peasants, it g.!ves effect
to the will ofmasses the overwhelming majority. Though it strikes
at and nationalises big capital, it gives land to the peasant and
allows small concerns and distributive trades to go on. Only later,
when the working class is strong en~ugh to take on itself the
complete control of the economic life of the country in detail, will
all industries and services be nationalised. Its policy will be to
build up industry as quickly as possible, so that the essential prerequisites of a proletarian revolution are developed and then
Socialism will become possible through the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat.
And bow to fight for it?
The gigantic class struggle which will lead the Indian workingclass to the seizure of power is still in its larlier stages. For this
the widest possible mass of the people must be rallied upon their
respective partial demands such as:
(I) 8-hour day for adults and 4-hour for youths (2) Higher
Wages (3) No director indirect taxation (4) Annulment of debts
of the peasants, workers. artisans and poor pettibourgeoisie (5) Old age, unemployment etc. insurance at state
cost (6) Minimum wage of Rs. 50/= p.m. (7) Abolition of caste,
colour and sex distinction (8) Unlimited freedom of press, speech
and assembly (9) Allotment of land to the soldi~rs and
policemen (I 0) Universal free and compulsory education in the
national language of the pupils, free boarding, clothing and supply
of books to children at state cost ( 11) Release of all political
prisoners etc. etc. (See Platform of Action of the Communist Party
oflndia for fuller details).
· The fight for these demands will convince the masses that
even the slightest demands can not be fulfilled without overthrowing imperialism and it will lead the masses into opea revolt
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and struggle against imperialism. They will be Jed to insurrection
and violent challenge against the established authority. But before
the seizure of power new organs of power must be created among
the workers and peasants revolutionary committees or Soviets of
workers, peasants and soldiers' deputies must be formed all over
the country arid these committees will tight the offensive of the
present state and after overwhelming it with the help of mass
insurrection will take over the function of the state in their own
hands.
To ensure the victory of the insurrection the sympathy and
support of the soldiers and the police must be enlisted. The Indian
soldiers and the police are in the main poor peasants. who have
hcen forced to seek employment in the army and the police by
pl>verty, landlessness and hunger. The Communist Party of India
lights for the allotment ofland to the soldiers and the police equally
with all other toiling peasants. It must be explained to the soldiers,
the ex-soldiers and the policemen that the only means of acquiring
land, abolishing indebtedness and getting work is the revolutionary
overthrow of British and feudal supremacy. That they are blind
t\>ols in the hands of the British robbers must be explained to them
by concrete examples from their daily lives (arbitrary actions by
,Jfficers, shooting down of demonstrations, stri~es etc., flagrant
inequality of treatment of white and Indian soldiers and policeworse food, clothes and allowances etc.) and revolutionary groups
among them must be organised, which
be the embryonic form
of the Soldiers' and the Policemen's Soviet.
The soldiers and police won over to the side of revolution and
local revolutionary Societies of the workers, peasants, soldiers and
policemen set up, these will fight for the establishment of the
Workers' & Peasants' Soviet Republic and the All India Congress
of Soviets will take up the state power in its own hands after
defeating and overthrowing imperialism through mass insurrection.
These are the main features of the immediate tasks and fonns
of struggle of the Indian revolution and for putting them into
practice the Communist Pa.'1y of India must be strengthened.

will
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Against Roy Opportunism and Treachery
In this connection it is necessary to expose the treachery and
opportunism of groups masquerading under the name of the
Communist Party of India whose real motive are to serve the
interest of Indian capitalism by disrupting the working class
movements and organisations. The latest move in this direction is
being made by M.N. Roy and his group. Roy, who WM. driven out
of the C.I. on account of his counter revolutionary activities in
China and his openly siding with the Communist Opposition of
the imbecile and treacherous Brandler group. has an equally
treacherous and counter-revolutionary group in India which has
recently adopted the name of the C.P. oflndia. We appreciate the
sacrifices which Roy had formerly made in the cause of the Indian
revolution and we join with all in demanding his release as wel I as
that of all political prisoners from the imperialist jail. But,
nevertheless, the policy adopted and followed by his groups is
directly against the interest of the Indian working class and meant
to sabotage the Indian working class movement which is part of
the movement of the International proletariat. As the name of Roy
and his former association with the Comfhunist International, the
organisation of the international proletariat, may delude some,
especially the petty-bourgeois intellectuals, it is necessary to show
the real counter-revolutionary colour ofthe theory and practice of
the Roy group.
But it is not easy to do so because Roy has not advanced any
consistent policy regarding the Indian national revolution from
after his expulsion from the CJ. In 1930 he talked of capturing the
Dist. Congress Committees and his latest work (Our Task in India
by M.N. Roy) speaks about setting up "local committees of deputies
elected by the workers and peasants, artisans and employees, poor
intellectuals and small traders' organisations". This shows that
Roy's theory and Roy's group are following the tail of the workingclass movement and they are putting up a little sham-radical
appearance whenever the masses are going ahead. However, let
us discuss about his theory from his latest publication. He says
that "the signal for insurrection will be the slogan for the election
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of the National Constituent Assembly" which, he admits, "includes
a large bourgeois element". But stiU he tries to fool the masses by
saying that "the Constituent Assembly is n.ot a bourgeois
parliament", it is a "Democratic Dictatorship under the hegemony
of the proletariat". Apart from his own admission we all know
from the history of Paris of May 4, 1848 and of the Russian
Constituent Assembly of 1917-18 that the Constituent Assembly
is the crown of parliamentary institutions, that is here that the
bourgeoisie reveal in persecuting the oppressed and the exploited.
Roy, who makes so much of being a thorough-bred Marxist, (read
turncoat) has discreetly forgotten and overlooked, like Kautsky,
that Marx was emphatic in repudiating the Constituent Assembly
of May 4, 1848, saying, "The National Constituent Assembly,
elected by universal suffrage ... was an embodied protest against
the aspirations of the February days, and its aim was to guide the
revolution back into bourgeois channels" (18th Brumaire). When
the workers and peasants oflndia have violently overthrown British
Imperialism and called for the session of the Constituent Assembly
cherished by Roy, the bourgeoisie will also join the Constituent
Assembly, as they did in Russia, and their favourite agents like
Roy and his followers will be given comfortable posts in the
Cabinet, as they gave to Tseretteli. Tchernoff and Co. in Russia.
Further, as we said in the beginning of this para. Mr. Roy is
changing colours to often. In the "Masses of India" of July 1927
he attacked Comrade Dange because the latter had called himself
an Indian Communist and wrote, "Communist movement in a
country must be a national section of the international communist
movement" and now in his "Our Task in India" he does not say
that the Indian working class will fight hand in hand with the
international proletariat for world revolution and now he is showing
the greatest zeal in abusing the Communist International, the only
revolutionary organisation of the international proletariat! But let
the dogs bark.
It is cl~ar that the Constituent Assembly is a reactionary slogan
meant to dupe the masses and this is made more manifest by the
adoption of the name of the Communist Party of India by the
counter-revolutionary Roy Group. The counter-revolutionary role
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of the Roy group is clearly exposed by their behaviour and attitude
at the Calcutta session of the Trade Union Congress. They sided
with the treacherous national reformists of Bose & Co. (whom
even Mr. Roy had formerly been emphatic in denouncing!) and
caused a split among the workers. At Bombay their activities are
meant solely to disrupt the working class movement and cause
split among the militant trade unions by misleading them into
reformist lines.
The real immediate slogan of the Communist Party of India is
the "Workers' & Peasants' Soviet Republic" and the steps to that
goal have been treated above in detail. It is a dangerous and
laborious process, but there is no alternative. In order to achieve
our purpose it is urgently necessary to build up a strong.
underground. All Indian Communist Party and it is our earnest
appeal to all real revolutionaries to form secret groups and nuclei.
to join the ranks of the Communist Party, to develop the
revolutionary working class movement and to fight for the ultimate
attainment of Socialism.
To all Communists and Clas~onsci:Us Workers
Dear Comrades! The communist movement in India has now
reached such a stage of development that it is absolutely necessary
to raise resolutely and firmly the standard of struggle for an All
Indian Communist Party, for uniting and welding together all the
individual communists and isolated groups. for the organisation
and ideological unity of the communist ranks. utilising and
developing at the same time the initiative from below to form and
develop new local groups and organisations. We have read with
pleasure the Open Letter addressed to the Indian Communists by
the Central Committees of the C.Ps. of China, Great Britain and
Germany and we admit that excepting a few misinformation and
exaggerations the points advanced in that letter and the criticisms
made therein are true. Yes, "it is necessary to come out decisively
for an All Indian C.P." and "to somewhat move the centre of gravity
of Party work to the All Indian activity and begin to build the
Party, carrying on the struggle for a common political Iine, creating
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a net of local Party organisations, developing the sense of
responsibility, Party feeling and discipline, encouraging local
initiative and courageously drawing into our ranks workers and
those revolutionary intellectuals who are true to the working class
cause". Fighting against all opportunism inside and outside our
ranks, it is up to you, comrades to carry on the above tasks and
fulfil the Indian revolution. We have committed many mistakes
in the past, even now there are motives of provincialism and selfisolation in the ranks of the C.P.I., but let us not be downcast by
them - let us put the interest of the proletariat above everything
else and direct all our efforts towards the rapid formation of the
COMMUNIST PARTY.

On to the formation of a strong All India Party!
Victory to the Indian revolution!

January 1933.
Meerut and After
This pamphlet was originally intended to be published in
December, 1932, but due to various reasons and difficulties it could
not come out of the press till March, 1933. In the meantime the
imperialist have convicted the comrades in the Mcerut Communist
Conspiracy Case. Even the despotism of the Russian Tsars and
the oppression of the slave-owners ofyore pale into insignificance
before the wanton cruelty with which the blood-thirsty imperialists
have persecuted the Communists in the Meerut Case. Even the
most light hearted shudder at the monstrous sentences passed on
them.
But if the imperialist persecution is without parallel, it at the
same time reveals the inherent weakness of imperialism, it brings
out clearly how much the imperialists fear the Indian working class
offensive against imperialism, which was only started by the
Mecrut comrades. It has objectively, roused the fury of the Indian
masses against imperialism and this is revealed by the huge protests
and fights of the workers at Calcutta, Bombay, Nagpur etc. in
defence of their leaders. The recent arrest and t~ial of the working
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class leaders at Calcutta, Nagpur and Bombay in connection with
the observance of the Meerut Day shows vividly the utter
bankruptcy of imperialism and the stubborn will of the Indian
working class to fight for their demands on the policy and tactics
of communism.
Comrades! let us not lose this opportunity. The objective
conditions are distinctly in favour of the rapid growth and
crystallisation of a very strong, underground and All Indian
Communist Party and we repeat to you the appeal in our Meerut
Day leaflet to overcome your petty quarrels and to hurl yourselves
with zeal, courage and determination into the immediate task of
"CLOSINGTHECOMMUNISTRANKS". TheC.C.oftheC.P.I.
has been split up with quarrels on account of its own faults and
weakness. Let us close that sad chapter in the history of the C.P.J.
and re-form with new vigour and earnestness a strong and really
representative Central Committee of the Communist Party oflndia,
let us bring out a Central Organ of the C.P.I., let us infuse fresh
blood into the party and - with a really organised Party - let us
immediately take the lead in the anti-imperialist fight of the Indian
working class.
Close the Communist Ranks
Release the Meerut Prisoners
Create a Central Party Organ
Lead The Struggle Against Imperialism

March, 1933

Calcutta Committee of the
Communist Party of India

An Open Letter to The Indian
Communists from The Central
Committee of The Communist
Party of China. ( *)

DEAR COMRADES,
We send the wannest greetings to the Indian Communists our class
brothers, our heroic comrades in the struggle of oppressed mankind
for freedom.
More than a year has passed since we jointly with the Birtish
and German Communist Parties sent you the open letter. We have
been watching the events in your COlJ/ltry with unceasing attention
and have been following your self-sacrificing struggle. With the
truest and warmest desire to help in your great cause. we are giving
you our experiences and our ideas on the most important questions
of the present revolutionary movement in India.
There is no doubt that the chief and decisive question is the
formation of a militant mass Indian Communist Party. The
successful development of the revolutionary mass ::.truggle is
possible only under the leadership of a firm Commun is~ vanguard.
The working class of Russia was able to overthrow the hated
monarchy, to put a complete end to the frightful oppression of the
landlords, to destroy capitalist exploitation, to establish the
dictatorship of the proletariat, to repulse the armed attack of the
international interventionists, to make a radical improvement of
the conditions of the working class and the peasants and to develop
the victorious cons~ruction of socialism only because of the
leadership of an iron, monolithic Communist Party, created and
tested in many struggles. Only under the correct leadership of the
•Li:tter dated 16. 7.1933. Published in INPRECORR, Vol.I 3, No.5 I,
dated 24.11.1933, Pages 1153-1158.
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C.P.S.U. it became possible to convert Russia into an advanced
industrial country, to carry on the technical reconstruction of
agriculture, to lead the peasant masses out of ignorance and
poverty, terrible oppression and ruin, to lead them along the path
of prosperity and the progress of agriculture. Under the leadership
of the C.P.S.U. a foundation of Socialist economy was built and
now classless socialist society where no oppressio~ of man by
man exists, is being erected. The lJ .S.S.R. has ensured its economic
and political independence, has become a mighty and invincible
fortress of the world revolution, a beacon light that points out the
path for the workers and peasants of all countries.
In the U.S.S.R in our Chinese country and in your country and
throughout the world, the working class is the only consistently
revolutionary class, capable of solving the great tasks which face
the revolution. But unless the proletariat is organised, it is nothing.
If it is organised and led by the Communist Party it becomes an
unconquerable force. Lenin taught us that:
••without a Party, steeled in the struggle, without a Party which
is trusted by all that is honest in the given class, without a Party
which is able to watch the sentiments offhe masses and influence
them. it is impossible to carry on such a struggle."
The experience of the struggle of the international proletariat
confirms the correctness of these words. This experience shows
us that without the Communist Party, the working class scatters
its forces. cannot take the revolutionary power. cannot obtain the
independence of its country. so as to carry further th.e struggle for
socialism. Without it, it becomes merely a plaything. an appendage
of its class enemies.
One of the chief causes of the defeat of the Paris Commune was
the absence of a Party of the revvlutionary proletariat. The
experience of the revolutionary storms in Germany, Austria and
Italy in 1918-20 shows that without a strong Communist Party,
the proletariat was unable to defeat the bourgeoisie and suffered
itself a defeat. Jn China, the successes and weaknesses of our
movement directly depend upon the strength and weaknesses of
our Communist Party. Only the consistent ideological and
organisational growth of the Communist Party. the rise of its
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fighting powers a correct understanding and the great loyalty of
the Chinese Communists to the interests of the people, explains
the successes of the revolutionary struggle of the Chinese-Soviet
movement and the workers' and peasants' Red Army of our
~ountry.

In India in 1928-30 you were faced with a tremendous wave of
strikes, coupled with a big movement of the peasant masses. If in
these conditions in India there had been a mass fighting Communist
Party. connected with the factories and the villages. able to lead
the mass organisations, above all the trade unions, if this
tremendous upsurge of the national independence movement which
spread over your country had received revolutionary leadership
of the Communist Party, it is clear that the results would have
been quite different.
This is why, following the example of the Russian proletarians,
we have for many years stubbronly built and strengthened in every
way the Communist Party. We remembered that this is the basis
and decisive condition of the victory of our people in the struggle
for independence and growth. We have suffered tremendous
sacrifices on this path. When we look back, our blood boils with
hatred at our oppressors and class enemies who destroyed many
of the best sons of our toiling people. But it is clear that the
sacrifices made by our people did not pass away without leaving a
trace, they were not sacrifices in vain. By the self-sacrificing and
tireless struggle of our Communists, we have broup.ht about a state
of affairs when the Soviets became the banner of the national
revolution. when the broad masses of toilers are being more and
more organised and rally for the armed struggle against imperialism
and Kuomintang counter-revolution. Whatever sacrifices the
struggle may demand from us in the future, we will build and
strengthen our Party.
We clearly realise that in order to solve the tasks of the
revolution, we need a militant Party that fights like a lion, a Party
of a new type, a special Party which is not at all like the parties of
the Second International, not like the Kuomintang, the National
Congress and other national-reformist or national revolutionary
parties. We need a Party like the C.P.S.U. The.C.P. of Germany
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and other best sections of the Com intern are becoming and the
Chinese Party is doing its best to become like it.
This Party must be a model of Bolshevik organisation and iron
discipline, it stands up against conciliation and adaptation to the
oppressors and the bourgeoisie, it is not a peaceful Party, but a
militant, bold, revolutionary Party, based on Marxist-Leninist
theory-the only revolutionary theory of the intemational
proletariat- always connected with the working class masses and
always pointing out the way of struggle. Every Party member must
be an active, firm, self-sacrificing, conscientious and disciplined
fighter. He must give all his strength, all his knowledge and his
life to the cause of the Party. "Sons of the working class, sons of
want and struggle, sons of unparalleled sufferings and heroic
efforts- this is what a member of such a Party should be first of
all," said Comrade Stalin. The Party must not allow any factions
and groupings. It must carry on a consistent struggle against all
deviations from the Bolshevik line. The Party must form the
transmission belts to connect it with the toiling masses, must form
and lead the trade unions, the present committees, the Y.C.L. and
other mass organisations. Only such a P~rty can ensure the
victorious outcome of the decisive fights with the imperialists and
other exploiting classes.
There is not yet such an all-Indian Party in existence. We are
becoming more and more uneasy at the slowness of the process of
the formation of the Communist Party oflndia. It is true that the
Communists in India are faced with many diffculties. The
considerable isolation of India from the international workers'
movement, when bloody British imperialism tries in every way to
prevent contacts between the revolutionary movement in india and
the international proletariat-plays its negative role. It is not an
easy task to break the toiling masses away from the influence of
national reformism and form a mass Communist Party. It is not
easy in the conditions of the barbarous monopolist domination of
British imperialism and the cunning manoeuvres ofthe concitiatory
and anti-revolutionary bourgeoisie. But in spite of all these
difficulties, we must realise that the conditions are favourable and
fully mature for the uniting and rallying together of all the
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Communist groups, for organising an all-Indian Communist Party.
In some of your documents you correctly write that the peasants
and the working class of India are sinking deeper and deeper into
the sea of poverty and ruin. Likewise the propertyless intelligentia
is doomed to death from starvation, whilst the bourgeois leaders
of the National Congress are crawling on their knees before the
British oppressors. The general situation in your country is
characterised at the present time by the fact that through a pseudoconstitution and other manoeuvres, on the one hand, and with the
help of furious terror on the other hand, British imperialism is
trying to strengthen its positions of domination and oppression of
the people. The Indian bourgeoisie, which stopped the civil
disobedience campaign and continues its capitulatory policy, clears
the path for the rule of British imperialism. At the same time ever
wider sections of the toilers are turning their eyes towards the
path of the revolutionary struggle against the imperialists and
feudalists, they are seeking revolutionary leadership. In these
conditions, the rapid formation of the Communist Party is the
central task of the Indian revolution.
This is why we welcome the Calcutta Committee of the
Communist Party of India, which energetically took up the call
for the formation of an All-Indian Communist Party, which
understood the necessity to shift the centre of gravity of Party
work to activities on an All-Indian scale and which proposed to
put an end to the pitiful chapter in the history of the C.P. of India,
the chapter of petty squabbles and splits, and to open a new page
by the formation of a powerful united Communist Party of India.
We hope that the Calcutta Committee, just as other local
organisations, will show initiative and will energetically take up
the task of uniting the scattered Communist groups and thus form
the foundation of a mass Party. In india there are many
Communists. If they are united and organised in a Bolshevik
manner, their strength, influence and role will tremendously
increase. Of course, this unification must not be carried on
mechanically. It is necessary to get clear about ideology and
practice of each of these groups. While carrying out the unification
it is, of course, not necessary to take all, but the best of them, take
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trusted comrades, who support the programme of action of the
Indian Communist Party and are ready to fight to carry it out.
The platform of action of the C.P. of India gave a correct
Bolshevik analysis of the nature and driving forces of the Indian
Revolution and the leading role of the proletariat.
However, the working class, with the Communist Party at its
head, can win and carry out its leadership only while participating
in the struggle, when masses will see in practice that the
Communists represent the only force capable of leading the
revolutionary people to victory. The attention of the masses is
concentrated now on the solution of a number of revolutionary
democratic tasks. The workers, peasants and petty-bourgeoisie are
burning with just hatred against the impertalists. They are coming
into constant conflict with the British imperialists and with the
reactionary forces of the old semi-feudal cast society, into conflict
with the officials, police, government, landlords and moneylenders. And here and in the defence of t)leir own everyday
interests-the consciousness of the workers and all the toilers and
their desire for organisation and struggle is growing. In the struggle
for democratic demands a mass revolu(lonary movement is
growing, the class consciousness of the workers is developing.
and the proletariat is becoming and independent class force. The
toiling masses while fighting for their interests, see and begin to
understand in practice the treacherous policy of the nationalreformists and are becoming convinced that in order to obtain
independence, land and bread and to win the power of the workers
and peasants, it is necessary to throw aside the Gandhi-ite policy
of non-resistance and the protection of the interests of the
exploiters, and follow the path of revolutionary struggle pointed
out by the Communists.
And, therefore, it is clear that the task of Communists is to enter
and take charge of all these democratic movements, of all
movements of discontent against the existing order, whatever
questions cause them to arise, and to go everywhere with
Communist agitation, putting forward proposals and slogans at
every pretext, constantly explaining and showing in practice that
the path of the national-reformists is the path of defeat and slavery.
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Only when the workers and peasants and the semi-proletarians of
the towns and villages see that in the struggle for their everyday
economic demands, in the demonstrations against terror and arrests,
in the movement against the payment of rent and taxes in the
conflicts w~th the police and officials, in every mass action whether
it comes from the students or smal I toilers, peasants or workers, in
the struggle against the caste system etc. come forward at the head
and fight consistently and to the end, only then will the toiling
masses, and not only the peasents and workers, become convinced
that the Communists are the real leaders of the people who can be
trusted and with whom it is possible to march to the end in the
struggle for independence, land and power.
Look at our Chinese experience, in the revolution of 1925-27
the working class of our country became an independent class
fruce. the leader of the toiling masses. Our Party became a mass
Party and began to play a big role on the political arena of China.
This was possible only because of the participation of our Party in.
the democratic movement and especially in the anti-imperialist
struggle for the independence of China. In the revolution of 1925-27
our Party applied the tactic of a united national front. Jt is true,
this united national front could not have been and was not long.
because in the conditions of a growing revolution the Chinese
bourgeoisie (and Kuomintang) turned to the camp of imperialism,
reactionary militarists and landlords and became the worst enemy
of the revolution. On the other side the former leadership of our
Party was not able to avoid the worst opportunist mistakes while
carrying out the tactic of the united front. It did not sufficiently
defend the independence of the Communist Party and in the
intresets of the bourgeoisie limited and narrowed the struggle of
the masses. And however badly we carried out the tactics of the
united revolutionary front with the nutional bourgeoisie, whatever
gross mistakes we may have made, nevertheless it is thanks to
these tactics of the united front that we have obtained our success
in the struggle against imperialism and the conversion of our Party
into a powerful political factor. Without these tactics the successes
of the Northern campaign of 1925 would have been impossible.
We cou1d not have organised the proletariat and robsed it to the
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struggle as rapidly as the revolution demanded, we could not have
drawn in the peasant reserves. The rapid growth of the organisation
of the workers and peasants, the powerful development ofthe strike
struggle of the proletariat and the rapid growth of the peasant
movement in 1927, all these achievements which gave great power
to our Party would have been impossible if we had not adopted at
the same time the tactics of the united national front, if we had
.vtood apart from participation in the general national movement,
if we had not energetically joined in the anti-imperiali.vt struggle,
if we had not attracted the broad masses to it, if we had not struggle
for the leading influence in this struggles and if we had not
determinedly expose the counter-revolutionary essence of national
reformism.
In India, owing to the conciliatory position of the bourgeoisie,
the tactic of the all embracing united national front could not find
application even at the early stage of the anti-imperialist and
agrarian revolution. In India it can only be a question of the policy
of the revolutionary bloc of the workers and the basic masses of
the petty-bourgeoisie. Of course this means a bloc of the masses
and not combination of leaders. In tMs form it is absolutely
necessary to apply the tactic of the united front in the national
liberation movement in India. The essence of Bolshevik policy is
to preserve and strengthen the independent class character of the
Communist Party, to avoid being dissolved in the petty-bourgeois
sea, to paralyse the influence of the bourgeoisie on the broad
masses, and at the same time create the united front of workers,
peasants and urban petty-bourgeoisie, utilise any temporary allies,
carrying the struggle for leadership of the national movement for
independence, land and freedom.
And as far as we can understand the developing condition in
India, we believe they are specially favourable to establish the
hegemony of the working class in the anti-imperialist movement
if we apply the tactic of the united front.
The feudal imperialist constitution, advertised by British
imperialism has as its aim; strengthening the rule of the imperialists
while adopting it to the new conditions. To attract the princes and
landlords to some limited participation in the Government of the
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country and to give some insignificant constitutional concession
to the Indian bourgeoisie and economic concessions at the expense
of foreign competition, that is how British imperialism is trying to
rally together the force.v of counter-revolution against the Indian
people, and prepare for a new international war and abuve all
intervention against the US.S.R. The experience of all history of
the Indian national movement especially from 19 J9 to 1933 showed
that the Indian bourgeoisie came out against the revolution, and
the more time passes by the more closely it begins to collaborate
with imperialism. Experience has shown that the National
Congress, in spite of a number of peculiar features of its
organisation, is the class organisation llf the bourgeoisie connected
with the liberal landlord, it consistently combats the antiimperialists and agrarian revolution. Experience has shown that
the path of non-violence and passive resistance and conciliatory
negotiations pursued by the leaders of the National Congress is
totally bankrupt, plays into the hands of the British imperialists
an<l only leads to a further enslavement oflndia. Indian experience,
like our Chinese experience. once more confirms the prophetic
teaching of Lenin that: in the epoch uf imperialism there is no
.wllvation .ftJr the colonial people except the path uf the people's
revolution under the /eader.vhip of the proletariat headed by the

( 'ommuni.i;t Party.
The National Congress led by Gandhi called off the mass civil
disobedience movement and did its best to transfe1 the struggle
against the Constitution into the channels of peaceful reformist
activity for improving the caste system, for an agreement with the
Musulman priesthood and the landed gentry, etc. This is an open
support for British imperialism. It is the policy of adaptation to
the imperialist Constitution, a policy concealed by a cloak of high
s0"1nding words. The new proposal of Gandhi to begin individual
civil disobedience instead of mass action is the latest attempt to
deceive the people. This "left" gesture conceals the real plan of
the leaders of the National Congress to stop the struggle of the
masses at all costs and take part in the coming election for the
Legislative Assemblies. It is a repetition of the tactics of 1922-24,
Gandhi declares himself that he has not changed, while the leaders
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of the.National Congress are pursuing the path of the old Swaraj
Party and all of them together are doing their best to crush the
initiative of the masses. At the same time some of "left" Congress
leaders like Bose make the proposal to form a new party. Every
party and group can be judge only by its deeds and not by its
words. The past of Bose does not inspire us with great confidence.
Bose. Nehru and their followers in the past fully supported the
policy of Gandhism. We cannot forget that in 1928 Bose signed
the anti-National Constitution of Motilal Nehru, the central point
of which was the repudiation of the demand for the independence
ofl nd ia. In 1929. having formed together with Nehru the League
of Independence, Bose and his friends quietly buried this League
in 1930-32 when Gandhi put forward his eleven points, made a
pact with Lord Irwin. etc. Bose split the trade union movement
trying to isolate the Communist hiding behind false charges against
the Communists that they were acting against the independence
movement. While in reality the Communists were oppQsing the
National Congress participation in the Round-Table Conference
and fought against the treacherous policy qfthe National Congress
Leaders. The •'left" Congress-itcs. incfuding Bose. share full
responsibility for the entire policy of betrayal of the interests of
the people pursued by the National Congress. At present (July
l 933) in his appeal to the ••third'' political conference of Indians
in London, Bose criticised Gandhi stating that he proved to be
incapabl~ to make a compromise with British Imperialism. In his
appeal, Bose does not oppose the theory of Non-violence and
instead of calling on the masses for wide mass activities against
the Constitution. instead of calling to start and support the
movement for the non-payment of d(;bts, tax and rent. instead of
preaching the general strike and calling the preparation for it, i.e .•
instead of the mass struggle, advised the masses to wait until Bose
and his friends had studied the experience of other countries. Thus
on the basic question whether to raise the banner of mass resistance
against the constitution or to help the leaders of the National
Congress to disorganise the mass movement and make it easier
for British imperialists to carry through the anti-National
Constitution, Gandhi and Bose acted together. although the later
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concealed himself behind "left" phrases. Bose is opposeed to
converting the struggle against the constitution into a movement
of millions claiming in his appeal that there is apathy and a fall of
spirits among the people. This is plainly not a correct appraisal,
and we are sure that you do not agree with it.
There is no apathy among the Indian people. The increasing
strikes of the workers, the peasant revolt in Alwar, the numerous
actions of the toiling masses, the movement for a general strike
and the nQn-payment movement are signs of the activity of the
masses. The revolutionary people are prepared to struggle, but
they have lost their faith in the treacherous policy of the National
Congress and are seeking new paths a new programme, new
icadership.
All honest fighters for the independence of India for land and
freedom for the peasants, for the improvement of .the lot of the
\\orkers must follow the path of the slogans given in the platform
of action of the Indian Communist Party. Its seems to us that the
Indian Communists will not refuse to collaborate and even make
temporary agreements with any revolutionary group and
11rganisation which is prepared or capable even for a certain period
to carry on the revolutionary mass struggle for independence.
1lowever, at the present period of mass di-;appointment with
the policy of the National Congress, along with the appearance of
National revolutionary groups outside or ini;;ide the National
<.. 'ongress, we see the appearance such ..oppositiorar· groups a5i
the group of the renegade Roy, who, concealed by ''left" phrases
and a half criticism of the policy of the National Congress. come
out in practice against the development of the mass revolutionary
struggle of the workers and the peasants, carry on the old policy
of subordinating the working class to the bourgeoisie and
maintaining the leading position of the bourgeois National
l "ongress among the masses of the people. The duty of the Indian
( 'ommunists is to raise the banner of struggle against the
Constitution, developed it on the lines of the mass movement,
linking it up with the strike movement in defence of the immediate
demand of the masses directing it to support the general strike.
non-payment of rent, debts and taxes and the liberation of the
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political prisoners. The duty of the Indian Communists is to call
for a united front of workers, peasants, students and urban poor,
and to begin to form it for the struggle qgainst the Constitution,
appealing to the rank and ti le adherents of the Congress to support
the struggle of the workers and peasants. And expose at the same
time the new attempts of the "left" national-reformists to deceive
the toiling masses as was done previously by the League of
Independence. It would not be correct for the Indian Communists
to abandon the struggle against the Constitution and limit
themselves merely to the economic struggles. The comrades who
take such a point of view are stepping towards a harmful
sectarianism, isolates themselves from the movement for
independence and do not understand the necessity to attract all
democratic groups capable of marching together with the working
class along even part ofthe path against the imperialists. It is wrong
to counterpose the anti-imperialist to the strike struggle, it is
necessary to conduct both at the same time. The attractive force of
the Communist Party will grow and ·its significance as a
revolutionary factor will increase in pfOportion to its rising
participation in the anti-imperialist struggle and its ability to take
the lead in all the actions of the Indian people against British
imperialism.
There is no need to repeat much here that the task of
strengthening the position of the Communists in the working class
is the primary task. Participation in the trade unions and the
development of the economic strike struggle of the working class
at the present time is a most important part of all the work of the
Communists. Only the successful action of Communists in this
sphere can serve as a guarantee for str~ngthening the Communist
Party itself and ensuring the hegemony of the proletariat in the
general struggle of the people.
The successes of the independence struggle in our country are
inseparably connected with the strike movement of the working
class. The mass of the historic important revolutionary actions of
the Chinese poJitariat raised the liberation struggle of our people
to a higher level and laid the ground for poletarian hegemonythis decisive prerequisite of the success of the revolutionary
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struggle. The new era the new upsurge ofthe independence struggle
of the Chinese people was open by the great strike of seamen in
Hong Kong in 1922. and the famous strike on the Peking-Hankow
railway in February 1923. The strike of over half a million workers
in Shanghai in the summer of 1925 formed the beginning of the
great Chinese revolution. The general strike of a year and a half
duration in Hong Kong in 1925-26 converted the then Canton into
the basis of the Chinese national revolution . The strike and the
seizure of the British concession in Hankow in January. 1927, by
the Wuchang workers. and the three revolts of the Shanghai
proletariants, eventually victorious in 1927, greatly increased the
extend of our revolution and raise the leading role of the party in
it. Further. the heroic efforts of the Canton workers in December
in 1927, when they declare the Canton Commune, opend the new
Soviet phase of our revolution. and finally consolidated the role
of hegemony of the proletariat in the anti-imperialist and agrarian
revolution.
But we know also another example when the absence of
sufficient Communist influence on the working masses. absence
of a strong proletarian skeleton reduces the power of the national
movement and has a negative effect on its results. This was during
the famous defence of Shanghai against the Japanese invaders in
193 2, when our Party, in spite of all the effo11s and energetic actions
which it performed was not able to paralyse the treachery of the
Kuomintang and defend Shanghai from the Japanese
interventionists. For this reason we are unceasingly struggling to
"ilrcngthen our positions in the working class to increase the
organisation of the proletariat and develop and widen its economic
and political struggle in every way. This is why you are also faced
with the same most urgent task of increasing contacts with the
working masses developing their struggle and converting the
proletariat into a uniting and leading force of the general national
movement.
There is no doubt that the conditions for solving this task are
very favourable. In the last few months the manufacturers of.your
country have carried on a new attack on the wages of the workers.
In the textile industry of Bombay, Ahmedabad and other places,
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wages are being cut down by 22 to 30 per cent and the workers
being the transferred from 2 to 4 looms. On the railways there is
continued dismissals of workers, wages are reduced and trade
unions are refused to be recognised. The working class in India is
developing its resistance. Strikes are increasing. The slogan of the
general strike has become a slogan of action in Bombay. Even the
national-reformists are compelled to recognised it.
The growing wave of the economic struggle demands from you
to overcome your weaknesses at once. With Bolshevik directness
we must state that the experience of the strikes in 1932-33 testifies
once more that you have not yet learnt to build a mass trade union
organisation, you do not know how to work well in the factories,
you do not organise and attract active workers into the struggle
and into the Party, you do not carry on everyday organisational
preparatory work, you do not take the initiative into your hands in
this struggle for the unity of the working class, you do not adopt
the tactics of the united front in the workers' organisations and do
not carry on work in the reformists trade unions.
We wish here to call your attention to a most serious mistake
made by some Indian Communists. who cbnfuse the role of the
Party and the trade unions and are unable to take the lead in the
struggle for the unity of the proletariat. It seems to us that the
absence of a Communist Party explains the fact that the processes
of the separating out of the revolutionary wing of the proletariat in
1929-32 from national-reformism took the form of splitting the
trade unions, splits provoked by the national-reformists. The Red
Trade Unions which to a certain extent, owing to confusion,
replaced the party, served as the only arena on which the ideological
and organisational separation of the Communists from reformism
took place. Some Indian Communisi.s were unable to understand
that the struggle against reformism does not necessarily mean a
split in the mass organisation and should not leave to the
Communists and class-conscious workers leaving those trade
unions which are headed by reformists and national-reformists.
Such a sectarian policy has only strengthen the position of the
bourgeoisie and their agents. At the same time some other
Communists have not understood that the work in the reformists
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trade unions or unity with the national-reformists trade union
organisations (which you should not decline even now)
presupposes a tireless struggle of the Communists against
reformism, for Communist policy, for our slogans and proposals.
Agreements with the national-reformists in the trade unions
strike committees for various campaigns and concrete mass actions
or even the unity of the Red and national-reformists trade unions
to places were the latter have the masses with them. must not lead
to the abandonment of the independence of the Communist Party,
the abandonment of our principles, the abandonment of the open
defence and propaganda of our views and our right to criticise and
expose the vacillations and treachery of the national-reformists.
The failure to understand the mistake of both these views the
hasic reason why some Communists have not been able to take
the initiative and correctly carry on the struggle for the unity of
the working class. This is the basis of confusion which exist on
the question of Kandalkar & Co. The struggle against Kandalkar
and other "leff' national-reformists does not mean refusal to work
in the reformists trade unions. does not mean to refuse to carry on
the tactic of the united front with working class organisations or
even the joining together of the Red and mass national-reformists
trade unions. This is important to understand. This is necessary to
carry on. particularly at the present period of growing economic
and political struggle. The success of the resistance of the workers
to the attacks of the factory owners and the imperialist depends on
the rapid formation of Communist organisations, the formation of
mass trade unions based on the factory committees, energetic
everyday practical work and the correct carrying on of the tactic
of the united front, aimed at the wide mobilisation of masses of
proletariat.
The Indian Communists must strive in every way to secure the
further development of the strike movement, organised and lead
the economic struggles. Every effort must be used to develop
political strikes, to prepare and carry on strikes at first on the local
scale, on the scale of various towns and individual branches of
industry, pursuing the general line of preparing and conducting
general political strikes in all or many industrial centres of the
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country. Even while organising political strikes it is necessary along
with anti-imperialists and other political slogans to put forward
economic demands which are closed and vital for all the workers,
including the most backward strata of the working class. It is
necessary to begin serious work in the reformists trade unions and
in every kind of mass reformists organisation, with the aim of
winning over to our side the masses who arc in this organisation .
.. In order to be able to help the 'masses· and to win their
sympathy, the support of the masses", we must not fear difficulties
not fear criticism, obstructions. abuses. persecution by the •1eaders'
(who as opportunists and social-chauvinists. in most cases are
directly or indirectly connected with the bourgeoisie and the police)
and work in the places where the masses arc to be found was the
teaching of Lenin, and we must not forget it and neglect il. for that
would be only to the benefit of our class enemies.
At the same time we must in every way strengthen the class
Red trade unions, must start to form factory committees genuine
elected management committees of trade unions, organise the
unemployed massc~ around thdr vital demands and build up
detachments of self-defencs of the working' class. This advice is
confirmed by all our experience of struggle.
We have spoken of the tremendous importance which the strike
movement has possessed and still possesses in China. But there is
no doubt that in India where the working class is more numerous
than in our country. the strike as the proletarian method of struggle
will still more he the means of bringing the toiling mas~es into
revolutionary motion and will be the most characteristic
phenomenon in the wave like growth of decisive events.
This is why it seems to us that the Indian Communists must
remember the directions given by Lenin in respect to Russia in the
conditions of the upsurge of the workers movements in 1913:
••The workers will direct their whole attention to supporting
developing and strengthening the spontaneously growing
revolutionary strikes consciously for the preparation of revolts of
the peasants and the soldiers so that all the peasants and all the
troops will know about the stubborn struggles of the workers so
that even the most distant village will see that all is not quite in the
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town that there own friends have risen, that they are fighting a life
and death struggle, that, they arc struggling for a better life. for
hi~her wages. for the abolition of the arbitrary license of the
Government, for handing over the landlords, land to the peasants,
for the overthrow the landlords. monarchy of the Czar for the
Republic. The restrained discontent and the angry murmurs of
tlu. villages, together with the indignation in the barracks must
find a centre of attraction in the revolutionary strike of the workers.
We must work for this untiringly and we shall see the day when
the proletariat together with the peasants and the soldier" will
overthrow the landlords, overthrow the Czarist monarchy by a
national revolt.''
The task of the Indian Communists consists precisely oflinking
up and basing themselves on the numerous and growing forces of
the proletariat, by the correct policy, winning over the majority of
the working class, developing their strikes struggles and mobilising
around them the toiling peasants and the urban poor. all those who
arc prepared to struggle for the independence of India. In working
untiringly in this manner, the Indian proletariat together with the
peasants will overthrow British Imperialism. overthrow the
landlords by a national revolts.
The experience of our revolution. which we wish to share with
)'llll, consists in the main in the struggle of the proletariat for the
leadership of the Independence Movement. which is decisive for
the fate of the revolution. But the hegemony of the proletariat presupposes the tireless work of the Party for strengthening the fighting
alliance of the working class and the toiling masses of the peasants
under the leadership of the proletariat. On the enormous territory
of China we have been able to develop and lead the struggle of the
peasants masses against the landlord and the slavery of the moneylenders and the oppressions of the imperialists. At first this was
achieved mQre easily in the places where the revolution of
1925-27 had prepared the ground. But we are making every effort
to extend to all China the peasant work, led by the proletariat. so
that all the Chinese peasants will be roused to the struggle. and
included in our influence; but in any case the legend, spread by
our enemies, about the submissiveness of the Chinese masses about
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their unbroken sleep for centuries. about their passivity and the
impossibility of the using them as a powerful reserve of
revolutionary forces. their alleged lack of interest in the antiimperialists struggle-this legend has been finally buried by the
revolutionary practice of our country.
We do not doubtthat you will be faced with similar achievements
if you increase much agitation among the peasants, if you organise
the resistance of the peasant masses against the new attacks of the
Government organs and the attacks of the feudalists, if you take
advantage of every peasant action, of every form of organisation
of the peasant masses for contacts with them and for extending
their struggles. The Communists of India must develop the
movement for the non-payment of rent and taxes, must create
peasant committees and committees of struggles, supporting and
extending the partisan struggle. By carrying out these tasks, it will
not be difficult for you in the future to rouse the struggle of the
peasant masses to a higher level, to the level of the agrarian and
anti-imperialist revolution which will sweep away the rule of the
hated British Imperialism along with feudalism.
The struggle for influence among the misses, the struggle for
the development ofthe independent revolutionary mass movement
cannot take place successfully unless there is a determined and
consistent exposure of the entire policy and action of the National
Congress, the national-reformists and the national revolutionary
leaders. Concealing themselves behind speeches on national unity
and the general national interest, speeches about the non-class
character of the National Congress. the bougeoisie and their
national-reformists agents try to utilise the hatered of the toiling
masses towards the imperialists oppressors in such a way as to
strengthen their (the bourgeoisie) influence and -convert the
proletariat into their apendage. We must paralyse their attempts to
the up the masses and to exert influence on them. The agitation of
our Party must be sharpened specially against the so-called "left"
national-reformists, who use revolutionary phraseology with
demagogic aims. The exposure of the national-reformists can only
be successful if the Communist Party carries on practical work
and a struggle to mobilise the masses around its slogans and partial
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demands. The victory of the Indian people wi II be impossible unless
the masses are liberated from the influence an leadership of the
national-reformists, unless an independent Communist Party is
formed and leads the struggle of the entire people.
We have returned once again to the question of the Communist
Party but now we wish to deal with it from another angle. During
the comparatively short period that our party has existed, we have
had to carry on a struggle inside the party against the Schendu-Duism. Putschism, Li-Li-Hsian-ism, Luchsn-Lun-ism, Trotaskyism,
liquidstorism etc. Only an unexampled, merciless and decisive
struggle against deviations in the r~nks of the Communist Party
itself enable us to find the correct solutions of the complicated
tasks which were put before us by the revolution. The struggle on
two fronts in theory and practice was, and is, the basis of the activity
of our party. We have carried on an untiring struggle inside the
party against the "right'" opportunists and "left" Putschist sectarian
deviations, for ideological Bolshevik uniformity, for a correct
solution of the tasks which face us for a sound political line and
the undeviating and consistant carrying out of this line.
You are faced with the tasks of the everyday struggle for the
Bolshevisation of your ranks, to overcome definitely witnesses and
mistakes increase the fighting ability of the Communist Vanguard.
You have to overcome lagging behind the Party organisations in
respect to the tempo of development the mass revolutionary
movement. You must struggle against petty-bourgeois
individualism and self-centered pride, which hinders the
consolidation of the Party. You must struggle against those who
deny the necessity or oppose the formation of an underground A 111nd ian Communist Party who neglect to use legal possibilities. who
occupy a leftist position, who give up the role of initiators in the
strike struggle, who show any irresoluteness in exposing the
Congressites and the reformist leaders, who drag the Communists
away from democratic movements and the anti-imperialist struggle.
Every Party member must become concious that there is nothing
higher for him than the interests of the party. You must convert the
Communist Party into a proletarian Party both in its composition
and in regards to the role of the workers in its leading organs. You
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must fearlessly and systematically recruit advanced workers for
the Party, active participators in the anti-imperialists and strike
struggles. You must form factory Party groups, making out of every
factory your fortress. You must avoia the danger of replacing the
development ofthe mass struggle by combinations of leaders which
was the fault of many of our local Party organisations and which
was the result of the Kuomintang traditions. This b a mistake of
"ome of your Communists who follow the organisational principles
of the National Congress and replace the organisation ofthe masses
by the organisation of a small group of leaders. You must create
underground and legal printed organs of the Party which will play
the role of collective agitator. propagandist and organiser of the
masses. You must establish the unity of the Communist Party by
the preliminary unification of scattered groups in every town and
province into united local organisations, organising provincial
conferences and preparing and carrying through an All-Indian
Conference. In our opinion these are the chief organisational and
political tasks and unless they arc carried out the Indian Communist
will not be able to carry on their historically important and great
role as the vanguard and leader of the toi}ing mass~s.
Dear Comrades! We feel really proud when you, in your leaflets,
when speaking of the advantages of the Soviet form of Government.
not only refer to the experience of the lJ.S.S.R. but to China as
well. But we did not gain these victories at once. We had to
overcome enormous difficulties that steeled us in this struggle.
The development of our Chinese Communist Party, the growth of
the confidence of the toilers to our Party, were huilt up as the result,
first of the stubborn building up of our independent proletarian
Party, by a tireless and irreconcilable struggle for its Bolshevisation,
for its ideological and organisational co1isolidation, by a determined
struggle on two fronts ("'left" sectarianism and "right-wing"
opportunism) against all deviations; second as the result of the
decisive exposure and a merciless struggle against nationalreformism and other imperialist, and bourgeois agents; third, as
the result of the struggle of our Party to widen the movement and
win the leadership of the anti-imperialist movements; fourth, as
the result of our efforts to organise and lead the strike movement.
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the economic and political struggles of the working class; fifth, as
the result of bringing millions of peasants under our influence and
hy leading the agrarian revolution; sixth, as the result of the
awakening of the masses and the consolidation of the hegemony
of the proletariat.
It would he a criminal and boasting thing, unworthy of
Bolsheviks, if we considered that we had completely solved all the
tasks facing us, because we have not yet succeeded to the extent
necessary. But we are on the way towards this and we are firmly
convinced that both you and we will solve these tasks, will ensure
the victorious result in the forthcoming decisive revolutionary
fights. It would be wrong to tran~ter mechanically Chinese
experience to India. You, undoubtedly, will take into account all
concrete conditions and features which are peculiar to your
movement, to the conditions of the struggle oflndian toiling masses.
In China, as it is known, the revolutionary situation has developed.
and on a considerable territory the Soviet revolution is developing
successfully, the Chinese Red Army has achieved considerable
victories.
The conditions in your country, in spite of the growing
revolutionary upsurge, still do not coincide with ours. You must
give correct estimation ofthe depth and breadth of the revolutionary
movement. of the degree of differentiation of class forces, of the
strength and influence of the Communist Party, so that having this
determined, decide about your concrete tactical tasks, basing
yourselves upon the decisions of the Sixth World Congress of the
C.I.
The present international situation confronts us with the most
complicated and responsible tasks. British Imperialism has taken
the initiative and is preparing intervention against the U.S.S.R. At
the same time Japanese imperialism has occupied Manchuria and
North China, and is trying to convert these territories into a base
for an attack on the country of victorious proletarian dictatorshipthe U.S.S.R. The contradictions between the imperialist powers
are growing, and a new world war is rapidly approaching. A
powerful revolutionary front of the international proletariat and
the oppressed peoples of the colonies is growing: widening and
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strengthening against the magnates of finance-capital, these
provocateurs of a new world slaughter and intervention in the
U.S.S.R. against these oppressors and enslavers of the toiling
masses. The revolutionary upsurge is growing throughout the world.
We are entering on a new period of revolution and wars. In this
condition our Party has a serious lf:"' ' ·esponsible role to play. The
task of the Chinese and Indian Communists, together with the
international proletariat is to smash the plans of the imperialists,
lo carry on an energetic struggle for the interests of the workers
and peasa... •s, systematically strengthening the camp ofrevolution.
Thrnugh intense, everyday active work, the Communist
everywhere must prepare the masses of the people. The time is
approaching for decisive fights.
The foremost and most important task of the Indian Communist
remains the task of uniting their forces.
Forward to the formation of the All-Indian Communist Party!
With fighting Communist greetings.

-Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China--July 16, 1933.

Draft Political Theses of the
Communist Party of India
Adopted by the Provisional
Central Committee in
December 1933(•)

I. MAIN TASKS OF THE INDIAN REVOLUTION
The J.1d ian people are groaning under the yoke and the exploitation
tlf British Imperialism. Relying upon their political and economic
supremacy and squeezing billions or rupees year by year ouf or
the miserable income oflndia, the blood-thirsty imperialists have
brought the toiling masses of the people to a state of famine,
hopeless poverty, intolerable slavery and mass extinction as a
people.
With all the power uf the Slate in hands, controlling the main
branches of industry, railways, sea and river transport. hanks and
the credit system. the greater part of the land, forests. and the
irrigation system, British Imperialism has retarded and still
obi;;tructs the economic development of our country in ever)'
supporting and relying upon all that is backward and reactionary
ia the country.
TllE SUP REMA( 'l' OF RJUT!SH /AfPHRIAL/SM /.\ 11 IE BASl\'
OF THE BACKWARDNESS, POVERTY ,1ND E1\'DLESS
Sl TFFERJNG OF OUR PE< JI'Lt:. Only by the merciless and violent
dc~truction or the political and cconom ic supremacy uf the British
Imperialist will the working class of India succeed in rising to
their feet. achieving independence, and creating the conditions
rl!quisite for their further dc\•clopment. and f\"n the reconstruction
of society in the interest of the workers and peasants, and with the
purpose of developing further towards socialism.
*l'ublishcd in "The COl\1MlJNI~ r·. ( cntral Organ oflh..: <. ornrnunist rart~ nf lndi.1
'"1rculatcd again by the Central Commiltcc of the(' P.I. Bomba). a~ INFOR!\1A"l ION
ll<ll IJMl:NT Nn. 7/l8 dated 16.2 1ll-UI
.
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In the enslavement of the Indian people British Imperialism
relies upon the native princes the landlords. the money-lenders
and the merchants, utilising the assistance of the national
bourgeoisie. The system of land-ownership by the landlords, native
princes and money-lenders and the relics of serfdom in the land
system oflndia(and consequently in all India's social aod political
institutions) represent the main bulwark of British supremacy.
IN ORDER TO DESTROY TllE SLAVERY OF TllE IND/AN />EOJ>LE
AND EMANCIPATION OF TllE WORKING-CLASS ANIJ P/·,"'ASANTfi
FROM Tl/£ POVERTY WHICll /.'"-,' CRUSll/NG THEM DOWN. IT IS
l!'SSEN11AL TO WIN TllE /NDF./>ENDENCE OF THE COUNTRY AND
TO RAISE THE BANNER OF AGRARIAN REVOLUTION WHICH
WOULD SMASH THE SYSTEM OF LANDLORD/SM SURVIVING
/•'ROM TllE MIDDLF: AGES AND WOULD CLEANSE THE WHO/,/:'
OF THE LAND FROM ALL Tfl/S 1'1-fEDIEVAl RURBl.'-1'/l. AN
AGRARIAN REVOLUTION. AGAINST BRITISH IMJ>ER/Al/SM AN!J
LANDLORD/SM MUST BE TllF. BASIS FOR THE RE.VOLUT/ONAR>'
f:.~fANCIPAT/ON OF IND/A.

Linked up as it is with the system oflansJfordism and usury, and
terrified at the thoughtofa revolutionary insurrection by the toiling
masses, the capitalist class has long betrayed the struggle for
independence of the country and the radical solution of the agrarian
problem. Its present "opposition" represents merely manoeuvres
with British Imperialism calculated to swindle the mass toilers
and at the same time to secure the best possible terms of
compromise with the British robbers. The assistance granted to
British Imperialism by the capitalist class and its political
organisation, the National Congress, takes the shape at the present
time ofa consistent policy of compromise with British Imperialism
at the expense of the people. It takes the form of disorganisation
of the revolutionary struggle of the people. The meaning of this
compromise is that they want to keep intact the imperialist system
including the native states and the system of landlordism, to enjoy
the reinforced exploitation jointly with the imperialists, of the mass
of people, of the working class in particular. THE GREATEST
THREAT TO THE VICTORY OF THE INDIAN REVOLUTION IS
THE FACT THAT GREAT MASSES OF OUR PEOPLE STILL
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HARBOUR ILLUSIONS ABOUT THE NATIONAL CONGRESS AND
WJT REALISE THAT 11' REPRESENTS A CLASS ORGANISATION OF
'/'11£ CAPITALISTS WORKING AGAINST THE FUNDAMENTAL
/.VTF.RESTS OF THE TOil/NG MASSES OF OUR COUNTRY.

The policy of Gandhism. on which the programme of the
Congress is founded, uses the cloak of vague phrases about love,
meekness, modest and hardworking existence, lightening the
burden of the peasantry national unity. the special historical mission
of Hinduism, etc. But under this cloak it preaches and defends the
interests of the Indian capitalists. the inevitability of the division
of society into rich and poor, eternal social inequality and
l.'Xploitation. That is, it preaches the interests of the capitalist
development oflndia on the bones and sweat of the working masses
pf the people, in alliance with world Imperialism. The National
Congress betrayed and disorganised the struggle of the toilers in
1919-21. The National Congress supported the manufacturers
against the workers during the textile strikes and in fact assisted
in the passing of anti-labour legislation. The National Congress
refused to support the fight of the railwaymen against British
Imperialism, suggesting that they should ask Lord f rwin and
\1acDonald to arbitrate. The National Congress opposed the
p~asantry in their struggle against the money-lenders. the big
iandlords and the native princes.
Jointly with the Liberals. the landlords and manufacturers, the
National Congress had produced the anti-popular Nehru
Constitution, in which it declared the necessity of prcscrvi11g the
landlords, the rajas. and the money-lcnder'i. remaining as a junior
partner in the British empire and leaving supreme authority in the
hands of the British Viceroy and the Governors.
The National Congress issued the Delhi Manifesto supporting
Ciandhiji's eleven points which represented the moderate
programme of the Chambers of Commerce and ~imilar
associations. It carried on negotiations with the Liberals in the
prison. trying behind the scenes to come to an understanding with
the British Government and so forth. TllE NAHONAL CONGRESS
:/NI> PARTICUf.AR/.Y IT'S "LEFT-WING" HAVE DONE AND ARE
JJO/NG ALL IN TllEIR POWER TO RESTRAIN THE STRUGGl.E OF
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T/1£ MASSES WITHIN Tl/£ FRAMEWORK OF Tf/£ BRITISH
IMPERIALIST CONST/ TU- TION AND l.EGISLATION.
IN THIS CONNECTION WORLD HISTORY AND THE LESSONS
OF THE CLASS STRUGGLE IN IND/A PROVE THAT ONlt' THl~
U::.ADERSHIP OF THE WORKING Cl.ASS CAN ENSURE THE
FULFILMENT OF THE HISTORIC TASK OF EMANCIPATION OF
THE IND/AN PEOPLE, ABOLI- Sit/NU NATIONAL SLAVERY,
SWEEl'ING ASIDE All FETTERS WHICH CHECK NATIONAi.
DEl'ELOPMENT, CONFISCATING TllE LAND, AND EFFECTING
FOR REACHING DEMOCRATIC RECONSTRUCTION OF A
REVOUJTIONARY CHARACTER. The working class in India,

organised by the industrial process itself and by the class struggle.
will, under the leadership of its Communist vanguard, perform
its historic task of organising the scattered masses of peasantry
and town poor for struggle against British domination and
landlord ism.
But in order to organise the mass of the workers, in order to
rally the proletarians, a distinct class force, conscious of its
distinct class interest and fighting for;. the leadership of the
national movemeot for emancipation: in order to bring about the
revolutionary alliance of the working class and peasantry in order
to liberate the working class , the peasantry and the town poor
from the hands of the national reform ism and direct their
revolutionary struggle towards and anti-imperialist and antifcudal revolution, for all these purposes, the working class
requires its own proletarian Communists Party.
The Communist Party oflndia is the party of the working class,
the final aim of which is the achievement of socialism and
ultimately of complete communism. The programme of the
Communist Party of India is totally different in principle from
the programme and ideas of the bourgeoisie, not excepting the
national revolutionary parties. While the latter arc striving for
the development of Capitalism in India, the Communist Party is
consistently and firmly fighting for a socialist path of
development. While the national revolutionary groups are
fighting for bourgeois rule and a bourgeois form of Government,
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the Communist Party of India is fighting for the democratic
dictatorship of the working- class and the peasantry, a workers'
and peasants' Soviet Government in India.
The only fonn of Government which can safeguard the interests
of the workers. and peasantry and toilers generally. is the
Soviets.The Soviets set up in the course of the revolutionary revolt
of the working masses. as insurrectionary bodies for the overthrow
of the British supremacy, will be the sole genuine scats ofauthority,
elected directly in the factories, works and villages, etc., ensuring
confiscation of the land and the satisfaction of the vital needs of
the masses of the people. The Soviet Govemment will alone be
capable of ensuring the national minorities their right to self
cfctcm1ination, including that of complete separation, at the same
time achieving the maximum unity in the ranks of the toilers of
the various nationalities. engage in common revolutionary struggle
against the enemies of the Indian revolution. The Soviet
<iovernment will alone be able to effect an alliance with the world
proletariat for the purpose of defonding the liberty and the
achievements of the Indian revolution against the attacks of world
Imperialism and the Indian exploiters. Only such a Government
will he able to make an alliance with all other Soviet States against
111tcrnational Imperialism and for the final victory of the world
revolution.
FIRMl.Y AND COURAGEOUSLY, NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
SACRIFICES, THE COMMUNIST PARTY WILL .'>EFEAT TllE
IJISORGANISING AND TREACHEROUS WORK OF THI~
f\IA rtONALIST REFORMISTS. IT Will ORGANISE THE MASSES OF
WORKERS AND Pl:.."ASANTS AND LEAD THEM TO VICTORY OVER
IAfPf:RIAl/SM. AND TAKE Tl/£ LEAD IN TllE FURTHER MARCH
TOWARDS SOCIALISM
Adopting these as its guiding principles. the Communist Party
of India advances the following main objects for the present stage
of the Indian revolution:
I . The complete independence of India by the violent overthrow
of the British rule. The cancellation of all debts, the confiscation
and nationalisation of all factories. banks, railways, sea and.river
transport and plantations;
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2. Establishment of a Soviet Government. The realisation of
the rights of national minorities to self-determination, including
separation. Abolition of the native states. The creation of an Indian
Federal Workers' and Peasants' Republic;
3. The confiscation without compensation of all land. forest &
other property of the landlords, ruling princes. churches, the British
Government officials and money-lenders and handing them over
for the use of the toiling pea~antry. Cancellation of slave
agreements and all the indebtedness of the peasantry to moneylenders and banks;
4. The eight-hour working day and the radical improvement
of the conditions oflabour. Increase of wages and state maintenance
for the unemployed.
The Communist Party of India will fight for these main demands
which express the interests of the mass of the people and
achievements of which will create the conditions for and render
possible further developments in the direction of the building of a
socialist state of society in India. At the same time. with the object
of developing the mass revolutionary struggle and revolutionary
education of the mass of toilers, the C.P. of India puts forward
partial demands, the struggle for which will facilitate the
mobilisation of the mass of the people in revolutionary insurrection
for its emancipation.

II. THE RIGHT FOR PARTIAL DEMANDS OF THE
REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT
The Communist Party of India considers that the whole and
historically tested means of winning independence, carrying out
of the agrarian revolution and achieving democratic reconstruction,
IS TllE PATH OF TllE REVOLUTIONAR>' STRUGcJl.E OF TllE
WIDEST POSSIBLE MASS OF Tf/E PEOPl.E, DEVELOPING INTO A
GENERAL NATIONAL ARMED INSURRECTION AGAINST THE
BRITISH EXPLOITERS AND All TllEIR All/ES IN OUR COUNTRY.
The propaganda of non-violence of Gandhi, Nehru and other
leaders of the National Congress is intended to prevent a general
national anned insurrection of the toiling masses against British
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rule. By his own confession in his own autobiography, Gandhi
took part in the armed suppression of the rising Zulu peasants in
South Africa and assisted the British robbers in their fight against
the German Capitalists for the right to exploit colonial people.
Oandhi recruited Indian peasants into the British Anny and sent
to their deaths hundreds of thousands of Indian workers and
peasants in the interests of the British robbers. And today Gandhi
tells the peasants and workers oflndia that they have no right to
and must not revolt against their exploiters. He tells them that at
the very time when the British robbers are making open war on
the Indian people in the North Western Frontier Pmvince and
throughout the country.
The toiling masses will understand this double game of the
National Congress. The workers and peascnts will not give up
their right to smash the ,,..·hole feudal and imperialist system of
exploitation. and TllEIR RIGHT TO BRING .480lJT T/1£ V/O/,ENT
rJI "f:RTllROW Of BRITISH RULE.
rhc emancipation of India cannot be achieved by a terrorist
ml>vement. The supporters of the terrorist movement of our country
do not sec and do not believe in the struggle of the hroad masses
of the people and do not understand the connection between the
agrarian revolution and the struggle of the working class and the
overthrow of the British domination. They try by single-handed
and hrave terrorist acts to achieve victory over British Imperialism.
While recognising the sacrifice and devotion oft!1e terrorists in
the cause of the national emancipation of India. the Communist
Party oflndia declares that the road to victory is not the method of
individual terrorism but the struggle and armed insurrection of
the widest possible masses or the working class. the peasantry,
the poor of the towns and the Indian soldiers around the banner
and under the leadership of the Communist Party of India.
The most harmful and dangerous obstruction to the Indian
rC'volution is the agitation carried on by the "left'" elements of the
National Congress, led by Jawaharlal Nehru. Bose and others.
Under the cloak of revolutionary phraseology they carry oi"1 the
bourgeois policy of confusing and disorganising the revolutionary
struggle of the masses, and help the Congress to come to an
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understanding with the British Imperialism. Particularly
backwardly and harmful is the part played by the national
reformists in the labour movement, in which they try in every
possible way to substitute the method of class collaboration for
the method of struggle, doing their best to bring the workers under
the influence of the ideals and organisation of the Indian and British
exploiters. The treacherous part played by National Congress as
regards the peasantry has once again shown itself in the appeal of
the ·•1eff' Congress leaders to British Governor of Bengal to send
troops to control the peasants revolts at Kishorcgunj. In these
circumstances some of the .. left'' national reformists (supporters
of Roy and others) who realise that the masses (have become
disillusioned) arc becoming disillusioned with the Congress have
cleverly put forward the advice to "win" the Congress from within.
Nominally their object is to revolutionise the Congress. In reality
it is to restore the prestige of the Congress by replacing the ol<l
treacherous leaders by new leaders who arc no better than the old
ones.
The exposure of the ''left'' Congress leaders, who once again
undertake to set up a new party organisation like the former League
for Independence, in order once again to bamboozle the mass of
the workers is the primary task of our party - RUT/ILESS WAR
ON THE "LEFT" NATIONAi. REFORMIST IS AN ESSENTIAL
CONDITION IF WE ARE TO ISOLATE THE LATTER FROM Tl/E
WORKERS AND MASS OF THE PEASANTRY AND MOBll/SE THE
l.A17'ER UNDER Tf/E BANNER OF THE COMMUNIST PART}" AND
TllE ANTI-IMPERIAL/ST AGRARIAN REVOLUTION IN IND/A.

The Communist Party oflndia calls uron all the toilers to form
a united front against the imperialists, the landlords, the moneylenders and the capitalists. The C.P. oflndia calls upon the Muslim
and Hindu workers and peasants not to be tricked by the cunning
provocative methods of the British Imperialist Government and
the reactionary native exploiters. who set up the toilers of the
different nationalities and the religious beliefs against one another
and provoke conflicts between them. The C.P. oflndia calls upon
all the toilers, including the untouchables (pariahs) not to permit
such disorganisation and splitting ofthe united revolutionary front
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of the oppressed, who suffer equally at the hands of their own and
the British exploiters.
In its struggle to win the leadership of the masses, the C.P. of
India calls upon its supporters to make resolute use of any legal
and semi-legal opportunity for publication and mobilisation of the
masses around working class slogans. On every occasion they
must expose the treacherous part played by the National Congress.
Against the bourgeois front of compromise established hy the
National reformism they must create united front of the toilers
from bdow on the basis of definite proletarian revolutionary
demands and activities.
As one of the practical means of explaining to the toiling masses
11f India, the exploiting and treacherous policy of the Congress
leaders, the C.P. of India recommends to its supporters to make
m,\! of their activity in the trade unions. municipal councils
({ 'alcutta, Bombay etc.) and similar institutions.
The C.P. l1flndia calls upon its supporters and organisations to
develop mass revolutionary activities and the struggle of the
\\Mking class for their political ani:I economic demands, mass
.-cfusal by the peasants to pay the taxes, levies, rent. debts.
particularly in the distrit.:ts where there arc large landed cstatcs-·thcrchy mobilising and preparing the m:i1;s llf toilers for the
1cvolutionary struggle against Imperialism. THE C.P. OF INDIA
<'..11.1.S UPON All THE CLASS CONSCIOUS WORKE'?S AND THE
RETOLUT/ONARIES TO A.\'SIST IN TRANSFOPM/N(J THE
li\'DIV/DUALSTRIKES(Jl-" WORKERS INTt.JA GENERAL POUT/CAL
STRIKE, AS A RESOLUTE Sf EP IN ORCiANISING Till:;
IUTOU!T/ONARrSTRl!GG/,F.Of'THEMASSOF THE PfXJPLE FOR
INDEPENDENCE, LAND. AND A WORKERS' AND PEAS.·:.ws·
<iOVERNMENTl!NDER TllEGUIDANl'E <JFTl-IE WO;;\,'.V(i CLASS

A. General Demands:
In order to develop mas'\ revolutionary struggle and political
training of the people. the C.P. oflndia puts forward and fights for
the following demands:
·
I. Expulsion of the Britio.;h troops, abolition of and general
armaments of the toilers;
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2. Immediate liberation of all political prisoners. including
those who have committed acts of individual and mass violence;
3. Unlimited freedom of speech, conscience, press, meetings,
smKe, and associations of the toilers, and abolition of all antipopular and anti-labour laws (Trade Disputes Act, the Prohibition
of picketing. the regulations for the deportation of re\olutionary
workers, press act etc.);
4. Abolition of rank. castes, national and communal privilege
and the full equality of all citizens, irrespective of sex, religion,
and race;
5. Complete separation of the religion from the State. and the
expulsion of the Missionaries as direct agents of the imperialists
with confiscation of their property;
6. Judges and officials to be appointed by popular vote, and
to he removed at any time on the demand of the majority of electors.

B. Special Workers' Demands:
In order to organise the wide-st masses of the wNking class •
defend the day to day interest of the woM.ers. and maintain the
general revolutionary struggle of the toiling masses in our country.
the C.P. of India calls upon all the class-conscious workers to
concentrate all the efforts on the creation ofa Revolutionary Trade
Union Movement. The C.P. oflndia deems it essential to organise
mass Trade Union Movcmc11t based on the factory committees,
with the leadership elected directly by the workers and consisting
of advanced revolutionary workers. The Trade Unions must
become regular functioning mass organisations working in the
spirit of class struggle and all efforts must he made to expel and
isolate reformists of all shade from the open agent of British
Capitalism just as Joshi, Chi1nanlal. Giri. etc. to the sham ''left"
national reformists such as Bo~e. Ruikar, Ginwala, etc. and other
agents of Indian bourgeoisie, who constitute reactmnary bloc for
joint struggle against Revolutionary Trade Union Movement. At
the same time the C.P. of India works for the transformation of
the All-India Tradu Union Cong1es!J into a fighting All-India Centre
of the labour movement on a class basis.
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I. The C.P. of India calls upon all its supporters and class
workers to help the organising of factory committees in all
factories. railways. docks etc., throughout the country. In cases
where owing to victimisation of the employers or British authorities
1he factory committees have to work semi-legally, the C.P.
advocates putting forward the demand for recognition of the factory
l"Ommiuces as one of the p~incipal demands in the strike
nwvcmcnts. The C .P. of India calls for the country-wide
organisation ofwmkers Defence Detachments, both to defend the
workers' strikes and demonstrations and to take part in the general
n.·volutionary struggle .
., The C.P. of India calls upon all class-conscious workers to
help the party to organise the movement and the struggle of the
unemployed for regular relief at the expense of the State and the
l.'mploycrs. It calls for the country-wide organisations of
unemployed councils. demonstrations and joint struggle~ with the
workers in the industry for the partial demands of the
unemployed-- monthly unemployment benefit at the ~ost of the
li\'ing minimum. refusal to pay rent, free supply of fuel and fi.lod~tuffs hy the Municipal authorities etc.
3. Taking note of the semi-slave conditions of the plantations
:111d agricultural workers. the C.P. of lndja calls upon the classconscious workers to take part and assist in the organisations of
·1 rade Unions of plantation anJ agricultural worker!-. The light for
the complete abolition of serfdom. compulsory and c 'ntract labour.
deprivation of rights and unprecedented expropriation of the
agricultural proletariat is \>llC of our mam aims. linked up closely
with the aim of mobilising the broad mas~c!> of peasantry to fight
imperialistic and foudal exploitations 1111dcr the leadership of the
proletariat.
4. With the object of protecting the working class from
physical and moral degeneration and also in order to raise its
capacity to tight for ema11cipation. the C.P. of India fights for-·( a) Limitation of the working day to eight hours for adult!>
<md four hours for youths from 16 to 20. Introduction of the· sixhour working day in all harmful industries including coal mining
and free supply of milk and huller to the workers in 'these industries~
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(b) Complete freedom of Trade Unions. demonstrations.
picketing and strikes;
(c) Equal pay for equal work for men, women and youth;
(d) Complete abolition of compulsory contract labour and
system of legal bondage of the workers;
(c) A compulsory weekly rest period with full pay and a
paid annual holiday of four weeks for adults and six weeks for
youths;
(t) State insurance against unemployment. sickness.
accidents industrial diseases. old age loss of working capacity.
orphanage and compensation for disablement;
(g) Establishment of a state minimum wage of Rs.50/- a
month prohibition of the contract system and establishment by
law of weekly payment of wages;
(h) Prohibition of reductions from wages for any reason or
purpose whatsoever (fines, bad work etc.)
(i) Introduction of properly organised factory inspection.
workers' elected members thereof to supervise labour conditions
in all factories employing hired labour;
l
(j) The abolition of the system of hiring workers through
jobbers, sarangs. etc., employment and dismissals of workers to
take place through labour exchange, controlled and supervised by
Trade Unions. The abolition of all caste and feudal customs and
regulations within the factory.
In addition the C.P. of India supports and fights for each and
every demand intended to improve the conditions of the workers
(building of new houses at Government and employers expense,
provision for proper lavatories, clean dining rooms etc.).
The C.P. of India is definitely against the arbitration and
interference by the capitalists arbitration courts. It emphasises most
definitely that the sole means of winning any serious concessions
on the part of the exploiters is resolute class struggle by strikes
and mass revolutionary activities.

C. Peasants Demands:
I. The C.P. of India fights for the confiscation without
compensation of all lands and estates, forests and pastures of native
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princes, landlords money-lenders and British Government and the
transforence to the peasant committees for use by the toiling masses
of the peasantry. The C.P. oflndia tights for the complete wiping
nut of the medieval system of land holding. to cleanse the whole
of the land from the rubbish of the middle ages.
2. The C.P. of India fights for the immediate confiscation of
al I plantations and their transference to the revolutionary
committees elected by the plantation workers. The allotment to
\\ hich the planters assign their contract workers. and also the land
not in cultivation to be handed over to the labourers and poor
peasants as their property. At the samr time the C.P. of India is in
favour of the nationalisation of large-scale mechanically equipped
plantations and workshops connected wherewith for utlisation in
the interests of the whole Indian people.
3. The C.P. of India fights for the immediate nationalisation
oft he whole system of irrigation, complete cancellation of all the
indebtedness and taxes and the lransfcrenci! of the control and
~upcrvision of the work of irrigation lo revolutionary peasant
committees elected by the working peasantry.
4. In order to disorganise the British rule and maintain
1cvolutionary pressure against it. the C.P. nf India calls upon the
peasantry and agricultural proletariat to engage in all kinds of
political demonstrations and collective refusals lo rity taxes and
dues or to carry out the orders and decisions of the liovcrnment
and its agents.
S. The C.P. of India calls for refusals to pay rents, irrigation
charges, and other extractions and refusal lo carry out any labour
services whatsoevcr(bcggars) for the landlords, native prince..: and
their agents.
6. The C.P. oflndia calls for refusal to pay debts and arrears to
(iovcrnmcnt, landlords, money-lenders in any form whatsoever.
7. As a practical watchword for the campaign among the
peasantry and as a means for dcvcluping. more political consciousness in the peasant movement, the C.P. of India calls ·for
immediate organisation of revolutionary peasant committees in
order to carrv on a fiAht to achieve all the revolutioit"ary democratic
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changes require in the interests of emancipating the peasantry from
the yoke of the British Imperialism and its feudal allies.
8. The C.P. of India calls for the independent organisation of
the agricultural proletariat particularly the plantation workers and
its amalgamation with the proletariats of the town under the banner
of the C.P. as well as its representation in peasant com~ittces.
The C.P. of India is finnly convinced thatthe complete thorough
going and permanent achievement orthe above mentioned political
and social changes is possible only by the overthrow of the British
domination and the creation of a Fed era I Workers· and Peasants·
Soviet Republic.
Emancipation of Pariahs and Slaves
As a result of the rule of British Imperialism in our country.
there ar~ still in existence millions of slaves and billions of socially
outcast working pariahs. who arc depri' cd of all rights. British
rule, the system of landlordism the reactionary caste system,
religious deceptions all the slave and serf conditiono; of the past
throttle the Indian people and stand in the \\itly of its emancipation.
They have led to the result that in India. in the twentieth century.
there arc still pariahs who have no fight to move with all their
follow men. drink from common wells. study in common schools.
etc.
1nstcad of putting and end once for all to this shameful biol on
the Indian people, Gandhi and the Congress leaders call for the
maintenance of the caste system. which is the basis and the
justification for the existence of the socially outcasts pariahs.
Only the ruthless abolition of the caste system. in its reformed
Gandhist variety. only the agrarian revolution and violent
ovc1throw of Briti!~h rule. will lead to the complete social economic.
cultural and legal emancipation of the working pariahs and slaves.
The C.P. of India calls upon all the pariahs to join in the united
revolutionary front with all the workers of the country against
British rule and landlord ism. The C .P. oflndia calls upon all the
pariahs not to give way to the tricks of the British and reactionary
agents who try to split and set one against the other tailors of our
I>.
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country.
The C.P. of India fights for the complete abolition of slavery.
the caste system and caste inequality in all its form (social, cultural
etc.). The C.P. oflndia fights for the complete and absolute equality
,)f !he working pariahs and al I the toi lcrs of our country.

F... The Struggle for the Interest of the Town Petty-Bourgeoisie:
The C'.P. oflndia calls upon the working small producers in the
towns to support the revolutionary struggle against British
domination, the lanJlords, the princes and money-lenders.
The capitalist class and the Nationalist Congress in their search
for a compromise with imperialism art.• betraying the interests 11ot
only of the workers and the peasants but also of the wide section
of town petty-bourgeoisie (artisans, street traders etc.).
Only the complete abolition of the British rule. bringing in its
I rain the liberation of our country, the radical alteration of the
'"hole policy of the Government and the abolition of landlord ism
and survivals of scrfrtom throughout the Indian social order. will
create the condition"i requisite for developing the economic life of
lhc town petty-bourgeoisie handicraft workers and the town poor.
The C.P. of India tights for the cancellation of all the usury
"hich has enslaved the poor people of the towns. The C.P. oflndia
lights for the cancellation of all direct and indirect taxes, excise
and other forms of taxation of wages and small earnings. which
arc ruining the artisans. street traders. employees etc. It stands for
the replacement of such taxc~ hy progrc ...sivc income tax on the
capitalists bond holders, hanks and inheritance. The C.P. oflndia
lights for all revolutionary measures which serve the interests of
the proletariat and are intended to improve the conditions of the
ll)Wll poor.
I<'.

Emancipation of the Toiling Women:

The toiling women oflndia are in a semi-servile condition. under
a double burden of the survivals ot the feudalism. economic.
cultural and legal inequalities. The toiling women have no right
whatsoever to determine their fate, and in many districts are force~
to drag out existence in pardah. under the veil. and without the
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right not only of participating in public affairs but even of freely
and openly meeting their fellow citizens and moving through the
streets.
Al the same time the exploitation and working conditions of
the women workers arc surely unheard of in their brutality and
sweated character. The semi-slave conditions of women in India
are the results of the wide-spread survival of relics of feudalism
throughout the social order of the country and its careful
preservation by the British Imperialism.
Nothing that the present bourgeois national women's
organisation, the All India Women's Conference led by Sarojini
Naidu, one of the leaders of the National Congress. is not carrying
on a genuine struggle to emancipate women but in reality is cooperating with British Imperialism, the C.P. of India calls upon
the working women of India to join the common revolutionary
struggle for the toiling masses. under the leadership of the
Communist Party, for the overthrow of the social order and the
social system which gave rise to slave conditions of Indian women.
The C.P. of India fights for the complete social, economic and
legal equality of women. It fights for the .complete abolition of
night work for women and the prohibition ol"the underground work
for women (in the coal mines) and in all branches harmful for
females.
The C.P. of India tights for leave of absence from work at full
rntes of wages, two months before and two months afler the child
birth with free medical aid. and for the establishment of"Creches''
in all factories and workshops employing women at the expense
of the employers, such creches to cover small children and infants
at the breast. with a special apartment for foeding. Nursing mothers
to have their working day reduced to ~·ix hours.

G.

Soldiers' Demands:

I. In the struggle for emancipation of our country. the C.P. of
India calls for the spreading of the revolutionary propaganda among
the soldiers and police and the explanation of necessity for their
armed insurrection together with the toiling masses of the country,
against British rule.
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2. The Indian soldiers and police are socially in the main poor
peasants, who have been forced to seek employment in the army
by poverty, landlessness and hunger. The C.P. of India fights for
the allotment of land to the soldiers equally with all other toiling
peasants. The C.P. oflndia calls upon its supporters lo explain to
the soldiers and ex-soldiers that the only means of acquiring land.
abolishing indebtedness and getting work is the revolutionary
overthrow of British and feudal supremacy.
3. The C.P. of India calls upon its organisation and class
con~cious workers and revolutionaries to begin organising
revolutionary groups among the soldiers. The aim of the groups
must be to persuade and prepare the soldiers to take action in
support of the general armed insurrection of the people for liberty,
land and a workers' and peasants' Soviet Government. It is
necessary to explain to the soldiers by concrete examples drawn
from the dail}' lives (arbitrary actions by the officer~. shooting
down of demonstrations, workers' strikes, etc .. flagrant inequality
of treatment of white and Indian soldiers, worse food, clothes,
allowances etc.) thatthe Indian soldiers are only blind fools in the
hand of the British robbers, who use them to maintain the national
and social oppression of the toiling masses of our country.
4. The C.P. of India calls upon its supporters to organise the
ex-soldiers. who have had practical proof of the swindling and
exploiting character of British rule, to build up revolutionary cxsoldicrs organisations among them and, wherever po-.sible, fighting
detachments to prepare aid support the future national in'iurrection
and agrarian movement under the leadership of the Party.
5. The C.P. oflndia calls upon the class-conscious workers lo
organise fraternisation with Indian soldiers, with the object of
establishing closest friendship, explaining the solidarity of the
interests of the workers. peasants, and soldiers in the fight for
freedom and the abolition of all sorts of exploitation.

H. Youth Demands:
I. The C.P. oflndia calls upon the revolutionary working Class
youths to build up the Young Communist League of India, being
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an illegal organisations owing to the complete lack of right and
the prevailing terror. has as its object to organise the widest possible
masses of the working class. peasants and revolutionary students,
youth around the banner of the Communist Party. doing so either
directly or through the medium of auxiliary legal or semi-legal
mass organisations (youth sections in Trade Unions etc.).
2. The Y.C.L. oflndia as the helper of the Party has the special
task of organising the working youth under the banner of the
Communist Party. The Y.C.L. of India must come forward as a
political organisation which subordinates all forms of struggles
and mass organisation economic. cultural. sports etc., --· to the
interests of the political struggles, namely the overthrow of the
Imperialist yoke and the winning of power by the working class
and the peasantry.
3. The C.P. of India calls for the country wide organisation
ho th of m ixcd and separate \Hlrkers •• peasants· and studl.!nts ·
detachments both to defend the people's demonstrations. strikes,
etc., and in order to make systematic preparations for the armed
struggle of the Indian people.
4. The C.P. oflndia calls upon the hone~ revolutionary youths
lo help in spreading the political propaganda among the soldiers
and police. The C.P. of India considers that the call of the .. le ff'
nationalists to the soldiers lo leave the army and take their discharge
in accordance with Uandhi's philosophy of non-violence is a
mistake. The task of the genuine revolutionaries is to persuade the
soldiers, while staying in the army, to prepare and raise, whi:n
time is ripe the banner of armed insurrection and shoulder to
shoulder with the toiling people overthrow the British rule.
5. With the object of protecting the toiling youth against
physical and cultural degeneration and in order to develop its
revolutionary offensive for the national and social liberation of
the toiling masses, the C.P. of India tights for the following:(a) Limitation ofthe working day to 411ours for youths from
16 to 20. Prohibition of employment of children under 16.
(b) Universal free and compulsory education up to 16 years
\n \\u:

\'\a\u.m~,\ \anguap.c or tl1c peop)e.

Y:ree t){)a1~>Y'>!1.

unJ .-iupplyol rc.-.,t bunl. ... '" llu: d1ilc/rr.:11 at t/Jc

~\)~\'\\~

expense of"thc State:.
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Introduction of vocational training for .the youths at the expense

or the state and employers.

(c) Paid weekly and annual (six weeks) holidays for youths.
(d) State maintenance of unemployed youths at rates
equivalent to the cost of living.

The Conclusion:
The Communist Party oflndia. putting forward its programme
of demands ·of the Indian revolution calls upon the toiling masses
to rally under the revolutionary banner of the party AND CARRY
ON THE STRU<iCilE TO 711ESUCCESSFULCONQUESTOFPOWER
. IN[) THE ESTABl/SllMENTOFTllE DE.\10CRATIC DICTATORSHIP
<JT TllE WORKING CLASS AND TllE PEASANTRY IN TllE FORM
OF TllE SOVIETS.

The C.P. of India declares that the successful solutions of the
problems facing the revolution against feudalism and for
emancipation will open up the possibility with the help of the
international proletariat and the class offensive of the exploited
masses of our country, of the revolution developing through a
number of stages into proletarian revolution. thereby creating the
(requisite) conditions for the development of our country on
:-.ocialist lines, avoiding the further stage of domination of the
'-=apitalist system.
ln this struggle. the Indian people arc not alone. They have an
ally in the revolutionary workers of all countries of the world. The
workers of the whole world arc fighting for the overthrow of
international imperialism and the abolition of the whole system of
capitalist exploitation which is now going through a profound crisis.
The capitalist and feudal system of exploitation in India at present
being combined with the world crisis, -which leads to the great
sharpening of all antagonisms, the approach of wars, the rise of a
new wave of revolutionary struggles.
The growing crisis is producing the growth of stubborn
resistance and counter-offensive on the part of the international
proletariat and colonial peoples. The srrength of.the international
t~vo\ufa'm \s gtow\ng. \none of the countries of the world, Soviet
Ruc;sia. the working class has long ago overthrown.the power of
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the exploiters, and is successfully building up a socialist state of
society. The workers of the Soviet Union have created the firm
bulwark of the International Communist Movement, and are
showing in practice how the world ought to be constructed in the
interest of the workers and peasants. The Soviet Union is a reliable
ally of the colonial peoples including the toilers oflndia:. The toiling
masses of India will receive the support of the revolutionary
workers of all the countries, particularly developing Chinese
revolution. THE TOILING MASSES OF IND/A Will ALSO BE
SUPPORTED BY THE REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS OF GREAT
BRITAIN LED BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

while the ruling Labour Party of MacDonald and the Independent
Labour Party of Maxton and Brockway, who are part and parcel,
and agents of British Imperialism will do ewry thing in their power
to tighten and maintain the noose of slavery and poverty round the
neck of Indian people, in spite of all devices of the imperialists
and their reformist agents the revolutionary frQnl of the world
proletariat and the colonial people is growing stronger and stronger
and wider every day.
; ·
BUT TO ENSURE TJIE VICTORY OF IND/AN REVOLUTION,
THERE IS REQUIRED A COMMUNIST PARTY OF TJ/E
PROLETARIAT, THE LEADER AND ORGANISER OF THE TOILING
MASSES OF OUR COUNTRY. T~e .building of a centralised.

disciplined, united mass underground Communist Party is today
the chief and basic task, long age overdue, of the revolutionary
movement for the emancipation of our country.
The C.P. of India declares with pride that it considers itself a
part of the organised World Communist Movement, a section of
the Communist International. THE C.P. OF IND/A CALLS UPON
All ADVANCED WORKERS AND REVOLUTIONARIES DEVOTED
TO THECAUSEOFTHE WORKING CLASS TU.JOIN THE RANK OF
THE COMMUNIST PARTY, now being built in order to fight. to

carry on the historic tasks of Indian revolution. In the condition of
British supremacy and terrorism the Communist Party of India
can exist and develop only as an underground party, applying and
utilising all forms oflcgal and illegal activities to develop its mass
struggles and to win the toiling masses for the fight for the
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democratic dictatorship of the working- class and the peasantry,
the Communist Party of India sets up its party organisations and
groups in all towns and in all factories and workshops throughout
the country.
The C.P. of India organises the working class and the basic
masses of peasantry under the banner of the l.ndian Revolution. In
spite of all difficulties, sacrifices and partial defeats in spite of all
the attempts of the imperialists and the Indian bourgeoisie to
separate the revolutionary movement of India from the
International Proletariat THE COMMUNIST PARTY Will LEAD THE
STRUGGLE OF THE TOILING MASSES TO THE COMPLETE
OI ERTi/ROW OF THE BRITISH RULF. AND OF THE SYSTEM OP
/.ANDUJRDISM AND SERFDOM, in order thereqfter TOGETHER
wnu THE WORLD PROLETARIAT To MARCH FORWARD IN TllE
STRIJGGLE TO SET UP A SOCIALIST SYSTEM OF SOCIETY JN OUR
COUNTRY AND THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
LOlv'G LIVE INDEPENDENCE OF IND/A .1
LONG /./VE THE WORKING CLASS. THE LEADER OF
T/IE 7VILING MASSES!
LONG UVE THE REVOLUTIONARY INSURRECTION
roR INDEPENDENCE, LAND AND BREAD!
LONG UVE THE WORKERS' AND PEASANTS', SOVIET
GOVERNMENT!
U>NG LIJ'E THE WORLD REVOLUTION!

"'Congress Socialism"
A Contradiction in Terms(*>
Rajani Palme Dutt

The appearance of a "Con!!rcs~ Socialist Group·· in Bomhay ha ...
given rise to widespread cliscus~ion in the ranks of the Indian
National Mo\'ement. The programme of this group was issueJ in
February. 1934, under the signatures of Krishna Menon.
M.Shetty, M.R. Ma~ani and other.... It was issued with an
approving letter from Jawaharh.tl Nehru. who .;tared that he
··would welcome the formation of Socialist groups in the Cnngrt·s..;
to innuem:c the ideology of the Congress:· t'
What is the significance of this development'! What should he
the altitude towards it of supporters of the fight for national and
social liberation in India? Docs this programme show the com:ct
path forward for the fight'!
An answer to these questions is essential at the present time.
when the rnllap~e of thc Civil Disobedience Mowmenl in
ignominious capitulation has left a general confusion in the ranks
of the national movement and a widespread seeking for new paths.
What i..; the situation in which this programme appears?
In May, 1934, took place the Patna Capitulation of the
National Congress to the British Government. The Civil
Disobedience campmgn, which had hccn inaugumtcd with a
flourish of trumpets in l 930, as the opening of the fight for
absolute independence. was unconditionally called off.
Council-entry was decided.
("'l A f'ritii:.iuc of the Programme ot the Bomhay"CONGRESS SOC/Al.IST
GROUP", puhlishcc.1 hy: "'Indian Forum·· October 1934. from London.
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In June, 1934, the British Government raised the ban upon the
National Congress and set the stamp of its approval upon it as a
legal organisation.
In July, J934, the British Government proclaimed the
Communist Party of India an illegaJ organisation.
Here we have a chain of events, the significance of whose
con11ection should be plain to the dullest. On the one hand, the
British Government proclaims that the National Congress is no
longer to be regarded as a dangerous enemy outside the law, but
rather as a potential friend and ally. On the other hand, the British
Government proclaims that its most dangerous enemy. against
which its main fire is to be directed. is tht! young Communist
Party of India.

Shifting of Forces
This action of the British Government, which is a cunning and
reahst rule and knows what it is doing, reflects and lays bare to all
the Shifting of forces which has taken place in the camp of the
fight for emancipation in India. The national bourgeoisie, which
led the Congress campaign, alarmed at the overwhelming forces
of the mass movement and menace to its own intere~ts revealed by
even this incomplete and largely strangled fight, calls off the
whole campaign and moves to closer co-opt1 .1tion with the British
Government. The masses, betrayed by the Congress leadership,
seek for new leadership for their struggle. This lc.idership can
only be forthcoming from the organised working chss, the sole
force which fights imperialism and all exploitation to a finish. The
party of the working class, the Communist Party, is revealed ever
more clearly as the rising leader of the mass struggle in India.
Increasing numbers of the previous supporters of the Congres!"I
begin to turn with greater and greater attra' tinn to the
revolutionary theory and programme of Communism as the only
way.
It is at this point that the newly formed "Congress Socialist
Group" is brought to the front, under the- direct sponsorship of the
official Congress leadership responsible for the capitulation,
represented by Jawaharlal Nehru, and even with the blessing of
Gandhi. Is it not obvious that
have here, not a genuine new
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political programme and leadership, but a manoeuvre of the
bankrupt Congres.v leadership to conceal its bankruptcy and
adapt its force under a new "sociali.i;t" coat of paint (the Nazis
also call themselves "socialist") to the new currents among the
masses?
This may seem a harsh judgement to sincere elements among
the new grouping who are drawn by the illusory hope of giving a
"socialist direction" to the Congress and believe that here lies the
path of advance. But it is essential that these sincere elements-like
the sincere elements who were drawn by the "socialist" promises
of the Nazis--should rid themselves of their illusions and realise
that, on the basis of this "socialist"' programme, under the
auspices of the Congress, they are only being politically exploited
for the benefit of the bourgeoisie.

Fundamentals of Socialism Omitted
The character of the programme abundantly confirms this
analysis.
What is Socialism? Socialism, by the consensus of the
Socialist movement for decades in all couutries, as well as by the
teachings of Marxism, which is the theory of Socialism, is the
movement for emancipation of the working class, leading all
exploited strata, against the rule of the bourgeoisie, for the
overthrow of bourgeois rule and for the establishment of the rule
of the working class to build up the new society of collective
production.
The heart of Socialism is the class struggle, the organisation of
an independent political party of the working class separate from
all other parties, the fight for the overthrow of the bourgeoisie
(both the imperialist bourgeoisie and the Indian bourgeoisie), and
for the dictatorship of the proletariat (in India, in alliance with the
poor peasants).
Of all this. the A B C of Socialism, there is no word in this
precious "socialist" programme. There is no word of the class
struggle. There i.i; no word of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
There is no suggestion even of the necessity of an independent
political party of the working class.
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These are no accidental "omissions". They are inherent ~n the
whole character of the programme. The programme elaborately
sets out its proposals for trade unions for the workers, for kisan
-sanghs for the peafiiants, for organisations for the small traders,
artisans, tenants. But it makes no mention of the mention of the
necessity for a political party of the working class.
Why?
Because the real essence of the programme is the
subordination of the working class and peasantry to the political
leadership of thf' bourgeoisie, represented by the National
Congress.

Glaring Contradiction
This is made abundantly clear, both by the programme
statement and still more by the accompanying letter of Jawaharlal
Nehru. The warning is constantly emphasised that the "socialist
ideology", the economic organisation of the workers and peai;ants,
must be kept within the limit~· of the political leadership of the
National Congress--''must be related to the Congress struggle", in
the words of Nehru, who warns against the "fashion for strong
criticism of the Congress activities", and declares that ''although
ideologically backward, the Congress is undoubtedly to-day the
most advanct~d effective (?) revolutionary (?) organisation in
action (?) in India".
But since the Congress is the party of the Indian bourgeoisie,
this means that the proposed "socialist" programme and
organisation is to the political leadership of the bo•trgc•oisie. The
result is a complete contradiction from any Socialist point of
view.
How is this glaring contradiction attempted to be converted?
"Socialism" is presented as an "economic programme·· to be
tacked on to the "political" programme and leadership of the
Congress. The weakness of the Congress. declares Nehru in his
letter, is that it has confined itself to "pure politics" :-"We in India cannot afford to remain in the backwater of pure
politics ... World events as well as the natural consequences of
our ma'is struggles have forced the Congress to think, to. some
ex~ent at least, in terms of economics".
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Such an ••economic" programme, he declares, is provided by
Socialism, which can be •'tacked on" to the Congress struggle
provided any action is "co-ordinated" to the action of the
Congress.
Gandhi, is a statement on the relationship of Socialism and the
Congress, is even more explicit :-··Mahatma Gandhi, in reply to a question regarding the. attitude
which Congressmen should take towards their Socialist friends,
advised that they should offer complete co-operation to the
Socialists in agitating for workers' and peasants' demands in the
day-to-day struggle, but he a-;ked the Congress workers to oppose
the Socialists vigorously whenever their preaching went against
the fundamental principles of the Congress creed and
programme."

Two opposing Political Lines
Here, in the complementary statements of Nehru and Gandhi,
we have a complete system. A familiar division of labour is
proclaimed between the bourgeois leadership of the Congrc!\s and
their "socialist" supporters. The task of the ··socialists" is to
preach an "economic" programme, to preach1an "ideology" more
suited to the moods of the masses, and to organise the workers
and peasants on the hasis of ''day-to-day" demands. But politics
and political leadership must be left to the bourgeoisie. This is in
fact a gross and caricatured version of the line of "Economism"
long ago criticised by Lenin (the theory that in the period up to the
bourgeois democratic revolution the tasks of Socialist and
working class organisation lie in the economic sphere, while the
political leadership of the fight against autocracy must rest with
the hourgeoisie). Here is nothing of the line of Socialism. But it is
the familiar line of cJass-co-operation, of bourgeois politics in the
working class.
The line of Socialism in India can only be the exact opposite.
The contrast between the line of Socialism, the line of the working
clal\s and the line of the Congress, the line of the bourgeoisie~. is
not the contrast between an "economic" line and a "political" line.
It is a contrast between two opposing political lines--the line of
revolutionary mass struggle against impenalism and all class
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exploitation, and the line of capitulation to and alliance with
imperialism against the mass struggle. The working class, fighting
for the ending of all class-exploitation, can alone lead the
revolutionary mass struggle against imperialism to a finish. The
bourgeoisie, seeking only to increase its share of exploitation in
opposition to the privileged position of the imperialist
bourgeoi.\·ie, necessarily fears the extension of the mas!) struggle
which threatens to end all exploitation. and at every critical point
draws closer to alliance with imperialism against it. Therefore the
ta~k of the Socialisb in India, not only for the victory of the fight
for social liberation, hut equally for the victory of the fight for
n:itional liberation, must necessarily be to strive to establish the
h<'gemony of the working class in the mass struggli! in
oppo.,·ition to th<' leadership of the national hourgeoi.,·ie,
rc•presc•ntc•d hy the Congress.

Build Independent Political Organisation
But the hegemony of the working class in the mass struggle
n.:quirco; as its first condition the independent political
organisation r4 the working clm·l·. This is the first task
c1.lnfronting all serious Socialists in India. Whoever renounces this
task has nothing in common with Socialism. Only on the basis of
the independent political organisation of the working class can the
r~volutionary national bloc of struggle be built up. Even when the
national bourgeoisie temporarily enters into the common struggle,
1'Ui.:h temporary co-operation with the bourgeoisie for the
purposes of the stmggle can only be conditional .on the complete
political and organisational independence of the working class.
Thi~ was shown in the experience of the Kuomintang in China.
There the national bourgeoisie for a period joined in the common
·irmed struggle against imperialism. Nevertheless, the working
dass and its party, the Communist Party, maintained its political
and organisational independence within the common bloc of the
Kuomintang. The correctness of this policy was shown when the
Chinese bourgeoisie, led by Chiang Kai Shek, betrayed the
national struggle in 1927 and entered into alliance wi.th
imperialism. Despite this heavy blow, the working class, led by
the Communist Party, in alliance with the peasantry, was able to
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carry on the fight and lead the way to the present victories of
Soviet China. maintaining its independence and extending its
range against all the attacks of imperialism. The whole of this
process of the Chinese Revolution has profound lessons for India
as to the correct path lo follow.
The programme of the "Congress Socialist Group" of Bombay
can therefore only be regarded as a false lead, calculated to
confuse and distort the mass struggle and draw back the rising
revolutionary Socialist and Communist currents in the national
movement once more into the fold of counter revolutionary
bourgeois leadership of the Congress. The urgent task of
Socialism in India to-day is to build up the independent political
party of the working class, in despite of the opposition of the
British Government, and in despite of the opposition of the
bourgeois leadership of the National Congress.

A Letter to the Editor of
"The New Age"(*)
Muzaffar Ahmad

lo

l"hc Editor '·NEW AGE".
lkar Sir,
My atttention has been drawn to an artick· in a recent issue of
the .. Congress Socialist.. entitled ''The National Executive's
Rejoinder to the Reds" (No. 33). In this article the writer refers to
and criticises '"an amazing statement on the C.S.P." which he says
cmamlles from the "REDS''. I lowever the reader fails to find the
text of the statement itself in the columns of the "Congress
Socialist". The politically minded public has the ·'rejoinder" before
it hut not the origmal statement. In view of the fundamental
importance of the issues raised in the rejoinder, I consider it
cs!>ential that the public should have the original statement before
it. I am herewith supplying you a copy of the same for publication.
The question raised is, ''Whither C.S.P.? Will it develop into a
mass party of left unity-- a powerful le\ter for the building up the
United National Front and an instrument for assisting the growth
of a united revolutionary working class party? Or will it degenerate
into a sectarian party ofSocialists demarcating itself from Marxists
and Letts? The question is brought sharply into the forefornt by
the recent expulsion and suspensions decided upon by the National
Y.:ii.ecu\h:e l)~ \ne C\)\\il~~ ~\i.{\~t ~\\rt~. t\s as lam concerned,
I r~cognise the positive achievements oJ the C.S.P. That is why I
am alarmed and pained at the recent bure~m.:ratic tendency of the
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*On C<>11gress Socialist Party published in·· The New Age... Vol. HI. No. I I,
April 1934. Page 160.
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National Executive of the Party. I have nothing in common with
the policy ofM.N. Roy, whose attitude towards theC.S.P. is wholly
negative - destructive and disruptive. I do not think that the
criticism oflercd in the "Statement" cuts the very basis of the
agreement which was arrived at between the Marxists and the
C.S.P. Genuine Marxists will always seek to achieve United Front
in Action with the C.S.P. on all specific issues. 'Left Unity· is the
crying. need of the hour, in order to counteract the new drift towards
conciliation and refonnism within the National Congress. Marxists
will and must strive to build up this left unity in whatever form it
is possible to do it.

Yours Sincerely.
(Sd.) Muzaffar Ahmad

i- --------· ---!

14a
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The Manifesto of the
Anti-Imperialist Conference 1934 (*)

·1 he Indian people is groaning under the yoke and exploitation of
British Imperialism. Relying upon their political and economic
~uprcmacy and squeezing millions of rupees year after year the
blood-thirsty imperialists have brought toiling masses of the people
w a state of famine, helpless poverty and intolerable slavery. British
Imperialism retarded the economic development of the country in
t:\ cry way, supporting and relying upon all that ·is backward and
reactionary in town and country. The crisis in the economic and
political life of India is rapidly developing to a mature stage of
revolutionary struggle. This is the cause as well as the consequence
or intensified economic ancl extra-economic pressure of British
Imperialism on the toiling masses. The primary source of this
pressure is the general crisis within the system of World Capitalism
as a result of the tremendous growth of fundamental contradictions.
The year 1934 has been marked especially by the growth of
militant opposition of the working-class from big wage movement
and strikes in the most conservative countries, England and
America, to demonstrations and general anti-fascist strikes and
clashes with the police in France and Holland and revolutionary
'lprisings in Austria and Spain. Fascism and reaction continue to
advance but the first definite signs are showing of internal decay
and narrowing of the social basis of Fascism in Germany. The
international situation is increasingly and extremely acute. All the
pretence of disarmaments is now giving up, all the great powers
Excerpt from: ·'Communism in India, Unpublished Documents 1935-1945'"
Edited by Subodh Roy.
"' This contercnce was held in Calcutta.
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arc openly arming, the diplomatic manoeuvres are proceeding,
and outposts arc being established in the Central and Eastern Asia
for war against the Soviet Union and the Chinese Soviets. Japanese
Imperialism has been engaged for some years in open or concealed
war in China, Manchuria and Mongolia and from this storm centre
or from Europe local or world war is expected to break out at any
moment. The situation can only he summed up aptly by· saying
that all the indications point to a "second round" of wars and
revolutions. For the present purposes the important points are that
no substantial economic improvement can he expected, acute
economic depression and the imminence of war must continue to
dominate the po1icy of Imperialism: and actual war may be
expected with confidence within a short time.
2. The crisis within the imperialist framework in India is
accompanied by a hastening of the process of class differentiation
among the Indian people and the consolidation of the countcrrevol utinnary force~ in defence of the existing apparatus of
exploitation and oppression. The crisis unfortunately finds the
revolutionary toiling masses in a very weak ;;tatc of organisation.
While, therefore, ii is a fact that there is no real and final solution
of lhc present crisis except a revolutionary adjustment of social
revolutions, that is to say, so far as the Indian masses arc concerned,
a revolutionary overthrow of the present bourgeois feudal
imperialist State-there is also a real danger that the counterrevolutionary forces that arc saddled in power today may succeed
in temporary stabilization through a ruthless suppression of the
organisations leading the toiling masses to a further spell of
intensified slavery, starvation and misery. Therefore, the urgent
imperative task that faces all the obj~ctivcly anti-imperialist
elements in lndia today is to dose in their ranks and organise their
revolutionary united front under a hold, steadfast and scientific
leadership.
3. The foundations of the powers of British hnpcrialism in
India were laid in pre-imperialist epoch of Merchant Capitalism,
when the young and adventurous bourgeoisie of the West found it
necessary to fortify its coastal strongholds in their country in order
to sateguard its semi-piratical trade. The rotten apparatus of feudal
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economy prevailing at the time rapidly crumbled before the
penetration of the new social and political force. In the meanwhile the industrial revolution in England brought about a
corresponding- change of the British capital in India. This vast
country, with its natural resources and its teeming millions of
human population, became transformed into a colony to serve
primarily as the cheapest source ofraw material for the expanding
capitalist industry of Great Britain and the most profitable market
fm its exports. The whole policy of British Imperialism in India is
directed towards the maintenance of the colonial regime, for which
purf1ose British Imperialism has established and extended the
extremely thorough apparatus of State power, including a vast
standing army equipped wiU1 the most modern weapons of warfare.
The terrific burden of taxes falls directly on the toiling masses.
4. Against U1c most majority of the Indian population, which
it has subjected to its slavery, British Imperialism seeks for support
from the native exploiting classes (princes. landlords, zamindars,
merchants and money-lenders). in the rule of the big and small
nalivc princes and feudal chietlains and in the pre-capitalist feudal
sc1<.:ial economy of the village. British Imperialism found readymadc instruments to serve the interests of the colonial regime. It
has, therefore, prese~vcd relics of bygone social epoch and is thus
directly responsible for preventing the natural and historical
d~vclopments of the forces oJ production and of the growth and
progress of social economy. While Capitalism has up 10 a certain
point played progressive role in imperialist countries, in the
rnlonies themselves capitalist Imperialism has always helped only
lhc forces nf reaction and retrogression.
5. The Indian hourgcoisic also arose primarily out of the needs
tlf British imperialist development in India. The big trading Indian
bourgeoisie arose as a link between the Indian masses and the
British exporting and importing capitalist interest. On tJ1c basis of
its accumulated share of the surplus value extracted from the joint
exploitation of the Indian masses, a section of this trading India~
hnurgcoisie was able to set up independent manufacturing industry
mostly in those spheres where it could avoid conflict. with British
capital (its phenomenal rise in the cotton boom of 1860). But British
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Imperialism has specially maintained its policy or preventing the
industrialization of India in pursuit of its colonial aims. The Indian
bourgeoisie wa."i. therefore. forced to grow only under conditions
of economic and political suhservience to British Imperialism. 1l1is
has further hccn rendered inevitable hy the growth of the Indian
Proletariat and its organised struggle in defence of its class interests.
6. The counter-revolutionary character of the fndian
bourgeoisie can he clearly seen hy glancing over the history ot
their class organisation, viz., the National Congress and hy an
analysis of their political programme. TI1e most outstanding feature
of the programme of the Indian National Congress has heen the
side-tracking of the r~volutionary l!ncrgics into counterrevolutionary channels.
7. After the hreak up and rout of the remnants of feudal
opposition ( 1857), British Imperialism was ahlc to pursue m1hampcrcd its creed of exploitation of the Indian masses and to
steadily lighten its stranglehold over them. The rising Indian
bourgeoisie organised itself politically in order to put itself on the
basis of friendly alliance with British Imperialism. and to secure
concessions from it within the impcr.ialist fra6icwork on a basis oJ
joint exploitation of the toiling masses (Sir Henry Cotton, the
founder of Lhe Indian National Congress, 1885).
8. The imperialist war put in the Indian bourgeoisie in a
position of advantage which was hardly warranted by the pre-war
trend of itli economic and polWcal development. The 1~ccds of war
industry forced British Imperialism partially to relax its colonial
regime and to help the temporary development of industrialisation
of India. Even heavy industry like Tatas was encouraged since it
was a war industry. The Indian bourgePisie thus secured a few
economic concessions and also certain insignificant political
privileges as a result of the crisis created by the imperialist war.
But the price which it paid for these "Gains" was complete cooperation with British Imperialism in pursuing its war aims, and
with this view piling up the hurdcn of debts and taxes on the toiling
masses of India (war loans etc.) and mobilising the Indian masses
as cannon- fodder in defence of imperialist interest (recruiting
campaign supported by Gandhi, Tilak etc:). While the Indian
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bourgeoisie accumulated its huge super-profits during the war,
the young peasantry in millions drawn from every nook and corner
of the country poured its blood on every battlefield to cement the
imperialist struL1ure, those toilers who remained behind were swept
away in still large numbers by famine, epidemic and starvation.
This led to the first gigamic post-war uplietlval of the masses
against British Imperialism.
9. The Indian bourgeoisie now adopted new tactics to meet
the requirements of the new situation. While the major portion of
the bourgeoisie enthusiastically swallow the political and economic
crumbs offered by British Imperialism, its more radical wing put
itself at the head of the struggle of the masses. This brought about
an apparent split within the bourgeois camp (Congress split over
Reforms and Non-cooperation-Amritsar and Nagpur
Congresses). The tactics of the radical bourgeoisie had two
objectives, firstly to enlist the support of the masses for bringing
further pressure on British Imperialism (which had already begun
to withdraw or modify what little concessions it had offered during
the war crisis) and secondly to control and guide the mass upheaval
with a view to preventing a repetition of Russian Revolution (which
t,ad hy this time become a fact of history). A programme of "noncooperation" and an emphatic insistence over "Non-violence" were
the two respective forms adopted for these two objectives. But
when it was round that these two tactics could not prevent the
elemental uprising of the ma-;ses against their oppressors, native
as well as foreign (Chauri-Chaura, Rai Bareilly, Bombay riots)
the "radical" Congress bourgeoisie suddenly liquidated its fake
struggle and transformed itself into a "constitutional opposition''
(Swar~j Party).
10. The Congress debacle that led to the ebb of the mass upsurge
and competitive restoration of British industry after iL-; ruin during
the war led to a renewed offensive on the part of British Imperialism
which was t'ound to incrca.~e its pressure on the toiling ma.~ses of
India in the epoch of post-war crisis of World Capitalism. A new
revolutionary force was now arising in India itself, the proletariat.
The most strenuous et1brts were made by the Indian bourgeoisie
to put itself at the head of the workers' organisations (formation
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of the Indian Trade Union Congress under the leadership of La.ipat
Rai, Chaman Lal, Baptista, etc. in 1920). But reformists have no
social basis in India, and therefore workers' revolutionary struggles
broke out in spite of and over the head of the reformist bourgeois
nationalist trade union leadership. Steeled by the experience of
these struggles the class-conscious Indian Proletariat has qualified
itself for the leadership of the revolution of the toiling masses ot
India for the overthrow of the existing predatory social system.
11. A~ the proletarian movement gathered momentum (political
strikes against Simon Commission, Bombay Textile Strike) British
Imperialism forged new weapons with the help of the bourgeois
nationalists (Swara_jist Bloc in the Assembly) to suppress it (Trade
Disputes Act, 1928). A new Imperialist Commission (Whitely) to
put forth shackles on the workers' movement was appointed. The
leaders of the militant workers' movement were rounded up and
were sent to Mccrut for a protracted trial on a very serious charge
of conspiracy to wage war against the king. The Congress leaders
began to step forth openly as strike-breakers. While Gandhi
deliberately isolated the Ahmedabad textile wopcers from the gr~
struggles of the Bombay comrades ( 1928:29) and from the·
movement of the National Trade Union Solidarity (Trade Union
Congress), Jamnadas Mehta organised or put himself at the head
of rival trade unions (Congress Labour Otlicc, G.l.P. Staff Union)
to break the struggles that were being fought under the leadership
of the militant unions.
12. In the face of the rising mass movement, the Indian
bourgeoisie had. to consolidate its ranks, and the result was the
All-party Conference and the NEHRU-SAPRU CONSTITUTION
adopted at Calcutta jointly with liberaJs, the landlords and
manufacturers, and I.N .C. had produced the Nehru Constitution
in which it declared the necessity of preserving the landlords, the
Ri\iahs and money-lenders, remaining a junior partner in the British
Empire. The radical petty bourgeois rank and tile of the Congress
was silenced with a promise that the leadership would begin. the
revolutionary struggle for complete independence, if
"DOMINION STATUS" was not granted within a year. The petty
bourgeois masses, lacking a scientific social outlook, failed to
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understand that Dominion Status was only consolidation of British
Imperialism on a basis of co-partnership with the Indian
bourgeoisie. A section of the petty-bourgeoisie, however, was
di~illusioned about the role of the Congress leadership even at
this stage, hut further lacking in a scientific appreciation of the
forces of revolution and counter-revolution, it broke out into !'utile
acthities of individual terrorism (Lahore Conspiracy, Bhagat
Singh's Assembly Bomb trial).
13. At Lahore Congress in 1929 the I.N.C. leadership definitely
saw mass discontent rising in the country. There was general
movement of anti-imperialist masses in India and its most
distinguished feature was the mighty discontent among the city
petty-bourgeoisie who formed backbone of the Indian National
Congress. There was a conspicuous increase in the activities of
terrorists and in demonstration of popular sympathy towards them.
The treacherous bourgeois leadership aware of its counterrevolutionary interest made definite hid for leadership. The
bourgeoisie has a clear field before them. They succeeded in
sidetracking the struggle into counter-revolutionary channels and
betrayed the masses as soon as they saw the danger of the peasants
masses coming to the political arena by the end of 1930 (e.g.
BULDHENA Riots, U.P. peasant no-rent can1paign).
14. The Lahore decision was immediately followed up by the
institution of a system of dictatorship to guarantee the monopoly
control of the Congress machine. The demonstrations of the 26th of
January (Independence Day) proved the eagerness of the masses
for a genuine revolutionary struggle. Bul the objective of the
Congress was only the clever bourgeois demands of compromise
and surrender which Gandhi made on "bended knees" in his Jetter
t~> his friend-the Viceroy.
15. In the meanwhile, the rapidly developing economic crisis
had already brought the real driving forces of the revolutionary
struggle to the foreground. The 0.1.P. workers came out on a
general strike against the imperialist administration in defence of
their wages and called upon all transport workers to come out on a
gigantic political strike in defence of their common interests. The
National Congress bourgeoisie immediately put itself at the heart
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of the glorious struggle in order to sabotage it. In the orthodox
Gandhian manner it went on bending i~s knees before the
imperialist administration to plead for conciliation (CHAMAN
LAL, GIRi and RUIKAR deputation to DELHI, Resolution of
Congress Working Committee at Ahmedabad supporting
conciliation). There was a simultaneous wave of big strike struggles
all over the country (Jute Strike in Calcutta, Koller Gold-mine
Strike etc.). The Nationalist reformist majority in the Trade Union
Congress executive sabotaged the preparation for a political general
strike.
16. About the same time broke out the armed struggle of the
peasant tribes on the N.W. Frontier against the ruthle..«is military
regime of British Imperialism. At the other extreme of the land
the youths of Chittagong carried out a succe..~sful mass raid on the
British armoury to secure the weapons with which they could fight
the British Imperialist monster. In every part of the land, shouting
Congress slogans, yet objectively repudiating the Gandhian
philosophy and tactics of the Congress, the masses rose and came
into armed conflict with the agents of imperialist violence
(SHOLAPUR, BILASHI, PANVEL etc.). While the Congress
carried on sham campaign for the non-violent confiscation of state
property (salt depots) and failed to strike even a single-blow in
defence of its own property (confiscation by Government of the
Congress house etc.). Tue workers of SHOLAPUR and the peasant.;
of KISHOREGANJ confiscated and burnt the documents which
were the symbols of their slavery and resisted their enemies with
arms. Imperialism never slackened its repression in 1931 and yet
the l.N.C. in the name of Gandhi-Irwin truce went even to the
R.T.C. leaving Indian masses and revolutionaries at the tender
mercies of British troops and jails (Vallavbhai Patel shamelessly
said "Commutation of the death sentences of Bhagat Singh etc.
was no part of the truce"). Bullets were flying over the country,
prosecutions went on by hundreds but the Congress continued
singing the song of truce. When dire misery and poverty of the
masses led them to break the barriers to truce, Jawaharlal Nehru
in the name of the Congre..~s again stepped in, of course, to lead
the peasantry. His first move was to divert the anti-imperialist and
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anti-feudal forces of the movement to a few economic demands.
While this imperialist Government were openly investing the
zaminders with powers for arresting the peasants, the Congress
assured the zaminders that the U .P. peasant movement was not
directed against the zaminders and that they should not misconstrue
the movement for withholding rents."
J7. The launching of the Civil Disobedience in 1932 proved to
be the repetition of another great betrayal of the Indian masses to
British Imperialism. Imperialism launched upon a reign of terror
in India. The rising peasant movement in Burmah, U.P., Kashmir,
Al war and other provinces chaUenging the very basis of imperialist
and feudal exploitation was drowned in pools of blood.
Revolutionary youths of Bengal and Punjab were summarily sent
to gaJlows. Freedom of speech, association, press was prohibited.
In U.P., houses and conveyances were commandeered for
imperialist use and troops and armoured cars were marching
through towns and villages to terrorise the masses. In short, roundups, firings. ordinances, curfew orders etc. were the order of the
day. Again the 1.N.C. led by Gandhi resented the movement for
mass Civil Disobedience in 1933 and replaced the struggle against
the imperialist by a peaceful reformist activity of improving the
caste system, being afraid of the progress of th.: revolutionary
upsurge in the country. That was the path of treachery and the
betrayal of people's interests. That was the policy of hiding
collaboration behind a wordy ''oppositional" chatter.
18. We see that the policy of Gandhism on which the
programme of Congress is founded uses the cloak of vague phrases
about love, meekness, modesty and hardworking existence,
lightening the burden of the peasantry, etc. but under this cloak. it
preached and preaches, defended and defends the interests of the
Indian capitalists, the inevitability and the wisdom of the division
of society of rich and poor~temaJ inequality and exploitation.
19. The attitude of the Indian National Congress towards the
question of violence also betrays its counter-revolutionary role.
The propaganda of non-violence of Gandhi, Nehru and other
leaders of the National Congress is intended to prevent !i general
national armed insurrection of the toiling masses againtot British
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rule. (By his own confession in his autobiography Gandhi took
part in armed suppression of the Zulu peasants in Africa and
assisted British Imperialist robbers in their fight against German
capitalists for the right to exploit colonial people. Gandhi recruited
Indian peasants into the British army and sent to their deaths
hundreds of thousands of Indian workers and peasants in the
interest of imperialist robbers. And today Gandhi tells the peasants
and workers of India that they have no right to and must not revolt
against their exploiters.) While on the one hand it unreservedly
condemns all violence on the part of the oppressed and the exploited
in the course of their struggle for freedom and points them as if
they were an inhuman species that revels in wanton bloodshed
which every genuine revolutionary knows it to be false-on the
other, it also asks for control over the Indian and British troops in
India forthe purpose of the exigency of the ..internal insurrection"
as Gandhi himself said at the 2nd Round-Table Conference.
Similarly whenever there is a workers' strike or peasant rising in
India. the valiant Indian National Congress, champions of nonviolence, are the first to invoke the aid of British y-oops to maintain
law and order. What other proof is needed to show that Indian
National Congress opposes violence on the part of the exploited
masses of India only because it knows that a revolutionary uprising
in India would wipe out British Imperialism, would not spare Indian
Capitalism and landlordism for a single-second.
20. What is the picture of the National bourgeois camp today?
At present we see two groups, one which openly and insistently
demands the cessation of all "pseudo opposition" and has decided
to participate in the Legislative Assembly. Gandhi has not objected
to their participation but blessed them. Bott- the right and left of
the Congress are against calling the masses to resist the new
Constitution. The feudalist-imperialist Constitution launched by
British Imperialism aims at strengthening the rule of imperialists
while adopting itself to new conditions. By bringing the princes
and landlords to a certain limited participation in the Government
of the country and conceding some trifling economic concession
to the Indian bourgeoisie at the expense of the foreign competitors
and toiling masses, British Imperialism is rallying together the
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forces of counter-revolution against the people in order to entrench
its position. Indian National Congress is opposed to the struggle
against the Constitution being turned into a movement of the
millions. Experience of the entire history of the Indian National
Movement shows that the Indian National Congress is a class
organisation of the bourgeoisie connected with the liberal landlords
and thus it consistently opposed the anti-imperialist agrarian
revolution. The further this revolutionary struggle of the masses
advances against Imperialism. the closer and closer becomes the
collaboration of the Indian National Congress with Imperialism.
21. We see the appearance of pseudo-oppositional group within
the Congress which is hiding behind the left phrases and pseudoradical criticism of the policy of Indian National Congress. This
oppositional group is, as a matter of fact. against the growing mass
revolutionary struggle of the workers and peasants. Instead of
calling on the masses for immediate resistance against the
constitution, instead of launching upon the movement of nonpayment of taxes. rents and debts, and instead of caIJing for the
preparation of a general strike, it advocates the old policy of
subordination of the working-class to the bourgeoisie for
maintaining the leading position of the bourgeois Indian National
Congress among the toiling mas~es. It gives the slogan of capturing
Congress in order to waste the energies of the rank and file which
is mpidly showing revolutionary orientation. It puts forward various
socialist slogans but drags at the tail of the bourgeoisie. It is possible
to judge of any party or group by its deeds and not by its words.
22. These developments clearly demonstrate that as the
revolutionary crisis develop~ on account of the growing economic
pressure on the toiling masses (unemployment, standardisation
!>cheme, fall of the prices) the bourgeoisie want to strengthen its
ideological hold over the masses through Congress Socialist Party.
23. It is necessary that the most ruthless fight must be waged
against all the subtleties of the Congress and its allies. The changing
tactics of the Congress in face of the growth of the revolutionary
forces must be clearly exposed to the masses. The Congress must
be denounced as an organisation of the Indian bourgeoisie and
working in alliance with princes, landlords and zamindars. The
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most notorious manoeuvres of the Congress such as localisation
of the peasant struggles. sabotaging them, if possible giving them
communal colour, refusing to transforming them into political
fights and appearing to help them with advice to take up to
subsidiary industries as a solution of their poverty must be exposed.
Against Congress programme, against Congress ideology and
against method of pseudo-fight while putting forward one
programme of anti-imperialist United Front. The masses are
realising that whatever sham fight the Congress is putting up is
only to serve the class interests of the capitalists and landlords.
They are now understanding that they cannot overthrow the system
of British Imperialism with the weapons of Gandhism, which are
the special weapons of Indian bourgeoisie, in order to disorganise
and sabotage the mass struggle.
24. But the disillusioned strata of the petty-bourgeoisie have
adopted the individual terroristic methods to achieve the goal of
independence. The emancipation of India cannot be achieved by
individual terrorist acts. The supporters of the terrorist acts in our
country do not see and do not believe in the strug;le of the broad
masses of the people and do not understand the connection bet ween
the agrarian revolt. the struggle of the working class and the
overthrow of British domination. They try by brave and singlehanded terrorist acts to achieve victory over British Imperialism.
While recognising the devotion and self-sacrifice of the terrorists
in the cause of the national emancipation of India it must be made
clear that the road to victory is not the method of individual terror
but the struggle and the revolutionary armed insurrection of the
widest possible masses of the working class, the p~asantry and the
revolutionary petty-bourgeoisie.
25. The workers, peasants, and the urban petty-bourgeoisie are
full of hatred towards the Imperialists. They come in constant
conflict with reactionary forces of the old semi-feudal caste society.
In conflict with the officials, police, Government, landlords and
usurers, while defending their day-to-day interests, the
consciousness of the workers and toilers and the determination to
organise themselves and to struggle is being roused. In the struggle
for the democratic demands, the mass revolutionary movement is
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growing, the class-consciousness of the workers is increasing, in
the struggle for their interests the toiling masses see in practice
the treacherous policy of the national reformists. It is clear to them
that in order to obtain independence, land, bread and power, it is
essential to throw overboard the Gandhian policy of non-violence
and passive resistance which has resulted in the preservation of
the interests of the exploiters. The discontent amongst the peasants
has reached a high watermark. It suffices to read the newspapers
to be convinced that the movement of non-payment of debts, taxes
and rent is not slowing down. Throughout the country. the landlords
are bringing hundreds of thousands cases to the imperialist court
with the demand to collect forcibly their dues from the peasants
and drive them from the land. Peasant firms are being sold in
auction for a mere trifle. In KASHMIR, ALWAR and other districts
the discontent burst out in agrarian revolts. The most distinguished
feature of the situation today is the mighty growth of the peasant
unrest in India. Never before in the history of India was there such
a widespread spontaneous movement of the Indian peasant masses.
The uprising in U.P. and other parts, the armed insurrection of the
Burmese peasantry are facts which clearly support the above
contention. The agrarian areas have already become the theatres
of war against British Imperialism and native exploiters. Therefore,
never forgetting for a moment that the agrarian situation today is
the main crux of the Indian revolution, that the mobilisation of the
peasant masses under the proletarian leadership for t..ffective
political action is the pre-condition of the Indian revolution to win
independence from foreign domination, all immediate steps to
establish contact with the peasantry and to bring about an effective
linking up of the struggle must be taken up. A most merciless
fight should b! waged in rural areas against the refonnist Congress
which is attemping to mobilise its influence among the peasantry
through the counter-revolutionary programme of village industries
Association.
26. The increasing strikes among the workers, the revolt among
the peasants are all signs of the activity of the masses. The
revolutionary people are ready to fight. And there re!11ains the
only path, the path of systematically preparing, mobilising and
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training the masses for national revolution. Its culmination point
would be the revolt of all the toiling people for land, food,
independence and the workers' and peasants' Government. There
is no other path for liberating our great, mighty but enslaved and
impoverished country.
27. What social classes are able to carry out this task of National
Democratic Revolution? The working-class (as the only con~istent
revolutionary class) in alliance with the peasantry (whose land
hunger cannot be satisfied except by an agrarian revolution)
supported by the revolutionary petty bourgeoisie of the cities.
Consequently, no programme can be truly anti-imperialist
programme in India if it does not act as a weapon of mobilisation
of the workers and peasants (under the leadership of the workingclass) for direct mass revolutionary struggle against the existing
imperialist system. No matter how radical the demands of the
programme may look on paper, if the programme is not based
upon the promotion and organisation of the agrarian revolts, if it
does not pre-suppose the hegemony of the proletariat in the national
revolution, then the programme is a programme of betmying the
National Revolution.
28. Therefore, in order to co-ordinate and organise the
revolutionary anti-imperialist struggle of the workers and peasants
and revolutionary youths in all parts of India, it is necessary to
establish the ALL-INDIA ANTI-IMPERIALIST LEAGUE. It is
only through thi~ organisation of the anti-imperialist United Front
of the toiling masses and revolutionary youths that the tasks of
National Revolution can be carried through.
29. The following are the main tasks of the National Revolution:(i) Complete overthrow of the rule ef British Imperialism
and outstanding it from the key positions which it holds in the
economic life of the country, Banks, Railways, Mines, Plantation.
(ii) Abolition of native States and landlordism.
(iii) Land to the peasants and repudiation of all rural debts.
(iv) Radical change in the condition of the working-class: a
minimum 8-hour day as transition to 7-hour day; equal pay for
equal work; protection to women and young workers;-social
insurance, unemployment pay, etc.
(v) Establishment of a Workers' and P~asants' Republic.

,.
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30. The immediate organisational measures must include
establishment of general strike committees in every factory and
shop and revolutionary peasant committees to carry on mass notax, no-rent and no-debt campaign in every village; revolutionary
student groups in every educational institution; revolutionary
groups among the soldiers together with preparation of the masses
for active resistance to the forces of counter-revolution on the
following main demands:(i) Expulsion of British troops, abolition of the police and
arming of the working-masses.
(ii) Liberation of all political prisoners.
(iii) Freedom of speech, conscience, press, organisation,
meetings, strikes, picketing, etc. and abolition of repressive laws,
anti-labour laws etc.
(iv) Equality of all, irrespective of sex. race, creed and caste.
(v) Judges and officials to be appointed by popular vote and
to be subject to immediate recall by the majority of the electors.
(vi) 8-hour day; 6-hour day in harmful trades; 4-hour day for
young workers.
(vii) Annual holiday of 4 weeks with pay; weekly rest period
of at least 36 hours with pay.
(viii) Minimum wage of Rs. 50/(ix) Insurance managed by the state against unemployment,
sickness, maternity, accident. old-age, industrial diseases, etc.
(x) Abolition of fines and deductions from pay.
(xi) Factory inspection under workers' supervision.
(xii) Direct employment only; abolition of contract system.
(xiii) Improved housing: separate house at low rent for every
working-class family.
(xiv) Confiscation without compensation of all land held by
landlords, princes. money-lenders and Government and its
distribution among working peasants.
(xv) Cancellation of all debts of peasants, artisans and small
producers.
(xvi) Nationalisation of the irrigation canal system, and
management of peasants committees.
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(xvii) Confiscation without compensation of plantations and
management by workers' committees.
(xviii) Abolition of indirect taxation, steeply graded income and
inheritance taxes.
(xix) Free and compulsory primary education up to 16 years.
31. An essential condition for the successful working out of
this revolutionary United Front programme is a ruthless fight
against all treacherous attempts to confuse the issues and to create
counter-revolutionary illusions among the masses, especially those
carried out by the Congress, and more particularly by its Leftwing (Congress Socialists, Royists etc.). The latest slogan of
Congress socialists to elect a Constituent Assembly without giving
an organised lead to the masses for the conquest of power
(following the lead given by the Indian Communist renegade
Mr. Roy} is a fresh proof of such attempts and emphasises the
necessity for exposing and counteracting them without mercy. In
view of the imminence of war, special attention must be directed
to propaganda of resistance to war, both before war actually breaks
out and after it has begun (by means of strikes in war industries,
transport etc.) and for taking advantage of war fur revolutionary
purposes. To combat the ideological influence of Italian and
German fascism, pointing out that the national "emancipation"
which is the slogan of these movements has very little in common
with the emancipation of a colonial country, and that fasdsm in
India, by fighting against the workers' movement would be fighting
against national emancipation on behalf of British Imperialism.
32. The All-India Anti-Imperialist League must, of course,
seek organisational unity with the WORW LEAGUE AGAINST
IMPERIALISM because Imperialism is an international
phenomenon and must be fought in an international scale. In spite
of inter-imperialist rivalry, the United Front of World Imperialism
against all anti-imperialist forces is a fact. Our answer to this must
be the international United Front of all anti-imperialist elements.
33. The Soviet Union, which is organised outside and in
antagonism to the world imperialist system, the proletarian in every
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capitalist country, and the toiling masses of the colonies form the
main world forces of the Anti-Imperialist struggle. It is a
fundamental task of the All-India Anti-Imperialist League to fight
for the united solidarity of all these forces.

Provisional Committee
ANTI-IMPERIALIST LEAGUE
Calcutta.
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Fascism And Empire*
Rajani Palme Dutt

Fa~ci~m is revealed today as the mort.: and more dominant policy
of capiwli~m in crisis all over the world.
f-ascism means the rule of the mo~l violt.:nt. ch<iuvinist clement~
of imperialism. throwing aside all democratic pretences. <mJ u~ing
every devict.: of terrorist dictatorship to smash the revolt of the
working class and of the colonial peoples.
In it~ initial Jevdopmt!nt Fascbm appL·ar~ ''t"' a pht.:nomenon
abo\'e all of the big imperialbt countries. arising in the
metropolitan cL·ntres of finance-capital tt' cru~h the ri!ooing working
dass movement whiL:h lhrcatens its power. ln order to achieve this
ta~k fascism has to resort to demagogy ~o as to delude the
petit-hourgeois masses and backward ~trala of the workers into
doing its work. ror this purpose Fa!oocism put~ on a "11ationa/"
mask. '"Britain First". "Germany Firsf". ··Italy First'" is the slogan
of Fascism. "National self-sufficiency·· ...autan:hy'". "economit·
i~olation" of each ··nation" within its own barriers is declared to
be the only path to solve the economic crisis.
But thi~ ..national" cover is only a lie to dccci\'e the innocent.
Fasci~m is in reality the weapon and policy of monopoly capital.
that i~. of imperialism, of the Thyssens and Krupps. of tht!
Deterdings and Rothermeres, of the Monds and the rords. of the
Wall Street and the city and the German Steel Trust and the
Comite des Forges. Monopoly capital c·tm11ot find scope for the

"PuhhshcJ in '"INDIA FORl'M" Vol. I. No. ..J. of January 19J:'i from
London.
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~i:.!anti..: mndern forc~s

nf production within the national frontiers:

on\~ a fantasy of propaganda. 1t must constantly 'it!ek to
c\tend it.; ntle. lt organises the intensified dictator~hip of the big
tru..;l~ within each national unit only in order to fight more
l'ffectively on the wl'>rld scale, for the world market, for world
domination. for new sphere~ of intluence, to extend tlw
111r11101mli.\·t Clf<'CI r?l exploitatim1 tlmmgho111 tlu• world. to war
with t1the1 Powers for the maintenance of ex.isling spoils or the
\.·onque.;t of new spoi I~.

;hi..;

p;

r?f "national .w·U~.rn{ficil'ncy, "
hut <~f" 1rnrld-pmra. r~f' t'.\1£'11</erl and inf<'11.'iUil'll
1"ol1111ia! tlomi11atio11 mu/ c.\ploitatio11.
FcHci.'im is t/111.'i tht• wet1po11. 1101

a.\· it pretnu/.'i,

1

Aggression and Expansion
New "phcre.; of work! influence~ Thi~ j, the real
war-cry of Fasc.·i,.m.
The futurt' of Italy. prodaim~ Mussolini. Iii·~ in Asia and
Africa. Italy must extend ils rule over the Near East and Northern
More

territory~

Africa.
Gl·rmany.

~ry the Nazi~. mu~t win hack it" lost c.·ulonic~. and
also win new suhjl·ct territory in Eastern Europe. ··Today
Germany" complains Hitk·r in hi~ "Mein Kampf.'" ''1s nol a World
Power. From a purely territorial point of view th1: area of the
Gt•rman Reich b insignificant compared with lho~e of the so.:alled World Powcro;"--i.e. the Briti"h Empire. French rimpirc,
America11 Empire. etc "The National Socialist Movement mu't
allempt to remove the di~proportion between our population and
our area."
The Japanese Militarist-Fascist dic.·tatorship of Araki and hi~
colleagues, who proclaim their admiration of German National
Soc.:iali~m as lheir model. comhincs terrorists methods at home
with unlimited aggre~sil'n and expansion policie..; throu~h tht• far
East.
Briti"h Fascism, vaiccd hy the Rothenncres and Mosleys. and.
in another form. hy the Churchills: Lloyds and Beaverbrooks.
1.:alls for the ..strong hand'' to maintain colonial domination. Away
wi•h the ··weakne~s" of Baldwin and MacDonald! AVvay with
nm~t
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"concessions" and constitutional pretences. Ruthless rcpre~sion is
their watchword.
The colonial rule of the financc-capitaliM oligarchies. ccntR·d
in Europe, the United States and Japan. is tottering. The colonial
peoples are ri~ing in ever: renewed and stronger wavco.; of assault
to win their freedom. Therefore the policy of imperialism tum!\ to
ever mute repre!\sivc measure~.

Absolutism
In the first stage aftl!r the war the attempt was made to meet the
rising revolt of the colonial peopll!s. not only with bloody
repre!\sion hut at the 'ame time with a "liberal" show of
..concessions." with lying promises of ··sclf-glwernment" in the
vague future. with ··democratic" talk and caricatures of
"constitutions''. All this humbug. however. failed to stem the
revolt. failed to win more than a ~ection of the national
bourgeoisie in each country. The oppressed and hungering.
masses, who could not live on a diet of formula!- and White
Papers. went forward with their struggle agajnst the unchunged
dictatorship.
•
To-day all thi~ "liberal" talk is more and more thrown on one
side. The previous promises are denied or interpreted away. The
policy moves steadily to the right. The latest "Constitutional
Reforms" under discussion for India drop the la~t shred~ of
..democratic" pretences. proclaim openly the absoluti!\m of the
Viceroy and the Governors in every sphere. and seek tu draw in
the most reactionary feudal forces, the ruling princes, to huttrcss
the whole structure.
The British Empire in its present slilge of extreme decay
afford~ the most instructive !ltudy of the increasing tendency
towards Fascism as the final policy of the mling White
bourgeoisie.
The Ottawa Conference represented the attempt of the British
bourgeoisie and of the subordinate semi-independent bourgcoi~ies
in tht.! Dominions to overcome the growing disintegration and
draw closer the bonds by a series of economic measures.
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But the Ottawa measurl!s ha\c tailed to produce any important
result. Bl'tWet'n I(HI and 1933 Briti!\h exports to the Empire have
fallt:n by £7 millions. while British imports from the Empire haw
risen hy £2 millions. Bctwl·cn 1932 Ithe year of Ottawa) and 1933
British expm1s to the Empire fell hy £2 millions. at the same time
as British exports to non-Empire countric..; rose hy £4 1/2 millions.
while British imports from the Empire rose by £1.3 millions.
Thc.;e changes arc in any case minute and arc soldy at the
expensl' of Britain. The Domi111ons bourgeoisies haw taken
advanta~e of Britains woning to increase tht'ir hold un the British
rnarl-.d. while their nominal ··com:essions" in ext.:hange have only
n.·sultcd in falling British exports to their markt't. Ottawa. in
'.'ihort. has only meant that Britain ha"i paid blackmail to kl·cp
so111e hold on the di,intcgrating Dominions. but has reached no
.;olutiun of the economic problem or prohk·m of disintegration.
Strongt•r measLll"e' nx1uire to he adoph:d if the weakening
Hnti'.'ih hold is to he mamtaincd. Ami here again Fascism comes t1l
th~ front. not l'OI~ \\.ithin Britain. but in the attempt to stimulate
.;uhordinatc Fascist 1mwemcnts in the Dominions.

Fascist Movements
The fight ag.ain~t Ireland is maintain~d on the line.-. of ec<lnomic
war. and at the same time the Blue shirt mm·cment is devclopt'd
undt!r General 0 'Duffy and Co~g:rave with British encomagemt•nt
and :-.upport to prepare tht.: fightmg force for the suhju~ation of
Ireland ··with the maximum economy of British lives".
Newfoundland is transformed at a stroke from a Dominion into
a subject colony under the dictatorship c,f a British Governing
Commission.
ln Australia the New Guard is organised under Colonel Eric
Campbell to conduct thl· fight against the working class and
maintain lhc t.:ontnll of the rnmhined British and Australian
capitalist-dass.
A similar New Guard has also been organised in New Zealand
and in South Africa. These movements are all organised together
in the ··New Empire Union".
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In South Africa the formerly opposed Britilih and Dutch
bourgeois partic~. the South Africa Party of Smuts and the
Nationaiist Party of Herzog, draw togethl!r in C\'cr closer coalition
against the enslaved African five-sixths majority of the population
of the South African Union.
At the same time pres,urc on India and tht: Crown Colonies is
increased. Not only does !he Briti~h Government policy on· India
as indicated, move steadily to the right. but the demand of
right-wing Conservatism hecomes ever more clanmrou!'i for the
dropping of all "constitutional.. shams and pretences and an
unlimited policy of the Iron Heel in India. This becomes the test
issue of Diehanfom in Britain in the present period; i.tnd it~ vote. in
the National Confcrem.:e of C'onsen.·ative As~ociation~ ri~c!-. from
hclow one-third in 19.l1 to over two-fifths at the Conl~n:rn:e held
in March. 1934.
''India must remain within the Empin.•''; every allempl at
liberation must he "ruthlessly suppre!'!Sl~d... write' Mosley in
"Greater Britain." All the ··national" pretences of Fasci!-.m here
disappear from view. ''The Indian market" write~ the .. Blackshirt"
is "vital" to Britain; ·''thi:o. is the fundamem;tf' ern11omic reason
why Briti~h rule in India must he maintained ... The Lan~ashirc
textile manufacturers. viewing their wcakcnin1! hold in lndli.l.
move to the support of Fa!-.cism: one of thdr leading
reprcst'nlativcs writes in the "'Oldham Chrorm:le.. ( 17.:!.3-fr "b
there any wonder that the youth of this country. rircd of
prncra!-.lination. sick at hca11 and wilh no hope of improvement or
employment. are turning in ever increasing numbers to the more
virile policy of Sir Oswald Mo!-.ley and the creed of 'Britain
First"!..
Fascism rt:prc~cnts the supreme violent attempt tl> maintain a
hold hy every means of tc1Tori~m·against hoth the working class
in the imperiali~t countric~ and the exploited ma!-.se~ in the
colonial countries. Thc struggle is being drnwn together more
closely than l:!vcr before. The privileged ~omlition of the working
masses in the imperialist countries is passing away. The
conditions of the struggle. against ever more violent and lawlt:'s
terrori!otm, which can only he overthrown in revolutionary battle.
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arc approximating closer throughout the world. Therefore the
unity of the struggle grows. Thl· united struggle will defeat the last
furit·~ of dying capitalism. will overthrow both Fascism and
n1lonial domination. In the development of this combined struggle
thL' L..:aguc against Imperialism has a larg~ and increasing role to
play, and confidently calls for the support of all working class
1,rganisi.ltions and of all national revolutionary anti-imperialists
mo\'cments. We are approaching the most critical stage of a world
'\trugglr for lihcration against enslavement. war and destruction.

Lessons of the Central Textile

Workers' Strike in India<*>
Ben. Bradley

/The followi111: article i.\ <~f' utmo.,·t imJ'ol"t<mce in vil'w <~/'the .fclC't
that the All India Trade• Union Congress appoi11tecl a CommittC'<'
tu e11quirt' illfo the• CClll.\"t'.\" that ll'd lo the .\plit in the Strike
Committec' and the Gimi Kwngar U11io11 during th<' Textih•
Worker.\"' G(•neral Strike last year. Tile Committet• has since
issm•d a lengthy report on 11'1wt it nmsiclers to bt• tht• c·t1uses.
111e Communists are hlt1111ecl for the Jf'/it Lllld the .fc1ilurt• <f the
Strike, hut the.\'t' crmdtt.'iio11s are t'.\-f'Cll"ti'. T)w Comm1111ist.\" <H
cow·se H't'rt' not callt•d 11po11 to dtfnul tlu•mselves, or gfre
£ vicle11ce. 11u•re is 1w reference i11 the Report lo Govcmmellf
rt'J'fl'.Uion or the lactic'.\' of the Mill o~l'lll'l"S.
This t1rticle is a reply to tht• statemellts c~f' the Committee <f
Enquiry. Jn it we• arc• 11ot c011cenu•cl 1rith the split •1'ithi11 tlw
ranks <~l the National Reformist Trade• U11io11. what we• are
concemed abom i.\' the !iplitti11g <d' the United Front <~f' the•
Workers tlurin!f ~he strike. The article critically a11alyses the
history of the Ge11eml Strike. the• rea.wms f'or tht' s11lit i11 the
Unitetl From <f tit(• strikers t111d tht• rnw·£•s <~/'the failure. Th<'
criticism is ol~jectfre and till' le.uo11.\· drmrn for the jittur<'
applirntion 1~/ the United Front tactic <~/' the Workers are
importcmt.--(Ec/. )]
1

British imperialism, "granting" India a slave constitution. aims to
furthc::r reinforct: its imperialist domination of the country. to still
(*I Publi~hed m: "INDIA FORUM"' Jant1JI) 1935. pages 141--158, fmm
London.
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more en~lave the Indian people. Whilst giving the princes and land
owner~ the chance to take a limited part in mling the country and
~iving some economic concessions to the Indian hourg~oisic.
Bnti"h imperialism actually aims to unite on the basis of this
nm~titution all counter-revolutionary forces in the country for the
-.1111gglt· against the growing forces of th~ revolution, for an
cxh~n~ive offcn~ive against the working class and toiling massc~ .
.-\ml f;.u:t~ ri:ally show that the Indian bourgcoi~it' and it~ politil.:al
u1ganisation the National Congress, having aboli ... hed the
1rnw1?111ent of 1..·ivil disobcdi\!nce and agreed to take part in the
lahour~ of the legislation bodie~. transfer" more and more openly.
adapting itsdf to the new con~titution. to l'ollahorat ion with
Brit1-;h impenali-.m. l'nmes out ever more cono,;i~t~ntly against the
ant1-11nperial~it and anti-kudal "tmgglc of the national masses.
111\·:11.:hing non-\'iolcnl'.e, coming. out again~t the da~'i struggle and
l11r da"!'- rnm:iliation. fighting against strike-; and pca~ant
11E1111k-.tation!'-, rc.:ally supporting. all new anti-lahour law"
1pni\'idi11!! for the prohibition of thl.' Conmmni"t Pa11y. for
~'n\l:111mcnt arbitration). thl' Nat innal C'ongrc;a-.~ hopes to relieve
till· 1»111..:e"" of 8rici~h impl.'riali'im and thl' l11dian hnurgern~1e and
land m\·ncr!'- for their offrnsiw against the working ~·las~ and
t:1il111g- ma!.."I..!~. hopes tu hdp Briti~h impcriaiism ~uppres~ and
dhrupl the movement of the masses-to paw the v•ay for the
.~n•\\ ing domination of British impcriali~m in lmha.
llnwcn:r. dl.'spite the united efforts of th1..· l 1nite<l Front of
Briti'h imperialism and the countcr-rL·volutionary forces in tht·
countr}. the toiling. mas!-1..'S m town and village c:o1m: forward
11101-...· an<l more tk•tcmunedly along the path of ~trug.!!lc agaimt
unpcrialism. against the attacb of capital. And. indeed. one of the
1nu..;t \'i\'i<l manifc..,tations of the growing res1~tanct! and
revolutionary activity of thl' mas~~~ agaimt lhl' capitali!--t
otfrn,ivc. one uf the most characteristic ~i1ms
of tht! ...growinllI:' rok
..
of tlw -working dass in the national struggle again...c impcnali!--1
oppression, was the ...genl!ral ~trike of 110.000 l11d1a11 1t·x11k.
'' orker.... which ended in the middle of 1934.
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Militant United Front
The textile workers· geneml strike had been prepan·d by the
whole course of events throughout 19.:H. The attacks of the
capitalist upon the povcrty··~tricken colonial living st:.mdards of
the Indian textile workers took on in 1933 u11prc:ccdentcd
dimensions and barbarian fom1s. During only one year over
100,000 textile workers were thrown out of their jobs in the
biggest cities of India. out of whom 75.<X>O lost their johs in
Bombay alone. Wages were cut by 25-50'h·. whik ..it some mills
in Bombay by as much as sock. Simultancousl). by mean:-. of
various rationalisation measures (wl·avcrs ~hifted from 2 to 6
loom~. etc.). the intensification of labour of the workers wa~
raised m Bombay throughout the year by as much as 300'.f. In
result of the fierce attacks. which during I9.l1 practically
acquired a universal character. the texti k worker.., werl' thrown
back to the pre-war level and deprived of all gains won by them
during the course of their obdurate strug!!le~ waged for the la~t 20
year:-..
The widespread capiti.1list offen..,ive,. lcani11'g for :-.upport on the
police forces of British imperiali~m. called forth strong rcsistam:e
from the workers. Throughout I 9J3 a partial strike wave spread
over many centres, reaching even some of the most distant comer~
of the land. As these partial strike!-. progre~~ed. 'lerving to harden
the workers and enriching them with fighting experience~. the idea
of united resistance grew ever stronger in the minds of the ma~!-.cs.
The masses uf textile workers had recourse to the general strike.
as a more effective weapon in the strnggle against the general
capitali~t offensive, against the terror of the imperialist
government. And the more desperate the employers' offen!-.ive
was. the more mercilessly the imperialist satraps tried lo suppres~
the workers' rc:o.i'\tance and prevent the strike from bein~ declared.
the greater was the force with which the masses rose for action.
The textile workers' general strike in l!,ldia was vigorous reply
of the working class to the attacks of the employer:-. and State.
The broad working masses of Bombay. Sholapur, Nagpur. Kurle
and Delhi, MussulmaTL'i and Hindoos. employed and unemployed,
organised and unorgani5.ed, members of the reformist and
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rc\'olut1onary unions-all came out in dosed ranks to light. to
demon\trntc their gn:at will to t'\tablish the militunt united front.
to demonstrate their growing clas\ solidarity. It was precisely
urukr the tremendous pressure brought to bear by the ma..;se\ that
the national reformi't trade union leaders had to concede to the
revolutionary unions and 'i.:t up the united front for declaring the
general strikt~.
\ \1

aging the Struggle

Thl' \trike \imultaneou ... ly \hnwed that the workers are more
and more anxious to have rccour\C to rcvolutionar) methods of
"tntg~le. and that the Ciandhi'it calls for non-violence. for pas..,iw
n~._,i..,tam.:e. in the 'pirit of which the National C'ongre's ha' tried
for \U many year\ to ··hrmg up·· the worker\. llll't't' to-day with
It·" and lc's sympathy in the miJst of the \\l1rkin~ ma,sc\. The
Bomha} textile worker.; did not hdple\\I) retreat hctorc the
hamhoo cant".; and g:un-,hots of the police force.;. they did not lie
dcm:n in \ubmissivc de .. pair under the wheel" of them mourcd car\
and hoot\ of the police horse-;. they did nut hide in their home'
and oht•diently fulfil the orders of th~ gon~rnment pmhihiting
mcctin~\ and ucmo1btrations. The ~triking textile Wlll"kl'f~. in a
d~\Pl'r:.tte struggle. in daily da\h!!\ with thi.! armed-llHhc-tceth
plllll"e. forced all to recogni\e their right to the \treel. their right to
'trike. Indeed. ni.1 'trill· in India was ever \O \harp. \\a\ of ..;uch a
militant revolutionary charnl.'.ter as the general .;trike ...if the textile
wnrker' of last year. Daily street collisions and dashe' with the
police often acquiring the nature of a real parti~an war. an
em'rgel ic stmggle agam~t strikehreak.er\, mi Iitant meeting~ and
demonstrationli, breaking through the police cordons. l'tc.: .• -all of
th~\C are vivid sil!ll\ of the \harpening of the clas'i stmggle in
India.
A characteristic feature of tht' strike is it..; organi\ation and the
active part taken by the worker!'> in lt:uding the strike. The crcuting
of a strike l'ommittce of 115 pcr.;ons. mo\tly rcpre~cntative" of the
workers. hring:ing forth in the course of the \trugglc\ new
organisational form of leading. the strike. in the way of Chowls
Co1nmittees (fighting: committees in the workers' homeq, which
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eventually played an important part in the ~trike. ma~s pickc:ting
of the: mill~. daily meeting~ and demon~tration..,-all of the~c hear
witnc~s to the fact that the workinp: mas~c.., mon! and more realisie
the importance of waging the strngg/e i11 w1 organi.w'cl f£1s/iio11.
that they the1m.clves arc heginnin~ more enl'rgl!tic;,11ly and m:tivdy
to take part in preparing_ and leading the ..,lluggk. that th~·v are
beginning to promote their kadL·r~ from their own midst.

Political Character
The striking wurkcr~ t:allll' out to fight not only for thl•ir O\\ll
economii.: dcmamJ .... not onl) again"t dismi~..,ab and wage rut .... hut
also again~t imperiali~t oppn!~..,ion anJ thl· lawll'~snc~.., on the
workers and toiling. ma-. ...l·~- The ... triking. \\.Ol"kl·r .... along. \~.:ith
putting up their ci.:onomii.: Jcmarn.b for the \\ ithdrnwal of v. agl'
cut~. for the rcinstatcment of the di~•m~..,l·d. ell:. /'{.'T UP :\LSO
POl.ITIC-\L l>EM.-\Nl>S: FOR Tiii-." .-\BOU 110.V OF 11Ll.
AND Al\'Tl-1..AllOUR / ..-\ WS. FON TR.-\1>1:'
UNION l./:'G/S/,,\ TION.
FOR Tl-IL:' 1.1/J!:RA TION OF
POUT/CA/. PRISONU~S. l'ti.:. Tl11-. k·nt the -.trjke from the ,·ery
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outset pmH:rful ~wing and a politii.:al i.:h1.1ral'.tcr. \.Vhid1 ... tuod out
mon.~ an<l more holdly a' the !->lrit..e di:' clopc<l. a~ thl' worker~
l'.amc up again~! the apparnllh nf 'il1li.:rn.:t· of thl.' impl!riali~t State.
;i·hc worker:-. along ,...·ith thi.., w<mkd off thl· attempt~ nf the
National Congrc~.., and ( la11dl11 to intcrferl' in rhe ~trih-. as wt'll a'
the attempts of the rea1.:ti1111ai) trade union leaders Jo..,hi and
Bakhalc. and showed their great rnnfoknct• in the renrlutionary
trade union 1110\'cmcnt. whid1 in the cour-.l' of th~ ~truggk won thl'
leading rolt:. This dearly sho\\-~ tht: ~nm.th of tlw politii.:al aeti\'it)
and eun~l'.IOUMle~~ of the v.orkl'r~. the rap1J revolutioni~ation of
the worker..,· ~tll~glc.
And. neYcrthclc'"· in "Pill' of the dt'.'le1 m111ation and heroi~m
manife'itcd hy the !'>trikl'f". in 'Pill! of the firmness of the ... trikc:r~
and their ~real Jc,irc for thl~ united front. THE STRIKE WAS
BRO!(EN. and the \H>rkcr:-. · dl.'mamb not grnntcd. Tht' cldl'ctt t~f
rlle stril..e is tlie direct n•.rn/t t~f th£' 1111ited t'.[f"ort.'i td the
imperialist State. the tcxtil" 111w111/i.1ct11rers. the' n·actim1t11"-Y tmde
u11io11 /nu/en . .loslri wd Hakhalc . the result of the tread1crous
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rnpi111latio11 <~f tlic Nmional Congre.\·s and (;mu/11i mu/ tire
c1gt'llC." ,4 the lllclia11 ho11rxeoisie in ''"' rc111h (~r tire Labour
111cr\'t'lll<'lll---1'1e "f.c:/i" National nff.m11is1 leaders <~/' tlu:
Batararnla Buildi11g (ii mi Kamg,11' U11iu11. Kmulalkar. Afre.
Patil. Kara. Sh£•tti & Co.

Government Repression
In cmkr lo ,Ji ... rnpt the ~•rikl' the impcriah~t gm·crnml'nt
111nhil.,icd all of u... 1csmm:cs. Having JU'lified. through the
l'l!lll.:lu,ion~ of tht' inn:.,tigatinn of the Bombay ··tahllllr Offic1..·:·
thL" ma'' di ... mi~~ai... .md \vagc cut~ carried out hy thi: 1..·mploycr~.
\\'hkh ..,l'l\'l'U a~ a dir1..•1..·t 01..·G1"iion for thL' strike. the Go\'ernment
h,·~!c.111 tu ficn.:d)' rcpn:" tlw wnrkt>r~ · "tril<.t' ad ion. I >ming the
-1nl..1.·. tcrn>r trn1!.. 1111 unhl'an.1-nf dilllL'll~ion~. All ml'cti11g~ and
d,·m111i...tratio1i... \\'t'r1..· prohihit1.·LI. l'lllt:11~enq 1.knl'c' \\l't\.' applil·d
''1th rL·ganJ lt1 thl' ~tnker.,. the ~trike \\'a~ del:lared to he unla\\ ful.
·.tnl..L'r' ,,·ere ... 1111t d(1\\n on the ~tn:ct.,, ~trikl· ka<ler' \\l'rl' Jail)
thr,mn inlo pthOll. p1~l..etlll~ \\a~ proh1b1t1..•J. 1:'ll.'..-;tll of th~w
1111.:thod., \\l're aJopted in ordl'r tn suppres~ thl' .,trikl·.
l'lll' l'mployl·r .... ha' mg 111 thl'ir v. ar1..•holl'l'' \ a't l"l"'l'I'\ l.'' uf
111a1111l'.1l'turl'd ~ootk an:u11mlatl.'d d11111H!... tlw ct'""'· and full\.
ll'ali.,111g that thl' matl·rial 'lll.'l.'l'":' of tl1L' strike WOLlld 111l.'.\·i1ahl~
btd Ill '\tren~thl.'.lllllg thl' mflth'lll.'.1.' 111' the revolutionar) \\.ill~.
ha'illl,!! thenN:l\'l'S rn1 •.hl' l.'ondu.,um~ of the ··1.ahm11 Office ..
111\·e.,ti,µation anJ leanm.\! for ~uppnrt llll the ~·iok·ncl' ap~1aratu·. of
till· Gm·..!rnment. took an irrel'llll~ 11.thk po~illon with regard to thl'
'triker' · Jemamh. Thl'y
planned to Jdcal the .,triker~ h)
'1an·at1011. Thcv. l.'\'l'll l'ate~onl'allv- rcfu~l.'d Ill l'\a111111c th~·
'Ink.er~· Jemand~. Thl') t1 ied tu llperat1..' th.: 111111~ '' ith th1..· aid of
hl<.1.ckleg"i, de\ doping .l recruiting \Jri \'C l.'hil'fly amon_!! the mo't
·~xhau~tcJ ~ccllon~ of th1.· \\orkt:rs-among the unemplllycd. With
the aid of dcmagogk kallct~. ~prl.!aJ in great number' among th1..·
'tnJ...ep; hy automobile~ and e\l'll aeroplane~. gi\'ing the \\ orkl..·r~
111any good p1 omi.;es. they hnpcd to disrupt thl' 11111tl'd mi lit.int
front of th!.! "ilrikcr~. Not Iuniting tht.'nN.:ln·~ to police terror. tht')
i.1l~o tncd lo terrorise tht: \\urk . .·1~ hy ml..'ans of tlw ""blu.l! pil.'.ket' ··
l'l'l'mits from •11nong the Pathan~. jllhbcr~ and gang~ter~.
~

~
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Role of the Congress
The National Congress
and Gandhi. ...guarding... the intcn:sts of
""'
the Indian textile manufactun:rs and alarmed at the ··threat to tht'
prosperity of tht• natiom1I industry of India:· madl' haste to "'trctl·h
out a helping hand to the capitalists and the government.They did
evt!rything in their power to disorgani!'.e the rank.s of the :<itriker!'..
to dismpt the workers· stmggle, screening their treacherou!'. polky
with the fake '"well-wishing" attitude towards the striker!'. and
!-.imultam!llUSly doing their lt!vcl best to preserve th';!ir influcncl'
over the working class. which had hecome t!Xlremdy 'haky a' a
rc~ult of the treacherous. capitulationi!'.t polky of the National
Cong:n:!'.s. The bourgcoi!'.-nationalist prl'S"' and Congrc!'...,itl':-..
trying to convim:e the strikers that the 'rikc wa' pn.!matun!. that
the .. leaders had poorly advised the worker' when they called on
them to !I.trike··. really urged the workl·rs to obediently submit to
the ofti.:n!-.iVt: of thi: capitali!-.ts and government. Whik· thi:
gowrnmcnt and employers wcre ~hooting down the worh·r~.
dissoh ing their meetings :md demonstration~. they called on the
worker' '"to on no account pennit any 'iole•cc"', thus hoping: to
disarm the work.ers and ea!'.c the ta!-.k of the gowrnmcnt and
manufacturer~ to supprcs"' the strike. They tried to !I.Weep Ll!-.ide
thl' 'trike committee i:lcctcd by the worker.; and to thcm.;elves takl·
O\'Cf the lcader~hip of the strike. with the 'ole aim to .1ftcrwanb
behead it. hy undertaking behind the hack!\ of the "trike
commith::c. to whom the workers had entrusted the leadership of
the !I.trike. negotiations with the employer.; and calling on the
worker~ to !I.top the struggle. Gandhi him~df ru!-.hcd to help the
l.'apitali't~ in Bomhay, trying to force hi~ mcJiation on them and
compel them to ~top the strike. The National. Congre.,~.
undcr..;tanding quite well the degree to which the general strike i~
important for musing the more backward 'ections of the working:
class for the stniggle again!'.t thc capitali"'t offensive. for further
developing the anti-imperiali!-.t and anti-foudal stmggle. and for
re-inforcing: the leading role of the working class in thi!-> struggle.
and fearing mostly the transfer of the leadership of the general
national movement to the hands of the working ch1!-.s made special
cfforts to depriw th-: !I.trike of all political content. to limit the
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workers' struggle to a narrow economic framework. to narrow the
si:ope and swing of the strike. The Congrcs~ites (Nariman. and
uthers). speaking at workers' meetings. all declared that ·'the
workers only want bread", that "they do not mean to abolish
capitalism". that "the dreaming of red nag"' wa~ mere rubbish and
non~ense".

Disrupters
In order to disrupt the strike the gowmmcnt and manufacturers
alsu had recourse to the tril'd help of the= agent~ of impcrii.tlism in
thL' worker~· ranks; Joshi. Bakhale and their followers. Although
Jo..,hi and Bakhale, a.., a result of their open treacherous policy.
praclil:ally lost all influence over the masses and had a very
in..,ignificant base among the lex.till' workers. thl·y yet l.hd a loc for
di,rupting and supprcs~ing the ~lrikc. Jo~hi and Bakhalc came out
upt·nly again~l the "trike and demanded in the interests of the
l'lllployer"i to hand thl' 1.:onflict ll\'Cr for scnlmt•nt to ~n\'Crnrnent
arhitration even hdorc the ~trikl' had hcl'n Jedarcd. But when.
d~~p1tc and again"it their dTort .... the strike wa~ declared. and when
the workers' stmggle acquired and exclusively acutt.· rcrnlutionar}
churacter. they tried. kaning for ~upport on the ··teff' national
reformists in the strilc committee ( Kandalkar. A Ive & Co.) and
making a number of propo~ab to the strike wmmittcc. whid1
t.·ould have= made it ca~ier for th1..•m to bl.!tray the ... trike. to enter the
"trike= committee. for the ..,ole purpose ol disrupting tht: struggle
from within and disorA?•mi . . ing the ranks of the ~lrikcrs. However.
the working masse~. who wdl rcmemhl'r~d how Joshi and Bakhalc
had broken the strike or the Bombay textile worker!. in 1929, how
they had hdped the government hrcak more than one partial
~trike. and how they had openly fought against the declaration of
th!! general strike of the textile workers. would not permit fo~hi
and Bakhale. to get into the leading organs of the strike.
Thereupon Joshi and Bakhalc, on the orders of their boss~' and
~cuing up Cllntacts with the ··teft" national reformist leaders of the
Batatavala Girni Kamgar Union. Kandalkar and Ahe. split the
strike committi:e. thu' helping to disrnpt . the strike.
Simultancomly. Joshi and Bakhale opcmly urged the gownum:nt
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to do justice lo the strikers. ci.11ling on it to "guard peace and
order"'. As Shiva Rao. one of Joshi\ adherent~. blabbed out, they
fully ~uppurtcd the tactic of the government and the employers to
suppres~ the ~trike at all cost, lo refuse to make any conces~ions
whalsoc\cr to the worker~. not without any good reason, believing
that even a pmtial victory of th(' strikers could strengthe!l the
position of the revolutionary wing. and that "\:on~ulidation of the
po~ition of the revolutionary wing in result of the success of the
strike reprc~ent.., a much greater danger than prospects for the
further continuation of the -;trike.'' ( A11idc of Shiva Rao
"Hindoo". May 12th. 19341.

United Front Split
Howen:r. dc~pitc thL' terror of the government and the
employer~. dc!-.pite the treacherous di~rupting activities of the
National (\mg.res..,, Gandhi and the reactionary trade union
leader~ . .Joshi anu Bakhale. in 'Pite of the -;tarvation that began to
set in among: the !-.lrikcrs, the worker~ continued to !'.tand solid.
The final bll>w was dealt at the strike hy tile traitors from
within-by the leaders of the national rcformi..,l Gimi Kamgar
Union: Kandalkar. Alve and the Roy adherent .... The mmm:nt that
defined the tum in the ..,tmg:glc and heginning of the dedinc of the
strike wa!-1 pred~ely the dismption of the united front (~plit of the
strike conunittec). by the treacherous leaders of the Batatavala
Gimi Kamgar Union. which merely supplemented the united
dforts of the government. the employer!-.. the National Congres~
and fo!-hi and Bakhalc to ~upprcss the stnkc.:. The ··Left'' national
reformist trade union leader!'. of the Batatavala Girni Kamgar
l lnion and other rcformi!-.t unions were compelled, before.: the
strike hrokc out due to the pressure brought lo bear by the ma~ses
a111.J under the threat to lose their positions ~1mong the workers. to
agree to the united front with the revolutionary unions and lo the
dedaration of the strike. only for the pui11ose;: of knifing the
worker!- in the had "hen the deci!-.ive moment comes. But when
thl' -;trike. de!'lpite the bad forehoding~ of the Natium1J Congress
and .Jo~hi. ..,ucces~fully entered the second month, when the
\\-Orkt'rs· ~tmgglc hcgan to acquire a more and more acute
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character. and when the united strike committee called on all
worki:rs of Bombay to support the textile workl.!rs by declaring a
~olidarity ~trike. Kandalkar. Alve and Co. frightened at the
..;harpcning of the struggle and the growing intlucm:e of the
revolutionary wing in the strike committee. split the strikl'
committei: and organised their own parallel strike committee. The
formal pretext for splitting the united strike committee Wi.l!-. given
by the reformist leaders of the Batatavala Gimi Kamgar Union as
the n:fu.;al of the ~.trike Committee lo accept in its rank.; the
reactionary trade union leaders. Jo!>.hi and Bakhalc. with whom
Kanclalkar and Alvc had set up the united front for waging a joint
strng.gle against the revolutionary wing and disrupting the strikt-.
for getting Kandalkar and Alvc out of the strike committee. The
~plit of the !>.trike committee by Kandalkar. Alve & Co. served as
a mo~t sl!rious blow at the united front of the striker~. which had
hccn forced in the course of the !-.truggle. and which had lent it
~nch powerful scope and swing. The split could not hut distra\.·t
the strike committee from the leadership of the strike. coul<l not
hut di!>.organise the strikers' ranks and could not but influence the
further progress of the strike. which was being waged in
conditions of fierce terror and starvation which had set in among
the strikers. The split of the unih.:d strike coni1nittee. eff~cted by
Kandalkar and Alvc. was later e\'Cll deepened by the renegade
Roy group. which also withdrew from the strike commi1:..!C'.
Hence. this is how the heroic strike of the Indian textil.::
workers was broken. What lessons can be drawn from this strike
and from the experience of struggle won by the fighting worker~?

Vast Political Significance
The general textile workers' strike quite vividly show~<l up the
co-relation of class forces in the country and marked the
watershed between the ~truggling camps. The strike showed the
close contacts existing between British imperialism and the
Indian textile manufacturers. who came out in the united front
against the struggling worker!>.. The strike showed the real class
face of the treacherous National Congress, whic;h strained
maximum efforts to disrupt the struggle of the workers in the
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interests of the textile bosses. The strike showed up the
role of the reactionary trade union leaders, Joshi and
Bakhale. and also the role of the "left'' national reformi~ts and
Roy adherent~. Kandalkar, Alve & Co., who by means of their
anti-labour ~plitting policy during the strike rendered such
invaluable services to British imperialism and Indian T~xtile
capital. And no matter how hard the National Congress· and
Gandhi, Joshi and Bakhale, the ··tcft.. national reformists,
induding the Roy adherents. tried to screen their trem.:herous
doings. no matter what '"well-wishers" of the wokers they might
have pretended to be, they could not com:eal their real face, they
could not hut show their real essence. they could not but expose
themsdvcs in one way or another before the working masscs. And
it must be said. that many of them withdrew from the !-trike
committee not only not gaining any political credit for themselves,
hut on the wntrary. losing much of what they had had. And
herein lies the vast political significance of the strikl! .
At the same time the strike plainly and convincingly showed the
aspiration of the working masses for the united front and das!-t
unity in the stmggle against the capitalist cfi"fensive. against
imperialist oppression and for the e~tahlishment of the rule of .the
workers and toiling masses.
711i.,· a!ipiration .fen· thl' united front in the .\·truggie. cm·eri11g
Cit the• presel11 time tlu• broad stmtct <~/' wor!..ers. ''''''" the most
hachrnnl of tlwm, i.'i Cl .'iig11 of the timt•s, clmract1.'risi11g a 11eu·
feature r~f' the workers' .'ltntggh•. It h<•ar.\· willle.'i.\' to vm·t
trcm.:hcrou~

n•volutionary headway made <.It the prc•sellf timl' in the rank\- el
the wor!..ing masu.\·, irhich marks a new stage• in the• economic
cmd a11ti-imperialist struggle of the working dctss.

United Front Tactics
This strike showed that the will of the working masses to
establish the united front is followed and interlaced to ever-greater
degrees with the determined transfer of the masses to
revolutionary methods of action. During the strike both the
National Congress, the agents of imperialism as well as all
Kandalkars and Roys. kept on repeating to the workers: ''By no
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means must you permit violence", .. violence is alien to the Indian
,pirit". ·•only by applying Gandhist methods of non-violence will
you be able to win". However. ever-greater sections of the
working masst:s arc beginning to leave the age when they
obediently listened to those treacherous calls, when they. with the
name of Gandhi on their lip!\, turned tht:ir backs to the blows of
the polu.:e tnmcheons. They arc beginning to understand that the
,cnnon of non-violence. ~creened with pseudo vic:ws of morals
and the "spccific [ndian spirit", actually aim!-. to disarm the
\\ nrkcr~ in face of the armed enemy. that by means of
11011-\'il)lem:e they will nc:ver be able to win. The: working masse!-i
arc now beginning to wugc a more and mort: determined stmggle
against the go\'ernmcnt and employers by mean" of active
rL·rnlutionary militant method!-.. they arc beginning to raist!' new
organi!'iational form" of action (Chowls C'ommittcc!-i). lo take
active: part in the leadership of the !-itruggle. In a mo!-it obdurate
!'ilrugg:lc they confirm their right to the strL'Cl. to !-.trike. This
thul',fcr of thL· workers to revolutionary methods of stmgglc,
which is a characteristic feature of a number of recent !-.trike!-..
could particularly be seen in the textile workers' !!eneral strike.
Hence. the growing desire of tht! workers for revolutionary
lc·aLkr..;hip. which explains thL~ growing intlu~ncc: of tht:
rcnilutionary wing during the recent period. cspl!cially durmg the
gl'lleral ~trike. HenL"e. the great perspeL"tives and objective
pos!-iihilitieo; opening before the revolutionary wing to-day in the
'trugglc for the masses. in the struggle for the majority of the
working class on the basi.i., of systematirnlly applying the tactic of
the united front and realising trndc union unity on the hasis of th•~
cla!'i'\ struggle.
Along with the aspiration of the working massc!-i for the united
from, along with the growing transfer of the working class to
revolutionary methods of struggle, the political activity and
rnnsciousncss of the working class rapidly grows. All of these are
integral pans of one and the same process-the rapid
rcvolutionisation of the working class. turning it from a class for
others. into a class for itself. This growing political activity also
stood out particularly boldly during the recent strike. lhe textile
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workers' general strike i~. ao; a matter of fact. the most vividly
expressed political ~trike in recent years. hoth from the angle of
how it progressed. a~ well a~ from the angle of its consequence~.
The general strike showed that the working class is crystallising
.11ore and more as an independent political force. that it comes
more and more to the fore as leader of the gene@! national
~truggle again!"lt tmperiali!"lm and the counter-n:volutionary fon.:e~
inside the country. The general strike ts not only a phase in the
struggle of rhe working dass against the capitalist offen~ivc. Its
si~nificancc goe~ far heyond this. Jt served as a powerful blow by
the working dass at the united counter revolutionary front of
British Imperialism and the national hourgenisie. directed to
suppress the rnpidly growing rl~volutionary forces in the country.
It se1ves a!> a very vivid sign of the deepening fl.'Volutionary
upsurge. And there is no doubt whatever that the textill· worker~·
general strike. just as the strikl'~ of 1928 and 1929 will inevitably
serve as an impetus for a fresh outburst of the anti-imperiali~t and
revolutionary agrnrian stmggle.
finally. the strike ~howed the degree t11 which the adherents of
the revolutionary tr..tdc union movement in India ha\'e reurgani~ed
their ranks and sharpened their tactics for leading the !-itruggle of
the working dass in new conditions. for a succe~sful struggle for
winning over the majority of the working class in face of thl'
impending fresh battles again"t the growing offensive of capital.
against imperialist oppression. And the strike showed. that the
revolutionary wing cun record considerahle gains in the field of
preparing and leading the struggles of the working class.

Revolutionary Wing in Action
It was prcci..,c\y the adherents of the revolutionary wing, who
seeing the mood of the masses, timely raised the slogan for u
textile workers' general strike, mobili~ing under this slogan the
masses for the struggle against the capitalist offensive and
imperialist oppression. and ex.posing the sabotage of the reformb.t
leaders. The adherents of the revolutionary wing. fighting for the
decfaration of a ...eeneral .litrike, for the extension of the united front
\"\' \\\.c.

'Wotkcr~ m the stnigg/c. ."iigncd

an agreement about joint
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,1ction with the nationul rcfonnist unions. which played an ·
unporatant part in moh1li..,mg the broad masse!> for the l\tmgglc
,m<l fac1lnated the rallying of members of"the reformi!->t union' to
rhc ...trugglc a!> well a' tho!>e ~trata of unorgani!-.ed workers who
,1111 nouri'ihed 1Jlu..,inn' ahout the leadership of the reformist
u11101h. The adherent~ uf the revolutionary wing, leaning on the
ma"c' for ~upport and on the ha-,is of correctly applymg the
t.11.:tu: of the umted front. undermined the !>abotage of the rcformi!>t
k·.1der' and forced th1· dl·dmation of a general 'trike not only in
Bmnhay hut ..il'o in other t Ilic!>, including also in Nagpur and
c\en at a numhcr of nulb m Ahmcdabad, where the influence of
thC' Uandhi~t.., i!> i.t1ll ... trong. Fightmg a" the ...trike prngre!>!>ed for
~on..,ohdatmg thl' umtcd front of the worker'\ and fur 1..,olatmg the
1l'lnrm1..,t kadcr.... the adherent' of the revolutionary wing found 1t
lll''''hlc lo 'uppkml·nt the t·entral !>trike committee in Bomhay
\\ llh rcpre'ientative!-1 from the null!-> and 'iUpportcd the initiative of
rhe ma..,..,c.., for the ueation of Chow!' Committee ... which 'crvcd
to 'trcngthen the front of the !-.triker' and hampc:rcd the
111achmat1un!-. of the rdorm1!>t' to di!-.rupt the !>trike . The adherent'
ot thl· re\olutionary wmg waged the i.tnk.c by mear1' of mai...,
111dh0<.t... (daily mectmg .... dcmon~tratmns, etc.) which encouraged
rht· nuhtant mood of the 'tnkcr~ and facilitated the !-.harpcnmg of
thl' fom1' of action. The adht:rents of the rcvolutional) wmg.
hghting to widen the 'itnkc, called on all workcr11 of Bombay on
May 23rd. i.e .. on the expiration of one month ~ince the beginning
ot the ...trike, to declare a general solidarity !>trike. The adherent!>
o1 the revolutionary wing, exposed ~fore the broad ma!-1!-.C!-. tht:
ticachcrou!> charncter of the National Congres11 and the
manoeuvres of the reformi!>ts, bt:ginning with Joshi and ending
''1th Kandalkar and Roy, all aiming to di!>rupt the worker~'
'tmggle. Finally. the adherent~ of the revolutionary wing stopped
the i.trjkc in as organi11ed foshjon, when as a result of the firccc
repre11~ion~ undertaken by the Government and manufacturers.
when as a result of the starvation that had set in among the
'trikt:rs and when as a result of the splitting policy of the
treacherous leaders of the Batatavala Gimi Kamgar ,Union. the
'trike wave began to subside and the strikers e11 ma.rses began to
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return to their jobs. As a result of the effective application of the
tactic of the united front the adherents of the revoluiionary wing
found it possible to undennine to a considerable degree the
influence of the refonnists and strengthen its own positions, taking
over as a matter of fact the leading role in the strike. This
reinforced the front of the struggling workers and should have
made for the success of the workers, struggle in its early stage.

Weaknesses and Mistakes
However, while stressing these achievements, 1t 1s necessary
also to note that the adherents of the revolutionary wing
IJlanifested during the strike a number of weaknesses and made~
number of serious mistakes which could not but hamper the
struggle of the revolutionary wing for winning over the masses,
for mobilising the working class for a victorious struggle against
the capitalist offensive. These mistakes. which c·amc clearly to the
fore during the final stages of the strike, chietly consist of the
inability to con·sistentty·put the tactic of the united front into effect
for the Struggle for . the mi;lSSCS, of Sattarian traditions in
practically applying the tactic of the united front. of the inability
to fight against die provocative splits of the reformist traitors.
An illustration of this is the tactic of the revolutionary wing in
connenction with the proposal of Kandalkar and Alvc to include
Joshi and
. Bak.hale in the strike committee. True. Joshi and
.
Bakhale· fought with all their- might against the strike. It is also
true that Kandalkar and Alve wanted to include Joshi and Bakhalc
into the strike committee for the purpose of finally disrupting the
general strike. However, from the point of view of strengthening
the united front of the fighters and isolating Joshi and Bakhalc
from the ma.~ses it would have tx..-en much more expedient. in
reply to the proposal to include Joshi .and Bakhale in the strike
committee, to write to the rank and file member!! of the Joshi.
union and propose to them to elect workers' representatives to the
strike committee and explain to them the reason for this. Such a
tactic, while serving to isolate Joshi and Bakhale from the masses,
would have simultaneously rendered it more difficult for the
refonnists to carry through their splitting policy.
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It was even an ever bigger mistake to expel Kandalkar and
Alve from the strike committee, precisely because they proposed
to include Joshi amt Bakhale in the strike committee. The
t!xpulsion of Kandalkar and Alve assisted in their work of
splitting the strike committee and disrupting the struggle of the
textile workers. The revolutionary wing could have much more
successfully paralysed the treach~rous doings of Kandalkar and
Alve if it had waged a struggle not for expelling K.andalkar and
Alve trom the strike committee, but if it had waged an energetic
drive among the masses for exposing them, if the revolutionary
wing had explained to the masses, especially to the members of
the Kandalkar union, still following in the footsteps of Kandalkar,
that Kandalkar and Alve were trying to find all ways and means
for splitting the united front, if it had called on the masses to ward
off all machinations of Kandalkar and Alve in their efforts to split
tht: strike committee and undermine the workers' struggle, it
would have become possible to isolate them from the masses, and
while not giving them any formal pretext for a split would have in
reality rendered the strike committee safe from their treacherous
machinations.
finally, l\ome of the adherents of the revolutionary wing in the
final co.mposition of the strike committee made a very bad mistake
by defending and carrying through a resolution, reproaching the
national reformist Gimi Kamgar Union AS A WHOLE about
Kandalkar and Alve having split the strike committee. This
rt>!-iolution might be utilised by the reformists (it has already been
utilised by the Roy adherents), for accusing the followers of the
revolutionary wing of confusing the rank-and-file membership
masses with the leaders of the reformist unions. There can be no
'ioubt that the revolutionary wing as a whole is quite far from
bdieving that there is no difference between the honest workers,
for the time being deceived and misled by the reformist leaders,
and the leaders of the refonni.st unions. The wrong formulation of
the resolution cannot but hamper the struggle of the revoluti~nary
wing for winning over the masses for wrestling them from under
the influence of the reformists, cannot but create the danger for
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the adherents of the revolutionary wing· of isolation from the
masses.

Intensify Struggle for United Front
These mistakes bear witness to the fact that some adherents of
the revolutionary wing have still not feed themselves from
sectarian traditions in their pl"dCtical work, and that these mistakes
still greatly hinder the struggle of the revolutionary wing for the
masses, that they made easy the work of the reformists of carrying
on their treacherous splitting activity~ These sectarian mistakes
held root in bowing before the spontaneous pressure of the
masses. in the wrong tactic that this spontaneous pressure of the
masses will in itself, without any day-to-day petty work for
organising the struggle of the masses, for taking advantage of the
growing discontent of the workers with the reformist leaders. be
able to sweep aside all obstacles on its way.
These broadly speaking are the results of the textile workers'
general strike. What, then, should be the basic lessons from the
strike to be dn1wn by the revolutionary win, of the Indian trade
union movement, what can we learn from the experiences of the
strike and what must the revolutionary wing pay major attention
to at the present time particularly in view of the inevitability, in
connection with the general strike, of the sharpening of the
economic and anti-imperialist struggle of the masses ?
The chief lesson of the strike is the necessity to intensify the
struggle for the united front and for unity of the trade uniori
movement on the basis of the class struggle, for turning the united
front into the chief method of the day-to-day work of the
revolutionary wing." The strike graphically showed how the united
front of the broad working masses in the struggle. in action,
consolidates the workers' ranks, strengthens their resistance and
militancy and creates the pre-requisites for the victory of the
workers' cause. The split of the strike committee by no means
indicates that the working masses are not anxious for the united
front. On the contrary, this split indicates that it is necessary to
still more intensify the struggle for the united front, that it is
necessary to set up precisely such a united front of the broad
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working masses in the struggle, which would not quiver in result
of the treacherous machinations and splitting policy of the
bourgeois agents in the workers' ranks, which could be able to
paralyse the disrupting activity of the reformists of all shades and
i.:olours. Therefore. the major task of the revolUtionary wing of the
Indian Trade Union Movement is to intensify the struggle for the
united front both in the struggle for the workers' economic
demands as well as in the anti-imperialist struggle, boldly taking
the initiative for proposing to local reformist unions joint action
everywhere where discontent among the workers can be observed,
wherever arbitmriness is seen, signing ~uch agreements on the
hasis of the class and anti-imperialist struggle, electing
representatives of the workers to the organs of the united front,
dt:tcrminl•dly exposing all those who sabotage the struggle for the
umted front and undermine the workers' struggle, simultaneously
not permitting any se1.:tarian or leftist mistakes and deviations.
Effective application of the tactics of the united front will be able
much more than loud phrases to expose and really show up to the
masses all those who l'Ome out against the workers in the interests
of the capitalists and governments.

For Mass Class Union
Fighting for the extension of the united front. for the ~ealisation
of class unity, the revolutionary wing must bnldly and
immediately take the initiative for the suuggle for uniting the
scattered and split revolutionary and reformist unions on the basis
of a programme
the dass and anti-imperialist struggle. on the
basis of electing executives of the united unions comprised of
·,fiop delegates, on the basis of trade union democracy. At the
prest:nt moment the problem of uniting the revolutionary and
reformist textile workers' unions is particularly urgent, especially
the Gimi Kamgar Unions in Bombay, as well as the parallel
unions of the Great Indian Peninsular and Bombay-Baroda and
Central-Indian Railways. In the event that the reformist leadership
decides to sabotage the proposal of the revolutionary wing for
unity, the adherents of the latter must appeal to the broad masses,
exposing the sabotagerit, setting up over the heads and against the

of
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will of the refonnist trade union bureaucrats, committees of the
united front and trade union unity, calling unity conferences, etc.
And, of course, such extreme sectarian slogans as "Down with the
Police Union of Alve, Kandalkar and Roy," and "In one branch of
industry there must only be one COMMUNIST union". can do
nothing but harm to the revolutionary trade union movement, in
its struggle for the masses, for winning over the broad strata of
the working class.
The appraisal of the whole union as being a police union means
to take an impennissible attitude towards the masses of more
backward workers, temporarily misled by the nationlll refonnists,
who have still not convinced themselves of the correctness of the
policy and tactics of the revolutionary tmde union movement.
The call for organising Communist Unions narrows down the
mass base of the revolutionary trade union movement to the
extreme, and must inevitably lead to isolating the adherents of the
revolutionary wing from the ma~ses, to turning these unions into
narrow sectarian groups, steeped in their 9Wn prejudices. It is
necessary, on the contrary, not to isolate ourselves in narrow
sectarian ''Communist Union", but to fight energetically for
establishing MASS CLASS UNIONS, lining up broad strata of
the workers, regardless of political conviction. to fight for
immediately uniting all existing parallel unions. Only in this way
will the revolutionary trade union movement be able to
consolidate and close up the ranks of the proletarian forces and
mobilise the broad masses against capitalism and imperialism.

Work in the Reformist Unions
While fighting for the united front and unity it is
sii:nultaneously necessary always to bear in mind that the united
front and unity are not aims in themselves, that the adherents of
the revolutionary wing wage the struggle for the united front and
unity for the purpose of further developing and deepening the
struggle against the offensive of capital, against imperalist
oppression. The united front and unity must by no means lead at
any time to smoothing down and glossing over principle
differences, to ideological capitulation on the part of the
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revolutionary trade union movement before national reformism, to
withdrawal from the positions of the class struggle. The adherents
of the revolutionary trade union movement fight for the united
front and unity. not for the pleasure's sake of sitting side by side
with the reformist leaders at one table, but for the sake of
establishing the militant revolutionary united front of the broad
strata of workers for waging a ·victorious struggle against the
imperialist and Indian exploiters. And the best guarantee for
realising precisely such a united front and unity is to rally
representatives of the workers themselves for participation in the
work of the leadership bf struggles, and to determinedly ex.pose all
machinations of the reformist leaders, directed to disrupt the
struggles for the workers' '.nterests to sabotage the united front
and unity.
A no less important lesson of the general strike is the necessity
to activisc our worl in the reformist union .. The strike clearly
showed that despite the all-round growmg aspiration of the
masses for the united front in the struggle against the capitalist
offonsive and imperialist oppression. in spite of the growing
discontent of the masses with the National Congress and reformist
leaders. the latter succeeded in withholding the workers of a
number of important centres from the struggle (Ahmedabad,
Madras). from joining the strike, hampering the development of a
mass solidarity movement. This must serve as a good warning and
les-.on to the revolutionary wing of the Indian trade union
movement. First of all. not to adhere to a policy of-drifting. to a
policy of the spontaneous pressure of the masses, who can sweep
aside all ClbstacJes on their way. but to patiently and daily
organise and head this spontaneous discontent and struggle of the
masses. Secondly, not to remain satisfied merely with the growing
discontent of the masses with th~ reformist leaders, not to wait
until the working masses automatically free themselves from
under the influence of the reformist leaders, but to shift the centre
of gravity of their everyday practical work. for winning over .the
workers li_ned up precisely in the reformist unions. bearing in mind
that these unions unite considerable sections of workers. that the
sphere of influence of these unions goes beyond their
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organisational framework and that without energetically
developing the work in the reformist unions it will be impossible
to win over the masses and lead them to battle. it will be
impossible to fight successfully against the reformist influence in
the midst of the toiling masses. Therefore, the major task of the
revolutionary wing of the Indian trade union movement 1s whilst
fighting for the united front and for uniting the revolutionary and
reformist unions on the basis of the class struggle, to intensify the
struggle in all reformist unions. especially in the unions of textile
workers. seamen, railwaymen, setting up within these strong
revolµtionary opposition groups, recruiting members into these
unions on the platform of concrete day-to-day demands and
struggle of the workers, and thus strengthening the influence and
rc-inforcing the positions of the revolutionary wing. The
activisation of work in the reformist unions will help the adherents
of the revolutionary wing in their ~truggle for the united front and
trade union unity. for winning over the majority of the working
class. against the machinations of the reformist leaders for
disrupting the workers' struggle.

The Unemployed and Peasantry
A radical tum mu~t be brought about in the work in the
reformist unions. Work in the reformist unions and the struggle
for winning over the ma!>ses of these organisations acquires
particular importance in connection with the attempts of the
Government to smash the revolutionary tmde union movement, co
prohibit the Communist Party. etc. Of course, the revolutionary
wing is bound to meet with endless obo;taclcs along this path,
created not only by the Government and employers. facts are
already known about the reformist leaders caking steps to-day for
helping the government to persecute revolutionary clements of the
trade union movement. This charges the revolutionary wing with
the task of carrying on even more energetic work in the midst of
the masses lined up in the reformist unions, even more effective
application of the tactic of the united front in their struggle 'for
winning over" the masses. and thus rapidly overcoming all
sectarian mistakes which only serve to aid the .. left'' national
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reformists in their ~plitting tactics. In this connection the
adherents of the revl~luticmary trade union movement when
developing their work in the reformist unions. must remember that
1he task of intensifymg
work in the shops by no means
wntradicts the task of intcnsifying it in the reformist unions, but,
on the the contrary, supplements and concretises it. The united
front. as the chief method of work, the reformist unions as the
most effective road for mobilisi11g the masses for the class and
anti-imperialist struggle. for isolating the masses from the
treacherous reformist leaders.
The strike showed up also a number of other defects in the
work of the revolutionary wing and stressed the necessity of
tivcrcoming these dcf~ct~ a~ soon as pos!-iible. Thus. the strike
..,howcd the absolutely insufficient work carried on by ttie
revolutionary wing among~t thc unemployed, which could not but
lighten the task of the employers to recruit strike-breakers from
among them. The dcvdopment of day-to-day work among the
um:mployed, whose r•.mks are steadily growing and linking up the
~truggk of thc unemployed with the struggle of the workers in
1m1d11ction. is a task of paramount importance for the
l"l'rnlutionary wing. Thc strike also showed that the revolutionary
wing does not fight sufficiently fur linking up the struggle of the
\\ orkcr!'i with the struggle of the peasantry.

Lessons and Conclusions
To take all lessons of the textile workers· general ~trike into
con..,ideration, to draw all necessary conclusions from the
l!Xpl~riences acquired in the Mrike. to uctivisc the more backward
-.:ctions, to overcome all weakness~s and defects. especially with
regard to applying the tactic of the united front-such are the
tasks confronting the revolutionary wing as a whole as well as
every adherent of the revolutionary wing separately.
In connection with the strike, the government and
manufacturers undertook after its termination a fresh offensive
ugainst the working class. The Government drove the Communist
Party underground, is now smashing the revolutionary trade union
movement, has issued a decree about arbitration, which in reality
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deprives the workers of the right to strike, and leaves them to the
mercy of the imperialist officials, throws revolutionary
working-class leaders into prison. ·The employers are now
attacking the workers. are cutting their wages. The reformist
leaders. for whom the government paves the way by means of its
terrorist persecution of the revolutionary trade union movement,
have in tum begun to "purge" the unions of revolutionary
elements, for the purpose of checking the activity of the masses
and disrupting the struggle of the workers.
However. the activity of the working masses has not
diminished. The masses are everywhere coming forward to fight.
The Indian textile workers, recovering from the blows dealt them
during the strike, are again collecting their forces and preparing
for a fresh struggle. It is up to the revolutionary wing to head the
activity of the masses and mobilise them for a relentless struggle
against exploitation and oppression on the basis of applying the
revolutionary tactic of the united front.

The Anti-Imperialist People's Front
in India(*)

It 7 I

Rajani Palme Dutt and Ben Bradley

The Indian natipnal struggle is to-day at a critical point. British
Imperialism has succeeded in imposing its constitution of open
subjection in the face of the opposition of the entire Indian nation.
·n1e first stage of the struggle against it has met with defeat. For
the moment there is confusion in the national camp as to the path
forward. At the same time the ever worsening situation and
sharpening struggle of the masses of workers and peasants calls
ever more loudly for organisation and leadership.
If we look at the world situation we see that all over the world
the anti-imperialist struggle is gathering strength and advancing.
In Egypt the united mass struggle is exercising powerful pressure
on British Imperialism. In China the popular forces of resistance
to partition and for national unity and liberation are gathering
around the central core of Soviet China, consisting of at least sixty
millions who have already thrown off the imperialist yoke. In
Abyssinia the entire people is fighting for their freedom with arms
in hand and driving back the foreign invader, and the popular forces
in all countries are supporting their struggle. In South America the
People's Anti-Imperialist Front is making great advances.
What of the situation in India? Since the abandonment of mass
civil disobedience we see a confusion of forces and no powerful
united movement of resistance to British Imperialism, which rules
with more triumphant reaction than ever. Some voice are raise~ to
advocate co-operation in working the new constitution. Others
*Known as 'DUIT·BRADLEY THESIS'. Published in JNPRECORR of
29th February, 1936. Also published in "THE LABOUR MONTHL V", March
1936, London.
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advocate retreat from the political field to concentrate on village
industries or on the removal of caste disabilities. Gandhi has
proclaimed his retirement from politics. The National Congress,
apart from the electoral field, has given up for the time the. attempt
to direct the struggle, and even in the electoral field is ·sharply
divided on the future policy, to accept office or not to accept office.
The peasants and workers, suffering under ever heavier
economic distress, find themselves without united and centralised
leadership in their sporadic struggles. Over the past ten years we
have witnessed tremendous strike waves and economic unrest,
hundreds of thousands of textile workers, railwaymen, jute wor~ers
and dockers carrying on insistent strike struggles with heroic
determination against wage cuts and worsened conditions. Among
the peasantry, the hardest hit section of the population, their
inability to meet the demands of the landlord, moneylender and
collector, results in evictions, strikes and clashes with the armed
forces of the government. Alongside this there is terrible mass
unemployment seriously affecting not oniy the workers amt
peasants but also the middle class.
How can we transform this situation? How can we unite and
mobilise a powerful movement of resistance to British Imperialism
and for the needs of the masses? This is the key problem of the
Indian situation.
The Indian National Congress will shortly be meeting in
Lucknow. The representatives of the main body of the Indian
national struggle will have to consider the problems of the path
forward. What shall be the programme at the coming elections?
What shall be the policy of the national representatives who are
elected? What shall be the future line of direction of the national
struggles to defeat Imperialism? The Left-wing elements are
pressing for a line of irreconcilable struggle against Imperialism,
for an advance of the programme to reflect the growing influence
of socialist-ideas, and for the organisation of the workers and
peasants as the decisive practical task. The Right-wing elements
are making gestures for unity with the Liberals and other elements
outside the Congress who have abstained from participation in the
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common struggle and stand for co-operation with imperialism.
The discussion will be sharp. The decisions will be of far-reaching
significance.
It is at this stage that the present proposals are put forward for
the consideration of all who, whether inside or outside the Congress
are concerned for the advance of Indian national liberation.

The First Need-Unity
Every Indian patriot will recognise that the first need for the
successful advance of the Indian national struggle, the key need
of the present situation, is unity of all the anti-imperialist forces in
the common struggle. Jbis is the indispensable condition for the
successful fight against the existing and ever-sharpening reaction
and oppression.
But what is umty? Talk of unity, of the United Front, is to-day
on the lips of all. But many different proposals are put forward in
its name.
Thus, some, as in the recent speeches of Babu Rajendra Prasad,
late President of Congress, urge unity with moderate or Right~ing elements at present outside the Congress, such as the Liberals,
&he friehds and allies of British rulers, whose programme is one of
~o-operation with imperialism and entry into office in order to
assist the slave constitution to function successfully. Naturally the
Liberals from their point of view, as shown in the recent speech of
V.S. Srinivasa Sastri, atMadral·, heartily welcome such proposals
of unity, provided they may maintain their programme of service
to imperialism, since they have no mass following themselves and
only so many hope to win a basis to enter office and carry out their
programme.
But will this strengthen the anti-imperialist forces? While it is
evident that all elements, including .those from among the Liberals
who are prepared to break with co-opera!ion with imperialism and
accept the programme of the national struggle, are welcome to the
common front, this can only be on condition of acceptance of
irreconcilable struggle against imperialism for complete
independence (as already laid down in the Congre~s programme
by the Lahore decisions). It is obvious that a so-called "unity"
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with the friends of the British, achieved by surrendering the struggle
against imperialism, could only weaken the united front against
imperialism and not strengthen it.

The Anti-Imperialist People's Front
From this it follows that Unity cannot be regarded as something
abstract, but can only be unity on the basis of the '8Ilti-imperialist
struggle.
Much as we may desire to see unity of the whole Indian people
in the struggle against foreign rule, we have to recognise that there
cannot be an abstract "unity" of the entire Indian population, I 00
percent, all sections and classes, against British Imperialism. Some
sections have their interest bound up with imperialism, e.g., the
princes, landlords, moneylenders, reactionary, religious and
political elements which live on exploiting communal differences,
elements among the merchants and wealthy classes who favour
co-operation with imperialism, etc. The cunning British rulers have
known how to follow the old maxim: "Divid~d rule," and build
up their dominion on elements of support within the population;
and in consequence, in estimating the forces of the national
struggle, we have to take into account the realities of the classstructure of the population under the conditions of Imperialism.
But there can be unity of the overwhelming majority of the
population against imperialism, i.e., of all the popular masses who
suffer under imperialist rule, and of all the elements from other
classes who are prepared to joint in the common struggle for
national liberation.
What is the necessary basis for such unity of all the antiimperialist forces, such as can unite all the forces of the National
Congress, the trade unions, the peasants' organisations, the youth
organisations, etc., on a common platform in a mighty common
front?
It is clear that the essential minimum basis for such a grouping
is (1) a line of consistent struggle against imperialism and against
.the existing slave constitution, for the complete independence of
India: (2) active struggle for the vital needs of the toiling masses.
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This is the unity of the Indian people we want, the United AntiImperialist People's Front for the struggle against imperialism.

The Role of the National Congress in Realising Unity
At this point the question will be asked : What is the relation of
the National Congress to the Anti-Imperialist People's Front? Is
not the National Congress, as many of its leaders claim, already
the united front of the Indian. people in the national struggle?
The National Congress has undoubtedly achieved a gigantic task
in uniting wide forces of the Indian people for the national struggle,
and remains to-day the principal existing mass organisation of
many divers elements seeking national liberation. Nothing should
be allowed to weaken the degree of unity that has been achieved
through the National Congress, and the proposals that are here put
forward are only intended to endeavour to find means to assist
and extend that unity to a still wider front.
We on the Left have many time.s criticised sharply the existing
leadership and tactics of the National Congress. We have found
many decisions and policies, such as the calling off of mass civil
disobedience in 1922, at the moment when it was ready to enter
on its greatest strength, the uncertain voice on the aim of
mdependence, the wavering in the relations to imperialism, the
siding with the landlords against the peasants, the Delhi Pact, the
co-operation in the Round Table Conference, the Poona calling
off of the struggle in 1934, disastrous to the true interests of the
national struggle and equivalent to surrender to imperialism. We
have traced these decisions and policies to the existing dominant
bourgeois leadership, whose interests often conflict with the
mterests of the masses and with the interests of tbe national
struggle. These issues, of the utmost importance for the future,
need to be discussed and fought out. But this criticism against
particular policies is in no sense intended as a criticism against
the masses in the Congress. Our opposition to a particular
leadership or to particular policies is only intended to assist the
mass army of the national struggle, represented by the Congress,
and to assist and strengthen the national struggle. •
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The National Congress can play a great part and a foremost part
in the work of realising the Anti-Imperialist People's Front. It is
even possible that the National Congress, by the further
transformation of its organisation and programme, may become
the form of realisation of the Anti-Imperialist People's Front; for
it is the reality that matters, not the name.
·
But it is necessary to recognise that the National Congress, as it
exists at present, is not yet the united front of the Indian people in
the national struggle. Its constitution still leaves out the broadest
sections of the masses. Its programme does not yet express with
full clearness the programme of the national struggle. Its leadership
cannot yet be recognised as the leadership of the national struggle.
It does not at present draw out and guide mass activity,·but rather
acts as a brake upon it.
What is needed is, without impairing the degree of unity that
has been achieved through the National Congress, to strengthen
and extend this unity to a broader front, and to develop to a new
stage the organisation and leadership of the piass struggle against
imperialism.

Draw ia the Masses
The National Congress is at present based, not 011 the union of
all elements supporting the national struggle, but on a restrictive
individual membership, with certain limitations of franchise and
of a special ideology or "creed", which prevents it from embracing
the broadest front of all who support the national struggle.
The mass organisations of the workers and peasants, the trade
unions and peasants' unions and all similar collective mass
organisations, constituting the most important forces ofthe national
struggle, are at present outside the National Congress. Only when
aJI these forces are combined, 1'1e mass organisations ofthe workers
and peasants, together with the National Congress, whether in a
united front agreement or by the collective affiliation of these·
organisations to the Congress, will we have achieved a broad united
national front, capable of developing as a real Anti-Imperialist
People's Front and drawing behind it the overwhelming majority
ofthe oopuJation, the workers, the peasants and the middle classes,
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in a single army of the national struggle. Within such a bloc the
working class can increasingly realise its role of vanguard, to lead
to victory the Indian revolution.
The first aim should therefore be to establish a united front of
the National Congress with all the existing mass organisations of
the trade unions, pea'iants' unions, youth associations or other antiimperialist mass organisations, in a broad Anti-Imperialist People's
Front on the basis of the struggle against imperialism and its
constitution and for organising the struggle of the masses for their
immediate demands.
At the same time we should seek to amend the constitution of
the National Congress in such a way as to permit of the collective
affiliation with delegate representation, of the trade unions,
peasants' unions, youth organisations, etc. This collective
affiliation should be carried out not only on an All-Indian scale
(All-India Trnde Union Congress to the National Congress), hut
equally in the provinces and on a district and local scale the whole
way through, thus bringing the National Congress into direct and
continuous association with the masses. This collective affiliation
is important. not only for the immediately existing mass
organisations, but for the whole network of trade unions and
peasants' unions graduaJly embracing wider and wider sections
of the masses, which Congress should devote its most active efforts
to assist in building up as the strongest pillars of the national
struggle.
The possibility of such collective affiliation is illustrated, not
only by the examples of the European Labour Parties, but still
more closely by the ex-ample of the old national-revolutionary
Kuomintang (before the betrayal by Chiang Kai-shek) at the height
of its strength when it grouped, along with individual political
members, trade unions, peasants' organisations and the Communist
Party, and on this basis swept forward from strength to strength,
proving the most powerful and victorious weapon up to the.n
devised for the colonial struggle against imperialism.
While it may take a necessary process of time to carry through
the campaign and introduce collective affiliation into the
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constitution of the Congress, no time· should be lost in already
setting up on a local district, provincial and, if possible, All-India
scale, joint bodies of the Congress committees, trade unions,
peasant unions, youth association, Congress Socialist groups and
other groups and anti-imperialist organisations, uniting for the
purposes of combining the campaign against imperialism in the
Anti-Imperialist People's Front.
Actually united front bodies have been already set up in
localities-not permanent but temporary bodies which show the
possibilities-in places like Bombay, Calcutta and elsewhere.
United Front demonstrations and meetings were held in Bombay
in F~bruary last year against the new slave constitution; these and
similar actions were supported by trade unionists, Congress
Socialists, Congressmen, Communists. etc. These actions, of
course, were only the very first signs, but they show the urge for,
and possibilities of, the Anti-Imperialist People's Front.
Democratise the -Constitution of the Cookress
In order that the Congress shall really become based on the
masses, it is not sufficient merely in a formal fashion to draw the
mass organisations 'into its structure; it is necessary to dicit the
initiative and responsibility of the masses in the direction and policy
of the Congress. so that the policy shall really become governed
from below.
The existing working of the Congress machinery cannot be
regarded as democratic. In practice a very small handful of leaders
hold absolute control. In particular, the Working Committee, which
has the greatest power and takes the most important executive
decisions, is not an elected body, and cannot be regarded as
representative of the sections of opinion in the rank and file of the
Congress. Similarly. in the provinces ant;l localities the degree of
control from below is very weak.
An exhaustive overhauling of the constitution is necessary in
order to bring it into accord with modem democratic conceptions
of a popular party, and to ensure, not only the forms of democrclcy,
but that these shall be realised in the practical working-i.e .•
v:icJ :ming of facilities for raising issues and putting forward
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resolutions from the membership, prior circulation of agenda with
opportunities for discussion mandating of delegates, etc., active
political life and discussion in all the local organisations, election
from below of all committees and officers, etc.
Centralised direction is essential for the purposes of the struggle,
but this centralised direction must be on the principles, not of
personal dictatorship, but of democratic centralism, i.e., elected
from below and responsible to the representatives of the lower
organs.

A Clear Programme of Anti-Imperialist Struggle
Then again much requires to be done to establish and ensure
universal acceptance of a clear and unambiguous programme of
anti-imperialist struggle both in the National Congress and for the
whole Anti-Imperialist People's Front.
At present, despite the decisions of the Lahore Congress on the
aim of Independence, there is still much confusion even on the
central aim. Definitions of the meaning of "Puma Swaraj" are as
thick as blackberries on a bush, and cover the most contradictory
notions. The latest definition by the Wardha meeting of the
Working Committee in September, 1934 ("included unfettered
control over the army and other defence forces, external affairs,
fiscal and commercial matters, and financial and economic
policy"), goes back on the goal of independence and returns to the
pre-Lahore aim of Dominion Status.
It is essential to establish, in unmistakable terms, the aim of
complete independence of India as the unchangeable aim of the
Indian national struggle, and therewith the rejection of all
compromise and negotiation with imperialism for half measures,
co-operation in working the constitution, etc.
Further, it is essential to link up the programme of the fight for
independence with the immediate political demands of the struggle
against imperialism and with the immediate demands of the
workers and pea8ants for their vital needs.
The details of such a programme could be. worked out in
common by representatives of all the organisations concerned.
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Thus, for example, such a programme might include:
( 1) The aim of complete independence for India;
(2) Freedom of speech, press, organisation, assembly, strikes
and picketing;
(3) Repeal of all exceptional and repressive laws, ordinances
and anti-labour laws (Criminal Amendment Act, Press Act, etc,);
(4) Release of all pofitical prisoners, detenus and internees;
(5) Against reductions of wages and dismissals of workers;
for an adequate minimum wage and 8-hour day; for 50 per cent,
reduction in rents and against the seizure of peasant land for debt
by Imperialists, native princes, zemindars and moneylenders.
The particular immediate demands of the struggle could be
worked out and varied according to the locality and the particular
conditions and stage.
A central rallying slogan for the whole movement could be
provided by the demand for a Constituent Assembly; the conditions
under which this demand could be usefully taken up and made the
centre of agitation and propaganda are considered later in the present
article. A platfonn of this type requires t<)· be established as the
common platform of the Anti-imperialist People's Front.
Similarly, the constitution and platform of the Congress requires
to be worked out anew in the light of this, laying down in simple
and clear form the aim of complete independente, the line of
irreconcilable struggle against Imperialism and the fight for the
needs of the workers and peasants. Such a platfonn can unite all
sincere elements of the national struggle, while excluding only
those elements which seek to co-operate with Imperialism.
The Tactics of Mass Struggle
A similar clarification is necessary with regard to the basic
tactics of the Congress and of the national struggle.
The existing ideology of "non-violence," which is still made a
compulsory part of the Congress creed, is to-day a survival which
is more and more visibly at variance with the realities of the
struggles and less and less corresponds to the outlook of large
section of the national movement. Many prominent members of
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the Congress, who have formally to subscribe to this dogma as the
condition of their participation in its mass activities, to-day
privately declare their disbelief in it. This is not a healthy situation.
While many sections may still be under the influence of the theories
of ''non-violence" to make this a dogma compulsory on all section
is to pla.ce an obstacle in the way of unity of the national front. In
fa~t. the experience of the nearly two decades since the war has
abundantly shown that the conception of "non-violence" has been
used, not merely in opposition to the fruitless policies of individual
terrorism or sporadic outbreaks of a minority, but to shackle and
hold in all effective mass activity and the development along the
lines of the class struggle of the most powerful weapons against
imperialism or mass resistance to imperialist violence, and thus,
leaving free play for the violence of Imperialism, has been a
dangerous and paralysing influence on the advance of the national
struggle and the principle cause of the relative stagnation and
failure of advance in India, despite the enormous sacrifices made.
compared with other colonial countries. China and Abyssinia have
shown how a people fights for its freedom against the imperialist
enemy. In Egypt to-day the higher degree of aggressive mass
activity is reflected in the far greater readiness of British
Imperialism to offer concessions. It is essential that the Indian
national movement should free itself from the paralysing
conceptions of passive "non-violence" if it is to defeat its enemy.
A sharp ideological struggle needs to be conducted on this question,
but a struggle in the ideological field, by way of ceaseless
explaining and winning over. This issue should not be allowed to
split the national front.
The Congress creed in consequence needs revision in accordance
with the real conditions of the_ struggle. The dogma of "nonviolence" should be omitted. The entire emphasis should be placed
on the development of the mass struggle, on the work of
organisation of the workers and peasants as the primary task in
the field of organisation, on the active taking up of the immediate
demands of the workers and peasants for their vital needs and the
linking of this struggle with the political anti-imperialist struggle.
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Consolidation of the Left-Wing
In order to realise the Anti-Imperialist People's Front and to
carry through these urgently necessary changes in the constitution,
organisation, policy and work of the National Congress, it is
essential that all Left-wing ele~nts in the Congress should fight
in unison on a common platform for these vital needs.
In the past there has been much dispersion of effort, division
and mutual sniping between the Left-wing forces, thus playing into
the hands of the domination of the Right-wing leadership. While it
is necessary and desirable that the differences of political outlook
and conception which exist between the different groupings should
be thoroughly discussed and cleared in comradely discussion, this
should not stand in the way of the fullest co-operation and common
working on all the issues on which agreement can be reached, both
within the Congress, and in the immediate daily struggle.
Congress Socialists, Trade Unionists, Communists and Left
Congressmen should all be able to unite on the essentials of a
minimum programme of anti-imperialist struggle for complete
independence, of organisation of the masse, and development of
mass struggle, and of the fight for changes in the Congress
constitution, policy. organisation and leadership to forward these
aims. The Congress Socialist Party can play an especially important
part in this as the grouping of all the radical elements in the existing
Congress. It is of the greatest importance that every effort should
be made to clarify questions of programme and tactics in the
Congress Socialist Party.
It is this way the first stage of the Anti-Imperialist People's Front
could be built up already in the common fight, stressing particularly
the local, district and provincial basis.
At the same time it is essential to recognise that the task of
consolidation of the Left-wing forces renders more necessary and
responsible than ever the role and the activity of the Communists
in this process. since they have the most responsible role to play in
ensuring the political clearness of the fight, in pressing forward
the drive to unity in action, and guiding the aims of the movement
towards the goals of political and social liberation.
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Through the consolidation of the Left-wing forces, the first stage
of the Anti-Imperialist People's Front can be built up already in
the common fight, particular stress being laid in the early stages
upon its development on a local and district basis.
The Anti-Imperialist Front in the Elections
The question of the elections is of cardinal importance for the
anti-Imperialist front.
On the one hand, it is essential that the clear line of the anti1mperial ist front, the line of consistent struggle for complete
independence, against all co-operation with Imperialism and its
constitution, and for the demands of the masses, should be
challengingly voiced at the elections, and that the outlook of these
vast sections of the national movement must not be stifled.
On the other hand, it is essential that unity of the national front
should be maintained against the Imperialists and their allies, and
there should be no splitting of the vote for the benefit of the
reactionary Right-wing elements outside the Congress who stand
for co-operation with Imperialism.
·
The best means to realise this requires the. most earnest
consideration of all supporters of the national struggle.
We would suggest that the anti-Imperialist bloc, constituted on
its programme of complete independence, no co-operation with
imperialism, and active struggle for the de"!ands of the masses,
should seek agreement with the existing leadership ofthe Congress
(within which the Congress Socialists, grouping the radical
clements, represent already a substantial minority of roughly onethird of the forces and a potential majority) to run its candidates
directly on this programme in a certain number of seats (or to be
able to include them as a group with their specific programme
within the Congress panel), as recognised candidates of the united
national front, co-operating with the Congress candidates in other
constituencies who run on the official programme. The details of
this arrangement will need careful working out; but with goodwill on both sides, such an arrangement should be possible. ·
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Every effort requires to be made to prevent a splitting of the
national front in the elections; but such unity should not be utilised
to stifle the Left-wing forces of the anti-Imperialist bloc.
The Constituent Anembly as the Central Slogan of the Struggle
In order to concentrate the struggle against the slave constitution
imposed by the British government, we cannot rest sattsfied with
the negative programme of rejection of the constitution and refusal
of co-operation, but must counterpose our positive slogan.
Corresponding to the existing stages of the movement, the time
is now undoubt~dly favourable to launch as our central slogan the
demand for the convening of a Constituent Assembly. based upon
a universal and equal franchise and direct and secret ballot.
In the past there has been much discussion on the slogan of a
Constituent Assembly. On the one hand, it has been presented in
such a form as if the existing National Congress were to be regarded
already as the Constituent Assembly of the Indian people. On the
other hand, it has been presented as if it were to be regarded as an
alternative to the aim of Soviets. as the poVtical aim of the Indian
Revolution. Both these outlooks arc incorrect and require to be
combated. But this necessary criticism of misleading conceptions
has given rise to the alternative danger of the conception that the
slogan of a Constituent Assembly is as such and at all times
inadmissible and in inevitable opposition to the aim of Soviets.
This would be a serious misunderstanding; the example of the
Bolsheviks in the Russian Revolution ha~ shown how in a given
situation the slogan of a Constituent Assembly can be a most
powerful mobilising force which can be combined with the
propaganda of Soviet Power as the ultimate aim.
Is the situation now in India such that this slogan of a Constituent
Assembly would be a correct slogan of action for the coming stage?
Yes. At a time when the British government is imposing its new
constitution of slavery upon the Indian nation, and preparing its
mockery of elections from which the voice of nine-tenths of the
people is excluded a~d the reminder barred from effective
representation with any power to their representatives. it is essential
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to spread broadcast, in opposition to the line of Imperialism, the
demand for a Constituent Assembly freely elected upon a basis of
universal suffrage. In putting this forward the Communists will in
no wise weaken their propaganda for the aim of Soviet Power. The
Constituent Assembly is a slogan of action for mobilising the
masses at the present stage of the struggle.
But at the same time it is necessary to explain on every occasion
on which the issue of a Constituent Assembly is raised, both within
the National Congress, and in mass propaganda, that a real
Constituent Assembly can only be realised as a result of a broad
movement of the masses, of the people in active struggle. The
significance of the slogan of a Constituent Assembly is as a
mobilising slogan of the mass struggle at the present stage. As
such it should become the central slogan of action of the present
stage of the national struggle and of the Anti-Imperialist People's
Front, uniting all the partial and immediate struggles in this central
political fight.
The need for the speedy realisation of the broadest AntiImperialist People's Front in India is the more urgent, not only for
the reasons of the situation now existing within India, but in view
of the whole international situation as it is developing and effecting
India. The war question is now of burning urgency. The Italian
war on Abyssinia, alongside the ever-extending Japanese
aggression in China, is the signal of the advance of imperialism to
a new world war. The sympathies of the Indian people are warmly
united with the Abyssinian people in thear resistance to the Italian
war of aggression, and with the Chinese national struggle against
Japanese and all other imperialists. But at the same time it is
necessary to sharpen the struggle against the war preparations of
British Imperialisms, which fall with merciless heaviness on the
Indian masses. The imminence of new world war makes more than
ever necessary the unity and readiness of the national front in India.
In conclusion, it should be stated that these proposals are put
forward for the consideration of all supporters of the struggle for
national liberation in India, as an attempt to trace the main outline
of the path of advance in the present immediate situation and with
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the given relations of forces. The realisation of this next stage of
advance, the realisation of a broad-based, all-embracing and
powerful Anti-Imperialists People's Front, should rapidly open the
way to new perspectives for the Indian national movement.

·~
Towards Trade Union Unity in India
Rajani Palme Dutt and Ben Bradley

The growing determination of the Indian working-class to struggle
for unity in the trade union field is a most significant and welcome
feature of the present situation in India. To establish one united
centralised trade union movement constitutes the most important
immediate task facing the Indian working-class. That this task is
not easy was shown by the events which took place when the Trade
Union Congress and National Trades Union Federation met at the
end oflast year at Nagpur. Credit is, however, due to the persistence
of the militant section in the trade union movement for consistently
pursuing a number of steps towards unification. These steps, taken
by the militant section of the trade union movement of India, have
resulted in the achievement of a number of successes in the struggle
for the consolidation of the forces of the working-class in the
country.
Few sections of the working-class throughout the world can
show a better record of class-struggle than the Indian workingclass during the last six years. Both on the economic as well as the
political front, the Indian working-class has conducted a series of
important determined and bitter struggles. Nevertheless, we cannot
fell to recognise that with all the determination of the workers
these struggles have been seriously impaired by the breaches in
the ranks of the movement. This is clear if we take some of the
outstanding struggles; such as the G.l.P. Railwaymen's strike of
1930; from the very beginning the position of the railway workers
was considerably weakened by their ranks being divided. Similarly,
Published in INPRECORR dated March 7, 1936 No. 12, Vol. 16, pages
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with the Bengal Jute Workers' strike of 1930, and the many Textile
Workers' strikes in the years following in Bombay, Nagpur and
elsewhere. ·The more recent examples are shown with the Dock
Workers' strike in 1934, in Bombay, and the Dock Workers' strike
in 1934-35, in Calcutta.
/\II these struggles were conducted with determination, vigour
and sacrifice, but without unity in the face of the enemy. With
their ranks broken the workers can put up but feeble resistance to
the continued attacks upon their economic standards; at the same
time they are unable to present to the employers united demands
for better conditions. The determination of the working-class of
India to establish a united working-class movement springs from
these experiences and this situation.
The Advance of Unity
Already steps of tremendous importance have been taken to
achieve this unity. The first struggle to obtain •unity was in
connection with the All-India Textile Worker.Y 'Strike of 1934. This
was followed by the unification, on the basis of the class- struggle
and Trade Union Democracy. of the Red· Trade Union Congress
and the All-India Trade Union Congre.u· in April, 1935.
We have always stood by and stand today by the principle that
and effective and powerful trade union movement requires all
embracing class solidarity of the workers. At the same time the
representatives of different view points within the trade unions
should be free to conduct prClpaganda for their viewpoints and
policy on the issues that arise, always avoiding all disruptive
conflicts and loyally maintaining discipline in the common
struggle. Here we foel that the importance cannot be over-estimated
of the acceptance at Calcutta of the two points as the necessary
basis of trade union unity; (I) acceptance of the class-struggle
and, (2) Internal trade union democracy. These two points must
be exphasised and form the comer stone of the future trade union
movement; they will help to ensure a vital, fighting, mass trade
union movement in India.
Following the achievement of unity between the two Trade
Union Congresses at Calcutta the militant workers set about the
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task of amalgamating, on the basis of the principles accepted by
the parallel Red and National Reformist Girni Kamgar Unions in
Bombay and Nagpur, also the G.I.P. Railwaymen's Unions. This
trade union action will inevitably lead towards the establishment
of trade union unity and the mobilisation of the forces of the Indian
working-class in their struggle for their immediate demands.
political rights and for the independence of the country from British
imperialism. Of particular importance and significance was the
tremendous enthusiasm with which the workers of Bombay
welcomed the steps to unite the two textile workers' unions. Such
scenes of enthusiasm had not been witnessed since the days of the
formation of the Lal Bavta Girni Kamgar Union; over l 0,000
workers turned out to vote for the office bearers of the United
Gimi Kamgar Union. It is also of particular significance that several
official positions were secured by the old office bearers of the Red
trade union, while on the other hand extreme right-wing leaders
like A Ive and Kandalkar were thoroughly defeated.
The establishment of the Joint Labour Boardwas the next step
taken towards the further extention of the workers united front.
The Joint Labour Board was established to co-ordinate the activities
of the amalgamated T.U.C. and the National Trades Union
Federation, and to draw the mass of trade union workers and local
organisations of the right reformist unions closer to the workers in
other unions towards trade union unity and to participate in the
class-struggle.
Alongside the establishment of the Joint Labour Boards there
were organised in Bombay, Calcutta, Nagpur and elsewhere joint
mass meeting and demonstrations against the new slave
constitution, against the ban on militant workers' organisations,
against the fascist aggressive war on Abyssinia, and joint
demonstrations on May Day. Many of these demonstrations,
meetings and actions were organised on the basis of the united
front with the Congress Socialist Party, with Provincial, District
and Town Committees ofthe National Congress, etc., and indicated
the broadening out of activity, and the fact that the working-class
movement was taking its place, not merely in immediate economic
struggles, but in the political field.
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It is necessary also to place on record the fact of the active
participation of the adherents of the militant trade union movement
in the Radical Political Conference both in Bombay and Nagpur
(November, 1935). All these are indications of the increasing
activity of the masses in the struggle against war and imperialism,
and testify to the fact that the CQmmunists and the adherents of
the militant trade union movement are steadily overcoming the
remnants of sectarianism, and the isolation of the trade union
movement from the anti-imperialist front.

Opposition to Trade Union Unity
The intense desire of the workers for unity manifested itself at
Nagpur towards the end oflast year when the All-India Trade Union
Congress and the National Trades Union Federation met
simultaneously. Yet despite the efforts made, particularly by the
militant section, to bring the T.U. movement under one head, this
was not achieved.
The Executive Committee of the A.l.T.U.C. formulated certain
proposals for unity, and it appears that the most important of these
were: ( l) The name of the organisation shall be the All-India
Trade Union Congress: (2) The constitution shall be that of the
National Trade Union Federation, with modifications if necessary~
and (3) that the first working committee shall consist ofan equal
number of officials from both organisations. To which a couple of
sub-points were added; (a) No affiliation to any foreign
organisation. (B) The amalgamated central working-class
organisation to accept the principle of sending delegates to Geneva.
It is quite reasonable to draw the conclusion from the above
that the Executive of the A.I.T.U.C. were prepared to sink
everything in the interests of trade union unity. But it is amazing,
in view of the principles accepted at Calcutta, that the important
question of trade union democracy does not appear at all, while it
was not thought necessary to stress the principle of the classstruggle, the reason being, according to R.S. Ruikar, that the
principle of class-struggle was acceptable to both groups.
The tremendous demand for working-class unity has its
repercussion in the discussions in the General Council of the
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National Trade Union Federation. In fact reports show that there
was a majority in the body who favoured immediate structural
unity, while a section of the member favoured "Unity by stages".
This opposition to immediate unity was lead by N.M. Joshi, whose
demand was equivalentto a call for capitulation of the A.I.T.U.C.,
that it should unconditionally enter the National Federation, the
Federation leadership reserving the right to accept whom it thought
fit and to reject those with whom it did not see eye to eye. To have
accepted such a position would have been to have betrayed the
fundamental principles of the working-class. The working-class
members of the National Federation and the A.l.T.U.C. demand
unity not capitulation, unity based upon the recognition of the
principles ofthe class-struggle in practice and complete trade union
democracy.
Despite the majority in favour, the resolution for immediate
unity was withdrawn and a resolution given wider powers to the
Joint Board, and extending the principle of such Joint Boards to
the Provinces, was agreed to. Unity for the moment is sidetracked,
nevertheless, the policy of N.M. Joshi must be fought and the
struggle to achieve one united trade union movement must go on
with redoubled energy.

Weaknesses in Carrying Through The Struggle for Unity
While we can place on record a number of successes achieved
by the adherents of the miHtant section of the trade union
movement, it is necessary at the same time to emphasis that certain
incorrect approaches have been made in their activities in actual
struggle. One of the most striking examples was the refusal of the
adherents of the militant T.U. movement from the Nagpur
amalgamated textile workers'· union to let the national reformist
leaders and officials of this union participate in the leadership of
the Hingangat Textile Workers' Strike. So far wa., this carried
that the national reformist leaders of the amalgamated textile
workers' union and of the T.U.C. were refused the floor at the
strikers meetings, etc. This policy made it easier for the reformist
leaders to apply their policy of expelling the adherents of the
militant trade union movement, with the re!lult that the struggle
for trade union unity was hampered.
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Further examples are that of the organisation of Lal Bavta Press
Kamgar Union of a provincial press workers' conference, and also
an All-India Conference-an excellent piece of work, but done
without the participation of the nationalist reformist unions which
arc in existence. Another example of surviving sectarianism is
that of the decision of the Calcutta Tramwaymen ·.,. Union, to remain
an independent union and not to affiliate to the amalgamated Trade
Union Congress; to this extent our forces inside the Trade Union
Congress struggling for T.U. unity are weakened. We recognise
the difficulties of our comrades, but these must not prevent us
taking the lead always and every time on the question of trade
union unity.
One of the most diffic•ilt problems with which the adherents of
the militant trade union movement are faced is that of the
Ahmedahad Textile Workers. Here we have the second largest
textile centre in India, with the largest textile workers' union in
•
India - the Ahmedabad Textile Labour As.wciation with a
membership of 25,000. We will agree that it can be called a
company union, and that there is almost an entire absence of trade
union democracy in connection with its methods of work; many
examples of this can be cited, the latest being the set-back the
workers suffered when the Delhi agreement was imposed upon
them. The adherents of the militant section of the trade union
movement have struggled to establish their position and organise
the Ahmedabad workers in the Mail Kamgar Union. Here they
have met with the most vigorous Government repression,
VJ. Patel, in a speech recently to the textile workers, incited
Government action against the militant T.U. workers, comrades
have been arrested and the union declared illegal. The adherents
of the militant trade union movement, grouping themselves outside
the Labour Association, remain isolated from these 25.,000
organised workers, unable to influence the policy of the
Association, unable to give a lead.
This isolation and these remanants of sectarianism find their
most striking expression in the almost entire absence of work at
the present time, in the largest right-reformist unions, affiliated to
the National Federation, as well as independent ones, and in the
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inadequate initiative and activity in developing the united front
struggle in defence of the immediate economic demands of the
working-class ..
In ord~r to overcome this weakness a more vigorous attitude is
needP.d towards the training of cadres among the workers for
leading trade union positions. not merely organisations where they
have influence but in the right-reformist organisations. in the
Ahmedabad Textile Labour Associations. etc. With this there is
the urgent need for the workers' press reflecting the policy and
tactics of the militant section of the trade union movement. If our
comrades could put into effect these questions many of our shortcomings would be quickly overcome.
Next Steps For Trade Union Unity
We feel that the adherents of the militant trade union movement.
working in the trade unions of India, will be able to greatly
strengthen their position and place themselves in the forefront of
the struggle provided they are able to concentrate their attention
on and carry through the following suggestions.
It is necessary to carry through at the earliest possible moment
the amalgamation of the parallel Lal Bavta and National-reformist
trade unions still existing in a number of centres and industries.
This should be immediately applied to the unions on the G.l.P.
Railway, to the press workers. to the textile workers in all ccntres1inking up these centres, and to a number of unions in Bengal. The
next step would be the transformation of the amalgamated trade
unions into powerful mass organisations. This would constitute
the major task in the struggle for the elimination of the split in the
trade union movement. When we recognise that only a very small
percentage of the industrial workers oflndia are organised in the
trade union movement and what tremendous possibili~ies there
are, the next task obviously is to achieve powerful mass
organisations. To do this every amalgamated union would declare
a "recruitment month" and make the recruiting of new members
one of the most important tasks of the trade union.
Provided the adhe~nts .of the militant trade union movement
abide by the basic principles and conditions of the amalgamation,
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established by the Calcutta agreement on the amalgamation of the
two trade union Congresses (class-struggle and trade union
democracy), show flexibility in solving the questions of the forms
and procedure of the amalgamation, and take into account in every
case the concrete situation and strength of the Lal Bavta or militant
and reformist unions-to the e~tent that these principles are
observed will we carry into life the Calcutta agreement by turning
the amalgamated T.U. Congress into a real weapon of consolidating
the masses and strengthening the militant trade union movement.
A persistent struggle for the united front in action against the
offensive of capitalism and imperialism, and for the amalgamation
of the local unions affiliated to the amalgamated Trade Union
Congress with the parallel unions of the right reformist Trade Union
federation. will create the basis and accelerate the amalgamation
of both these T.U. centres into a unified T.U. Congress. based on
the class-struggle and trade union democrncy. the immediate
struggle can be developed for one union on the B.B.C.I. Railway.
one union on the G.l.P. Railway, one union for the dock workers.
one for the seamen and so on.
Unity of action between the trade unions of the T.U.C. and
unions of the National Trade Union federation can be greatly
facilitated by full use being taken of the proposal to extend the
principle of Joint Labour Boi1rds to the Provinces.· By our joint
work and action with the workers in the unions under the National
Trade Union Federation we should greatly strengthen the demand
for trade union unity. The struggle for the amalgamation of the
T.U. Congress and the National T.U. Federation, on the basis of
class-struggle and trade union democracy, necessitates a
strengthening of business-like, concrete criticism of the policy of
class collaboration. pursued by reformist leaders, and an exposure
before the working-class of all the opponents of trade union unity.
of all reformist leaders who endeavour to replace unity on the
basis of class-struggle by unity on the basis of class collaboration
and expulsion of the militant forces from the amalgamated unions.
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The Development of United Struggle
The struggle for the united front and trade union unity will not
achieve its aim if it remains isolated and divorced from the
developing struggle of the working-class for its immediate
economic and political demands. The united front and trade union
unity should become a mighty weapon for strengthening the
working-class-struggle against the ever continuing and, in some
centres. intensifying offensive of capital, against the anti-labour
and emergency laws of the Imperialist Government, aiming to
deprive still further the workers oftheir remnants of political rights.
The task of the adherents of the militant trade union movement
should be to show the greatest possible activity and initiative in
dcvelopi'lg and extending the struggle of the working-class for its
vital economic demands, taking into account the situation in various
industries. and mobilising the masses for the struggle around urgent
slogans and demands, based upon the vital needs of the masses
and the degree of their fighting capacity.
Questions such as the fight against wage cuts, for the restoration
of the cuts effected in the past period. for insurance against sickness
and accidents, for the reinstatement of dismissed workers, for noncontributory unemployment insurance, against the anti-workingclass laws, etc., are the questions agitating at present the broadest
masses of workers. These are the slogans around which the workers
should be rallied for a counter-offensive fight against capitalism
and imperialism. All these issues should be linked up with the
struggle for the workers' elementary political rights; (the right to
istrike, freedom of organisation. freedom of the workers' press an
assembly, freedom of political prisoners, universal suffrage, etc.).
The active participation in the coming Second All India
C'on.ferrmce a/Textile Worker) is acquiring enormous significance.
It is therefore of the utmost importance to prepare carefully and
thoroughly for the offensive struggle of the textile workers on the
basis of the broad united front, taking into consideration that the
textile workers' strikes are breaking out in many centres throughout
the country. At the same time the adherents of the militant trade
union movement should - in connection with the wide unrest
among the railway workers - show initiative and activity in
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developing work among the railwaymen. It may be considered
timely, in conjunction with the A// India Railwaymen's Federation.
to call for the convening of an All India Railwaymen ·..,Conference
of representatives elected by the trade unions as well as at general
meetings of organised and unorgansied workers for the discussion
and drawing up of a programme ~f immediate demands and action.
'

Work In Reformist Trade Unions
Persistent, systematic work inside the reformist trade unions is
among the most important conditions of a successful struggle for
the everyday economic and political demands of the working
masses. It is necessary to develop systematic. painstaking. everyday
work in all the reformist and amalgamated trade unions. While it
would be a mistake to aim at crystallising in a fixed organisational
form a trade union opposition, it is necessary to carry on
independent work of militant education and mooilisation of the
masses, in defence of their economic and political interests,
tirelessly combatting all tendencies of class collaboration, and
explaining that the policy and practice of Gandhist non-violence
objectively aids British Imperialism for the enslavement of the
toiling masses oflndia.
The more determinedly to adherents of the militant trade union
movement lay stress on the consolidation of the trade unions, on
the recruitment of new members to the amalgamated trade unions
from among the unorganised, the more actively they join in the
day-to-day work and life of the trade union organisation, always
remembering the specific features of every mass union and every
industry, the more boldly they will be able to come out in the
defence of the workers' demands- the more successful they will
prove in strengthening their positions in the reformist trade unions,
in gaining the confidence of the workers and leading positions in
the unions, and turning the latter into organs of the class-struggle.
The question of developing work in the railwaymen's textile
workers', dockers', seamen and municipal workers' unions, of
which some are very large and have increasingly militant
membership - is acquiring particular and growing significance.
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Trade Unions and The National Congress
The further development and strengthening of the struggle for
the affiliation of the trade unions and other workers' and also
peasants' and students' organisations to the National Congress, as
elective members, is of the utmost importance. The tremendous
importance of this is in connection with the strengthening of the
anti-imperialist forces, and is demanded with a view to a more
active inclusion of the trade unions in the anti-imperialist struggle.
the establishment of a broad anti-imperialist people's and the
mobilisation of the rank and file of the National Congress for the
struggle against British Imperialism.
While developing - in conjunction with all anti-imperialistminded organisations, Congress Socialists, etc. -the broadest
possible campaign for the affiliation of the trade unions, peasant
and other mass organisations to the National Congress, this must
be supported by the passing of resolutions by trade unions and at
meetings. etc .• calling upon the National Congress to change its
constitution and admit of affiliation of these bodies, and at the
same time it is also necessary to send fraternal delegates from the
amalgamated Trade Union Congress, the Bombay Girni Kamgar
lmion and other organisations to the next session of the National
Congress at Lucknow.
Such fraternal delegates should endeavor to present and defend
the demand for collective affiliation of the trade unions, peasant
and other organisations of the toiling masses to the National
Congress. At the same time the representatives of the militant
organisations should utilise in every way the platform of the
National Congress in order to expound and popularise before the
broad masses the viewpoint of the Left-wing Labour movement
on such burning issue as the struggle against the new slave
constitution. the demand for the convening of a Constituent
Assembly based upon universal, equal franchise, direct and secret
ballot, the struggle against imperialist war on Abyssinia and China,
for the full independence of the colonial peoples, etc.
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Trade Unionism in The Elections
The initiative and activity of the Communists and the adherents
of the militant trade union movement in the coming campaign of
elections to the Legislative Councils, in accordance with the new
constitution acquire extremely important political significance. The
militant unions and the adhe~nts to the militant trade union
movement, is the most active and advanced section of the Indian
T.U. movement, should not keep apart from the elections, neither
the labour constituencies nor the general territorial election
districts.
In the labour constituencies, where candidates will be elected
through the existing trade union organisations, we should endeavor
to get the best possible militant workers returned. The campaign
in the elections to the Provincial Legislative Councils must be
closely connected the development of al I forms of struggle of the
masses. The struggle for the nomination and elec~n of candidates
of the anti-imperialist people's front, developed alongside of
strengthening the struggle for the vital and clear demands of the
workers, peasants and city middle-class elements, can and should
result in a strengthening and extension of the anti-imperialist
people's front, in an intensification of the struggle against
imperialism and in a growth of the militant anti-imperialist forces.
The consolidation of the anti-imperialist people's front on the
basis of an extended election campaign and the struggle for the
immediate relieving of the conditions of the workers, peasants
and city middle-class cannot but result in a weakening of the
position of the reactionary bloc, set up in connection with the
coming elections, and in an intensification of the anti-imperialist
struggle. This in turn will have the effect of helping the exposure
and isolation of the pro-imperialist reactionary groupings and
leaders and their supporters (inside as well as outside the National
Congress) who sabotage the establishment of a broad antiimperialist people's front. All this cannot but help to strengthen
the influence ovc=r the masses of the Left wing of the national
Iiberation movement and provided the proletariat and its vanguard
are active-ofthe role of the working-class in the anti-imperialist
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peopl~·s

front of struggle for the overthrow of the rule of British
Imperialism.

Strengthening Militant Trade Unionism

To strengthen and broaden the whole of our work in the trade
union movement the adherents of the militant trade union
movement should consider in the nearest future the possibilities
of issuing a militant labour press, carrying propaganda through
such a press from the viewpoint of the militant labour movement,
publishing material on all the questions of current life in India and
abroad, developing a determined struggle against the reformist
ideology and policy as well as the practice of class collaboration,
concretely criticising the opponents of the united front and trade·
union unity on the basis of class-struggle and trade union
democracy, and rallying and organising the masses for the struggle
against capitalism and imperialism.
The question of assisting in the development of and bringing
forward new militant working-class leaders is a problem facing
acutely the militant section of the Indian trade union movement.
and one which requires immediate solution. The promotion of
leaders from the mid st of the workers devoted to the cause of the
working-class. from those connected with the masses and steeled
in action of the class-struggle. should become the main concern of
the militant trade union movement. The proper allocation of those
leaders. their protection, the careful and comradely notification of
any short coming and mistakes, concrete everyday leadership and
political education of cadres should not bear a casual character,
but become a living part of the work and struggle of the adherents
of the militant trade union movement. It is. therefore, imperative
that Marxist literature be is~med, short-term courses organised, etc.
In conclusion we can say that during the past sixteen years the
Indian working-class has waged many important and heroic
economic battles and participated in the national liberation struggle.
The tremendous experience over these years has shown with ever
greater clearness that the Indian working-class, drawing in its wake
the great mass of peasantry and all the exploited mass, is destined
to lead to a finish and to final victory the fight against imperialism.
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The bourgeois-landlord class have proved themselves incapable
of leading the struggle; they move towards co-operation with
imperialism and bitterly oppose every sign of mass struggle of the
workers and peasants for fear of the menace to their own private
interests. For the success in the field of economic struggle and the
advance of the national struggle requires the development and
extension of the mass struggle at every point. The Indian workingclass has a decisive role to play in the anti-imperialist people's
front as the strongest driving force.
For the working-class oflnJia to realise this important role one
thing is indispensable-the development of a united trade union
movement, organising the main body of the workers on the basis
of their common class interests in the daily struggle. In this manner
the united worlting-class will not merely be able to pull its full
weight in successful economic struggles, but will be able to bring
its full strength to bear in the powerful anti-imperialist people's
front and this will be decisive for the future victory i':i the struggle
against British Imperialism.

Forward to A United Party
Manifesto of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of India on PARTY UNITY

To all Party Members! To all Communists and Communist groups
ouuide the Party!

Comrades,
The present Central Committee was formed by uniting most of
the i~olatcd Communist groups existing in our country into a
centralised All-India Party. Since then the Party has grown all
round, in every way. Today we have functioning party
organisations in all the major provinces, our political influence is
far greater than our organisational strength, we are bending all our
energies to become a political force in the country. In achieving
onr revolutionary tasks the first and one of the most important
impediments is the fact that we are not yet a United Part)~
individual Communists and Communist groups exist outside the
Party.
The Communist individuals and groups we have in mind are
eager and willing to work under the leader"hip of the C.C., they
are entirely loyal to the Communist International, wholeheartedly accept the direction of the Seventh World Congress. The
Central Committee throws open the doors of the Party to them and
expects all Party members to give these comrades a ready
revolutionary welcome into our ranks and assimilate them in our
Party organisation.
The Central Committee call~ upon all Party members not to
regard such comrades as coming from 'opposition' groups or being
an opposition group in any real sense of the term. Every
Published in: "THE COMMUNIST", Organ or the Central Commiuec of the
Communist Party of India, June 1936 issue.
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Communist outside the Party is not necessarily a pseudocommunibt We must admit, what is a fact, that individual
communists have remained outside the party, organised
themselves into groups and proved their revolutionary worth by
building up and becoming a part of the militant mass movement.
We must find out an explanation for this-how elements whose
rightful place was inside the party remained out of it and could
nevertheless work among the masses. They dared remain outside
the Party because the Party was weak; they as a group could build
up mass organisations and mass influence because of the various
mistakes of the party organisatioos. The existence of the
independent groups is a living proof of the weakness of the party.
Should such a state of affairs be allowed to continue any more?
No, Never. All party comrades! join the Central Committee in
saying this and prove it by your deeds.
The Central Committee declares that it is .improper for a
communist to remain outside the Party and impermissible to
form an independent group. Such comrades have thereby
created on-Bolshevik traditions for the party. hindered the
possible growth of the party, prevented the building up of a farwider mass influence for the policy of Communism. Their
place from the very beginning was under the banner of the
Party, they would have thereby strengthened the party and
enabled it to pursue a more truly Bolshevik mass policy. These
comrades put forward the state of inner-party life or the
mistakes of local and provincial party organisations as their
justification for remaining out of the party. The Central
Committee declares that this is no valid justification. It assures
these comrades from its own intimate knowledge of innerparty life, of our achievements and our mistakes that if they
would have joined the party at the right moment they would
have improved the party all round and prevented things which
should never have happened. Every aspect of our Communist
movement is decisively pointing to and conclusively proving
the elementary organisational principle of the comintem that

no real, abiding communist work is possible except through the
Communist Party. not by remaining outside the party and never
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against the party. Party above all-we call upon alJ our nonparty comrades to recognise this and prove it by their deeds.
ALL IN!-into the party, is the fervent appeal of the Central
Committee to all Communists who are not inside the party. We
recognise it as our main task to facilitate their entry into the party
by every means at our disposal, we expect every party member to
heartily welcome them inside the party, we expect these comrades
to work in a way as to earn the unquestioned confidence of us all.
The Central Committee calls upon all Communist to cease
forthwith all carping criticism of each other, give up the hunt for
imaginary deviations, and the delightful pastime of discovering
the "mistakes" of others. In our struggle for party unity we must.
concentrate on finding out our point of agreement which will
enable us to see our remaining differences in their true
perspective. Let us, after this stage is reached, decide together and
also separately whether our few remaining differences (political
and otherwise) are of a type which could be discussed and decided
upon inside the party in the usual way, or so fundamental and farreaching as to make party unity impossible. The central committee
does not desire to smother crticism either of itself or of the party as
a whole or of other independent groups, but suggests the means
whereby discussion could be fruitful. Everything must be
discussed and all serious differences liquidated BEFORE party
unity is achieved; but in all our discussions let us not lose sight of
our aim-party unity-let us not degenerate into an endless
debating society.
We all whole-heartedly accept the line of the Seventh World
Congress the policy of united front, but we have been so far failing
to effectively carry it out in practice. The Central Committee is
working out and applying our new line to the concrete situation in
India, it calls upon all non-party comrades to join up and help it in
its new tasks. The Communist Party is the real builder and the
most consistent supporter of united front. Unity on the party front
will immediately accelerate the successful formation of the united
·
front. Who dare deny this?
Our Spanish comrade~ have proved that a numerically small but
united C.P. can successfully build up a broad-based united front;
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our French comrades have demonstrated the immense
potentialities of the united front movement; our German and
Austrian comrades are showing us how to build up a united party
and united front movement in conditions of terror and iJlegality;
we have the heroic example before us of the model colonial party
of our International, the Chines~ C.P. which in conditions of
unimaginable terror and against unheard of difficulties is building
up a growing united front movement against the rapaciom
Japanese Imperialism and successfully defending Soviet-China.
We communists have the most glorious revolutionary heritage
which is being enriched from day to day by our brother parties; let
us not lag behind but fulfil our Bolshevik role. We would be
justifying ourselves before the communists of the whole world by
establishing a united party and through it launching ourselves
successfully on the path of the United Anti-Imperialist Peoples'
Front.
The Central Committee states that there are groups and parties
with whom party unity is not immediately possible, but the
successful working out of the united front line in collaboration
with such groups would create conditions when party unity with
them would be feasible and proper. The Central Committee
declares that it works and will work for the aim of party unity with
them as well and it can best be realised through our joint
experience of the united front struggle.
A United Communist Party of India as the lever of building up
tre United Anti-Imperialist Peoples' Front and through the
successful experience of the united front srtuggle a still stronger
C.P. worthy of its historical leaders and teachers, Marx, Engels,
Lenin and Stalin. Snch is the prospect today, and it is a realisable
prospect. Let us realise it, all together.

Cemral Committee
Communist Party of India,
(Section of the Communist International)

Draft Election Platform*

We arc suggesting below drafts of the three election platforms.
We hope they will become the basis of wide discussion.
We have not duplicated the demands unnecessarily. The
distinctive demands of Communists are not likely to be adopted
hy candidates who Pore contesting the elections on the platform of
Socialism and revolutionary Anti-Imperialism. nor are the demands
of the latter likely to be accepted by the Indian National Congress
O.N.C.) as it is today. The concrete demands suggested in the
platform for the l.N.C. must however be adopted by the Left
candidates. The Left inside the 1.N.C. should struggle to see that
the Platform for the l.N.C. is not modified in the direction of Right
compromise nor the concrete demands made vague, they should
not let any of these demands be deleted but should add on to them
other concrete demands embodying the immediate grievances of
the toiling people.

Draft Election Platform for Communist Candidates
I. For Workers and Peasants Soviet Republic.
2. Repeal ofall Anti-National. Anti-Peasant and Anti-Working
class laws.
3. Unconditional release of all political prisoners, State
prisoners, Internees and Detenues.
4. Freedom of Speech, Press and Association.
5. Withdrawal of the army of occupation from India, existing
army and police to be replaced by arming the workers. peasants
and all toilers.
•Published in "ll{F. COMMUNIST:. Central Organ ofthe Comm1D1ist Party oflndia. ofJuly
1936. pages I S-16
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6. Abolition of the Native States, property of the Princes to be
confiscated.
7. Rep·idiation of working class and peasant inc.ebtednes~.
8. Confiscation ofla:-ge estates. Land to the Tillers of the soil.
9. Repudiation of Imperialist Debts.
10. Confiscation of British C6p.ital in India.
11. Confiscation and Nationt-1isation of all key ind large
Industries. plantations and Banks.
12. Revolutionar/ fraternal support to the British working class
in its Struggle against British Capitalism.
13. Active opposition to Imperialist Wars.
14. Active support at all costs to the SOVIET UNION. the hope
of the toilers of the World.
Draft Election Platform for Socialist and Revolutionary
Anti-Imperialist Candidates
I. For Workers and Peasants Republic.
2. Repeal of all Anti-National, Anti-Peasant and Anti-Workingclass laws.
3. Unconditional release of all political prisonen:. State
prisoners, Detenucs and Intemces.
4. Freedom of Speech, Press and Association.
5. Withdrawal of the army of occupation from India. existing.
army and police to be replaced by arming the people.
6. Abolition of Native States, properties of the Princes to be
confiscated.
7. Repudiation of working class and peasant indebtedness.
8. Confiscation of large estates. Land to the Tillers of the soil.
9. Repudiation of all Imperialist Debts.
10. Confiscation of British Capital in India.
11. Confiscation and Nationalisation of key and large Industries,
plantations and Banks.
12. Revolutionary fraternal support to the British working class
in its struggle against British Capitalism.
13. Active opposition to Imperialist Wars.
14. Active support to the SOVIET UNION, the hope of the
toilers of the world.
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I . For Complete National Independence. No compromise with
British Imperialism. Wrecking the Slave Constitution.
2. Repeal of all Anti-National, Anti-Peasant and Anti-Working
class laws.
3. Unconditional release of all political prisoners. Detenues,
State prisoners and Internees.
4. Freedom of Speech, Press and Association.
5. 50% reduction in military and police budget.
6. Democratic rights for State subjects, their representatives
to be elected by the people.
7. Repeal of the Arms Act.
8. Immediate moratorium on all working class and peasant
dehts. Canccjlation of 50 p.c. of their debts.
9. Compulsory legal rate of interest not to exceed 6 p.c.
10. No rent and revenue from uneconomic holdings. 50 p.c.
reduction in rent and revenue on all holdings yielding net incomes
of Rs.500/- or less. Steeply graduated income-tax on agricultural
incomes exceeding Rs.500/- a year.
11. Irrigation through Elected Peasant Committees.
12. Free grazing ground from Government, :md landlords. to be
managed by Elected Peasant Committees.
13. Abolition and Penalisation of all illegal levi~s. exactions
and forced labour.
14. Guaranteed minimum wages of Rs.30/- a month.
15. Eight hour day.
16. Maternity Benefit, Unemployment and Health Insurance at
the cost of Employers and Government.
17. Unrestricted Right of wQrkers to strike and picket.
18. No Reduction of wages. No fines. No retrenchment.
19. No forced leave. No ejcctment of workers from tenements
during strikes.

Communist Party and the Coming
Eiection

The hideous British Imperialism is redecorating itself, with the
unreal democratic tinsels of the new constitution, to hide the
barbarous autocracy of its rule in India, to cover up its merciless
exploitation of the Indian people. The Indian people see it all.
realise its implications but British Imperialism by the ruthless use
of all its powers is imposing its cruel will on us. The elections
under the new constitution are coming, th~ various political
parties are preparing to participate in the dections and win an
electoral majority, to further the interests of the classes they
represent and to advance the cause they champion.
Where does the Communist Party (C.P.) Stand?
The Communist Party of Jndia (C.P.I.), the party of the
revolutionary working-class, the party of national and social
revolution, the front-rank fighter against British Imperialism,
declares that it regards wrecking the present slave constitution as
its first and immediate task and that this can be done only through
a wide spread and militant mass movement. The entire electoral
policy and activity of the C.P.I. is designed to serve and is
subordinate to this definite aim and major task.
Against Boycott of Elections
The C.P. rejects the policy of boycotting the present elections
as sectarianism, leading to isolation from the masses. The
electoral campaign is carried on among the masses, the loyalist
Editorial of "THE COMMUNIST", Organ of the Communist Party of India, Vol. I.
No. 10, of July 1936. This relates to the Election held in India in 1937 under The
Government of lnida Act, 1935.
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reactionary parties will try to bamboozle the masses and lead
them into the camp of Imperialism, the reformist parties will
preach their cowardly creed of compromise. The policy of boycott
allows all this to happen unchallenged, it makes agitation among
the masses the monopoly of reaction and reformism; on the other
hand by participating in the elections we can agitate the masses,
propagate· our policy among them, and win them over to our
side-to revolution. By boycotting the elections we isolate
ourselves from the masses and allow a free hand to our enemies
and friends of Imperialism; by participating in the elections we
can combat the pro-imperialist united front of the exploiters and
build a mass basis for the United Anti-Imperialist People's Front.
The C.P.I. in rejecting at the present stage the slogan of boycott of
elections states in the words of the second congress of the
Communist International, "Boycotting the election or the parliament
or leaving the parliament is pennissible, chiefly when there is a
possibility for an immediate transition to an armed fight for power"!
C.P. and Parliamentary Activity
Beneath the surface of apparent full in the political movement a
new mass upsurge is brewing. The long merciless exploitation of
British Imperialism had already exhausted our national economy.
The economic crisis therefore hurt us more severely than most of
the other countries, it gave a staggering blow to our whole
economy. The agrarian sector is the basis of our national economy
and it is there that the accumulated effects of the crisis have begun
lo produce most critical results. The stage of the disintegration of
our agrarian economy is over, the process of its collapse has
begun. Collapsing agrarian life in a colonial agrarian country
means unbearable distress of the peasantry, mass unemployment,
and rapidly worsening conditions for all the toilers, acute agrarian
and general discontent which can be fanned into the flames of
agrclrian and national revolution.
Regarding the above as the material ~ackground of our national
life the C.P. declares that it is incorrect to hold that a mass
movement is not possible. today. A new mass movement is
impending, we can have it-here and now-through our efforts.
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The main purpose of the electoral activity of the C.P.I. is to
develop and build the mass movement, based on the partial
demands of the toiling masses, and for the destruction of the slave
constitution Imperialist terror is suppressint every sign of mass
activity, the C.P. shall use the legal opportunities provided by the
elections and endeavour to tr~sfonn the elections under the
Imperialist constitution into a mass movement against this slave
constitution itself, to turn the weapon of Imperialism against it~lf.
•
The C.P. holds ma"s activity to be primary and parliamentary
act1v1ty to be auxiliary, its parliamentary activity is not a
substitute for mass activity. In the present conditions of terror
prevailing in our country parliamentary activity can become an
effective means of building up, organising and developing a mass
movement. Parliamentary activity is one front of our activity, not
the whole of our activity. Our main emphasis is on the mass
movement which alone can win in the partial•demands of the
toilers, destroy the slave constitution and lead us on to the goal of
independence.
The communists..-shall contest the elections not because they
have any illusions about this slave constitution, the C.P. i,;onsiders
the slave constitution worth only one thing-blowing it up. The
communists enter the legislatures only for the purpose using them
as platforms of agitation and for the purpose of helping in every
way from inside the legislature the growth of a mass movement
outside. The communists enter the legislatures to fight their
political enemies face to face, to expose their reactionary policies
and counter-revolutionary intrigues promptly on the spot, to
populanse the partial demands of the people and the struggle
against the slave constitution, to use the legislatures as the
sounding-board for the call of national independence and
socialism. Our aim in entering the legislatures is anti-imperialist
agitation, anti-imperialist propaganda and anti-imperialist
organisation.
C.P. and United Front for Elections
The C.P.I. finally believes that an effective struggle against the
slave constitution must be based on the policy of united front and
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equally firmly insists that it should be an anti-imperialist united
front and not a united front with pro-imperialist counterrevolutionary parties.
If the elections are to be successfully transformed into a large
scale anti-imperialist mass mobilisation it is necessary that all the
existing anti-imperialist organisations must function as a united
team. We are giving below an outline sketch of the plan of united
front for the elections:
We are discussing in another article the policy for the coming
elections which the anti-imperialists inside the Indian National
Congress (l.N.C.) should follow so as to make the congress a
major unifying anti-imperialist political force. The C.P.I. shall
actively support the Congress candidates against the loyalist
Zamindar candidates with all the forces at its command. The
communist speakers shall however, make clear their differences
with the policy of the existing official leadership of the
Congress-its compromising nature and class-collaborcttionist
character, and state in a persuasive comradely manner the changes
we desire before the Congress could become a real antiimperialist organisation. Not to make our comradely criticism,
suppress our independent views, and give unqualified support to
the 1.N.C. as it is to-day would be to strengthen reformism and
extend its hold over the masses, it will not be building up the antiimperialist united front, it will be throttling the united front with
our own hands but with the mantram of united front on our lips.
The leading anti-imperialist parties inside the I.N.C. should
formulate an independent election platform which should not
suffer from the various limitations of the official Congress
programme, be more clearly and emphatically progressive
both as regards aims and major demands (we are suggesting
elsewhere the draft of such a platform), they should set up
candidates on their own platform after proper negotiations
with the official Congress as regards seats etc., they should
accept the Congress whip inside th~ legislatures, and during
the elections they should actively support the official
candidates just as the latter would be bound to support them.
The Left too would stand as Congress candidates accepting the
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official programme of the Congress (unless it contains
something against the anti-imperialist creed-the official
Congress platform has yet to be published) but they will also
have an independent platform of their own.
In the labour constituencies the C.P.I. will do all it can to
prevent the proletarian front being broken up through personal
ambition or partisan rivalry. It shall support militant classconscious rank and file workers irrespective of their party
allegiance rather than individuals of non-working class origin. It
will struggle to arrive at a mutually satisfactory arrangement as
regards seats etc. on the principle. that all the revolutionary
currents of thought inside the working-class get proper
representation. It will endeavour its utmost so that the proletarian
vote is not split to the advantage of the direct agents of the
employers and that the militants actively help each other to defeat
the return of the employers' agents, veiled or open.
The C.P.I. will support independent anti-imperialist candidates
against the reformists provided they have a clean record of past
struggle.
c·
Inside the legislatures communist will help to form a well-knit
harmoniously functioning Anti-Imperialist Block whose objects
would be to wreck the slave constitution of Imperialism, actively
help the extra-parliamentary mass struggle, frustrate all attempts
at a compromise with Imperialism etc. etc.
Through United Front for Eectiom
Towards the
Anti-Imperialist Peoples' Front
A properly conducted united front election campaign will not
only mean a s1:1ccessful mass mobilisation against the slave
constitution but it can become the beginning of a mass movement
against Imperialism itself; out of the united front work for
elections can arise the united front work for the Anti-Imperialist
Peoples' Front line, the particular can become the general. from an
elementary stage, we can march on to a higher stage. This will
happen not mechanically or automatically but through action. A
properly conceived harmoniously worked united front election
struggle will reveal the immense potentialities of the policy of
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united front so that what looks like a familiar election pact will be
revealed as a successful and effective political line of struggle; the
actual experience of the united front campaign will restore the
necessary mutual confidence, establish bonafides and subjectively
prepare the different individual parties for a more vital and lasting
united front agreement The ground would be prepared for
transforming the Anti-Imperialist Peoples' Front from a current
popular phrase into a serious political reality. To achieve this
consummation wiU remain the conscious task of all Anti1mperialists.
The actual outcome of all this will to a great extent depend
upon the attitude of the l.N .C. for it is the dominant political force ·
in our country and will naturally dominate the election campaign
as well. Of great significance therefore would be the attitude of
the present head of the National Congress, Jawaharlal Nehru,
towards the policy of united front in general and united front for
elections in particular. He should not find it difficult to support the
line sketched out above for has he not himself stated that the
Congress is not a political party but a mass movement? With this
as hi~ own premise he should not find it difficult to come to the
conclusion that Congress 'discipline' should not be party
discipline but the discipline of a movement i.e. that through it is
necessary to pull up the reformist Right for its compromising
manoeuvres (which disorganise and disrupt the movement and
tend to its betrayal) yet it wiJJ be impermissible to deny an
independent existence to theAnti-Imperialist left inside the l.N.C.
for their policy is only more consciously Anti-Imperialist than
that of the Congress as a whole and their line only tends to
activise and solidify the whole movement in the direction of
struggle. We communists ·shall enthusiastica11y welcome and
wholeheartedly support all the efforts of Nehru, C.S.P. and the
other Anti-Imperialist elements which are intended to advance the
strength against slave constitution and build up the united front
movcmn.
Whatever the obstacles and difficulties we
Communists shall pursue the path of united front patiently,
persistently and actively for we know that is the path of struggle
which will lead us to victory.

Transform The Elections into
Mighty Anti-Imperialist
Demonstrations
Commu11i.11t Party's Call To Congress Rank a11d File.

The time 1s drawing near when British Imperialism will foist its
slave constitution on our country. lnspite of the fact that the new
constitution has been exposed as reuctionary and rL·trogn.:s~ive. inspitc of the anger and resentment felt by tht: lndi:fh people against
this new scheme of "refonns." inspite of the fact that it has been
condemned by all the political parties in India. imperialism is
marching ahead to pdt it into operation and stiffling all opposition
to it by taking resort to repressive laws. emergency powt!rs and
other forms of imperialist terror. The new constitution not only
keeps the economic and political stranglehold of British
imperialism over India intact; the blood-stained claws of the hated
oppresi;ors of the Indian nation have sunk dccper into our body
politic.
British Imperialism. faced with crisis ever increa!>ing rivalry
~tween capitalist powers. dwindling profits. race in armaments.
catastrophe and war. seeks to buttress itM!lf by intensifying its
exploitation of the Indian people; it consolidates itself in this
country: it organises the feudal traitors. the princes. the big
landlords and a section of the capitalists against the popular
forces in India. It perfects its war machinery to lead the world to
another bloody bath: to bring death and disaster. ruin and
annihilation to India and to the world. It helps Hitler and France
Puhh~hc-d by thi: Cc-mrnl Com111cc. CnmmuniM Parry of India 1Scl'lion of
the Commurml lntcrnJtirnml I
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openly sometime in a clandcslinc manner: it makes
itself the greate!.t bulwark of reaction. the foe of democracy and
freedom, of ~ocialism and national liberation.
India is at once the victim ·1nd the tool of British Imperialism.
By atlacking Imperialism in India. by breaking the shackles which
hind us to the Imperialist system· we shall not only regain the right
to live freely in our own land'. we shall desln"ly an evil which is
dra~ging the entire world to ever greater misery. to ever greater
opprcs~mn.

How to Smash the Slave Constitutima '!
Toe.lay thl' local point of imperialist attad. on India i-. the new
~:1111!'-ititution. To free ourselves from this new honda~c ~hould he
the main plank of our political struggle.
"fo c:om:cntrate all our forces, to mohili!'>c all our l'llcrgy to fight
thL' !'>la\'l~ Cflnstitution. that is the task which confronts us. The
!'oitrugglc again!'>t the imperialist con,titution 'hould unite all the
L'\ploitl:d dassc!'>. the workL·rs. the peasant!'>. the middle cli.1!'-i!'>C!'. all
tho'e who want to free themselves from the bondage of misery
and poverty. from the cur.;cs of unemployment and tht:' increasing
impcrialist horror. i.e.. all tho!'>e million' whom the new
constitution will cmsh and oppres!'> fm1ht•r.
We will. tht.·n:fore. utilise the clcl'toral campaign to pui-h
forward our ma~~ work. to rouse and organise the ma!'>!'>e!'> on the
hai-ii- of their day lo day grievances. to rdak the !'>trugg:le of the
m<t!'>SC!'> with thi:: struggle against the constitution. Our aim should
be not an chxtoral majority in the Councils and Asscmhly through
flirting and manoeuvring with reactionary groups and individuals,
hut the pushing forward of the ma!'>!'> .;trugglc against imperialism.
the drawing in of ever-increasing number-; of the explotled and
oppressed belonging to all the da!'>SCS. the forming Of a mighty
anti-imperialist United National rronl. Thii- i!'oi the '\Ole purpllSe for
which we panicipate in the dections and go into the legislature!..
Work in the elections and legislatures i~ auxiliary to the work
out!'>ide the legislature, to masi- !'>trugglc. We condL·mn tho'\e
Rightist clements in the Indian National Congress leadership who
want to subo;titute ma!'>!'. struggle by constiunional oppo!'>ition and
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thus convert Congress into a tame constitutional body. The
constitution cannot he wrecked from inside the legislatures. For u~
wrecking the constitmion can be achieved only by one way: the
raising: of the mass-•muggle, the struggle of the worker,, peasant'
and the middle da~Sl'S to such a level that the functioning uf the
constitution bcrnmes impossihk. and the Indian people arc better
ahle to march for ....:ard toward~ the revolutionary capture or
power.
We find. howeH~r. that instead of following thi" militant
anti-imperialist policy. the rightist section of the: Indian National
Congn.·~~ leadership wants to win the ekctions AT ANY COST.
for this purpose re~on is made to pact~ with reactionarie~
<Natinnali't part}. Zaminder~ ct<.·.1: joh hunter' and ,df-,cl'kcr~
arc in many place-; chosen as Congress candidah.:~ in~tcad or
militant anti-impl'riali~t: proper campaign of anti-impt~riali't
propaganda and agitation among the ma-;ses i~ not l1rgani,cd:
rc:sort i:- made: to manoeuvring and arnmg.eml'nb with a few
people at tht.' top and woN of all the demand' of the ma:-:-c' are
overlooked, hlum·1 1 ~1d pu:-hcd in the bal'.kgruund.
The ck·ction can hcrnmt• the Ol'Casion for rallying the ma,.ses
provided thl·ir main spel'.ific demands are dearly formulatl'd and
put in the fore front uf the clcl'.tion campaign. It i:-. ncl'.~:--;ary tu
give a clear and unamhiguous lead with regard tu the Jemands of
worker". peasants and the middle cla~ses. The agrnnan ~ituation
in the counlry i:- ..o Hl'Ulc chat unly an agrarian revnhllion l'.an
sol\'e the pmhlem uf the peasantry. But in order to unite all the
anti-impcriali~t forces we arc ready to form united front on the
hasi!. of 50'h- rt•Juction of rent •nd dcht. o,;toppage of all auction
and cjcctment. p:~rmancnt tenancy rights to all tenant-. etc .. and
thus correlate the fighl for pl'asant demands with the fight against
lhe constitution. Instead of clt.'arly putting these demands anJ sul'.h
other demands for workers as :m rupees minimum wagl'. the
Congrc:-s Election Manifesto has incorporated the Karachi
resolution on fundamental rights which is vague and amhiguous
on mol'-t points. In thl.! Congress electoral campaign c\·cn the
Karachi resolution i~ hardly ever mentioned. Mass demands are
not populari~ed. the pt:••~ant:-. the workers, the town poor are not
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made to feel the living reality of the fight for independence. The
rightists in the Congress are doing their best not to raise sharply
th!! demands of the peasant~ in the dectornl campaign.
Everywhere in India their effort is to make pact~ with landlord~
and other reactionary clements. In this way. step by step they arc
prt•parmg the country for constitutionalism. acceptanre of
mini~try. giving up of the mass struggle against imperialism. Thi~
i.; the road to c.Jefoat and cupitulation. the road to ... 1avt.•ry <md
suhjectmn. We cannot go along this road.
What is the other alternative'! The Communist Partv of India.
the party of the rcrnlutionary working-dass. put.; hcforc the
Indian penpk. heforc all th1: anti-imperialist~ the alternative of
turning the fo11hc,>ming election into hig c.mti-govemment
dt•mon . . u·ati,m~ hy uniting all tht: anti-impcrialii;t dcmencs in the
country. ini;iJc and our..idc the Indian National Congre~s. hy
formin~ .a Joint National front against Imperialism on the hasi~ of
minimum popular demand:-.: we want tu forge <i unity which ~hall
he ahle to resist and to fight hack the lmperiali-.t offen~ive again:-.t
our people.
But for u-. the only hasii; of unity. tht.• only method of fonrnng
thi~ united front. i~ the method of ~tmgglc for the redress of the
1110-.t nying. gricvanceo; of the ma~~es. to hring forward sharply
lhl' da'i-.-dl'mands of all the exploited and all the oppressed. to
fight and lo ~tmgglc for their immediate redrc~s; not lo fetter our
mmcmcnts on iti; l'l'Volutionary path hy an ahstract adherence to
the M> called peaL·cful mas~ actions (vidl! Congres~ Manitt.-sW) hut
to u-.e the mo~t appropriate, the mo~t cfkctive and the most
decisive method and weapon in our struggle: to raise c\er higher
the level of politiLal understanding <'f the ma~~cs. thus drawn into
fight against imperialism: .to lead them on to the goal of
revolutionary overthrow of this hatt·d Government of foreign
cxplnitl·rs-~uch is the line which our party places before yuu.
~Ul.h is the line whkh our party i~ pur~uing in India.
•

J

United Front Election Platform ·
The Communist Party of India places heforc you the following:
immediatt' demand~. whii:h form u basis of unity of all the
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Anti-Impcriali!-.ts in the c.:ountry. and on the basi!'. of which our
electoral campaign ... hou Id he organist:d :
I. For Complete National Independence. No compromise with
British Imperialism. Wrecking the Slave Constitution.
2. Repeal of all anti-nation.ti. anti-peasant and anti-workm!!
da"" law ....
.1. llnc.:omlitional rdea!'.e of all political prisoners. Detenucs.
State priM>ncrs and Internee!'..
4. Freedom of Speech. Press and As~rn.:iation .
.5 . .50".4 redtu.:tion in military and police budget.
6. lkmoc.:ratil: right ... for State ~uhjcc.:ts, their rcpre..;cntatiw..; tn
he elcl.:ted hy the people.
7. Repeal of th1.· Arm ... Ac.:t.
8. Immediate moratorium on all working d.1~" and pca ... ant
deht~. Cam:ellation of 50';i of Jcbts.
9. Compul~nry legal rate of intcre!'.t not to 1.·xc.:eed 6'i(.
10. No rent and r1.'\'1.•nu1.• from uneronomic.: holdin!!'· 5mi
rcduc.:tion in rent an,Y'revcnuc on all holding!'. yielding not income'
of .500 rupee!'. ur k~!-.. Steeply graduated inc.:umc-ta:-. on all
agricultural incomes exl·ccding Rs . .500 a year.
11. lrrigaiton through l'lec.:tcd Peasant Committee~.
12. Fn.·c grazing ground~ from Government and landlord!-. to he
1mmag1.·d hy Elected Peasant Commilh!e!'..
I 3. Ahnlition and Pcnali!-.alion of all il\eg.al levies. cxm;tion~
and forced lahour.
l..J. Guarnntecd minimum wages of R'> ..10/- a month.
IS. Eight hours day.
I6. Maternity benefit. Unemployment and Health ln~uranc.:e at
the CO!'>l of employers and Government.
I 7 Unrestricll·J right of workers to strike and pickl't.
18. No reduction of wage~. No fines. No rentrenchmcnt.
19. No forc.:cd lca\'e. No ejcctment of workers from tenement~
during strike~.
On the ba~is of thc:,e demands it will be po~siblc fur u~ to draw
all the \'ariou~ sc1.·rion~ of rhc anti-impcriali~t masses into
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"trugglc. to transform every struggle into an on-slaught against
imperialism and to make an attack upon imperialism from all
-.idl!s thus bringing our fight for national emancipation on to a
higher level.
While fighting for these elementary right... of the people the
Communist Party will explain to the masses that there can be no
final solution of the problems that face them except with the
e...tahlishmcnt of a Soviet Hindustan. That exploitation and its
concomitant unemployment. misery and starrntion can hccomc
thmgs of past only in a Soviet re~ime. That it i" only with the
cstahli ... hmenl of Sovit!ts that the masses will have the nt>ccs ... ary
power to dothrone exploitation for ever and bring real fn.:edom to
the ma... sc ... .
The pre ...ent stage of our .-.tmgglc demand ... that we unitc all the
clement.-. whil:h suffer under imperiali ... rn into one front; the danger
tn India to the international movement fur pl~i.Jl:t' and democral:y is
loo greal for u... to think of any thing hut a United Front. Wc
maintain the indepcndenCl' of our organi ...ation. but we arc
prepared tu fight in the front rank with othl·r anti-imperialists for
the ovc1throw of ImpcrialiMn.

Constituent Assembly Against the Slave Constitution
Against imperialism\ ~lave con~titution Wt! put forward the
democratic slogan of the Con ... titucnt A~-.emhly. nut in a formal
mannl·r. not as ~omething which imperialism might grant to u~ hut
something which come into cxi~tence as a re~ult of fierce -.trugglc
against imperialism. The demand for Con'\tituent A...sembly
should ring from (.~very political platfonn in India: it should be our
positiw alternative to the.., prc ...ent scheme of constitutional
change .... It -.hould not become like it has in the hands of Right
Wing C'ongrt!ss leaders a lifolcs~ fommla, a Clmvcnient phrase lo
demand from imperiali ... m the calling of an enlarged Round Tahk
Conference in India. a slogan accepted to appease the Left Wing.
For us it is the main United Front' ~logan. the main political
demand. round which a living unity of all the democratic forces
can be a<.:hieved. funher. we don't ask for a Constituent Assembly
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from the British Government. we fight for it. we strive to create
enough revolutionary -;unction~ in the country to be able 10
convene it in lipite of imperialist opposition: the fight for the
reali!>ation of the slogan of Consitucnt Allsembly llimultaneou!lly
means a fight for the destruction of lmpcriali!oot state machinery.
The pany of the Rt!voluticm ·~orking: Class. the Communillt
Party uf India. the front rank fighter in 1he anti-imperiali"it
stmgglc calls for a United Front of all anti-imperiali'it elemento,; at
the next elections: it calls upon all the left elements to use the
dcction platform for mobih!>ing all the oppressed ma1'ses on thL.·
ha~is
of their demand~. to raise their anti-imperialillt
con~ciousncss to a higher level and thus transform the ell·ction
campaign into might} demon~tration!> of all the anti-imperiali~t
masses. The Communi!>t Party of India will suppo11 all thl'
genuinely left demcnt' in their eb:toral campaign: tht'
Communist Pa11y shall ~upport the Indian National Congn:''
candidates against the reactiunariell. We will nonethdc~~ point out
how the Congrc!>s has not clearly formulated the demand~ of the
exploited ma1'ses, how an anti-imp~riali~t approach to thL.·
elections should exclude all manoeuvres with the reactionaries and
how the rig:hti~t clement~ in the Congress an: making 1..•kctiun~ a
lame affair only having lhcir eye' upon con!->titutional majoritie~.
We will point out the chan,µe~ that we demand before thl.'
Cungrcs!I could hccome a real anti-imperialist organisation. Dmng
all this we will strive our hest to stampede the elcl·tions with vote~
in favour of the C'ongrt!ss candidates to defeat the loyali!>t!oo and
reactionaries. We shall lltrive to make the electoral campaign the
heginnin~ of a new. of a mi~hty onslaught on the enemy.
We realist' the responsibility for ami-imperialist movement. for
the fate of our penplL·. and r\!alising: this to work \\ith renewl.'d
ardour and confidence to achieve unity in the anit-impcrialist
movement. The Communist Party of India, therefore. offers it!->
hand to all the anti-imperialist fighters in the cause of Im.lia''
freedom. it calls upon them to huild a !->trung United National
rront again!>t lmpetiali~m. The threat of an imperialist war. the
growth of fa~cism. the danger to the existence of the workers'
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tatherland. the Soviet Union. menaces the toiling people of India
from without. the ever-increasing exploitation of the masses, the
intensified terror of imperialism. menaces our Molherland from
within. There is no time to Jose!
Transform the elections into a weapon to forge an
anti-impi.:rialist United Front!
form the llnited National Front against Imperialism!
Smash the New Constitution!
for a Constitutent Assembly and a Oemocratk Republic!

lnquilab Zindabad!

5th December. 1936

C'ENlRAI. CoMl\lllTl-.1:,

Communist Party of India
(Section of the Communist International)
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Release All Political Prisoners!
RELEASE ALL FIGHTERS FOR FREEDOM FROM
THE llE/../,, OF IMPERIAL JAllJ!
THE STRUGGLE FOR THEIR RELEASE IS PART OF
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST IMPERIAL/SM!
"/here are

82 Stale prisoners under Reg. III already detained
or interned for an aggregate of 487 year!'>: I~
detained over JO yi:ars. 46 over 4 years.
711en' are over 3.500 detenus in Bengal alone, without trial
and u·itlwut hope of n•/east•. without propl'r
medical treatment, suhjl'ct to police inqui..,ition.
driven by intimidation and fear for their famifo.·'i to
suicide and insanity.
111at• are hundreds of working-class leaders 'lerving out
vicious sentences 111ercly for tdr.ng the worker'
that British Imperialism exploit!'> them. This fa
St'Clition.
71iae art' hundreds of political prisoners exiled in the mo'll
barbarous conditions to the Andamans, away from
civilization and proper medical aid. a penal
~eulement that wa'I condemned long ago as unfit
even for the lowest type of criminal.
171t'n' are
tens of thousands of volunteers jailed under the
ordinances di:vised by imperialism to suppre:-.s
seditious opposition to British Law and Order.
Thne m·e daily arrests and long sentences for the publication
of articles whic.:h in any way call for active
opposition to the Govemment.
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA.therefort\o puts forward
in the present stage of the stmggle against imperialist exploitation
am.I for national liberation the slogans:

Release all Fighters for Freedom. Withdraw the ordinances.
We do not make a prayer. promising future co-operation or
denying that these prisoners were guilty of sedition. On rhe
contrary we proclaim that every one of us is Guilty of Sedition
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and 1ri// "/ways be so. in so .fc1r cis we• are rculirnlly opposed To
impaialism. and believe that British exploitation. with its fascist
mclhod. saps lhe very roots of our national wdl-bcing and !>trikes
at the wry roots of our civil libertie~.

WE DEMAND THE RELEASE OF ALL SEDITIONISTS. ALL
HGHTl·:~s

FOR FREEDOM !
RETURN THE FIGHTERS FOR FREEDOM TO THE RANKS

OF THE STRUGGLE!!
fill'

.fight .fi>r tire• political prisoners i.\ a .fight for democmcy
c'.\pos111·c• <~l the slctrt' co11.'ititutiu11 : Brilish lmpcriafo. m

a11cl w1

i:conomi,.:ally and politil:ally unstable is forcing a slave
con:-.litulion upon us. using for this purpose fa!lcist suppression of
"Pt'ech. a~scmhly and organization. Whoever shows militant
opposition finds himself in jail: all oppo-;ition is sedition.
Tht·refort.•. Wt! dcdarc that we. who are unalteruhly oppm.t~d to the
New Constjtution. make common cause wilh all those seditionisls,
who with or without trial are rotting in imperialist jails.
Tht• police and the magistrate are everywhere combining wnh
"loyal" miniMer~ to defeat anti-impcriali!>t candidate!>. Jn C'akulla.
in the Punjab and elsewhere. the Security Act is being used tu
prohibit 1m:etings, to harass and intern all workmg-dass leaders.
The Pres~ Act is u~cd to stifle all anti-Government propaganda.
Wherever opposition i" expressed. it is branded SEDITION and
pl'nalizcd so that daily the number of political prisoners i~ being
swelled.

l'ight for Political Prisoners and Civil Liberty Expose the
Election 14""arce
111e cmti-imperiali.\·t stru1u{le must embraet' all .fightas for
FREEDOM. The C.P.L. in putting forward this demand, makes
no distinction of party or l:rced. Whoever is a scditionist a fighter
for freedom and a convinced anti-imperialist, for him we demand
release from the restrictions of imperial brutality. We arc aware
that the issues involved in the national struggle are b\!coming
clarified, the barriers again~t Unity are daily being broken down.
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all anti-imperialiM~ art: coming to realize that the prime need at
the moment is a 1111ited stmgglt' with " mass basi.\· against BritiJ/i
Imperialism. In the face of this realization all minor differencc:can be accommodated. The C.P.I. therefore caJls upon the whule
Nation to come forward and fight for the urgent and immedime
realisation <~f :

The Anti-imperialist peoples Front of all Seditionists,
A Front of all opposed to imperialist repression,
A Front for Democratic Right1t and Civil Liberty
A f<'ront for the release of all fighters for freedom
There is no time to lose. the MEhRUT TRIALS of tomomm
an: being hi.itched by the Imperialist watch dogs lo crush all
opposition. Let uo.; makt:! a quick move come oul in your million ...
and demand with one thundering voice.

Down with the fascist torture and police atrocities!
Wreck the constitution and expose the elections!
Return the seditionisl~ to the anti-imperial ranks!
f'orward to the United National Front!

Imperialism Prepares For War
WAR on WOMEN and CHILDREN. WAR on FELLOWMEN. WAR to SWELL PROl4'1T
The stage is set for another hloody imperialist war, billions are
being spent llll arml't since capitalism can only cover up its
economic and SOl'ii.11 contradictions hy resort to war. Only so can
it curh the uprising forces of production and secure profitable
markets.

FOR THE SAKE OF IMPERIAL PROl4TfS, MILLIONS
MUST DIE
They have ~.tranglcd the League and killed Collective Security.
To the starving they give, not bread but gas-masks, whilst those
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who dc:mand. peace and expose the militarists are thrown
mercilessly into jails and concentration camps.

Let us also Prepare for war, War for National Liberation.
War to overthrow imperialism, War to end exploitation
In the face of thii? impending war and the blood-bath that
imperialism is preparing for us the Communist Party of India
calls upon all those who are fighting for the overthrow of British
Imperialism to demand the intensification of the fight for peace.
The masses in every country desire peace because they get all the
misery and none of the profits out of the war. Why should we die
to increase the rich-man's dividends? We colonial people in
particular can have nothing to do with any imperialist war-a war
of robbery, a war to increase the oppression of subject races, a
war to crush freedom and democmcy all over the world, a war of
Fascist aggression against Russia-the bulwark of world
revolution and the fortress of the toilers and oppressed
nationalities of the world.
The attitude taken up by the British Imperialists towards
Manchuria, Abyssinia and Spain make clear their inherent
sympathy for Fascist aggression and Imperialist robbery. That
being so, we declare that our opposition to fascism and war. to tht:
attack on the USSR and the small democratic states is a part and
parcel of our fight against British Imperialism and its exploitation
of the Indian masses. Our position vis-a-vis imperialism i~ clear;
we are opposed to the whole system and all its manifestations of
fascism which can only lead to war and further exploitation of the
subject people.
But since war is inevitable in the paesent capitalist world, mere
refusal to fight is not enough. At the moment when the capitalist
rulers are confused and their strength dissipated by the needs of
war, we must take direct action.
·
Refuse to Transport Troops or. supplies and Sabqtage
Recruitment • Corrupt the Army and Police and Paralyse the
war administration • Tur.n Boycotts into Strikes and Strikes
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into anned Struggle • Strike at the Roots or Imperialism by
an Attack in the Rear• Make India the Weakest Link in the
Imperial War Strategy •Strike for National Liberation and
Complete Independence.
This demands long and careful preparation. We cannot wait
until the hour strikes for the clash of imperial forces. We must
start now. The Communist Party of India, therefore, calls upon all
fighters for freedom to immediately demand the intensification of
the fight for independence. We are no cowards. The Civil
Disobedience Movement proved the heroism of ~ur rank and file.
If it failed it did ·so because it failed to pass on to the next higher
stage of the struggle, due to the lack of co-ordination and
organisation, due to the lack of a nationwide mass basis with
concrete mass demands and finally due to the betrayal by those
whose vested interests were threatened by the rising
anti-imperialist fervour.
The first pre-requisite for the intens.itication of the struggle for
independence is that we fonnulate a clear fighting programme
based on mass ~emands, and free. ourselves from bureaucratic
leadership whose vested interests will make them bitterly oppose
the fight to tum the imperialist war into a war for freedom, since
this fight will curtail their profit just as much as it hurts the
imperialists.
The second pre-requisite is that we realise that the present fight
for freedom, and still more the fight in the impending war
situation, can never be effective until our anti-imperialist front
embraces all those who are willing and able to strike
wholeheartedly against imperialism. The key need at the moment
is, therefore, to realise the co-ordination and unity of all
anti-imperialist elements through collective affiliation of the
workers, peasants, and youth organisations to the Congress, so
that the transport workers and the steel producers, key-industry
workers and the miners, peasants and youths will help, and be
helped in a united struggle to make really effective the vital blow
at imperialism.
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Demand the Democratisation of the Congress-Down with
Bureaucratic Leadership.
Demand the Collective Alliliation of all Anti-Imperialist
organisations.
Make the Congress an Expression of the Peoples Desire for
Complete Independence.
Transfonn the Congress into a Real Anti-Imperialist
Peoples Front.
Make the Anti-Imperialist Peoples Front the Army of the
War for Freedom.
Tum the Imperialist War into a War for National
Liberation.
Make India the Weakest Link in the Imperial War
Strategy.
Down with War preparations-Down with Fascist
Aggression.
Defend the Bulwark of Peace and Democracy the USSR.

The Road To Power
An analysis of some facts and factors towards unity of tlze

revolutio11ary movement.

I
The New Constitution
And
The United National Front
An Analysis of' The Government of lndfa Act 1935
With the advent of the New Constitution much controversy i~
created round the implication of this measure for thl:' pl'Oples of
India. Prolonged''discussion has heen taking place durin!! the last
few months on the que~tion of the acceptance or non-an:eptancc
of office on the one hand. while on the other it is propos1..·d that the
Constitution should be wrecked by entrance into tht: Legislatures
and ohstructing jts internal working. We propose therefore to
expose the futility of the discussion believing that it is high time
the realities of the situation were faced. This we propose to do by
an analysis of the structure and content of the New Con!\titution
itself, leaving this to speak for itself. What are the salient
characteristic of this measure'?

I. Conservation of Feudal Despotism in the Nath·&! States for
the purpose of strengthening the hold of British Imperialism
on India.
The condition on which States agree to accede to Federation is
to be entirely a matter between the Crown, its representative the
Puhlished as a hooklct hy the Central Committee of lhe Communist Party
of India in 1936
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Governor-General and the Ruler of each State. (Sections 5, 6,
3-l-d. 285. 286, 139, 145, 146, 147, and 148.)
The Fedeml Government is to have no say in the tem1s of
accession of any State to the Federation nor in the relationship of
the Crown to the States or in determining the contribution of
States to the Revenue of the Federation, etc. All existing rights
and privileges accorded to the Ruler of a State in the pa~t hy
trcatie-; with the Crown are to be guaranteed against any
interference by the Federal Government.
All loans. payments, etc. owed by any State to the Government
of India before the passing of the Act will be received by the
Crown to dispose of as it thinks fit. It may. e.g .. remit the whole
or part of any such debts incurred by any Ruler of Native States.
All corporations within a Federal State shall he exempted from
taxation for a period of ten years. The Ruler may at the end of
that period elect to pay a contribution to the Revenues of the
Federation in lieu of such a tax in which cast> the Federation may
not call for any information of returns from any corporation in the
State for the purpose of determining tht! amount of such
cuntrihution. All payments and allowances to former Ruler1; or
their families will he home by the Federation. All expenses
incuned in the relationships of the Crown with a Native Statt• are
to he home hy the federation. the latter to have no power of
intcrferc:ncc in the conduct of sm.·h relationships. The Crown
Representative. for example. may order military forccs to be sent
into the Native State should he decide that this is necessary for the
"due discharge of his functions" i.e., should the people be
provoked into revolt against the despotism of a Native Ruler. The
cost of such military operations is to be home hy the Federation.
!Sec. 286.)
As regards Representation of Federated States in the Council of
State: Fifty-two scats out of a total of 260 are reserved for this
purpose. The members are to be chosen by the State Rulers as
their representative. The Federal Government will not come into
being unless and until a sufficient nu~ber of Native States have
acccded to secure that proportion. It should moreover be pointed
out that 52 is the minimum only of representatives of the Native
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States. Provision is made for a maximum proportion of 104 scats
for Native States to the 150 scats allocated to the elected
representatives of British India (including the Government
nominees and Anglo-Indians).
It is expected by the above means to secure a powerful lever
against any attempt at obstruction in the Council of State. Not
that there is likely to be any very serious opposition to
Imperialism in that quarter! Li:t us sec how it is going to be
constituted. In addition lo the 52 Indian States' representative~
there will be 150 "elected'' mi:mbers. of which 134 will be elected
on a communal basis prescribed by order in council. It is not
expected that the franchise will extend to more than one hundred
and fifty thousand voters for the whole of British India including
Europeans and Anglo-Indians.
No act can of course become law which has not passed through
this chamber.
Thi~ principle of mothering the privileged classes is scarcely
less apparent in t.,hc Federal A!ooascmbly where the proportion of
Labour representatives to the total number of seats will be 10 to
375. Election to this Chamber will be by members of the
Provincial Assemblies. It has been estimated by Messrs Eddy and
Lawson. l.C.S., that the franchise for the Provincial Assemblies
will extend to 14 p.c. of the total population. This figure includes
Labour Organisations and obscure the disproportionate voting
power of the various sections of the electorate. Moreover. the
facts noted above with regard to the federal Chambers must be
recalled in assessing the value of this estimate.
The qualifications for voting will be mainly (a) Property
ownership and (b) Literacy.
Other conditions varying according to different provinces. Thus
the great masses of the people of India. nine hundred out of every
thousand, approximately, are to be represented as follows in the
Legislatures under the New Constitution.
In the Council of Stale ... Not represented at all.
In the Federal A.ssembly ... Between 2.7p.c. and 4 p.c. of the
total number of seats these being the Labour Representatives.
In the Prov. Legis. CounciJ.. ... Not represented at all....
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In the Prov. Assemblies ........ 2.4 p.c. of the total number of
seats. So mm:h for the representative character of the New
Constitution.

How far call the Federal a11d Provincial Chambers, even
co11stituted as t/1ey are, be regarded as effective a11d respo11sible
GtJverni1lg Bodies.
We now come to the central and princip.:d characteri!.tic of the
Government of India Act. the basic principle on which the New
Constitution is founded, the purpose for which it was devis·~d.
n.unely, the a""crtion of Imperialist domination O\'cr the entire
Indian economy as the prelude to the intcn~ified exploitation of its
people and its re..;ources. Provisions within the Act to secure this
end can be grouped under three heads.
(A) t'inancial; (8) Legislative; (C) Administrative
There are first one ur two general provisions covering all three:
I . Nothing in this Act shall he taken to affect the Power of the
British Parliament to legislate for British India or any part
thereof. (Sec. I IO)
2. The prcviou~ sanction of the Governor-General acting in hi!.
discretion, i.e .. subject to the control only of the Secretary of State
(Sec. 14 & 11 ), is required before any Bill can he introduced into
either Chamber of the Federal Legislature. which !.eeks to repeal.
amend, or is repugnant to, any Act of Parliament which extends to
British India . i.e., no change can be effected in the constitution by
the Legislatures. Subject to certain provisions they may, however.
pass resolutions recommending amendments, (not less than ten
years ht!nce). on matters affecting the extension of lhe franchise,
method of choosing and election ot members of the Legislature"
(Sec. 308) and such a resolution can only be moved by a minister
on behalf of lhc Council of ministers (These are chosen and
summoned by the G.G. in his discretion. Sec.9). It must not seek
to vary the proportion of ~eats between the councils and the
Assemblies or between British India Members. and federal State
Members. etc. If all these conditions are fulfilled such a resolution
may be forwarded to the King with the G,G.'s recommendations
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on the subject and may then be submitted to both Houses of
Parliament.
3. The previous sanction of the Governor-General is required
before any Bill can be introduced into either house which hears
any rdation to matters in which the G.G. is lo act in his discretion
or to the G.G.'s especial rep~nsibilities, that is. in which he i~
suhject only to the control of the Secretary of State. (Sec. I I. 12.
110. etc.) This covers Defence, Army, Navy. Air force. Polict>.
etc. ecclesiastical. Foreign relations, Relation with Native States.
~afeguarding the Financial Stability and Credit of the Federal
Government. Prevention of any grave menace to the security anJ
Tranquility of India.
Safeguarding the legitimate interests of minorities. Members of
Puhlic services and their dependents.
Prevention of ··scriminating treatment"toward~ Briti!-lh suhjcct~
or British Companies domiciled or incorporatcll in U.K. or against
British goods imported into British India. Protection of the Right~
and Dignity of the Ruler of Indian States. Similar conditions to
the ahovc pn::vailr"in the Provincial Legislatures with respect to
nu1tten; in whic~ the provincial Governors are required to act "in
their d_iscrction" or exercise "their special rcspono;ibilities··. These
cover the same ground as the above (Sec.52.) Be~ide~ the
pre~crvation of peace and tranquility there i~ the additional clau~e
combating the activities of any person which in the opinion of the
Governor arc intended to ovenhrow the Government. (We ~cem to
enjoy s,1me cognition in this Act after all.) It is hardly m:.cessar)'
lo point out that one implication amongst many of the above is
that it is beyond the power of any Legislature to repeal any of the
existing repressive legislation-Press Acts eh:. (Sec. 108).
With this brief summary of the General provision governing the
three head:-. n:fcrred to above-Finance. Legislation and
Administration. we may proceed to a considemtion of the
pankulars under each head.
I. Finance. Dictatorship <?l Br(tish Finance Capital.
The anunal Budget of the Federation shall be p1accd bt:fore
both Chambers of the Federal Legislature, the Provincial Budgets
before the Pm\ incial Chambers. They will not however have any
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power to vote un any of the following items. They may only be
discussed.
a. Salary and allowances of the G.G. (Sec. :!50. 800. p..i.) and
all other expenditure relating to his offo:e. In the provinct'" the
same applies to the Governors.
h. Dcht charges for which the Federation is due. The same
applies to the provinces. (The National deht amount~ to IOI
c.:rore!I. This figure does not include Provident Fun<l. P.O. Savings
Bank Certificates, etc .. held in India and amounting to 225
c.:rnres.)
c. Salaries. allowances and pensions of juc.Jgcs uf the federal
Courts and High Courts, of the ministers, ~f the Hnancial
advi,ers (appointt·d by the G.G.) of the Advoc.:ate General. of the
Chief Commissioner. of the staff uf the Financial advb.crs (Sec.
I beq. an<l Sec. :!32 seq).
<l. Expenditure with respect to Deti:11l·e,. Ecclcsiastic.:al affair,.
Foreign relations. Tribal areas and "excluded area!-t", Native
Staks.
e. Sums requirt!d to satisfy the ju<lgmenls of any court~ of
Tribunal.
f. Any other cxpenditurc which the G.G. (or the U. in the case
of provinces) shall decide should be inclU<.h:d under this hcading
''Expenditure charged on the Revenues".
In addition to the above items it is out!-iidc lhe capacity of the
Lcgi~laturc to dctt!rmine the amount of i.:xpenditurc in connection
with matters in which the G.G or the P.G. as the ..:asc may ht\ i!-1
required tu act "in his discretion or which arc his special
responsibilities". (o,;ee above.). This virtually excludes i.:ontrul hy
the lcgislatun:s of the pay of all member.-; of the 1.C.S .. Police and
public !-.ervices with the exception of the clerks and peons.
Should either of the Chambers refuse to pass the G.G's orders
or demands for grants in respect of any uf the ahovc matters, he
has power to ··;iuthorise ~uch expenditurt: a~ seems to him
necessary". Should any expenditure ··become!-. necessary'' during
any financial year which is not in the Budget. ··supplementary
Grants" may be demandeq.
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With regard to Tariffs the power of the Legislatures is
similarly restricted by the "special responsibility" to prevent
discrimination against British goods, British companies and
.British capital imported into India. Under section 153 no Bill or
amendment affecting the coinage on currency of the Fedemtion or
the function of constitution ;,f the Reserve Bank of India or
imposing any tax Regulating the borrowing of money shall be
introduced into either chamber without the sanction of the G.G.
(Sec. 37, 82). Finally the G.G. shall act in his dbcretion *subject
only to the control of the Secretary of State witt: respect to lhc
following matters.
(a). Appointment and removal from office of the Governor and
Deputy Governors of the Reserve Bank of India, approval of their
salaries and allowances, the fixing of their terms of office.
(b). The appointment of the officiating Governor and Deputy
Gowrnors of the Bank.
{c). The supcrcession of the Central Board of the Bank and any
action consequent thereon.
Cd). The Liquidation of the Bank.
It will thus be seen that apart from the fact that the
Legislatures, whether Feder.ii or Provincial. control only a
fraction of their respective hudgets the imperial power exercises
complete and unchallenged dominion over the whole credit and
financial machinery and resources of the country. Its debts. its
currency. exchange ratio, its tariffs. the distribution and
development of its resources being determined by the dictates of
British Finance Capital. Its Revenue a~d its expenditure are to be
determined not by the taxable capacity of its people but by the sdf
same dictate!>. Its industry, trade and commerce and in
consequence the derivable revenue therefrom are to be subject to
the prior claims of British Trading interests.

What cloc·s thil' mean for the workers and pecmmtry i11 the
Provin('('s '!
"' Original Pages from 9 to 16 "'ere not available in the file copy of this
Jocumcnt in P.C'. Joshi'11 archives nn cuntempopary lndia,.Ncw Delhi.
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The provinces will have effective control of roughly only
twenty-five per cent of their Revenues (The Federation an
indefinite fraction). They will be unable to rt!trench expenditure on
the remaining 75 p.c.since this is under the control of the
Governors "in their discretion". They may effect some economies
by reducing the salaries and allowances of mcnbers; {not listeners,
and for the inferior gn1des "of Government servants some c lt>rks.
etc"). They must reduce expenditure on Education. Public Health,
Sanitation and the like. But any increase in votahle revenue can
only be obtained by increasing taxation, a burden which must
inevitably fall on the peasantry of the agricultural provinces and
on the workers in the form of reduction of wages in the industrial
provinces. This was even admitted the other day by Sir Homy
Mody of all people. Commenting on the Niemeyer Rt·prn1 he is
reported to have said, "Most of the provinces will be living from
hand to mouth for the next few years. That is implicit in the
financial position of the country. l have repeatedly pointed out
that balanced budgets and high credit in international markets can
by no means be regarded as reflecting the true position of the
countr)'. Taxation is at a high level. agriculture and industry are
languishing and the spectre of unemployment is stalking the land.
lt is a depressing outlook". {Why does he not go on to point out
how and why high credit and balanced budgets are advantageous
to British Imperialism'?) In conclusion he says. '"I hope Sir Otto
Niemeyer will recognise that keeping the provinces alive by spoon
feeding from the cl!ntrc and the centre alive by withholding
income-tax from the provinces is at best an expedient and means
no more than a foat of accountancy. Agricultural provin~es in
particular will soon have to face the realities of the situation and
decide whether they will tap fresh sources of Revenue, and lay
their hands upon Agricultuml income! and the like.'' (Meanwhile
the outside world is confronted with the spectacle of
Inter-provincial squabbles over their rcspt!ctive shares of Federal
revenue, with the mother country as. usual acting as bcm:volent
arbitrator.)
Herein then lies the menace to the stwulcml of the alr<'at(\·

impm.·c•ri.'ihed 1rorkas mu/ peasantry.
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The Imperial Power seeks recovery from the chronic crisi~ nt
capitalism by intcnsifying its exploitation of I~dia. The Indian
bourgeoisie repressed and obstructed by Imperialist Domination
o;eeks to recoup itself at the expense of the workers and peasant.,
in the economic sphere while in the political sphere it seeks to use
the reviving struggle of the rnasses against Imperialism in order
that they may monopolise or. failing that, increase their share in
the exploitation of the workers and peasants. by forcing
concc~siom. from the British Government. Before leaving the
subject of Finance reference must be made to the Railways.
Railways (representing 60 per cent of the Government of India
debt) are to be controlled by a Railway Authority consisting of
seven members, three of whom arc to be appointed by th1..·
Governor-General. The appointments arc to br subject to the
control of the Secretary of State. The control of the Federal
Gowmment is restrictt•d to giving in~tmctic1hs on question-; of
polky. It will be seen from Sec. 183 Suh-Sec. 4 that the
Govi:mor-General in effo.:t exercises complete control over the
Railway Authority. Of further significance for the railway
workers especially is the fact that the Railway Authority i.,
re..;ponsible to no one in the matter of wages. etc. Its busine~s i!'. to
make the Railway pay.
The success of Nicmcyer's financial proposal a~ he admits
him~df. must largely det>emJ on the impro\'ement in the Railway
finances. lSec. 30 and 11(2) of the Niemeyer Report).
"Thorough-going overhaul of Railway expenditure". Railway
Workers' Unions, should take full note of this and prepare to act
acc.:ordingly.
Note:- It ha~ been variously estimated that the tntal cost to
India of giving effect to tho~c ''changes'' in the Constitution. i.e ..
cost of erecting a whole new boureaucratic superstructure,
counsellors. Council of Ministers, its Secretariat, offices staff .
etc .. Call of which lies outside the control of the Legislatures)
together with the loss of Revenue involved will alone amount to
between ten and twenty crores of rupees. This is merely an
additional burden on the budget, however, and 1s quite apart from
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the minnus effects on India's Finances, Conuncrcc and lndu!-itry,
which will continue.
Lt·~islatimz: PmrC'l".'i <~I" Legislatllrl's to lt•gislatc' jictitiom.
/)icflltorship <~l British Rc~j.
In this connection the !-lame restrictions apply with rl.'sp1'\'t to
matters in which the Governor General nr the Governor of a
Province. as the case may be, i!-i required to aL·t in hi!- discretion or
to meet his special rcsponsibilitie-.. i. e., outside the control nf the
Lcgi!-laturcs as has ulrcady hcen referred t(> (Sec ahow and SL·c.
11. 12. 14. 52. 110. 111 ~eq). No Bill ci[/(•c·ring these matters may
he mtroduccd without the prcviou!-1 con!-icnl of the G.G. or the
Governors as the case may he to any of tht· J.c!!ish.1ture~. The
Guwmor-Gencral or the Governors may in their <li~L·rctllm refu-.l'
their cnment to any Bill in the King's name or return the Hill for
reL·<m!-it<leration whether in whole or in part or he rm1y reserve the
Bill for the King\ a... sent.
A Bill a!-senh:d to by Govcmor-Gcnl'ral or the Go\crnor may.
howcwr. within a year of ... uch a~sent hcing gm:n. he disallnw\.'d
hy the King:. in which case it shall become null and \'Oid <Sec Sec.
32.7S.76,771.

Tht• mh!!-i regarding introduction of Bilb (Scl.. 30. n.1 arc a~
follows: A Bill pending in the Council of State or tht' Legislative
Councils shall not lap~c on a dissolution of the A~..;cmhly (Ft.'dt•ral
or Provincial as the case may be). But a Bill pending in the
Assembly, or in the Coundl after bt•ing passed hy the A~scmhly
..;hall lapse on the dissolution of thl' As~cmhl}. The GovcrnorGencral and the Governors have power to dis!.olvc thl' Asst•mblie~
"in their discretion" (Sec. 19. 62 ).
Thu~ a Bill inlrmJuccd into the A-.!-ietnhly would automatically
lapse should the Governor-General or the Governor a~ the case
may bt: decide to dissolve the A"isembly. On the other hand refusal
hy the Assembly to pass a Bill introduced by the Council may
lead to the dissolution of the A!>sembly and th!! r~-clection of
another. but the new Assembly would still be faced with the same
Bill.
In addition to all those matters which lie beyond the control of
the Legislature to legislate referred to above (Sec. 11. 12. 14. 52.
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110. etc.) the Governor-General and the Governors may make
rules regulating or entirely prohibiting discussion or asking of
questions on certain matters which are their "special
responsibility" (Sec. 34, 84.)
If the Governor-General at any time considers legislation
necessary to enable him to discharge those functions which he is
to exercise in his discretion Ol which are his special responshility
I Dc::fence. Foreign relations, Prevention of any grave menace to·
peace and Safeguarding Financial stability and credit of the
country. Safeguarding of British interest etc. etc.sec.11,12 and
Sec, 99-121) he may either:
a. Submit to the Legi~lature the draft of a Bill containing such
provisions as he considers the circumstances appear to demand.
requiring its enactment within one month.
h. "Enact forthwith" such a Bill (Sec. 44 ).
c. "Promulgate such Ordinance"i as the drcumstanccs appear to
him to require" (This is subject in 1.:ertain ouses to instructiom
from the King) Sec. 42, 43.
d. ''If at any time the G.G. is satisfied that a situation ha-;
arisen in whichtthc Government of the Federation cannot he
carried on in accordance with the provisions of this Act he may by
prodam..ttion assume to himself all or any of the powers" vested
in or cxerci!>able hy any Fcdcrahle Body or Authority". (Sec. 45).
He may thus suspend the constitution and take !>Uch steps as may
be necessary to carry on the King's Government. Such a
proclamation shall be rectified by the House of Commons and the
Hou~e uf Lords and may continue to be in force for three years al
the end of which time a "Revised Constitution Act'' shall be
brought into force.
Should sut.:h a situation as that descrihed above arise in any
particular province the P.G.s have power to act in any of the ways
dcscribc:d above ..... a.h.c.d. (Sec. 88. 89, 90. 93 ).
C. Admi11istratim1-E.:ecutfre power 1101 responsible to the
/.,egislutures.
Enough has perhaps already been said to show how the
exe~ulive power has been divorced from any control by or
financial dependence on the Lti!gislatures. though reference must
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be made to the section of the Act which specifically secures this.
The Joint Parliamentary Committee enunciated this principle as of
"First importance," ''We have no wish to underrate the Legislative
function but the Executive function is of overriding importance ...
The Principle of the Executive Independence should be
reinforced." etc.etc.
Thus recruitment lo the Army. Navy. Air Force, l.C.S., I.M.S.,
Police, Judges, all posts connected with any functions whir.h the
G.G. i.; required to exercise in his discretion is reserved to the
King. the Secretary of State, the G.G. and the Pr. G.s in
accordance with Sec. 8 and part 9 and JO of the Act. The pay
leave privileges, etc .. of members of those servi<:es are outside the
control of the Federal or Provincial Legislatures. NOJ may the
numbt:r of '"Reserved posts" which he may deem it necessary to
establish be reduced by them. (Sec. 244-246>. While the
Federation is to hear the whole cost of Administration including
the Indian Establishment in England and the Imperial Forces in
India it is precluded from determining the co!.t of prescribing the
pay, condition of service. leave, pensions, privileges. of "its''
executive officer!- appointed by the Secretary of State (see note
0

p.20).

.

To sum up then the conclusion of the Joint Parliamentary
Committee's Report is amply justified in describinr the
Constitution Act as "a step for which there is no historical
precedent" ..... "we shall do well to discard theories and analogies''.
Any theory of jurisprudence or analogy from C'onstitut ional Law
must necessarily be inimical to an Autocratic Dictatorship
masquerading in "legal" and "constitutional" forms. ~ach or all of
which can be repudiated at will. It will be seen that the New
Constitution offers an impenetrable series of fortified harriers for
!.ecuring the economic and. political dominion of the par..1mount
power, and the "rights and privileges''of the dominant rnce.
And yet there are those who profess to lead the Indian National
St111ggle. who say, we wi II enter the Legislatures and obstruct the
working of the Constitution". "We shall refuse to accept Offices"
Dear! Dear! What a blow this will be! Whatever will the
Secretary of State, the Governor-General and the Governors do
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without them'? What pathos! Can it be that the great Indian
Stniggle for lndcpcn1.kncc has reached its climax in such childi!.h
petulance? Is it necessary to point out that with a "Constitution··
like this, it doc~ not make the smallest difference whether anyoilL'
ac<.:cpt~ offo.:c!-1 or not'! EVt'ry singk member of the Council and
A~semblics might re~ign in a body but the Constitution would -;till
function. the "Law" continue:-. to be administered. Nor is there
within the imprcg:nahle framework of the Constitution an~·
prmpcct of ..gradual reform" but only the general economil'
o,;tr;.mgulation. The Constitution is proof against all fonm nf
Anti-Imperialist activity within its bounds.
Thl' <.:rushing blow to thi!-i Shive Constitution can only t·w
inflil'tc<l hy extra Parliamentary mas~ a1.:tion.
The Communist Party Of' India is confident of your .. upport
and of the !\Upport of cvt!ry militant ~ection of worker .. amt
peasantry. ewry genuine fighll'r for indL'PL'ndcncc. when it
cxpo!\c.. the illusion that the Constiunion tan he '"wn:d:cd''
through the "Constitution" that till' cntcial qm~!\lion of the houri'
al·ccptann! or non-m:ccptanc~ of Office. Comrade!~. w1.· arc all
;,1gret~d in our dckrmination to wreck the Con'ititution. Hem can
thi" he achieved'.' By the Anti-Imperialist Mo\'Cinl'llt in India.
What is lo he it~ cotmtt.•r-attack to thio,; challt'nge of the lmperiali .. 1
Pmwr'!
The Communist Party declares that the vital i~!\UL'~
confronting the Indian Stmggle for Independence arc:(al. The need for a mass llnited rronl of all Anti-lmperiali!'-t
force ... 011 the bllsi.'t <~/' action along rhe whole ffOIWmic a11d
polirrnl.fi'Olll. It denounces all manoeuvres to limit the stmgglc!-1.
(bJ. The need for violence. Realising as it docs that the illusion
of non-violence has made of the Anti-Imperialist Movement a
standing target for acts of unparalleled violence and terror.
It point!. to the cxperit!nce of all Revolutionary History in the
past and prcs~nt, to the advent of Fascism in Italy. in Germany. in
Ausrria. in Chum. it points to the ever growing menal'e of war as
the international crisis of capitalism develops as emphasising the
vital n\!cesi;ity of mass United Action for the forceful ove11hrow of
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the Imperialist Government and the setting up of a Government
representative of the people of India.
In order tu achieve such unity amongst all the anti-imperialist
forces in India it i~ necessary that all partic~ and organisations
~hould bl! prepared to make some conccs~ions in order that
Common Front may be secured. Hence the Communist Party is
prepared to join forces with the Congre~s in itl<- fight for
Constituent A~sembly and it invites all other Anti-Imperialist
Parties and organisationl<--Trade Unions. etc. to do the same,
accepting the Constituent A~scmbly as a common uhjcctiw
around which to rally. Similarly it maintains that as an effective
guarantee of the representative character uf sm.:h Constituent
Assembly the mas~e!'I of workers and peasants have a right to
demand an t"fTective affiliution of Trade Unions und Pcasanb'
Unions tu the Indian Natirnml Congrcs-..
Jn such a way-by agreement on the ba!.i~ of ~trugglc for one
common ohjcctivc-l:an •m Anti-Imperialist People\ Front be
i:'tablishcd tu securt' a Government for the people and hy the
people.
In connl'Ction with its Untied front proposals the Communist
l'<lfly i!\ being made the subject of attack from two t1uaner!-. On
the one hand it is alleged that the Communist Party has i.lbandoned
it~ principles and it!. fundamental objective of Soviet Pmwr hy
relegating "Soviet Power" to the sphere of ··word!'I.. while in
dl•eds it pursues a Constituent Assemble. On the other hand
exactly the opposite allegation is hcing made that this is a
'"hypocritical and opportunist manoeuvre··.
Comrades. we take this opportunity to emphatically repudiate
thc!.c allegation-..
On the one hand we openly declare, a!. we have always
declared, that the emancipat1on of the workers and peasants uf
India will not be completely won until the struggle has bct·n
carried through to the establishment of Soviet Power by the
workers and peasants as the first prerequisite for the building of a
socialist economy in India. This i!\ . the fundamental objective
'owards which our whole organisation and policy is directed. It
. 'ways has been and it always will he. On the other hand we arc
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fully conscious of the existing stage of the Class-Struggle. At a
time when the ruthless and unbridled Dictatorship of Imperialism
is seeking to strengthen its stronghold and intensify ib.
exploitation of an already impoverished country comprising· 350
million people, at a time when the deepening crisis of Capitalism
is threatening the people with war and destruction. it pledges iNdf
to uncompromising struggle against lmp!rialism. The Communist
Party is prepared to join forces with any who are prepared to a(·t
(and not merely be content with talk and criticism) for the
overthrow of the lmprdalist Power. We realise that there arl'
many elements amongst those with whom we are allied for thi~
purpose, whose ultimate aims and policy may be fundamentally
opposed to Soviet Power (just as there are elements amongst the
hourgcoisie who may desert to the camp of Imperialism on till'
pica that "half a loaf is hettcr than the possibility of no bread").
But we say that we want to see thl' people of India free to choo~c
their own fonn of Government and detennin~ their own internal
economy, free from the exactions and exploitation of a foreign
power.

Hence we fight for the Freedom of India, for the
confrscatio11 of British capital, for the repudiation of all
"debts" to British lmperialis~n. for a Constituent Assembly tJf
the people.

II
The United 14'ront
and
Class-Struggle
In the foregoing section we examined some of the political
issues confronting the people of India at the present time. The
New Constitution was shewn to be no constitution at all in the
sense in which that word is ordinarily understood. but in fact a
device whereby the Imperialist Power seeks to strengthen its
Dictatorship. to extend its control over the Native States, and to
consolidate its hold over the entire economy of the country.
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In the following section we propose to make an analysis of the
eco~omic conditions out of which the stmggle of the People of
India against Imperialism is developing.
In the previous section it was maintained that the situation
demands the broadest United Front of the People to fight L!gainst
what is undoubtedly the prelude to an intensified exploitation of
the country by a ruthless Imp~rialism seeking for itself a way out
of the chronic crisis of Capitalism. Reference was made to the
fact that there are some who allege that in adopting this policy. in
supporting a United Front ot all the exploited and oppressed, no
mJ.tter to what political party, organisation or community they
belong, the Communist Party shows incosistency and lack of any
political understanding of the objective conditions prevailing in
India. that it has ahandoned the class-struggle in favour of an
opportunist or even fascist policy of comprehensiveness.
We are not here concerned with the motives of those "Marxist"
critics who have taken up this left pose and in the name of
"orthodoxy'" criticise the Marxism of the Communist Party.
They may be perfectly sincere. in which case we hope they will
be persuaded to frankly admit their efforts: on the other hand then•
i!-. a certain type of ''Left Opportunist" who for purely perrnnal
motives seeks to gain the supports of important St!Ctions by
counterposing "left" slogans against the United Front thereby
disrupting the basis for United Action against Imperialism and
isolating militant section from the struggle of the masses. Such
ractics require to he exposed equally a!> much as the
compromising role of refonnist and bourgeois leadership.
The Communist Party of India has arrived at its decision to
·mpport the United Front stmggle for Constituent Assembly of the
People, only after mature considenition and careful analysis of the
objective conditions prevaili ng in the relationship of class forces
in India at the present time.
.
Let it first be said, then, that all talk of abandoning the
class-struggle for the Constituent Assembly slogan obscuring
class i!\sues reveals a complete misunderstanding of:0
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(a). The meaning of class-struggle. This cannot be taken up or
condoned at will. It is inherent in capitalist society and arises from
objective economic fqrces.
(b). The whole policy of the Communist Party with regard 1c1
the common United Front objective of Constituent Assembly.
So far from "Abandoning" the class-struggle we maintain that
under the objective conditions at present prevailing. the struggle
for the complete overthrow of Jmperiali!>m and for the setting up
of a Constituent Assembly is in effect a class-struggle i.t'. a
struggle against the Indian Capitalists, Landlords and Usurer~ no
less than a struggle against Imperialism. This we propose to
demonstrate by an analysis of the objective economic condition!out of which the class-struggle at its present stage arises . We do
not maintain that the masses of workers, peasantry and
petti-bourgeoisie arc conscious of the class character of thL·
Anti-Imperialist StrugglL". At the present time this is obviously nol
•
true. But we do maintain its das~ character is becommg
increasingly clarified and will become more and more clarified a~
the struggle dev~ops.

Origin and Development of Class-Struggle in India
We propose to demonstrate that the clash of cconomk· force-.
out of which the class-struggle in India at the present time i~
developing it is characterised by three main factors.
A. lmperiuli.\·t Domination. The dictatorship of British Finance
Capital over our entire Indian economy. By this is meant the
predominance of British Capital in the economic sphere. Thl"
continuous drain. in the form of Interest and Profit, on it~
economic r•!sourccs which this implies. The control of the
country's financial machinery and credit through its Reserw
Bank. its Imperial Bank, and its various satellite Banks. The
control of its currency and exchange. (The I s-6d rupee ratio in
effect gives a preferential tariff to British goods of 12Y2 p.c. It
also enhances their value to 128 crores of rupees.)
Thus the Industriai development of the country is made
subservient to the interests of British capital. The Canon, Iron.
and Sreel industri~s are the only Indian industries over which
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Indians maintain capital control. This being subject to the factors
rcforred to above and to which reference was made on pp. 2. 3, &
. J. of th~ previous section dealing with the New Constitution.
B. Tire struggle <?l the lndiun capitalists a1:ai11~1 tire
J)u·rarorship <~/' British Fincmce Capital mu/ agaiwa the
competition <~/'British lndustt:\' and CtmmJC'ffe.
The Bourgeoisie endeavours tu free it!'ldf from barriers tu
~xtcnding the range of its exploiting power. h is a struggle for
..ome control over its own finances. for the development of Native
·i rude and CiJpital through its Bank. its whole crt>dit machir.cry.
further it is faced with the grnwin~ militancy of workers and
pl·a!'lantry in their sturggle against increasing impoverishmt•nt.
wage-cuts and indebtedness and in fact: of the growing menace of
actual starvi.ltion. Hence it must safeguard its own c;.1pital against
the c.)nscquem:es of revolution.
Thus it must always compromise. It can never kad the
l"l'Volutionary struggle of the masses a~ainst Imperialism because
of the consequences to itself. and it" own interests.
It may pose as the leader of the movement for National
lndt>pcndence and the champion of the masses hy representing
Imperialism to be the sole cause of India's poverty. But it is
unable to disguise the fa~:l that it ruthlessly ~xploits the masses
itself as we propose to shew. Ultimately it must incvitahly
compromise with Imperialism and sahotage the Rc\'olutmnary
Movement. If it seeks to establish it~ lcad~rship of the movement
this j., only in order to wring concessions from Imperiah~m for
ilsdf. and to be in a position to betray the Mo\'ement before it
ri:achcs the stage of open revolution and menacc'i ib own
intcre!>its.
C. '1) The struggle of the working-class ag.1imt im.:reasing
exploitation. Wage-cuts, speeding up. retrenchment. hou~ing
conditions etc.
(ii) The struggle of the peasants for land and against landlords.
against devastating effccl!'i of capi.tali!'lt i.:ri..;is of agric.:ultural
pruducc.
Let us now examine thc~e three fac.:tors a little more in detail.
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A Dictatorship of British Finance Capital
It was estimated in 1930 (Financial Times Jan.9) that the total
value of British Capital invested in India was £700 million or
Rs.9.10 crores (of which approximately Rs. 250 crores was spcm
on Imperialist wars outside India-Afghanistan, China.
Abyssinia, etc.). This sum which will be realised represent~ a
continual drain on the resources of the country in the form of
Intcre~t and Profit is made up as follows:
Government Sterling Debt
held in England
Rs. 347 crores
Guaranteed Railway Debt
held in England
Rs. 160 crorc~
5 p.c. war loan
held in England
Rs. 22 cmres
British Capital Inve~ted in Coys.
Registered in India
Rs. I00 crorei.;.
British Capital Invested in Coys.
Rs. I :r~ crore~.
Reg. outside India
llm:lassified
Rs. 152 crnrc ....
The annual falue of British Expo11~ to India Rs. 120 crorc~.
It is interesting to notice the progress of India's Public Deht
under British Administration. The figure~ giwn repn:~ent the total
debt ;.e.in securities held both in England and in India
1800-Rs. 1.5 crorc~.
1805Rs. 27.5 crores.(Wellesley's Wars)
1839Rs. 45 crorcs. (Afghan War)
1860Rs. 130 crores.
1900Rs. 260 crores
1925Rs. 780 crores.
1936Rs. IOI krores.(cxcluding
P.O. Savings Banks and Provident Funds etc. held in India.)
However apart from the British Financial and Trading interests
outlined above, the following will give a picture in official figures
of the way in which the Imperialist power fulfil~ its "sacred
obligations" to the People of India ··committed to its charges'".
Taking the year 1931-32 as an example of the way the annual
revenue of the country is expended apart from interest on the
above debt.
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Military and Marine ........ Rs. 57 crorcs.
fail and Poli&.:c ....... Rs. 16.5 cmrcs. That frightful but 'wdl
meant" engine of draconian oppression, Col-Oshome.
Education and Scientific ..... Rs. 14.5 crorcs. (5 times as much
a." thi" is spent on falucation in Great Britain for i.l pupulatmn of
-lO million).
Medical and Public Health Rs. 6.5 crore~.
The total of ··Home Charges" amounl to bct\\ccn R... 60-65
aorc~ yearly. Dehts and ··Home Charges" are gnamntccd by the
(jovcmment (Sec pp. 2. .\ 4, of the previou~ section llll the New
Constitution).
The following arc some of the results of 150 yc.u-~ •.if British
Administrntion in the spheres of the Education and Puhl11.: Health.

Education
Govl!rnmcnt Census Report for 1931-31 "tares that I lJlJ million
out of 247 million pl·oplc in British India are illitcratt!.
Of the 120 million female population only :! million arc
receiving any l'ducation.
There wt!rc only 12 million pupils attl·nding all kmds of
educational institutions in British India (111 the LISSI) for the ).,amc
~car there wcrt~ :!2 million out of populati,on of 160 million.

Public Health
In 1930 the Medical Re~carch Worker~ estimated that there is
an average of from S to 6 million deaths from pre::wntable
diM!a~es every year. lip to that year for a population of 247
million in British lm.lia there werl' only 4771 ho~pitab with
accommodation for 53 thousand patients. Thi.! averagt' expectation
of lifo has been steadily declining !-iince 1881. A~cording 10 Sir
John Magaw l.M.S. it i' ··half what it might be". He stated that
61 p.c. of the population is undcr-nouri~hcd.
Infantile Mortali.ty ............... 232.6 per thousand. (in the
working-cla!-is area in Bombay it i!\ 577 per thousand.> ·
Maternal Mortality
24.5 per thoU'ii.llld.
In Bengal
50 per thou~and.
(In Grt!at Britain
4J>6 per thou!-iand.)
The Medical Rcsearc~ Workl!rs found that in worli..ing da~s
areas the numhcr of children who live to reach wage earning age
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is only 5 p.c. They e..;timatc chat it would be possible to raise th1\
to 80 p.c. or 90 p.c.
Here then is briefly told in terms of official statistics a pa11 ot
the story of -.uffering and degradation to which the people of India
arc suhject under the ruthless exploitation and Dictatorship of
Briti!>h Finance Capital furtf~r comment i.; supertluous. Sufji<:e

to say that tl1e.1te are .iwme of tire ec01romic c011diti01r.1t out '~l
wl1icl1 the Revolutiollary Allti-lmperiali.i;t Movemellt of tlu
Ma.i;se.\· i.it developing.

THE ROLE OF THE HOURGEOISIE
••champions of the Cause of the Masses"
This nation propagah:d by the Bourgeoi!>il' in order to confu,l·
the is!>ucs rnnfronting the masse!> and gain their suppon in It'
effort!> to wring rnncc,sion!> out of the Imperialist power ha' hl'l'n
~ufficicntly expo..;eJ through it' hctrayal ot-thc anti-lmpcnali't
mowml'nt" a~ soon a!> it sensed the dan!!er of Rc\'olution to 1b
own interests. it!> "'"'mpromi.,·i11g" ideology of "pt•an:/itf
f'<'r.masio11 ", anti "11m1-riolt•11<"C' ". But we arc now dealing: \vith
the economic aspect of thL• matter from which the political mlc of
the Bour~eoi!>il' is lk·rived.
It wa~ stated above tlli.lt the only industries over which lndii.111'
maintain Capital control arc thl! i:otton. iron and steel indu.,tril"'"
The dcwlopmcnt of these industries during the war and po~t-\\ ar
period when rc~trictivc measures against them were relaxed afford
a rl!markahle indication of the possibilitic~ of industrial
dL·vdopmt"nt in a slx.:iali~t economic system unfettered by the
stranglcholJ of Rent. Interest and Profit. But we will examine for
ex.ample 'OlllL' facts concerning the development of the Cotton.
Indu..;try for the purpose of demonstrating the rule of the
bourgeoisie. Are Indian capitalists any "better people" than any
other t:apitali.;ts? Are they any less ··Grnsping"? Have they really
any more regard fur the "wdfart!·· of the workers than capitalists
in any other pan of the world? The following figures will afford
an answer to thc!>e que~tions.
95 p.c. of the share capital in the Indian Cotton lndu~try is said
to be in Indian hand~.

711e
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l>c\'elopments of' The Cotton Industry
Tht• following shows the dcveloptnl'nt
Cotton yarn doth and piece goods.

111

thi.:: prodm:tion

Year.

Consumption of piect.!
goods Yds. per head.

lmporh
Million YJs.

1907--0H
ll) 14

1039
U.29

2.+07
~ 130

19ll)

7.26

J(l()()

I.~

19.:!X
l l) .~O

12..11
12.04

1940

2190

1619

22lJO

!\tills.

Yarn nut put
Mill. Yds.
!X7h
.fl
IXlJ9 514
19.'\4 .1:'2
1931 867
Paid-up Capital Ycar-1895
Cron:o.; 11.6
Total Profits: Pn:-Wi.Jr
1.7Crnrc ....
1917
(1.7 CrorL·s.
1920
16.6 Crorcs.
;\;o. of

or

Production
Indian Mills.
Mills YJs.
7-W
1070

Cloth output Mill. YJ,
102
591
192X
.W

I0

19.~0

_15

In 1920 dunng the hoom period tlw avcra1!1! diviuend e.xtractcd
from the Industry by the Bourgcuisit.! was 12 p.c. the highest being
365 p.c. (lht.! ..,hare-holders of one compan~ actually dema11ded
500 p.c. on their shares).
The wage~ paid to mill-hands al'cnrding to Ci. T. Garrett
l.C.S. are approximately one-sixth uf tlk' w..i~c' paiu for the same
dao.;s of work in England.
The last Census by the Labour Officl' 'hi.::wcd that the a\'eragc
wages of ~killed and unskilled work ·were as follow~.
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Cuts
enforced sinl·e
Men
Women
Children
1926
Bombay
1-1-0
0-9-9
20 p.c.
Ahmebahad 1-5-0
0-1 1-9
0-5-0
61.4 p.c.
Sholapur 0-14-5
0-5,·IO
O-J-6
12Y2p.c.
Against the implication of the above. in the Bombay Tcxtik
milb alone there were 113 strikes between 1910 and 1934
involving about 210 tho!.lsand men with a loss of over ..i million
working days. For the whole cotton and woole.1 industry then.~
\\ere 658 !o.trikc!o. between I925 and I9JJ. As regard" hou!o.ill!!
~onditions Bomhay may be cited a!o. an example hy no mean~ thl·
worst. Here 97 p.c. of the working cha~., live in one mom
tenements. 6 to 9 persons in i.l room. for which the rent amount~ lo
more than ten per cent of their income.
lnfontik mortality amounts to 577 per thouf,md hirth~ a., .,lalnl
ahovc whereas for tho!o.c living in two roomed tenement~ it i~ .25.f
per thousand. This is a fact which ha~ been well known for ~omc
years yet 1t ha!. mot led to any improvement in the wor"cr~·
housing conditions.
Perhaps enough has already heen said lo indicate that the rok
of the hourgcuisic is the role uf the Capitali!.t cxploiter--thc dJs~
enemy of the working cla!.s. We will however examine a few fact.,
connected with other industries in which Indian Capital i" imestcd
along with Briti!.h Capital in India. For a!\ we have stated nn
arbitrary distinction can he drawn hetween capitalism as per
Briti!\h Capital and as per Indian Capital .,o far as the working
clas!. is concerned .

.Jute Industry
English capitali!o.ts were not slow to realise that working
condition!\ in India. lower wages and longer hours. gave them
larger interest on their capital than in Great Britain. Hence an
increasing volume of British Capital has heen invested in Indian
Industries. This applies particularly in the Jute Industry (though
here too there i!oo a large proportion of Indian ~apital invested).
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Thus by 1925 Indian mills were consuming five times as much
jute a!> much famous Dundee Jute Industry. The following: table
shows the development of the industry bet\\leen 1880 and 1931:
Workers
No. of Mills
Loom!Spindles
Employed
Year
22
4949
70840
17494.
1880
54
27244
1908
562274
187771.
98
53901
1929
1140435 -~43257.+
61834
100
122498'.! .107676.++
I 931
1()3
61400
1932
1220500 276800

Profits
In 1925 the "rc~erw fund " of almost every rnmpany exceeded
the: amount of capital invested. In 1920 the average dividend for
all cumpanieo; was 14 p.c. Between 1915 and 192~ the price of
Raw Jute fell from Rs.124 p.c. per 400 lh,. to Rs. 7J/ per 400
lb~ Wages were reduced and houro; increa~ed from 54 to 60 hour~
a week in 192x. Yet dividends still ranged from 100 p.c. in the
Budge Budge Mills to 140 p.c. in the Fort Gloo;ter Company. In
1929 despite the '"deprl!s~ion ·· thl· larger companic' were paying
from 55 p.c. to 85 px. though by 1931 they had dropped to
between 10 p.c. •mcl 40 p.l". The price of raw jutt.· fdl a~ .i rl.!sult
of the depression from 25 rupee~ per hundred to 38 n.1pct·:ln 1900 the Total invc~cmt·nt in the industry mnountcd to 7
crorcs of rupees. In 1932 it had reached 24 lTon:o; of rupees.
Official wage rates for the pre,cnt year arc giwn as:
Men
Rover~
Shifters
Spinners
Per month
12-15-0
12-6-0
13-to 16R1::ce1ver~
Women
Feeders
Rs 9-6-0 to 12-6-0
Spinnl.'r~
Shiftcr'i
Rovers
Men
13-to 1612-6-0
12-15-0
Per month
Reccivcr'i
Fel'dt:r~
Women
lJ-0-0 to I 1-0-0
R~ 9-6-0 to I 1-6-0
·;· N.B. Compare the incrca"I! m loom~ unJ ~pmdlc!> and thl..' propunionatc
incrC•l~C in Number of \.\oorkcr!> cmploycJ uunn~ this pcnml of
..ra1ion.1lisati11n·· anJ ~pccdmg up. Wil!!CCUh am! longer hour.,
++ Continuation of the ~am\! pmcc!I!>.
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Between 1925 and 1933 there were over 150 strikt:s in the:: Jute
Industry.
The following: table shows the increased output of Coal m
million Tons:
1913-16.2
1926-:!2.6
1929---23.0
1933-19.0
Thl' following were the <..liyidcnds paid hy rnriou~ cumpanie . .
hctwecn 1922 and 1929 bt'forc the ··depression"
Bengal Coal Coy. 44 per cent Katras Jharria Coal Coy. 96 per
cent. Bengal Nagpur Coy. 75 per cent. The average wage~ of thl.'
miners was nine annas a day. according to "Capital" Jan. 7.''?.2.
thi'\ was cut to six annas a day in 193 I. (Even then they wen:
hetter off than their fellow worker!> in the Gold Mines of My!-.Ol't:
whn it is estimated live at from ::! I per l"Cnt to 31 per cent lower
!-.tandanJ of living than that provided m the Indian pri:-.ons.)
Thl' latest official figures !-.how the normal wage rates in the
coal mines to be as follow!> (per day). Thc ..,mmunt varying in
different di~trict!>.
Year
Underground
Workers
Loaders
E!malc~
Miner~·
19.H As 8-14
6-12
4-6
<>pen working
Loader~
Females
Miner"
4-6
3-6
A" 5-8
Surfacl.' worker~.
re males
Skilled
llnskilh:d
1932
As 8-12
As 6-11
As -t-5
It is impossible ht:rc lo give funher statt~tics for all the other
indu~lril'S in India. and for wage rates in variou·. indu~trial
cl'ntres. But the pictun: i:-: hy no mean:-. wmplete without these
and without rderence to the:! conditions prevailing in Indian
factories m general and in particular the mica. carp~t. bidi. shellac
and host of otht:r small factoric~ which employ the greatest
proportion of Indian factory labour. But this picture can best he
suppfo:d hy the reader hy refcrenct= to his own locality: it may be
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hi.; ,,wn experience. The above survey, inadequate as it is, will
ha\'e given some indication of the nature of Capitalism in India.
Dc~pitc the enormous profits of Industry shown in the above
figures the pove11y of the working dass. the degradation and
s4ualor of factory mining and hou~ing conditions cannot be
equalled anywhere in the world it is undoubtedly true to ~ay that
in no country (for which there arc any figures availahlc) have
such ~nomums profits been realised. while wage~ have n!maincd
1,0 low and living condition" at the ll•vcl of harharism. The
Whitely Commi~sion reported that 75 per cent of thl' industrial
population were in deht. Mal-nutrition is said to ..:at1'ie a 20 per
cent ln!'ls of efficiency amongst the industrial worker!'>. The same
report attributes the low standard of cffo.:iency compared with
other ,·ountrics to hardships, physique, diet. hou~ing conditions. It
c"timated the average loss per year of working days through
preventile di!>eases at from 2 to 3 week.; for all indust1 ial workl'rs.
The report concludes that it was struck by the pour health l'f tht'
industrial workers due co defocts in diet and compktc ah!'>cncc of
~anitary arrangements.
Some reference has already he-en made to hou-;ing conditions.
97 p.c. of the working class in Bombay livl~ in om.· room
tl·m.:n1ents, 6 to 9 persons in a room. Infanitilc mortality hcing 577
per thou'\and births. In Karachi one-third of the total population
and in Ahmcdabad 73 p.c. of the total population live in onL' room
lcncmcnts 6 to 9 pt:sons in a room. Unemployment of whil..h thcrt:
is no insurance or any other provision is now estimated at forty
million. Such are .wm1e <?f' the co11clitim1s out <~!' which rile
wmgucml of the Indian Rc. 0/111io11- -tilt• im/11.'itrial pml,·tarictt-are
1 \.0

I

fa-ill/.:.

The last ten years have shown a ceaseless conflict between the
industrial working class and their exploiter~ whether Indian or
British. Between 1925 and 1933 there were no fewer than 1314
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strikes in the main industries of which 658 occurred in the cotton
and woolen industry and 150 in the jute.The following are the
official strike figures:

Cotton &
Woolen
.Jute
Engineering
worh
Railways
Others

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

69

57

15

33

60
II

110
19

78
13

7

4
3

6
3
49

It
9

7
4
39

6
31

31

54
------ -

Total

U4

128

129

- -- ---

203

-

141
.

Cotton &
Woolen
Jute
I
Enginccrmg
works
Railways
Others

Total

.

- --------·

1930

1931

1932

19.H

68

54

13

75
'.!2

13

87
11

to

5

9

48

8
56

3
6
42

44

148

166

118

146

3

Since the capitalist crisis of 1931 and the ··rationalisation"
which followed, the workers have shown determined
countt·r-altat·ks against reduction in wages, speeding up. and
retrenchment by the capitalist class seeking to wring the last
anna-the last ounce of stre.ngth out of the workers. In some
industries, mining for ex.ample. wages have been cut hy more than
33 p.c. Despite the ruthless suppression of their organisations,
and the brutal assaults of police and soldiers-the agents of the
Indian Bourgeoisie no less than the Imperialist power-the
workers are showing increasing militancy in their struggle against
the barbarous conditions under which they are forced to exist.
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Our purpose in giving this lengthy but still incomplete analysis
of the \!i:onomic conditions an.d the class antagonisms arising from
them has been to demonstrate the fact that.
A. The economic system which prevails in India •~ rapidly
leading the country to ruin and to wholesale starvation amongst
the ma~ses of people.
B. To demonstrate the role of the bourgeoisie in the economic
and political sphere. for the former is the foundation of the latter.
Dt'spite the Dictatorship of Brifo,h Finance Capital, its
c~ploitation of the entire economic of the country and its people
dc~pite its domination over the Indian Bourgeoisie tht: fact
remains that Indian Capitalism is inextricably bound up with the
economic system administered by British Imperialism through its'
hanks. through it?-. whole credit and financial machinery. Despite
the economic strangulation of the country by Briti?o.h Imperialism
agam"it which the bourgeoisie prot~sses to lead the struggles. the
fact remains that its own capital is intermingled with Briti~h
capital in industrial enterprises. (Further it should be pointed out
that of the National L>ebt amounting to over IO 11 crorcs of rupees
500 crores is held in India in the form of securities guaranteed by
the Government See pp :!. 3. 4 dealing with the New Constitution.) Its capital re!>llUrces haw to he safeguarded by the same
Imperial Administration. The interests of the bourgeoisie have to
he defended. as the worker!>· experience reveals hy the same
administration. the same legal machinery the same army. the same
polices. against the working class movemt!nl.
Once m:erthrow the exploi1i11g lmperia/iJt Power, c01ifisrn1e
its capital, swec•p mrny its admini.,·tration, its cmti-workinR-clCI.\'.'\
mid anti-pea.mm lt•gi:tlatim1 cmd tht• 1•xploiti11g pmra l~/' the
hottr8eoisie must i11evittthl)· he swept mmy as tt·el/.

And there is no one who is more conscious of this fact than the
India Capitalist. the Indian Landlord and the Indian t;surer. That
is why in the past they have always betrayed the Anti-Imperialist
Movement. watered down the meaning of Swaraj. imposed their
bo11r1i:eois idc•o/ogy of peaceji1l persuasion cmd 11011-violence on
the movement.The bourgeoisie can ne'lier play a rewJ/utio11ary
role in India. It ~rill a~u·ayJ betm)' and seek to sabotage the
0
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rew>lution ~rlie11 ir .'It'll.H'S rhe danger to itse(f: The growing
struggle of the working class is directed objectively and in
increasing degree consciously against the exploitation of the
Indian bourgcoi~ie no le~s than against Imperialist Power.

Agriculture
70 per cent of the workmg population in India is engage<l m
agriculture. We propose to show that the million~ of India\
peasantry arc as much the victims of capitalist and lmperiali!'.t
exploitation as th.: industrial working-class. The goal llf thl'
peasant movement is identical with that of the prolt!tariat-th1:
revolutionary overthrow of Capitali~m and Imperialism.
Agriculture in India is al-I much l-lllbjcct to the recurrent cri..,i~ of
capitalism and th.: consequent deprc'il-linn worfd price.., a'
agriculture in any other country. Under the prevailing capitali!'.t
economy of which the three all-powerful ~tcrmining factor" arc
Rent. lntere~t and Profit. The peasantry have perforce been draw11
into the capitalist maclstorm of world markets and pril't'
competition. /
Herein lies one of the more glaring contradictions of capitalio,;m.
The process can he dcl-lcrihed quite !'.imply.
The exactions of Rent. Interest and Profit impovcril-lc the
masses necessitating n:<luction in the wages of induo,;trial worker!'.
during what arc known al-I periods of "dcprc~sion" m order that
interest may be secured by those who own or share the ~apital of
the means of production. in oth~r words the ..share-holders" of the
various industrial enterprises. Hence the masses are unable to
purchase the food. clothing, etc. which arc directly or indirect!)'
the products of agrkulturc.
The r~:o.uh is what is known a~ ·•over-production". There is an
immediate fall in the prices of agricultural products and the
impoverishment ex.tends to the peasantry what in tum are unable
to purchase the manufactured goods which arc the product~ of
industry.
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In some capitalist countries a remedy is sought by subsidising
restrictions on agricultural production. By paying the agriculturist
not to produce wheat, cotton, coffee, etc.
Thus in America (under the A.A.A.) a situation had arisen
where it became necessary, despite the fact that "millions were
suffering the tortures of Hunger", to spend a hundred and ten
million dollars on ploughing in or mowing down eleven million
acres of cotton. In the following year 150 million dollars were
spent on Cot. Acreage Reduction, 33 million dollars on the
!>laughter of unwanted pigs, 950 milJions in "Corn Hog
Production Control''. 1 J0 miUion dollars on "Wheat Acreage·
Reduction", 21 million dolJars on Tobacco Acreage
Reduction.(See "Economist" 3 J-12-34 ).
It was reported in November J933 that in Denmark cattle were
being slaughted in the Government slaughter houses at the rate of
five thousand a week for their carcasses to be burnt in the
incinerators. In Brazil between J93 I and I933 twenty million
hags of coffee were either burnt or thrown into sea.
It will be realised that these immense sums were paid in the
fonn of compensation to agriculturists. Jn India. though
agriculture has suffered from the depression and the fall in Prices
of its products, no such "remedy" is sought. The peasantry are left
to eat roots and refuse as they are in Bengal at the present time.
Some indication of the effect of the capitalist crisis on
agriculture in India may be provided by the following figures. The
price of staple agricultural products-cotton, wheat, jute, rice,
etc. dropped by 20 p.c. in ·.J 931. By J932 they had dropped more
than 50 p.c. Despite this fact the revenue from land increased
from Rs. 32 crores in 1929 to Rs.35 crores in 1931. It now stands
at Rs. 36.5 crores. Under the New Constitution it will be
increased still more.
The total effect of the crisis on Indian Trade, Industry, and
Agriculture is ilJustrated by the following figures showing the
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decline in imports and exports and in wholesale prices of
agricultural products, raw materials, etc.
Average for 1921-29 1931 1932 1933 Decline in p.c.
Crores of Rs. 242
163 125 123 58 p.c Import!\.
Do
326
226 160 135 45 p.c. Exprn1s.
Decline in wholesale prices.
1928
1931
. 1932
19'.B
Decline.
148
96
91
83 65
points
We make no attempt to cxpres~ these effects in term~ of human
misery and suffering. In recent years the "halance of trade'" ha!\
6cen "remedied" by the export of gold to the value of between
Rs. 55 and 95 crores yearly.
Jn passing we may note that in Russia where the stranglehold
of Rent. Interest and Profit ha~ been ~wept away and whcrt• the
social ownership of the means of producti~n has been cstablisheJ
there have been no crises and deprc~sions and nl·vcr will be. The
wages of the industrial working da!>.s have increased with the
enormous inc/t:ase in Industrial production. <It was quadrupbl
hctween 1925 and 1932.) Hence there is no restriction on the
production of food. raw matcriab. etc. by agriculture but the
consuming capacity of th~ people. And the prosperity of tht·
peasantry has accordingly increased. We point this out in order to
refute the insidious suggestion som"·time~ made in India that there
is a connict of interests between town and country. Under
capitalism there may be. but in a sociali~t economic order the
interests of both are inter-dependl·nt.
Greater production in Agriculture results in the greater
prosperity of the peasants. The greater prosperity of the peasantry
increases their demands on the products of Industry and
Manufacture. The greater output of Industry means a higher
standard of living for 1hc workers and consequently increases their
demands on Agriculture. There can never be any question of
"over-production" in a socialist ecnomic order. which is free from
the interference of Rent, Interest. and Profit. Credit. Currency and
Exchange manipulations etc. It is th\!sc all powerful factors which
in Capitalist economy produce just the reverse process. The
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de-:reasing wages of the working-class limits their consuming
capacity and consequently the demand on Agricultural production.
The slump or ..over-production'' which results in turn affects the
cultivators who are unable to purchase the products of Industry
and Manufacture, clothing. agricultural appamtus. etc. Hence in
some countries vast sums are spent in "limiting production" in
order t<> keep prices up and keep the cultivators quiet. Some
countries "inflate" their currency, others "'detlate''it. But nothing
can solve this inner contradiction of capitalist economy or hreak.
the vicious circle of ever recurrent crises. <Except lhe force which
hroke it once and for all in Russia). Increase in production will
always tend towards ..depression" and in "crisis".

Land Tenure
Space does not permit of an examination of the various land
tenure systems establi-;hed (and forcibly maintained) by the
British after they had appropriate the Land and set up a Landlord
class hitherto unknown in India.
The ways and means by which the hard-earned fruit of hi!'.
labour are wrung from th~ peasant by the Government and the
landlord in the form of Rent, customs and excise, local ccsses and
other tributes. vJry from province to province and may amount to
anything up to 75 per cent of his income, in extreme Ci'.lses. Much
might be said to illustrate how through these systems and through
the recurrent rises of capitalism lhe total ind~btcdncss of the
peasantry reached the figure of Rs. 90 crores. In the Punjab alone
the total agricultural debt had become 19 times the land revenue
for the province by 1922. By 1930 it had reached the figure of
Rs. 270 crores. The average income per head (i. c. including
women and children) was estimated recently at Rs. 14 per year or
Rs. 0-0-8 per day. The net result being that according to Sir John
Megaw's estimate 61 per cent of the population are under·
nourished. Some conception of the devastating extent to which the
peasantry are exploited under these systems can be gauged by
these figures.
·
Much might be said further if space permitted about the
Kamianti, veth, and K'.hambari systems which previously jD-SDme
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parts of the country and under which whole families are held in
serfdom a·nd even sold and mortgazed. Where the land cannot be
seized the entire product of the peasants' labour is appropriated
by the Marwari who returns him. enough each year to keep
himself and his fantily alive at a bare subsistence level.
Despite the world "depression" the total Land Revenue as
noted above has increased to R.s. 36.5 crores. representing 45 per
cent of the provincial Revenues. Of this less than one-eleventh
part is returned even indirectly to the land. This represents in
prac.:tice total exaction from the peasantry of from Rs. 60 to 80
crores. the remainder being the share of the landlord~. a
proportionately minute section of the population. It is noteworthy.
however that thi:-. class of parasites living on the land had been
steadily increasing until the recent depression which ruined a large
number of "small men". It increased hy nearly a million during the
decade 1911-21 which included the faminl' and epidemic in which
ten million people died.
Before concluding reference must be to another consequence of
the process of exploitation referred to ahove. namely. the
alienation of lancf and the fragmentation of holding G.T.Garratt.
l.C.S. affirms that there is a "general consensus of opinion that
for growmg the ordinary grain crops fiften acres of dry land
is about the minimum upon which a man can live decently."
Dr. Keatingc estimates an "ideal holding" enabling a man "to
support himself and his family in reasonable comfort would
consist of forty or fifty acres of fair land in one block with at least
one golld irrigation well" in the Deccan.
Yet we find that in Dr. H. Manns "typical Decrnn Village ..
61 I out of the TJ.9 plots of land were under two acres. 31 per cent
of the holding could not even under the most favourable
circumstances maintain their owners. Only one in seven of the
Punjab cultivators' famis are of fifteen acres which arc
con!'tidered the minimum for a decent life, and this is considered
one of the more prmperous provinct!s! In South and East India
the avemge size of holdings is now reduced to five acres. In the
Bombay Presidency the Royal Commission on agriculture showed
that 48 per cent of the holdings consisted of less than five acres
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the area thus covered representing only 24 per cent of the total
land area of the province. Out of this holding the cultivator has to
pay land revenue. water rate. local ct:s!les. pasture fct~s and other
fonns of tribute. The result is that 60 per cent of the inhabitants
of the province are in debt. In the second of Dr. Manno; Typirnl
Dt•cccm Villa~('.'' the debt amounted to Rs. 6700 against a net
return from the land of Rs. 14,000 nearly 50 per cent. The U.P.
Government admitted that the peasant were preferring to leave the
land altogctheF. In the year 1931 in the U.P. the number of
peasants who were forced to leave the land increased from 26
thousand in the previous year to 71 thousand fur that year aion.:,
while the 0rders for enforced collection of tax amounted to Rs.
256.284.
For the whole of British India the number of Landless
agricultural Labourers has increased hy 400 p.c. s1m:e 1882. The
number increa!ied from 21.6 million in 1921 to 31.4 million in
1931. and it is still increasing today.The stifling of all other forms
of L'c:onomic: life prevents their absorption in lndu,try. The Land
monopoly at present prevailing prevents any extension of the area
of cultivable Land.
Thus an evt!r-incrcasing proportion of the population arc being
driven from the land without any other means of !!Ubsi!lhmce.
Hcfure the depression the plantations oftered possibilities of
employment. However, despite the enormous profits rcali!led by
the T ca Companies during the ··boom period"--profits ranging
from Rs. 288 per acre to Rs. 614 per acre Rs. 42 p.c. to 225 p.c.
in the Bishmath Tea Coy. and the New Dovars Coy.-the
peasants for the most part would rather have starved. Muny were
known to have starved rather than live under the inhuman
conditions that prevailed·c.here.
ror the small holding cultivator. that is to say for the vast
majority of Indian agriculturists the prospect remains that of ever
dimini!ihing returns as the crises of c:apitalism recur and prices fall
and the exactions of Government, Landlord and Usurer increase.
The Communist Party maintains-It is a vicious circle from
which there is no escape for the peasantry under the existing
system administered by British Imperialism. It declares that the
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first and immediate step is the ''Cancellatio11 of all Debts" and
'Lund to the pl•w;ants'
For the benefit of those who refer to the latter demand as
"visionary" and unfeasible and plead lune/ scClrcity as the cause
of India's poverty we quote below the Government figures
shewing the distribution of Land area. It should be pointed out
that under the existing administmtion. Irrigation Works have only
extended to one-fifth of the cultivated land in British India. This
being chiefly for the ex.port crops. wheat, sugcr and cotton, (In the
Punjab Irrigation Worb Yield a profit to the investors of Rs. I J
crores annually.)
Total Land Area in British India--669 million acres: All
lndia-1 161 million acres. Net area actually !>own-229 million
acres; Current Fallow-50 million acres: Good !>oil not
"Available" for cultivation-146 million acres: untilled-155
million acres- Forest-89 million acres.
With the breaking of the land monopoly aftd the building up of
socialist economic order in India there would be room for many
times the existing population. For apart from the grant of Land to
the Peasants Which would be one of 1/Je .first cuu of the
Revolutionary Government there would follow immt!diatly a
large-scale development of the country·~ resources, continuou~
expanding industries and an extention of irrigation works to be
ow11ed and administered c:ollectfrefr h\' the Pec1.m11t.\·.

What is the Immediate Task
Briefly we have sketched some of the objective conditions out
of whiich the Indian Revolution is being born. The main
conclusion tn be derived from our analysis are:
( I ) That the vital issue confronting th~ masse!> of India at
the present time. workers and peasants. students and petitbourgeoisie, in fact all sections of the exploited and oppressed
people ii\ the overthrow of Imperialism, the main bulwark of
feudalism anrl capitalism in India which is strangling the Life of
the People and has driven them into an abyss of debt. hunger, and
degradation.
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(2) The struggle of the masses is against the Landlord and
Usurers, against the Indian capitalist exploiters of the people,
against the Bourgeois class whose political stand is detennined by
the dictates of their own Rent, Interest and Profit. Despite this fact
however the Bourgeoisie attempts to assume and retain in its own
hands the leadership of the anti-Imperialist struggle in order that it
may use the working-class and peasants' movement as a weapon
with which to bargain with the Imperialist Power. But despite the
dictatorship of British Finance Capital over the whole Financial,
Industrial and Agrarian economy of the country and despite the
barriers which under the New Constitution continue to prevent the
fulfilment of the historical role of the bourgeoisie as the main
capitalist exploiting power, the bourgeoisie is nevertheless unabie
to extricate itself from the system in which it has grown up.
Despite its assumption of leadership in the past and its
declarations that it is on the side of the ma.11ses, the fact remains
that its roots are on the side of the class enemies of the workers
and peasantry. Hence it can never play a revolutionary role in the
struggles of the Indian People.
(3) It would however be a mistake to assume that the
bourgeoisie will not make every effort and employ any device in
order to discredit a genuine revolutionary leadership in the eyes on
the people and maintain its own leadership of the anti-Imperialist
movement. Only the conscious revolutionary pressure of the
mas.tes will force them to relinquish their hold. This is the task of
the Communists to secure by patient demonstration the
courageous leadership of the masses through the own
organisations. Left Sectarianism attempting to set up rival
organisations must necessarily weaken this process at the present
stage and play into the hands of the bourgeoisie who even now are
attempting to split the Anti-Imperialist movement. Only when the
revolutionary determination of the masses excercisedfrom below
through their own organisations has driven them from the
leadership of the movement and undermined their bourgeois
ideology of "Non-violence"will they openly seek to break-up and
defeat the movement. There will they seek refuge in the arms of
Imperialism.
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Such are the dialectic~ of the struggle. Such are the issucli
confronting the ma~scs of India at the present time. 111e
Communist Party maintains that the objective conditions such a'
we have shown in our analysis in these issues-the class character
of the strug~lc etc. will become increasingly clarified in the
process of the litruggle in the day to day experience of the ma!-ses.'
It is thl· political ta~k of the Co1111111111i.'ir Party to assilit in their
clarification through the medium of the existing organisations of
the masses, the trade unions, the peasant unions. the National
Congress etc. to lead the struggle itself and to secure that the
correct lessons arc learned both of victory and of temporary
dcfoat.
It is our ta~k to develop the purposive da,s-conscinusnes~ or
the ma~se~ in the course of the struggle for their immediate
demand~. the demand~ of the peasant~ for land. for food. for
freedom from the throttling chains of debt lo Government.
Landlords and lhurers, from the death fetter~ of rnpitalism on
agricultural production. the demands of the proletariat for a living:
wage. for freedom of a'scmbly and strike action. freedom to
secure the me:.ins to live as human bdng~. for the recognition of
their right to political power.
Hence the C"1111111111i.w Party 1?(· lntlia ~upports the struggle of
the mas~es for Pnlilical Power for a Con~tituent Assembly of thi:
People in oppo~ition to the New Constitution of Brifo,h
Imperialism. It maintains the nel:cssity of the• iridc•st p"ssihle
basis for u11itt'd From action to secure this object. the nece.;sity
for drawing: in all the sections of the musse~ whether organised or
unnrganiscd in to the fighting front.
Thu~ the Co111111w1i.'it Parry propose!'! the effective affiliation of
Trade Unions and Peasant Unions to the National Congress, in
order that the ~tmgglt.: for complete Independence. for the
convening of a CunMituent Assembly of the People may he
extended to the broade.;t masses of workers and peasantry. It
urges the vital necessity for a common Front of all political party.
youth organisation.;. 'tudcnts, etc .. to fight for this objective. It
therefore suggests the following basis of agreement for United
Front Action.
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I. Complete National lndependece-convening Con.cttituent
Assembly.
2. Repeal of all Anti·D.cmocratic and Anti-Working Class
Laws.
3. Rclea.cte of all Political Prisoners.
4. Drastic Reduction of Rent and Land Revenue.
5. Cancellation of all Pcactant and Working Class Debts.
6. Guaranteed minimum wa~es. 8-hour day. Maternity
Privileges, Unemployment and Sickness Insurance.
The Communist Party fully realises that such a ha,.is of
agreement repre~cnt only a partial and incomplete formuiatiun of
ih own demands. Nevertheless it maint;,1ins that their realisation i-;
of vital nccc:ssity for the masses of India and may he takl!n as the
immediate ~teps for the Indian Revolutionary Movement.
Such a basio,; uf agreement would in no way re~trict the frc-c::dum
of policy of political partit.'~ out~ide the limits of thi~ agn:cmcnt or
the frc::cdom to develop their own organisation. It docs not propm.c
that political pa11ics should lo"il' their identity in Unitc<l Froni
artivity.
It pn:supposes however the active co-operation of all parties to
thi.; agrc:emcnt in extending. the range and organi~;.1tion nf the
l fnited Front amongst the 1rn.1s~l·~ of the people through actiw
Committee~ repreo,;cnting the various parties and organisation
(Om.:emed. 11w Co1111111111ist / 1arry pledge~ its determined
n.:,istam:c to attempt~ whether from the Right or the Left tu The
Anti-Imperial Front.
The Communist Party. however. reserves its right and
recognises the right of other parties to extL•nd
it" own
organi~ation amongst the mass1:~. It maintains that the fi-.:cdmn of
the masses of India from all form~ of cxploiatacion will not he
~ompletdy won until S~viet Power has be\!n c~tablished by the
Workers and Peasants fur the appropriation of the Industrial
means of production hy the proletcriat for the huilding up uf
Sodalism in India.
The Communist Party of . India declart:~ its own Party
programme to be the true Jiall!clical goal of the Indian
Revolutionary Movell'lent:
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I. For Workers' and Peasants' Soviet Republic. .
2. Repeal of all Anti-National, Anti-Peasant. and Anti-Working
Class Laws.
3. Unconditional Release of all Political Prisoners.
State-prisoner~. Detenues and Internees.
4. Freedom of Speech, Press and Association.
5. Withdrawal of the Army of Occupation from India.
6. Abolition of Native States-property of the Princes to he
confiscated.
7. Repudiation of Working class and Peasant lndehtedneo,;s.
8. Confiscation of Large Estate. Land to the Tillers of Soil.
9. Repudiation of Imperialist Debts.
IO. Confiscation of British Capital in India.
11. Confiscation and Nationalisation of all Key Industries.
Plantations and Banks.
12. Revolutionary support lo the Brifr,h Working-class in it~
struggle against Britbh Capitalism.
13. Active Oppo,.ition to Imperialist War">.
14. Acti\'c support al all co!'>ts lo the Soviet Union the Hope of
the Toilers of lhc World.

DOWN WITH BRITISH IMPERIALISM.
DOWN WITH ITS CONSTITUTION OF STARVATION
AND SI~AVERY.
FORWARD TO THE CONSTITUl<:NT
ASSEMBLY OF THE PEOPLE
FORWARD TO THE INDIAN REVOLUTION.
WORKERS AND PEASANTS OF INDIA UNITE.
Published by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
India. Section of the Communist International.

The Communist Party in The
Fight Against Imperialism

"We want soberly to take into account all .'lfage.'I in the'
development of the class struggle and in the growth of class
consciousness of the masses thcm~clves, to he able to locate
and solve at each stage the co11crc•t<' problems of the
fl'Volutiunary movement corrc'.'ipo11cli11g to this stage. We
want to find a commo11 languagt:• with bromfo~t massc~ for
the purpo!ooe of struggling against the class cm:my to find
way!-1 of finally overcoming the isolation <f 1/1<•
re\'Oluti011w:r \'£111guartl from the masse!. of the proletariat
and all other toilers. as well as of overcoming the fatal
i~olation of the workin~ class itself from it!. natural allil!s m
the struggle .............. .
··we want the C0mmunists of each country promptly to
draw and apply all tire lc•sso11.\· that can he drawn from tht"ir
own experience as the revolutionary \'anguard of the
proletariat. We want them as quidly as possihlc• tr: leam
lunr to .mil 011 the wrb11lt•111 iwters <~f the• elms 'itruggh'.
1.md not to remain oh the shore as ob!-lcrvcrs and registrars
of the surging waves on the expectation of fine weather.''
(August. 2, 1939 Dimitrov to the VII Congres!I).

* * **** *

=~****:;-*

Edi1orial of "'THE COMMUNIST'. organ of lh~ Communist Pany of lmha.
February 19:\7.
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"1be need is for you to tum out more and throw your
energy into mass trade union, peasant and youth work. At
the present moment the Party appears to be discussing
questions almost completely removed from the struggles of
the workers .................... It is absolutely necessary that you
should break away from this isolation." (January, 1937
Tambe.)

* * **** * * * * * * * *
The Problems before us
What do these highly significant statements mean for us in
India? How do they apply to the programme and policy of our
Party at this given stage?
At the risk of starting another long theoretical discussion it is
necessary to ask some more questions before we seek to apply
these two statements to ourselves.
What do we mean by the independent role of the working
class? How is the fulfilment of this independent role consistent
with the programme of a United National Front, comprising
other classes?
What are the immediate tasks confronting the working class
in defence of its own class interests, in the struggle for its own
class demands?
Can these tasks after all be treated as separate or separable
in practice..... by which we mean in actual struggle...... from the
demands of other classes, the peasant masses, the
petit-bourgeoisie, the students etc.?
Is there not a focal point at which the immediate class
interests of almost all sections of the Indian people, including
large sections of the bourgeoisie themselves converge even
though the latter may not go the whole hog against
Imperialism?
There are those who are already beginning to grow suspicious;
who sense in the tum these questions are taking an incipient
"betrayal" of the working class, a veiled attempt to "tie the
proletariat to the tail of the bourgeoisie." "We are not concerned
with the class interests of other sections of society" say some.
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··Tiu:: Communist Pany is the Party of the working class. and <L"
. . uch we fight for the class demands of the workers. for the Soviet
Raj a). the only State form under which the dass demands of the
\\.orkcrs can be realised."
Similarly there are comrades in the CSP (Congres~ Socialist
Party) who will say: ''For us the only alternative to Imperialism i~
Sol·ialism. Only through the victory of Socialism shall we secure
comph.:te independence from Imperiali~t mlc.''
The argument is one and the same as that advann·d hy !.omc of
our own Party members against the line of the United National
Fron!, for whether our Socialist friend~ realise it or not Sociali"m
will never h~ reali~cd in India m anywhere l'lsc without Soviet
Raj.

In thl' minds of

.
tho~e

who reaMm in thi.; w,1y the fight for

Sorn:t Raj and for Sodali!.m is placed in contradil·til'll to tlu.· fight

for thl· United National rront.
We .;tr1:·s~ the fact that it i~ only i11 tlit!ir 111i11ds that till'
contradiction exists for we bdic\"l' that it only ari!.l'' from an
m er-prcocrnpation with thl'OI)" divorrl:'d from practice. In other
\\.01d~ it arise" only in the mind" of those who havl' ~llllfoxl
Marxism a~ a philn~ophy of past hi..,tory but who have hel!n
unahlc lo apply it to the practical question.., confronting the
\\ orkmg da~s in tht• situation in which it finds il!.elf in lmfo1 at the
prc~ent time.

No Short Cuts to Socialism
What is the situation of the working class in l11dia in relation lo
tht: other classes? Is it a situation in which we \:an pla<.·c at thr
forefront of our immetliatt• programme. the fight for Soviet Raj'?
Clearly it is not. Th~ Communist Party has probably hetter
reasons than any other party in India for understanding that the
main obstacle in the way of any son of R<~i other than the Briti!lh
Raj is the denial to the Indian people of the right to think and
"peak and act in its own vital intere"its, by which we mean the
vnal interests of any Sl.'Ction or. class of the people. It is the
political and economic dictatorship of the British Raj which stifles
all classes of the Indian people which in varying degrees hinders
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their advancement and is actively directed against any alternative
to the dominion of British Finance capital. The Constitution is a
new-weapon which it ~eeks to forge and wield for this purpose. a
weapon which all progressive sections of the people will unite to
break in its hands, for whatever the internal class contradiction~
of these !'.ections the c_lass interests of all demands that it be
broken.
For the working class in particular at this stage the main fight
is not a fight for the overthrow of capitalism but a fight for the
overthrow of Imperialist rule which denies us all the mo~t
elt:mentary democratic rights and this struggle against Imperialism
can only be developed on the basis of the actual struggles of the
wnrking-da~~ to realise among other rights, the right of Track
Union and political organisation. Of all clas~es the working clas~
i!- the most ruthlessly victimi~cd and exploited hy lmpcrialism and
for this reason will prove it' most militant opponent.
If the Communist Party docs not make it abundantly dear to
the working class that unless and until it begins here and now an
immediate )lruggle to secure such elcmt•ntary right-; a~ freedom of
trade union and political organisation all talk of Sodalism and of
Soviet Raj is nothing but a Utopian dream. If it fail!- to make this
clearly undcr~tood. it will be guilty of gros~ly misleading thl"
workers. of fostering the illusions of romantic dreamers. of aiding
the agents provocateurs of Imperialism who !'.eek to divide the
anti-Jmperi&1list forces against themselves as they h•1vc alway~
sought to divide the religious communities against one another in
order to maintain the rule of Imperialism.
As the Party of the working class we have got to make it
undt:rst'lod that under the existing condition:-. of Imperialist
dictatorship the working class is neither pO\\Ctfol enough nor
organised nor disciplined enough to raise its own political slogans
of Soviet Power. Workers' Republic etc .. as the slogan of
immediate action today.
l What do we suppose the motive of those police agents was
who organised demonstrations at the Bombay AITUC (All India
Tmde Union Congress) Session waving red flags and shouting.
Down with the Congress! Down with the Constituent Assembly !,
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if not to foster this illusion and to provoke internal conflicts
amongst the people opposed to its rule.]
This does not mean that the Communist Party ceases to
popularise Socialism amongst the: masses or showing what steps
are ne~s~ here and now in order to pave the way for
Socialism. It does mean though that we refuse to foster any
illusions as to the nature of the struggle that lies ahead of us.
So far from "abandoning Socialism" it means that the
Communist Party is not a collection of Utopian dreamers but the
Party of revolutionary Marxists. It means that we are not afraid to
face realities or seek to evade the difficulties confroming the
working class at this given stage, we do not seek to solve these
problems by "bare appeals and abstract propaganda" by
"attempts to leap over difficult stages and complicated tasks of
the movement" to use the words of Dimitrov.
"We must not confine ourselves to bare appeals to
struggle for the proletarian dictatorship but must also find
and advance those slogans and forms of struggle which
arise out of the vital needs of the masses and are
Commensurate with Their Fighting Capacity at the Given Stage
of The Movement."

Here in India we have got to learn to distinguish between
popularising Socialism amongst the masses and raising the
slogans of Socialism and of Soviet Power as the immediate
political task of the moment for this is the way that leads to the
isolation of the Party from the masses, to the handing over of the
working class to be the "tail of the bourgeoisie." The masses must
be taken as they are not as we should like to have them. It is only
in the process of the struggle that they will overcome their doubts
and vacillations." To raise
... such slogans at a time when the masses
have neither the will nor the power to fight for them is a mockery
of Marxism. At the best it is the way of the terrorist conspirator,
at the worst it is the way of the counter-revolutionary
provocateurs of Trotsky.
As the practical exponent of Marxism in India the Party must
set itself against all attempts whether in our own ranks or in the
ranks of the CSP to evade the hard facts of present day
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circumstance by taking theoretical shon-cuts to proletarian
revolution. and then seeking to '"com:retise'' these '"shon-cuts" in
the formulation of a programme and policy far removed from tht·
concrete political. social <md economic conditions at present
prevailing and out uf which the proletariat in India is only now
being born as an independent political force. We have made thi~
mistake in the past nut once or twice but con~istently for a number
of years.
There is a great deal of hard and courageous thinking to bt•
done by us, a great deal of distasteful sclf-critici~m. readjusting of
our ideas. and remedying of mist<lkcs if we am l!ver to succet·d in
making our pany the genuine Party of the working cla~~ in
fulfilling our hi~turic ta~k of steering the working das~ at prc~ent
in its infancy ""thruugh the turbulent water~ of da~s stru~glc"' that
lie ahead.

Our Programme is in the common mterests of The
Entire Indian People
To beg.ii' with if our Party i-; to be thl' true champion of thi.:
vital interc'ito; of the working. clas~. we must Ji~card the puri-.1
notion that working di.1ss programme or policy has to be entirely
separate or separnhk· from the intcrc~t~ of other classes in India.
The working clas~ struggle is not a separate entity independent of
the general struggle of other clas~cs again~t Imperialism. thl'
struggle of the peasantry against the landlords. the usurers and the
Government, not even the struggle of the Indian capitalists agai11~1
the domination of Briti~h finance capital.
The working class will only, he able to fulfil its independent role
as the leading and most militant opponent of Imperialism when it
fully realises its own interdependence on tho!'>t.' class forces which
at thi~ stage are tending to converge. however waveringly. on one
focus namely the Anti-Imperialist issue.
It would be a strange irony ·in the history of class struggle if the
Communist!'> of all people were to hlind themselves to these facts,
if they were to delude themselves into imagining that class
struggle means only a struggle of the working dass. that other
classes are not also in a state of conflict, that at one or another
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stage the interests of one class may coincide with the interests of
another. if the Communists were to fail to understand that !>Uch an
alignment forms the basis for a purposiw united front policy. that
through the adoption of such a policy the working class can win
allic!> in the struggle again!>t its main enemy-lmpcriah,.m.
T~e

\Vorking Class must coordinate the
Attack on Imperialism

At present we arc faced with a widespread. in fm.·t m1ti1111-widc
!>Cries of attacks on the citadt'I'\ of Imperialism. varying admim:dly
in form and effectiveness according tu their clas!> orgin .md
l'hanll·tt:r. But the important thing for us to realist' is that tht!y. arc
immeasurably weakened hl·causc thi:y still remain s..:attt'rcd and
u11coordinatec.l attack'\ which the lmperiali~t Power has littk·
difficult)" in suppri:ssing from whatc\'cr quarter they c..'(lllll'.
whcthc..·r from the peasantry on quc~llon.., of rent. taxes. c.lcht .... ch.: ..
whdher from the working da~.., through it~ tri.ldc-union!>. or from
tlw native bourgeoisie on such demcnrary hut ncverthclcl'>' vit.11
quc!>tions of civil liberties. the tariff llUcstmn. rhc mpce ratio. We
should be making u big mistake if we imagined that these arc not
l!UC~tmns with which the working das~ i.., concerned.
But what 1s of vital neccs~ily for thl' working cla..,s no ll!S!'t tha11
L'wry other !-.Cction of the Indian people is till' coordination of all
forms of anti-lmpcrialisl activity m a wide National Front 11f the
people.
For the working cla!>s to adopt .,uch a policy. tn take.· tht'
imti ..uivc in building up such a front doc'\ not mean that it
abandons the struggle for its own clas" interests. it'\ fight on the
11\Sllcs of wa2cs,
hours. facton-. i:onditions etc.'.. and also agJmst
its
,_
.
c~:ploitation by native capitalism.
On the contrary only in so far as it doe!> fight consistently on
these issues and again~t all forms of exploitation will it bl! ahlc to
build up its own strength and thereby '\trengthen the fight against
live Imperialism. But the fight must be conducted on the "real
issues of the workers that are commen'\UJ'alC with their fighting
capacity at the given.stage of development."
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Thus we sec that the independent role of the working clasl\
consists not in countcrposing an independent progmmmc of Soviet
Power to the programme of National Independence, but in
accepting the programme of National Independence as
emohodying its own vital demands for freedom and applying to
this programme its own ml~~hods and forms of struggle.
The Party of the workmg class. will accept the slogan of
Independence from whatever quarter it is advanced hy it will be tt1
che fore in popularising this programme and implementing it in
action in the trade-unions and other mass organisations. It will
contrast its own methods of struggle the strike, organised
demonstrations. marches and other forms of extra-parliamentary
mass action wiJh the methoJs and forms of the hourgcoil\ie. Thus
will it win the confidc,1cc and support of the ma!>se!> and firmly
establish itl\ leadership.

The Bourgeois Democratic Revolution is the
Immediate Step Towards Socialism
Under ntJ circumstances can this hl· rail.en to mean an
abandon.ment of our ultimate objective of Soviet Raj. for it is only
in Lhis way. only through the living experience of the mal\ses in
their stmggle for freedom and for their daily 1..·las~ interl'St~ that
the !>oil can be prepared for the struggle for the Sociali!>t Order. It
does mean however that we arc realists enough to understand thi.lt
the workin~ etas!> il\ not in a position to set up Soviet Raj a!. it~
own immediate aim, that Sodalism will ne\'cr be realised in India
without going through the preliminaty !.tage of the hourgeois
<lcmucratic revolution. This is the stage that lies immediately
ahead of us and for which the working class must make alliance
with all Anti-ltnperialist forces in short-term agreements just as it
has done in the past in every colonial, feudal. or semi-feudal
country in the world and as it is doing in Spain at the present time.
Nut until we have fully understood this shall we as a Party
break free from all traces of l)ectarianism, from that internal
political controversy, those factional dispute~ which render us
ineffective and i~olate us from the working class and tlie masses in
}!cneral. Onlv when we have launched out ourselves into serious
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duy to day mass work shall we be able to understand how to
a<l\'ancc a genuine mass policy for the anti-Imperialist movement
related to the burning needs of the masses at the present time. and
shew to all other sections of the anti-Imperialist movement what
working class fight really means. Only then will the \\,\rking class
be able to lead not in theory but in deeds the struggle for life and
liherty against the gradual strangulation of all ~ecciuns of the
Indian people by their common enemy. Imperialism.
Let us quote again the words of Dimitrov at the VII C'ongrcs::-..

··we wane our parties to come out and act as real
political parties of the working clas~, to beet.me in actual
fact a political factor in the life of their countries. to pursue
at all times an active Bolshevik mass policy and not confine
themselves to propaganda and criticism and bare appeals to
struggle for proletarian dictatorship. We are enemies of all
cue and dned schemes. We want to take into account the
concrete situation at each moment. in each place and not
ac~ording to a stereotyped fonn anywhere and everywhere,
not to forget that the position of the Communists cannot be
everywhere identical."
Even withm the borders of our own country then! arL· varying
circumstances and the position of the Communists is not tht> same
m every province, for this reason our Central Committee has
rightly sought not to impose any detailed cut and dried scheme for
United Front to be universally applicable. C<.,nditions and forms
of !ltrugglc, our tactics in relation to the Bourgeoisie, the Congress
right wing. the Congress nmk and file. the CSP. the non-Congress
pea~ant or communal organisations will vary from province to
province according to particular local circum~tance. These arc
questions on which our comrades in each province must exercise
their initiative and the understanding that will come to them by
panicipation in actual struggle alongside the masses themselves.
Nevertheless certain broad · principles outlined above are
universally applicable.
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When faced with the question how are the ma!\ses to ht!
mobilised for a nationwide !-.truggle against lmperia\\sm, we havl!
been tempted in the past to evade the complex. problems which
this question presents in precisely the way that Dimitrov has
warned us that we must not by seeking refuge in a stereotyped
scheme, hy advancing: a ~cneral slogan such a~ "All Power to th~
producing mas~cs,'' ''All Land to the toiling peasant~." etc.
Faced with a situation in which the right bourgeois leadership
has failed to arouse the masses for a fight against Imperialism on
the basis of their own day to day dem•mds we jumped to the
opposite extreme which Dimitrov has charactcri!-.ed a-.
"Sectarianism". as ··overestimating the rcvolutionisation of the
masses, overestimating the speed at which they arc abandoning
the positions of rcformi!-.m ........... a'ltempt!-. to leap over difficult
stages and complicated tasks of the mowmcnt.. ........ Mcthods of
lcadin~ th!!' masses replaced by methods of 11.:'ading a m1rrow party
group. The power of traditional contacts9t,ctwecn the mas!-.t'!-. and
their organisations and leaders has been underestimated. and when
the masses ,did not break off these contacts 1mmt·diatcly the
attitude tak~n towards them was just a"i harsh a!-. that adopted
towards their reactionary leaders. Tactics and slogans have tcndcu
to become stereotyped ...... the ncce~sity of stuhbom struggle in
the very midst of the masses themselves to wm their confidcm:l'
has tended to be ignored.··

I..ink up Day to day Struggle
with the Wider National Movement
Here in India we must understand.then that it will only be at an
adi·am ed stage of their political struggle that the masses will
learn to echo such - a slogan as '"All power to the producing
masses" as their own fighting slogan. Meanwhile the leadership of
the Communist Party cannot be attained by a "process of
spontaneous development."
Our place is inside the organisations of the workers and
peasants. seriously taking account of the most pressing needs of
the workers today, tomorrow and the next day "soberly appraising
rhe siruation not on the basis of our wishes but on the ba.~is of the
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actual state of affairs." '"We must not" sa\d Lenin, "regard that
which \s oh!.o\c\c for us as ohso\ete for the c\ass as being obsolete
for the masses."

Organisation of the Peasantry
Similarly with regard to the peasant movement-before the
pr;'asant masses have gained the strength and the will to make the
··social nwner~hip of the land" a real live i~suc for which thev will
fight tht.!y have got to learn the need for solidarity for militant
;.u:tillll against the worst excesses of a Barbarous
lmpcrio-rem.lalism and this again will only come through their
own e.>.pt.!rience through the testing and ti.:di11g of their .own
~trength in a host of small local struggles on day to day is!-Ut~s. the
lc~~ons for example of united action in a pa11icular villagt: against
particular acts of police terror in the collectic.•n of rents. taxes.
d~hb etc .. and the development of these local struggles through
pcasalll marches and demonstratlems to a hroadcr united attack 011
more general issues.
Then we must learn to link up the stmggle for Independence on
a nationwide scale with these local and particular demands of the:
peasantry in their own diMricts.
We: must 1:am to mobilise them on thl.! basis of their own /om/
and spec(fic grievances, again!-tt the excesses of panicular
landlur<l~. money-lenders etc., panicular land tenure systl!ms in
thi:ir own district or province However dementary or local a
partirnlar working class or peasant demand may appear to us we
mu;o;t learn how to support it, how to lead the movement that
grow~ up around it. for it is in thi~ way that pl'\vcrful mass
movements develop, and onl} in thi~ way shall we ht! able tu lead
them in actual practice. here and now. Only in thil' way shall we
fulfil the tasks on which Comrade Dimitorv was so insistent. Only
in this way shall we win the confidence and support of the masses
and sm:cct!d in ·•training and developing cadres connected with the
mas~s. l!njoying the confidence of the masses. cadres whose·
revolutionary mettle has been· tried and tested in cla"is battles."
And un/e.~s we can do chis there is a very real danger of our Party
\o..,\ng contact w\tn the masses, becom\ng obsessed by ''methods
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of leading a narrow Party group" as opposed to methods of
leading the masses.
This too is undoubtedly what Comrctde Tambe means when he
speaks of "The need for you to tum out more and throw your
energy into mass Trade Union, peasant and youth work.

Our Party Literature
Finally a word in reference to our Party literature: This instead
of being so much concerned with internal theoretical discussion,
with what Dimitrov calls "the methods of leading a narrow party
Group" must concern itself more with the methods of leading the
masses. We must learn to take up those burning issues that
confront the masses in their day to day life, posing them in a
Marx-Leninist way but in language that the masses can
understand and linking them up with the wider issues that
confront the anti-Imperialist Movement. Similarly we must learn
mercilessly to expose all attempts to sabolage unity amongst the
masses, to smother militant and extra-Parliamentary mass action.
And this we must do by drawing out the lessons of living
experience n~t merely by abuse, not merely by reference to the
past or to events in other countries but also in the present
experience of day to day events in India.
A healthy change in this respect should become more and more
apparent if we are at all serious in applying the Vil Congress line
in our actual mass work.

For immediate tasks immediately
The immediate task facing us today. therefore, is this
mobilisat;on of the masses on the basis of the demands which are
intelligible to them, for which they have both the capacity and the
urge to fight. Let us keep clear our ultimate goal of Socialism, of
Soviet Power, but let us not delude ourselves that we can reach
the goal without passing through the necessary intermediate stage
of national democratic revolution and the actual fulfilment of its
IMMEDIATE tasks. We, as Communists, as the most unyielding
anti-Imperialist fighters, cannot take the stand that we will have
nothing to do with those who stand only for national
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independence. who do not for a programme of full-fledged
a5r..irian revolution. The fact that national independence is the
immediate step towards Socialism. that the partial struggle!'. of thc,·ast majority of people be connected with the national
independence struggle presents us today with the possibility of
developing the. widest possible United National front. To D<'l'C'/op
This lf11itl d National FrmH On 11u• Rmi.\ Of' Immediate Partial
/Jnnmu/.\· Is Not To Gfre Up Our l/ltimate Goal <~l SoC'iali.wn But Tiu·
0111_, Road Tommi.\ It. To bring the working class to fight for !'.Uch
intennediary prog:rammt• is not lo rdegate the working das!'. to t11e
1

hackground or "to tic it to the tail of the honrg.coisie" but tht• only
way to ~·ive it its rightful place of leadership in the anti-lmperiali~t
... tm~p.lc.
Our main intention in the formation of unity alliances i~ not the
proximity or lfoparity between our ultimate aims and those of our
allit•s hut whether such an alliance in fart tends to
tlu·
c•nemr now in our immediate fight.
The urgent task. therefore. for us is lU become the bt·..;t
or!!ani..,ers and fighters for the immediatt• demands of the ma!'.SC!'..
to come forward as the mo!'.t con~i~ll.::nt exponents of National
United Pront. who will not allow any differences <1bout ultimate
!!nal Ill kl·ep the ma!'.ses divided in thl· immediate stru~~le. i.I!'. the
Party which will he with the masses at i;-very stag~ of tht•ir
1.:on!'.ciou!'.ne!'.~ and will he able to lead them to ever higher form!'!
l 'f !'itmgglc and thu!'i in m·t1wl dn•d.\· mu/ not 111t•rl'lr in 11·1ml.~ prm·t·

.

u-''""°""

otll'sd1·,·~

to he Tiu• 1·cmg11cml r~f tire rt•w/utimwry ll'orkin~ d11u. m tlw
1110.\'T ctcfrcmt·<'d <md .'iC'riou.\ .figliter.'i agctinst /111perie1/is111 .

..Thl' opportunists and sectarians from the left and ri~hl. among
them hidden agents of the polkc. will critil"ist• the new line which
ari..,c:s from the dcci~iom: of VII Congress. 1:his must not
d1~concert you. You can . . rate outright that you are applying a
new line in accordance with the demand!'. which art! rai!'.ed before
the emancipation movement hy the interc!'il!'. of our people at the
present stage." (Tambe, January. 19l7).

For the United National Front
Statement of the Polit-Bureau, Central Committee,
Communist Party of India

Growth of the United Front
The United Front In India ha~ already had a certain degree
of success. The unification of the Gimi Kamgar Unions in
Bombay followed by the unification of both Trade Union
Congresses is playing an important role in the consolidation
of the United Front of the working-class. However, certain
incorrect interpretations of the tasks of the anti-Imperialist front
hinder the further development of the united front movement.
What are the tasks of the anti-Imperialist struggle and united
national front in India? What is the position of the Communists
with regard to \he various currents and cross-currents interacting
on the national scene? These are questions which have to be
answered in order to lay a solid base for the further development
of the movement.
The Struggle for Socialism is the Struggle for
Independence and Democracy
What is the main task confronting the anti-Imperialist front?
We believe that what the Indian people are primarily interested in
is the main task of the anti-Imperialist front. This task is the
liberation of the Indian people and the introduction of a
democratic ...egime. This task arises from the whole history of the
movement of th11 last ten years. The first impetus to the growth of
the mass movement after the development of 1919-1922 was
given in 1927 by the boycott of the Simon Commission. The
question of the Constitution was continuously on the order of the
day. in one form or another throughout all the years of stormy
development of mass struggle which followed. Today a big
Published in "lHE COMMUNIST", organ of the Communist Party of India, Vol. I,
No. 15, of February 1937
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section of the masses is united by the National Congress for
struggle against the slave Constitution. But the struggle against
the Constitution, imposed on the people by British Imperialism,
means a sttuggle for democracy which does not exist in India.
And the slogan generalising this struggle is the slogan for
Constituent Assembly.
The question may be asked: but the Communists are for
the Soviets, for Socialism. ~ not the struggle for democracy
in contradiction to the agitation for Socialism and Soviet
Power?
It is not in contradiction to it. The struggle for Socialism
presuppo~es the struggle for democracy. The Communists stand
for the programme of the Communist International. This
programme places as the ultimate aim of the revolutionary
movement throughout the world, the establishment of Soviet
Power, Socialism and Communism. In their agitation and
propaganda the Communists educate the toilers, and first and
foremost, the working-class of the countries, in this spirit. They
wiJI continue to do so in the future. But the degree of maturity of
the revolutionary movement in the various countries is different.
Jn India, today, the question is not the abolition of Capitalism and
the establishment .of a Socialist Soviet Republic, but the
liberation of the country from its subjection to British
Imperialism, the establishment of a democratic regime. In other
words India is confronted with the task of carrying out the
bourgeois democratic revolution. One of the most beautiful and
one of the richest countries in the world, it is doomed to play the
role of the coolie of British Imperialism, without the right to vote,
not only in international matters but even at home. ls a real
struggle for Socialism .possible without freedom, without the
right of the Indian people to be masters in their own house.
Jawaharlal Nehru is quite right when he says that there can be no
Socialism without national liberation. To educate the workingclass of unswerving loyalty to the cause of Socialism, to show
them by example of the victorious Socialist order in USSR; the
advantages of Socialism, while organising the struggle of the
working-class for the· daily class interests ... to teach them to
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struggle for Socialism when the time comes, ... all this is a verv
essential task of the Communists. The fight for freedom is n~t
only compatible with this task but is obligatory for Socialists and
Communists, for only through this struggle can the soil be
prepared for the struggle for the Socialist order.

Link up the Fight for Independence with
the Day-to-Day Struggle of the Masses
But the demand for a democratic system and a Constituent
Assembly will remain a mere phrase if this demand is not
closely linked up with the daily struggle for the democratic rights
of the people, against the arbitrary coercive suppression of the
rights by the Anglo-Indian Government. If the people do not
wrest one democratic right after another from the Government, if
the forces of the people are not moulded together by frequent
fights with the enemy, it wm never be poslible to accumulate the
forces for the great struggle for the complete liberation of India.
For the great majority of the population the questions of a
democratic re~ime, the Constituent Assembly, the withdrawal
of the Slave Constitution, will remain obscure if it does not
see the inter-connection of these general demands with their
everyday life.
Only when they have their own Government, elected in
conformity with the will of the people, will the police stop
whipping the peasant for non-payment of taxes and rent. But it is
possible and necessary now to fight against the whipping of
peasant in police stations, against all kinds of police lawlessness
in town and country. Only the combining of hundreds of
thousands of millions of such small separate struggles against all
forms of Imperialist oppression with large scale action for the
withdrawal of unlawful laws, like the famous Regulation 111.
1818, against the prohibition of Indians to carry arms, for
elementary democratic rights (freedom of assembly, unions,
press, etc.) and particularly against the fact that 87 per cent of the
population are deprived of the right to vote ... only this kind of
combination can give a real sweep to the movement even greater
than in previous campaigns of the Congress. And the mass
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character of the movement is the chief basis, for without the
masses there is not and cannot be victory.

Causes of our Failure in the Past
Why is it that the Indian Communists, inspite of their heroic
struggle and leading role in the strike movement of 1928 and
I 929 lost their positions in the working-class in the following
years? Because the tactics of the Communists in India in those
years under-estimated ·the importance of partial democratic
demands which deeply affected the workers, the pea11ants, the
intellectuals, the small, and often, the middle capitalists; because
the Indian Communists under-estimating the tremendous
importance of participating and working in every mass movement
were unable to "link themselves, to come closer, and even to a
certain extent to merge with the wide mass of toilers, in the first
place with proletarian and also with the non-proletarian toiling
masses" (Lenin); because the Indian Communists over-e.r;timated
the revolutionary consciousness of the workers who participated
in the strike struggle, particularly of those from the Gimi Kamgar
Union, and leading a small revolutionary vanguard, considered
themselves to be in the right when isolating themselves, under the
pretext of its bourgeois character, from the mass National
movement of 1930-1931.
At the VII Congress of the Comintem (Communist
International), Comrade Dimitrov stated: "Sectarianism finds
expression particularly in over-estimating the revolutionisation
of the masses, in over-estimating the speed at which they are
abandoning the positions of reformism, in attempts to leap over
difficult stages and over complicated tasks of the movement."
The more resolutely we acknowledge our sectarian mistakes
the better. We need not be ashamed of our past. We can come to
the Indian workers and honestly tell them of our mistakes, tell
them that we would be mere jabberers who have nothing in
common with Marxism if, once having understood our mistakes
we were not to change our tactfos in the light of past experiences
and of the new problems of today. This sort of self-criticism can
only strengthen the forces of Communism in India.
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Why We Oppose Non-Violence?
In order really to carry out the United Front in practice, we
Communists must reconsider our attitude towards the movement
of Civil Disobedience. We Communists will never agree with the
preachings of Gandhism, which demand that the people in their
struggle for emancipation go no further than non-violent passive
resistance.
And not, as Jawaharlal Nehru thinks (see his autobiography
P. 407) because the Communists want to apply their philosophy
"blindfold and without due regard to facts and conditions." On
the contrary, adherence to Marxism-Leninism obliges us to take
into account the concrete situation and national peculiarities. It is
precisely the Bolsheviks, who for years carried on a struggle
against the Russian Mensheviks and European Social Democrats
who wanted to make all revolutions to the same pattern. Lenin
wrote: "Our European philistines do not dream that the future
revolutions in the countries of the East which are immeasurably
more richly populated and which are immeasurably more
outstanding for tkeir varied social conditions will undoubtedly be
more original than the Russian Revolution".
How do the peculiarities of Indian conditions express
themselves in the questions we are now dealing with? In the fact
that profound historical reasons fostered the wide development of
the submissive psychology of non-resistance among the unanned
Indian people who have for centuries been forced to bend their
backs to foreign conquerors. One would think that the task of all
those who love their people would be passionately to fight for the
liberation of the people from this psychology of submission, to
educate them in the consciousness of human dignity, to prepare
them to be ready heroically to defend their national rights with all
means in their power. But instead of this Mahatma Gandhi, on
the contrary, uses the tradition of shameful non-resistance in
order to hold back the rising mass movement within the
framework of civil disobedience and in the eyes of the masses to
invest the principle of non-violence with the sacredness of a
religious prejudice.
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Until now Gandhi and his followers have, in the main,
succeeded in doing this. However, wa.~ it really so easy for
Gandhi to hold back the mass movement within the framework of
passive resistance? Numerous facts from the history of the mass
movement of the toilers of India show that sentiments exist and
are growing in the minds of the Indian people which are entirely
~iffe.rent from the surviving tendency of submissive subordination to coercion and oppression. Do we not know of
numerous clashes with the forces of the Government when the
hirelings of Imperialism suffered sorely from the "non-violent"
blows of the workers and peasants'? Remember Peshawar,
Sholapur, remember Burma. Besides this, beginning with 1928; a
whole class, the Indian proletariat, decisively rejected the Gandhi
methods in their proletarian struggle! Why? Anyone who
cares to look does not doubt that, in the struggle against capital
the ~trikes (precisely .ftrikes and not the Gandhist hartal) became
the generally recognised and mighty weapon of the Indian
working-class, not only in theory but also in practice. The Indian
proletariat, it should be remembered, is also a section and an
important section, at that, of the Indian people! And the latest
demand of the Bombay students to introduce military training
in the universities; does this show the "non-violent" spirit
of the Indian Students? How then can it be said that the
passive resistance of Gandhism "is peculiarly adapted to
Indian conditions"? No, this cannot be said.
The opinion is usually current that it is either non-violent
p&sivt: resistance or violence; no third way exists. It is thought
that once the Communists are against limiting the people's
struggle with non-violent resistance they are "for this very reason
always and everywhere for the application of violence". There
can be nothing further from the truth.
What is of utmost importance to us is that the struggle of the
masses should not stop at passive resistance, that this struggle
should pass from lower forms to higher, more active and
effective forms ... from boycotts to mass demonstrations, from
demonstrations to strikes, from strikes to mass action by the
people. Whether this struggle of the masses of the people for
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liberation will lead to a violent clash of the people with their
oppressors--and where and when-depends not so much upon
us, nor upon the massel· of the people of India, as upon the
Imperialist oppressors. It is a known fact that the majority of the
demonstrations with many thousands of participants take place
peacefully if they are not at~ked by the police. But it is also a
fact, and a fact taken from Indian reality that practically not a
single big demonstration since the time of Amritsar (not to speak
of the "preconstitution" time) passed without being attacked by
the bandit hirelings of the Government who used either lathis or
rifles and sometimes even machine-guns. Is it in the interests of
the people to fold their arms and submissively give themselves to
the enemy to be beaten up and tortured? No. It is impossible lo
win concessions from the enemy, still less to defeat them by such
behaviour.
Since the Communists are against individual terror, "Violence"
has only one vital aspect for them: mass• clashes with the
enemies of the people. But the Communists know full well that,
in practice, clasJ;ies of the people with the armed forces of the
Imperialist Government are not always and everywhere in the
interests of the people's liberation movement, that an appropriate
situation and definite development in the revolutionary struggle,
definite organisational, and ideological training of the masses,
are necessary for this purpose. History knows of cases when
Marx (on the eve of the Paris Commune) and Lenin (in the July
days of 1917), warned the masses of the people against ill-timed,
armed i.e., "violent" action.
Active as Against Passive Resistance
What do the Communists object to? The Communists object lo
the Gandhi propaganda of the inadmissibility of violence in
principle in the struggle of the people, against the ideological
disarming of the 350 million people by a handful of exploiters
and oppressors. (Joynson-Hicks states that "India was conquered
by the sword and will be held by the sword.") We Communists
consider that it is necessary to make the people conscious of the
fact that violence against violence, against the oppressors, the
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violent overthrow of the yoke thrust upon them, is just and
necessary for there is no other path to freedom. To every
provocation of the Imperialists, to every limitation of the
elementary democratic rights of the people, the Communists
demand not violence, (no special conditions are necessary for
this), but active resistance (boycott, demonstrations,
strikes-there are many forms of struggle) as against the Gandhi
policy of folded arms.
Two important practical conclusions should be drawn from
the above. Firstly the real fighters against Imperialism must
not isolate themselves from the mass movement of civil
disobedience. Secondly, only the tactful, insistent, comradely
explanation to the masses of the incorrectness of the Gandhi
methods in the very course of struggle iuelf, combined with their
own experience will help them to free themselves from the
influence of Gandhism.
The above point of view does not in the least prevent us from
collaborating with other parties and groups in a United National
Front of struggle against Imperialism. And here we should openly
renounce the former intolerable attitude to possible allies of the
revolutionary vanguard in the struggle for national liberation and
for the democratic rights of the people. This struggle calls for
such a colossal straining of all forces that anyone who hates
foreign oppression, who sympathises with the suffering of the
people, will surely find a place for himself in this struggle.
The United Front
There is no doubt that the situation in India, at pre!!lent, is
particularly favourable for the organisation of a United
anti-Imperialist Front. The Trade Union Centres have already
united. There is a growing clamour among the peasantry for
organisation. In the National Congress the Party of Congress
Socialists is meeting with success, and a number of other groups
have come closer to the position of the anti-Imperialist struggle.
The great victories of Socialism in the Soviet Union are
becoming more widely known to the Indian toilers. All this and
also the success of the United Front in France and Spain cannot
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but strengthen the striving of the masses of Indian people to go
forward in a United Front against Imperialism.
This unification of the anti-Imperialist forces will naturally
start from the organisations already existing. What are these
organisations? In the main they are the National Congress, the
Party of Congress Sociali~ts, the Communist Party of India, the
two Trade Union Centres '(the All-India Trade Union Congress
and the National Federation of Trade Unions) and the peasant
organisations. Already even joint agreement of the above
organisations would give a tremendous impetus to the mass
movements. Also the very first success of the anti-Imperialist
Front would draw to it certain organisations of the Indian
merchants and industrialists not to speak of the students' and
other radical organisations. This is all the more possible as the:
United anti-Imperialist Front is not directed against the Indian
middle-classes but puts, as its main task. the liberation of the
country and the National regeneration of the great Indian people.
It is, therefore, a genuine United National Front against British
Imperialism. ,,.
In order to carry out the United anti-Imperialist National Front
in practice, the idea that one or another of the participants has the
right to exploit the United forces, that one or another of the
participants must win at the expense of the others must be
discarded. It is understood that freedom of propaganda. the right
to defend their point of view in a business like way holds good
for all those parties participating in the United Front. The
Communists will be the first to set an example of readiness to
enter into any agreement as long as it means the strengthening of
the anti-Imperialist struggle. The Communists want that out of
the United anti-Imperialist Front the winners be not one party,
but the millions of the Indian people.
In former articles we gave several immediate demands which,
in our opinion, could be included in the platform of the United
anti-Imperialist Front. But most probably each province will put
up different demands. It will only be to the interests of the cause,
if such platform of United Front action be drawn up in the
localities which take into account the local conditions. In the
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localities where the labour and peasant movement is strong it will
undoubtedly leave its imprint on such local platforms of action
and the organs of the United Front (or local organisations of the
National Congress) will also have to include the partial demands
of the workers and peasants.

The Demand for a Constituent Assembly
our Main Democratic Demand
The main general slogan of this broad platform of action will
be the slogan for Constituent Assembly. Even today this slogan is
regarded as practical by almost all the important organisations
who are possible participants in the United National Front. There
was a time when the Communists refused to recognise this slogan
then raised by Roy. Why? Because Roy substituted this slogan
for propaganda for Socialism, the propaganda for Revolution, the
propaganda for general strike, "It is useless" wrote Roy in the
appeal to the Calcutta Congress of the Trade Union Congress (in
the middle of 193 I ) "to adopt high sounding resolutions on
general strikes and declare your intention of establishing a
Socialist Republic ........ It is not necessary to telJ the masses from
the very start that they can only obtain an improvement of their
present hard lot ...........through revolution".
This is absolutely incorrect. To stop carrying on propaganda
for revolution and Socialism, to hide the programme of the
Communist Party from the masses. as Roy demanded, means to
renounce Marxism, to become an ordinary bourgeois democrat.
We, not knowing how to combine the slogan for a Constituent
Assembly with propaganda for the slogan of Soviets and
Socialism, incorrectly came out against the demand for a
Constituent Assembly. MGreover the demand for a Constituent
Assembly means that the free Indian people, having thrown off
the yoke of Imperialism must themselves, on the basis of the
widest democracy, decide what system, what Constitution, what
Government they want. It is precisely because of this that the
slogan for a Constituent Assembly generalises all the democratic
demands of the Indian people and the whole of its struggle for
individual democratic rights.
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The slogan for a Constituent Assembly is the best slogan to
oppose the slave Constitution which British Imperialism has
thrust on to the Indian People against its will.

DOWN WITH THE SLAVE CONSTITIJTION !
LONG LIVE THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY!
Under this slogan the masses in their millions can and must
organise in a United National Front of struggle, for the
democratic liberation of the people, against Imperialist
oppression.
February, 1937.

The Indian Elections
Ben Bradley

rhe elections which have just taken place under the New

'onstitution of India are of far-reaching imp9rtance both to the
mass of the people oflndia and also to the people of this country.
llthouKh only a fraction ofthe Indian people are consulted, these
1•lection.v are regarded as a plebiscite ofthe people. Every Congress
'·andidate who .vtoodfor election wav pledged to oppose and combat
the new Constitution. Thus with the overwhelming majoritie.'i
H!cured, the people ofIndia have said decisively, "Wedo not want
this Constitution. "
In the Provincial Elections, out of 11 Provinces, the Congress
have secured a majority in 6 ; while in 3 other Provinces they have
-.ufficient strength to make impossible the functioning the
\ iovernment.
Apri I I st. is the day on which the Government intend to
inaugurate the New Constitution in the Provinces. On this day the
Indian National Congress have decided to call a nation-wide Barta/
1lr General Strike. The three hundred and fifty odd million people
•lf India are moving. A new stage is being entered in the march
lowards India's freedolll,
The importance of this fact will be obvious to all, but what may
not be obvious is why do the Indian people reject in such a manner
this new Constitution? I will, therefore, present some facts so that
a fuller appreciation can be obtained of the present attitude of the
people of India towards the new Constitution.
l

.
l'ubli11hed in "THE l.ABOUR MONTHLY", April, 1937, 1.ondon.
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The Simon Commission
On November 8, 1927 Lord Irwin, the then Viceroy. announced
the appointment by the British Government of the Indian Statutory
Commission, commonly called the Simon Commission. Starting.
with this Simon Commission, which consisted of 7 members of
Parliament, Liberal Labour, Conservative, and which visited India
twice. it has taken the Imperial Government altogether almost IO
years to devise and perfect its New Constitution for India.
The job of this Commission was to enquire into the working of
the system of Goverument, the growth of education and the
development of representative institutions in British India and
matters connected therewith, and
"To report as to whether and to what extent it is desirable to
establish the principle of responsible Government, or to extend.
modify of restrict the degree of responsible Government then
existing, including the question whether the estab]ishmcnt of
second chambers of the local legislatures ts or is not desirable."
Subsequently, Sir John Simon secured an extension of these
terms of reference to enable the Commission to examine the
methods by wl11ch future relationships between the Indian States
and British India might be adjusted.
The Simon Commission was met everywhere in India with
opposition and boycott. The overwhelming majority of the Indian
people refused to admit the authority of a British Parliamentary
Commission to decide their destiny. Despite this opposition.
however, the British Government went ahead, and the following
were the main stages in the preparation ofthe present Constitution.

The Communal Award
The Simon Commission worked from 1927 to 1930 and its report
was issued in June of the latter year. This report was followed by
the First Round Table Conference in November, 1930, and a
Second Round Table Conference in September, 1931, which
concluded its deliberations on August 17, 1932, when the Prime
Minister, Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, announced the decision of the
British Government on the nature and extent of representation to
be accorded to the different communities in the new scheme of
constitutional reform in the Provinces.
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The proposals became known as MacDonald's Communal
Award, on of the most reactionary features ofthe New Constitution.
This Communal Award provided for separate electorates for
differerit communities, and even for sub-dividing Communities.
as in the case of the Hindu Community. It was calculated that the
creation of these separate electorates would have the effect of so
dividing the Indian people, and consequently of developing
antagonisms, that it would become impossible for them to give a
united expression of opinion.
Mr. MacDonald's scheme of representation provides for separate
constituencies for Mahommedans, Sikhs, Indian Christians, Anglo1ndians, Europeans. Qualified voters of the depressed classes
(Untouchables), in the terms of the Award, vote in General
Constituencies, but a number of seats are assigned to them which
will be filled by election from special constituencies in which voters
belonging to the depressed classes only vote. There are also
provided special seats for women, specifically divided among the
rnrious communities concerned. TI1e special constituencies for
depressed classes were obviously devised to divide the Hindu
( ·ommunity, which is the majority community in India.
l~csponsibility

of Legislatures

The Third Round Table Conference met towards the end of 1932,
and the publication of the White Paper in March, J933, marked
the conclusive stage of the Round Table Conference. The White
Paper formed the basis of discussion by a Joint Committee of
Parliament. The proposals put forward in the White Paper assumed
1hat the Government of India Act, 1919, would be repealed, as the
··conception of a Federation of States and Provinces, and the
process involved in its formation, necessitate a complete
reconstruction of the existing Indian Constitution."
The scheme laid down that the British Indian Provinces would
he converted into autonomous units; that each Province would be
.:quiped with Legislatures, elected by a wider electorate (that is,
raising the franchise from approximately 3 per centto 13 per cent.),
•md a Council of Ministers besides Governors. In order to ensure
1hc continuance oflmJierialist supremacy. the Governor, on behalf
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of the King, will exercise executive authority in the Provinces,
while the Council of Ministers will be responsible to the Provincial
Legislatures and electors.
But in connection with this last point the Constitution contains
numerous reservations and safeguards, together with the grant of
special and extraordinary J>O'.Wers to the Governor for intervention.
Therefore, the idea of the Council of Ministers of the Provincial
Legislatures being responsible to the electors is nullified.

The All India Federation and the Princes
A step of most profound importance made in the White Paper is
the proposal to bring together the British Indian Provinces and the
Indian States into an All India Federation. The Federal Legislature
is to consist of two Houses representative of Indian States and
British Indian Provinces. It is in this manner that the British
Government intend to draw in the Princes•as their allies. In the
Lower House, out of 375 seats 125 will be reserved for the Indian
States, and in t~e Upper House, of 260 seats 104 will be reserved
for Indian Stales. British Imperialism will thus be ensured of the
support of a bloc of most reactionary elements, which will be used
to prevent the popular opinion in India gaining a majority in the
Federal Council.
Whilst the Princes will retain their internal autonomy. and
continue their autocratic rule, they will have to surrender a small
part of their present sovereign rights to the Federation. Under the
chairmanship of the Maharajah of Patiala, the Hydari Committee
and Constitutional Committee, on March 2, 1937, considered the
relationship of the Indian States to the Federation. The Chamber
of Princes are now asking the British Government to accept 4
general provisions, safeguarding their interests, which they ask in
each case to be made clear in the foll'lwing way :
Nothing in this Instrument affects the continuance of my
sovereignty in and over this State, or, save as provided by the
Instrument or by Federal Law, the continuance of any powers.
authority or rights, and the exercise thereto, save as above
reserved for me.
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The Chamber of Princes can make· their conditions for entry
into the Federal Government, conditions which we have little doubt
the British Government will accept, while the New Constitution
with all its impositions is steam-rollered across the Indian people.

Dictatorial Powers or Safeguards
How complete imperialist control will be over the Legislatures
can be best understood from the following : The Governor-General
and the Governors are invested with powers which may be
exercised at any time in the spheres of self-government, at tht:
Centre and in the Provinces, if in their discretion they deem it
essential. The Governor-General will have special responsibility
in the maintenance of the financial stability and credit oflndia. In
connection with this there is the establishment. removed from any
possibility of political control, of a Reserve Bank and a Statutory
Railway Board. The most important matters of Defence and
foreign Affairs will be special responsibilities of the Governor(icneral.
Following the issue of the White Paper, a Joint Committee of
both Houses of Parliament was appointed in April, 1933. The Joint
Parliamentary Committee was representative of the three main
political parties. The most notable changes made by the Joint
Committee to the White Paper proposals were:
(I) the introduction of the principle of indirect election to both
Houses of the Federal Legislature, which was modified in the
case of the Upper House;
(2) the establishment of Second Chan:ibers in Bombay and Madras,
besides Bengal, Bihar and United Provinces;
(3) the tightening of the safeguards regarding Police, Commercial
discrimination and "Reserve Bank;
(4) the granting of Parliament a voice in the frami~g of Orders in
Council, thus preventing any radical changes, especially
through interference of the House of tords.
These dictatorial powers or ."safeguards" fully justify the
statement made by Sir Samuel Hoare in Parliament when he was
endeavouring to convince the Diehard Opposition that in reality
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not even the shadow of self-government was being given to the
Indian people. He said:
"these safeguards are not JJaper safeguards. They arc
safeguards with sanctions behind them. with effective executive
action to be put into effect if need arises.•• (Hansard.
December 10, 1934. p.56)
The Labour Party worked through all the stages, from the Simon
Commission, but on February 5, 1935, Mr. C.R. Attlee, on behalf
oft he Opposition in the House of Commons. moved the following:
In the opinion of this House no legislation for the better
Government oflndia will be satisfactory which does not secure
the goodwill an co-operation of the Indian people by recognising
explicitly India's right to Dominion Status, and by providing
within it the means of its attainment, and which does not by its
provisions as to franchise and representation, secure to the
workers and peasants of India the possibility of achieving by
constitutional means their social and economic emancipation.

This was defeated.
The Goverpment of India Bill received the Royal Assent on
August 2, 1935-the longest Act in the history of Parliament.

Indian People Unsubdued
The whole period of preparing the New Constitution was one
of unrest in India. On the day the Simon Commission arrived in
India it was met by Black Flag demonstrations and boycott. This
was followed by the Civil Disobedience Movement of 1930
onwards, when thousands of the people oflndia were thrown into
prisons. On the North-West Frontier. at Sholapur and other places,
people w~re shot down by the armed forces of the British
Government. The Indian National Congress and other organisations
were declared illegal. The British Government during this period
were following a '"dual policy" of carrying on discussions and
enquiries in connection with the constitutional reforms, while India
was being ruled by ordinances and executive orders.
This bitter struggle, entailing considerable sacrifices on the part
of workers and peasants, continued. The character of the New
Constitution has amply justified this struggle. and although the
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<·iv ii Disobedience Movement was called off in 1933, the mass of
Indian people remained unsubdued.

Resolution on Constitution
The first Indian National Congress Session held after the calling
off of the Civil Disobedience Movement in Bombay, declared
against the New Constitution. Its rejection was reaffirmed at the
Lucknow Session in April, 1936, under the Prcsidentship of
Jawaharlal Nehru. In December last the Faizpur Session was held,
also under the Presidentship of Jawaharlal Nehru, when the
following resolution was passed:
The Congress reiterates its entire rejection of the Governn~ent
oflndia Act of 1935 and the Constitutions that has been imposed
on India against the declared will of the people of the country.
In the opinion of. the Congress any co-operation with this
Constitution is a betrayal oflndia's struggle for freedom and a
strengthening of the hold of British Imperialism and a further
exploitation ofthe Indian masses who have already been reduced
to direct poverty under imperialist domination. The Congress
therefore repeats its resolve not to submit to this constitution or
to co-operate with it, but to combat it, both inside and outside
the legislatures, so as to end it. The Congress does not and wi II
not recognise the right of any external power or authority to
dictate the political and economic structure of India, and every
such attempt will he met by organised and uncompromising
opposition of the Indian people. The Indian people can only
recognise a constitutional structure which has been framed by
them and which is based on the independence of India as a
Nation .and which allows them full scope for development
according to their needs and desires.
The Congress stands for a genuine democratic State in India
where political power has been transferred to the people as a
whole and the Government is under their effective control. Such
a State can only come into existence through a Constituent
Assembly. elected by adult suffrage, arid having the power to
determine finally the Constitution of the country. To this end
the Congress works in the country and organises the masses.
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and this objective must ever be kept in view by the
representatives of the Congress in the legislatures.
The Congress endorses the Election Manifesto of the A.LC' .C.
(All India Congress Committee), and calls upon all candidates,
standing on its behalf, to carry on their election campaign strictly
on its basis and, after the election, to conduct their work in the
legislatures in accordance with it. Congress members of the
legislatures should take the earliest opportunity to put forward
in the new Assembles the demand for a Constituent Assembly,
elected by adult suffrage, and this demand should be supported
by mass agitation outside to enforce the right of the Indian people
to self-determination.
The question of acceptance or non-acceptance of office by
Congress members elected to the legislatures under the new
constitution will be decided by the A.l.C.C. as soon after the
provincial assembly elections as is practicable. Immediately
after the elections the various Provincial ~ongress Committees
will take steps to consult their district and other local Committees
and send their own recommendations on this subject, so that
the A.I.C.C . .flay be assisted in deciding this issue by the opinion
of the mass of Congressmen and the country.
This was the Clear lead which the Indian National Congress
gave the country. Jawaharlal Nehru in his Presidential Address
reffcred to the Government oflndia Act as "The new Character of
Bondage" which was being imposed upon the despite complete
rejection. He said that the Congress was going ••to the Legislatures,
not to co-operate with the apparatus of British Imperialism, but to
combat the Act and seek to end it, and to resist in every way British
Imperialism in its attempt to strengthen its hold on India and its
exploitation of the Indian people."

Preparation for Elections
The Indian National Congress was the only organisatiqn which
1>ut up candidates on an all India basis. In order to co-ordinate all
clements who desired to contest the elections on the Congress
ticket, and facilitate the election campaign, the Congress
established the All India Congress Parliamentary Board. The duty
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uf this Board was to select from among the prospective candidates
nominated for a constituency the person who would be endorsed
as the Congress candidate.
The conduct both of the Central and Provincial Parliamentarv
Boards in selecting candidates tended towards the sc~lection ~f
individuals of Right-wing tendency, and in some cases persons
were endorsed who had consistently opposed the Congress. It is
necessary to note this fact because it has a bearing on the character
of the representatives who have been elected on the Congress ticket.
In connection with this a certain amount of friction has bee•1
caused. In Bombay in two Labour constituencies the Trad~s Union
Congress nominated R.S. Nimbkar and K.N. Joglekar as the
candidates. Both nominees were Congressmen and their names
were suggested to the Parliamentary Board as suitable persons.
The Parliamentary Board. however. refused to accept the
nominations and, in one of the constituencies. endorsed the
candidature of Dr. Gilder who had on previous occasions opposed
the Congress. Similar incidents happend in Nagpur, Bengal and
Madras. As a result loyalty to the Indian National Congress has
hcen severely strained and suspicion aroused as to the sincerity of
certain persons contesting elections on the Congress ticket. Protests
have been made both by the Congress Socialist Party and the Trades
IJnion Congress to Jawaharlal Nehru, in connection with the work
of the Parliamentary Board. Fortunately, there were only a fe"'
cases where disagreement resulted in contest between supporters
of the Congress standing either on a T.U.C. or Independent ticket
against the endorsed Congress candidate.
However, the preference shown in some cases by the All-India
Parliamentary Board for loyalists and ex-Government nominees
as against Socialists and anti-Imperialists, has created difficulties
in the way of the Unifed Front, while it has strengthened those
sections who would cooperate in working the New Constitution.

Government Interference
The striking successes of _the Congress candidates in the
elections are all the more remarkable when one takes into
consideration the ~fforts of the Government to sabotage the
( 'ongress campaign.
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From the outset of the election campaign. the administration
did its best to prevent Congress successes wherever possible.
Methods of intimidation, interference, repression and banning of
meetings were employed.
In the North-West Frontier Province the Congress was declared
an illegal organisation anc:( its leader, Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan.
refused permission to return to his home. Despite this, the Congress
succeeded in winning 19 seats out of a total of SO.
Under the minorities and reserved seats system in four Provinces.
North-West Frontier Province,'Sindh, Bengal and the Punjab the
scats were so allocated that Congress majorities are almost
impossible. In these same provinces cases of official interforcncc
were the heaviest.
In the Karnataka Province such an order was issued: "You should
announce in the village that a permit should be secured from us if
a Kisan (Peasant). Prabhat Pheri (public meeting, procession). is
to be organised in the village in connection with the Congress
election campaign. An Order (No ........ 5.1.37) from the District
Pol ice Officer Kas been received. Henceforth a perm it is absolutely
necessary for the above mentioned purposes:·
This order speaks for itself and it is understood that such orders
have been issued throughout India. Further, it should be noted
that Congress alone wa~ under obligation to get such permits.

Instructions to Vote Anti-Congress
In the United Provinces an amazing circular came to light. The
~ircular passed between officials of the Court of Wards in the
l In ited Pr0vinces; it referred to the elections and stated that
( 'ongress candidates must be defeated and that al I votes control led
by the Court of Wards must be cast against them. Subsequently an
otlicial apology was given.
The Court of Wards is a private body, but the whole official
hierarchy is used to staff its. Thus the suggestion that all votes
controlled by the Court of Wards should be cast against the
Congress was in fact a suggestion emanating from Government
nfticials.
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The circular in question was dated July 9, 1936, and was sent by
the Secretary of the Court of Wards, U.P., to all district officers in
the United Provinces. One passage reads as follows:
It is essential in the interests of the class which the Court of
Wards specially represents and of agricultural interests
generally, to inflict as crushing a defeat as possible on the
Congress with its avowed Socialist principles. The Court has
therefore decided to support in each constituency the candidate
who (a) will actively oppose the Congress candidate. and if
elected. the Congress programme, and (b) would have th<'
greatest chance of success if the Court of Wards remained
neutral.
The District officers are instructed to engage themselves in a
systematic survey of the Province, constituency by constituency.
and prepare themselves in support of the loyalist candidate in
each constituency.
Another example in from I lubli, where a huge Congress election
1: loth poster was removed from their offices by order of the
( 'ol lector of the District. "A huge Congress election poster of cloth
..,prcad across the street high in the air in front of the Congress
election office has been removed early this morning. it is alleged.
by some Municipal sweepers. The perpetrators of the outrage arc
alleged to have stated they were removing the poster under the
orders of the collector. The order, it is alleged. was not produced
when demanded by the workers present in the office at that time
and requests of Congress workers to wait till the arrival of the
Congress authorities were not heeded by the alleged perpetrators.
I>r. Hardikar and other Congress authorities, when informed of
the outrage. quickly arrived on the spot and found the poster lying
crumbled near by in the dustbin. The poster was photographed."

Congress Election Campaign Obstructed
In general, in every place officials were throwing all kinds of
obstacles into the way of Congress election work. Many leaders
~ere prosecuted suddenly for sedition, etc. Others found their
movements and rights of free speech scandalously restricted, the
notorious Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code being abused
for this purpose.
'
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In some Provinces the Government even publicly canvassed
against Congress candidates.
It is understood that the procession advertised to be taken out
in Peshawar City in support of the candidature of Mr. Abdul
Quaiyum (Congress) was banned by the District Authorities.
Jawaharlal Nehru issued a statement from Lucknow on
February S that he had seen a circular issued by the Chief Secretary
to the United Provinces Government directing District Officers to
take action under Section I 08, Cr. P.C. against Congress workers
engaged in Congress work on the gro!lnd that they were preaching
sedition.
By using the Special Powers conferred upon the Provincial
Governors. the Governor of Madras disqualified the South Indian
Railway Workers' Union, thus disenfranchising 37.000 workers;
and the Governor of Bombay disqualified the Gimi Kamgar Union
with a membership of over 7000.
Despite these difficulties and obstacles t~e Indian people have
shown by the election results their decisive opposition to the new
Constitution. The sweeping successes of the Congress candidates
must have cotlie as a violent shock to the Government who had
hoped to show India split and divided.

Smashing Victories for United Front
The successes achieved are due in no small degree to the call
hy Jawaharlal Nehru for National United Front and to the united

efforts of the All India T.U.C., the Congress, Peasant. Peasant
Organisations, Socialists and Communists. The Communist Party
of India issued a striking appeal to "Transform the Elections into
mighty Anti-Imperialist Demonstrations."
It is possible now to make a complete summary of the election
results of the provincial Legislative Assemblies. The Congress
has obtained absolute majorities in six of the eleven Provinces.
Congress 159 seats out of 215
Madras
Congress 88 seats out of 175
Bombay
United Provinces
Congress 134 seats out of228
Bihar
Congress 9 t seats out of t 52
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Orissa
Central Provinces

Congress 36 seats out of 60
Congress 71 seats out of 112
(Hansard, March 8, 1937, p.809)
In three other provinces the Congress is the strongest single
party: in Bengal with 60 seats out of 250, in Assam 40 s~ats out of
I 08, and in North-West Frontier. 19 seats out of 50. (The Congress
in Bengal did not officially contest the Labour seats. The T.U.C.
candidates gained all 7 seats with large majorities.)
The Congress has also captured an absolute majority in the Upper
I louse ofMardras. Bihar and Bombay.
Other groups of candidates were contesting the elections
representing Communal organisations-Hindu, Sikh a,nd
Mahommedan. The National Agrarian Party (landowning class)
was severely defeated in U.P. by Congress. and the Justice Party
suffered a similar fate in Madras.
The very decisive expression of opinion is shown by the
<1vcrwhelming majorities of which the following are a few
examples. In Madras, V.V. Giri, Secretary of the All-India
Railwaymen Federation, beat the Rajah ofBobilli (Chief Minister
to Govern111ent of Madras) in his own Zamindary (where he is
landk1rd) by a majority of over 7,000 votes.

Hengal (Labour Constituencies)
I. Surcsh Chandra Bancr:jci (President.
Majori~r
Bengal T.l.l.C.)
26.027
3,022
Mrinal Kante Bose (T.lJ. Federation)
2.646
Syed Mazher Abbas (Independent)
2. Sibnath Banerjei (President. A.l.T.U.C..
20, I<n
ex-Meerut Prisoner)
T. Faiz Ahmed (1'.U. Federation)
3,925
P. K. Mitter
1,049
B. Mukher:jie
362

Punjab (Peasant Constituency)
Sohan Singh Josh (Social!st Independent,
ex-Meerut Prisoner)
7, 140
Lt. Sardar Raghubir Singh Rais(Landlord)2.825
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United Provinces - Fyzabad East (Rural) .
Krisnath Kaul (Congress)
59,90 I
Pratap Singh (National Agrarian Party) 6,871
These are the results secured on a 13 per cent. franchise. What
would have been the result if there had been universal adult
suffrage?
The Majority votes registered for Congress Socialist, T.U.C.
and Peasant candidates cannot fail to convey the grim
determination of the people oflndia to achieve their emancipation.
rhc Congress secured these striking majorities on a programme
which pledges the Congress candidates to a policy of combating
the Constitution coupled with an economic programme.

Peasant versus Landlord
Some of the most important and striking successe~ were
achieved in the agricultural constituencies where support. wa ...
•
obtained for the Congress on its Election Manifesto,
which stood
for: Reform of the system of land tenure and revenue and rent.
and for equit,ble adjustment of the burden on agricultural land.
giving immediate relief to the smaller peasantry by the substantial
rcduc-tion of agricultural rent and revenue. and exempting the
uneconomic holdings from payment of rent and revenue.
These were the immediate points in the programme, while a
<:nmprehensive programme of agrarian legislation is in preparation.
Although this appeal was not on clear class lines. the elections in
the agricultural districts developed into .. Peasants versus
Landlord." The peasants triumphed against the reactionary
landlords in Bengal where the Krishak and Proja Party secured 40
scats.

Pledge for Independence
In the six Provinces where the Congress have a majority. the
question arises of the formation of a Ministry or accepting office.
A decision for the acceptance of office could only be taken in
order to bring an early and complete exposure of the fraud which
is being perpetrated under the guise of a step towards Selfgovernment.
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The All India Congress Committee has since met and accepted,
in &n amended fonn, a recommendation of the Working Committee
for the acceptance of office. The following resolution was adopted:
The A.l.C.C. authorises and permits acceptance of office in
the provinces where Congress command a majori1y in the
legislatures. provided that ministership shall not be accepted
unless the leader of the Congress Party in the legislature is
satisfied and able to state publicly that the Govcrn<'r will not
use his special powers of interference or set aside the office of
ministers in regard to their constitutional activities.
The Socialists put up a stiff fight in the A. l.C C .. and the voting
was 127 for and 70 against. The foeling was that the Right-wing
\\ere endeavouring to circumvent the decision of the Congress io
combat the new constitution. In view of the decision the Socialists
will insist upon an early fulfilment of the Congress Election
pledges. particularly in reference to bringing relief to the peasantry
by a reduction in rent and revenue.
On March the 19th over 800 delegates from every Province in
British India meet in Delhi to attend the National Congress
Convention. Pandit Nehru administered a pledge to these new
members of the provincial legislatures that they would devote
themselves, inside and outside the legislatures, working for the
Independence oflndia. While he reiterated his hostility to rhe new
Constitution he appealed for Unity and discipline.
Meanwhile preparations go ahead for the Hartal and General
~trike throughout India which is called for April I, the day on
which the new Constitution is to be inaugurated. and mass meetings
and demonstrations will take place.

Call for Immediate Action
By the time this being read the mighty Indian people will have
entered upon a new phase in their struggle for freedom. Already
the unarmed Indian masses may once more be facing the armed
might of British Imperialism. To imagine what this may mean we
must recall. what happened on the eve of the introduction of the
Montagu-Chelmsfor<{ Reforms when a mass protest meeting held
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in the Jallianwalla Bagh at Amritsar was tired upon and hundreds
of people were killed in cold blood ..
The New Constitution is designed to rivet more securely the
chains of British Imperialism on the Indian people, and does not
give even the shadow of Self-government. The demand of the
people oflndia for freedom to be the arbiters of their own destinies
is a just demand.
·
The situation is critical-immediate action is necessary. We
must come to the support of the Indian people in this situation.
recognising the right of India to decide her own destinies. Call
upon the General Council of Labour to get in touch immediately
with the Indian National Congress\\ ith a view to actively assisting
them in the struggle. Let all working-class. democratic and peace
organisations demand that the National Government must
recognise this plebiscite of the Indian people with its overwhelming
majority for rejection of the Constitution.
Unity between the British and Indian working classes is essential
and must be established. The motion of the Labour Party rejecting
the New Corµrtitution in the House of Commons in February. 1935.
the resolution of the Indian National Congress plus the crushing
below which th'c voters have registered in rejecting the Constitution
all prov.idc the basis for Unity. The United Front must be
established against the greatest fraud ever perpetrated on a Nation.

May Day 1937

The May Day of this year has come at a time when the creaking
machinery of the Slave Constitution is being set in motion. The
will of the people as expressed in the Congress majorities is being
trampled underfoot. A handful of Meerjaffars, traditional
henchmen and lick spittles of British Imperialist rulers, have
fonned 'interim' ministries. The refusal of the Governors to give
the required assurance to the Indian National Congress (INC),
with reference to the Special Powers, ha." with one stroke
unmasked the true nature of the Constitution. Its scant)
democratic trappings have fallen off revealing the nakRdne.u of
its dictatorship.
British Imperialism will not allow the INC leaders to handle
and run the Constitution. What it demands of the INC is not a
face-saving formula but complete capitulation, an abjuration of
mass-struggle of every character. It wants to isolate the INC from
its mal\s basis, that is, to destroy it, and retain for iLl\Clf
unchallenged and unfettered dictatorship and control over India's
resources of men and money.

British Imperialism in Panic Strikes Out
British Imperialism has grown panicky. The threat of War and
Revolutions hangs likelhe sword of Democles over its head. The
aggres:>ion of Germany and Italy in Europe, of Japan in the Far
East, threaten its power and position in the world. On the other
hand the growing strength of the United Front struggle against
War and Fascism and for Democracy and Peace in Europe, and of
the forces of Socialist and Nationalist Revolution in the USSR,
Editbrial of "TifE COMMUNIST", organ of lhe Central Conunittec of the Communist
Puny oflndia, April 1937.
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China and other Colonies, are a challenge to its Imperial rule in
the colonies and its social structure at home. That is why it is
pushing forward its Re-armament programme with such feverish
haste. That is why it is seeking to consolidate its rule in the
colonies by an unprecedented offensive and brutal terror.
The Election demon~rations and •victorious results have
struck terror into the hearts of British Imperialists. They have
shown how a people united in a determined and consistent
struggle against Imperialism, would sweep it away in no time.
inspite of National traitors, inspite of its reactionary allies.
They have shown that the tempo of struggle is once again on
the rise.
With the inauguration of the New Constitution, British
Imperialism has begun its new offensive. It aims at splitting and
disrupting the forces of the United National Front against
Imperialism before they consolidate themselves. It is proceeding to isolate and crush the most adV-anced and determined
sections of the front, by concentrating the fire of repression
against the Jnilitant organisations of workers and peasants,
against gen6ine anti-Imperialist revolutionaries within and
without the Congress. It hopes to get a few partial palliative
measures passed through the hands of the new reactionary
ministers, to take the wind out of the sails of the INC, to isolate
from the INC its upper middle-cla.~s following and also give the
reactionary Ministers a hearing before the ma.~ses-and thus
undermine its electoral basis.
How shall we defeat this new offensive? How shall we foil this
new effort to break our Unity and to crush in isolation the most
determined and courageous fighter in the National Front-the
working-class?

Deepen and Broaden the Mass Counter-OOensive
The recent election campaign effected a broad political
activisation of the masses on a scale never witnessed before in
India. Partial demands of workers, peasants and the other sections
were put forward as a part of the general demand-National
Independence, Constituent Assembly, Democratic Regime. The
people as a whole were mobilised against the Slave Constitution
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iniposed by British Imperialism. In spite of the fact that the
campaign was not always nor everywhere carried on the right
lines, the response of the people was universal, their will to fight
and to end the Constitution was unequivocal.
The country-wide Hartal and demonstrations on the
Anti-Constitution Day, the strike of 40,000 textile workers in
Bombay, and the success of aggressive mass enthusiasm,
witnessed in the principal cities on that day, may rightly be said
to be the beginning of a new round of struggles. The ta.Ilk today is
to develop the campaign to wreck the Constitutio11 into a
veritable mass counter-offensive, broadening it and moulding it
to higher forms of struggle and lead it on to final struggle. This
means that the struggle must outgrow the limits of an election
campaign, and proceed on the basis of the panial and local
struggles of workers and peasants, and of the broad sections of
our impoverished people, unifying and linking them up under the
hanner of the basic democratic slogans, raising them to the level ·
of the struggle of the entire National Front against Imperialism.
Some Nationalist leaders have raised the slogan-"Prepare for
re-elections." Undoubtedly, situations would shortly arise when
fresh elections would have to be demanded and prepared for; but
any pre-conce1 ved scheme to chain the forces of growing struggle
within the four comers of an election campaign would be d
disaster. Any effort to crap and throttle the extra-parliamentary
struggle which has begun, refusal to develop it into a massstruggle not only to smash the Constitution, but sma.~h Imperialist
rule itself, would be a National betrayal.
Down with the Ministries
"Down with the reactionary Ministers" thus must be the
immediate slogan of action, on the ba~is of which we must set up
a mass agitation. We must direct the attack against the landlord
and capitalist reactionaries, who have come forward to uphold a
Constitution of slavery and a regime of terror, a regime which
means prisons and detention-cainps to thousands of our patriots
and fighters, which means the denial of elementary rights to
the people, which 'spells poverty and unemployment for the
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vast masses of our land. We must make this attack the lever for
mobilising the masses for partial and local struggles for the
attainment of the general demands laid down in Wardha Resolution and of the specific demands of the workers and peasants
fonnuJated by the All-India Trade Union Congress (AITUC) and
the All-India Kisan Congress (AIKC).
The Call must ring out to the Masses
"You cannot get your basic demands, you cannot overthrow
the reactionary Mmisters-the upholders of the charter of
your slavery, you cannot wreck the Constitution itself unless
you yourself make a move. It is only out of your local and
partial struggles in towns and in the countryside that the general
struggle of the people for National Independence and democratic rights can arise and grow". It is your independent class
organisations--the workers and peasan~ unions, which would
give a new stamp and a new vitality to the growing struggle
against Imperialism.
t'

United National Front
"Prepare for the rising mass-struggle-and not merely
"Prepare for the Re-election "-must be our general slogan at the
present moment. In the course of this preparatory struggle we
have not only to build up independent organisations of workers
and peasants but also the INC itself-especially its primary units
at the base. For the local INC units reorganised and revitalised
by the living contact and co-operation of fighting organisations
of workers and peasants would become the focal points of
the Uniwcl Front Struggle as it develops in localities. Thus will
arise, unit by unit, the United National Front as the mighty
Front of the people carrying on an uncompromising and an
unrelenting struggle against Imperialist tyranny and for National
emancipation.
Such are the immediate tasks which face the people and
especially the working-class on the eve of this May Day.
On this day, the day of proletarian struggle and solidarity, let
the Indian Working-class proclaim its resolve to come forward as
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the initiator, builder and the standard-bearer of the United
National Front. Let it demonstrate in action to the toilers and to
the entire people, that it is not entering the United National
Struggle as a class apart with a view to dominate and use it for its
sectional interests but for the purpose of honestly and sincerely
fighting for the whole programme of the United National Front. It
must throw itself in the forefront of every campaign of struggle
against the Constitution. must come forward as the most
courageous fighter for the demands of the National Front and
thus become the builder and the moulder of that Front.

United Front of the Working-Class: United Action

Aga~nst

the Bosses
But the United Front rises and grows into a real fighting front
only in the measure in which the working-class itself is able to
achieve within its own ranks, to build up the United Front of the
entire working-class against the new offensive of the capitalist
and Imperialist bosses. The recent struggle of the Railway
workers against dismissals and the increase in the time of work;
the wide-spread strike struggle of the textile workers of Gujrat
and Central India against wage-cuts has demonstrated the urgent
need for Un;;oo Action. Today i1 is the tum of the 80,000 Jute
Mill workers of Bengal who are fighting back the wage-cut
offensive, and are heroically attempting to unify and extend the
struggle to the level of a general strike in the teeth of the most
ruthless police repression and terror.
In the forefront of our May Day demonstn1tion, we must place
the question of the United Front Struggle of the workers in
various industries-Railway&, Cotton, Textile, Jute, Mining, etc .•
against the new offensive of wage-cuts and dismissals which the
bosses have launched against them. We must call upon All Trade
Union and Working-class organisations to pool their resources
together, to hold Joint conferences, elect joint Committees of
Unity and Action for mobilising the broadest sections of the
organised and unorganised workers in every one of these
industries for a General Strike. We must emphasise the need for
achieving Unity in· the entire T.U. Movement-Unity based on
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the urgency of a United Struggle to ward off the attack on the
standard of Jiving of the workers, to fight back the Imperialist
repression which seeks to strangle the TU movement altogether.
It is these mighty strike struggles of the workers in the bru·ic
industries in India which are going to be the driving force in thtnew round of anti-Imperialist struggle which is ahead.
ON MAY DAY WE DEMONSTRA1E FOR the minimum
demands of the working-class-8 hours day, Holidays with pay.
minimum wage, etc., and for the basic democratic rights-freedom
of organisation, strike, picketting, press and person. We
demonstrate for the repeal of all anti-working-class legislations.
of. all repressive laws, for the release of all political and class
prisoners, of all detenus and internees.
ON MAY DAY THE WORKERS FRATERNISE WITH
THEIR BROTHERS, THE PEASANTS, calling upon them to
hold joint meetings and demonstrations and taking the initiative
to make them a success. We demonstrate our support to the
charter of peasant demands of the AIKC and for a revolutionary
brotherly alliance of workers and peasants against Imperialist rule
and its capitalist and landlord allies. The peasant movement is on
the upgrade. Peasant struggles are breaking out, here, there, and
everywhere throughout the country. Peasant organisations are
striking roots. We are proud of it all. The peasant struggle is an
integral part, in fact the base, of the people's struggle for
freedom. We pledge our unstinted supports to it.
Worker~

for an All-in May Day

Let not the May Day demonstrations of this year be exclusively
working-class celebrations. Already from last year the peasant
organisations have begun to join in and themselves organise May
Day demonstrations. We must strike to cany the May Day
demonstration to the village and the countryside, and with it the
message of struggle of the militant working-class. We must make
every effort to get the Congress locals and Districts Com~ittees
to join the May Day demonstrations. Let us make this year's
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May Day one in which workers, peasants and the people as a
whole demonstrate their resolve to prepare for a mass-struggle to
wreck the Constitution and to build up a mighty fighting alliance
of all sections of the people opposed to it. Let the working-class
organisations take the lead in making the May Day the day of the
United National Front.

On this May Day 1937
May Day is the parade of the proletarian army. when we
review the lessons of our past battles and plan the ne~t ones. We
repeat our pledge to fight till victory is ours.

WORKERS OF THE WORLD UNITE!
SUPPORT THE SOVIET UNION AND SPAIN, AGAINST
FASCISM AND IMPERIALISM.
AGAINST IMPERIALIST WARS: AGAINST MASSACRE OF
THE MASSES: FOR PEACE AMONG PEOPLES.
DOWN WITII BRITISH IMPERIALISM!
WRECK THE SLAVE CONSTITUTION:
TIIROUGH MASS-STRUGGLE.
OVERTHROW THE REACTIONARY MINISTRIES!
FORWARD TO THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY!
PEOPLE OF INDIA UNITE: INSIDE A UNITED NATIONAL
FRONT.
PRESENT A PROLETARIAN UNITED FRONT: AGAINST
THE BOSSES' OFFENSIVE.
PROLETARIANS AND PEASANTS FRATERNISE: FOR
AND IN TliE UNITED NATIONAL FRONT.
ALL FOR UNITY, STRUGGLE AND VICTORY!
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The events of the last few moot;
have conclusively
demonstrated that we are on the eve of a gigantic mass struggle.
Perhaps never before in Indian history has there been such
extensive mass radicalisation. never before such favourable
conditions for all-sided United attack on Imperialist Rule.
Extensive Radicalisation
The period between Lucknow Session of the National
Congress and Faizpur was one exceptionally favourable for the
strengtheninw·of the Left forces. At the head of the National
Congress was Jawaharlal who, in addition to his official position
as Congress President, occupied a unique position in the country
as being, next to Mahatma, the most influential and powerful
national leader. And Jawaharlal at Lucknow and afterwards also
generally threw his weight on the side of the Left. This gave a
tremendous impetus to the Left forces which if properly utilised
might have taken us a long way towards the transformation of the
Congress into the anti-Imperialist Front of the Indian people.
What the Left had to do was, organisational consolidation of the
extensive rddicalisation that had been proceeding. It gave wholehearted support to Jawaharlal but this support could not be a
substitute for organisational consolidation, i.e .• the broadening of
the Congress Socialist Party (CSP) into a mass organisation of
the Left, the building up of powerful working-class and pea~ant
organisations and most important of all the transforination of the
Communist Party from a small group of Trade Union (TIJ)
leaders into an effective political force on all fronts-TU,
Published in •nm COMMUNIST". as Editorial. organ of the Communist Party of
India, of June 1937.
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Congress, Peasant, Cultural. On the contrary this consolidation
alone could make support to Jawaharlal effective, on the basis of
this organisational development alone could the struggle for the
freedom of our country be raised to revolutionary level.

Where the Left Failed
Can we say that these tasks were carried out? On the TU Front
very little organisational headway was made. The All-India Trade
Union Congress (AITUC) Session meeting in Bombay in May
'36 was the first United TUC Session after the Calcutta split. It
laid down the basis of United Front between the organised
working-class and the Congress. It expre::ised in unequivocal
terms the determination of the working-class to fight the Slave
Constitution. All these were necessary. But the TUC s~sion
discussed very little the organisational weakness of the
working-class movement and how to overcome it. The most
serious problem-the problem of cadres, how to develop rank
and file workers into effective working-class leaders, how to
draw the radicalised Congressmen in the TU movement-was not
discussed at all. The TUC stands to-day almost exactly where it
did a year ago and this, at a period when gigantic working-class
struggles-the biggest since 1934-are being fought. (B.N.Rly.
Strike, Jute Strike). The spontaneously developing working-class
movement has demonstrated all the more sharply our
organisational weakness.
On the Peasant Front considerable headway was made notably
in Behar. The All-India Kisan Sabha is fast developing into the
central guiding organisation of a countrywide peasant movement.
In Behar Kisan Sabhas on a militant class-basis have been formed
in a large number of.districts and most of them have basic units
in Thanas. Outside Behar and Orissa and to a lesser extent Bengal
and Andhra the Kisan movement is still in a nebulous state. The
Karza Committees of Punjab have remained agitational bodies. In
U.P.• Maharastra and Gujrat Kisan Organisations are still in an ·
extremely undeveloped state. ·
The CSP inspite of its increased influence has not gained
proportionally in ·organisational strength. True, a number of
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Provincial Party organisations (Punjab, Sind, Tamil Nad, N.W.
Frontier) have been formed making the CSP more all-India in
character than before but most of the basic organisations of the
Party, the district and town Committees, are even today loose
groups of individuals (many of whom-in Bombay at least
50%--0o not even attenl/J general Party meetings) instead of
being activising force in the Congress, in the TUs, in the Student
Organisations. Not only has the CSP not become a mass Party,
some of its leaders even deny the necessity of such a
transformation.

Lack of Organisational Strengthening
We must frankly admit that we have, taking into account the
favourable situation, failed to consolidate the growing influence
of the Left, failed to give direction to the rising militancy· of the
masses.
This failure on the part of the Left enabled the Congress Right
to water down and ulimately sabotage those resolutions of
Lucknow which had any anti.-Imperialist content. The most
glaring example is the Mass Contact resolution. Over a year has
passed and the Mass Contact Committee has not yet submitted its
Report. The Right-wing which had set its heart on acceptance of
ministry created the Parliamentary Board-the most concentrated
expression of the reformist forces in the Congress which standing
above the Congress dominated it and made it a tool to passively
sar1ction and carry out its opportunist policy of alliances with
reactionary elements.
The Left failed to carry the anti-Ministry struggle to a higher
stage. It should have demanded the dissolution of the
Parliamentary Board, it should have demanded that Congress
candidates for the Assembly should be elected by primary
conferences of Congressmen in each district, it should have
vigorously denounced the Parliamentary Board which was
violating the spirit of the Congress Election Manifesto. The CSP
failed to do anything but register a mild protest in its organ. The
Communist Party put forth these demands-but in December,
1936, i.e., when the nominations had already been made and the
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slogans could no longer rally the masses. One of the chief reasons
as to why the CSP at Faizpur failed to record even a formal
protest against the policy of the Parliamentary Board was that it
did not want to offend Jawaharlal who, it was known, did not
favour a frontal attack on the Board.
The same thing had happened at the All-India Congress
C0mmittee (AICC) meeting in August, 1936 when the CSP had
refrained from criticising the Congress Election Manifesto or
even move for the incorporation of a platform of concrete mass
demands in the Manifesto because Jawaharlal had draftt"d it.
These two incidents show clearly how in the absencl! of
organisational consolidation a politically revolutionary factor· can
become a fetter on the Left and a muzzle on its anti-Imperialist
·~xpression. The failure of the Left to give solid organisational
support to Jawaharlal made Jawaharlal's vacillation and partial
weakening of his struggle against the Right inevitable. This
weakening was not counteracted by the CSP. That could be done
only if the CSP had strengthened itself organisationally. So the
CSP afraid of offending Jawaharlal who was its main prop in the
Congress, had to give way.

Jawaharlal & CSP
The relation between Jawaharlal and the CSP is of profound
importance for understanding the present rightist trend of the
CSP. At first sight it might appear !tlrange that the rightist trend
of the CSP should coincide with the period of its greatest
apparent strength in the Congress and the most extensive mass
rd.dicalisation in the country. Normally, in a situation when the
masses are getting more and more radicalised, when larger and
larger sections in the Congress are coming out in support of the
CSP stand on most vital issues and when above all at the head of
the Congress stands a radical like Jawaharlal ·the CSP itself
should become more and more consistently anti-Imperialist. The
development has been quite the other way. Why?
To answer this question, it would be necessary to go into the
development of the CSP during the past two years. It is not
necessary to do so 'here. The point has been exhaustively dealt
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with in another article in this issue. Suffice it to say that hitherto
because of the unit.eel opposition of the whole leadership the CSP
had to concentrate the rank and file support in the Congress and
support from anti-Imperialist forces outside the Congress. It was
slowly but steadily building up its strength, broadening its basis.
It had little hopes for support from above. Now it was suddenly
lifted from above to a greater height than it could have risen on
its own strength. It began to look for support not below as
hitherto but above. Its attention was now concentrated not on a
greater consolidation of United Front with revolutionary forces
outside the Congress, not on the Congress rank and file but on the
AICC, the Working Committee and above all on Jawaharlal. No
wonder therefore that its enthusiasm for United Front waned. no
wonder that the Party wa~ progressively bureaucratised to prevent
the entry of "undesirables" who might be "too radical". no
wonder when Jawaharlal vacillated, the OSP also followed suit.
The Socialist leaders themselves have no exaggerated notions
about the strength of the Party. But they are proud to make it
appear that thty can mobilise more than a third of the Congrcsio..
A large part of this Left support is due to JawaharJai. So if on any
issue the CSP comes out in opposition to JawaharJal it would not
be able to mobilise as much support as it has been able to do till
now. It is this mortal fear of exposing the limited nature of its
ideological hold and organisational weakness that held the CSP
back at the AICC meeting in Bombay and at the Faizpur Session.
This was not the position before the advent of Jawaharlal. The
CSP was weak and it did not attempt to conceal it. In all the
AICC meetings held in 1935, it had sharply fought the
Right-wing on the issue of war, on the issue of Native States. etc.
I have taken this point only to show how the Left forces due to
their organisational weakness have not only failed to utilise the
presence of Jawaharlal at the head of the Congress but his very
presence has on more than one occasion emasculated the Left
opposition.
This does not mean that Jawaharlal is to be held responsible
for the failure of the Left. Not for a moment. On the contrary
J awaharlal has been a big force throughout the year in
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radicalising the masses, in fighting with partial success against
the capitulatory policy of the Right. The failure is of the parties
of Left, their making agitational support to Jawaharlal a substitute
for organisational consolidation.
We do not mean that this rightist trend of the CSP was
conscious or even apparent on most occasions. It would not be
correct to say either that the reason given above is the only reason
of the present rightist tendency of the Party. It is known, that the
CSP members of the Working Committee wanted to resign after
the Delhi decision on ministry acceptance. To suggest ~herefore
that the CSP, because it wanted to retain the seats in the Working
e;.ommittee, did not fight against the Right-wmg with sufficient
rigour would be manifestly unjust, nor are we making that
~uggestion. The weakness of the CSP today is due to its shifting
the emphasis (may be unconsciously) from independent
mobilisation of the Congress rank and file of the platfonn of the
Party, closer unity with working-c1ass organisations,
development of Left Unity (United Front organs of CSP, TUs, &
Peasants' Unions) to support to Jawaharlal in the AICC and the
Congress Sessions. This policy is suicidal for the CSP as an
organised Party-as an independent political force.
Nevertheless throughout 1936 the Left forces gained strength,
though this was far short of what could have been achieved. In
the Congress Elections of 1936 held in November and December
the CSP and its allies (including a few Communists) together
gained more than 40 seats in the AICC in contrast with about a
dozen seats in the previous year.

AtFaizpur
''At Faizpur the influence of the Left was apparent in most of
the resolutions. Many resolutions written directly under the
inspirdtion of Jawaharlal (Spain, Anti-War, Detenus, Civil
Liberties) were of a Left nature as also the Presidential address as
a whole. The attendance of peasants in enormous numbers, the
Kisan Conference, the new Thesis adopted by CSP were all
distinct steps forw~" (Communist, No. 15). The agrarian
programme inspite of its halting character was an advance and
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some of its items (Moratorium on Debts, Cancellation of arrears
of rent) potentially revolutionary.
"Yet in spite of all this Faizpur was a victory for the Right over
the Left" (Communist, No. 15).
Why? The immediat:e issue before the country was the
elections and how the election struggle should be conducted. This
issue could not be separated from the opportunist policy, hitherto
followed by the Congress Parliamentary Board in nominating a
number of reactionaries a., Congress candidates and its general
policy. The Left with Jawaharlal at its head was too strong to be
entirely ignored and the Right had to make concessions; it wall
prepared to make even important concessions which did not
~ommit it immediately to a programme of mass action provided
no frontal attack on its parliamentary policy was launched,
provided the Left gave unequivocal supf'ort to its nomination and
electoral policy. Secondly, it wanted to retain complete control
over the orpanisational machinery of the Congress. The demand
for democratisation of the Congress wa.li successfully resisted, the
Mass Contact resolution was shelved once again, the Disciplinary
clause tightened rightist grip over the Congress machinery.
Even after Sardar Patel had challenged Prof. Ranga to measure
strength on the issue of the Parliamentary Board the Left dared
not take up the challenge. The CSP leaders discussed it amongst
themselves and ultimately decided not to attack the Board's
policy.
On both points therefore on which the Right was determined to
fight it won. But to score this victory it had to rely more than ever
before on new methods. Gandhian ideology alone was not
powerful enough to cope with the new situation. It had to move
to the Left, to steal the thunder out of the Guns of the Left to gain
its triumph. The Election Manifesto and the Agrarian
Programme, if properly utilised, could, inspite of their
shortcomings, have transformed the Elections into a mighty
anti-Imperialist demonstration. But just as after Lucknow the Left
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forces again failed to achieve this. The Election Manifesto and
the Agrarian programme were, except in some provinces, hardly
beard of during the entire campaign.

The Assembly Elections
lnspite of the failure of the organised Left, the Assembly
Elections, even with the limited franchise ( J4%) clearly showed
the extent and depth of mass radicalisation. Imperialism had left
no stones unturned to defeat the Congress. By sanctioning a crore
of rupees for village uplift, by its stupid and ridiculous 'drink
more milk' and 'stud-bull' campaign it had attempted to broaden
its social basis. By consolidation of reactionaries of ~II
shadcs~ommunalists, landlords, titled heads---in National
Agriculturist. Unionist and People's Parties. it had hoped to
defeat the forces-of progress. By direct support to Zamindar terror
to intimidate peasants, it had tried to demoralise and cow down
the masses. But inspite of the failure of the Congress to win over
Muslim mas~es because of its lack of live contact with them. the
victory of the Congress on the whole was phenomenal and
astounding, far greater than what even Congressmen themselves
had hoped. In six provinces with a total population of J60
millions, the reactionary parties created by Imperialism and its
lackeys were swept away; even in the remaining five provinces
the Congress did far better than was expected.
lt was a glorious victory for the Indian people. It was a
concrete manifestation of the revolutionary hatred of the masses
for Imperialism and its charter of slavery and the sham
constitution. It was a demonstration of the love of the masses for
the Congress, their faith in it. But, the election result is by no
means an endorsement by the people of the policy of the
dominarat Congress Right-wing. On the contrary it is a severe
indictment of the passive, capitulatory policy. The Right-wing is
afrdid of struggle, of mass action. but the nation by rallying round
the Congress banner expressed its wi11 for action. The Right-wing
deprecates anti-Zamindar struggle, but militant anti-Zamindar
peasant movement in Behar, U.P. and Orissa ensured Congress
·
triumph.
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The Elections show the determination of the masses to smash
the Constitution, their eagem~ss for action and above aU they
presage the coming agrarian stonn.
The last point is of utmost importance for getting a proper
perspective. The striking success of the Congress in the Lower
House in U.P., Behar a~ Orissa and the equally striking failure
in the Upper House were no mere accidents. The gulf between
the Congress and big Zamindars has definitely widened. As
recently as the beginning of 1936 the Congress leaders in U.P.
and Behar were making desperate efforts to make electoral
agreement with the big landlords. But the peasant movement
gained strength and the local Congress organisations-Taluka,
village and even District Congress bodies became more and more
identified with the developing peasant movement. The peasant
masses by rallying round the Congress expressed their
anti-Zamindar and anti-Imperialist hafifed. The Zamindars b}
mobilising against the Congress by trying to crush the Congress
expressed their support to Imperialism.
The agrtirian revolution, the <·entral feature of colonial
revolution is fast maturing. The feudal vested interests and the
peasants are mobilising in hostile camps.
The Working-Class in Action
The B.N. Rly. Strike of over 60 thousand workers was the
most important event in the working-class movement since the
Textile General Strike of 1934. Because of the reformist character
of the leadership which adopted dilatory tactics and sanctioned
the strike only when it had no other alternative and which
opposed militant forms of struggle, the fight did not attain the
level of the G.l.P. strike of 1930. Because of the splitting tactics
of the Railwaymen's Federation which had kept the ranks of the
workers disunited and had rejected offers of the TUC for joint
preparation for Railway. General Strike, the strike did not spread
to the other Railways and the heroic B.N. Rly. workers had to
acknowledge defeat after six weeks' struggle.
Hardly was the fight over when an even mightier struggle of
the Bengal Jute Workers commenced. Here again the leadership
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failed-at least during the initial period. Precious days, when
masses of people were coming out on struggle, were wasted over
the debate whether the slogan of General Strike should be given
or not. Thanks to the intervention of the AITUC the debate was
brought to an end and a United Central Strike Committee was
formed. Within a fortnight the number of strikers swelled from
80,000 to 200,000. The repressive machinery of the Government
was set in full motion. Twelve leaders of the strike were served
with orders not to enter the Jute area, twice fire was opened,
processions were banned, peaceful strikers were assa1•lted with
lath is by the police and mercenaries of Jute lords. Yet the fight
continued unabated. It gained greater and greater strength
·
every day.
In the Barrackpore and Hugli areas where nearly a lac went on
strike, the brave struggle of the Jute workers affected other
sections of workers also and the strike spread to Cotton Mills,
Paper Mills, water and gas works. There were sharp clashes in
which whole villages (many workers in these areas live m
villages) rallied together and fought with stones and sticks against
armed policemen. Mass clashes at mill gates defeated efforts at
blacklegging and raised the morale of strikers. As no meetings in
these areas c.. ·Jld be held (due to ban) and strike leaders were not
allowed to enter there, meetings were organised across the river.
Nearly 20,000 striker.- crossed once to Chandannagore and once
to Nadia to participal~ in demonstration~. Jn Budge-Budge and
Howrah severe clashes took place. The efforts of the
blacklegging minister Suhrawardy to stage a communal riot and
split the ranks of workers miserably failed. At length an
agreement was brought about and the strike came to an end; but
the struggle to enforce the agreement is proceeding day-to-day in
the mills and the department~.
The working-class has already commenced its· epic struggles,
which in the past have been forerunners of the national
movement.
The period of comparative· stagnation which followed the
defeat of the National Movement in 1933 and the working-class
mo\lement in 1934 is long past. Widespread mass radicalisation
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which has affected all sections of the Indian people is expressing
itself today by students joining national demonstrations, by
peasants mobilising in class organs and by the workingclass-the vanguard of the national force~oming out on
political and economic mass action (Calcutta Jute Strike, the
political strike of Bomb~ on 1st April).
Wardba Meeting and the Convention
The Wardha meeting of the Congress Working Committee
(last week of February, 1937) constitutes a landmark in the
history of the National Congress. Insp1te of the bureaucratic
character of the Congress machinery, due to which the rank and
file can exert little influence on the leadership, the extensive
radicalisation of the masses was partly reflected in the decisions
of the Congress High Command. Hitherto the Left had failed in
its efforts to make the Congress accept a platform of popular
demands of a partial and democr.1tic chrclCter for struggle inside
and outside the Legislatures. At Wardha, due mainly to the
efforts of Jawaharlal, the Working Committee adopted a platform
of mass delftands, which though not very specific, especially as
regards working-class and peasant demands, constitutes a distinct
advance over anything made till now.
The partial acceptance by the Working Committee of the
eiatfonn of United National Front, while it opens up new
possibilities for the development of the anti-Imperialist
movement, does not mean for a moment that the Right-wing has
become convert to the policy of mass action. The Right-wing had
set its heart on Ministry acceptance but it had to placate the Left
The Left forces in the country and in the Congress though not
strong enough to dislodge the dominant leadership, were
however, too strong to be ignored. The Wardha platform, while
pregnant with revolutionary possibilities, was for Mahatma and
his group a mere sop to the Left.
The desperate efforts of Jawaharlal to defeat ministryacceptance while it rallied more than one third (78 out of 215) of
the AICC at Delhi, could not alter the final result. By a majority
the AICC set its seal on the shameful compromise formula of
Mahatma. The assurance clause was a mere eye-wash.
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At Delhi, Mahatma for all practical purposes, personally
re-assumed the leadership of the Right. This was because of the
realisation by the Right of the growing strength of Jawaharlal.
Having handed over the leadership of the Congress in the 'safe'
hands of Sardar Patel and Rajendra Prasad, the Mahatma in
October 1934 ·had staged the stunt of a spectecular exit. This wa.~
a mere repetition of his withdrawal from the Congress in 1923.
But then, the forces of the Left were far weaker. Then, there was
no party of the Left inside the Congress. Then, at the head of the
Left there was not a leader of Jawaharlal' s calibre (;awaharlal
himself. inspite of his vague Leftism, was far less consistent than
today in his struggle with the Right). Then, the working-class
movement-the galvaniser of the broad masses-was at a low
level. For more than six years Mahatma lived in tranquility. Only
when the masses actually started moving, did he come back, to
impose his reactionary tactic of Satyagraha on the spontaneously
developing mass movement. This time he had to come back far
more quickly.
The assurance clause, though a clever manreuvre, deceived
nobody. The long-cherished dream of Satyamuni and Rajendra
Prasad seemed to be realised.

Imperialism Refuses
But the Congress Right had calculated without Imperialism. To
some Comrades it sei:::ms inexplicable as to why the Government
refuse-d to give the desired 'assurnnce'. Imperialism demands
complete surrender. Unless actually threatend with revolutionary
mass action, it dares not to take any step that would be even
indirectly interpreted as its bowing down to the Congress, that·
would enhance Congn!sS prestige even temporarily. In the present
situation of international tension, growing strength of militant
working-class movement at home, and rising tide of national
indignation in its colonies-Iraq, India--even a show of
weakness on its part might be _fatal. To give a formal assurance,
even when there is no fear of immediate mass action, and thereby
facilitate the const\tutionalism of the Right and disintegrate the
National Front is a f;Ubtle tactic that can be used by a social order
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in its heyday. A decaying order, relying mainly not on mass
support but on terror does not dare to .,wield the sharp sword, it
can only rely on the clumsy bludgeon. Either the ridiculous
drink-more-milk and stud-bull campaign or the rule of naked
terror or a crude combination of both-this is the epitome of
Imperialist policy. Only. when a revolutionary mass movement
has actually started or is imminent, does Imperialism adopt
conciliatory tactics.
This unexpected development shocked and amazed the Right.
That at the very moment nearly two lakhs of workers in Calcutta
were waging a heroic struggle, that the remarkable militant
demonstrations all over the country on 1st April had conclusively
shown that the people are ready for action were not factors that
influenced Sardar Patel and Rajagopalachari in the least when
chalking out the future programme. 'Prepare for the next
elections' was the only slogan they coulc;l think of.
Then followed the ncauseating spectacle of Mahatma pleading
for Arbitration, constitutional Pundits interpreting the Act and
Zetland's insolent challenge. The erstwhile leaders who had
declared their determination to wreck the Constitution, were
overjoyed because Professor Keith. the Imperialist Constitutional
Authority, had declared that the Congress demand was "perfectly
constitutional". The Working Committee met again at Allahabad
(last week of April 1937). The U.P. Congress Committee, under
Jawaharlal' s leadership, had declared for pardllel Legislature. But
foe the Working Committee this was too revolutionary and likely
to be taken by Imperialism as a challenge to its sacred right to
rule. Therefore it could only protest against the 'discourteous
pronouucements' of Zetland and Butler and inform British
Imperialism that "it was informed by eminent jurists that the
assurance could be given within the Constitution". It failed to
give any lead whatsoever. it asked the anti-Imperialist fighters to
be content with Khaddar, village uplift and Hindu-Muslim Unity.
It put a ban on black-flag demonstrations against the puppet
ministries. Once again Mahatma triumphed.
Zetland once again made it clear that the Governors cannot
divest themselves of the obligation imposed by the Act.
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Commenting on this clear and unequivocal statement Mahatma
said: "If the Congress takes office. it will make serious efforts to
make a substantial advance by that method towards its
unequivocal goal of complete independence insofar as it is
constitutionally possible to make that advance" (Italic~ ours).
From March to June the Delhi stand has been successively
watered down. In the words of Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya: "First
all special powers were to go, then all discretionary powers,
a'isurances in this behalf, then dismissal not resignation now
demand for compulsory resignation". In his latest interview to the
representative of the 'Times of India' Mahatma says: "I am very
anxious that Congressmen should take officc---but only. if
Government show their willingness to conciliate the Congress".
As we go to press. the Right-wing circles in the Congress arc
eagerly waiting for the "next conciliatory move" from Delhi
and from London.
Gone were talks of wrecking the Constitution, of forcing
deadlocks, of creating mass sanction. Instead of all these, the
Indian people was to make advance towards independence
constitutionally (by that method) and thertjore the Congress had
decided to accept office.
The Position in the Anti-Imperialist Camp
This is the situation. On one hand fast-developing tempo of
mass struggle, on the other hand the sabotaging tactics of the
reformists -this is the position in the anti-Imperialist camp. The
longer thi!I situation is allowed to continue, the more fatal it will
be for the success of the impending national movement.
A short while ago Jawaharlal declared, commenting on the
refusal of Governors to give assurance, that "he was quite
satisfied with the development". The CSP also hailed the
deadlock. They described the Allahabad Working Committee
decisions as one of "watch and wait", a. "setback which they
hoped to be temporary". Some of the CSP leaders expressed the
view. "The Right-wing is politically bankrupt. The refusal of the
Government to give assurance has shattered its hopes and its
confusion it has fatlen back on the old programme of Charkha
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and Khaddar". In its Manifesto to a London Conference held on
May 22nd the CSP declares: "Two years of persistent agitation
has resulted in the Congress accepting the destruction of the
Constitution as its objective and the refusal of the Government to
give the requisite assurance has resulted in the vindication of the
Party's stand and the. immediate creation of that constitutional deadlock for which the Party had been striving." (Our
italics).
Such a reading is not only fundamentally incorrect-it i!!I
suicidal. What has taken place is not a revolutionary deadlock,
(was the CSP striving for a constitutional deadlock?) but
stagnation.
Let us not deceive ourselves with talks of "mass
radicalisation". There has been an extensive mass r.tdicalisation
but this by it.velf will not lead to an organised mass movement.
will not force the hands of the Right-wing that is holding back
the masses (it expressed its disapproval of even militant
demonstrations against the ministerial traitors). The Right-wing
led by Mahatma, is not politically bankrupt in the sense in which
the CSP ulltlerstands it. No one who ha~ read the statements of
Mahatma, Rajagopalachari and other Right leaders can fail to see
that the Congress High Command has not given up hopes of a
compromise, or if no compromise is arrived at because of
Government stubbornness, of ministry acceptance by virtuall)'
going back even on the Delhi decision. Already the emphasis ha!'
been shifted from the demand for definite a"surance of
non-interference to the demand that the Governors in case of
difference with the ministers should dismiss them and not expect
them to re~·ign. But for such a step (i.e., in practice going back on
the AICC decision) a suitable atmosphere must be created and th~
failure of Mahatma to give a lead is only an apparent failure-it
is an integral part of the programme .for creating such an
atmosphere.
There is no doubt that if the present stagnation continues,
opinion in the Congress wiU veer more and more towards
acceptance of office. Sections of those who in the past opposed
office acceptance-condition or no condition-would support
unconditional acceptance as a way-out of the 'impasse'. Inaction
would bear down the opposition of the Left.
·
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Refusal to accept office without assurance and a simultaneous
refusal to sanction any mass action (even demonstration against
ministrie.~ or a militant boycott of coronation) would pave the
••'a)' to unconditional office acceptance.
The more we delay in mobi1ising against this mo\.-t: the worse
will become the situation, the plea of Satyamurti and
Rajagopalachari that deadlocks can be brought about more
cffectively by acceptance of office will gain greater and greater
support. A situation would be created when ministry would
appear to be "a better way of fighting the Government" and the
organised Left would find itself isolated.
It is this move which we must defeat.
Imperialism and it.Ci Allies
Imperialism and its lackeys in the meantime have not been
idle. The Government knows only too well that summoning the
Legislatures means signing the death warrant of its henchmen·s
ministries. Therefore on the one hand it postpones the meeting of
the Legislatures, on the other it attempts to boost up its lackeys.
All provincial Governors are praising the traitors who had the
'courage' to 'shoulder the responsibility' of defying the verdict
of the nation and carrying on the 'King's Government". The
'interim ministries' have, great pomposity proclaimed their
'programmes'. The Cooper Ministry of Bombay has done up a11
ambitious progrdlllme which includes (I) Free and compulsory
primary education; (2) Village medical relief, water supply and
improvement of agriculture and industries; (3) Reduction and
remission in land revenues; (4) Prohibition. It has undertaken
Relief work in Bijapore. Mr. Jamna Das ha~ promised to the
agriculturists that h~ or rather master's Government would
always keep the interest of the poor in the forefront. The Chhatari
Ministry of U.P. is not lagging behind. The cld game of
Imperialism continues-in spite of repeated failures it strives to
broaden its basis by petty ameliorative measures or rather by
holding out hopes of such measures. It hopes that its agents
would do better in the next elections and therefore these efforts \o
cover its naked brutality with a garb of henevolence.
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Meanwhile, terror especially against the extreme Left has been
intensified. The 'autonomous' Government of Fazlul Haq showed
clearly that it had nothing to learn from the previous 'diarchical'
Government as far as justifying repressive measures against
the working-class is concerned. The Cooper Ministry
unceremoniously rejected the application of Communist
Internees. The Madras Government banned the Summer School
of politics, armed police were sent to disperse the students, over
sixty were arrested.
·Prepare for the next Elections', is the slogan given by the
Congress. 'Not one localist must be returned'. Yes, but how?
Khaddar and Charkha will not achieve the end. Right from now
prepanition for the next Elections must be indissolubly linked up
with mass struggle. The Left must not fail this time.
OUR TASKS
Political
At Wardha in the last week of February 1937, the Working
Committee of trie Congress adapted the following programme:
"The objective of the Congress is Puma Swaraj or Complete
Independence and to that end all its activities arc directed. The
Congress stands for a genuine democratic State where political
power has been tr.msferred to the people as a whole a,d the
Government is under their effective control. Such a State can
only be created by the Indian people themselves and the Congress
has therefore insisted on a Constituent Assembly elected by adult
franchise to determine the Constitution of the country. The
Constituent Assembly can only come into existence when the
people have developed sufficient power and sanctions to shape
their destiny without external interference.
"The immediate objective of the Congress in the Legislatures
· is to tight the New Constitution, to resist the introduction and
working of the Federal part of the Act and to lay stress on the
nation's demand for a Constituent Assembly. Congress members
in the Legislatures have been directed by the Faizpur Congress to
take the earliest opportunity to put forward in the new
Assemblies this demand and to support it by mass agitation
outside.
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"Congre4's members should press for the carrying out of the
Congress progrd.lnme as enunciated in the Election Manifesto
and the Congress Agrarian resolution. In particular they shou Id
work for:
1. Substantial reduction in rent and revenue.
2. Assessment of agricultural income on a progressive scale
un agricultural income, subject to a prescribed minimum.
3. Fixity of Tenure.
4. Relief from burden of rural debt and arrears of rent and
revenue.
S. Repeal of all oppressive laws.
6. Release of political prisoners, internees and detenues.
7. Restoration of land and property, confiscated and sold by
Government during C.D. Movement.
8. Eight-hour day for industrial workers, without reduction
of pay, Living Wages.
9. Prohibition of intoxicating liquors and drugs.
J0. Unemployment Relief.
1 J• Reduction of high salaries and cost of administration of
Government.
"Congres" 'llembers in the Provincial Legislatures should
further give expression to certain important demands of all-India
application which m?y not be given effect to in Provincial
Assemblies, such as:
1. Substantial reduction of military expenditure as well as of
higher civil service.
2. Complete national control over trade and tariff and
currency.
3. Freedom of Sp..·,...ch, Press and Association.
4. Repeal of all-India repressive legislations.
5. Opposition to war preparation, credit and loans.
"Congress members in the Assembly must always endeavour
to mobilise public opinion in their Constituencies for the
particular demand they are putting forth in the Legislatures. Work
in the Legislatures should thus be co-ordinated with activity
outside and mass movement built up in support of their demands
and of Congress policy in gener,d."
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How to Build the United National Front
Properly uti1ised by an organised Left, this programme can
immediately become a most powerful weapon for forging the
United National Front. But it may be taken for granted that the
Right will not do it. The _Allahabad anti-climax definitely shows
that we look in vain for even passing reference to this platform in
hundreds of statements and speeches made by Mahatma, Sardar
Patel and RajagopaJachari since March, 1937. Therefore this task
develops upon the determined and conscious anti-Imperialists in
the National camp.
Representative conferences of the Left organisations in every
province-Trade Unions, Peasants' Unions, CSPs, Congress
organisations if possible and individual Congressmen should be
immediately convened. The Wardha programme further
concretised (50% reduction in rent. minimum wages of Rs. 30/per month etc.) with a few more basic dt!mands (repeal of Anm.
Act, equal rights for State citizens, Right of workers to strike and
picket, Lifting of bans from national and clmi;s organisations-the
Hindustani ~va Dal, the T.Us. etc. should be made the basis of
platform of National Unity. The Conferences must:
I . Demand the immediate convening of Legislatures.
2. Denounce the ministries of betrayal.
3. In view of the final refusal of Imperialism to accede to the
AICC demand for Assurance, all talks of compromise
must be stopped and the Congress should unequivocally
declare against ministry.
4. Undertake extensive popularisation of the platform of
United National Front and mass mobilisation on its basis
in sharp opposition to the so-called programme of
Imperialist interim ministries.
5. Sharply criticise (without imputing motives) the present
policy of the Congress leadership as one paving the way
to capitulation.
6. Demand Ct>llective Affiliation and the democratisation of
the Congress.
7. Draw up a concrete plan for making local Congress units
live organisations, and for making United Front action
between them and Workers' and Peasants' orgariisations
real.
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The last point must be very concretely discussed. United Front
between Congress Organisations and T.Us. today is mostly
nominal. It has not yet proceeded beyond the joint demonstration
phase. Every joint demonstrations are 'joint' in name only. The
Trade Union organises a political meeting, the local Congress
'lends its auspices' and one or two Congress leaders come to the
meeting held under tri-colour and the Red Flag and speak nothing
beyond that. As far as the Congress masses are concerned they
seldom evince any interest in the matter.
When the Congress itself organises a meeting, unless some big
\cader comes \.here the meeting is {>OOr\y allended. ln a district
where the Congress has got thousands of members, a group of
only ten or twelve leaders function as the Congress organisation-rest being passive members. No wonder, in the absence of
healthy day-to-day work, cliques are formed and rival factions
only attempt to 'capture' the local Congress machinery. In the
past the Congress has always relied more on spontaneous ma11s
enthusiasm than on systematic efforts to stimulate this
enthusiasm and harness it. The anti-Imperialist rank and file in
absence of any programme merely vegetate.
Transforr.: ;tion of the Congress units from the present loose
non-functioning bodies into live organs of anti-Imperialist
struggle and their dy11amic United Front with class organisation!i
are among the basic tasks of the present stage of our National
struggle. These two tasks 11re by no means separate and exclusive
of ~ach other. Only when the Congress organisations become
living dynamic units, can their United Front with class
organisations draw millions m the struggle. And again only
through United Front :o.truggle can thi~ transformation in the
Congress organisations be brc.ught about. Unless the Constitution
of the Congress is changed, organisational United Front in the
form of Collective Affiliation can not be brought about. But we
caMot wait till the fulmination of that process. We must here and
now device ways and means to make joint action an increasing
United Front with the Congress a reality. We suggest the
following steps to be taken immediately in furtherence of the
object.
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1. The Local Congress Organisation should fonn Labour
Boards in co-operation with local TUC unit. HaJf the members in
the Board should be elected by the Congress and half by the
TUC. The Board shall undertake political, economic, social and
cultural work-joint ~eetings and processions, active
participation by Congress in working-class struggle, organisation
of relief to strikers, joint hand-bills, clubs, gymnasiums, reading
rooms, night-schools, publications, etc. On matters on which
there arises differences between the TUC and the Congress units
will not co-operate on that specific issue and for that specific
occasion only. One of the major tasks of the Board will be to
explain to the Congress ma~ses the democratic significance of
partial economic struggles and ensure their active participation in
such meetings, processions and struggles.
Broad organisations of workers and middle-class youths on a
national platfonn under joint flags and a common uniform into
Volunteer Corps, also may be undertaken by the Labour Board, if
possible.
,.
2. On the same line, Tenants' Boards may be fom1ed wherever
there are Tenants' Associations and where there are none, the
local Congress Unit should take the initiative in forming them
through Tenants' Boards. In Bombay, even in Fort area
abounding with palatial buildings in localities like Maruti Lane.
Police Court Lane, the overwhelming majority (95% according to
the Secretary of the Tenant Committee) live in one room
tenements (6 to 8 persons crowded in one room). Agitation for
the reduction of house rent, (Rent in working-class areas of
Bombay hcas risen by 60% since 1914), for better supply of water,
etc., will surely mobilise even those sections of the lower
middle-class and workers who are today politically backward.
Similar Committees for work among Muslims, among
sweepers. and among women should be formed by the Congress.
in unity with other organisations wherever possible-on its own
wherever necessary.
3. Every month the D.C. of the Congress must bring out a
bullletin containing a sumn.ary of the work on the various
fronts-Labour, Peasant, Tenants, Women, Muslims, etc.
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4. Every month primary Conferences of Congress Members
should be convened by each unit.
If this plan is concretely worked out the Congress Units instead
of remaining a loose group of individuals bound together by
vague national sentiments will become de facto United Front
Organisations, compact in character, active on all Fronts. The
major tasks of Comrades and the CSP in the Congress today is to
fight for the re-organisation of the Congress on this functional
basis. Agitation for Collective Affiliation, though ess<.ntial not
enough. Only when Collective Affiliation has already become a
living reality, in essence, though not in form, will our demand be
conceded.

Left Unity
But in order to carry out these tasks, immediate unity between
the parties and organisations of the Left is essential. Unity
between the Congress Left and the working-class can alone
constitute a stable basis on which the broad United National
Front can be built up. (This, of course, does not mean that one
process-excluded the other.) Concretely speaking. the Unity of
the CSP with the working-class peasant organisations must
constitute the main core of the United National Front.
The relation between the working-class and the CSP has
progressively deteriorated during the la~t year. Jn provinces
where the CSPs are definitely Left, this development has not
taken place. In places where the reformist Trade Union leaders
themselves constitute the leade~hip of the CSP (e.g. Bengal) the
contradiction has remained latent. The Comrades therefore may
say, 'This appraisal is ibcorrect. It is only in Bombay, that such
an unfortunate development has taken place and that is due to the
policy pursued by Bombay Communists who steeped in
sectarianism could not develop a proper United Front outlook'.
Such a reading is incorrect. We cannot judge the success or
failure of United Front between the CSP and the working-clas~
by a mechanical addjng up of provinces where the leaders and
CSP leaders are on friendly terms and comparing this result with
those in which they are not. We have to come to a judgement on
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the basis of entirely different facts. What has been the policy of
the All-India CSP Executive towards the United Front? Has
United Front developed in places where the CSP is really a party
of the Congress (as distinct from places where the CSP is led by
reformist TU leaders or ~xists) the working-class has reached
a high level of political consciousness? What were the basic
il·sues on which the United Front broke up? It is a reply to these
fundamental questions that can supply us with the key for future
advance.
It is in Bombay that the working-class and National
Movements have reached their greatest heights. Bombay is the
ideological and political capital of the Congress, the CSP and the
TUC. The CSP in Bombay was born not out of the working-class
but out of the Congress movement. The working-class here has
developed under Marxist leadership into ~ independent political
force. Therefore the developments in Bombay are of utmost
importance for net only local but an all-India evolution.
The basic issue on which the CSP and the TUC in Bombay
came into sharp clash was the issue of political independence of
the working-class movement. It is unnecessary to go into details
here. The opposition of the CSP to the TUC setting up its own
candidate (in the TUC Session in May 1936) was an opposition
of a basic political character-opposition to independent class
action by the proletariat on the political Front. The CSP policy
was objectively that of political subordination of the
working-cla~s to the existing Right-wing leadership of the
Congress and this attitude of the CSP towards the working-class
is no more Bombay phenomenon. It is the general attitude of the
Party. Herein lies the root cause of the disruption.
But this policy by itself could not lead to the present state of
disunity. The way in which this policy was carried out-Socialist
·silence' over the mobilisation of strike-breakers by the BPCC
(Bombay Provincial Congress Committee) in its election struggle
against the TUC. Socialist leaders speaking from the same
platform with working-class enemies, general support of the CSP
to the Campaign of slander against the TUC-contributed most
in creating the present regrettable state of affairs. And today
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the CSP demands unconditional apology from the TUC as a price
for the re-establishment of United Front relations.
This deadlock must be brought to an end by any and every
means consistent with the honour of both parties. And we must
evolve concrete ways and means for building up a real United
Front between the working-class and Congress Left. This task
can be most speedily achieved if the CSP itself becomes better
organised, secures a broader basis and above all makes the
progressive trnnsformation of the Congress on the lines snggested
above, its nwst important immediate ta.\·k. The CSP must become,
above all, the galvaniser of the Congress, its motive force, tbe
initiator and leader of the struggle for the dynamic
re -organisation of the Congress on a militant basis, and its
anti-Imperialist Unity with the working-class. In every province
today the CSP is an important force even in the highest Congress
organs. Its task is to properly utilised its influence. The CSP must
supply ~tive centres for Tmde Union and Peasant Union work.
Thus alone shall Left Unity be built up.
Build Working-Class Unity and the Communist Party
It is on the working-class front that organisationally the least
progress has been made during the last year, although more than
any other class the Proletariat has initiated and fought major mass
actions (8.N. Rly. Strike, Jute Strike. Bombay political strike on
1!oil April). It must be realised by all Comrades that a strong Trade
Union basis is absolutely essential if the Party is to become an
effective political force. The 'theory' that strong Unions cannot
be built up in India must be definitely given up as a theory of
inaction and defeatism:· It is true that today we cannot organise
mass unions in an absolute sense, (70 to 80% workers in a big
industry but organisation of J5 to 20% of workers in the major
industries-Railways, Textiles, Jute, Docks, is certainly
immediately possible and must be achieved).
Unions can never become effective militant organisations
without having factory and workshop basis. Most of our Unions
today suffer from this serious drawback. They are organised on
an individual basis just like local Congress units. No wonder
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therefore, we seldom know what is actuaJIJ going on in factories
and struggles take us by surprise. Functionmg Factory and Shop
Committees alone can connect the Union closely with the
working masses. Factory .and workshop Conferences of delegate10
from the departments must be organised. Specific demandi;
fonnulated and agitation on their basis carried on (through
hand-bills, wall-newspapers, meetings. etc.).
The struggle for TIJ Unity has got to be intensified a
hundred-fold. We shall never achieve TU Unity by the methods
generally being pursued today. The Unity Board meets on an
average once a year, and the top leaders of the TUC and NFrU
discuss and disperse without having arrived at 311y agreement.
Giri's proposal was no Unity proposal at all. Yet even that is not
agreed to by the Federation leaders. We must demand the
fonnation of local and Provincial Joint 8oards for organising
joint struggle, joint relief, joint publications, Joint Labour
Research Bureaus, etc.
Rank and File Conferences should be organised to explain
concretely the significance of the rising wave of working-class
movement and the absolute necessity for Unity on the basis of the
Unity Platform of the TUC which must be extensively
popularised. We shall explain how lack of Unity prevented
United Action on the Railway retrenchment issue and the heroic
B.N. Rly. Strike was defeated.
One of the chief weaknesses of the movement is the lack of
cadres. It is not the working-class movement alone that sufferi.
from this weakness. The Congress, the CSP, ~I complain that
they have not enough men. Tens of thousands of unknown
volunteers in the National Movement of 1930 and 1932 displaye.d
initiative, dash and capacity for leadership. Every working-class
struggle-a big strike, a militant demonstration-brings in the
forefront rank and file worker~ourageous and self-sacrificing
who could be developed into genuine working-class leaders.
Absolutely nothing is done to spot them, pick them up and train
them politically and organisationally. The result is their
enthusiasm wanes and they drop out or if they remain in the TU
movement, they develop a strong reformist economist outlook.
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Unless systematic training of rank· and file workers, rank ars ..: file
Congressmen is undertaken, we shall never be able to spr..:ad our
move~nt and consolidate, we shalJ never be able to bund up the
Revolutionary ~ass Party of the working-class-The Communist
Party. And by 'training' we mean not only teaching them the use
of a few phrases, not only teaching them the history of
working-class movement, but developing in them a revolutionary
outlook on all fronts- Trade Union, National, Pl!asant, Literary
and Cultural. Thus alone will they become real working-dass and
national leaders. Thus alone will the Parties ot the Left-the C.P.
and CSP-strengthen themselves organisationally.
These are the immediate tasks before us today. Unless we
immediately set ourselves to carry them out, unless we. harness
the spontaneously developing mass energy. organise it and
develop revolutionary action, there is the serious danger of the
vanguards being crushed in isolation. Imperialism has already
commenced a general attack against the Left, the Right-wing of
the Congress is following a policy of criminal dilatoriness. It is
for us, as the vanguard of the Left to call a stop to the policy of
drift, to give a lead for detennined action.
WE MUST NOT FAIL AGAIN!

Polit Bureau's Resolution on the
Congress Ministries

I
Resolution on the Congress Ministries
1. The decision of the Working Committee of the Indian
National Congress (INC) to accept offices is stated to have ended
the "Constitutional Deadlock". But it has vndoubtedly not ended
the state of deadlock which has come over our struggle of
National Freedom since the first of April. The three month!.
which succeeded the inauguration of the Constitution ~tand in
sharp contrast to the previous months of the rising tempo of the
national movement. The victorious path of the election campaign
was marked by innumerable success of mass enthusiasm and
mass mobilisation. In spite of repression, open and veiled, in
spite of provocation and incitement of communal hatred, the::
people registered an overwhelming support to the INC. They
recognised in the INC the champion of their cause, the leader of
their struggles against foreign Imperialism and against their
native exploiters. Every vote cast in favour of the INC was a vote
for a stniggle against Imperialism-and against compromise.
against working the Constitution for petty gains. This was proved
by the mass response to the call for an anti-Constitution Hartal
and Strike on the I st of April. But during the months which
followed the initiative which the masses had developed was not
further developed. The momentum, which the struggle of the
toiling masses had gathered expressed itself in the mighty general
strike of the Jute workers and in the growth in the organisation
and the struggle of the peasants in Behar, U.P., Bengal and
Resolution of the Polit Bureau of the Convnunist Party of India published in "THE
COMMUNISr", organ of the Central Committee of CPI, Vol. I, No. 19, of July 1937
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Orissa. Imperialist repression intensified under the regime of
ministers interim and otherwise. But the unified National lead
which could quicken the pace of the struggJe which could convert
it into an all-India struggle against the New Ministers and the
Slave Constitution was lacking.
2. The reasons for the deadJock in the forward motion of our
National struggle are two-fold. On the one hand the rightwing
leaders of the INC. wanted to harness the enthusiasm of the
masses to win mass support for their reformist policy of Cliverting
the struggle to the constitutional plane. A theory was developed
that 'parliamentary mentality had come to sta) ', and that the
masses were unwilling to fight. It was argued that a period of
respite was necessary. In the election propaganda itself, the
attention was focused on the Councils r.tther than on
struggle--on the developing of mass sanctions to end the
Constitution. In the months which followed the inauguration of
the Constitution the attention was diverted to constitutional
i~sucs. The masses were being prepared for the acceptance of
ministries by Congressmen. On the other hand the entire leftwing
was not strong enough to tum the initiative of the masses to
account on its nwn. It failed to utilise the advances registered in
the election manifesto, to tum the election propaganda into a
mighty anti-Imperialist demonstration. While it succeeded in
mobilising considerable mass support for the policy of not
accepting office, it failed to link its anti-Ministry agitation with cl
concrete alternative plan of developing mass struggle against the
Constitution.
3. The decision at the Delhi meeting of the AICC to demand
assuarance from the Government regarding the special powers of
the Governors, as a condition precedent to the formation of
Congress Ministries was determined by the interplay of these two
forces. The rightwing leaders were unable to push through the
policy of unconditional acceptance because of the considerable
weight of opinion in favour of nQn-acceptance. On the other hand
the rightwing leaders did not want to commit themselves to the
rejection of ministries irrevocably. If the assuarance that the
Governor's powers would not be used against the Congress
ministers, could be obtained the rightwing leaders hoped to make
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out the case for the acceptance of ministries more plausible. With
the hindrance of the Governors' powers removed, it could make
out a case for enforcing the Wardha Programme, for galvanising
the country by enforcing progressive legislation and thus setting
the stage for wrecking the Constitution, through forming
ministries. The demand for assuarance was thus calculated to dull
the edge of the resistance of the left to the acceptance of offices.
4. It was expected that assuarance would be granted, but at the
last moment Imperialism refused. Realising the weakness of the
rightwing leadership, its inability to initiate or sharpen mass
struggle-and the fact that it was strongly influenced by section),
of the bourgeoisie who wanted office acceptance in order to gain
some partial demands, Imperialism refused to gn111t the
assurance. Through the successive statements of Lord Zetland.
Stanly and the Viceroy, it was made clcal' that the acceptance of
ministries involved the working the Constitution in joint
partnership with the Governors, and that provided that such a
view was ~n by the Congress ministers there would hardly be
any interference through the use of Governors' special power~.
As for the assuarance it could not be gr.mted as it would be
tantamount to a change in the Constitution. Imperialism wanted
the INC to accept offices on its terms.
5. The refusal of the assuarance demanded was not met by the
INC leadership as a chaUenge. It did not embark on the path of
nation-wide mass agitation and demonstrations against the
interim ministers and the Constitution. It ought to have explained
to the masses that the special powers of the Governors were a bar
to the enforcing of the resolutions of the INC and to combatting
the Constitution from within. It ought to have called upon the
interim ministers to fulfil the programme of demands of the
people on the basis of which the majority party in the Assembly
was elected. "Fulfil the demands of Wardha Programme of the
INC or Resign"-This ought to have been the slogan of the mas~
agitation against the puppet ministries. This would have made
clear to the masses the unrepresentative character of the ministers
and the worthlessness of the Constitution. Conferences of the
Congress Assembly members, demanding the calling of the
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Assemblies coupled with mass dem<?nstrations throughout the
country against the interim ministers, against their failure to
enforce the urgent popular demands such as the "release of
Political Prisoners" etc., would have helped to progressively
intensify the mass struggle against the Constitution and give it an
organised form. Instead of thus moving forward to the building
up of a mass front of struggle on a nation-wide scaJe--instead of
hoking up the partial struggles of workers and peasants, against
Imperialist repression, for organisation and for democratic rights
with the struggle against the new ministers a,., the instrument~ of
the Slave Constitution, the rightwing leader~ began to move
backwards. The decision embodying the Delhi Resolution of the
AlCC was interpreted and re-interpreted by Mahatma
Gandhi-and the demand for the su!ipension of the Governors'
powers was successively watered down. The attention of the
people was diverted to the constitutional quibble over the
assuarance clause, while the Working Committee put an effective
stop to any agressive mass demonstrations against the interim
ministers by the Allahabad decision. The precious time which
followed the inauguration of the Constitution was used to create a
deadlock in ll1e struggle against the Constitution and then to use
this as an argument to prove the sterility of the course of Nut
Accepting Offices.
6. None of the left parties, including the Communists were
able on their own initiative to develop a united front mass
struggle against the interim ministers, on concrete issues of the
workers' and peasants' struggle, of the fight against represswn
and for the release of political prisoners. The C.P. (Communist
Party) though it saw that the struggle against the acceptance of
offices could only gather force on the basis of a concrete struggle
against the Constitution-were not strong enough to give a lead
on an all-India scale. The CSP on the other hand took the sterile
view that the refusal of Imperialis.m to give a1;suarance was a
substitute for their own struggle against the acceptance of
ministries. To them wrecking of the Constitution was the same as
the suspension of the same by the Governors. The result was that
their anti-ministry activity siowly faded out since April and the
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culmination point was reached when one of their prominent
leaders declared himself for office acceptance and their
representative!'> in the Working Committee did not oppose the
resolution for office acceptance at Wardha. M. N. Roy from the
very start acted as the transmitter of the influence of the
rightwing among the ranks of the left. He worked out a whole
system of left phraseology to cover up the conciliatory nature of
the rightist line, while supporting it on every point in practice.
The essence of the position of the rightwing leaders wa!\
this: The logical implication of the refusal to accept the
ministries was immediately to launch a nationwide civil
disobedience movement. This was not possible now. Hence it
was ncces~ary to accept the ministries, combat the Constitution
from within and concentrate on "the constructive programme".
By posing. nation-wide C.D. Movement or.a purely parliamentary
struggle as the nnly po~sible alternatives it side-tracked the main
task of progressively building up the mass organisation and
struggle agairµ;t the Constitution. M. N. Roy achieved the same
ohject by counter-posing parallel Government to the acccptam.'l'
of office to galvanise the situation
7. The reason for the ineffectiveness of the left is to be sought
in the way in which the whole issue of ministries was posed and
in the manner the anti-ministry agitation and struggle was carried
ouc. The whole qu~stion hinged on how the struggle against the
Cons~itution was to be carried out. The controvers}' at bottom
was hetween the forces of reformism and of revolution. Was the
mass struggle against the Constitution to be strengthened and
intensified through the revolutionary use of the legislatures.
through the building up of workers' and peasents" organisations,
by carrying on an unrelenting struggle against the ministers or
was the national movement to be diverted from the path of mass
struggle to that of parliamentary reformism'! That was the crucial
question behind the whole controversy. It was an issue of struggle
between the two tendencies. The issue of non-acceptance wa~
generally often posed in a sterile, negative way. It was not linked
up with an alternative programme for mobilisation of the masses
for struggle against the Constitution and for the enforcement of
11

11
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the demands as formulated in the election manifesto and the
Wardha Prognimme of February 27th. If the entire left forces had
united on the issue of developing mass struggle against the
constitution, if they could have succeeded in using every parital
struggle of workers and peasants as a lever for launching a mass
offensive against the interim ministers, the situation could have
been transformed. There was no unity in the left ranks. We failed
to develop initiative in conducting a country-wide agitation
against the ministers interim and otherwise-on the slogan
"Fulfil the demands of the people or get out". If we could have
linked up this agitation with the various strike ~tmggles, with the
numerous struggles of lhc peasantry. with the fight against
repression and the non-release of political prisoners, we could
have concretely brought home to the people the conclusion that
nothing could be got through the acceptance of offices. This
would have made it extremely difficult for the rightwing leaders
to impose the rcformiM policy in the Congress. If we had not
~uccccded in preventing altogether the formation of Congrcs~
P1mistries, we could have surcl)' bolted and barred the way to
•.;cmpromise and surrender.
8. As a result of the sterile attitude of the left on the issue of
n~inistricl-1, of the lack of unity in their ranks, of the lack of
:!" itiativc to develop a sharp stmggle against the new ministers
~he rightwing of the Congrcs~ ~ucccedcd in mobilising the
l!;eneral opinion in favour of it~ policy of accepting offices. It was
:•.blc to capitalise the negative allitude of the left and to show its
path as a practical militant path. M. N. Roy has lent his hand in
ttiis process very effectively. On the eve of Wardha considerable
:n:•'ises of vocal political opinion was already mobili!\ed in
~U".Jport of the policy of forming ministries. The left was almost
-.1•~nced. The rightwing leaders have succeeded in committing the
~!'re to the formation of Congress ministries "to combat the Nc:w
Ac• on the one hand and of prosecuting the constructive
!'rogramme on the other". Co.ogress ministries will be soon
~or·ned in the six. provinces where Congress commands a
rr.ajority. Negotiation and machinations are afoot behind scenes
in the other provinces to form Congress coalition ministries.
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9. Unity in the entire ranks of the left is the crying need of the
moment-unity on the issue of developing mass struggle to
wreck the Constitution. We have to make a determined fight
against the effort to divert the national movement to the plane of
mere parliamentarism. But .~his cannot be done merely by crying
ourselves hoarse that the rightwing leaders have committed the
Congress to a policy of capitulations. This policy of capitulation
must be fought concretely. We must explain to the masses that
the Congress ministries do not mean a people's Government. Not
a single demand can ever be enforced until the people arc
prepared to organise and to fight against Imperialism. Every
strike. struggle, every mass demand of the peasantry, every act of
repression of the Government official, must be made the object of
mass demonstrations. of mass deputations to the ministers and to
the Council Houses. Each one of the itams of the Congres~
election manifesto as amplified in the Wardha Progmmme must
be supported by mass demonstrations everywhere throughout the
country. The Congress ministers are undoubtedly pledged to
carry out these demands. But the extra-parliamentary action of
the masses alone can strengthen their hands, keep them to th~
straight path of uncompromising struggle. The period of
Congress ministries must be utilised to quicken the tempo of
struggle on all fronts. We must not allow any grass to grow under
the feet of the Congress ministers. "Fulfil our demands, redress
our grievances or resign." This must be the cry which must go up
from every nook and comer of the country-backed by mas!>
demonstrations and struggle. This is the only way to rai"se the
struggle against the Constitution to a higher level to combat the
danger of diverting the struggle to reformist channels to sma..;h
the illusion of pure parliamentarism.
We call upon all left forces to unite forthwith to take the lead
in calling united ma"is demonstration together with the INC in
support of our main demands) . Release all Political Prisoners.
2. Refund all Securities Confiscated and Fines.
3. Repeal all Repressive Laws.
4. Remove all the Bans on Anti-Imperialist Organisations.
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5. Recognise all Labour Unions.
6. Fulfil all Basic Demands of Work~rs and Peasants.
We call upon all Congress Committees. Labour and Peasant
Unions to formulate their immediate partial demands and launch
mass demonstrations in support of them.

Tasks Before the Trade Union
Congress

A year of struggle

The Delhi Session of the Trade Union Congress meets against the
background of a year of working-class struggles. It was a year of a
wide spread strike wave which affected all the principal largescale industries of India. There was a series of big strikes in the
cotton textile industry of Gujrat and Central India. There wcrl'
individual i,trikes of textile workers in other parts as well. In the
Jute industry there were several strikes in 1936 and in the recent
months the biggest general strike since 1929. On the Railways,
the B. N. Ry. workers strike was the biggest Railway strike after
the 1930 strike of the G.l.P. Railway.
It was a year when the enthusiasm for struggle and organisation
~iczcd large masses of backward sections of workers in small
industries and trades. The wide spread struggles of the municipal
sweepers all over the Bombay Presidency, the strikes of
Ekkawallas, Tongawallas, Saltpan workers, Gold-thread workcr!-1.
Bidi workers and Toddy-Tappers are examples of this movement.
The general strike of the town workers of Delhi in the spring of
last year displayed clearly the strength and the sweep of this
tendency.
It was a year of marked political activisalion of the workingclass. The recent election struggle gave us a measure of the
growing politicaJ consciousness among the proletarian masses. In
overwhelming majorities the working-class votes returned the
verdict-in favour of the militant anti-Imperialist class policy of
the All-India Trade Union Congress (AITUC) and against the
reformist and conciliatory policy of the National Federation of the
Published m '"THE COMMUNIST". Organ of the Communist Pany of India. as its
EDITORIAL of Vol. I. No. 17, of May 1937.
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Trade Unions (NFfU) leaders. Political actions followed in the
wake of· this awakening. The effective participation of the
working-class in the anti-Constitution demonstration:-. of April
Jst-as seen in the protest strike of 40,000 textile workers of
Bombay is a significant achievement of the year.

Organisation lags behind
On the one hand we have this rising tempo of struggle. thC:
dominant feature of which is the extensive strike action of the
working-class-against wage cuts, mass dismissaJs, and for the
right to organise Unions. On the other hand, we find little or
progress in the organised strength of the workers. in the conscious
co-ordination of their basic struggles. Industrial strike action as
measured by the loss of working days during the year 1934 is
about half times the corresponding figure for the year 1935
I Government of India-Labour Ministries Department Statistics):
but the rise in the number and the strength of labour not been
correspondingly great. The conscious organisational effort on
the part of vanguard of the working-clafls falls short of the
spontaneous initiative of the mass as di~played in the wide spread
strike struggles.
All the principal shortcomings of our Trade Union Movement
today arise from the disparity between the ri~ing tempo and the
sweep of the mass struggle on the one hand and the conscious
organisational effort on the other. Nobody is probably so
conscious about these shortcomings than Trade Unionb,1-:
themselves. The Bombay Session of the AITUC attempted
probably for the first time a bit of self-criticism about its own
work. The TUC correctly held that "considering the magnitude of
the offensive launched against the workers by Capitalists and the
Imperialist Government since the beginning of the world
economic crisis and panicularly during the last few years, Indian
working-class has not been able tq organise sufficiently powerful,
much less an effective resistance to this joint onslaught. The
terroristic policy of the Government directed towards suppressing
every form of militant working-class activity has greatly hampered the resort to direct action by the workers."

no
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The masses move forward
Today, after a year of significant mass struggles of the workers
in different industries against wage cuts and dismissals, we can
put it differently. In spite of bans, mass arrests, lathi charges and
firings, Indian workers are coming forward with spontaneous
initiative for determined struggles in defence of their conditions
of life and labour. There is a growing urge for Unity-Unity of
struggle and of organisation. Ever newer sections of the workingclass masses are being awakened to Trade Union consciousness,
strikes are being fought on the issue of the recognition of
Unions-against the suppression of Unions (Gokak Strike).
Workers have unequivocally declared themselves in favour of the
militant cla."ls policy of the AITUC. Conditions are ripe for
building mass Unions in spite of repression-and to defeat
repression. Bands of class conscious workers are coming forward
in the numerous strike struggles, who have proved their mettle
and their sJfJrit of self-sacrifice by being in the forefront. A
political cadre of the proletarian vanguard is growing. In the
struggle against police and Government repression of strikes the
masses of workers are awakening to political consciousness. A
basis is growing for the launching of effective and independent
political actions of the working-class, for initiating and realising the United National Front of the Indian people against
Imperialism.
The masses of workers are moving forward in every direction.
The org..mised forces of the Trade Union Movement are lagging
behind. There is a lagging behind in achieving Unity in the Trade
Union Movement-in developing the pressure of United Front
actions of the rank and file workers against the capitalist
offens\ve, to ovetcome the resistance of the tefonnis\ leaders to
Unity. There is a lagging behind \n the co-ordinat\on and the
linking up of the isolated struggle in the same industry, in the
building up of mass Unions. in the training of Trade Union cadres.
in the drawing in of the working-class in practical political
activit). These shortcomings were noted and put on record by
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the Bombay Session of the TUC, and certain immediate tasks
outlined to overcome the same.
On the eve of the forthcoming Session it is necessary to review
the progress made in fulfilling these tasks in the light of the
experience of a year of struggle to note the failings and to chalk
out the tasks for the next year. In general the main tasks before the
TUC today are (1) the achievement of Trade Union Unity, (2) the
co-ordination of scattered struggles of the workers in the various
industries, (3) the creation of militant unions, (4) the training of
cadres ,md (5) the developing of the political activities of
the working-class. The last Session of the TUC formulated
these tasks. Let us see where we stand today with reference to
each of these.

I

THE QUESTION OF TRADE UNION UNITY
The question of achieving Unity of the Trade Union Movement
in India, and the task of co-ordinating the struggles of the workers
in the various industries assumes special importance in view of
the growing offensive of the employers against the working-class.
During the last twelve months there has been a concerted auack
on the wages of the textile workers in Ahmedabad, Baroda,
Indore, Bhavnagar and Beawar. The principal issue of the strikes
in the textile industry in these places has been the attempt to
enforce a cut amounting to 15% to 25% in the wages of the
workers. The beginnin) of the last year saw the announcement of
a further block retrenchment of 4,000 men by the Railway Board.
There was an enforcement of longer hours of work for certain
sect\on of workers on the Ral\ways. It was out of such grievance
that tbe B.N. Ry. workers' strike arose. In the Jute Mill industry,
the employers went over to full-time working without restoring
the wage cut which they had imposed when short-time was
introduced. The restoration of this cut was one of the demands of
the recent Jute Mill workers' strike.
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Workers want Unity
The resistance of the workers to the attacks of the employers is
gaining in strength and magnitude; but its success largely depend!.
upon the Unity of organisation and the co-ordination of the
struggles throughout each particular industry. Lack of Unity is a
serious obstacle in the way· of workers struggle. The existence of
parallel Unions on several railways, some of which do their best
to sabotage every United action, makes the mobilisation of the
masses of Railway workers for active resistance to retrenchment
policy of the Railway Board extremely difficult. The existence of
several Unions among the metal workers of Jamshedpur makes a
United struggle against the Iron and Steel bosses an impossibility.
The persistent refusal of the Major Mahajan of Ahmedabad to join
hands with the rest of the Trade Union Movement in India is a
great hindrance to co-ordinating the staiggles of the textile
workers.
But the workers want Unity-and Unity of struggle is being
spontaneously.· achieved by the workers. In the recent Juk
Strike two and half lakh of workers very rapidly united for
struggle under the banner of the Central Strike Committee
although the majority of them were unorganised and the rest were
organised in several different unions. The Railway workers wan!
to Unite and to co-ordinate their struggle against retrenchment.
against new reduced pay scales, and increased hours of work. The
initiai successes of the Retrenchment Resistance Committee
formed by the militant Unions on the Railways proved it. The
successes of the Joint Conference of G.I.P. Ry. workers show the
same thing. The rapid spreading of the strike movement on the
B.N. Ry. last year showed the spontaneous desire of the workers
to achieve solidarity in action. In spite of the organised effort
for Unity and co-ordination of the struggles in the various
industries, the working-class masses are going into action and
already gaining partial successes. The Government of India
Labour Statistics for the year 1936 reveal that workers were
successful in half the total number of strike which took place in
that years.
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new strike wave ahead
The question of Unity and co-ordination has become the most
pressing question of the day for another reason. We are probably
on the eve of a new strike wave in India. The strikes of the past
five years were defensive strikes. The workers were defending
their standard of living against the attacks of the employers who
were attempting to save their profit transferring the burden of the
depression on lo the shoulders of the workers. Industrial strike
wave which is impending, the workers will have to pas!; to the
offensive struggle.
The depression of the last few years is being Jifted. The world
economy of Capitalism is rapidly passing ''from the stage of
recovery to the stage of prosperity." This of course a temporary
phenomena caused by the vast schemes of re-armament of the
Imperialist nations. In the meanwhile however, industrial
production is rising, there is a boom in the world trade, and the
pric:cs of the manufactured goods are on the upgrade. The profits
of the capitalists are rising. But there is also a rise in the cost of
living of the working-classes caused by the advance in the prices
of agricultural produce. There is a fall in the real wage of the
workers (See E. Varga's economic survey for the 4th quarter of
1936 in lmprecorr IOth March, '37). This contrary movement of
the levels of profits and wages means the intensification of the
exploitation of the worker and has become the basis of the new
strike wave which is sweeping the capitalist countries of Europe
and America today. Such a strike wave is bound to arise in India
as well. The recent Jute strike is perhaps the first of such a new
wave of strikes, in which the issue of struggle would not be the
fighting back of a new waBC cut but the fight for the restoration of
wage cuts imposed during the period of depression-the ftghtfor
wage-increa.ve.
The task before the militant centre of the Indian Trade Union
Movement, the AITUC and especially before the revolutionary
trade unionists working in it is to prepare the working-class
organisationally for the coming struggles: This task consists
principally in coming forward as the consistent fighters for the
Unity of the working-class, as the initiators of the United Front
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struggles of the workers against the attacks of the capitalists-and
for the betterment of their conditions of wages and life. It is only
by giving conscious lead and organisational fo~ to the
instinctive urge for Unity of the working-class masses, that we
can move forward to the unification of parallel unions. to the
creation of a single TU centre for India, to the co-ordination and
unification of the scattered struggles of the workers in each
industry.
Who obstruct Unity
The Unity which the workers want, and the Unity for which the
militants in Trade Union Movement and the Communists art•
fighting is the Unity in class-struggle. We want the Unity of the
entire working-class to launch a determined struggle against the
capitalists and the Government for higher wages and better living
conditions and for the enforcement and the achievement of basic
democratic rights of Jabour (right to organise, strike, etc.). Who
are the most,.consistent opponents and enemies of the Unity'!
Of course the arch enemy of this Unity is the British Imperialist
Government which is trying its best to smash the emire Trade
Union Movement by means of repressive laws, by arrests. ban~
and by open police terrorism in the event of strikes. Its fury i!'in the main directed agairist the militant section of the Tli
Movement (AITUC); but it has not the slightest hesitation in
attacking the Unions of NFfU as soon as they pass over to the
position of United struggle (recent search in the B.N. Ry. Union
Office, banning order on V. V. Giri in Kharagpur after the B.N.
Ry. worki:rs' strike).
A decade of persistent and everwidening repression has failed
to smash the Trade Union Movement in India. There was certainly
a setback and a series of splits were facilitated. Under the stress of
repression the moderate wing of the AITUC split away at Nagpur
bringing into existence several parallel unions. The Nagpur split
took place, il will be remembered, against the background of th~
Meerut arrests. These splits were a setback no doubt but they
undoubtedly laid the foundation of a bigger and a stronger Unit}'
that is being forged today. They clarified the issues of struggle.
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They placed the policy of class-struggle and of class-Unity in
sharp contrclst to the policy of class collaboration i.e. Unity and
peace with the capitalists. The workers had two policies of unity
and struggle before them.
During the course of the struggles which followed in the wake
of the world depression the ma~ses of workers have steadily been
going over to the policy of class-struggle and class-Unity. The
tt=xtile strike of 1934, the unification of the militants under the
AITUC (1935) and the recent election resu,lts are landmarks in
this process. Today a section of the leadership and rank and file
of the Nf<IU are willing to unite with the AITUC on the basi"s of
class- struggle (V. V. Giri and V. R. Kallapa group).

Imperialists and reactionaries oppose Unity
The forces in favour of Trade Union Unity are growing. But
there is still a long fight ahead against the obstructors of Unity.
British Imperialism having failed to smash the Trade Union
Movement by repression alone, is attempting to pursue a new
tactic. It is trying to introduce company unionism in India
tnrough its own reliable agents. The New Ministry in Bengal is
hiunching a well-financed campaign for creating such company
unions among the Jute workers of Bengal-to split the Unity
which they recently attained in the General Strike. The campaign
is being directed by Suhrawardy, the Labour Mini~ter, and Latafat
Hussein, who was the NFfU candidate for the recent Assembly
Elections, in the Labour Constituency for Barrackpur. Strong
opposition to Unity comes from the reactionary leaders of the
l'l'FTU who are now openly allying themselves with the
Government. Mr. Jamnadas Mehta was opposed to Unity with the
AITUC even on the terms proposed by V. V. Giri. Mr. Jamnadas
Mehta does not want Unity of class and anti-Imperialist struggle.
He has proved it by his own personal example. He has joined
the interim ministry, has achieved Unity with Imperialism, and is
now attacking militant Trade Unionism from this position of
vantage (expulsion of Comrade Sane and Sardesai of the G.I.P.
Ry. Union from Sh~lapur). Imperialism and the reaciionary
leaders of the NF'fU are the chief enemies of working-class
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Unity. A correct understanding of this and the situation outlined
above is necessary to outline our task and tactic in the struggle for
Trade Union Unity.

M. N. Roy thinks otherwbe
The banal way in which M. N. Roy poses the question of
Trade Union Unity is in keeping with his anti-Communist
campaign, but is definitely against the interest of the struggle for
Unity. "Reformists" says M. N. Roy ''could no longer stand in the
way to Unity as soon as the Communists regained their senses''
(Independent India, Vol. I, No. 4, p. 1 I). This conclusion follows
from the vulgarised view he now talks of the history of the worJd
Trade Union Movement. The whole post-war period of the rise of
the revolutionary Trade Union Movement-the greatest achievement of which was the clear demarcation.of the revolutionary
poJicy of class-struggle from the opportunist policy of the
reformist Trade Union bureaucrats, is to him an unnecessary
episode. "In tl}e past, ever since the foundation of the Red
International of Labour Unions (RlLU) that conflict (between the
reformist and the revolutionary wings of the international Trade
Union Movement) brought havoc to Trade Unions practically
throughout the world." This is the Royist estimation of the more
brilliant chapter of the history of the international proletarian
movement-the chapter of the rise of the Communist International (Cl), of the RILU, of the first victorious mass onslaught
against reformist ideology and leadership which was threatening
to paralyse the revolutionary forces of the world proletariat. It was
a period of splits and rival organisations-of splits forced upon
the Reds by the reformist bosses; but it was through this bitter
struggle against the reformists that an alternative revolutionary
working-class policy could be placed before the masses. It is this
very, revolutionary vanguard which grew and consolidated itself
in this bitter struggle against the reformist splitters which is
coming forward today as the initiator and the consistent
protagonist of the broadest Unity of the working-class. In the
changed situation of today, the struggle against the enemies of
Unity is being conducted in a new manner.
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Lived Long but Learnt nothing
We cannot prevent M. N. Roy from repudiating his own theory
but we certainly cannot allow him to distort the past of
revolutionary organisations to which he once belong~d ...In India
Communists are still standing loyally by the tradition of the
RILU, and consequently obstructing the Unity of the Trade Union
Movement." In the revised opinion of M. N. Roy the RILU has
been obstructi~g the Unity of the Trade Union Movement. In
1920-since their very foundation, the CI and the RILU have
made persistent efforts at achieving Unity with the International
Federation of Trade Unions (IFfU) (Unity Conference in Betlin)
at realising United Front action of the proletariat against the
post-war rationalisation offensive of the bourgeois Governments
of Europe. These and the later efforts of the CI and RILU to
achieve United action with the reformist Trade Unions against the
Fascist onslaught are not unknown to M. N. Roy. But vilification,
unlike self-criticism can only be passed on the suppression of
facts. and the former and not the latter is the purpose of his weekly
diatribes under the caption of "Live and Learn."

Tactics of the struggle for Unity
The militants in the Trade Union Congress and the Communists
arc not fighting for Unity in the abstract. What they want is a
fighting Unity of a consistent struggle against Capitalism. It is
exactly this Unity which the reformists opposed. In the period
when the reformist ideology dominated the entire Trade Union
Movement, it was not enough to work within the refonnist Trade
Unions only. The formal Unity of these Unions was used by the
reformist bureaucracy ~ an instrument to prevent and sabotage
the wider Unity of struggle. It was essential to fight against this
formal "Unity", to demonstrate the alternative revolutionary
policy of struggle and Unity by coming out in open and bitter
struggle against the reformist leadership. In the period of
unshaken reformist dominance, it was only through this policy of
sharp demarcation that working-class masses could be weaned
away from reformism. A bitter and unrelenting struggle against
the reformist leadership and a United Front of the rank and file
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workers from below were the chief features of the struggletfor
Unity in this period. There were some sectarian mistakes in
carrying out this policy both in Europe and in India, but that does
not disprove the tactic as such.
But today the situation is different. The working-class masses
have everywhere tasted the· bitter fruits of the opportunist and
capitulatory policy of the reformists. The proletarian masses are
going over to action-are achieving the ever-widening Unity of
struggle against capitalists offensive, against the Fascist
onslaughts and against war. The influence of reformist ideology
and leadership is waning and that of the revolutionary policy is
increasing. Under .the stress of the onrush of mass struggle the
resistance of the reformists to Unity and struggle is being broken;
sections of the reformist leadership are passing over to the
position of Unity of struggle. In this situation it becomes possible
to apply the tactics of United Front in a ne"'- way. The slogan of
Unity all through-Unity from top to bottom becomes the lever
for unfolding ever broader United Front struggles and thus
breaking the remnants of the reformist resistance to struggle. This
is the lesson we have to learn from the struggles and the successes
of the movement for Trade Union Unity in France and in Spain.
Our tasks in the struggle for Unity
It must be clearly understood that Trade Union Unity cannot be
achieved in India by mere top negotiations. For M. N. Roy it is
merely a question of the Communists giving in and the Unity is
there. This is the most dangerous and mischievous perversion of
facts. Has not the AITUC, including the Communists, voted to
accept the unsatisfactory formula of V. V. Giri as a basis for
further negotiations on Unity? Where then does the resistance to
Unity came from? Does it not come from Mr. Jamnadas Mehtathe president of the BB & CI Ry. Employees Union (NFTU) and
the leader of the AU-India Railwaymen's Federation? Does it not
come from the GIP Ry. Staff Union which is persistently on the
move for the unification of the two parallel Unions on that
Railway? Does it not come from some of the leaders of the AIRF
who sabotaged the struggle of the All-India Railwaymen against
retrenchment last year? Does it not come from the Major
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Mahdjan of Ahmedabad which wants to keep aloof from the TU
Movement and isolate the two lakhs of textile workers of
Ahmedabad from the struggles of the textile workers of the rest of
India? M. N. Roy has not a word to say about them. To ignore
these obstacles to Unity is to abjure the struggle for Trade Union
Unity itself.
These obstacles cannot be overcome by means of negotiations
alone. Negotiations for the achievement of final structural Unity
will be continued; but we must strive hard to achieve Unity of
action wherever possible on the basis of the agreement already
achieved. The Joint Labour Board is there but does not function.
The TUC must issue directives lo its members on the Board io
take initiative to make it function. But the best way to get the
struggle for Unity going to begin at the bottom. The provincial
Trade Union Committees should get into touch with the
corresponding Committees of the NFTU with a view to form
provincial Joint Labour Boards wherever possible. Through the
formation of such joint boards in the provinces. it would be
possible to widen the field of the joint activities. From joint
meetings and demonstrations on May Day etc .• it would be
possible to go over to joint campaigns against anti-working-class
legislations and against repression. It would be possible to form
Joint organisations for the legal defence of workers, for rendering
relief to strikers in the local industries (such as the Workers'
Defence League in Bombay).
The TUC Session must caJJ upon TU leaders and the rank and
file workers to take initiative in starting movement for the
unification of the parallel unions wherever they exist. This
movement must start from joint meetings, demonstrations, and
conferences of rank and 'f'ile workers on the issues of the common
struggle against the employers. It is necessary to develop contacts
with the leaders ·and the members of the parallel unions, and to
convince them by our sincere and strenuous work in the interest of
the struggle and the Unity of the workers. It is necessary to
organise relief and aid for all strikes, no matter under whose
leadership they are being fought. It is only through such persistent
and sincere efforts at co-operation and participation in the day to
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day struggles of the masses that a real mass movement for
Unity-for the unification of Unions will grow. The final
structural Unity with the NFTU can only be achieved through the
development of such a struggle.
There is news from C.P. that there are chances of achieving
Unity between the provinc~l units of the two Central Trade Union
organisations on the basis of Mr. V. V. Giri's terms. The first step
of this Unity is going to be the joint formulations of the legislatiw
measures incorporating the basic demands and rights of the
workers. But it must not stop there. The United mobilisation and
the organisation of the workers for struggle on the basis of the!o.e
demands must be the next step.
Events in France and Spain show graphically what the
working-class can achieve by consolidating its forces and
realising Trade Union Unity. In France the unification of the CCT
and the CGTU and the magnificent stri\e struggles led to a
growth in the ranks of the United Trade Union Centre from J to
4 million members; and this only within a few months. In Spam
Unity has secured for the working-class important results in the
economic stru{gle. Trade Union Unity in Spain is today the best
guarantee for the victory of the People's Front over the Fascist
insurgents. The lesson which we Communists and militant Trade
Unionists in India must learn from our comrades in France and
Spain is this that Trade Union Unity cannot be patched up round
the negotiations table but will be forged in innumerable United
Front Struggles in the factories and the streets.

II
UNIFICATtON OF THE STRUGGLES IN EACH INDUSTRY
The question of Unity has another aspect. We have seen that
during the last twelve months, there have been scattered but
widespread strike struggles in each of the principal industries of
India, in the Cotton Textiles. Jute and on the Railways. The gains
of the workers in these struggles were small in comparison to the
heroic sacrifices they made and the suffering they underwent.
This was due to the lack of co-ordination and to the failure to
mobilise the active support and sympathy of the entire mass of the
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workers in the industry for these struggles. The Bombay Session
of the AITUC decided to prepare "for convening the Conferences
of workers of each industry and particularly the textile, railway,
shipping, dock, mining and metal groups for fonnuldting their
immediate technical demands and preparing for direct action."
The progress made in this direction during the year was little
indeed. In the meanwhile struggles came in rapid succession and
many more are still looming ahead. i:he question of organising
workers' Conferences in each industry--on a sectional as weli
on a national scale-has become the most pressing question of
the day.

Railway Workers' Conferences
What was the progress made last year? On the Railways the
ketrenchment Resistance Committee formed by the GIP Ry.
Workers' Union and the BB & Cl Ry. Employees Union (Red
Flag) began its propaganda with a good start. This move was
endorsed by the Bombay Session of the TUC, which emphasising
the need for an All-India Railway Workers' Conference to prepare
the workers to beat off the offensive of the Railway Board,
"called upon the Railway Union to bring pressure to bear upon the
A.LR. Federation to hold such a confere nee at an early date•·. But
the leaders of the Federation who are quite adept at passing
resolutions of All-India Railway strike arc equally adept at
sabotaging the concrete preparations for any action. They could
not be so easily moved to convene an All-India Railway Workers'
Conference to discuss the ways and means of organising a United
!-.trugglc of the Railway workers against the new offensive of
hlock retrenchment and wage reduction. Resolutions are not
enough. What is needed is the persistent pressure of protest
meetings, UF demonstrations against retrenchment, of workers'
conferences on individual Railways and joint conferences of
workers on two or more Railways wherever possible. It was just
this which we were unable to organise in sufficient magnitude
during the last year. Thus it was that when the B.N. Ry. workers
strike broke out, a really strong and nation-wide campaign of
active support and soliilarity with that heroic struggle could not be
got going.
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Workers' Conferences in the Textile Industry
In the textile industry, there has been no effort to co-ordinate
the struggles of the workers against the wage cut offensive of the
employers since the First All-India Textile Workers' Conference
of 1934. The concerted attack by the Millowners of Ahmedabad
and Central India against the wages of the workers which called
forth a series of strikes in those centres of Textile industry, brings
the question of an All-India Textile Workers' Conference once
more to the forefront. As a result of the isolationi!lt policy of the
Majur Mahajan of Ahmedabad-which controlled and influenced
most of these strikes, the workers in Beawar, Baroda, and Indore
had to submit to half the proposed cut. Such a policy is not in the
interest of the Textile workers as it prevents the unification of
their struggles.
In order to prepare for the All-India Textile Workers' Conference, it is necessary first to conveite Textile Workers'
Conference in each of the textile industry centres. These
Conferences must be carefully prepared for. The preparatory
propaganda for'. the Conference must reach every mill in the
centre. The delegates to the Conference should be as far as
possible elected in general meetings of the various mills. These
delegates must be active agitators with influence among the
workmen and having initiative. These delegates must be directed
and helped (with a questionnaire) to collect all the facts about the
demands and the grievances of the workers in their particular mill.
Such properly prepared Conferences would be the best method of
strengthening the Unions in each centre and would be the basis for
the calling of the All-India Textile Workers' Conference and the
formation oi the AITW Federation.
Jute Mill Workers' Conference
The calling of the Jute Mill Workers' Conference and the
preparations for the linking up of the scattered struggles of the
Jute workers was on the agenda of the Bengal provincial TUC
since November last. A Sub-committee was appointed for the
purpose but very little was actually done. In fact the preparation
for the Conference, the popularisation of the basic demands and
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the agitation for the need to evolve a unified organisation of the
Jute workers to face the coming struggle, could very well have
been linked up with the election propaganda which followed in
the succeeding months. The demands of the Jute workers were
popularised but the concrete preparations to achieve the Unity of
struggle which was necessary to win those demands were not
placed before the workers. Thus it was that when the recent
General Strike of the Jute workers started workers were without
any organisational preparations. In pursuance of the resolution of
the E.C. of the AITUC the First All-Bengal Jute Workers'
Conference was held on 28th of March, when the strike was
already rapidly spreading. There was hardly time to make proper
preparations. However the Conference was a significant step
towards the coordination of the struggles and the organisation of
the workers in the Jute Industry. It brought all the militant Unions
in the Jute Industry under a single organisation-the Central
Strike Committee. It laid the foundations of the broader Unity of
the rank and file workers by deciding to include two
representatives from every mill on strike in the Strike Committee.
The significance of these steps was not properly explained to the
masses of the strikers. Rank and file Unity and initiative was not
reinforced by the formation of Local Strike Committees linked up
with the central one (with the exception of Barrackpore area
where a Local Strike Committee was formed and functioned
effectively). Focussing the attention of the workers on the Central
Strike Committee as the symbpl of their mighty class Unity in
struggle against the Jute bosses during the progre.vs of the strike
itself would have helped to popularise the idea of the single
United Jute Mill Workers'. Union.
The situation created by the calling off of the strike is extremely
favourable for the building up of such a United Union. All the
Trade Union groups active among the Jute workers must unite in
this supreme task and defeat the move of the Suhrawardy-Latafat
Hussain & Co., to form a black-leg· Union with a communal bias.
The game of the Bengal Government is out to split the Unity of
the workers, to shelve the enquiry into their grievances and to
convert the moral victory of the workers into a defeat. In order to
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foil this game it is necessary to prepare for a Second Jute Worker!.·
Conference. The purpose of this Conference will be two-fold.
( 1) The preparation for the Conference will consolidate the Unity
already achieved, while the Conference itself will be the occasion
of the inauguration of the United Union and the election of it!'I
executive. (2) The Conference will be the workers tribune from
which a well documented case for the withdrawal of the wage cut
and the other demands wilJ be given to the public. The preparation
for the Conference and the launching of the United Union will
consist in the formation of provisional mill and local committee~
drawing in alJ the rank and file leading cadres who come forward
during the process of the struggle. The task of these Committees
will be not only to enlist members but also to collect statistics
about wages and rates in the different mills in their respectiw
area, enlisting in this work the co-operation of the general mass of
workers and mill clerks.

A Basic Draft for each Conference
In connectitt'n with these Conferences, a special task dcvolve!'I
to the AITUC as the Central leading organ of the Trade Union
Movement. In order to prepare for each of these Confercnce!'I.
basic repo11s shall have to be made. These would form effective
weapons the hands of the local Committees and Trade Unionist:for carrying on propaganda agitation among the workers for these
Conferences. These reports will put into the hands of the local
Trade Unionists a general historical survey of the struggles.
demand conditions of the workers in a given industry and also the
salient facts about the growth of the industry itself and the profits
the capitalists are making. Such a survey is quite e1;sential for the
local Trade Unionist to make his agitation effective hut it is
always impossible for him to find the time and the means to make
it up in himself. Generally speaking these basic draft reports
should cover the following points:-( 1) Survey of the growth and
the expansion of the industry-its profits etc. on the basis or the
published balance-sheets and reports. (2) Review of the conditions of life, Jabour and wages of the workers in the industry on
the basis of the Government reports. Labour office investigations
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etc.-showing how real and money wages are deteriorating, how
the intensity of labour is rising-showing the effect of New
Lahour Legislation upon them. (3) Historical survev of the
struggles of the workers in that industry-giving statistics and
brief accounts of the various strikes, the changes effected because
of them in the conditions of the workers. Summarising the results
and the experience of these struggles and pointing out the main
failings of the present state of organisation and drawing from
them the tasks and lessons for the future. (4) Tentative bas;c draft
of demands based upon the above analysis. (5) Suggestions to
Local Trade Unionists regarding collection of new facts about the
present conditions of the workers in the various mills and shopswith questionnaires to be filled in bale worker!o. and on the basis of
which the final exhaustive list of local and general demands is to
be framed for the Conference.
It is necessary for the AITUC to make a beginning in this
direction, to appoint sub-committeci. for the preparation of such
reports for the principal industries-Railways, Jute, Cotton,
Metal Engineering, Mining etc. Such reports prepared in a
popular style and made available in the Indian languages will be a
i.tep forward the training of Trade Union cadres. Through such
reports we shall be able to transmit the experience of the past
struggles to the new cadres coming forward during the process of
the struggle.

III
CREATION OF MASS UNIONS
If one goes over the list of the Unions affiliated to the AITUC
( l 936), one will find that out of 7 l Unions, 59 have a membership
of less than J,000. This lack of extensive mass membership and
the consequent effective contact between the Trade Unions, and
their executive on the one hand and the workers represented
by them on the other was noted by the Session of the AITUC.
The creation of new mass Unions and the giving of live mass
basis to the one already.existing is one of the basic tasks before
the TUC.
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There is a notion current among some Trade Unionists that
mass Unions are not possible in India. The two reasons generally
given, are the conditions of Imperialist repression and the absence
of capitalist prosperity. Some even go so far as to maintain that
Unions in India could be nothing more than permanent strike
Committees-which command mass following in thl! periods of
struggle. Stable Unions with paying mass membership, it is said.
are not possible. This is a most dangerous notion; it is as defeatist
as it is false.
Of course the employers and Imperialist Govemment arc not
going to make it easy for us to form mass Unions. Trade Unionism
wherever it has grown into mass movement has done so in the
teeth of and in bitter struggle against repression. Were not the
early European Trade Unions built up in struggle against antiAssociation and anti-Socialist Laws? Repression is certainly a
hindrance, but it can be fought back. Inman workers have time
and again displayed their will and determination to defend their
Unity against repression. In Gokak, three thousand textile
workers fou~t a strike for over six months against the dismis!.al
of clerks and peons of the mill for being members of the
Managing Committee of the Union.
Similarly, the lack of prosperity is mostly the specious argument
of the capitalists themselves. What the Indian workers are fighting
for today are human conditions of life, labour and wages-and
these concessions both the British as well as Indian capitalists
here are in a position to make. We have seen that even with the
existing organisation workers have been able to win soml'
concessions in 50% of the strikes which took place in 1936.

Why we failed to build them
' Unions are not possible in India,
Those who maintain that mass
are inventing a theory to cover up their own failings. What is
required is not a theory to rationalise our inactivity but a diligent
search for the failings which act as hindrance to the growth of
mass Unions. What are these failings? Firstly, there is the
traditional lack of enthusiasm to do day-to-day Trade Union work.
to attend to the daily petty grievances of the workers and fight for
them. Even in industrial centres which have a highly developed
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and politically conscious vanguard, there are still vast masses of
workers who have not reached even the elementary stage of Trade
Union consciousness. It is necessary to reach out to them. This
can be done by coming out persistently and patiently as the
defenders and fighter for their innumerahle day-to-day interests
and demands. The non-recognition of Unions by the owners
makes this work all the more necessary. Apart from representing
~he individual grievances to the employers, it is neces~ary to
expose the most typical and flagrant of them in the press, to fight
against all breaches of the Labour Legislations by the employers,
to bring the pressure of public opinion and working-class
organisations to bear upon the capitalists on all these issues. The
experience of some of our own Unions, where we have put in
such strenuous work does show that you can build up a mass
membership on the basis of such work. This work is absolutely
essential for the fighting of the legality of the Unions and for their
recognition by the employers.
Secondly, there is the lack of systematic day-to-day educational
work among the Union membership as well as among the
unorganised workers. Every branch Union office must become
the centre of attraction to the ma~ses of workers living in the
neighbourhood. It must be the centre to get reading material, for
meetings, for talks, study-circles, and even for educational
activity of the ordinary type. Elemcntar)· study-courses must
concentrate on working-class history and struggles both in India
and abroad, on the rise and the development of Trade Unions, of
strikes and of their place in national struggles. The masses arc
cager to know, to learn and to read. If we know how to organise
the educational activity so that it corresponds to the level of the
development of the workers in a given locality, if we could
approach them by giving them knowledge of the concrete
experience of the working-class struggles at home and abroad, if
our expositions could be more ii:iteresting-more in the tongue
and the idiom of the masses, our study-circles would not be
depleted and our brattch offices not empty. Properly organised
educational activity, would be a powerful instrument in making
our Unions popular and mass Unions.
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Bolshevik mass work needed
Thirdly, our failure to shift the centre of our Trade Union
activity to the mill, the workshop and the department is a
hindrance mass Union can arise and rest, our active rank and file
Trade Union cadre must be at work in the mills and the shops.
doing day-to-day agitational work on the spot again!it the daily
oppressions, the pinpricks and the tricks of speeding up etc. of the
employers and their agents. It is through such agitational work
and by reacting in~tantaneously to the daily attacks of the
employers that effective and influential mill and shop, and
department Committees can he built grouping the entire mass
membership of the Union round them. The Millowner will
of course seek out and victimise the most effective mill
Committee leaders; but unless we persist in our attempts to form
and function Mill Committees. combine secret with open
agitational work in the mills to protect th~leading cadres, unless
we are able to mobilise the support of the entire mass of the
workers in the mill or shop in defence of the Committee, we shall
never be able tO fight back victimjsation, and establish the right of
the workers to organise.
The denial of the possibility of the formation of mass Unions i~
the denial to do Bolshevik mass work. What is not possible in
India is reformist mass Unionism. Time and again the masses (lf
Indian workers have displayed by their strike actions, by their
election verdict~ that they are willing to rally round the banner of
revolutionary Trade Unionism. Time and again have they shown
their unequivocal rejection of reformism and of reformist
leadership. Given the Bolshevik initiative and dash in agitational
and organisation work-given the Bolshevik patience and
persistence in doing day-to-day Trade Union and Educational
work-militant mass Unions would be a reality in the near future.

IV
TRADE UNION MOVEMENT & THE NATIONAL
STRUGGLE
The struggle for Trade Union Unity, for the co-ordination of the
struggles in the various industries and for the creation of mass
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Umons is not a chapter apart and separate from the National
struggle. This struggle of the working-class for the defence of its
economic interest is being fought in the setting of the larger
struggle of the Indian people as a whole against imperialist
exploitation-for National Independence, democracy and bread.
In the Trade Union Movement the working-class is creating a new
model of organisation, a new form of struggle, which will become
a powerful instrument for the emancipation of the millions of the
toilers both in the town and the country side. It is destined to place
its characteristic impress on the national movement and conve11 it
mlo consistent revolutionary struggle of the entire people agaiust
Imperialism. The Trade Union Movement has an important and a
leading role to play in the National Revolutionary Struggle.

United National Front
The overwhelming majority of our people today are United
under the Indian National Congress (INC), in their struggle
against the new autocratic Constitution, against Imperialist
repression, for the winning of thear basic economic demands. It is
necessary to deepen and broaden this Unity, to transform it into a
fighting Unity of the National Front of the people against
Imperialism. That is why the Trade Union Congress !i.~ks to
achieve United Front with the INC, seeks to build on the basis of
the INC and in alliance with it a United National Front of the
toilers and of all sections of the people who are willing to fight
Imperialism. It seeks Collective-Affiliation to the JNC in order to
he able to give a revolutionary tum to the National movement by
enriching with the specific forms of struggle and organisation
characteristic of the working-class.
The last Session of the TUC bestowed considerable attention to
all these problems. It recommended a complete scheme of
Collective Affiliation of TUs for the consideration of the INC. It
decided to immediately realise in practice, United Front Actions
in collaboration with the INC and the CSP (Congress Socialist
Party) on all anti-Imperialist issues. It called upon the INC to
support the immediate economic and political demands of the
working-class and its struggle for these demands. It decided to
co-operate with the INC to carry on joint electoral campaign and
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finally resolved to develop mass protest-strikes of workers on
political issues as a specific form of working-class participation in
the National struggle.

Obstacles to United National Front
When we review the results of the working out of this
programme of United Front, we find that there have been serious
hindrance in the path of its development. The struggle for the
elections to the provincial Assemblies under the New Constitution was an excelent opportunity for effecting the unification of
all the anti-Imperialist forces to combat the New Constitution and
to prepare them to launch a powerful attack against it. The AITUC
decided to fight the elections on an independent electoral platform
of developing mass struggle against the Constitution and of the
basic democratic rights and the economic demands of the toilers.
The AITUC declared its resolve to forge a joint anti-Imperialist
Front on the basis of this programme and agreed to collaborate
with the INC in the election struggle.
But the chief hindrance to the clevelopment of the United Front
came from the Congress Parliamentary Board (CPB)-which wa~
dominated by the right-wing Congress leaders. In spite of the
declarations of the Congress President and of the Congres ...
election manifesto to form Joint Anti-Imperialist Front, the CPR
refused to accept the anti-Imperialist candidates of the AITUC.
while it made pacts with reactionaries, Rai-Bahadurs and put
them up as candidates. In Madras it refused to allow the
candidates of the INC to sign the Kisan pledge, which without
replacing the Congress pledge merely widened it by the inclusion
of the cla~s demands of the peasantry. Disciplinary actions were
threatened against INC members who supported the antiImperialist candidate of the AITUC (S.A. Dange's case). While
the official Congress resolutions speak of mass contact with
independent workers and peasants organisations, the Right-wing
leaders like Valabhbhai run down independent workers and
peasant organisations. In Bengal the Right-wing leaders of the
INC are threa:ening disciplinary action against Comrades
Dutt Mazumdar and Bankim Mukherjee for forming Labour
Peasant Parliamentary Party which stands for a radical Labour
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and Agrarian programme while supporting the anti-Imperialist
programme of the INC. In the Central Assembly the Right-wing
Congress leaders have more than once been instrumental in
getting anti-working-class legislation passed (Ammendment to
Payment of Wages Act in April 1937).

Defeat the sabotagers of Unity
These hindrances to United Front do not belie the fact that there
is a growing trend among the rank and file and among a section of
the leadership, in favour of building the United National Front in
collaboration with anti-Imperialist organisations of workers.and
peasants. The task of the TIJC is to work in co-operation with
these forces, to develop United Front from below and in actionand to bring mass pressure to bear upon the sabotagers of Unity
and anti-Imperialist struggle. The TUC and especially the
militants in the TUC have already set an example. The serious
provocation to which the militant Tn1.de Unionists and
Communists were subjected in connection with the election
campaign for the TUC candidate in Bombay, did not prevent them
from for working for United Front action on the Anti-Constitution
Day. On that day 40,000 textile workers came out on protest strike
in response to lhe call of the TUC. In Sholapur a joint UP Election
Committee of the local Congress Committee and the Trade
Unions functioned with grand success. The successful United
Front demonstrations on May Day in Bombay in which BPCC
(Bombay Provincial Congress Committee) officially participated
for the first time together with the BPTUC (Bombay Provin..:1al
Trade Union Congress) and the other anti-Imperialist organisations is another example of what local initiative can achieve.
United Front with the INC can and must be achieved in action
and from below and the resistance of the Right-wing leaders to it
broken. In order to implement its programme of United Front, in
order to fight for the achievement of Collective Affiliation, the
TUC must issue concrete instruction~ to its Unions to build the UF
with the Congress on a local stale wherever possible; (I) The
Trade Unions and TU Committees should develop close contacts
with the local Units of the INC and attempt to achieve United mass
action (meetings, demonstrations, etc.) on all anti-Imperialist
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and working-class issues. It is necessary for Trade Unionists and
politically conscious workers to join the Congress individually in
order to fight for United Front and for Collective Affiliation from
within. (2) Every strike of the workers against wage cut.
dismissals or for the recog~ition of Union, every struggle against
repressive and anti-working-class measures, has a significance
not merely as a struggle of the proletarians against capitalists, but
also as a part of the general struggle of t~e people for democratic
rights. It is both possible and necessary to enlist the sympathy and
the support of the people and the rank and file of the local INC in
its favour. Today the Congress generally passes a resolution of
sympathy and support for every major working-class struggle. We
must fight and mobilise for a more effective and active support.
We must work for the fraternisation of the workers' struggles by
the INC rank and file and its lower units and in this way exert
pressure on the higher Committee~ to •actively support the
struggle. (3) On the other hand the Trade Unions must participate
in every National Day celebrations, must come out in
demonstratio~ and meetings at every act of Imperialist repression, against the National movement or its leaders. With the rising
political consciousness of the working-class this participation
must take the form of political protest strikes which become more
and more wide-spread as the tempo of th~ struggle rises.

T.U.C. and Labour Groups in the Legislatures
In order that the Trade Unions and the working-class participate effectively in the National struggle, in order that they play
the role of the effective moving spirit in the United National
Front, they must strengthen themselves as independent class
organs of struggles. Trade Unions will become a source of
strength to the National struggle and the UNF only in as much
they preserve their class identity and come forward as the
protagonists of a distinct form of revolutionary struggle for the
achievement of the immediate common aims. This question of
preserving the political and class independence of the AITUC
vis-a-vis the INC has arisen of late in connection with the
formation of labour and peasant blocks in the Provincial
Assemblies. The failure of the E.C. of the AITUC to formulate a
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uniform and a clear-cut policy with reference to these Labour and
peasant blocs has led to a lot of confusion on this point. The
Election Manifesto of the AITUC with its clearly defined attitude
towards anti-Imperialist struggle and the acceptant·~ of all the
basic economic demands of the workers and peasants could have
been a basis for the formation of Labour-peasant blocs in the
provinces, consisting of the TUC MLAs. the AIKC (All-India
Kisan Cummittee) MLAs and the left MLAs of the NFfU (like
Giri, Kallappa, etc.). The E.C. meeting of the TUC at Delhi in
March last failed to give a clear lead on this question. Tiae relation
of the TUC groups of MLAs who were pledged to the TUC
Election manifesto, to the INC or to the other Labour and Peasant
MLAs, (NI-JU etc.) was not clearly defined. It would have been
con-ect for the AITUC to form independent labour and peasant
groups, based on the TUC Election platform, distinct from the
C0ngress parliamentary parties but pledging its full support to the
INC in its struggle against the Constitution and reserving for itself
complete independence on all Labour and Peasant issues. The
fact that certain TUC legislators had signed the INC pledge
undoubtedly created a difficult situation; but this was no reason to
give the go-bye to the principle of independence which was
implicit in thP TUC Election Manifesto itself.
This want to clearly defined lead has created the difficult
situation in Bengal with reference to the independent Labour and
Peasant alliance fom1ed by TUC legislators in alliance with
the peasant candidates of the Krishak Samities there. The
parliamentary platfonn of this group is based on the election
platform of the AITUC with the addition of the specific demands
of the local workers and peasants. The Right-wing leaders of the
Bengal Provincial Congress Committee, whose opposition to the
independent peasant programme and organisation is well-known,
are threatening disciplinary action on the two TUC legislators
who happen to be AICC members as wen. This action of the
BPCC is not only against the interests of the workers and peasants
but is also against the development of the United Front with the
INC. The AITUC Session must support the two TUC legislators in
Bengal in their demand upon the INC to be al1owed to be
members of a labour and peasant group which while whole-
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heartedly supporting the anti-Constitution and anti-Imperialist
fight of the INC stands for the expression and the defence of the
class aspirations of the workers and peasants of Bengal in the
sense and spirit of the TUC Election Manifesto itself. Where the
situation has already been complicated by the TUC legislators
signing the INC pledge, the AITUC should take the initiative in
forming TUC or Labour and AIKC groups inside the Congress
Parliamentary Parties and demand from the INC complete
independence for them to initiate legislation affecting labour and
peasants and to vote on all matters vitally affecting Labour
and Peasantry.

v
THE QUESTION OF CADRES
In the foregoing pages we have outlined'the main tasks which
face the forthcoming TUC Session. But the chief obstacle today
which prevents us from discharging these tasks efficiently is the
question of thllack of cadres. What is this lack due to? Is it due to
the backwardness, ignorance and illiteracy of the Indian
proletariat? Is it due to the lack of Socialist orientation of the part
of politically conscious intelligentsia? These surely are not the
reasons of our lack of TU cadres. During the recent strike
struggles a great number of rank and file working-class leaders
have been thrown up who form the potential material for our
cadres. Similarly, especially during recent years there is a growth
in the number of socialistically orientated intellectuals who are
coming forward to work in the political field (the growth of the
CSP). The reason of the lack of properly trained cadres is not the
want of suitable human material but the organisational effort for
their training.
The TUC is keenly conscious of this failing but it has as yet not
formulated a concrete scheme to overcome it. We do not think that
the problem can be solved by mere multiplication of study-circles
or merely by the organisation of Labour Schools for Trade Union
and political courses. A systematic drive for the organisation of
the training of TU functionaries and leaders from the rank and file
workers is of course absolutely essential and must be immediately
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taken m hand But this wdl become more effective when 1t 1\
oupled with a ~cheme of the re1uven.it1on of the TUC' 1t'\elf
;adres cannot be tramed by mere \tudy-cour\e~ however
1c1ent, 1fth1" trammg 1& not coupled with the p.irt1c1pataon m the
\truggle and orgam~atton under the gmdance of .i leclder,h1p
1ch mterpret\ the expenence of the \truggle to the ma"e' and
~tp\ them to a\Mmllate 1t The TUC toddy dre~ not repre,ent
h a leader,h1p Comrade SH Jhc1bwdl1J Wcl'- nght when he
tted m ht~ Reception addrec;, to the lc1\t Sec;Mon that "the TuC
c;1mply been a dehberallve body. p1act1cally m.ikmg no \!ffort'
"o-ordmate the workmg-cla'§ 'truggle" ThP co ordm.iuon. the
1trc1h,mg of the \truggle of the worker,, mtroduung lJmty of
on among them on a Natwnal i;ca/1>, mean\ the 1..o-ordmat10n
the umf1cc1tton of the expcncm. e of the 'truggJc, of the
L.er\, their mterpretc1t10n to, and then cl\Mmtlatmn by the
mg cadre' The worke1 become' Trdde Umon c.on,c1ou'
ugh ht\ own expenence of ht' md1v1duJI 'truggle' but
ugh ht\ effort' dlone he doec; not .ittc1m the generahc;ed
nenc.e of the workmg-d.i\' \lruggle Th1' mu\t be
\matted to htm by the leddmg orgc1n' of 4ilrugglc. the TUC .md
poht1cc1l pc1rty of the workmg-cla\\, the CP (C'ommum\t
rty), under who'e gmdance he fight'

~anted a Central TUC Secretariat
We dre here concerned merely to fonnuldte the immediate tc1\h
~h1ch the TUC mu\t undertake m order to re1uvcn.ite 1belf m
.,rder "to tran.-,form itself mto a genumely nat1onc1l mgan of the
tld\§-~truggle of the Indian worker~ 111 hve contact with ddy-today problem' of the worker\", m order to create the be1,t
cond1t1ons for the trammg of efficient TUC cadre' on .in c11l
India \cale Thec;e ta\k.b are three-fold -(1) orgam,at1on of
a permanent i;ecretanat for the AITUC cl\ \\ell a\ for the
provmctal TU Comm1tteec; (2) The orgamc;atmn of a propaganda
department-the Labour lnfonnataon Buro 11nd (3) the
pubhcat1on of a Central TUC Bulletm-not merely a\ a TU New\
Service but a\ the leading organ of the AITUC givmg the lead to
p10vmc1al and Vernacular TU organc; It I\ not nece"ary here to
dPal at length with the!le ta§k' but to ~how the need tor them The
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need for them is already keenly felt by all Trade Unionists. These
questions are raised at every session but the task not taken in hand
as they appear to some as too elaborate to be taken up at this stage.
We have now reached a stage in the development of the TU
movement when further progress would not be possible at all
unless we immeditely take·.up these tasks in hand. A special drive
for mobilising funds must be made to achieve these tasks.
The organisation of an All-India Secretariat is an immediate
necessity. What is required is not an office to deal with the
increasing correspondence, etc., but a who!e time leadership
(elected every year) consisting of experienced Trade Unionists
which functions between the Sessions of the E.C. of the AITUC.
Its task is to see to the carrying out of the decisions of the E.C. and
of the Annual Session to keep contact with the TUs and the
provincial Committees, to give lead to them by issuing
manifestoes and circulars on all urgent aml immediate questions
in accordance with the TUC resolutions, to draft resolutions for
the coming Sessions of the TUC and the E.C. in time and circulate
them to all thy. TUs and the provincial Committees.
A Central Labour Information Buro is another of the urgent
needs of the TUC. The Central Organisation of the Indian
working-class cannot he without a proper machinery for the
collection, sifting and collation of facts and statistics about the
various problems which concern the industrial workers of India.
For the training of cadres it is necessary to make available in print
the rich experience of the struggles and the organisation of the
Indian workers during the last 20 years. For making them
effective in the day-to-day propaganda and agitation it is
necessary to place in their hands well documented information
in popular form about the current problems in each industry
e.g .• retrenchment on the Railways. history of wage-cuts in the
Bombay textile mills, history and the growth of Labour Legislation
in India, etc. It is necessary to supply propaganda and agitational
material for the local and vernacular TU press. It is necessary to
work out a series of popular pamphlets for the use of .training
courses and trainers. All this work can best be done by a Central
Labour Information Buro. Worked by a small band of whole time
research workers under the guidance of the secretariat and the
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E.C. of the AITUC. Socialist cadres coming forward under the
influence of the CSP would find suitable field of co-operation
with TUC in this type of work. The Congress Socialist had given
publicity to a scheme like this through its column~ last year.
which we recommend for the consideration of the AITUC.

TUC Bulletin
Since last year the AITUC is publishig a News Bulletin for the
press. This is very scrappy and gives hardly more news than what
has already appeared in the legal press. With the organi.~ation of
the secretariat and the Information Buro, it should he possible to
bring out a TUC Bulletin as the organ of the AITlJC. Through this
Bulletin, the secretariat and the E.C. of the AITUC would he able
to link itself up with the provincial and local Committees and
Unions and corelate their activities. Through it the secretariat will
be able to give lead to the entire TU movement on all day-to-day
issues of the economic and political struggle of the workers.
This BuJletin would be the monitor and the guide of all local
vernacular TU and labour organs.
These then are the main tasks which confront theAITUC today.
The urgent need of the hour is to liquidate the backwardness of the
leading organisations. The masses are moving forward into action
and struggle. It is necessary for the organisation and the conscious
leadership to catch up with the rising tempo of mass struggle to
transform the AITUC into a genuine leading organ of struggle of
the Indian Proletariat to take its proper place in the struggle for the
freedom of our country and the liheration of the toiling masses
from all expleitation.

LEITER FROM DEOLI DETENTION CAMP
I am glad to inform you that we did manage to celebrate the
November Day here and not unsuccessfully. Most of the detenues
enthusiastically participated in it. The 'Red Menace' has seized
the minds of authorities here since then. Any indent having a red
colour is not sanctioned, even a red pencil is not allowed. Letters,
papers and books are being mercilessly censored. Even the
reactionary newspapers which we are condemned to read, like the
Statesman and the Snjiwani, have whole columns cut out for us.
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Even from the very respectable foreign magazines like the World
Review or the Manchester Guardian etc., we ilre not supposed to
read any Soviet News information about the United Front
Movement in France and Spain or elsewhere, entire columns and
even pages are missing. Some of us tried to get Marxian
philosophical works like ·Lenin's Empiric-Criticism or Engel's
Anti-Duhring and of course failed. Even fiction which is
suspected of being Left is not meant for us. It has been ascertained
by us from non-official sources that the Government has got the
wind up-the Bolshevik bacilli!
It would have been surprising indeed, after the November Day
celebrations, if nothing unusual had happened to break the dull
monotony of our daily lives. Soon after came the Home Member
of the Government of India followed by the Director of the
Central Intelligence Bureau. You can yourself imagine the object
of their visit! We saw how particular they ~ere to inspect the spot
where the November Day had been celebrated.
You ask what Deoli is like? Recall the Nazi Concentration
Camps and you will get the complete picture in your mind. There
is over-conge,tion. Barracks are too narrow and we are compelled
to live huddled together under low roofs. There are no adequate
arrangements for water, bath, latrines or lights. There is hardly
any protection against the unbearable heat which goes up to 127
degrees in summer and the bitter cold when the freezing point is
almost reached. Then there are dust-storms, a nuisance common
to both the seasons.
The authorities have their rules for every routine and redtapism is more rigorous than in any other department of the
Government. There is a fairly well-equipped hospital here but the
detenues suffer all the same, from the callousness of the medical
authorities. Even the most serious cases are very often ignored
and no proper and timely diagnosis made. There is no proper
drainage system. Flies and mosquitoes breed like ........and
detenues continue to suffer from serious diseases throughout the
year. This should be enough for you.
We are doing all that we can to raise high the banner of
Communism and dream of the day when we will be· able to join
you outside and fight shoulder to shoulder for the emancipation of
our country. Red Front!

The General Strike of The Jute
Workers of Bengal

Thl' recent General Strike of 1he jute worker!-. of Bengal would
form a significant landmark in the history of the Indian working
1.:ht!-.!-.. It wa'i the biggest strike which the Bengal Jute Indu!-.try had
l'Wr seen. According to the official reprn1. 1.9 million workin!!
-days were lost in the jute strike of 1929. Jn the recent s1rikc. at
kast 3.S million working days wcri.: lost at a very moderate
i.:-;timate.

The Significance of the Strike
It was not merely the biggest strike in the .lute lndu:-.U). It wa'
a ~.trugglc which for the first time united almo!-.t all the Jute
workers in a single action under a ~ingle leadership. The
overwhelming majority of the Jute mill workers in the entire jute
mill area which stretches along both the bank!> of the Ganges over
a length of over 60 miles, were drawn into the struggglc. Dnrmt!
the course of the stmgglc. the ~pirit of dai,!I solidarity and unity
ha!'> grown among the workers. Tht.· ~pirit of re\'olt is assumin!! i.I
more conscious and organi~ed form. The attempts of
'\trike-breakers and provocateur~ faill~d to hreak the unity of the
workers. Their plan to organise communal riots was misc.:an-ied.
The immediate material gains of the ~trike however have been
negligible. A moral victory hali· been won. The -;tagc is set for
Rcvii:w Rcpon puhlisbcd in the Supplement of THE NEW AGE" of
August 1937.
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another advance towards a powt!rful centmlised and united
organisation of the jute workers of Bengal-based on a network
of live and fighting: mill-and department-committees. A bigger and
a more organised and a well-prepared for struggle is ahead. It i~
all the more necessary. therefore to take a view of the recent strike
struggle-to appreciate its achievements, to take Mock of the
failings and to draw the lc~sons for the future.

A World-Wide Strike Wave
The Jute Strike of J937 is significant for another rea~on. It i..,
perhaps the first resounding echo in India of a strike wave whirh
i:-. sweeping over Europe and America at prl·sent. The world
deprc:-.sion which lasted for over five year-; is being lifted. A
re-armament boom is rapidly taking its place.
The index of industrial production for the capitalist world ha'
ri!-.en from 65 in 1932 to IOI in 1936. The volume of world trade
•
and shipping is on the upgrade. Price~ arc rising and so arc the
profits of capitalist concerns. Simultaneously the c..·ost of living 1~
rising but the wuges of workers which were reduced in the day~ of
dcpre:-.sion
not rising. This contradictory 1110\'l.~111ent of profil..,
and real wages is the basis of the new :-.trike wave.
The rising strikewavc in England is graphicully dcscrihed hy
R.P.Dull in the following words: ..Against the orgie!-1 of War
profiteering and speculating. against the helli:-.h speed up and
intensification of Labour. against the rising prices and falling
wages, the workers arc moving into action ... The Pot is boiling
over"'. The miners. the Busmen, the Railwaymen. the Engineering
apprentices on the Clydesidc, the worker'> in aero-enginl'
factorie!l-alJ are moving into action demanding increase in wages
and better conditions.
In America too the strike wave is rising i11 the motor and tht:
steel industries. A gigantic strike in the oilfidds of Mexico is in
progress.
In France, the workers have already won significant victori~~
becausl.! of the powerful Unity of the working class which they
have built.

are
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In India too
The effects of the Rc-annamcnt hoom of the capitali~t world
are h~mg fdt in India too. The Indian industries which are diredlv
linked up with the world trade and with the world •trmame1;t
industry arc already experiencing the hoom. The!ooe indu,,.tries al"l·
Jute. lnm and Steel. The jute industry is fully occupied-i-.
\\ nrking full-time and at top speed. Iron and Steel industry 1s
rapidly <.'Xpanding to meet the world's growing demand for
pig-iron. This general prosperity i"' hound to make itself felt 111 the
11cher Indian Industries a!- well. But with the ri!-e of price:- and
profit!- th~· cost of living of the workinp. das, i~ also steadily
ri~ing. From the c:ost of hving index for Bombay worker), as
\\1,rkl·d 1lUt hy the Bombay Lahour officl''>. we ~l·e that the cur\'e
i!. "lt<.·adily on the upgrade since the fir"'t quarta of 193-1-. The l'O'il
of Ii\ ing in 1937 (I st quarter) i~ JO points higher than in 1934.
Thl' ''um: tendency i)o, vi,iblc in all the 11thl·r industrial t·entres.
Thl· New Boom period means more profit to the capitali)o.l~-hut
tu the workers it means 'speed up'. furtht!r inten,,.ifo:ation of
l.ahour and a curtailment of real wages. Nowlu.:n· an: thl'
~·apitalists wilJing to restore the wage-cuts which they impo)o.ell
upllll the workers in the name of depres~ion. The new !-trike wave
111 India will he the Worker!-' offcn)o.ivt." for the rt'!-tlOl..ttion of
lht')o.e wage-cuts-for wage incrcallc. and again~t r11ass
dismissab-againsl new form, of tlu- int~nsification of Labour.
The recent Jute strike and the day-to-day struggle (If the jute
workers which is now proceeding is the first of the new round of
working. class struggles which arc ahead.

II

The Background of the Struggle-The Jute Industry
"Capital comes into the world oozing blood from every pore·•
- wrot~ Marx. This saying is tme of every rupee of the gigantic
capital which the jute bossc!> have accumulated in the jute
industry in Bengal. On the one hand we have "the Romance" of
the phenomenal growth of this mighty monopoly industry during
tht" last sixty years; and on the other hand we have the most
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gruesome tale of the exploitation of the lakhs of Indian workers
whose lives have gone to build the fortunes of the capitalists and
the dividend-grabbers of Dundee and London. During the course
of seventy-eight years, the capital in the Jute industry rose from .t
trifle of about 30 lakhs to the colossal figure of 23 crores which is
the present figure. The ~mber of looms rose from a hundred to
64,872 looms. which is the figure given by Sir Alexander Murray
on the 13th March 1930 in his speech hcfore the 64th Annual
meeting of the Samnagore Jute Factory 8i Co., which has its head
office at Dundee. The tale of the enormoui- profits made by the
Jute companies during the years of War and the years immediately
succeeding it is too well known to be repeated here. Comradt'
Sudhin Pramanik in his presidential addres!-t before the Nungi Ju1t..·
Workers' Conference, has set down figurl!s of th~ colossal profib
reaped hy the jute magnates in th(· five years of war. Tht'
Millowners thcmsclvc!-t admit that thl'y m1'dc during the war thrl!e
times the profits per loom which they made in the years before.
Basing himsdf on the figures of the Im\ price of Raw Jute and the
high price of manufactured Jute, Comrade PramaniJ.. estimate~
that the jute capitalists must have made a profit of about I 20
cror~s of Rupees in the five years of war. It is quite clear that
though th!! major pat1 of the huge capital in the jull' industry j,
owned hy forci~ncrs. all of it has hccn accumulakd in India Cllll of
the sweat of Indian workers and peasants.
While capital has increased tenfold and hundredfold, while thi:
number and the efficiency of the mechanical instruments of labour
has been increased at great cest. the human instruments of labour
arc being !-Wcated and exploited under the same horrible
condition.; for decades. The starvation wages. bad housinl;!
rnnditions. corruption and hribc1y of Sardars and Jobber~
(recruiters of labour). beatings and physical assaults of the
workers hy the mill officers. and a system of indiscriminate fines
continu~ to be the main features of the Jute worker's life even
today.
Against these unbearable conditions. the workers revolted from
time to time. In 1920-21 there were somthing; like 37 strike"'
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afft•cting jute and other factories. In 1929 there was a general
srrike against the cut in the "Khoraki" (dear food allowance) and
againlit bribery and other minor grievances. On both these
occasions committees of inquiry were appointed Various
recommendations were made. The millowncrs agreed to check the
bribery of the Sardars etc. But the condition~ remained
11nd1anged. The Foreign jute capitali~ts not only dominate the
t:ntire jute industry in Bengal. but they dominate the Governm~nt
m Bengal as well. Thi!-. same picture l1f the misery of the Jutt•
worker!oa emerges out of the volumes of evidence and thl' .eport of
the Whitley Commission on Lah,1ur which fini!-.hcd its work at the
end of 1929.

The World Depression
The huge profits of the war and the poM-war boom did not
make the slightest diffcrcncc to the lot of the worker!'-. It is true
that hl.!t ween 1917-18 and 1928-29 the wage~ of spinners anJ
weavers rose hy 22Cff; but the i..:ost of living ro-.c during the
period. In Bombay the rnst of living inc.lex for wnrkl·r~ rose from
IOO in July 1914 to 148 in 1928-29. i.e .. hy J2~. In the :ih~cm:l'
of ... imilar figure~ for Cukulla workL:r!'>, we may takl~ it that a
'11mlar rise in the cost of living took plaw in Calcutta a• well. In
the year!-. of profits the jute workers in!-.tcad of gaining anything
1,l!'>t in real wages.
In the boom period. the jute hOS!--l:S kepi their fot profit, for
themselves: hut a!I soon as lhc world <lcprc~~ion of 1929 began to
IK· felt in India. they gcncrou!-.ly came forward with schemes ••I
transfon"ing the burden of the deprc!-.!'>ion on to the shoulders of th ..·
\11.·orkcrs. A!. soon as the war and po~t-war boom end1..·d. thl·
Tc\tile Capitalists in 1..:otton a~ well as in jutc--began to work out
and put into practice their rationalisation plans. More looms per
weaver. more spindle-frames pi.:r !.pinner and a cut in the Dear
Food alluwances .... (thc Dear Food allowance ha!' completely
Vauished in Bombay) these ~·ere the main points of the
Rationalisation programme of textile c:apitalists. The great
:\truggles of 1927-32 were dircl.·ted agamsl this offon"iive of
rationalisation.
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Rationalisation Drive
The progre~s of rationalisation in th~ jute industry of Bengal
can be dearly ~een from the figures of workers per loom. 1-'rnm
1901-02 to 1929 the number of looms increased rapidly. but thL'
numher of workers per loom remained almo~t constant. b~in.!!
about 7 worker~ per loom. from 1929 to 1933 w~ have a ~low ri,t•
of the numher of looms but the total number of worker~ fall~ mort'
rapidly. The result is that the number of workers per loom ran~ IP
5 in 1933 and to 4 in 1915*. During the fivr years hctwccn J9~ 1J
and 1934, one lakh and 30 thousand workers ( 1.30.()(K)) han·
been thrown out of the jute mill industry. The Royal Comm1~~iu11
on Labour gave the total number of workers employed in the jutr
mill industry a~ J.47,000 for the year 1929. The '"~tati~tic" ut
factorie"·· "publishl~d by the Government of Jndia'" give' tlw
figures 2.63, 7.W as the total number of jmc worker" in 19 34. The
difference hetwcl'n the two is about ont" Takh and thirty thou,and.
who have been thrown out of work.
Those who remained. had to face "speed up .. and more wor~
Not only h:fa the weaver to mind more looms and the spi11111:r~
more spindle fram~~ hut he had also to work fa~t~r as well. Tht·
machines wcR' now made to mow faster. Som~ idea of what
rationah~ation in the jute industry meant can he obtained from !Ill'
following figures:
Yca1

Numbc1
of Loom~
Wurkmi!

Thl· to1al Production
ol Indian Jule
Mill' !Yard:tgL' of

both

~act.mg

and

lles~ian~J

1llJ I

57.3:'7

2.122.<KIO.OOOt

llf\(1

6Ul72

_t;00.000.000

* These figures uf the number of workers per loom are obtained by d1villin~
the total number of workers cmp1oyed in the jute mills by the total number 111
looms worked.
t This figure docs not l'Ontain the production of Non-A!lsociation Mills but thl'
difference would hardly amount to 3% of the figure.
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While the number of looms have grown only hy I :v;~. the
production in yardage has grown hy 65'i'r. This tremendous rise in
the productive capacity of the machinery may be pai1ly due to tht.·
rise in the working hour~ and to the working of nigl1t-shifh by
~t·rtain mills and also to some minor improvements in the
machinery. But the bu1k of the rise in the efficiency undoubtedly
~omcs from the 'speed-up' and from the intcn!>ifo:atio11 of labour.
(t i~ achieved through the ruthless sweating of workers.

Profits Maintained in spite of Depression
What was the purpose of thi~ Rationalisalio11 drivc-thi:-. :-.pr.ell
up-this ~weating? Let a jute capitalist himself spl!ak. Sir
Ak·xander Murray the chainrnm of thl! directors of the Samna!!orc
Jute Factory Company Ltd. speaking at the 64th Annual (icneral
Mcl•ting of the company on the nth March I 9::\7 ~aid: ..Ai,; you
arc aware. the members of the Indian Jute Mill~ A!olsoc1ation. for a
~n:at many years. havt~ regulated supply to dcm:md. and 1d1C·11 t/1£·
11 orld-widc dl'prc•ssion sci in they 11·erc• ahle to 111w111ai11 a
r1'a.w11able margin <~/'prr~fits" (italics ours). Of cotml· till' pmfih
\h~rc not maintained hy thc myML·riou-; rron·s~ of "rl gulatin!!
..,upply to demand", hut by the simple trick of cutting down till'
l."o~t~ of production-in other worJ:-.---hy throwin!,! out a lakh of
workers and getting more work done from those who rl·mainnJ. It
i.., ahsurd to suggest that profit~ ~ere maintaim:d hy merely
rc~mlating supply-i.e., hy ''!olcaling" looms and hy goin,!! over to
~hon-time work. It is quite clear that when the production for a
given plant decrease~. the cost of production ri~e~-and tbc rall' ,.,
profit calculated on the whole ol the capital !>unk in the plant fall!-.
The trick of maintaining profits wa~ not done hy the morl'
"~caling" of looms or hy going over to 40-hour wcek.. It was done
hy Rationalisation and wage-cut.
The wage-cut which was imposed upon the w1.lrkcrs in thl~
years of depression amounted from ~5Ck to 30'.h m the case of
i,;pinners and weavers. (n the case of coolie and un~killed labour it
a1nounted to a1most 50</(. The weekly v. ages of the spinners in
1928-29 were 6 to 7 R<s. In 1935-36 they were 5 to (>. The
weavers weekly wage fell from I0-12 Rs. to 7-9 R~ in the same
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period. The coolie's wage on the other hand fell from 7 to 8 R.'.
per week to 2-4 Rs. only. During this ecriod·the cost of living foll
which to a certain extent counteracted the effect of falling. wage~
but in the case uf the coolie the real wage fell considerably lower
during these years.

The 'Rearmament' Boom
The turning point of the world depression was already
disccmihll' towards the hcginning of 1934. Thl' character uf thi~
'recovery' and 1t~ relation with the armament rise was pointed out
in a rc!>olution of the plenum of rhe Executive Commiltl'C of the
Communist International (ECCi) held at that time. Indian jut~
industry. as we point('d out before. was the fir.;t to feel it!> et'fl'l..'h
in India. Already in 1915 it became diffirnlt--for the Im.bun .luk
Mills Association to maintain intact its agreement with tht•
"outside" mill~ rl'garding the rco;triction•of output. Everyone lll
these mills and t•spccially the smaller on~s wanted to tai...~ th\·
fullest advantage of the expanding market. Shm1-time agreement~
could no lofl'ger he maintained and were terminated towards thl!
beginning of 1936.
Since the I!'l of April 1936, the As..,ociation Mill~. v,1hid1
together represent 93 percent of the total jute looms in India. hm c
gradually irn:rcasL'd production. JuM before the recent strike. all
the 56.872 looms in these mills were running 54 hour!-. per wee~
which is the maximum numher of hours per week allowed by thl'
Indian Factoric!-. Act (J 934). According to the stati!>tics given b~
Sir Alexander. the production of jute manufactures has incrca~ed
in the following manner:
Year

The Tora! Produclion
ol Jure

l\l:111ula~111rci.

932.0110

Tnn'

991. ()()(I

1l).~li

1, 18 HJ0.1

This increased output as being absorhed by the world market.
to the sati~faction of Sir Alexander Murray. The prices for Jute
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1!wnufactures even before the Strike were higher than those in
1931 ! Thf~ chief reason for this increa!'>ed demand says Sir
Akxandar, "is undoubtedly to be found in the rising volume of the
world trade and the consequent demand frlr packing a11d wrapping
materials .... ''. It is quite dear that the Jute induo;trv which
'"maintained.. its profits in spite of the world depression i~ now
nm:e again on the way to increase them.

The Workers' Offensive
Better trade pru~pccts and the risL' of production did 11ot merely
nwan more employment for worker~. During 1935 itsdf tht'
numher of workers in Jute mills rose by 14.247 (Govt. of lildia
St;.lli!'>tJL·~). The figures for the im.:n:ase in 1936 arc not to hand.
The Jntl' capitalist~ wanted tu gct more work for the sa1111.• wages.
The workin~ hours increased from 40 lo 54; hut the wages of
thn~c who WL~re paid on a fixed wage hasi~ remained unaltered.
There was a spel~t.1-up in certain lk·parum:nts and thl' p1cce-ratcis
of the weavers were tampered with. It was against this new
'Y~tem of wageo; and working hour!\, which was introduced hy
Mime .lute mills in April 1936 that the new offens1w of the
worker~ was laum:hcd. On the 9th of April 1936. the spmners and
weavers of 1.ie Hukum Chand Mills rt'fust!d to aect'pl thi:ir
n.:duc•!d wages and downed tools. The managers tril~d to
i111imidate the worke1· by closing th1.· mill-gates and preventing
them from going out. The infuriall·d wmker!ol mt the telephone
wire!\ and m!->hcd to the Mill-gates. There was a dash in which
Mill darwan was injured seriou1'1y. This cla!o.h and the :-.triJ..es
which followed were the pr~cursor!'> of the present general strike.
The present workers· offensive wliich b for a wag" increa!'>e, for
th!.! stopping of bribery. again~t o;pced-up and cxtrn work, began
almost a year ago.
Tht Hukum Chand Mill strike involved 16.000 men. It was
followed by strikes in the 4 Anglo-Indian Millo; in Jagatdal
involving 15,000. The Nudea MiJls in Naihati with 3,000 workers
was also affected. Jn May the Hoogly Jute Mills were affected.
<>nc thousand five hundred weavers who were on strike were
asked to vacate the c~olie lines (Mill workers' quarters owned and
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rented out by the Millowners). There was a violent dash and two
niill officers were seriously injured. All these strikes were for thr
full-rate payment when the working hours were changed from 40
tu 54. The Millowners maintained ~hat they were paying increai.cd
wages in proportion to the increase in the working hours-as the\
again stated in their rect!nt statement during the strike. Thi!- j..,
only true in the case of the piece-rate workers but even here it i~
not universally true as in certain cases the piece-rates thcmsdve"
have been reduced. The cut of an anna in the rupee which wa ...
imposed in 1932. when short-hours were introduced and whid1
affected the fixed-wage workers was not withdrawn.
These individual strikes of J936 were the precursors of thl'
general strikes of 1937: just as tile individual strikes of 1931- ~ ~
in the Bombay textile industry were the fore-n.mncrs of tlw
general textile strike of 1934. ThL' capitalist~. when they want ll'
introduce a new system of increased hours or reduced wages. uu
not do so simultaneously in all the milb for fear of organi.,cd
general resistance from the worJ.;.crs. The usual trick followed P\
them is thal°the !>ystem is introduced firi.t in a few mills one aftt:r
another and the resistance of the workers therein is met and
broken mill by mill. In this way the owners hope to avoid ••
general resistance-a gcneml strike. Thi!-· was how the Bomh.1~
millowners introduced the 20Ck wage-mt against which there Wl.'n.:
a series of individual strikes in 1933, culminating in the general
strike of 1934. In this sense, the workers offensive in the jmc:
industry which culminated in the general strike of 1937 hcgan to
assume form and magnitude in April 19]6.

Workers' Organisation and Preparation for the Strike
Workers' organisation has always been weak in the jut.:
industry of Bengal. The first serious efforts at building up cla~.,
trade unions of the jute workers were made between 1928-JO
when the All-Bengal Jute Workers' Union was funned. It arm·!.!
out of the stmggle of the jute workers which precooed the gencrai
strike of 1929. After the arrests in connection with the Meenll
Case, the union received a setback. The organisation had no ha~1..,
in the factory. Its influence among the workers was based on the
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agitation carried on by the leaders. No trained working

das~ cadn: had arisen. After tht' defeat of the strike of I 929 the

organisation was as good as wiped out.
St.•wral paper unions in difft'rcnt jute mill areas .·..-mtinued to
1.:'Xi!-.t. Some of these were controlled by rcm.·tionarics and the
agents of the mill-owners.In 1914 under the influcncL. of the textile
general strike. an effort WU!-. made by the Red Trade Union
Congrces to revive the All-Bengal .lute Workers· Union But
b1..•forc anything was a.. . hieved this Union was declared illegal IJy
thl.:' government along with several othl·r unions in tb.! country
whid1 were considered tu he under the influence of thl'
Communisb.
The merging of the R1:d Trade Union Con~rcs!-1 y·ith the
:\ITU(·. should have undoubtedly lTe<1tcd fa\'Ourable rnnditions
for lTeating a unified organisation of the jute workers. Thi.! dc!-.irc
for struggle and unity wa!-. abn nni;c again ri!-.ing as was evident
from thl· !-.trikes which started in April 19.~6. Nothing. however,
\\ a!-1 done hy the trade unionists. In August 19.~6. Bl'TUC
appointed a sub-committee for thl' organisation of jutt• workers
and the calling of a .lull· Workers' Confercni;e. hut none of the
Trade llnion Groups ini;ulding the militants did a11ything to
implement tli . rc:,olution. There was neither any org.ani~aticm nor
a c:on~ciou~ preparation for the struggk which was ahc;,td and the
~igns of which wen.• i;i._•arly visible. The seething disrnntcnt whid1
hegan against the new sysi~m of working hours and wages in
April 1936 expres-.ed itself in ..,pontancou~ strikes in the
individual mills. The spontant·ous actions of the worlo..cr!.
continued throughout the last year until they culmmatcd in lhL'
Howrah ~trike of Febmary 1937 which marked the beginnmg of
thl' genernl strike wave
The JUle workers moved forward to action to struggle. They
achieved unity on local scale and threw up spontaneous terms of
organisations for their individual !.trugglcs. The 'leadership'
lagged behind. It was not able to feel the pulse of the rising tempo
of the struggle. At times it acted as a brake on the initiative of the
masses. At best it trailed bt.·hmd the rapidly moving events. This
has been the domin~ting feature in the jute workers' struggle!> of
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I 937. Why was it so'! What is the cause of this disparity hetwecn
the spontaneouo; actions of the masses and the leadership'! Is it dul·
to the want of unity among the Trade Union Groups? Is it due to
the peculiar difficulties of organising the jute workers of
Bengal-the wide expanse of the jute mill area-its distance from
Calcutta-and the different languages spoken by the diffcrent
section~ of workers? These difficultieo; undoubtedly exist, but h}
themo;elves they are not sufficient to explain the situation.
Organisation and the unity of the worker~ has to be achieved in
spite of these difficulties. The question remains as to why \W
failed to overcome the!>e difficulties?

The Real Reason
The real reason. we believe, i!\ far more fundamental. C>ur
approach to the work\!rs is still that of an ~1lien etas~. We carry 011
our trade union activities in mm.·h thl.! ~ame way as the reformi.,ts.
We are apart and away from the working class-~truggk from the
daily struggle of the workers in the mill~-their dc!\ires and their
aspirations. 6ur conception of the Track llnion nrgani!\ation it~df
is formal. A ma~~ paying membership and a union office is our
conception of a union. Our TU work is mostly of an agitational
character. restricted to sporadic meeting~.And on the basi~ of tlfr,
conception an<l work we readily ~ome to the conclusion that mas..;
unions are not possible in India under thl! conditions of reprcs~ion
Of course, the conditions of repression whic:h obtain in India
arc terrible and the repression which the jute workers of Bengal
have to face is far more ruthlcs~ and brutal than in any otha
industrial c.:entrc. Apart from the govermcntal and police terrorism
which is common to all the labour centres.the jute workers have to
face the tcrrorb.auon of the gundas and the Darwans of the jute
bosses which is organised on a permanent basis .
Organisation has to be built up to fight this repression in spite
of it. This task requires mass work and militant leadership. The
centre of our Trade Union work must be shifted to the mill and lP
the dcparmcnt. Our Trade Union cadres must be at the spot, must
pai1icipatc and lead in every partial struggle against the
day-to-day oppressions and what is important-imerpret to tht
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11·urkers the widl'r meaning cf t•tich ,\·tru~glc·. On the basis of such
..;tmggle. department and mill committees must be built up not
merely as organs of local struggle hut as units, as parts of tht'
wider unity of the jute workers as a whulC'. of the cc1.·,·aliscd Jute
Workers' Union.
This type of day-to-day wort.. amon!? the jute work.crs Wal\ done
h)- no tmde union groups bl· fore thl· strike. Thal is why. they were
all isolated from the masses. That is way no advanced working
class cadres were created. That was the real cause of the disparity
between the spontaneous action of the massl')o. and the lack of
1.:onscic,us organisational preparation for the stru~gle. That such
type of mass work is possible among thl· jute ,..·orker)o.. that it ilocs
ll'ad to succt.'ss is already heing dl'mnn.,trall'd today in n·11ain
an.·as in Barrackpon• and in Rajganj hy a valiant band of worker1...
WL· shall revert to thi!-. point later. Tht.> point we want to make
dt•ar i'i that the lack of or~ani:.ation or preparation, the failure of
lhc: leadership to keep pace with the m<i.,'ies-·· wa)o. due to thrir
lark of contact with thl~ nKtS!-.C!o.. to their failure to work among thl'
"orkers---to carry their trade tmion act1vitie~ into the factory and
in'iidc the di:purtments.

Election Propaganda
J-r~,m

April 1936. (when the disconh..·111 .l~ainst the nc\'v "YStl'lll
of working hours anu w;,1gt'!. hcgan) to 1---chruary 19.n when thl'
first !.erit•!o. of !-.trikes. which '"ulminatcll in the !!l'tll'ral 1..trikl'.
sta11c<l, there was no con)o.cious preparation. But towards the end
of this period an event mll·rvcned whil"h brou~ht all thl~ t1 .•de
union groups together for a C:.i111paign of intensive agitation. 1 hi'
event wa~ the electior for the Bcnp.al Legislative A!.!-.cmbl~ under
the new Constitution. lhere were thl"l~c scats in the Jute Lahour
area one for each of the three hi~ sections viz: Barrackpon:.
Hoogly-Scrampore and Howrah-Bud!!e Budge. There was no
Trade Uni0n Constituency. The members were to be elected by
the direct viltc of the workers w.ho were cligihle for the vote under
the rules.
The trade union. group!. hclongmg to the AlTUC formed a
United Front Parl·iamentary Boar<.! and put up their three
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candidates for the three !!eats. They contested the eJections on the
basis of the manifesto and the general workers demand~
formulated hy the AITUC. The specific demands put forward
before the workers during the election campaign were (I) Job. (2)
Minimum salary of R!I 30/-p.m .• (3) Free quarters, (4) Provision
for old age (provident fun':l and gratuity), (5) Leave with pay for a
month and one month's sick leave yearly, (6) Free Medical help.
(7) Unemployment Relief, (8) Dole during uncmployml'nt,
(9)Work for relatives, and ( 10) Free education for the children of
the labourers.
The Election Campaign came at an opportune moment. It caml·
against the background of a rising wave of di!icontent again!lt thl·
new working hours and thi: relatively reduced wage!'.. It came at a
time when the workers had already begun their offensivc for thl·
hettenncnt of their conditions. Sporadic strike!! were already
taking place and the tempo of the str"ggle wa!I ri!iing. The
wonderful opportunity of the election campaign could have been
used far mori: t'ffectively to make up for the lost t1ml'. lo
consciously ll)Obili!ie the worker!! for the coming struggle.
The immediate dcmands--on thr ba!iis of whkh the striki:!i of
April and May had taken place-and which were rapidly
becoming the demand" of stmggle of all the jute workers-coulJ
have heen placed in the forefront of the election propaganda. Tiu.:
dection campaign could have been one continued effort fo1
mobilising the jute workers for struggle' against the long hour~
and reduced wages-against the hated bribery. corruption and tlw
oppression of the Sardars (Jobbers) and for the recognition of thl'
union. Workers were already fighting for these demands. which
later became the main demands of the general strike. Not through
the legislatures-not through the Slave Constitution-but by their
own organised and united efforts-through stmgglc again~t the
millowncrs and the government could their demands be obtained.
This ought to have been the central theme of the cledion
propaganda.
The election propaganda among the jute workers in Bengal
seldom reached this high level. The campaign was not consciou!ily
used for the preparation of the coming struggle. In some places it
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en•r, dcgtmcrated to the reformist lcvel-'Scnd us to A!oii.emhly
anJ we will see to it that all your demands are granted'. But g:ivc-n
thc background of seething discontc-nt. the \\ 1dcsprcad
pl1pularisation of the ha!-iic dcmandi., the gcnt>ral pror··gamJa for
\\.Ork.mg clai.s solidarity and unity had a tremendous gal\'ani!-ting
l'ff°l>l't. The workers interprelt:d the campaign instinctih~ly as a \.'.all
to unitt'd struggle for their immediate ucmands. lmmedi:ttd} aftcr
the clel.'.tions !-ipontaneous strike!-. ~tart..!d at Shihporl•(Howrah).

III

The First Stage of the Strike
Wc haw i.een that !-tince April 19.~6. the jutc ho~~c' wen.:
rapidly fon.:ing the pace of produl·tion. The mark~t wa'
:xpanding. the price~ ri~ing and l'Veryu11c tlf the capitali~t~ \\ a11ll:<l
l\J prl'!'\S for'hard to lake the fir!-il advantage of thl• hoom. It \\'~l!oi
not enough to unseal all the loom~ am.I go owr to full rmll"
working:. It wa!oi m•n·s!-ia1-y to speed up produdio11 without
l:mploying more men. Profit, cannol hl' made without 1..utting
1..·11,1~: and costs can he cut hy getting. more worl per man dmmg
the \·\'orking hour!-.. The pace of production can rapidly he forced
up. ,.,·ithout 111cl"l·asing the numhcr of wnrh·r:-. in 1lw same
proportion. only by forcing more v.·ork on tu the ~houldcr)I of the
\\ orlcri.. by making im mads into their rcce~~ hum. h} demanding.
~xtra punctuality of attendance l which in Indian me<.lll!'t turning up
1/.: hour earlier than thl' ~cheduled time). Thi~ wa~ l'xa..:tly what
wa~ happening in the jute mills since April 1936.
In December I 936 there wa-. a strikc m the Hoogly .lute Mi lb
at R1shrn. bccaul'!e the weavers refused to do the c.1Jd1tional worl
of repc.tiring damaged gunnies lhem:-.chc!-t a!'t 'has dcmanded of
them. Similarly the immediate cm1sc nf the !-itrikl' in the f"on
William Jute Mills which ht.~g.111 on I st of rt:bruary ·-:,7 wa-; due to
"the restrictions impo~cd upon the operatives regardi11g their
attendance on duty." This was t~c spark which ignited the flame
of the Howrah strikes <Feb. I to rch. 26th) whkh form the first
"tage of the general strike wave. five thou~and men were involved
in the Fort William Mill strike. On thl' same day a meeting was
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held, comrade Shibnath Banerjee presiding, in which the demands
of the strikers were formulated. These included together with
general demands, ( 1) The restoration of cuts in rates introduced in
1932 as mills were working now 54 hours, and (2) recognition of
Jute Mill Worker's Union.
·
The strike in the F011 William Mill started spontaneously and it
spread spontaneously to the two neighbouring mills with amazing
rapidity. By the 4th of February the workers of the two adjoining
mills came out in sympathy. The numher of strikers swelled to
25.000. Shibnath Banerjee. Deben Sen and others took the lead in
organising meetings and demonstrations of strikers. The
enthusiasm of the workers for struggle and unity was very great.
The strike spread rapidly to the workers in other industries in the
area. Municipal Sweepers of Howrah struck work on the I st week
of February although their strike was short-liv~d. Workers of the
rubber factory were the next to be affected. Among the jute
workers themselves there wa-; a growing support for the extension
of the strike to a gineral strike.
During the first three weeks the strike showed not the slightl'Sl
signs of wea~ening. The millowners sensed from the tempo of the
struggle that the strike was going to spread out rapidly. The
Howrah strikes had to bt! localised and cmshed at all costs. The
mill owners tried a double game. On the one hand they tried on the
23rd Febmary to run the Howrah Jute Mill with a band of
blacklegs and Sardars. On the other hand they made the show as
if they were wi11ing to negotiate a settlement with the workers and
their leader!. through the District Magistrate. The attempt of the
blacklegs to run the Howrah Mill was defeated by the mass of
strikers who launched an attack on the mill. Out of the ensuing
clash the strikers came out victorious and the mill had to be
closed.
While the workers were heroically asserting their democratic
right to strike. the leaders of the strike were negotiating with the
District Magistrate and millowners. Of course · nothing was
achieved in tho!.e negotiations of 23rd February "but the very
report that such an attempt was being made under the lead of the
District Magistrate produced a sobering effect on the recalcitrant
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elements" (U. P. Message d. 23.2.37). This is exactly what the
millowners wanted!
But the news of the mass resistance on the 23rd February
travelled faster than the "sobering" news about the negotiations.
On the 24th February 3.000 men of Budge Budge mill, on the
other side of the Ganges. downed tools cm the dismissal of four
men of the weaving department. Adamjee Jute Mills also lo.truck
work. On the 25th then! was a strike in the Shalimar [ron Works.
The strike was already spreading to the Budge Budge area. Police
and military had already appeared on the scene since the first
skirmish of the 23rd. Section 144 was promulgat~J within the
jurisdiction of Howrah and Bally municipalities and the Budge
Budge police station. Entry of about a dozen leaders into Budge
Budge was banned.
lt was under the menace of the spreading strike that the
millowners gave a verbal assurance to the strike leaders in the
presence of the Distri~t Magistrate about certain of the strikers
demands. This assurance was with reference to the following
demands ( I) Appointment and dismis~al to he made by the
manager or assistant manager, C2) Abuse and as~aults on workers
to be stopped, (3) Stopping of bribery. (-1-) Recognition of a
Registered Union. (5) Six weeks maternity lt=avc with pay. and (6)
No victimisation. That the workers and their leader'\ were being
tricked into breaking their own strike was clear the very next day.
On the 26th February a representative of the millowners said in
his interview to the correspondent of the "Times <~f India". that
'"the cessation of the strike did not hinge upon the question of the
demands being concede<(: The representative refors to the points
agreed to as '"a face-saving set of requests". It was quite cl~ar that
the main demands about wage-cut and the increase of work were
not conceded and even the points agreed to verbally by the
millowners were not going to be put into practice.
The workers of the four jute mills in Sibpore (Howrah) and
Belur rejoined work on the 26th February. They themselves
gained nothing. but the•contlagration they had started was already
fast spreading. Strike in the Budge Budge mill was followed by
!\trike in Goga) Bhai on the other side of the Ganges. On the first
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of March. five more jute mills in the Budge Budge area came out
in sympathy with the strikers of the Budge Budge Mill. By the
I0th of March- i.e., within 15 days after the strikes first began
in Budge Budge, over 50,000 workers were on strike. in another
two days (by the 12th) all the tJtills south of Calcutta on both the
sides of the Ganges, with the exception of Fort Gloster North and
Birla Mills, had lo close down, 75,000 jute workers were on
strike.

Strike Spreads To Budge Budge
Section 144 followed close on the heels of the spreading strike.
It was promulgated in area after area, prohibiting the assemblage
of more than five persons, holding of meetings in public places
and carrying of lathis and other weapons. Orders were served on
several Lahour leaders banning their entry int~ the strike areas.
The whole ~trike area was guarded by police pickets. Any person
looking like an agitator was caught and beaten up. There occurred
the typical case of, journalist, who w~nt to the strike an:a lo get
his report and make an enquiry into the conditions. who was
beaten up. When he protested he was sent up for trial under Secs.
144 and 153.

Is It To Be A General Strike ?
As soon as Howrah strikes began, the question arose-is it
going to be the gcncml strike'! The Trade Union leaders who were
conducting the individual strikes were of the opinion that the
situation was ripe for a general strike and demanded that efforts
be immediately made to spread the strikes to a general strike.
They were for an immediate declaration of general strike by the
BPl'UC. The other Trade Union groups which consisted of
MarxiMs, were opposed to the immediate spreading of these
strikes. Thi~ group wanted "thorough preparations" before a
general strike could be launched. They therefore proposed the
formation of a sub-committee to prepare for a gene~al strike by
calling a Jule Workers' Conference with representatives from
each mill-by the f01mation of a strike committee and the
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establishment of a strike fund. The position of the Marxists was
that they too realised the necessity of a general strike in the near
future but they wanted proper preparations--organisations of the
strike committees etc. beforehand.
This was the state of the controversy in the beginning of
February when the Howrah strikes started. Those who were the
loudest in declaring for an immediate general strike did very little
themselves to spread it. The spread of the strike in Howrah and
from Howrah to Budge Budge was quite spontaneous and was due
to the initiative and the desire for unity an<l struggle of the
workers themselves. Those who claimed to be the leaders of a
movement for a general strike and who denounced others as
-;abotagcrs, did nothing to popularise the slogan of general slrike
<luring the first stage of the strike. On the other hand they were
creating from the very start the illusion among the Howrah
!'>trikcrs that their strike could be settled as an individual strike.
Subsequent events-as we have shown above-proved that it was
an illusion. If they were really serious about the general strike.
why could they not have agreed to the proposal of the Marxi!-.t!- to
start immediate preparations for a general strike? Even general
propaganda about the necessity of a general strike would have had
the desired effect of spreading the existing strikes. If they were
really seriou-; about the general strike. why could they not haw
taken up the proposal of the Marxists for the immediate calling of
a Jute Workers' Conference and agree to get the issue of tht'
general strike settled by the workers themselves?

The Controversy Oves General Strike
The essence of the controversy. appears to us to be the fact that
both the groups were more or less isolated from the masses of
workers and were unable to feel the pulse of the rising tempo of
the struggle. Those who were clamorous with the demand for an
immediate general strike, merely ·wanted the BPTUC to pass a
resolution to that effect. Some of them at any rate wanted this to
serve their opportunist ends. ill practice they were the real
sabotagers of the strike. The Marxists on the other hand, entirely

underestimared the tempo of the rising struggle. Their position in
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February was "to end the strikes in Howrah as happily as
possible'' and to settle down to prepare for a general strike. The
events of the subsequent weeks showed how they had
underestimated the strength of the spontaneous strike movement.
There was no question now .., of ending any individual strikes
"happily" at alJ. The sequel of Howrah had proved it. The only
way of happily ending the strike was to give conscious direction
and lead to the spontaneous strike movement and to rapidly spread
it to a general strike. There was no other way.
In the second week of March. under the stress of the rising
strike wave in Budge Budge. the Marxists shifted their position.
They were now for consolidating the existing strike and for
popularising the slogan of general strike. They put forward a
lengthy programme of "preparation for the general strike'": but
they were not yet for spreading the strike to a g;neral strike. They
said "the demand for a General Strike has not yet assumed the
character of a demand arising out of the mass of workers
themselves". This p1ey said on the I Ith of March when the strike
was rapidly spreading in Budge Budge-Rajganj, Sankrail.
Chengail and Rishra. By the 13th of March 75.000 workers were
already on Strike. And the workers were well on the way of
realising a general strike in action. If the Marxists had at least
begun to carry out in practice their programme they would have
found themselves spreading the strikes to a general strike in spite
of themselves. The situation was so tense.
Wc can sum up our views on the controversy in the following
manner. The Trade Union groups which claimed from the start to
he for spreading the Howrah strikes to a general strike failed to do
so in practice. They did not form strike committees of rank and
tile workers where they were leading the strikes. They did not
carry on a propaganda for spreading the Howrah strikes into a
general strike in the neighbouring areas. The strike spread to
Budge Budge spontaneously. They did not agree to the proposal
of the Labour Party-Ganashakti groups to form a joint strike
committee to consolidate the existing strikes and start propaganda
for general strikes in the other areas. This delay in achieving
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united action by all leading groups was harmful to the
development of the struggle.
On the other hand. the Labour Party and Ganashaktj groups,
even taking for .granted that they could not foresee that the
Howrah and Budge Budge strikes would develop into a general
strike, ought to have at least acted upon their own r~solution.
Thl"'y ought to have popularised the neecl for a general strike in
areas in which they had contacts. They ought to have explained to
the workers in other areas the significance of the strikes which
were taking place in Howrah and Budge Budge. They ought to
have explained to the workers how the strikers were fighting for
exactly the same demands which were their demands and against
oppressions which they too had to face instead of their continuous
harping on the need for preparation for a genera) strike. Their
failure to do anything substantial themselves while thc strike was
on, made them appear as the opponents of the slogan of general
strike. This attitude of the leaders of this group spread confusion
among their own active rank and file. who, working and living
among the mas~cs felt the tempo of the rising struggle.

IV

The Second Phase of the Strike
The spreading of the strike to Budge Budge area fo1mcd the
second phase of the strike. As stated previously th!.! strikes in
Budge Budge followed close un the heels of the Howrah strikes.
Within less than three weeks i. c .. by the 16th of March all the
mills, south of Calcutta except the Fort Gloster North and the
Birla Mills had to close down. The number of strikers involved
were 80,000. Workers of Hastings Mill in Rishra (Serampore)
had also struck work. We have already described the repressive
measures launched by the government. In spite of Section 144,
inspite of police terror, mass clashe!ii of strikers with the police
were taking place especially at the gates of the few milJs which
were still working (Adamjce, Fort Gloster North and Birla) in this
area. On the 12th of March there was a clash near the gates of the
Adamjee Mill. The police resorted to a lathi charge to disperse the
picketers and one arrest was made. On the 19th there was a clash
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near the Fort Gloster (North) Mill; several arrests were made.
About the same time there was a clash near Shyamganj (Birla
Mills}. Sever.ti workers were severely injuried by lathi blows.

Delhi Meeting of the A.-~. T. U. C. Executive
The Jute strike had now gained formidable proportions. The
heroic stand of the workers. the miserable conditions of work and
wages against which they were rebelling and the brutal repression
which was being exercised against them attracted widespread
attention throughout India. Workers meetings were being held
outside the banned areas protesting against the use of Section 144,
the a.Tests and the prohibiting orders on leader~. The President of
the National Congress, issued a statement calling. on the public to
help the cause of the jute workers. On the 13th uf March Prof .
• Central Assembly
Ranga tabled an adjournment motion in the
"On the failure of the Government of India to take effective steps
to settle the stri~"'- The motion was, of course. di~allowed.
In Delhi, during the convention week the EC of the AITUC
held its meeting. The question of the jute mill strike was
discussed. The leaders of the Labour Party and Ganashakti
groups attempted once again to defend their untenable stand. A
resolution drafted by comrades Dange, Nimbkar and Kamik was
finally passed. The resolution recognised the fact that "the strike
of the jute workers of Howrah and Budge Budge was rapidly
spreading" and that "the occasion was ripe for a general strike
among the jute workers of Bengal". It called upon all the loca)
unions and Trade Union Workers to unite and to develop the
situation into a general strike as early as possible and to form a
democratically elected Centnil Strike Committee with rank and
file representatives from the mills. It formulated the basic
demands of the workers which included the restoration of the
wage-cut effected in 1932. the stopping of bribery, fine, and
assaults. and also demanded the permanent service. and
recognition of the union. This resolution was passed on the 21st of
March 1937.
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Jute Workers' Conference
In the meanwhile, the trade union leaders who were conducting
the strike in Budge Budge formed the Reception Committee of the
All-Bengal Jute ·workers' Conference on the 18th March and
announced the Conference itself for the 28th. There was very little
time to popularise the purpose of the Conference among the
workers--especially in the area to which the strike had not yet
spread. It was necessary to popularise the Conference as the
initiator of the unity of all the jute workers in their struggle
against their common oppressors. The Conference was going tb
discuss and decide the question of the utmost importance to all the
jute workers and it was essential to secure the participation of the
delegates from all the areas. The question of the Conference was
hefore the BPTUC for months; but this group had persistently
refused to take up the question of calling the Conference at an
early date. The Labour Party and Ganashakti groups on the other
hand instead of putting forward a sterile opposition on the slogan
of general strike. ought to have pressed forward the issue of the
Conference, ought to have insisted that the question of geneml
strike be decided by the workers' Conference and ought to have
themselves taken the lead in preparing for the Conference.
As matters stood, however. little propaganda for the
Conference out~ide Budge Budge was done. Leaflets explaining
the purpose of the conference were not widely distributed. The
Labour Party and Ganashakti groups did little to co-operate in the
preparations for the Conference. The Conference was attended by
about I0,000 strikers from the Budge Budge area. The leaders of
all the T. U. groups participated. Mr. J.C. Gupta, th~ Congress
whip in the Bengal Assembly presided over the conference.
Comrades Dange, Nimbkar and Kamik-leaders of the Bombay
GKU-participated in the conference as the delegates of the
AITUC. Comrade Sudin Pramanik in his reception address
sketched the economic background ·of the jute workers' struggle
showing how the tremendous profits of the jute bosses were made
at the cost of the expipitation of the workers and how their
demands were justified. Comrade Dange and Dutt-Mazumdar
stressed in their speeches the need for the fonnation of rank and
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fi1e strike committees in the labour localities and in the mills as
the organs of struggle. Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose expressed on
behalf of the Congress its 'sympathy and support' to tile cause of
the workers. Sibnath Banerj~e moved the resolulion calling upon
the workers to extend the stn1'es into a general strike and putting
forward the fifteen demands of the strikers.

Central Strike Committee
The names of the Central Strike Committee were announced at
the conference, in which leaders of all the TU groups were
included. It was also decided to include two representatives of
each mill on strike. But the meaning of these steps was not
explained to the workers. It was not explained that in the
formation of the Central Strike Committee a tormal unity among
all the union leaders working in the different jute areas was
achieved. This formal unity was to be converted into the real unity
of the masses of Jhe jute workers themselves. The Central Strike
Committee wouf{i become the symbol and the organ of such a
unity only when it would be reinforced by the inclusion of the
rdnk and file representatives from the various mills in the different
areas. Then alone it would be the workers' own organ of struggle.
And out of such an organ of united struggle-forged in the
process of strike struggle would arise the central organisation of
the jute workers, the ·united Trade Union of all the jute workers of
Bengal. It was not explained that the Central Strike Committee
would be linked up through the rank and file representatives into
the local strike=: committees in the various mills and that these local
strike committees would be the leading organs of the strike in the·
various mill areas. Out of these strike committees, in so far as
they succeeded in mobilising the support of the majority of the
workers in the mill-in becoming their trusted leaders in the ·
struggle, could arise the mill and the department committees
which would be the real and the Jive basis of a centralised and a
united union of the jute workers.
This perspective was not placed before the workers. It was
possibly not before the leaders themselves. That this perspective
was the logical development of the struggle has been proved by
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subsequent events. In Barrackpore where the Marxists took the
initiative in fanning local strike committees of rank and file
workers, committees which took the leadership in the mass
struggle against the strike breakers, influential mill and
dep~rtment committees enjoying the confidence and support of the
masses of workers arose. If from the very start functioning rank
and file strike committees had been fonned in each localicy and
mill and if these committees had been the leaders in the struggle
and if these committees had been linked up with the Central Strike
Committee. we would have been nearer the formation of a
powerful centralised union than we are today. We would be far
more effectively fighting and check-mating the breaches of the
agreement arrived at the time of calling off the strike, which are
being committed to-day.
In practice the Central Strike Committee functioned as a top
committee at best or did not function as a committee at all. No
real local strike committees were formed except in Barrackpore.
Workers' representatives attended only the last two meetings
when final negotiations were going on. The Central Strike
Committee never became an organ of the rank and file working
class leadership-the popular and central organ of workers'
struggle as was the case with the Joint Strike Committee of the
Bombay Textile Workers' in 1934.

v
The Third Phase of The Strike
The situation of the -5trike on the eve of the Jute Workers'
Conference i. e. on the 28th March was that the strikers in the
Budge Budge area and on the other side of the Ganges in Bauria,
Chengail, Sankrail and Rajganj were still on. But already
determined efforts to break the strike::i had begun. At Shyamganj
the Birla Mills had struck work for a few days but the strike had
collapsed there. In Howrah (Sibpur) three mills were working. In
Ghusuri, there was agllin a short-lived strike in Adamjee mill, but
the five other small mill~ in the area were unaffected. The big jute
mill areas in the North, the Hoogly-Serampore area on the one
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side and the Barrackpore area on the other, were. as yet totally
untouched. The immediate tasks before the Strike Committee
should have been to strengthen the strikes in the southern areali,
fonn strike committees in each of the mills, counteract the strike
breaking efforts of the agent~ of the miJlowners and the police by
organising the defensive action of the workers, and keep up the
enthusiao;;m of the workers by issuing forceful leaflets condemning
the repressive policy of the new ministry. It was necessary
immediately to start a hurricane propaganda in the Barrackpur
and Hoogly areas and bring about strikes in all the mills there
before the strike in the South began to weak.en. If this rapid
movement could have been achieved. if the strikes in Barrackpur
and Hoogly area could have come two weeks earlier than they
actually began. then the power of the general strike would have
been greater. A more favourable settlement c~uld have been won
with the same amount, perhaps less, of sacrifice.
The actual development however wao,; otherwise. On the eve of
the Budge Budgl conference, the police commissioner of Calcutta
issued orders prohibiting all important labour leaders from
participating in the Anti-Constitution Hartal Day on the I st of
April. Meetings, processions, etc. were banned within Calcutta
and the suburbs for a period of 7 days. This was partly
responsible for delaying the efforts to spread the strike to the
northern areas. Immediately after the declaration of the general
strike orders were served on Dutt-Mazumdar (Assembly member
for Barrackpore Labour Constituency) and others prohibiting
them from entering that area. There was no organisation, nor any
local trade union cadres working in Barrackpore area who could
take up strike propaganda on their own hands. It was not until the
13th April that strikes in Barrackpur started and by the time they
began to spread rapidly, the situation in the South had begun to
weaken.
As soon as the ban orders issued in connection with the
inauguration of the New Constitution had lapsed the Central
Committee organised a huge workers' demonstnttion and a
meeting at the foot of the Ochterlony Monument (Maidan) and
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decided to take a workers' procession to Mr. Fazlul Huq who had
now become the Prime Minister of "the new regime". On the 16th
of February, when the Howrah strike was on, Mr. Huq had
presided over a meeting in Howrah Town Hall in which "a charter
of workers' grievances" was proposed to be drawn up to be
presented to the newly constituted legislatures. In that meeting the
demands of the Howrah strikers were characterised as "extremely
reasooable''-and the workers were congratulated on their b1&tve
stand. Now the same Mr. Fazlul Huq was the prime minister
under the new constitution and the workers wanted to see what.he
would now do for them. The demonstration was not dispersed by
a lathi charge. The minister graciously agreed to sec the
deputation of workers and their leaders. Negotiations and
consultations continued for a few days and on the 13th the
ministers communicated their decision. On hehalf of tht"
government the ministers "advised'' the workers to call off the
l>trike on the following assurance:-( I) No victimisation for TU
activities, (2) An impartial Board of Conciliation to be appointed
to investigate into the demands of the strikers and give effect to
their recommendation within a fortnight.
This was clearly a strike-breaking proposal. The workers
rightly demanded that the orders under SC(·tion 144 be
immediately withdrawn and the main demands regarding wagccut, permant>ncy of service and recognition of their union be first
granted before they returned to work. Negotiations broke down
The new government in the person of it!. Lahour Minister started
its open strike-breaking propaganda. Replying to an address
presented to him by the "workers" of Adamji Jute Mills. the Hon.
Mr. S. Suhrawardy said "the strike might have been useful in
those days when there were no other methods of bringing your
grievances to the notice of the authorities. Now that your
grievances will be listened to with sympathy, there is no reason
why you should fol!ow this procedure". If in spite of his
wholesome advice the workers did follow the procedure-
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he-Suhrawardy-in company with the jute bosses had made up
his mind how to deal with them.

Strike Spreads To Barrackpore
In the meanwhile, disconttnt was growing in the Barrackporc
area. A few organisers had slipped in, in spite of the strict
vigilance and began agitation in the mills and the Bustecs. In
Barrackpore the strike had to be spread against heavy odds. The
area was already strongly policed. But the spontaneou~ mass
initiative developed by the workers broke down the resistance of
the police and the mill authorities. from the 12th April, began the
victorious march of the strike in the Barrackpore area. Every
advance made in Barrackpore had to be fought for. Strike started
in Titagarh No. I and No.2. On the 13th the strikers in a hody
marched to the Khardah Mill. The Bus~cs ck'-'ed the gates of the
Khardah Mill to prevent agitators from entering it. There were
mass clashes with the police at the gates of mills. In spite of the
lathi-charges by Ifie police, the mass of strikers were able to rush
into the mill and bring out the workers there on St1ike. Similar
clashes occurred in other places. By the 17th the Strike was
complete in Titagarh No. I and No.2 and in the Standard and
Khardah mills.
On the 16th and 17th the strike spread lo Anglo-Indian Mill
No.4. The strikers launched an offensive against the other three
mills in the area. Here the operations on behalf of the mill
authorities were led by Mr. Latafat Hussein-the unsuccessful
Nl'TU candidate in the last elections. With the aid of the mill
durwans and the police he forced batches of workers inside the
mill.
On the 18th April, Mr. Latafat Hussein organised a meeting of
"workers" on behalf of his "Kankinara Labour Union". The
meeting was organised to give a reception to Hon. Mr. H. S.
Suhrawardy, the Labour Minister, who repeated his speech at the
Adamjee Mill in Howrah-Workers had no need to strike. The
new government was there to look after their comforts etc. As
soon as the workers got back to work the government would "give
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serious consideration to the suggestion of a new conciliation
machinery''.
Commenting on this speech Mr. Shihnath Banerjee, the
president of the AITUC said: "The Hon'ble Minister should have
thrown his weight and dynamic personality for getting an
immediate and just settlement. ls it too late to expect him to take a
correct view"? (Amrita Bazar Patrika., 20.4.37).
But the "Sweet Words" of the minister had no effect on the
workers as the police had their own way. Workers had no
illusions about them. As if in reply to the minister the strike
assumed higher dimensions. On the 19th of April there w~re
already 50,000 on strike in Titagarh and 50.000 in Jagatdal and
Kankinara. On the 20th the total number of strikers in the entire
jute area was 1,25.000.

Weakening at Budge Budge
While the strike wave was advancing with mpid strides in the
Barrackpore area, concerted efforts were being made to break the
strike in the southern areas. in Budge Budge. Rajganj and
Sankrail. Herc the strike had entered its 6th week. On the Budge
Budge side meetings were still possible a fc.!w miles away from the
mill area in Nungi and Maheshtola and several meetings were held
condemning the strike-breaking speeches of Suhrawardy and the
repression by govemmcnt. On the other sidt:, in Rajganj, Sankrail,
Chcngail and Bauria no meetings were possible nor were attempts
made to hold meetings outside the banned area. There were no
properly functioning strike t.:ommittees in mills or Bustee
committees. The spon~neous efforts of the strikers to fight the
strike. breaking activities of the police and the mill authorities
were not coordinated nor organised. There was a tremendous lack
of leaflets. The laflcts of the strike committee were always
tame-their language stood in sharp contmst to the heroic mass
actions of the workers. Every leaf.let of the strike committee ought
to have given a broad survey of the strike situation on all fronts at
the moment, ought toilave interpreted the significance of the mass
actions of the workers in their struggle against strike. breakers,
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ought to have sharply attacked the repressive and the
strike-breaking policy of the ministers under the new constitution.
It ought to have exposed the hollow claim of the ministers that
they were introducing a new regime when strikes were
unnecessary. The new minist~rs were faithful to the jute bosses
and to Imperialism-they we~ carrying out the same old policy of
repression. The only way of keeping up the tempo of the strike
struggle in spite of repression-in spite of Sec.144 and the
imposing of bans on leaders, was through the functioning of local
strike committees and bustee committees and by organising
defence groups. These local organs of struggle in the entire
fighting front bad to be linked up. This could be done by leaflets
alone-leaflets which transmit the enthusiasm of the struggle from
one area to another, which breathe the spirit of solidarity and
struggle, of the unity of all the jutt: workers agiinst the jute bosse!and their henchmen.
These failings-which were the weakness of the struggle as a
whole, were cspelially responsible for the weakening at Budge
Budge which was noticeable towards the close of the strike. The
strategy of the police and the mill bosses was to concentrate
attack on the weakening front. On the 20th of April the operation
of the Section 144 was extended to Nungi and Maheshtola. A
large police force was posted in the Budge Budge area alone. All
the mills were guarded by armed guards. The picture was the
same on the other side of the Ganges. Under this strong police
protection, villages in which the strikers lived were mided and
workers were forced to the mills to work. From many villages the
Sardars mobili:;ed batches of blacklegs mostly through coercion
and marched them to the mills. The militant workers of Rajganj
and Sankrail organised mass pressure upon these blackleg parties.
There were frequent clashes. Although the mills in this area began
sounding the whistle for starting work from the 20th April, the
tactics of the strikers successfully prevented the mills from getting
a real start.
On the 21st, a Police daroga with a batch of armed constables
was taking a batch of 30 blacklegs from Halishar, a village near
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Sankrail. He was met on the way by a batch of picketers who
began to reason with the blacklegs not to go to work. A clash
~nsued in which the police fired on the strikerl-1 wounJing two
boys.
Sajjad Zaheer, the Secretary of the Progres"iive Writers'
Association, who visited the scene of the firing the next day gives
a grim picture of police repression in that area. All the
surrounding villages were honey-combed with police. Sankrail
was converted into an armed camp. Hundred'i of armed and
ordinary police were wandering in the villages and bustees. The
wounded boys, (one was ten years old while the other was
sixtcen)-were arrested and instead of immediately bdng taken to
the hospital they were temporarily bandaged and taken to the
police thana where Mr. Zaheer saw them the next day! Even the
60 years old father of one of the boys was am·stcd ! In ~pile of the
police terror the strike-breaking campaign in that area received a
setback and the mills Belvedere, National and Delta were again
closed.

Strike Spreads To Hoogly
From now on the event~ began to move with lightning rapidity.
In Barrackporc subdivision, almost all the mills from
Hukumchand to Khardah were on strike. Strike fever was
spreading to the other industries in the area. There were already
strikes in the paper mills at Hajinagore and Titagarh. On the other
~idc of the Ganges in the Hoogly-Seramporc area there was only
one milJ as yet on Mrike and that was the Hastings Mill at Ri:-;hra.
On the 24th there was serious clash at the gates of the mill
hetwcen the strikers and the blacklegs. Mr. Zaman. M.L.A. who
was elected to the Bengal Assembly from the J~te Labour
Constituency of Serampore was wounded in the lathi-charge and
later arrested by the police. The police and the mill authorities
made great efforts to prevent the spread of strike of this area. But
after the Rishra clash mill after mifl caml! out. By the 27th nine
mills in this area closed down. The number of strikers in Hoogly
alone swelled to 45,000. The total number of jute worke~· on
strike was now 2,25,000.
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The Highest Point of the Strike Wave
The highest peak of the strike wave was reached in the last
week of April. By the 30th April not only all the mills in the
Barrackpore subdivision from Khardah to Hukumchand were out
but on the Hoogly side all ttie mills except Banshberia were on
strike. Strike had even spread to the Gondalpara mill in the French
territory (Chandannagore). The other industrial concerns affected
by the strike wave in this week were : - Kesoram Cotton Mill,
Dunbar Cotton Mill. Indian Paper Pulp (Barrackpore). Jenson
Paint Works. Kankinara Paper Mills. Britania Engineering Works
and Paha Water Works. Even the sweepers of Jagatdal struck
work for a few days in sympathy with the jute workers during this
eventful week. In the southern area strike still continued in Budge
Budge (two mills) Caledonia, Belvedere. National and Delta. The
other mills were heing run by insufficil.'nt blackleg labour. under
the protection of police. The strikers had not given up the fight.
Clashes were still continuing in BuQgc Budge. The highest
number of jute workers on strikes must have touched the mark of
250.000 during this week.

Repression Runs Riot
With the rising tempo of the strike, repre!lsion too reached
unheard of limits, Orders under Section 144 were further
extended. All Trade Union leaders were served with orders
banning their entry into all the strike areas. Several were arrested.
Hundreds of workers were being arrested daily. Searches and
arrests were taking place in connection with the leaflets which
were being distributed hy the strike committee. In Budge Budge,
Sankrail and Chengail a veritable reign of terror was established
by the police force which was stationed there. In Barrackpore
area, batches of police men with lathis were going to the workers'
quarters, and forcing the strikers to go to work. Innumerable
workers old and young were beaten till they could hardly walk.
Only a few such cases have been reported in the newspapers. In
its press statement published in the Ananda Bazar Patrika dated
1-5-37, the Central Strike Committee reported.: ..On Tuesday the
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27th April a police party entered the Bustee of the Angus Mill and
attempted to force the workers to go to work. When they failed
they began an indiscriminate flogging of the workers. Mansaran eight years old boy was wounded in the head and bled
profusely till he became unconscious. Ranjan Saha. an old man of
70 was severely wounded and is in bed." Pour such cases are
recorded in that press statement and many more have never been
reported at all.
Side by side with open brutal repression. th\! agents of the jute
bosses were pursuing the tactics of ~plitting provocation t1nd
communal riots. Latafat Hussein organised a bogus "conference
of the workers" in Budge Budge and in Barrackpore and
formulated trivial demands. which they made a show of placing
before the mill authorities, and then spread rumours that the
"workers" 4emands were granted in order to spread confusion
among the workers. The millowners published about 20 to 30
leaflets within the two weeks of April and broadcasted the copies
in tens of thousands. These leaflets contamed abuse of the strike
leaders. and strike-breaking propaganda. Mr. Suhrawardy was
continuing his lectures to the workers condemning the stnke. None
of these had any serious effect on the strike.
In the last week of April. a wave of sympathy and suppm1 for
the brave strikers arose from all owr India. Workers' meetings
were held in the various labour centres supporting the i.trike and
resolving to collect funds for relief. The Bengal Congre"s
Committee organised a public mt.'Cting in support of the strike and
condemned the repression. A strike relit:f fund was started by the
Congress. Pt. Jawaharlaf...Nehru addressed a huge mass meeting in
Albert Hall on the 3rd of May in support of thl! strike and helped
to collect 1,000 rupees. Rabindranath Tagore issued a statement
in support of the strikers. The students of Calcutta established a
relief fund.

Jute Bosses Feel the Pinch
By the 3rd and the' 4th week of April the effect of the strike
became perceptible on the jute mill industry. A report in
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"Statesman" dated 23-4-37 said that "a cable received from New
York by a local Jute Merchant suggests that Calcutta may lose
considerable business to the continent if the strike continues much
longer. The dispute has coincided with a period of exceptionally
good demand for jute goods f"rom all parts of the world .... It is
feared that if the strike continues there will be a great shortage of
jute goods and consumers will be driven to seek their requirements
elsewhere''. It is a fact that because of the strike the prices went
up by 30 per cent. Temporarily, the speculator~ as well as the
millowners made good profits. But that was only as Jong as stocks
could last. On the 28th April, Messrs. Moram and Co. stated in
the Jute Market report that "Business is gradually being brought
to a stand-still by the further spread of mill strikes. Fully 6% of
the looms in the Calcutta area are now idle and no interest in
consequence is shown by the buyers--quutatrons are nominal in
the absence of business" (Statesman 28-4-J?).
The situation ~as getting critical fur the millowners. If the
strike continued d'-tuch longer, it was ·going to mean a great loss. If
they had to grant the demands of increased wages. it would mean
that the advantage gained by the rise of prices would be nullified.
In the meanwhile strong public opinion was mobilised in suppm1
or the demands of strikers.The Millowncrs' Association in their
statement of 29-4-37 flatly denied that there was any wage-cut.
They stated that they were paying for 54 hours in strict ratio to
the wages paid for 40 hours. They put forward the plea that the
workers were prosperous and happy and it was the Communist
leaders who had engineered the strike for political ends and were
continuing it by methods of terrorisation. The statement was
meant for that section of the public which had "a stake in the
country" and to whom alone the argument that the strike leaders
were aiming at "the overthrow of the orderly government" would
appeal. It could convince none else. It showed that the millowners
wanted the government to take strong action against the leaders
and help them to save their profits.
On the 30th April Mr. J. Reid Kay and Mr. H. H. Burn the
president of the Millowners' Association went to Darjeeling and
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had an interview with the Governor and the Ministers. What
happened in this tripartite conference is not reported bur it can be
guessed. They saw that breaking the strike-when it had reached
such vast proportions would be a difficult and a long process and
would have a bad reaction. Besides it would be a blot on the new
ministry. The millowncrs knew however that the conciliation they
had in view was not going to cost them anything.

VI
The Settlement & After
As soon as the ministers descended from the Hills, the first
thing they did was to issue long-winded statements defending
themselves against the attacks which had been levelled against
them by Congress and Labour leaders. The prime minister in his
statement reproduced the millowners' arguments in his own
words. "There has never been anything like a real economic basis
for these strikes" declared Mr. Huq. "Now at any rate they are
admittedly being used by Communist leaders to pave the way for
a revolution in India". Attacking Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru he said
that Nehru was doing the same thing but ·'only using guarded
language to avoid the clutches of law.'· As for the demands of the
strikers, Mr. Huq ··never said anything at any time to anybody
about the demands being just or unjust" (not even on Feb. 18 in
the Town Hall meeting in Howrah'!). The government could not
"intervene in such strikes and force any party to accept any
terms" and least of all thejute bosses who must have ·~justice and
fairplay". As for the strikers, '"public peace and tranquility" had
to be maintained at all costs. Mr. Huq was ever. willing for
negotiations based "on a reasonable view of things" by which he
meant the workers going back to work unconditionally. And now
if the "well wishers of lahour" instead of coming to him, the
popular minister went to Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru-so much the
worse for them. He would now pack up his things and ..go baC'k to
Darjeeling and leave the unfortunates to the consequences of their
suicidal conduct".
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The Last Week of The General Strike
These hysterics of Mr. Huq were only a part of his game to
drive a hard bargain with the strikers and their leaders. He, of
course, did not leave Calcut~. On the one hand he got in touch
with the leaders of the strike committee and on the other
intensified the repression, terror and provocation in the mill areas.
On the 29th the Police Commissioner issued orders banning all
May Day demonstrations, processions etc. in all the three districts
of 24 Parganas, Hoogly and Howrah. On the first of May another
crop of prohibitory orders were issued against a great number of
leaders. Jn the case of some of these orders, the fresh cause given
was that the persons concerned were fonning "Communist Cells''
among the workers. The millowners with the aid of the police
were concentrating their attack on three •points Jagatdal in
Barrackpore area, in Hoogly and in Budge Budge. Determined
efforts were bei~ made in these three places to get the mills to
work. On the 3rd of May, 85 striker!'. were arrested in a single
day-35 in Jagatdal and 50 in Hoogly where there were
lathi-<:harges in an effort to run Shamnagore North Mill at
Bhadreshwar. In Budge Budge the Cheriot Mill had to close again
as a result of a clash. On the 4th, whistle was sounded by
Alliance, Meghna, Craig and Waverley in Barrackpore hut a full
contingent of workers was not obtained. A police officer with a
batch of policemen entered all the bustees of the four Anglo
Indian Mills, every room was searched for Jathis and leaflets. the
belongings of workers were thrown about, the doors broken open.
On the same day the police entered the Bustees of Titagarh Mill
no. 2. and arrested nine workers. On the 3rd of May Victoria Mill
in Hoogly sounded the whistle. When the workers did not come,
the manager with 50 policemen rushed into the coolie lines and
wanted to evict the workers from their quarters. On their refusal
they were assaulted and as a result two women were injured. The
three mills of Rajganj had closed down after the Halishar firing.
After a week, stoppage they started again but only to close again.
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State of the Strike on ·the Eve of Settlement
The situation of the strike on the eve of the settleml•nt which
took place on the night of the 7th of May may be summed up as
follows. In Hajinagar several mills had sounded the whistle but
failed to get any workers at all. In Jagatdal because of the ruthless
terrorism of the police, several mills had begun to work though
not with a full complement. In Reliance and Kankinara Mill
partial work had begun. In Jagatdal the strike front had begun to
shake. In Titagarh, on the other hand the strike was very strong.
The miJlowners dared not attempt to open the mills. Herc th"e
millowners were distributing thousands of leaflets. A poster with a
portrait of Mahatma Gandhi was posted up on the walls asking
the workers to go back to work. None of these had any effect on
the workers. In Hoogly only one mill was working. In Budge
Budge. Lothian. Orient and Albion, had started work several day~
before but the workers came out again when they found that no
demands had been granted. In brief, the situation was summed in
a report in Amrit Bazar Patrika dated 7-5-37 as follows:-About
22 mills on the whole remained idle on 6.5.37 rendering 95,000
men idle. The situation towards the end of the last month of the
strike was about 40 mills out and the number of operatives
involved was over 2,000,000. The situation had no doubt
deteriorated in the first week of May but not so much as shown by
the figures. The figure of 95,000 is too low a figure and is arrived
at by assuming that all the milJs running were working with a full
complement.

The Settlement
It wa-; against this background that the negotiations between
the ministers and the strike leaders were taking place. On the one
hand the strike front was visibly weakening and on the other hand
the government were eager to end the tension by a show of
conciliation without granting any of the demands. During the days
of the negotiations. hundreds of workers' representatives were
coming to the Calcutta office of the Central Strike Committee.
Most of them were of opinion that the strike should be called off if
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the government gave the assurance about stopping bribery and the
beating by the Sardars, and if aJI were taken back to work and the
repressive orders and prosecutions withdrawn. It was felt that it
would be better to take this .opportunity of ending the strike rather
than face a breaking of the strike which would have meant a much
greater demoralisation. The strike leadership had failed to build
up a network of rank and file committees and defence groups to
fight the strike-breakers in the face of repression. The only place
where such an organisation functioned was Titagarh in
Barrackpore and there the strike was still strong. There was no
other way for the present but a retreat-and an avenue for retreat
was offered which could if properly utilised, be made the basis of
a greater advance-a strong and a united organisation and a better
organised struggle.
These were the considerations which led to the settlement. The
terms offered and accepted were ( t) No victimisation of workers
for taking part jll the strike or trade union activities, (2) Workers'
Trade Union to be recognised, (3) Liberal policy to be adopted
regarding all ca~es arising out of the strike, (4) Thorough
investigation satisfactory to the workers into the question of
wages and the powers of Sardars and overseers in the matter of
appointments and dismissals, which had given rise to grave
abuses and into other grievances of the jute workers, (5)
Prohibition orders under section 144 to be withdrawn. The
Centred Strike Committee discussed the negotiations in two
meetings on the 5th and the 7th May respectively. On both the
occasions 80 to I 00 workers delegates from different parts were
present. In the first meeting the Strike Committee formulated their
demands for settlement. These were ( t) No appointment or
dismissal of workers through Jobbers, stopping bribery etc. (2)
Necessity of restoring wage-cut to he accepted in principle-a
token restoration to be immediately made and the full question to
be left to a board of arbitration which was also to decide about the
other demands, (3) The terms of settlement to be announced by
the Government with the declared consent of the Millowners and
the strikers and their organisation.
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These additional demands were placed before the ministers who
were of course not ready to accept them. On the 7th the strike
committee met again and discussed the terms actually offered by
the government and decided to accept them and to call off the
strike on the 10th of May.

The Strike Called off
On the 8th of May the statements of the premier as well as that
of the Central Strike Committee calling off the strike appeared in
the press and leanet.;; of these statements were distributed widely
thoroughout the mill area. In Titagarh where thl~ strike was VCQ'
strong and where 14 mills were on strike these statements were
greeted with mixed feelings. Crowds of militant workers rushed to
the local strike committee office and wanted to know what the
workers had after all gained by those terms. The Titagarh workers
were dissatisfied with the tenns of the settlement but they decided
to wait tilJ the next day when section J44 was expected to be
withdrawn and the strike leaders were expected to come and hold
meetings to explain the settlement.
Sunday the 9tb of May was a busy day. There were meetings in
every centre in the entire jute industry area. Strike leaders were
rushing in batches from place to place and addressing series of
meetings. Workers in their thousands waited in the meeting places
in their centres. Even the Titagarh workers a~reed to the tactic of
withdrawing the strike when the situation was explained to them.
They realised that they were retreating in agreeing to those terms
but they also saw that the chain was no stronger than its weakest
link. They were still strong in Titagarh but the front was
weakening elsewhere. ·-ney knew that they were retreating in
order to preserve their fighting strength, to redouble it to utilise
the rich experience of this struggle for building up a' greater and
mightier unity in the form of a single All-Bengal Jute Workers'
Union".

The Aftermath

at

The settlement was
best a moral victory for the workers. It
created among the workers for the first time a sense of unity and
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solidarity embrdCing the whole industry. It opened up the
possibility of building up a centralised and a strong union. As for
immediate material gains, there were none. Within four days after
the work began the workers found that each one of the tertns of
settlement was broken. ~re was victimisation in every area.
Comrade Shibnath Banerjee issued a statement on the J3th May
in which he recorded numerous cases of victimisations from all
areas. A few of the workers arrested in connection with the strike
were released, but there were a great number of cases pending
before the Courts. In many cases even bail was not granted. As
for the demands about wage-cut-and the Sardar's bribery etc no
enquiry committees have as yet been appointed. Once again the
ministers were approached. There were consultations between the
ministers, and strike committee leaders. The Millowners'
Association came out with a statement (Amrit Bazar Patrika dated
26.5.37) flatly denying that "on resumption of work at the jute
mills after the recent strike there had been victimisation of any
kind." Once mqre verbal assurances were given by the ministers
but the situation was not altered in the slightest.

Barrackpore Shows the Way
We have said above how Barrackpore was the only place.
where functiQning rank and file local strike committees were
formed. Towards the end of the strike. the comrades who were
working in this area, began to issue on their own initiative short
leaflets. This was quite essential as the leaflets of the Central
Strike Committee were few and far between while the millowners
were flooding the area with their leaflets. There was an insistent
demand from the workers for leaflets. Immediately after the
settlement, the Barrack.pore Strike Committee came out with a
leaflet in which it correctly pointed out that the struggle was not
over, but was entering into a new phase. Not one of the demands
would be obtained until they kept on the struggle and built up the
organisation and strengthened it. It explained to the workers how
department committees and factory committees were to be formed
and how the day-to-day struggle was to be continued through
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them. Every act of oppression, every new grievance, was to be
fought on the spot, inside the factory through departmental
committees. Such departmental and Mill Committees were to be
the foundation stone of the centralised and united union which was
being built.
The group of workers who issued the leaflets immediately set
to work on this question. They began setting up department
committees in most of the Titagarh Mills. The idea wb
enthusiastically received. To begin with, workers did not bother
with the election of the committee etc. The main thing ";:as
struggle and action. The bosses were not paying extra wages for
extra hours. "Alright, No Extra wages-No extra work. Take on
extra men for your extra work". That was the cry. Already on the
J5th of May the struggle started in the Titagarh Mills. At first the
manager would not grant the demand.There was instantaneous
strike in the spinning department. Within a week the saheh came
round. Sixty five extra hands were employed. The example was
catching. One by one the struggle and organisation started in each
of the Titagarh mills. The fight began against bribery. against
beating, again!\t the minimum quota in lht! weaving department.
The Red Turbans of the police once again appeared in Titagarh
on the 30th of May. There was a strike in Khardah mill in which
6,000 workers were involved. Workl!rs were demanding extra
hands. The manager declared a lock out. The workers raised the
slogan "open the gates or pay out doles''. The gates were opened
hut the police began arresting union comrades. On the spot a
leaflet demanding the release of thest! comrades wa~ prepared and
posted up in the mill. Workers went in a body to the burra-safleb,
demanding the release of their comrddes.
The management had begun to quake and yielded before this
spontaneous mass initiative of the workers. The struggle is again
spreading to other mills. Recently the women workers of
Belvedere Jute Mills in Sankrail resorted to a stay-in-strike
demanding increase of wages and the stoppmg of the bribery of
the mill Sardars.

"

~JJ'/.r o/Tlte Cnmm11n1:r1 Mm·rmc•m i!l l11di(/

Stroggle Ahead
The workers of Bam1ckpore and the comrades working there
have shown the way. They have shifted the centre of r/Jeir
activities to the department and the mill. It is only through ~uch
day-to-day struggle and organisation that a mass Union can he
built up. But it mu~t be dearly under!oitood that the fight for the
building up of these local organs of struggle i!oi only a part of the
higger fight for building up the broader unity. The partial struggll·
makes the workers conscious of the unity in the miH and in the
department. It i'i necel\sary to interpret every partial l\truggle a~ a
part of the general struggle of the jute -workcr!oi a~ a whole. Jn our
day-to-day agitation and propaganda the pro~pective of the broad
struggle of the jute worker~ a-. a whole must alway~ be kept
before the workers. The ~pirit of umty and.-.olidarity of the .Jlllt'
worker-. of Bengal as a whole wluch wa~ bom in the gencml -.tnke
must be broadened and dt>cpencd. It mul\t a-.sumc com.·rcte
organisational ~rms in the form of a ccntrah~cd union--which
will have its ba-.c in the department and Mill committee~ m every
area.
Great ~trugglc~ in the Indian jute mdul\try are ~till ahead. It 1-.
necessary to u~e the re-.pite given hy the ~ettlement to prepare
them for the struggle. The jute workers of Bengal are the lowc~t
paid workers in the whole of India while the jute industry i!oi the
most prosperous. The Jute magnates are making more profit~ now
because of the increase in the price of jute manufacturel\ due to
the speculative effect of the strike. Export to foreign countrie!, and
to Great Britain is rising by leaps and bound~. The Dundee Jute
magnates are rising a hue and cry against the competition of these
product~ of "Cheap A~iatic Labour". The Jute Market
correspondent of the Amrita Bazar Patrika stated in his weekly
report from London on 15-5-37 that "At the present prices for
goods, the Indian Mills can well afford to increase the wages of
their workers without in any way depreciating their opportunities
of doing business with their own customers". But the Jute
magnates of Calcutta have shelved the wage question and
sabotaged the enquiry. The Government of Bengal cannot escape
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responsibility for this. With the rising capacity of the marl< ,s and
the price, the jute magnates will be making still greater profit4i.
The workers on the other hand with their cost of Jiving rising, will
be having a faH in real wages. Another and a greater wage
struggle is in the offing. The next time we must not lag behind in
preparation and organisation. The workers must win.

VII

Lessons of the Strike & the Tasks Ahead
I. The jute workers' struggle, like all the other recent
working-class struggles has once again brought to the fore the
fact which we have often stressed namely that the MASSES ARE
MOVING FORWARD TO ACTION WHILE THE
LEADERSHIP AND ORGANISATION LAGS BEHIND. This
is the first lesson of the strike. Workers initiated the ~truggle and
they spread it from mill to mill. The} threw up their own
organisalions to defend the strike. to fight the blacklegs and the
police. In the aftermath it is the spontaneous initiative of the
workers themselves which is mainly responsibk for the new phase
of the struggle inside the departments and the mills, the struggle to
enforce the terms of the settlement, to snatch them out of the
unwilling hands of the Jute magnates.
The 'leadership' remained at i;:very phase of the struggle miles
behind, always trailed behind the tail of the movement. It wa'i
isolated from the masses, was not part and parcel of 1he masse~.·
A ~harp break must be made with the practice of 'leading· the
workers movement from a distance - from afar. We have no
right to call ourselves militant Trade unionists and Marxists
unless we live and work with the masses-unless we are always
on the spot to expose every act of oppression. to lead a struggle
against it and to interpret its experience to the masses. We cannot
liquidate our backwardness in retation to the masses we cannot
make our committees the vanguard of the working clas~ masses
unless we revise our methods of Tnide Union work. The
departments, mills, Bustees, must be scenes of our activity. This
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work must supplement and reinforce the agitation through mass
meetings. Mass unions have to be built in the teeth of terror,
repression and provocation. The path lies through the organisation
of mill and department committees, through the training of rank
and file leaders by the experi~nce of struggle and Marxist study.
2. In India the struggle cannot always be postponed till
organisation is built up. Because of the terrible conditions of work
and living, because of the backwardness of organisations the
struggle always breaks over the heads of leaders. Organisation
arises out of such struggles and cannot be counter-posed to
struggle. The vacillations of the Marxists to spread the strike
speedily, their under-estimation of the tempo of the rising struggle
in the early period was a great mistake. The workers would have
gained a victory if the action at Barrackpore had coincided with
the action at Budge Budge and victory wouldhave been gained at
the cost of much less suffering. The subsequent events have
proved it.
3. That the ~rkcrs want unity of action, was proved by this
struggle as by the other recent struggles. The task of the
leadership .is to interpret this urge and to give it an organisational
form. The formation of the Central Strike Committee, and the
authority it enjoyed among the workers, was itself a reflection of
the workers' desire for unity. But the strike committee failed to
transform itself into an organ of rank and file unity and struggle.
It was not strengthened by the active and day-to-day co-operation
of rank and file delegates. It did not take the initiative in
organising strike and bustee committees. It did not link itself with
such committees wherever they were formed on the initiative of
the workers themselves. The Strike Committee did not
consequently become the symbol of the organisational unity of all
the jute workers in their common struggle against the jute bosses.
If the Centml Strike Committee was already strengthened by the
inclusion of elected delegates of the various mills as was the case
with the General Strike Committee of the Bombay textile strike of
1934, it could have. during the struggle, gathered momentum for
the launching of a united Jute Mill Workers' Union.
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4. It is wrong to say that the workers are backward, that they
cannot understand political questions about the struggle against
the Constitution etc. This is a petti-bourgeois conception. It must
go. When the workers arc facing brutal police repression when
they are experiencing the falsity of the promises of the "popular"
ministers. who but the other day paraded as the supporters of the
workers demands, it will be incorrect to say that they cannot
understand political propaganda. In India. under the conditions of
colonial oppression, every strike becomes a struggle against police
terror, against governmental repression. The task of the leadersltip
is to interpret the political significance of every step, of every
incident in the strike to the workers. The political education of the
working class masses. which a Marxist leadership can achieve
within a month of struggle cannot be achivcd by years of
study-circles and other propaganda. In the present strike there was
no political propaganda at all. Neither the Marxists nor the Trade
Unionists, explained in their leaflets or their speeches the political
significance of the repression during the strike. They failed to
make sharp attacks upon the ministers-failed to expo.!'te before
the workers the hollowness of the new Constitution-failed to
expose the claim of Suhrawardy that a new ern for labour had
dawned. They failed to show how the strike was a pan ot the
anti-imperialist struggle-pan of the Mruggle of the Indian people
for Bread, Freedom and Democracy.
Every strike is not a political struggle. But every strike-ewry
incident in it, has a political sirnificance. Every strike is a fight
for elementary democratic righb. And what are these democmtic
rights?-That the workers should have the right to refuse to work
when they do not agree to the terms offered to them: that they
should not be beaten; that their houses should not be raided and
their property destroyed; that they be not driven like slaves to
work; that they have a right to form unions; that they have a right
to human conditions of living and work; that they have a right to
education and leisure. It is for these elementary rights the workers
fought. The Govemm~nt. instituted a regime of terror against the
workers who fought for these rights. That is how every
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strike-being a struggle for these elementry rights becomes r.
struggle against the autocratic government-becomes a part of the
Anti-Imperialist struggle. It is impossible to seperate political
agitation from the day-to-day agitation during the strike. On the
other hand it is the duty\ of every Marxist to use every
incident-every act of the police and governmental repression to
drive the political lesson home, and to raise the political
consciousness of the workers. Unless we make dete1TI1ined efforts
to make every strike into a struggle against Imperialism, unless
we learn to use it to raise the level of political consciousness of
the working class, we cannot create the proletarian vanguard, we
cannot build up a mass proletarian Party, which must fonn the
backbone of the Anti-Imperialist United Front.
5. Lastly, this strike has shown more than ever that the crying
need in Bengal is the training of the w~rking-class cadres.
Hundreds of brave workers came forward during the struggle as
organisers of local struggles. Hundreds of workers have shown
that they can lead, that they can argue with conviction, that they
can make effective speeches. Some have shown the capacity for
drafting leatlets. These workers will dissipate once again if they
are not taken in hand now. It is necessary to concentrate in
picking out the best of the fighters who have come forward and to
give them political tmining, it is necessary to advance them to the
leadership of local union bnmches, to educate them to discharge
their duties and to:
I.
2.
3.

4.

Develop mass initiative in the departments and mills out
of daily struggles.
Form Mill Committees as units of a Central United Union
of all the Jute workers' in Bengal.
Work for a real jute workers' conference to inaugurate
the union and to coordinate the forces for the coming
struggles.
Trdin working class cadres.

Cawnpore-A Report
P. C. Joshi

Cawnporc has witnessed two successful general strikes in the
rnursc of a year. It has begun to he looked upon as a model. a~ an
effective Trade Union centre. a~ a front-line trench of the United
Front movement. Cawnpore not only set an ex.ample. it repeated
its own victory. The political lesson~ of Cawnporc have become a
part of our ideological consciousness: but unless its organisational
lessons are equally well-assimilated, they will not become a part
of our daily practice, we would not know how to tran:.form our
own town into another Cawnpore. a citadel of the impregnable
unity of the people vanquishing all foes. in which the working
class leaders doggedly stick to trade union unity and on its basis
build the unity of the people. as a whole by forging link by link a
united front between the local Congress and Trdde Un1<m
organisations, a unity which involves no sacrifice of principles by
either side but actually advances the common aims of every son of
India-greater democratic rights, better living conditions, growing
fighting strength.
,
The story of this gallant struggle covers three distinct chapters.
the first general strike (August 1937). the period between the first
and the recent general strike •. and the period covering and
following the second general strike (May-July 1938). It is
impossible for me, within the space at my disposal, to describe the
chronological nonnal development of the organisational ba'ie. All
Published in "THE NEW AGE" of Septcmhcr 1938.
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I can do is to arbitrarily catalogue the order, organisational forms
and the new fonns of organisation tbrown up by the workers or
consciously forged as a re~ult of experience and indicate how they
grew from stage to stage, what purpose they served or failed to
serve and above all whai is the present position and what
problems await solution. It is only in fables that the oppressed are
given concessions; in history they have to win victories. Again. no
gains, as long as the system of oppression and exploitation
remains, arc permanent, they caJI for eternal vigilance. It is only
through organisation and struggle that the oppressed win
victories and advance their gains-a clear understanding of the
organisational problems raised. solved or left unsolved. Cawnpore
would tell us how to win out victories and the Cawnporc
comrades how to keep their victory.

Communists and Others at Cawnpore
From 1934 onwards the Communists have been working inside
the Mazdoor s6bha. In those early days of severe repression,
experience led to a mutual division of functions. The Communists
did the day-to-day field work of the Trade Union, conducted
regular study circles. conducted the series of individual strikes
and paid the price of it all by always having their most
experienced comrades going in and out of jails. The other group
Jed by Comrades Hariharnath Shastri and Raja Ram Shastri was
the majority group, holding leading positions in the Sabha, doing
the office work. presiding over meetings and carrying on
negotiations with the owners when strikes broke out. Despite
differences and conflicts. the unity of the Union was preserved alJ
through and an equilibrium established. which was violently upset
by the first general strike.
The accumulated effects of the quiet and self-sacrificing
day-to-day work of the Communists suddenly became visible to
all during the general strike, the Communists were shown to be
the leaders of the working class of Cawnpore, enjoying the
confidence of an overwhelming majority and possessing effective
rank and file cadres who had themselves arisen from within the
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working class though they continued to be a minority inside the
.Union Executive, which had been elected before the strike.
The general strike not only marked a change in the relative
position of the two groups, it changed the very nature of the tasks
as well. Ten thousand workers joined the Mazdoor Sabha creating
the problem of organising a real mass union. at least one hundred
rank and file militant workers came up during the ~trike posing
the problem of educating cadres. These tasks had to be fulfilled
within the framework of the policy of unity with the Congress :.md
unity within labour ranks. the very policy whid1 had brought.the
movement to this new advanced ~tagc.
The Communist leaders requested Comrade Jayaprakash to
visit Cawnpore, see the situation for himself and help to form a
Congress Socialist Party (C.S.P.) branch. proletarian in
composition, working up the ward Congress Committees as units·
of the United National Front on the one hand and building a ma!\s
Tmdc Union on the other. Success did not go into the heads of the
Communists, it made them realise their responsibilities still more
acutely. Comrades Shastrie~ happened to be the usual type of
non-working class Trade Union functionaries who import even in
the Trade Union movement the traditional organi~ational methods
of the Congress-working from the top. living at the top. to whom
"rank and file leadership" is a fine phrase of the Communists to
advance their own factional claims. to whom ·'initiative from
below" is a devise to expose them, to whom "Trade Union
democracy" is just the method of the Communists to h:we it their
own way- the Shastries had heen in the Trade Union movement
before the birth of the C.S.P. Before the Nagpur split. they were
nearer Joshi-Giri group than the militants. after the Calcutta split
they opposed the Red T.U.C .. and inside the A.l.T.U.C. they
supported Alwe-Kandallar and condemned the Reds for the defoat
of the J934 general strike. After the formation of the C.S.P. they
joined it but failed to organise its branch in the very town where
they lived and worked and in practice themselves became the
C.S.P. The Commuhists knew it all and yet boldly made the
proposal to fonn a functioning C.S.P. branch. with the 100 or so
proletarians found as active militants during the strike, to inspire
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confidence that they did not want a C.S.P. lo rule the roost and
enchain its older leaders. They even agreed that the leading
Communists would not join the C.S.P. The proposal was
condemned as "self-annihilation" by some sectarians, among the
Communists, but it waij. in reality self-realisation. Living
application of Marxism taught the Communists that this was the
only way to apply the policy of United Front. Communist
influence had grown on the basis of unity of the movement below.
and the interests of the movement demanded greater unity at the
top to carry through new fonns of organisation unifying and
so1idifying the movement more and more. The Mazdoor Sabha
Executive had ~en elected before the general strike, before the
new ten thousand had joined it. before the Communists had
become the undisputed leaders of the Cawnporc workers. in which
the group of Shastries-was a majority and which therefor~
became the tail of the movement and at times, actually acted as a
drag rather than assume the leadership of the movement. In the
interests of T.U. unity the Communists put up with it all. but it
degenerated into a pact of non-aggression and having to fulfil the
tasks of the T.U. without the help of T.U. itself and sometimes
not even in its name. They could have pressed for the general
meeting of the Union to hold new elections but that would have
meant a certain split, while critical struggles were looming ahead,
and this was just what the owners most eagerly desired. The
problem was not to eject the older leaders but influence them,
make them move with the movement as a whole. It was for these
reasons that the Communists so ardently advocated the formation
of a local C.S.P. for they knew that with proletarians inside the
C.S.P. and at this stage of the movement it could not only act as a
transmission belt of the experience and demands of the mass of
workers for the older leaders but also train cadres for the
movement which was growing from day-to-day and whose natural
growth was being hindered because the leaders were lagging
behind the movement, were unable to understand its needs and
shape its cour~e. The proposal to form a C.S.P. was thus in the
true interests of the movement.
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The proposal was mistrusted. and not accepted. This multiplied
difficulties, division was perpetuated and unity foiled. A whole
year has passed by, there are Congress Socialist leaders at
Cawnpore but no C.S.P. Once or twice feeble attempt'i have been
made to get together meetings to fom1 a C.S.P. after rigidly
excluding all known Communists. Before the meeting was halfway through, it became clear that a majority of comrades present
are distinctly pro-Communist. and the attempt to form a CS.P. is
given up! No C.S.P. can be formed in Cawnpore containing more
than IO active workers if CommuniMs and theiI ~ympathisers are
to be kept out of it. This simple fact seems to contain no lessons
for our C.S.P. comrades !
The problems, both Trade Union and political, which
demanded united efforts had thus to he tackled si11glc~-ha11ded by
the Communists and even the preservation of this formal unity
became their endeavour alone. This account!\ for serious
shortcomings in organisational work. A united ma!\s Socialist
party was not formed at the most opportune moment. A second
occasion, at a high stage of the movement, as this report will
disclose. has offered itself. Would the C.S.P. comrades let it go
by once again ? Would they make the achievement of Socialist
unity impossible except through bitter experience '?

Mazdoor Sabha
Before the first general strike it had a stable membership of
about 3 thousand. The succesi-. of the strike brought I 0 thousand
new members into the Sabha m September 1937. and there the
progrei-.s stopped. It is very important to understand the reasons
for this.
This seemingly sudden expansion of the base of the movement
had taken place under Communist influence and became the
dismay of the older T.U. leadership a'ld was <.'onsidered almost as
a personal loss by them. They almost acted in a way that the
interests of the union were posed against the daily interests of the
workers. Immediately after the settlement, the owners began a
campaign of provocation and victimisation and individual strikes
broke out but they tt>ok no active part in them. This called the
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enthusiasm of the mass of workers for the Union as such. The
owners then tried the game of simultaneously splitting the workers
communally and provoking them to premature conflict by getting
the slogan of immediate declaration of general strike to fight the
owners ( 1) victimisation put ~cross through the Muslim League
which also began a campaign that the Mazdoor Sabha was a
Hindu body and a tool of the .Congress Ministry. The old
leadership of the union ctid not even lift their liule finger to fight
this menace. In fact, they hardly made a secret of their view that
the Communists had sown the whirlwind and must now reap the
harvest. Communists, a large number of whom were Muslim
proletarians fought out this danger successfully and the Congress
leaders freely admitted that it was they who saved Cawnpore from
a grave communal riot. Over and above, this wa11 the work of the
Inquiry Committee-preparation of matcri&». leading evidence,
cross-examining the owners. Failure to enlarge the Union
membership, despite the ahove difficultic~. constitutoo one of the
serious failings f1{' the period between the first and second general
strike in the work of the Communists. It is true that every
comrade had more day-to-day work than he could cope with. It is
also true that they continued to popularize the Mazdoor Sabha on
a mass scale through the endless meetings they held. But they
failed to link up their genernJ agitational work, their struggle
against the Muslim League. Their conduct of the individual
strikes, their collection of material for the Inquiry Committee with
concrete popularisation of the Union, i.e., day-to-day enrolment
into it. It is however true that their work saved the name of the
Mazdoor Sabha and created a solid foundation for a real mass
Union which would function as such hereafter.
After the first general strike the enthusiasm of the workers was
great and the influence of the Mazdoor Sabha had extended but it
was not a deep influence. It was the first general strike that the
Cawnpore workers had known after the post-war days and it too
had lasted only about a week. The general level of
class-consciousness remained very low and the ideological
equipment and experience of even the militant workers was not
enough to face squarely a very complicated,situation. As months
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rolled by a planned victimisation of the militants began and the
Inquiry Committee proceedings went on and this terrorised the
backward workers and gave disruptive clements like the Muslim
League a chance to spread their poisonou~ propaganda.
Immediately after the Report of the Rajendra Prasad
Committee came out, conceding the demands of workers, an
intense agitation was launched in its favour, mass enthusiasm
went up with a hound and burst out in the second general strike.
This second general strike lasted 50 days. It not only restored
the influence of the Mazdoor Sabha but further extended it. The
duration of the strike, the day-to-day experience of struggle,
endless stream of ideological-political propaganda carried on by
the Communists has deepened the consciousness of the mass of
the workers. Loyalty to the Mazdoor Sabha dominates his mind
and he has become a disciplined soldier of his class and no more a
camp-fo11ower of "leaders" whom he regarded ai; being abov~
him. Not mere mass enthusiasm but widespread Trade Union
consciousness prevails. When I wa~ at Cawnpore. soon aftl.!r the
strike. all groups expected 25 thousand workers to pay up
Mazdoor Sabha subscription on the second pay-day after the mills
had opened.

Mill Committees
Before the first strike they existed only in a few mills,
organised by the Communists. They were a semi-secret group of
individual militant workers. contacts picked up by the
Communists through their day-to-day work. They collected and
discussed the grievanc~... of their mi 11. found the money for the
handbill detailing them, and got the workers to attend the mill-gate
meeting. On other evenings they met together as a study circle.
The more active among them got victimised and joined the ranks
of the professional revolutionaries or pressed hard by continued
unemployment and worries of the family they dnlfted back to their
village-homes. The slogan of the mill committee however had
been very extensively popularised.
Immediately after · the first general • strike, the workers
spontaneously formed mill committees without any actual
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direction from above, even by the Communists. They were the
real organisational acquisition of the first strike and were a
nightmare to the owners.
The older Trade Union leaders were not fond of rank and file
organisations. When the o~ners' victimisation etc., began and
individual mills came out on strike under the leadership of their
mill committees, they not only actively help to run these strikes
but frowned upon the mill committees.This led to a feeling of
rivalry, if not hostility, between the mill committees and the Tradl'
Union. The nemesis was reached when instead of welcoming the
mill committees and recognising them as the basic units of the
Majdoor Sabha they proposed rules for the mill committees which
further widened the breach between them.
The Communists had, on the one hand, to fight for the right of
the mill committees with the older leadcrshil" and on the other to
struggle against what in the beginning was anarchic exuberance
born of an easy victory, based on an over-estimation of their own
strength. The militants who constituted these mill committees
reflected in a heightened from the elemental enthusiasm which had
seized the mass of workers at the time of the first strike, they
lacked maturity born of experience, and a sense of perspective
which comes from socialist education. The attitude of the older
leadership would have thrown these militants to the wolves, real
pioneers of a movement which was for the first-time becoming a
real mass movement.
The owners knew this fundamental weakness when they
launched their policy of provocation by victimising group by
group, mill after mill, the leaders of the mill committees. Muslim
League propaganda was another part of their policy.
The Communists achieved a feat when they won and kept the
confidence of the mill committees and through them of the mass of
workers and made them accept the policy, that another general
strike, so soon after the first one, only on· the issue of
victimisation, would not be enthusiastically supported by the
entire mass of workers at the present stage of their consciousness.
nor by the non-proletarian elements before the findings of the
Inquiry Committee were out; that it would be playing straight into
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the owners' hands and courting disaster, that this was the period
of intense organisation and preparation. They did not talk this
down to the mill committee members but helped them to come to
these conclusio~s not only by persistent propaganda among them
but primarily through their devoted labour of helping the mill
committees to organise themselves and their work, by being one
with them in every way. They also became the living links
between the Mazdoor Sabha and the mill committees and their
work became a living proof for the mill committee members that
the Mazdoor Sabha was not identical with its older leaders~ip
which sat apart from them, unconcerned with their daily mounting
troubles. Even the Communists could not completely stem the
tide. Except in four or five mills, the mill committees as
functioning bodies ultimately collapsed when most of their
members got victimised and many of them imprisoned under
security sections. the remaining members kept contact with the
Communists and kept the torch-burning inside the mills. The
Communists sacrificed everything else (except preparations for
the Enquiry) to keep the remaining mill committees going and
maintain the above contacts. Recompense soon came.
When the second strike broke out mill committees again sprang
up and functioned virtually as local strike committees and became
responsible for the day-to-day conduct of the strike and its
ultimate victory.
Today functioning of mill committees exist in all the mills.
Their personnel has been strengthened by the inclusion of new
members. They are not yet elected bodies. A~ before they are
bodies of militants who came forward during the struggle and who
are accepted as the accre~ted leaders of their departments by the
rest of the workers. Formerly all, who cared, could attend its
meetings and participate in it. Today these meetings are far more
formal and business-like and not mere consultations. Proper
minutes are kept, resolutions are taken down, they have offices of
their own, collect a subscription of one anna per worker for their
own work (besides tho union dues). They not only discuss the
problem and grievances of their mill but also general Trade Union
work. The oJd rivalry towards the Mazdoor Sabha has
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disappeared and unbo~nded · loyalty to it prevails. They have
become more mature as trade unionists.

Mohalla and Hata Commjttees
Hata is an enclosure containing anywhere from 20 to 200
working class tenements. A hata is very often the property of one
landlord. A large number of hatas constitute one mohalJa.
After the last general strike. section 144 was almost perpetually
in operation. When gate-meetings were not possible the comnldes
had to tum their attention to the residence of the workers. Again
the enthusiasm of the textile workers had been caught by other
sections of workers and different strata of the town poor. They
naturally looked to the advanced textile workers and the comrades
working in the locality for guidance. This .led to the birth of
Mohalla Committees.
Before the second general strike there were only a few Mohalla
Committees whiah existed specially. in those areas which were far
away from the mill committee offices.
During the second general strike open mass meetings were
permitted only in a few maidans. The problem was how to keep
up the enthusiasm of the backward workers and not depend only
on those who came to the general mass meetings. Our comrades
and active workers were asked to form Mahalia Committees to
intensify agitation in the hatas and organise the militant workers
residing therein for two purposes (I) to resist attempts to enrol
blacklegs, (2) to bring the mass of workers to ma~s meetings and
draw them i11 various activities. The slogan of the formation of
Hata Committees was promptly taken .up by the workers, they
enrolled volunteers, collected names for relief, organised
resistance to the pressure of the house-owners to eject them for
failure to pay rents. Our comrades held in the afternoon 20-25
Hata meetings per day and these became the mainstay of the
strength of the strike.
Representatives of Hata Committees joined together to
constitute the Mohalla Committees. Old Mohalla Committees
which were ad hoc bodies now got strengthened. They have
continued to function even after the second strike and the first
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problem they took up after the strike was an intense agitation for
getting complete remission of the rent of the strike period. Many
of the house-owners have given complete and some partial
remission. Some Mohalla Committees have voluntee~ attached to
them.
They gather grievances on a residential basis e.g., about
latrines, water-taps. lighting etc. It is proposed to develop,
through them. agitation for the redress of municipal grievances
and enrol members into the Mazdoor Sabha.

"Centres"
There are no Mazdoor Sabha branches. Immediately after the
first strike the Communists proposed the fonnation of union
branches but it was turned down by the older leadership obviously
for fear that they will be manned by the Communists for the
Communists alone had cadres while they had none. Thi'i
constituted a calamity because it meant not establishing any
organisational link between the Mazdoor Sabha head-office and
the mill committees and accentuating rather than checking
tendency towards decentralisation and primitive anarchism which
was unfortunately present in the mill committees.
The "centre" is not a very formal affair. It means a cheap hired
room where at least one comrade stays all the 24 hours. There is
one comrade-centre-incharge, at least one intellectuaJ is attached
to it , and all the worker-comrades residing in that area. They are
responsible for the work of the mill committees in their area, hold
study circles which are irregular, and carry through not only the
gate but also the hata -campaigns. They are the instruments for
getting all decisions implemented by the mass of workers. They
have become the resort of all conscious workers and volunteers
who came there with reports and seek guidance.
During the second general strike they linked up the work of the
mill committees with the mohalla committees and both these with
the central strike committee. Activists' group meetings were held
here, food tickets dis(ributed and volunteers given their orders. It
was the gruelling work done at the centres, capacity for leadership
displayed from time to time, that endeared the Communists to the
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mass of workers, sanctified the name of communism to an extent
that ~very advanced worker considers it a matter of pride to be
called a Communist and addressed as "comrade".
These centres have thus .become de facto Mazdoor Sabha
branches, and the mill committees or the area have also removed
their offices to them or to an adjoining room, thus rendering the
task of coordination and guidance easier and more•manageable.

Central Strike Committee
It consisted of 10 representatives from each mill and IO each
from the Mazdoor Sabha and City Congress Committee. The
President and General Secretary of the Mazdoor Sabha were its
ex offico President and General Secretary. It appointed a
sub-committee for negotiations of 9 persons. Comrades
Harihamath Shastri and Raja Ram Shastri• (C.S. Pers), R.D.
Bhan1dwaj and S.S. Yusuf (Communists)--all of them leaders of
the Mazdoor Sabha--and Pandit Balkrishna Sharma, President of
local Congress and four rank and file workers. Comrade Arjun
Arora was appointed the G. 0. C. of the Red Volunteers.
The Ceittral Strike Committee was the supreme organ for
deciding the policy and responsible for the conduc~ and leadership
of the strike. It used to meet every afternoon. Problems were
brought for decision by the members from different places and the
Committee gave its decisions on the spot. The Committee gave
general instructions to the Negotiation Sub-Committee and the
settlement was unanimously endorsed by it. On the whole, the
Committee, worked smoothly and became the instrument of giving
the struggle a united leadership. Through their work inside this
Committee, the Communists again won spurs. They came to be
regarded by the proletarian members of the Committee, who were
the cream of the Cawnpore workers, not only as fearless fighters,
but as responsible leaders who are ever-prepared to learn from the
rank and file and who further no other interests except those of the
movement.
The Committee ceased to exist after the general strike; but the
advanced workers continue to come to the Communists for
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guidance and frequent the centres. They have not yet been
organisationally consolidated.

Red Volunteers
As the mill committees were the biggest single organisational
achievement of the first strike the organisation of the Red
Volunteers was of the second strike.
The first general strike had hardly any properly organised
volunteers. Hastily the active elements attached a red badge to
their am1 did the work in their own way. Tht:re was no control
worth the name and they disappeared with the strike.
During the second strike the Red Volunteers were about 2
thousand, nearly 60 per cent of them being Muslims and mostly
youngmen. This time they were well-organised and attached to
every mill committee. Their duties were picketing (day and night.
6 hours duty for every batch) at the mill-gates and in the
residential areas, organisation of social boycott of anti-strike
elements especially those clerks who insisted on going to work, by
beat of drums to propularise the decisions of the Central Strike
Committee, and addressing Hata and Mohalla meetings. They also
managed to evolve a fairly efficient Information and Courier
Service.
They were divided into batches, each under a captain. Each
mill had 5 or 6 captains, under a commander. Over the
commander was the G.O.C. The orders of the Strike Committee
were communicated by the G.O.C. to the commanders who set the
rest into motion. Daily meetings of commanders were held, who,
in their tum, hold a daily rally of the volunteers in their charge.
Every Sunday witnessed a rally of the volunteers, salutation of the
Red Flag, drill, parade, and a lecture at the end.
Two hundred and nine of these volunteers have been through
jail for their part in the strike. The organisation of the Red
Volunteers has not been liquidated with the strike nor has their
enthusiasm waned.
A remarkable phenbmenon wali the emergence of 200 women
volunteers. A little over 25% were wives of workers and
themselves workers. five per cent were housewives, i.e., they did
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not themselves go to work, and the rest were women workers
mostly widows. This in a Purdah ridden province and as such it
was a testimony to the fact how widely and deeply the strike had
stirred the entire proletarian mass. They were specialised in
picketing and won the admiration of all, for the devoted and brave
manner in which they discharged their duties. Thirty to fifty of
them would join a permanent volunteer corps. Two of them have
been elected to the general council of the Mazdoor Sabha.

Relief Work and the Congress
Pandit Balakrishna Sharma, President of the Cawnpore
Congress Committee had declared in the beginning of the strike
"Not one worker shall go back to work because of starvation". He
proved true to his word.
The distribution of relief began only 15 da's after the strike, a
fortnight too early, judging by the usual standard of strike-relief in
our country. But it had to be started so early because some of the
Communal elements, to discredit the Congress, began to exploit
the misery of the workers and egged on the more backward
workers to _press for relief.
Out of 45 thousand strikers about 20 thousand went away to
their village-homes, relief was distributed regularly to I0
thousand needy strikers.
The City Congress Committee fixed quotas for every Warcl
Committee whose active members went round in groups of two or
three and collected relief from house to house, in cash or kind.
They not only collected relief but popularised, during the course
of their rounds, the political significance of the strike as well. It
was not merely the impregnable solidarity of the strikers
themselves but also the painstaking propagandist work of these
batches of Congressmen that turned the sympathy of the entire
town towards the strike.
Later on the UPPCC through a resolution called upon the entire
Congress in the province to support the strike and itself donated 2
thousand rupees, and most of the help that came from outside was
from the District Congress Committees of U .P. The Congressmen
and the Trade Unionists and above all the Congress Socialists and
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the Communists of other provinces did not do their duty by
Cawnpore.
Four distribution centres were started, all manned by
Congressmen. Distribution was controlled through printed cards
giving the amount of relief etc. which were issued through the
Mazdoor Sabha.
Active support of the Congress did not end with the collection
and organisation of relief. In significant words Pandit Balakrishna
Sharma had proclaimed "The Congress is not a Seva Samiti, it is
a political organisation". Under his leadership the Cawnpur
Congress did all that a national democratic organi~ation could be
expected to do. Congressmen participated in day-to-day agitation
as vigorously as any Trade Union leader. Their vigilance was a
great factor in curbing police high-handedness. Congress
volunteers, under their own leaders, but in unity with the Red
Volunteers and their leaders, actively participated in every phase
of strike-work, includiing picketing. Cawnpore Congress
Committee through its delegation of ten members in the Central
Strike Committee was also associated with the leadership of the
strike. They were a help rather than a hindrance in the conduct of
the strike. In the daily meetings of the Strike Committee they
effectively put forward the attitude of the non-proletarian masses
to the changing course of the strike and thus helped to guide the
strike in a way that the proletariat may continue to enjoy the
support of the non-proletarian elements. It is to the abiding glory
of Cawnpore Congress that even when their view-point was not
accepted by the Central Strike Committee they accepted its
decisions as their own and what is more carried them out.
Proletarian struggle not only became a peoples' struggle but it
was also headed by a united peoples' leadership.
Cawnpore Congressmen and Trade Unionists both say with
justifiable pride--..we have given a lead Lo the rest of the country".
This united front work has brought about far-reaching changes
in the outlook of various elements and it is of immense
significance for the future. Loyalty of the mass of proletarians
towards the Nationaf Congress comes only after their loyalty to
the Mazdoor Sabha and they rightly see no conflict in their
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loyalties. Rank and file Congressmen and even local Congress
leaders have begun to see the necessity of proletarian struggle and
proletarian organisation for advancing national struggle and
strength. As a result of the successful general strike a wave of
enthusiasm and organisation:.. is sweeping over the proletariat,
other workers and artisans besides those of textiles, are setting up
their T.U. and Congressmen are actively helping them. They also
offer their co-operation and help in the day-to-day work of the
Mazdoor Sabha.
Congressmen, from Pandit Balakrishna Sharma downwards,
have come to honour the Communists as the most effective and
selfless anti-imperialist group and what is more they also admit
that their virtues come from their being Communists. But this is
not all. As yet they do not regard the Communists as one of
themselves, within the Congress fold. They ate as yet suspicious
of the loyalty of our comrades to the Congress, they do not
completely trust our bona tides as Congressmen. This too they
think arises from tmr being Communists ! Old prejudices die hard,
persistent anti-Communist propaganda by the Imperialists and
other vested interests continues to get the better of us in some
ways without our allies being conscious of it, every little and
accidental mistake of ours or even of a single comrade assumes a
different meaning in their eyes and become a source to rai~e
doubts in their minds about our very bona tides. At this present
stage mistakes in our attitude towards or work in the Congress no
more have the objective character of errors but should be regarded
by us, at least, just because we are Communists. as crimes.

Communists and their Functioning
It is true that the Communists have been the driving-force
behind the great movement which stands victorious today at
Cawnpore, carrying through the policy of United National Front
and building an impregnable fighting front on its basis. If the
great credit goes to them so does the responsibility for the
shortcomings. It is thus of supreme importance to self critically
• examine their functioning as Communists because it is this which
is the decisive factor.
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Communists are a young rising force, their cadres too are
naturally young, lacking the maturity that comes from long
experience. These very comrades have been faced with a
complicated situation and a movement which has been growing at
a tremendous tempo. Naturally a wide-lag developed between the
needs of the movement and their own capacities to cope with
them.
It is of interest to examine the organisational turns they make to
he able to shape the mass movement more and more effectively.
Before the first general strike they functioned in practice as one
single group meeting all together to decide upon the work to lie
done or as a study circle of their own and going out in a bunch to
the place of "work"--to mass work was limited and comrades had
not developed inliative of their own.
After the general strike it became a drag on any work. e.g., mill
committees had grown up under their very noses but they
themselves were not rooted in them and floated from mill
committee to mill committee, mohalla to mohalla all in a group,
the Tracie Union had secured a mass membership but the
membership was not organised, the workers· case had to be led
before the Inquiry Committee but there was no information or
statistics available. It took 4 long months' bitter experience of
failures in individual strikes. and the spectre of the rise of the
influence of Muslim League before the new organi~ations turn
was effectively made. Individual comrades were delegated to man
the centres and be responsible for the entire work in their area,
live there and not come to the headquarters unless called for.
Some were delegated for the Mazdoor Sabha office and inquiry
work. During this stage a rapid gradation took place. Some of the
ex-student comrades craSlled--"I have not learnt Marxism to do
clerical work" type--when they had to write up tens of
applications per day containing workers' grievances and old
chummeries were split up. Pressure of day-to-day· work was so
great that every comrade was yoked to practical work and
collective education almost given up. This adversely affected
some of the worker-comrades. As militant workers they were
taken in the Communist ranks but given no Communist education.
There was however greater system in day-to-day work and more
output. Muslim League offensive was successfully defeated,
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within and around the mill committees militant worke~ became
organised, comrades developed capacities of leadership. Thus the
organisational basis for the second strike was created.
After this decentralisation had taken place a co-ordinating
mechanism was being set up to link together the comrades
working in different areas.·. But it could never assume a stable
form because the comrddes responsible for co-ordination were
being rushed off to danger-spots. This machinery almost collapsed
during the general strike. Thus no collective communist leadership
was evolved. One leading comrade continued to be the leader.
Failure to train this leadership has meant that the entire basis of
our work is very insecure--it rests on one comrade.
The Cawnpore Communists have become more steeled, better
organised, more effective but they miss inspiration in their daily
work. This is directly attributable to their not getting enough
opportunities for ideological discussions of their daily problems
and thus losing a sense of perspective. and fo a failure to select.
trc1in and promote cadres. These defects too are generally
recognised and when they are remedied then alone any further
improvement in J.heir own work will follow.

Tasks
(I) Unity of leadC'l"s·hip: As I have said this has assumed the
peculiar form of a pact of non-aggres!!iion and offers difficulties
which cannot be solved by the efforts of Communists alone. There
are old Trade Union leaders but not rc!-lponsive to influences from
the mass of workers, because they do not believe in organising the
T.U. rank and file or raising basic organisations. There are local
C.S.P. leaders but there is no local C.S.P. So they are answerable
to nobody but themselves. They are not active from day-to-day
and thus they cannot be influenced through their own experience.
The growth of the movement is accompanied by a rapid increase
in the influence of the Communists and this is regarded as a
personal loss by them and a threat to their own leadership. One of
them has begun to take, of late, a left-adventurist stand, which, in
practice, would mean disruption.
In such a situation what is to be done ? Even formal unity
which at persent exists must be preserved at all costs. Better
functioning of the Mazdoor Sabha would directly aid the
preservation of unity. If the C.S.P. leadership would not form a
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broad-based C.S.P. for fear of the Communists, we have to
appeal to them to form any sort of C.S.P. so that we may have
unity with the existing C.S.P. Even if the C.S.P. does not move,
we have.to rely on ourselves and patiently and persistently explain
every new move initiated by us to them personally, consult them
beforehand so that at least avoidable misunderstandings are
eliminated. A split would demoralise the backward workers and
give the chance of their lives to the owners. It is the task of the
Communists to see that they do and go on doing all that they can
to prevent a split in the T.U. leadership even though it r.lay not
mean splitting the working-class.
(2) Training of Cadres: This assumes two form~:
(a) Training for Communist leadership. The existing
Communist cadres by regularly running their study
circles, deepening their knowledge of Marxism, by
giving greater attention to the task of co-ordination
and supervision and delegating comrades for this task
and by giving more and more guidance in practical
work coupled with an ideological political
explanation of the steps suggested. This would
immediately improve the quality of our work and give
it stability.
(b) Training of militant workers as new Communist
cadres. There are about 400-500 militant workers,
drawn from the mill committees, volunteers, mohalla
committees, who have elementary class-consciousness which is flowering into political consciousness
and who are working with us from day-to-day. They
understand the role of the working clas~ in the
national struggle, and on Trade Unionism. They
accept Unitq:I Front with the Congress and also that
their partial struggle is part of the wider struggle
against Imperialism. Not one of them bli!lieves to-day
that the help of "Sarkar" can be secured against the
owners, which was one of the prevalent illusions
before the general _strike. They call themselves
Communists. They have to be given elementary
socialist education and trained into being T.U.
functionaiies and cadres for doing Congress work.
An unending series of short-term classes must be run
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for them, with the courses written out in their own
vernaculars and attached for practical work to the
existing centres under the discipline of comrades
already working there. It is only thus that these rising
sons of the wOfking class will not be lost to their own
class and to the nation as was the sad experience of
the 1935 general strike in Bombay and to some extent
after the August 1937 strike in Cawnpore itself. It is
only when these militant workers have been trained
into Communist workers that the gains of the general
strike will be organisationally consolidated and
Cawnpore will witness still mightier struggles and
greater victories. The basic problem of our movement
today is that of cadres and our Cawnpore comrades,
have its solution before their eyes and within their
hands.
(3) Mass enrolment into the Ma:.door S£1bha: 25 thousand
members must be enrolled within a month and the slogan ··an 45
thousands insi9e the Sabha within 6 months'" advanced and
implemented. today the Mazdoor· Sabha can be made a genuine
mass union, with mill committees as its basic units at the place of
production and mohalla committees on the basis of locality.
(4) Congress vmrk of the new Type: Communists have been
able to achieve united front between the local Congress and
Mazdoor Sahha not by themselves doing Congress work and
moving the Congress from within but through actual struggle and
by maintaining political contact with the local Congress
leadership. So far lack of time and cadres has been the pretext for
neglecting organisational work within the Congress and as
Congressmen. lf the advanced workers are given political
education there should be no lack of cadres. The dream of
Sharmaji, of which he has spoken so often, must assume real
fonn: T.U. branch and Ward Congress Committee offices must be
in the same building, more and more Congressmen must be drawn
in day-to-day T.U. work and active workers and Communisb
must work up the Congress primaries as efficiently and vigorously
as they have worked up the Mazdoor Sabha with the technique of
moving the whole mass behind each step planned from above; and

on top of this building from where all this work is done the
Tricolour and the Red Flag must fly together. As yet the great
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United Natio~al Front movement of Cawnpore has no
organisational base of its own,--down below, and as long as this is
so, it is not safe from storms and the attacks of our enemies who
have already become panicky.
(5) The Red Volunteers must on no account be disbanded but
organised as the permanent Volunteer Corps of the Union, In the
greater struggles that loom ahead a trained corps of Volunteers
would be an asset of great value.
(6) Trade Union Press: The weekly organ of the Mazdoor
Sabha, the Mazdoor is at present being run in the factional
interests of the older group. This must be stopped and the
Mazdoor run as an organ of the T.U. movement, a non-party
paper advocating the policy of the Sabha and bringing the mass of
workers into it and into the united national struggle.

Prospects
The annual general elections of the Mazdoor Sabha have
recorded an overwhelming Communist victory. The great trust the
Cawnpore workers have reposed in Communist leadership have
doubled its responsibilities, which they can only discharge by
fulfilling them as true Bolsheviks the tasks facing them.
If our Cawnpore comrades successfully tackle the
organisational tasks facing them, they will be influencing events
beyond Cawnpore. Their August 1937 general strike set in
motion, the nationwide wave of textile struggles which resulted in
the appointment of Inquiry Committees leading to an
wage-increase. The struggle for Trade Union recognition and
social legislation is yet on; it will emerge victorious only on the
basis of the organised strength of the working-class and the broad
peoples' support behind working-class demands. In this new
round as well, Cawnpore already occupies a very advanced
position; it has almost won T.U. recognition and ~f the other
textile centres Jine up together, through an All-India Textile
Conference, an irresistible movement for social legislation like
minimum wage, holidays with pay etc. could be effectively
initiated. The textile workers of Iridia have always been at the
head of the Indian working-class and the Cawnpore workers today
lead the textile workers. 'A victory of the textile workers would be
not only their own victory but would effect the future of the entire
working-class.
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The developments in Cawnpore would not only effect the
working-class but the national movement as well. U.P. is
becoming the hub of the coming struggle against the Federation, it
has the most Left Congress, a popular Ministry which moves with
the people, a rising Kisan movement which is winning greater and
greater Congress support. In such a province, Cawnpore, its
industrial centre steeled through two general strikes and steeped in
United Front spirit, is the natural leader of the whole people.
The work of our Cawnpore comrades, therefore, has assumed
national importance.

Message Sent By C.P.G.B. To
Haripura Congress

[The Indian National Congress met at Haripura from February
19 to 22, under the presidency of Subhas Bose. Below we print
messages of greetings sent from this country. Next month we
shall be printing a special article on the results of the Congress.]
We take this opportunity to send our heartiest greetings to the
Indian National Congress meeting in session at Haripura, and in
doing so we wish to convey through the Congress our support
and solidarity with the great mass of Indian people throughout the
length and breadth of India in their struggle for freedom.
To the Indian people the National Congress represents the
National Front uniting all forces in India who are struggling
against foreign domination and for national liberation. During the
past twelve months we have witnessed the most amazing
expressions of solidarity and support of the Indian people for the
Congress. The results of the elections in February last with the
sweeping majorities won by Congress candidates showed the
loyalty of the Indian masses to the Congress. A further indication
of this support is shown by the increase in membership of the
Congress from 6 lacs (600,000) to 31 lacs (3,100,000).
With such support from the people of India, the Congress can
face with confidence the important ii,sues which will be dealt
with at the forthcoming session at Haripura. The Haripura
Session will mark the entry upon a new phase of India's struggle
for freedom.
Message sent by the Commun11t Party of Great Britain to Haripura Conp151, piesided
over by Subhas Chandra Bose. Published in· "TIIB l.ABOUR MONTHLY", of Man:h
1938, London.
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The acceptance of office by the Congress in seven out of the
eleven Provincial Legislative Assemblies raised many important
and difficult problems. For over six months now the Congress
Ministries have functionet;I in these seven provinces. It must be
recorded with appreciation that, unlike the non-Congress
Ministries in the other provinces, these Congress Ministries have
taken steps to extend the extremely restricted civil liberties;
removing the ban on numerous organisations, individuals and
publications--and certain limited measures have been adopted to
relieve the burdens from the peasantry.
The Congress Ministries, when taking these initial and limited
steps, however, were immediately brought face to face with
problems-problems which must be the concern of the Congress
as a whole. An indication of the character of these problems
•
appeared at the All-India Congress Committee
meeting at
Calcutta in October last.
These initial steps of the Congress Ministers to implement
their election ~ledges were not taken without opposition. Pressure
was undoubtedly brought to bear, although not ostensibly, by the
Governors, who, of course, have their special powers under the
Constitution to limit as far as possible whatever reforms the
Congress Ministers sought to initiate. A very recent example of
this is the refusal of Sir Maurice Hallett, Governor of Behar, to
release political prisoners who are on hunger strike in Hazaribang
Jail despite the unanimous recommendation of the Congress
Ministers.
The prohlems thus facing the Congress Ministries are those of
carrying out the election programme in relation to the economic
questions affecting the workers and peasants; vigorously refusing
to operate repressive measures (Sections 144 and 124a, Criminal
Law Amendments Act), refusing to sanction prosecutions against
working-class and peasant leaders, and cases of alleged sedition;
and taking steps to remove from the Statute Book all repressive
legislation. Thus the Congress Ministries carry an extremely
heavy responsibility to the great mass of Indian people.
On behalf of the National Liberation Movement the Congress
Ministries have taken upon themselves an extremely difficult task
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and a heavy responsibility, in which they have to be supponed
and strengthened-while on the other hand the Congress
Ministries can play an important pan in assisting and budding the
United National Front, which is the main task before the people
of India.
The mobilisation of the masses behind the economic
programme of the Congress would greatly strengthen the hands
of the Congress Ministries, and enable them more effectively to
carry through the economic side of their election programme.
This ma4's movement can be built up on a clear programme of
immediate demands for workers, peasants and middle-class. Such
a programme would be concretely formulated and of a practical
character, containing demands such as the bringing of relief to the
peasantry by reduction of taxation and a debt moratorium,
establishing a minimum wage and reducing hours of labour for
the workers, the removal of restrictions on the organisations of
the workers, improvement of educational facilities, health,
housing sanitation and the removing from the Statute Book of all
repressive laws-which have a possibility of being achieved
through the present Legislative Assembly.
The phenomenal growth of the peasant movement,
accompanied by huge peasant demonstrations and the big strike
movements of workers in the industrial towns, has been an
important feature of the past twelve months. Behar can boast of
500,000 organised peasants; demonstrations can be organised of
50,000 peasants marching from surrounding villages; this is a
feature of what is developing throughout India.
This great strike 1119vement and mass peasant marches
demanding redress for their economic grievances, demonstrates
the growing consciousness and organisation of the masses. We
welcome the achievement of Trade Union unity and the
extraordinary growth of the Kisan Sabhas. Here we have the
limitless potential force which will provide the greatest strength
for the Congress. It will also be easily appreciated that the
b 1ilding and strengthening of the working-class and peasant
movements is not hostiie to the Congress or Congress Ministries.
The workers and peasants are not merely concerned with some
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immediate economic relief, but desire to strengthen the whole
movement for national liberation and have an extremely
important and growing role to play within it.
From this it would be clear that Congress organisation and
Congress Ministries will see the Haripura Session of the
Congress as the point from which to drive to assist the workers
and peasants to win their economic demands; to see the growing
strike movement and peasant demonstrations as the growing
movement for national liberation, and therefore to assist in
strengthening and building the Trade Union •and Peasant
movements, recognising them ali the most important sections of
the national movement.
If the Faizpur decision to establish mass contact committees is
•
carried forward at Haripura to a full recognition
of the need for
collective affiliation of the Trade Union and Peasant
organisations, 'F feel sure that this would greatly strengthen the
wh~le movement.

The Haripura Session of the Congress will consider the
question of the efforts of the Government to impose the Federal
side of the Constitution. Lord Lothian has been touring India,
visiting prominent persons in an endeavour to estimate the
opinion of Indian people on this question. He has returned to
London and it is suggested that he has brought with him a
formula on which the Federal Government will be introduced.
The question of the attitude of the vast mass of the Indian
people towards the Federal Government will be decided, not by a
fonnula satisfactory to certain elements in India and to the British
Government, but by the Indian National Congress representing
the vast masses of Indian people.
The question of how this new stage of the fight will be
conducted will depend largely on the strength of the Congress
and the development of the mass movement. Very careful
consideration will undoubtedly be given by the Haripura Session
to the attitude of the Congress to the introduction of the Federal
Government. The question is raised in this connection of the need
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to support the struggle of the people in the Indian States for
democratic rights and civil liberties.
We wannly welcome the stand of the Indian National
Congress on important international questions, particularly the
struggle of the Spanish people against fascist aggression. The
practical steps taken to effectively : boycott Japanese goods
strengthen the bonds of solidarity between the people of a
country subjected to foreign Imperialism and a people £truggling
to prevent themselves being brought under foreign domination.
In sending this message of greetings to the Indian National
Congress and in raising certain points, we do so in all sincerity,
the message representing as it does the feelings of a very large
number of the people of Great Britain who desire to see India
free. We at the same time fuJly appreciate our own tremendous
responsibility in relation to the struggle for the liberation of the
Indian people.
We are confident that the Haripura Session of the Congress
will, as a result of its deliberations, achieve the final unification
of all the forces standing for national liberation under the
leadership of the Indian National Congress, and that the hands of
the Congress Ministries in the various provinces will be
strengthened by its decisions.
This session of the National Congress held at Haripura in the
Bardoli District, which has already achieved fame in coMection
with the liberation struggle, must give a lead to the Indian
National Congress and take a decisive step towards the final
liberation of the great ~dian people.
Ben Bradley,
R. Palme Dutt,
Harry Pollitt.

India: The Haripura Congress*
Ben Bradley

The Indian National Congress held its 51 st Session during last
month at Haripura in the District of Bardoli. Under the leadership
of Jawaharlal Nehru, who has held office as President for more
than eighteen months, the Congress has grown by leaps and
bounds. The actual membership was shown to have increased
since the last session which was held at Faiz~ur, from 600,000 to
3,100,000. This growth of support to the Congress was reflected
at the Haripura Session.
Haripura is an Indian village ~hich was transformed into a
new town for the purpose of holding the Congress. Well over
200,000 people attended the Congress Session representing every
Province and District in British India, and many Indian States,
and in this vast concourse was expressed the voice of the
350,000,000 Indian people in their intense desire to be freed from
foreign domination.
Mammoth crowds, estimated at more than half a million
people, witnessed the procession and paid homage to the
President-Elect, Subhas Chandra Bose, who was conveyed along
the four mile route from Haripura to Vithalnagar in a chariot
drawn by 51 bulls to the opening of the Congress Ses~ion.
This Congress Session was being held under the shadow of a
constitutional crisis, a crisis which had been precipitated by the
Governor-General in his unwarranted interference with the
functions of the Ministers of Bihar and the United Provinces.
This challenge of the Viceroy was accepted and the Ministers of
these two Provinces resigned. The tense atmosphere created by
this crisis did not, however, have the effect upon the Haripura
Session which might have been expected. While all the features
*Published in "THE LABOUR MONTHLyw, April 1938, London
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were there which may have given rise to an extremely serious
situation, actua11y the character of the Haripura Session was
milder than any Session held since the Civil Disobedience
Movement was called off.

For an Independent and United India
Subha.~ Chandra Bose in his Presidential address reminded the
delegates of the latest authoritative pronouncement made by the
All-India Congress Committee at its meeting in Calcutta last
October declaring its policy regarding minorities, and of "the
Congress Resolution on Fundamental Rights, and said "the
objective of the Congress is an independent and United India
where no class or group or majority or minority may exploit
another to its own advantage, and where all the elements in the
nation may co-operate together for the common good and the
advancement of the people of India." Whilst one of the main
features of British Imperialist policy in India is that of "divide
and rule." setting one community against another, the Congress is
increasing its strength and influence among all sections.
"Regarding reconstruction" Subhas Bose said, "our principal
problem will be how to eradicate poverty from our country. That
will require a radical reform of our land system, including the
abolition of landlordism." In order to deal with the industrial
problem he said "To solve the economic problem agricultural
improvement will not be enough. A comprehensive scheme of
industrial development under State ownership and State control
will be indispensable. A new industrial system will have to he
built up in place of the 'Old one which has collapsed as a result of
mass production abroad and alien rule at home."
The Stranglehold of Imperialism
In dealing with the Federal Scheme, Subha.~ Bose was of the
opinion that one of the most objectionable features of the
proposed Federation was the commercial and financial
safeguards, through~ which the Viceroy on behalf of British
Capitalism would exercise a stranglehold, thus preventing any
industrial development. Under the new Constitution it would
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never be possible for a popular Government to exercise control
over expenditure.
He gave a very striking reference to show how the Central
Government at present oper~tes. According to the budget of the
Central Government for the year 1937-38, the army expenditure
comes to 44.61 crores of rupees (£ 33.46 miJlions) out of a total
expenditure of 77 .90 crores of rupees (£ 58.42 millions)-that is,
roughly, 57 per cent of the total expenditure of the Central
Government. By an overwhelming majority in the Central
Legislative Assembly this expenditure was rejected. The Viceroy,
however, ignores this adverse vote and certifies the expenditure.
Under the Federal Government, which will be controlled by the
Viceroy, he will handle 80 per cent of the Federal expenditure.
Subha.~ Bose called for closer co-operation between the
•
•
Congress and the Trade Umon
Congress
and Peasant
organisations. On the question of affiliation he said: "Personally,
I hold the view that the day will come when we shall have to
grant this affit<ation in order to bring all progressive and
anti-imperialist organisations under the influence and control of
the Congress."
Referring to his recent visit to England Subhas Chandra Bose
said: "I am greatly encouraged by the attitude of the leaders of the
British Communist Party, whose general policy with regard to
India seems to me to be in keeping with the Indian National
Congress."
Subhas Bose gave a good lead to the Congress on all important
issues: the attitude towards the Federation and the economic
struggles of the workers and peasants, and their role in the
national struggle, were well presented, a.~ were the questions of
the Indian States, release of political prisoners and so on. But he

still pins his faith to "peaceful means" as the weapon of struggle
against the Federation and the new Constitution-he visualises
the possibility of having to resort to mass civil disobedience

which he says "is the ultimate sanction which we have in our
hands."
From a perusal of the reporte<! discussions around the main
resolutions one is struck by what can only be described as the
remarkable restraint of the left-wing in the face of the strong
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provocation. An example of such provocation was the attitude of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel in his reply to the discussion on the
resolution relating to the ministerial crisis. Several amendments
had been tabled to this resolution, but all had been withdrawn
with the exception of one which proposed to delete the portions
of the resolution disapproving of hunger strikes for the release by
political prisoners.
The Ministerial Crisis
The resolution relating to the ministerial crisis became the
main resolution of the Congress. It will be recalled that 'the
circumstances under which the Ministers of United Provinces and
Bihar resigned was because of the interference of the
Governor-General with their decision to release the remaining
political prisoners. The matter was referred by the Provincial
Governors to the Governor-General, who refused to sanction the
release.
Speaking on the resolution in the Subjects Committee,
Vallabhbhai Patel said that the Governor-General had no right to
interfere in this question-"This is not Provincial autonomy, but
inter-Provincial restrictions"-but he proceeded to show that the
Congress Ministers were quite as efficient in operating repressive
measures as the British Government. He said, "Did not the
Congress Ministers promulgate Section 144 in Cawnpore and
Sholapur to tackle the situation there? Whenever there was need
for firm action, Congress Governments had not hesitated, and
during the last six months they had ruled effectively." The
reference here is to the use of repressive measures against the
textile strikers of Cawnpore and the textile strikers and peasant
movement of Sholapur."
While Jawaharlal Nehru opposed the amendment, he
nevertheless struck the right note when he said: "We gave a
pledge to secure the release of our political prisoners, I am glad
we have unflinchingly striven to _honour our pledges."

Provocative Speech by Patel
Sardar Vallabhbhai' Patel, replying to the debate, appeared to
be deliberately provocative. He said that those who moved the
amendments did not realise the implicmions of direct action and
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added that they had no programme except calling strikes. This
brought protests from several parts of the house. Mr. Dutta
Mazumdar, member Bengal Legislative Assembly, pointed out
that the Congress Socialist . Party had decided not to move any
amendments in order to show a United Front. Whereupon
Mr. Pate] retorted: "Bring any number of resolutions; we are
ready to face them. Don't you try your direct action here. Let me
make it clear we have tolerated you for two years, but the time
has come when we shall no longer tolerate you. We shall now
pay you back in your own coin". This drew angry shouts from the
Congress Socialist and others present.
The main point in the resolution, whilst supporting the action
of the Ministers of United Provinces and Bihar, was to confine
the crisis to these two provinces. The resolution was passed in the
open session. The constitutional crisis ended on February 25 in
the United Provinces, where Congress Ministers resumed their
portfolios after an agreement on tfle question of the release of
political prisoners was reached between Sir Harry Haig, the
Governor, and Pandit Govind Ballabh Pant, the Premier.
Similarly in Bihar an agreement was reached on February 27
between Sir Maurice Hallet, the Governor and Babu Shri Krishna
Sinha. Both Congress Ministers resumed office on the
understanding that the Governors will accept their advice on the
release of political prisoners provided each case is examined
separately.

Indian States Peoples' Resolution
The Indian States Peoples' Resolution provided the basis for
one of the most interesting and important debates of the Congress
Session. In relation to the proposed Federation under the new
Constitution this question was considered of the utmost
imponapce and occupied the Subjects Committee for five hours
in heated discussion. The concern of the delegates was not merely
actuated by the importance of the Indian States in relation to the
Federation, but at the Calcutta Session last October of All-India
Congress Committee a resolution was adopted condemning
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repression in Mysore State and supporting the heroic struggJe of
the people in the State.
Subsequently doubt was raised as to the validity of this
resolution. There was opposition in the AU-Indian Congress
Committee to the resolution and certain Congress leaders,
including M. K. Gandhi stated that the Congress had no right to
interfere in the affair of Indian States, and was of the opinion that
this resolution constituted an interference. It was to clear thi!I up
that the question was discussed at Haripura.
The delegates representing various Congress Committees from
the Indian States felt and spoke very strongly for the closer
relationship between the people struggling in Indian State!i. and
those struggling in British India. The Left-wing and Socialist
Section of the Congress delegates were of the opinion that the
mass struggle, in order to win basic civil liberties and responsible
Government, was growing in the States. Further close
co-operation was essential between the States people and the
people of British India in order to fight the Federation. It was also
the duty of the Congress not merely to sympathise with the
struggle of the States people, but to fraternise with them and give
active alisistance in the fight against the autocracy of the Princes.
The original resolution moved by Abut Kalam Azad sought to
relieve the Congress of responsibility in connection with the
present struggle of the Indian States' people. This was covered by
the following point in the resolution:
.
The Congress, therefore, directs for the present that no
Congress Committee be established in Indian States, and that
internal struggles of the people of the States be not undertaken
in the name of the Congress.
Jawaharlal Nehru, speaking iri favour of the resolution, said
that the resolution did not go back on the Congress attitude
towards the States .,Cople. "But the question that had become
vital was that they had to face realities and march independently
towards their common goal."
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States' People Appeal for Help
Speeches were made by all sections of the delegates strongly
condemning this resolution. From the delegates coming
themselves from Indian States a fervent appeal was made to the
Congress not to refuse the States' people help in their hard fight
against feudal lords and despotic rulers. One Congress delegate
Jayanarian Vyas from Ajmer-Merwara asked the Congress High
Command, "Would you take away from us what even autocratic
rulers or bureaucratic Imperialism has not dared to take away,
namely, our right to be in the Congress?"
Dr. Pattabi, in a fighting speech, exposed the dangers of the
Congress adopting the policy which must follow from the
resolution of isolating Indian States, and was allowed to move an
agreed amendment accepted by Abut 1'alam Azad. The
amendment deleted the clause opposing the formation of
Congress Committees in Indian States, and instead stated:
The Cong~s. therefore, directs that for the present
Congress Committees in States shall function only under the
direction and control of the Working Committee, and shall not
engage in direct action in the name or under the auspices of the
Congress nor undertakes internal struggles of the peoples of
the State in the name of the Congress. For this purpose,
independent organisations should be started and continued
where they exist already within the States.
Dr. Pattabi suggested on the basis of this formula all other
amendments should be withdrawn. On this proposition, 11 out of
13 amendments were withdrawn.
The motion on relations between the Congress and Indian
States' people was then put and carried.
This resolution represents a retrogressive step; particularly at
this juncture, when British Imperialism is making its final plans
to introduce the Federal side of the new Constitution, under
which one third of the total seats in the Federal Government will
be reserved for the despotic Princes, while democratic rights are
completely denied the States' subjects. It is just at this stage that
full support should have been given to the struggle of the people
in the Indian States for democratic rights and civil liberties, and
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to carry this through effectively to have planned ways and means
of strengthening Congress organisations in the States. The 70
million people in the Indian States must be drawn into the
Congress as allies of the Indian people in a common struggle for
liberation against British Imperialism and its allies the despotic
Princes.

Peasant and the Congress
A striking incident which took place during the Congress was a
huge demonstration of peasants which marched through
Vithalnagar shouting their peasant slogans, and a great rally was
held which was addressed by the peasant leaders. This
demonstration was timed to take place just at the moment when
the Subjects Committee were to consider the resolution on
Peasant Organisation (Kisan Sabhas).
This resolution stated that in view of certain difficulties that
had arisen in regard to Kisan Sabhas and other organisations in
some parts of India, the Congress desires to clarify the position
and state its attitude towards them. The Congress has already
fully recognised the right of Kisans to organise themselves in
Peasant Unions.
The resolution goes on to state that "while recognising the
right of pea~ants to organise Kisan Sabha.'l, the Congress cannot
associate itself with any activities which are incompatible with
the basic principles of the Congress and will not countenance any
activities of those Congressmen who. as members of Kisan
Sabhas, help in creating an atmoi.phere hostile to Congress
principles and policy." h then calls upon Provincial Congress
Committees to bear this in mind and to take suitable action
wherever necessary.
This resolution was put forward because of the apparent fear of
the growth of the peasant moveme.nt during the past two years. In
Bihar alone the peasant movement has a membership of over
600,000 members. TI]e huge peasant demonstrations in each
Province has been a prominent feature lately, demonstrations of
20,000 to 50,000 peasants marching to the centres where the
Legislative Assemblies meet demanding a reduction of taxation
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and debt moratorium. There has been no question at all of those
connected with the Kisan Sabhas creating an atmosphere hostile
to Congress principles and policy as the resolution suggests. On
the other hand phenomenal1.growth of the peasant movement has
resulted in a definite strengthening of the Congress and the
increase in membership can be directly attributed to this.
Very little discussion was allowed on this resolution and when
the closure was moved there was considerable disappointment
shown by the supporters of the Kisan Sabhali who had come
prepared for a stiff fight on this question.

Burma
On the question of Burma the attitude of the Congress was
reattested and is defined in a new clause i.tt:lded to the Congress
Constitution which was approved by the Subjects Committee.
The new clause removes Burma from the Congress Provinces and
creates a newtf'Burma Committee" working for the freedom of
the people of Burma. It reads:
There shall be a Congress Committee with power to
organise subordinate Committees in accordance with the rules
formed by it and approved by the Working Committee. The
Burma Congress Committee stands for the freedom of the
people of Burma.
Mr. Bose pointed out that the Congress had always recognised
Burma as a part of India. and the same policy would be
continued.

Indian Communists Greet Haripura
A message of greetings signed by fourteen Indian Communists
to the Haripura Session, was broadcast among the delegates at the
Congress. It gave a clear and decisive lead on all the important
questions which the Congress had to face. It pointed out that the
imposition of the Federal scheme on India was an integral part of
Britain's war preparations.
It stated that the victory of the Congress at the polls in the teeth
of the machinations of the bureaucracy and the opposition of the
reactionaries of all shades, marks the beginning of a new period.
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The elections were transformed into one gigantic demonstration
of national solidarity against Imperialism. Under the initiative of
the left~f Socialists and Communists-a movement is
developing for creating real mass sanctions behind the Ministers
to enable them to implement the Congress programme.
It said, "the session must further definitely take its stand
against the tendency to compromise with landlords and capitalists
on the issue of peasant and labour legislation, behind the back
and against the will of the masses. The attack on the Kisans must
be stopped and they must be supported in United Provinces ai\d
Bihar and elsewhere."
On the issue of the struggle of the States' people, the decision
of the Calcutta A.l.C.C. must be rehabilitated. Without a decisive
bid for the leadership of the struggle in the States, the fight
against the Federation cannot succeed. "We have decided to
combat the Federation by all means in our power. We shall stand
for the overthrow of the Constitution, the convening of a
Constituent Assembly with the participation of the
representatives of the States' people to determine the Constitution
of the free and united India; the freedom of all political prisoners;
and a charter of the basic economic and political demands of the
people, worked out in agreement with the labour and States
people's organisations and the representatives of the national
minorities."
The main call in the greeting was for the building of a mighty
United National Front.
The greeting concluded as follows:
"In the National Congress the masses see the mighty front of
struggle against their main f!nemies-the foreign imperialists and
the anti-national capitalists and zamindars. They see in it the
organiser and leader of their fights. On the delegates assembled at
Haripura rest'i the heavy resp0nsibility of fulfilling these
expectations-of putting a stop to the back-sliding and the retreat
of the last year, of shaping the decision" which will be a clarion
call to the united forces of our National Front to fall in for the
decisive battle."
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Veteran Congress Leader Sums Up
Acharya Narendra Deo, a veteran Congress Socialist Party
leader, member of the Working Committee of the Indian National
Congress for the past two ·-.years, a member of the Legislative
Assembly for the United Provinces and President of the United
Province.~ Congress Committee sums up the results of the
Haripura Session.
·
This veteran Congress leader considers that one of the most
ouL-;tanding features of the Haripura Session was the admirable
restraint which the left forces within the Congress displayed
despite provocation. "The left forces," he said, "permeated by the
spirit of the United Front, gathered around the Congress in a
moment of crisis; saw the need to close its ranks, to demonstrate
their unity in action with the present leadership of the Congress."
"The left is more conscious," he says, "of the necessity of the
United Front in action to meet the crisis."
"But whilst tl;le constitutional cri~is has now been resolved, we
must not forget that constitutional conflicts are bound to arise
again and one of these conflicts may become irreconcilable and
develop into a first-class struggle.... It is the duty of the left to
prepare the nation for that eventuality. The left-wing in the
Congress has gained enormously in strength and influence in the
course of the last two years, but does not fully utilise its new
opportunities. The immediate task before the left is to consolidate
its forces and establish unity in its ranks on the basis of a plan of
united action so that when the call comes we may be able to lead
the masses to the decisive battle."

Freedom Movement in Hyderabad
Mahmud Zaft'ar Khan

The political awakening that is sweeping over the Indian States
has touched the Nizam 's dominions also. This great Indian
Principality, lying in the midst ofthe Deccan Plateau, has remained
through all these centuries, one of the last refugees of feudalism
in the country. Its Muslim rulers survived the Moghal Empire.
and have maintained their sway by dint of shrewd diplomacy and
the use of ruthless autocratic power. Treaties made with the British
Government recognised the paramountcy of British Imperialism.
but the Nizams have been the most stubborn of the Indian
Princelings in resisting the encroachments of the British on their
State. Thus, right up to the end of the XIX century the Dark Ages
prevailed in Hyderabad, and even today the State is exceedingly
backward in all spheres of life.
Hyderabad is the largest Indian State after Kashmir - as large,
in fact, as Bengal Presidency. Its population of 14V:? millions is
divided linguistically into three main tongues. Marathi, Telugu
and Kanarese, only a tiny minority speaking the official language,
Urdu. The two chief feligious communities are Hindus and
Muslims, 85% of the former to l0% of the latter. There are five
large cities, 118 small towns and 2 I, 708 villages. 95% ofthe people
live in the villages and agriculture is naturally the chief means of
livelihood.
.
This briefly describes the geography and ethnology of
Hyderabad. When ag,inst this background we find that a feudal
minority of great landowners has everywhere the reins of power,
Published in "'The New Age"', December, 193R.
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the control of finance, education and administration, it is not hard
to imagine the terrible plight of the mass of the people.
Modern civilisation has only provided new weapons of
oppression for the ruling clique. Education has been used as an
instrument to strengthen the r;,uling Muslim minority, at the expense
of the masses, to create cultural barriers between the people, to
suppress their languages and best traditions. The result is that today,
when a great wave of political consciousness is rising, it is to some
extent becoming a movement against a certain ccmmunity, against
a certain culture-a movement against the Muslims and the Urdu
language.
This communal tendency has been cleverly exploited by the
autocratic rulers, to cover up the cracks in their administration, to
canalise unrest into these vicious channels, and to give a genuine
popular movement an ugly name.
There is no doubt that there are persons in I lyderabad, as
elsewhere, who wish to utilise mass discontent for their own selfish
ends. These pe~le spring from th«: middle-classes and their aim
is primarily to secure soft jobs and places of power and privilege
in the State. In any assessment of the political situation in the
State, therefore, we should not lose sight of this communal factor,
for, we shall have constantly to deal with it.
By far the overwhelming majority of the people, however, is
disturbed and shaken by long-standing grievances against a corrupt,
irresponsible and high handed administration, by grinding poverty
and boundless oppression.

Absence of Democratic Liberties
The deep-seated opposition to this regime of landlords and
money- lenders is proved by the severity of the laws and the
complete suppression of elementary civil liberties. To preserve
the administration intact, the Government has persi~tcntly refused
lo grant freedom of Press, Speech or Association, and has looked
with suspicion at every activity, private or public, of its citizens.
Even places of worships. religious festivals and condolence
meetings are carefully watched to see that they do not serve as
cover for hostile activities against the Government. Until very
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recently permission for all meeting had first to be obtained from
the authorities. Commissioners of Police and Collectors were the
persons who gave the decisions. In 1929 all political meetings
were banned. After a great deal of agitation these rules were
somewhat modified, but they did not give real freedom of speech
in any way. In 1929, the City Commissioner of Police, Hyderabad.
was asked in a letter, what was meant by .. political". He thought
over it for two years. and then wrote:
••The Government have not favoured with an explar.ation. It
will be better, however, if matters be stopped at this."
A pamphlet recently issued, entitled •'A peep into Hyderabid'.
gives a number of instances of arbitrary bans on meeting. We shall
quote one or two.
I. A public meeting organised by the Harijan Seva Sangh to
celebrate Gandhiji's birthday had to be abandoned, as only 24 hours
before the meeting the Secretary was asked to furnish a security
for Rs. 2000 and to give an undertaking that the meeting would be
in no way political.
2. The Hyderabad public desired to mourn the death of
Sjt. G.K. Deodhar. President of the Servants oflndia Society. and
of Pandit Motilal Nehru. They were not permitted to do so.
3. The Bar Association were recently referred permission to
invite Sjt. Bulabhai Desai.
New rules were made last July, when meetings were divided
into two sorts. (a) Social, educational. literary or charitable.
and (b) Other than such. For the latter special permission \\as
necessary. These new rules have in no way relaxed the restrictions
on freedom of speech.
Restrictions on freedom of the Press are as severe. Copies of all
books, newspapers, etc., printed, have to be filed with the Home
Secretary, before publication. Permission to start a press or
newspaper has to be obtained from the same authorities and is
frequently refused. No anonymo'-'s tracts may be published. No
news likely to affect public opinion adversely regarding the
Government may be printed.
In view of these restrictions, the Telugu, Marathi and Kanarese
Press has been completely stifled, and even news papers in English
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are carefully censored, many from British India being banned. It
is now reported that Hyderabad and other States are making efforts
to secure the suppression of news about the States in newspapers
in British India, as well. Official agencies, such as the A.P.1., on
other hand, arc subsidised'.to the extent of Rs. 3.000 p.m., and
special aid is given to loyal Urdu newspapers.
Freedom of Association is restricted to such and extent th~t
even private schools have to receive permission before they can
be opened. Many institutions have been closed under these
regulations. Similarly strict rules apply to Gymnasiums. Special
instructions are issued to officers "to keep the Dominion safe from
the poisonous effect of political agitation in British India''.

A Special Regulation
To crown all, special Public Safoty Regulations have been passed
only last September, giving summary powers for arrest and
deportatio11 of outsiders, powers to search houses, to force all hotels
and restaurant!t to keep registers of lodgers. Private individuals
who house undersirables arc also liable for punishment. Any
association may be declared unlawful and unlawful activities
include:
(a) Anti-recruitment agitation.
(b) Boycott of Government Servants.
(c) Mock funerals.
(d) Publication of proscribed literature.
(e) Scare news and false reports amongst the police and
military.
(t) Activities which endanger the good relations between
different communities and sections in the State. .
The present political structure makes it practically impossible
for popular wishes to be made known, or for popular grievances
to be set right through "constitutional'' channels, since Civil
Liberties are totally lacking. The legislative and executive
machinery are far removed from popular "contamination". The
Legislative Council consists of2 l members, of which l l members,
the President and Vice-President are Officials, 6 are non-Officials
and 2 are extra ordinary members. Of the 6 non-Officials, 2 are
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Jagirdars, 2 High Court pleaders and 2 are nominated by the Prime
Minister. But even so obviously "loyal" an assembly cannot be
trusted too far. Its powers are strictly limited and it i~ kept under
the control of the Prime Minister. The Nizam and his Executive
Council have the decisive voice in all matters.
Political Reforms Enquiry Committee
The demand for political reforms has been met by the
appointment of official Enquiry Committees. There have been
several of these, but their recommendations have been shelved,
inevitably. Last year, however, in view of the fresh outburst of
popular agitation and the rumours of the impending Federation, a
new Enquiry Committee under the chairmanship if Dewan Bahadur
S.A. Iyengar; was appointed to draw up a fresh scheme of
responsible Government.'
Various organisations in the State have submitted their
suggestions before this Committee. Amongst these, the scheme of
the State People's Convention is perhaps the most important. This
Convention is representative of various sections and shades of
opinion and seems to have the general support of the recently
formed State Congress. the most progressive organisation in
Hyderabad.
The main recommendations of the Convention are:
1. The Nizam to become a Constitutional Monarch, on the
model of the British King.
2. A bi-cameral Legislature.
3. An Executive appointed by and responsible to the Ruler.
4. Only 10 per cesit of the population to be enfranchised.
S. Special seats f~r vested interests, as well as an Upper
Chamber for them.
6. Local self-government through Municipalities, District
Boards and Panchayats.
7. Joint Electorates.
8. An Assembly of 200 and a Council of 65 members.
9. Certain reserved subjects, such as the personal affairs of the
Nizam, his relations with the British Emperor, Public Debt,
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Militiary, and External Affairs, to be outside the control of the
Legislature.
10. Royal Proclamation of Fundamental Rights, granting:
(a) Freedom of Speech, Association, Press, Conscience and
religious practice-,
(b) Equal rights to all citizens and access to wells and other
public places.
The proposals set forth by this Convention are exceedingly
moderate. For instance, the Report admits that the property
qualification is higher than in Mysore, Travancore or British India.
In suggesting a bi-Camera! system, an Executive responsible to
the Nizam alone, a very limited franchise, and reserved subjects,
the convention has obviously sought to secure the reactionary and
vested interests, at the expense of the masses. The scheme.
therefore, falls far short of the people's del119nds.
But even such mild proposals, even so moderate and
respectable an organisation as tht. State Congress, have
thoroughly alarmed the authoritjes.
State Congress Banned
Almost immediately after its formation, the State Congress was
declared illegal under the new regulations, and its members decided
to offer Satyagraha. And now, a regular campaign of repression
has been launched in Hyderabad, Aurangabad and other centres.
Tire authorities have consistently tried to make out that the State
Congress is a communal organisation, but to its honour, the State
Congress has as consistently refuted these slanders, and has taken
its stand on the broad popular slogans ofresponsible Government.
It has from the beginning, thrown open its doors to all, irrespective
of religion, caste or class.
But the State Congress has to go farther than this. It has to take
up the immediate basic political and economic demands of all the
oppressed people of the State. Its present Nine-Point programme
runs as follows:
l. Establishment of Responsible Government under the aegis
of the Nizam, and making the executive responsible to the
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legislature, which truly represents the subjects of the State on the
elective basis.
2. Declaration of the Fundamental Rights such as the Freedom
of Speech, Association, Press and Worship.
3. Decommunalisation of Adminicitration, by declaring that the
Hindus are entitled to at least 50% representation in the services
of the State of all grades in Civil and Military branches.
4. The Ecclesiastical Department should be abolished and
Boards set up to supervise and control religious and charit!lble
institutions.
S. Encouragement to the study and use of Provincial languages.
Telugu, Marathi, Kanarese, and Hindi, along with Urdu.
6. Judiciary to be separated from the Executive.
7. Compulsory Primary Education in the mother tongues, and
reduction on University Education till Primary Education is
compulsory.
8. Alteration of Educational policy to appeal alike to all suhacts.
9. Tackling the problem of poverty of the peasants in a
sympathetic manner by reducing Land Revenue and adopting
measures to amelliorate their condition without creating any classwar between the different sections ofthe subjects.
In this programme emphasis is laid on administrative and
educational changes, while only a vague reference is made to the
problem of mass poverty. The only way to enlist the broad masses
in the struggle is to dr,_w up a clear-cut programme/or them. It is
necessary to point out the close connection between British
Imperialism and the reactionary Nizam Government, and to insist
on the complete independence ofthe State people from Imperialism
and its feudal and other allies. It is essential for the State Congress
to raise its voice against the Maripura decision of the Indian
National Congress of Non-Intervention in the States. British
Imperialism's attempts to draw Hyderabad into the federal scheme
and to use Hyderabad as a military reserve, should make this
alliance between the State and British Imperialism clear as daylight.
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A Platform of Action
We suggest that the struggle gathering force in Hyderabad be
co-ordinated and fought on the basis of the following general
programme (which must be-.. further concretised by those on the
spot):
1. Complete independence for Hyderabad as well as for the
rest of India from British Imperialism and its reactionary allies;
2. Complete freedom of speech press, association and worship;
J. Aconcrete agrarian programme based on the particular needs
of the peasants, on the lines of the national agrarian programme,
and including the right to form kisan sabhas. 50% reduction in
land revenue, and abolition of debts;
4. A similiar concrete programme for workers, including the
right to form unions, to strike and picket, anti an 8 hour day;
5. Total rejection of the federal scheme and a Constituent
National Assembly to draw up a constitution for all-India;
6. Total ref115al to co-operate w.ith British Imperialism in any
way in her preparations for a new imperialist world-war.
On our side, in British India, we must strive, through the
Congress and other political organisations, to draw the struggles
of the people together, to resist all attempts to iso~ate the States,
People or bargain with their reactionary rulers for minor
concessions. We must see that the storm gathering in the Indian
States, in Travancore, Mysore, Kashmir, Hyderabad, Rajkot, etc.,
draws into its current not an individual Vallabhbhai or a Massani,
but the entire Congress, the entire Indian people, for, the States
peoples is a lever to the bigger struggle of all India.

For a Marxist Perspective
E.M.S. Namboodiripad

I. Evaluation of Indian National Congress
The Indian National Congress as an organization had a not
insignificant place in the emergent anti-imperialist front
comprising the left-wing Congressmen and the revolutionary
organizations including the Communist Party. But in evaluating
the exact place of the Congress. two distinct approaches surfaced
in the anti-imperialist front. The Communist Party was the most
important organization which represented one of these approaches.
while the other approach was represented by the Congress Socialist
Party.
Each of these thinkings had its own part to play in determining
the direction of the anti-imperialist movement which had
developed in strength both before and during the Second World
War. Even inside the Communist Party, there were reflections of
these two mutually conflicting trends of opinion and it was, in
fact. the clash between these two trends within the Communist
Party which led to the split in the Party about three decade later.
It may be noted that in the early years of the Communist
International, there were similarly two approaches on the question
of building the working class revolutionary movement in the
colonial countries, including India. M. N. Roy argued that since
capitalism was developing in the colonial countries and since the
classes representing capitalism were striving to further develop
by bringing a rapprochement with colonialism, the task of the
Communists in the colonial countries was to fight against the
Excerpt from : "A History of Indian freedom Struggle.. written by
E. M. S. Nambcmdiripad. Pages 337-352.
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indigenous bourgeoisie. Opposing Roy's arguments, Lenin asserted
in the Colonial Commission of the Second Congress of the
International that, although capitalism was developing in the
colonial countries and the task of communists in these countries
was to organize the work'ing class on a revolutionary basis,
colonialism was a burden which had to he borne by all sections of
the people including the bourgeoisie. Therefore, the working class
as an independent political force should organize the majority of
the people. especially the peasants. on a revolutionary basis and.
at the same time, make maximum use of the anti-imperialist
mentality being expressed by the bourgeoisie.
The peasantry has a vital role to play in bringing this Leninist
tactics into practice. Looking from the class point of view. the
peasantry is a part of the bourgeoisie. altho~h they are subject to
oppression and exploitation by indigenous feudalism and foreign
imperialist domination. As the slogan .. Land to the Tiller" indicates.
they desire to atrlish the feudal property rights on land (instrument
of production) and to establish .he property rights of the peasantry.
This desire draws them to the struggle against feudalism and
imperialism. Although this struggle is not for socialism, alliance
\\ ith peasantry would help the working class to earn a powerful
ally i_n its fights against its class enemy. Therefore, communists in
the colonial countries should take upon to themselves the task of
organizing the rural poor yearning to own a piece of land. under
the leadership of the working class.
If the Communists were able to accomplish this task, the working
class would be able to rise as a class capable of strengthening the
anti-imperialist movement making use of the contradiction between
the colonialists and the indigenous bourgeoisie and, at the same
time. of exposing effectively and opposing the waverings and
treacheries of the bourgeoisie in the anti-imperialist struggle. In
other word, the working class, standing independent of and working
against the bourgeoisie must rise to the leadership of the poor
including the peasantry and join hands with the bourgeoisie in the
fight against imperialist domination.
From the very outset. the Communists had been working in
accordance with this tactics. As part of this. they had succeeded to
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a great extent in exposing the bourgeois leaders, including Gandhi,
and others holding social democratic views.
l·bwever, the Communists committed certain grave errors in
the process of putting into practice this tactics which was
formulated by the Communist International under the personal
leadership of Lenin. The organ of the International, J11precor, wrote
in its issue of March 9, 1935 that Indian Communists committed a
number of errors on the question of participation in the antiimperialist struggle and that they took a number of wrong actions.
The article poi 1ted out that these were particularly manifest during
the struggle of 1930 when new sections ofthe people were entering
in it with petty bourgeois notions, with a tendency to blindly
trusting the bourgeoisie. In this situation, Communists should not
confine only to giving a call for an anti-imperialist and anti-feudal
revolution. Rather. they should enter among the masses waging
the struggle and try to draw them to their side. They should bring
into practice the revolutionary tactics of united front giving
importance to the needs of the anti-imperialist struggle and to its
concrete slogans. As a result of the failure in this task. the struggle
<lgainst national moderatism remained separated from the struggle
against imperialism and for the realization of the immediate
demands of the worker and peasant masses. Thus, the activities
Communists should have conducted among workers who were
under the influence of national moderate politics were prevented
or remained weak. It also wca"cned the work they should have
undertaken inside the trade unions organised by the moderate
leadership. The inability to link the task of occupying the leading
position in the people's anti-imperialist struggles with the struggle
against national moderatism facilitated the growth of sectarian
views and tendencies which were yet to be defeated.
What has been stated above relates to the views and tendencies
which had 1;aincd strength not ~nly in the Communist Party of
India, but in the world communist movement as well. The Seventh
Congress of the Com,ntmist International gave a powerful call for
a struggle against these views and tendencies. Georgi Drmitrov
stated in his historic report to the Seventh Congress of the
Intemational:
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"Sectarianism finds expression particular(v in overestimating
the revolutionization of the masses, in overestimating the speed at
which they are abandoning the positions of reformism, in attempts
to leap over difficult stages and over-complicated tasks of the
movement. Methods of leading the masses have in practice been
frequently replaced by the methods of leading a narrow party group.
The power of the traditional contacts between the masses and their
organizations and leaders had been underestimated, and when the
masses did not break off these contacts immediately, the attitudes
taken towards them was just as harsh as that adopted towards their
reactionary leaders. Tactics and slogans have tended to become
stereotyped for all countries, and the special features of the specific
conditions in each individual country have been left out of account.
The necessity of stubborn struggle in the vc~ midst of the masses
themselves to win their confidence has tencfed to be ignored ..... ..
Although the Salt Satyagraha and other struggles that fol lowed
it were devised under the leaderhip of the bourgeoisie with a feudalmediaeval outl6ok, millions of people came forward to participate
in these struggles and challenge the imperialist domination. The
Communists in those days were engaged themselves in merely
exposing the policies and programmes of the bourgeois leaders
including Gandhi without participating in these struggles and
sharing their bitter experience. The result was that the bourgeois
leadership and the people were getting closer to each other. The
same lnprecor article referred to above pointed out that unless
strong actions were taken to wipe out this sectarian disease,
Communists would not be able to strengthen their influence on
the people and lead the workers, peasants and the urban poor who
were turning rapidly towards revolutionary attitude to the path of
the revolutionary organizations of a higher form.
Rectifying this error, the Communists were formulating in 1935
a policy of effectively participating in the anti-imperialist struggles
led by the Congress. However, with the emergence of the Congress
Socialist Party, a non-sectarian, apparently anti-sectarian, trend
cf thought developed in the anti-imperialist camp. The opinion
that the Communist had started rectifying the errors they had been
committing hitherto had begun to emerge in the leadership of the
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Congress Socialists. To an extent, this created an atmosphere for
Communists and Congress Socialists to work together. But, in the
midst ofthese joint activities also surfaced differences in approach
between them.·
We have noted that it was the Communists who had consistently
and uncompromisingly opposed the policies of the bourgeois
national leadership including Gandhi and exposed their class
character. The emergence of the Congress Socialtst Party was an
open recognition ofthe correctness of these criticism and exposure.
Among the Congressmen who effectively opposed the Gandttian
leadership in the I 934 Bombay session of the Congress and in the
AICC meeting that preceded, the Congress Socialists played a
highly significant role. In these meetings. Jayaprakash Narayan
and other Congress Socialists strongly protested against both the
bourgeois parliamentarism and Gandhism. That was why the
Congress leadership looked upon the emergence of the Congress
Socialist Party with suspicion and animosity.
As pointed out in the document of the Communist International.
a considerable section of the people who entered the movement
through the struggles of 1930s came wiih petty-bourgeois ideas
and confidence in the bourgeois leadership. This was true of the
Congress Socialist also. In the voice of protest they raised against
bourgeois parliamentarism and Gandhism also contained a
tendency of compromise with bourgeois parliamentarism ~nd
Gandhism as well as confidence in the bourgeois leadership. This
was evident in the records of the proceedings of the Bombay
Conference (October 1934) of the Congress Socialist Party as well
as in the very conditiob set up by the Party that every Congress
Socialist must be a Congressman.
The main document adopted by the Conference declared that
the aim of the Congress Socialist Party was to get the Indian
National Congress adopt socialis!TI as its objective and to transform
it into a socialist organization. Basir. to the declaration of this
objective was the hope that the Congress could be converted into
an organization fighting for socialism, just as the Congress had
adopted the objective of Full Independence in 1929 after changing
the leadership earlier from Tilak to Gandhi. Thus, they thought
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that even while strengthening the "class struggle" through trade
unions, peasant unions and other mass organizations, the Congress
could be used as the platform for the struggle for national
independence. It was as p¥f of this strategy that the constitution
of the Party made membership in the Congress a condition for
eligibility of membership in the Congress Socialist Party.
It can be seen that this is totally devoid of any concept of classstruggle. For them class struggle is an economic struggle conducted
through trade unions and other mass organizations. Behind this
lay hidden the thinking that class relations have no relevance in
the struggle for independence. The Congress Socialist refused to
perceive the fact that the bourgeoisie and the working class were
in conflict with each other even in the freedom struggle, that the
bourgeois political leadership exerted intlwence not only on the
peasantry and other sections of petty-bourgeois elements, but also
on the rear section of the working class and that the task of the
Communists flld Socialists was to rally the masses in the antiimperialist revolutionary camp through struggles against the
influence of the bourgeoisie. They expected that the Indian National
Congress, the instrument of struggle of the bourgeoisie and which
emerged out of the development of the bourgeoisie, would turn
itself into an instrument for the struggle for socialism.
The Communists could not but oppose these viP.ws. Exposing
the approach of the Congress Socialists of transforming the
Congress into a socialist organization, the Communists said that
the Congress was the political party of the bourgeoisie and it would
be a self-deception and a betreyal of the people to attempt to make
it accept socialism. They further pointed out that the task of
communists and socialists was to effectively oppose the vacillations
and deception of the Congress by organizing the ranks as well as
the anti-imperialist clements under its leadership.
In other words, both the policy being pursued by the Communists
since 1930 of merely exposing orally the bourgeoisie without
joining the struggles led by the bourgeoisie and the policy of the
Congress Socialists working with the illusion of turning the
Congress into a socialist organization without perceiving the class
character of that organization had to be rectified. The concept of
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anti-imperialist front was, in fact. a result of the process of this
rectification. The Lucknow session of the Congress held in April
1936 was the culmination of this process.

II. Background of the Lucknow Session
Like the Lahore session held in 1929, the Lucknow session of the
Congress was a turning point in the history of Indian freedom
movement. While the Lahore session adopted the objective of Fu Ii
Independence under the pressure of Leftists inside and outside the
Congress, the Lucknow session adopted a clear anti-imperialist
programme to achieve that objective. Significantly, Jawaharial
Nehru who was the President of the Congress at the time of the
Lahore session, presided over the Lucknow session. Again. as in
the case of his Lahore presidential speech which gave expression
to the feelings of the supporters of .Full Independence, the
presidential speech of Nehru at the Lucknow session gave
expression to the feelings of the anti-imperialist revolutionaries,
including the Communists and Congress Socialists.
We have noted earlier that, although Nehru was elected President
of the Congress for the Lahore session and the period following it.
his leftist followers found no place in the Working Committee.
But as compared with the Lahore session, the influence o .. the
leftists was demonstrated more strongly in the Lucknow session
and this was reflected in the composition of the Working
Committee. Thus, out of 15 members elected to the Working
Committee, only 10 belonged to the right-wing. Of the remaining
five, three were prominent Congress Socialists, vi:t .• Jayaprakash
Narayan, Acharya Nar~ndra Dev and Achyut Patwardhan. In
addition. Subhas Bose who was in prison was also elected to the
Working Committee. These four and Jawaharlal Nehru had one
way or the other held leftist outlook. Thus for the first time the
voice of the leftist began to be heard right inside the leadership of
the Congress.
Efforts have been made consciously by some to attribute these
political changes to Nehru's personality and to his personal
leadership. If one studies only his speeches and articles it is natural
that one may get this impression. No on~ can deny the personal
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contributions he had made for the emergence and growth of the
anti-imperialist front. However, it would be absurd to maintain
that it was because of his contribution alone that the front had
emerged. The truth is that even in his absence, the front had begun
to emerge, and that it had ~onsiderably helped the development of
Nehru's personality.
We have made reference in some details to the reorganization
of the Communist Party, the emergence of the Congress Socialist
Party and the mutual criticism with regard to their policies and
approaches to different political issues. Here we shall mention
specifically certain significant changes that had come about in the
policies of these parties in 1935 as a result of these developments.
As we have noted in the previous section, the Communist Party
had been in effect taking the sectarian attitude of opposing the
entire Congress without making a disclimination between the
bourgeois leadership of the Congress and its ranks. The Communist
Party decided to put an end to this and become activists of the
Congress in <frder to draw the ranks of the Congress as well as the
common people behind it into the anti-imperialist front.
Ahnpst in the same period. the Congress Socialist Party also
made change in its basic outlook and policies. The Party gave up
the objective of transforming the Congress into a socialist
organi7..ation and adopted the outlook of converting it into an antiimperialist organization. The process of this change in outlook
started in the beginning of 1935 (ahout six months after its first
all-India conference) and ended with its Meerut conference in the
beginning of 1936.
Even before the Meerut conference of the Congress Socialist
Party. the relationship between Socialists and Communists had
become one of cooperation which was extended from the work of
organizing the left inside the Congress against its right-wing
leadership to areas of workers. peasants and students organizations.
The political rethinking that took place in the Communist Party
before and after the Seventh Congress of the Communist
International helped this process. As a result of all this, the second
all-India conference of the Congress Socialist Party adopted a new
"thesis" setting certain urgent tasks before the Party, such as
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unification of all the anti-imperialist forces, joining hands with
other leftist forces which stood in the forefront of this work and
strengthening the organization of workers, peasants and other
sections of the people. These programmes represented the attempt
being made to rectify the errors contained in the programmes
formulated at the Party's first conference. In addition, the thesis
also contained an outlook based on Marxism-Leninism in place of
the vague idea of socialism contained in the earlier programme.
llowever, many socialist leaders likeJayaprakash Narayan were
inwardly in disagreement with the general perspective ~nd
approach contained in the Meerut Thesis. This disagreement. in
fact. led later to intra-party struggles among the Congress Socialists
on the one side and to fierce conflicts between that Party and the
Communist Party. Nevertheless, the Meerut Thesis was a clear
indication to the fact that the Congress Socialist leadership did recognize at least to an extent the changes that were taking place
in the international and national politics. Besides. these
developments prepared the ground for cooperation between the
Congress Socialist Party and the Communist Party at least for the
time being. Immediately before and after the Meerut conference,
the General Secretary of the Congress Socialist Party. Jayaprakash
Narayan. and the Communist Party General Secretary. P.C. Joshi,
held talks and arrived at an understanding on the question of
""transforming the Congress into a national united front".
It must be noted that while these developments were taking
place, Nehru was either in prison or he was in Europe in connection
with the medical treatment of his ailing wife. Kamala Nehru,
preventing him from taking part in active politics. However. these
developments did effect certain changes in him. We have already
referred earlier to the articles he had written during the short period
he was out of the prison in 1933. Nehru said: "I do believe that
fundamentally the choice before the world today is between some
form of Communism and some form of Fascism ... one has to
choose between the two and I choose the Communist ideal ... '
Nehru expressed tHe same opinion in his presidential address at
the Lu~know session of the Congress. Earlier, he formed his
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opinion on the basis of information collected through newspapers
and journals. But his stay in Europe in 1935 provided him
opportunities to study these problems rather closely. There he also
got an opportunity to meet and discuss with Ben Bradley who had
spent some years in lndi¥ prison in connection with the Mecrut
Conspiracy Case and with another British Communist, R. Palme
Dutt. S. Gopal, the biographer of Nehru, stated:
He (Nehru) agreed that the Congress was, on the whole
moving towards the right, but was himself willing to work in
close collaboration with Communists. He was not well read in
Marxism but was persuaded of its vitality and emotionally
inclined towards it. He also had a deep admiration for the
achievements of the Soviet Union. Russia was the land of
future ...Civil liberties to Jawaharlal was of absolute value. and
the Communists had to reckon with th~.2
In other words, Nehru desired the kind of economic and social
transformations that the Soviet Union was undergoing to take place
in India and f'ther countries in the world "without the use of force ...
He did not accept class struggle, the !lasic principle of MarxismLcninism, its logical conclusions of dictatorship of the proletariat.
etc.
1lere one can perceive both the agreement and disagreement
between a top ranking Congress leader like Nehru and the
Communists. As compared to 1929, Nehru came closer to the
Communists. The rise of Fascism and the role played by
Communists in the fight against it brought him to take this position.
At the same time, he believed that the Congress led by Gandhi
was the only organization capable of carrying forward successfully
the struggle for India's national independ~11ce. Nehru assured
Bradley and Dutt that he was prepared to cooperate with the
Communist Party, provided the Communists realized this fact and
worked accordingly.
Following these talks, an article entitled "The Anti-imperialist
People'~ Front in India" under the joint authorship of Dutt and
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Bradley appeared in Labour Monthly in March 1936. In the article
they stated that although the Congress was the main mass
organization of the different sections of people striving for national
liberation. it had not yet risen as the united front of the Indian
people. The article pointed out that if it had to rise to that position,
the constitution, programme and the leadership of the Congress
had to change. The article further suggested that the organizations
of the workers and peasants and other mass organizations must
~ither be brought into a fighting front associated with the Congress
or they must be affiliated to the Congress. At the local, district,
provincial and all-India levels, these organizations must he given
collective membership and a united fighting organization formed
immediately with their participation.
Further, the article also suggested an organizational form in
which the ranks would be able to take better initiative in place of
the centralized organization with the domination of the Working
Committee. That is, there must be democratic centralism. instead
of a leadership of the individual.
In sum, the Congress as a whole must be reformed making its
function more democratic with better position for the labouring
masses. The Dutt-Bradley article also contained suggestions with
regard to the Gandhian non-violence and the approach the Congress
must take towards the constitutional reform., enacted by the British
government.
These were suggestions acceptable not only ro the Communists
but also to other leftists. Nehru had indicated in his Autobiography
that the contents of this article were acceptable to him. In any
case, he had included the objective and slogans contained in the
Dutt-Bradley article in his presidential address at the Lucknow
session.
But many of these suggestions turned out to be the target of
attack of the right-wing leadership of the Congress and certain
others were accepted by them. The spokesmen of the left-wing
forcefully argued for those suggestions which were rejected by
the right-wing, for w'hich they had the backing of a .considerable
section of the delegaies. However. those suggestions which were
opposed by the right-wing were rejected by the session.
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There was a significant difference between the situation now
and that prevailed in the Bombay session held a year and a half
earlier. There was not one leftist leader in the Congress with
Nehru's stature in the BomJ;>ay session, whereas now the voices of
the left were heard right through the presidential address.
One of the reasons for this situation was, of course, the personal
contribution made by Nehru. But it would have been impossible
for Nehru to take such a clear stand, nor would have been the
right-wing leadership compelled to listen to him, had there not
been the kind of changes in the international and national politics
we have described above.

Ill. Nehru's Marxism and Indian Bourgeoisie
As we have seen, many thought that Jawaharlal Nehru had been
showing leanings towards communism in the early 1930s. In
particular. basing on the articles Nehru had written in this period
and on his speeches and press interviews. Ripan Chandra stated
that the years 1933-36 constituted the period in which he was in
'"his most •Marxist' phase''. 3
Bipan Chandra tried to establish that rather than talking vaguely
about socialism, Nehru expressed faith in class struggle, the corner
stone of Marxism. and emphasized that it was a fact oflifc and not
the creation of some agitators and philosophers. Bipan Chandra
also pointed out that Nehru accepted the Marxist theory of state as
well as the necessity of revolutionary struggle against this
oppressive instrument of the exploiting classes. This was also the
period, according to him, in which Nehru's estrangement with the
bourgeois id.eologies and policies including Gandhism, reached
its peak, as evidenced by his presidential address at the Lucknow
session of the Congress.
We have noted that Gandhi and other right-wing Congress
leaders had been endeavouring to negotiate and arrive at a
compromise with the Viceroy following the failure of the 1932
struggle. Bipan Chandra has pointed out that in parallel to and as
part of these attempts, the Indian industrialist G.D. Birla had
3. Bipan Chandra. Jawaharlal Nehru and the capitalist class, 1936, Economic
and Political Weekly. Special Number, 1975, pp.1307-1324.
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conducted negotiations with the rulers with the blessings of Gandhi.
Birla directly and Gandhi indirectly through Rirla had assured the
British that Congress, regardless of objections, was prepared to
bring into force the constitutional reforms in India. But Nehru and
the left-wing Congressmen led by him were opposed to this, Bipan
Chandra pointed out.
The main political problem which came up before the Luckn<'w
session was the attitude of Congress towards to con:;titutional
reforms. Although the Congress was opposed to the reforms, it
did not formulate a programme of boycott ot the legislature ks it
did in the case of the 1919 reforms. The futility of the boycott
programme and the subsequent formation of the Swaraj Party
earlier had taught the Congressmen including Gandhi a lesson.
Even the left-wing Congressmen who expressed emotional
opposition to the adoption of the parliamentary programme by the
leadership in 1934 did not demand boycott of elections that were
going to be held in accordance with the provisions of the .new
constitution. Instead, they suggested adopting a policy of
obstructionist tactics inside the legislature and organizing agitations
outside it.
The question arose if the Congress would go in for forming
ministries in the provinces in the event it obtained majority in the
legislatures after the elections. The right-wing Congressmen argued
that the formation of ministries was the logical extension of
participation in the elections. They thought that accepting office
would further strengthen the Congress, which would enable them
to bargain with theaut~orities in a better way. However, this policy
was forcefully oppose'Zl by the left-wing. They feared that if the
Congress accepted office. it would lose the character of a fighting
organization it had acquired. They also feared that instead of
fighting the British imperialism, the Congress ministers, as part
of the British administrative m~chinery, would be compelled to
take actions against the people. This opinion was, in tact, expressed
by Nehru in his Luct<,now presidential address. Nehru stated:
Behind it (acceptance of office) lies, somewhat hidden, the
question of independence and whether we seek revolutionary
changes in India or are working for part reforms under the aegis
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of British imperialism ..... To accept office and ministry, under
the conditions of the Act, is to negative our rejection of it, and
to stand self-condemned. National honour and self-respect
cannot accept this posi~ion, for it would inevitably mean our
cooperation, in some measure with the repressive apparatus of
imperialism, and we would become partners in this repression
and in the exploitation of our pcople.4
There was a related organizational problem. Nehru supported
in his presidential address the leftist proposal to democratize the
Congress by giving collective affiliation to the workers' and
peasants' and other mass organizations and by assigning active
roles to the Congress units at the lowest level and to the ordinary
Congressmen. The opposition to the acceptance of office and the
proposals for democratization of the c.ongress constituted a
political and organizational challenge to the right-wing leadership.
Bipan Chandra points out that Nehru's merit in the period 1933-36
consisted in t?t he acted as the spokesman of Communists. Socialists
and other lefhst Congressmen in raising this challenge.
According to Bipan Chandra, it was not an expression of the
contradiction between bourgeois. ideology and socialism, but a
conflict between two approaches in regard to the freedom struggle.
He says: " ... he (Nehru) challenged the basic nationalist political
strategy followed by the Congress leadership since the 1880s i.e., the strategy of advancing towards political power and
independence by stages arrived at through a series of compromises
to be forced on the colonial power through the application ofevcrincreasing political pressure... .l have described this strategy as that
of Pressure-Compromise-Pressure....." 5
Bipan Chandra's analysis was as follows: "Jn the concrete Indian
political situation of 1934-36, the dominant Congress leadership
and the leadership of the Indian capitalist class felt that the stage
of pressure or active struggles was over and the stage of
compromise, co-operation and "goodwill" had to be ushered in.
They had been quietly working towards a political compromise,
4. A. M. l.aidi and S.G. Zaidi (eds), The Encyclopaedia of Indian National
Congress, Vol. 11, New Delhi, Chand and Co, pp.JOO-IOI.
S. Bipan Chandra, op. cit., p.1309.
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in fact, since the end of 1933, for the civil disobedience movement
had definitely petered out by that time .... Gandhi and dominant
right-wing leadership of the Congress strained all their nerves to
prevent the Congress from adopting a policy of office-rejection ...
This was very clearly brought out by the encouragement that
Gandhi gave to G.D. Birla to bring about a spirit of mutual trust
and "personal touch" between the rulers and the Congress
leadership in general and Gandhi in particular.''<Bipan Chandra tries to make it appear that the approach of the
spokesman of the leftists, Nehru. was a counter tC' this tactiC6 of
the bourgeoisie. The opposition to the acceptance of office,
according to Bipan Chandra, was "'in fact" an opposition to the
tactics of compromise. The indication here is that Nehru and his
associates were trying to adopt a tactics of '"pressure-victory"
(i.e., uncompromising struggles till the victory is achieved) in place
of the "pressure--compromise-pressure" tactics adopted by
( iandhi and other right-wing Congress leaders.
The facts, we have presented so far would show that this analysis
is hasically erroneous. The constantly developing bourgeoisie had
heen striving to exert more and more pressure on imperialism and
lo acquire more and more powers making use of this pressure.
The adoption of the "extremist" programme under the leadership
ofTilak and later of the ''non-violent non-cooperation programme"
under Gandhi's leadership by the Congress originally started .as a
moderate organization were developments that revealed this truth.
As indicated in the preceding chapters, it was as part of
implementing this same programme that the Congress proceeded
along the line of the fbrmation of the Swaraj Party, the imtiative
taken by the left-wing Congressmen for the adoption of Puma
Swaraj and the consequent Lahore session, the civil disobedience
movement that followed and so on.
It was as part of the same strategy that Nehru's name was
proposed by Gandhi himself as t11e President of the Lahore session.
And he was again made the President at the Lucknow session by
Gandhi and the right-wing leadership. As we are going to see in
<>.

Ibid.
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the following pages, the same right-wing leadership extended the
presidentship of Nehru for another year and appointed another
leader of the left-wing, Subhas Bose to succeed Nehru. It must be
mentioned specifically th~t it was not on account of the pressure
from the left-wing, that the l-ight-wing leadership appointed leftists
consecutively for three years: it was on its own free will. Why did
the leadership make such a choice? In order to find an answer to
this question, we would have to establish that the very basis of
Bipan Chandra's analysis was wrong.
First, it is not consistent with facts to maintain that the rightwing Congress leadership gave up the strategy of "prcssurecompromisc-pressure" and adopted exclusively the approach of
compromise. It is true that both Gaudhi and Birla were moving
with an intention of reaching a final compromise. But the bourgeois
leadership knew that this was not easy to bFing about. They were
convinced that a final compromise would be possible only"through
increasing the pressure.
Second, it is equally wrong to state that the strategy adopted by
Nehru was one of"pressure-victory" in place of the strategy of
"pressure-compromise-pressure"'. Although Nehru had often
pursued policies which were for the time being opposed to that of
the right-wing leadership, his fundamental political outlook {even
during 1933-36) was that of the Congress. While opposing the
opinions of Gandhi and other right-wing Congress leaders on
various political issues in words, he had always submitted himself
in action to the Congress discipline. This was the main factor which
motivated the right-wing Congress leaders to nominate Nehru to
the presidentship of the Congress now at the Lucknow session as
it was in the case of the Lahore session. Bipan Chandra himself
has cited certain statements made by Gandhi and Birla which would
lend support to this. Let us also note in passing that even during
the 1933-36 period in which, according to Bipan Chandra, Nehru
had accepted the Marxist theory of class struggle, he looked at the
Congress under the bourgeois leadership as the only platform for
the struggle against imperialism.
Third, it is advantageous for the pressure tactics of the
bourgeoisie to install the leftist Nehru whom they were confident
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of""taming" as the president of the Congress and thereby to create
the impression that leftist outlook was gmwing in the organization.
In order for the acceptance of office and for the subse4uent efforts
to become effective, there must have a leadership capable of
it~spiring and unleashing the letl forces in the country. The person
best suited for that purpose was Jawaharlal Nehru. The bourgeois
leadership was in need of a president with leanings towards
Marxism and outwardly opposed to right-wing ideologies including
Gandhism. In the absence of such a leftist backing, it would have
been impossible for them even to make an attempt for compromise
·
with the rulers.
In his article, Bipan Chandra cites an incident which clearly
reveals this fact. A group of Rom bay capitalists who were angered
at the Lucknow presidential address of Nehru issued a statement
sharply condemning him and also criticizing the Congress. Another
prominent capitalist of Bombay, Purshottamdas Thakurdas, who
did not quite agree with this approach exchanged a number of
letters with G.D. Birla on this subject.
The Birla-Thakurdas correspondence revealed what that section
of the Indian capitalists who are described as "the more far-sighted''
had in mind. It revealed their confidence that no matter what game
Nehru played with words, there was no grouRd for them to get
frightened, because Gandhi and other right-wing leaders of the
Congress would be able to contain him. The exchange of
correspondence also revealed that Gandhi and other right-wing
Congress leaders had assured these leading capitalists that the final
decision of the Congress with regard to the acceptance of office
would go in favour of it regardless of the opposition of Nehru and
other lefl-wing leadc?s towards it.
In any case, susbscqucnt events have demonstrated the
realization of the optimism displayed by Gai1dhi, Birla and
Thakurdas that the bourgeoisie would be able to "tame" Nehru
who had been making leftist speeches, and the falsity of the analysis
of Bipan Chandra made on ttie basis of Nehru's speeches and
articles that in the .years 1933-36 Nehru had reached "his most
'Marxist' phase". Nehru was a tool of the bourgeois tactics of
pressure-compromise-pressure. It was a period in which the
Indian bourgeoisie was in need of a leader verbally favouring
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Marxism and opposing Gandhism in order for their pressure tactics
to succeed.

IV. The Lucknow Session: An Evaluation
Two principal issues rai5ed by the Congress President Nehru
and other leftist Congressmen at the Lucknow session, namely,
opposition to the acceptance of office. and actions for
democratizing Congress organization including collective
artiliation to trade unions and other mass organizations, were not
accepted by the Congress.
The issue of acceptance of office was deferred by the session.
A resolution adopted by the Congress to this effect stated: "The
question of acceptance or non-acceptance of office by Congress
members elected to the legislatures under the constitution having
been agitated in the country the CongFess, in view of the
uncertainties of the situation as it may develop, considers it
inadvisable to commit itself to any decision at this stage on the
question and leaves it to be decided at the proper time by the AICC
after consulting the provincial Congress Committccs."7
In deterring a decision on this matter, the Congress was, in effect,
rejecting the arguments of the le1lists. The issue of acceptance or
non-acceptance of offke was a fundamental problem relating to
the approach toward'i the British rulers. What lay behind the debate
on the acceptance of office was the question whether the Congress
would adopt the method of compromise with the British rulers on
the basis of the reforms that were being introduced step by step or
it would organize the people on a revolutionary basis and establish
a free democratic state by the people themselves after victoriously
destroying the foundations of the British rule. If it accepted the
latter, for which Nehru and other leftist leaders were arguing in
the Lucknow session, then the question of taking a decision "at
the proper time" as stated in the resolution did not arise. Deferring
the decision meant that Congress might take a decision in favour
of acceptance of office some time in future (that is, when the
situation became favourable).
7. 7aidi und Zaidi (eds.) op. cit., p 33 (Italics added)
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The Congress, on the other hand, rejected outright the issue of
democratization of the Congress by giving collective atliliation
to trade unions and other mass organizations. The leadership was
not prepared to consider this issue. It maintained that the Congress
was not against the trade unions and other mass organizations
growing in strength and that it was even prepared to take an attitude
favourable to their growth. But it insisted that these organi7ations
should be made to accept the leadership of the Congress. For this
purpo~c the Congress would form a workers' sub-committee to
g.ivc guidance and leadership to those Congre~smcn working ·in
trade unions.
This was not merely an organizational problem; behind it lay
the differences of opinion between lcfl-wing and right-wing on
the question of building the anti-imperialist front. By the antiimperialist front the leftist meant creating a great mass upsurge
against the imperialist forces by rallying the masses jointly by the
( 'ongress, Congress Socialist and Communist Parties, the trade
unions and other mass organizations. On the other hand. the right'' ing interpreted the front as the Socialist and Communist parties
and the mass organizations like the trade unions strengthening the
Congress by accepting its political leadership, thereby regarding
the Congress as the anti-imperialist front. Rejecting the proposal
put forward by the leftists meant acceptance of the latter
interpretation by the Congress.
In sum, although the lcnists made a good performance with
many major and minor speeches. including the presidential addres~.
all the proposals put forward by them were rejected at the Lucknow
session. Some historian~ have tried to characterize this ss a defeat
for the leftists. Bi pan Chandra, for instance, says: '"From now on,
the chief role of the masses was to listen to his (Nehru's) speeches.
In ideology, not Marxism hut a mild form of Fabianism became
the norm though once in a while there came flashes of his old
Marxism."8
·
Whether this was true or false of Nehru is not relevant now. But
what is relevant is the question as to how the leftists in general
reacted to these developments. Did they feel that they were
K.

Bipan Chandra. op. c:il.. p. 1321.
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defeated? Did they consider. as Nehru is reported to have felt. that
it was futile to tight the right-wing leadership and hence need not
continue the tight?
The leftists, except a few like Nehru, did not have any illusion
that they would succeed iii getting all their proposals accepted by
the Congress, that too. in a single conference.
The Communists who regarded that the Congress was the
political party oflndian bourgeoisie viewed the fight between the
left and right sections in the Congress as an important form of
class struggle. They never had the illusion which Nehru and the
Congress Socialists had with regard to the political character of
the Congress. They knew that the anti-imperialist front would
emerge only out of the clashes between the compromising policy
of the bourgeois politicians and the uncompromising attitude of
the masses rallied behind them. Even the O>ngrcss Socialists were
working with the understanding that the struggle against the rightwing leadership inside the Congress would be an intense one.
A majority·of left-wing Congr.essmen who belonged to neither
of these groups, on the other hand, exam incd the whole
developments from the point of view of whether or not the
Lucknow session gave a new impetus to the struggle they had
started and not whether or not the struggle they put up on the
platform of the session turned out to be effective for the time being.
And viewed from this angle. they had sufficient reason to remain
contented. Whatever the decision of the Congress session. the
proceedings of the session turned out to be useful in taking the
issue they had raised jointly with Communists and Socialists to
the delegates and the common people. They were able to bring
about a change in the thinking of a considerable section of the
people who had not yet taken part in the activities of the Communist
and Socialist parties or in the left movements. The Lucknow session
also helped them to extend to a large section of the people the
revolutionary perspective with regard to the constitutional refonns
and the practical problems relating to them which had hitherto
been confined to narrow groups. In other words. in the Lucknow
session they were able to organize to a great extent the leftist forces
fbr the coming struggles between the left and the right.
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In order to make use of these favourable situation& effectively.
certain other activities were also organized outside the conference,
which brought far-reaching effect. The "anti-imperialist rally" held
during the interval in the conference venue deserves particular
m~ntion. The rally which was organised on the initiative of
Communists and Socialists attracted a large section of the
delegates. The organizers of the rally tried to examine the problems
of Indian freedom struggle in the background of international
developments, the danger of war that rose in the wake of the rise
of Fascism and the role of British imperialism in it. Discussions
were held which inspired the ordinary Congressmen to wage a
more effective struggle against the right-wing leadership with a
clear idea of how to conduct the mass struggles against the
Government oflndia Act which was fabricated by the imperialists
rulers and of the weakness of the Congress in conducting such
struggles. This helped to lay a strong ideological and political
foundation to the anti-imperialist front that the Communists.
Socialists and other leftists were striving to build.
The Communist Party also distributed a leaflet at the venue of
the conference explaining its stand on various issues. It may be
noted that since the party had been banned since 1934, this could
not be done openly and legally. Despite this. many Sodalist
activists and Congress volunteers helped the Communists in
distributing the leaflet extensively in the delegate camps an~ in
the conference Panda/. A number of leaders in the Reception
Committee and AICC also extended cooperation to the
Communists in the distribution of the leaflet. The successful antiimperialist rally and the distribution of the Communist leaflet \\ere
indications of the fact that not only certain top Congress leaders
like Nehru but a considerable section of the ordinary Congressmen
and delegates had started getting attracted to the ideologies of
communism and socialism. The ordinary Congressmen who had
been fed up with Gandhism, patliamentarism and the waverings
and pusillanimity displayed by Nehru who had been indulging in
leftist rhetorics were yearning for a new programme and were
eagerly looking upon the Communist and Socialist parties which
had been giving leadership for taking the national movement in a
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new direction. Opportunities were opening up for a fruitful
exchange of views among ordinary Congressmen and the
representatives of the Communist and Socialist parties as well as
for practical cooperation among them.
The emergence of All-India Kisan Sabha was another important
event that took place at the venue of the Lucknow session. The
grounds for this had. in fact. been cleared earlier. Peasant agitations
had been going on for quite some time in different provinces in
different forms according to the sr~"ific characteristics of each
province. In many of these agitations the leadership was with the
Congress.Consequently. they did not assume the form of a regular
peasants organisation . These were, in fact, attempts to bring the
peasant under the Congress.
It was in the early 1930s that peasant o~anizations began to
emerge at local and provincial levels. Even at this stage the
leadership of a major section was with the Congress. With the
expansion of the activities of the Communist and Socialist parties,
the activists of the leftist parties began to take part in the activities
among the peasants. For example, it was the left Congressmen
who were also the Congress Socialists who laid the foundation for
the peasant movement in the Malabar region. With this, workers
functioning in the peasant movements began to feel the need of a
central organization for the peasant movement like the AITUC
for the trade unions. Accordingly, a preparatory conference of the
workers in the peasant movements was held in January 1936 at
Meerut while the Congress Socialist Party was holding its Second
All-India Conference there. The Meerut conference formed an
organizing committee with N .G. Ranga and Jayaprakash Narayan
as joint convenors to organize an All-India Kisan Conference. The
Lucknow conference was a result of the activities of this committee.
The Lucknow conference was attended by Swami Sahajanand
Saraswati and lndulal Yagnik who later became prominent leaders
oflndian peasant movement, and N.G. Ranga, a leftist leader who
later turned to the rightist camp. The name of the organization
formed in that conference was All-India Kisan Congress, also
called the All-India Kisan Sangh by some, which was further
changed to All-India Kisan Sabha. The Lucknow conference is
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regarded as the founding conference of the Sabha.
It may be noted that the All-India Kisan Sabha formed 16 years
after the formation of All-India Trade Union Congress. The
peasants had hitherto been depending on the Congress not only
for the solution of political problems including that of national
freedom but also for getting their immediate demands conceded.
(This was also the position with workers till the formation of the
AITUC.) But the growth of the left parties, the emerger.ce of the
anti-imperialist front and the influence it was able to gain even
within the Congress exerted considerable intlucnce among 'the
peasants. They began to work with the perspective of forming an
independent class organization of their own and fighting against
British imperialism by joining hands with all other mass
nrganizations and political parties including the Congress. The
All-India Kisan Conference held in Lucknow provided leadership
for these activities.
The main resolution adopted by the con fcrcnce set the objective
of the Kisan Congress as complete liberation of peasants from
economic exploitation and achievement of economic and political
power to peasants, workers and other exploited secti011s of the
people. The resolution stated that the task nf Kisan Congress was
to organize peasants to fight for their immediate political and
economic demands and to obtain liberation from exploitation. The
resolution called upon the peasants to actively participate in the
struggles for complete independence for India so as lo enable th'~
producing masses to obtain ultimate economic and politkal power.
The conference adopted two more resolutions which were of
considerable importance. One of them demanded abolition of
landlordism which had been existing in different forms such as
Zemindari, Taluqdari, Malguzari, Estemardari, Khot, Janmi,
lnamdari, etc., and conferring landownership on the cultivating
peasants. The other resolution demanded radical change in the
land tax system in the Ryotwari regions and the introduction of a
graduated system of tax, exempting peasants with income less than
Rs. 500 from payment of land tax.
These resolutions constituted an outline of the policies of the
Kisan Sabha. The conference elected a Central Kisan Committee
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with Swami Sahajanand as president and N.G. Ranga as secretary
and also an AIKC with larger membership.
Yet another event that took place in the venue of the Congress
session was the formatia.;i of All-India Progressive Writers·
Association for which the inspiration came from the organisation
of anti-fascist writers led by Maxim Gorki and other progressive
writers in Europe. Formed on the initiative of the Communists, it
had the blessings of Rabindranath Tagore, Sarojini Naidu, Munshi
Premchand and other top ranking writers in the country. The
Lucknow conference of Indian writers which was presided over
by Premchand was an indication to suggest that the message of
the anti-imperialist front and the anti-fascist international front
had started making impacts on the intelligentsia in India.
All in all, although the Lucknow session o'thc Congress r~jected
the resolution introduced by the left-wing, the event that took place
inside and outside the conference Pa11tdal demonstrated that the
ideas propagat.ed by them had started spreading far and wide. It
had also become obvious that Communists and Socialists were
leading these movements.

Tactics of Bourgeois Leadership
E.M.S. Namboodiripad

I. After the Lucknow Session
Although there was a similarity between the Lahore and
Lucknow sessions of the Congress in that the right-wing leadership
decided to install a known leftist as president for both these
sessions, the political backgrounds of these decisions were
different. The Lahore session was held at a time when even the
right-wing leadership had taken a position in_ which it was
impossible to avoid a country-wide mass agitation against the
British rulers. In order for them to make this agitation countrywide, they had to secure the whole-hearted co-operation of the
leftists. Therefore, not on{y did they install Nehru as the president
ofthe session, they also took over the slogan of Full Independence
raised by leftists represented by him. Thus, both the president of
the Lahore session and the decisions taken in that session helped
create the impression that politically the Congress was moving
towards left.
The background of the Lucknow session was completely
different. It had become.certain that the immediate objecti\e of
the right-wing Congress leadership was to arrive at a compromise
with the British rulers and not a struggle against them. For that
purpose, they had to have inspiring policy declarations and a
suitable president. However, the leadership could not afford to
accept the suggestion of the president and the left-wing to reject
office, for they would achieve their objective of compromise with
the rulers only by malling use of favourable situations emerging
out of office acceptance. Besides, the proposals put forward by
Excerpts from "A History of Indian Freedom Struggle" written by
E.M.S. Namboodripad. Pages 353-370.
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the left-wing (collective affiliation of mass organizations, etc.)
for democratizing the Congress organization were regarded
extremely dangerous by the right-wing leadership. Consequently.
they could not but defeat right in the conference the proposals put
forward by the left-wing plesident. Thus. the right-wing leadership
adopted the policy of rejecting all the proposals put forward by
Nehru, while keeping him in the presidentship. The state of affairs
that prevailed within the Congress leadership as a consequence of
these developments had been described by Pattabhi Sitaramayya
as follows:
The President was out of tune with the majority of the
Working Committee. The three new friends (Congress
Socialists) taken into it would. with him make a good four or
more than a fourth of the Committee bulgenerally speaking the
deliberations and decisions were not conditioned or conducted
by majorities and minorities. Jawaharlal had offered his
resignatio? at the very outset but he was persuaded to remain
and continue. Continue he did but qualms of conscience which
created uneasy feelings in his presidential address which was
not meant to be a mere thesis but a programme of action. On
the other. there was Gandhi with his following of ten members
in the Working Committee thinking and acting as a solid block. 1
What motivated Nehru to remain a prisoner of the majority in
the Working Committee while occupying the presidentship of the
Congress? What motivated the right-wing Congress leaders to keep
him in the presidentship in such a condition? According to his
biographer, Sarvepally Gopal:
By now Jawaharlal was as indispensable to the Congress as
the party was to him. He commanded, even before his election
tours gave him a wide popular appeal, the support of large
sections of radical youth who. but for him, would have left the
Congress for left-wing parties. Even the Congress Socialist Party
might have broken away from the parent body .... He was, too.
the only Indian politician who had an international audience
I. Patlnhhi Sitaramayya. The llislory of Indian National Congress, Vol. II,
Bombay, Padrna Publications, 1947. p.13.
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and it was he who secured for the party recognition on the world
stage. Had Jawaharlal, therefore, insisted in the summer of 1936
on resigning .the presidency. it is difficult to believe that Gandhi
and his followers would have been short-sighted enough to let
him do so. 2
Why did then Nehru submit himself to this situation? His
biographer adds:
The psychological hankering to follow Gandhi and the
ingrained loyalty to the party were only part of the explanatiQn.
Jawaharlal Nehru knew that there was no working class
leadership or even an alternative elite leadership available; and
as long as this.was the case, it would be disastrous to weaken
the Congress. And, as ever, his colleagues took advantage of
this. 3
Our discussions in the proceeding chapter show that this analysis
is incorrect. An altemate leadership in which the working class
had active roles had been emerging and getting strong day by day.
The Lucknow session had shown that the influence of this emergent
alternate leadership was by no means small. The truth was that
other than making policy statements like the Lucknow presidential
speech Nehru was not prepared to put up an uncompromising fight
against the views of the right-wing in accordance with the contents
of his declarations.
As S. Gopal has pointed out, Nehru's views were full of
contradictions and his political outlook weak. His seemingly
Marxist philosophical outlook and his leanings towards the political
slogans of the anti-impecialist front that included communists and
socialists were found reflected throughout in his speeches and
writings. However, his actions were limited within·the ambit of
discipline of the Congress led by the bourgeoisie.
·
As ~11e are going to see in the following pages, whenever the
contradiction between the left-wing and the right-wing became
acute, Nehru either gave up his own position and surrendered to
the right-wing leadership, or remained neutral. Never did he stand
firm with the left-wing to effectively challenge the right-wing.
2. S. Gopal, op. cit., p. 214.
3. Ibid.
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However, a few weeks after the Lucknow session, Nehru came in
clash with the right-wing leadership of the Congress. Although
the proposals he had put forward in his presidential address had
heen rejected by the Congress, he continued to make speeches
and write articles which resembled in content his presidential
address.
Not only the capitalists of Bombay as we have noted earlier.
but many right-wing Congress leeders like Vallabhbhai Patel.
Rajendra Prasad and Rajagopalachari severely criticized him for
the opinions he expressed. f'ollowing, Nehru offered his
resignation, an action which was disapproved by Gandhi who
advised him to submit to the majority of the Working Committee
and work without creating problems. The right-wing leadership in
the Congress and the moderates outside it stood witness to Nehru"s
acceptance of Gandhi's advice and to the disappearance from his
speeches and.writings of the ''triumphant freshness.. which had
been found ix.pressed in them earlier.
This process of change in Nehru reached the zenith as
preparations began for contesting the elections scheduled to be
held in early 1937. We shall return to it in the following chapters.
Before that we shall refer to certain activities of Ndm1 to which
the right-wing leadership had no objection.
By 1936 the world political atmosphere was becoming dark.
Abyssinia became the victim of aggression of Fascist Italy. In
Spain. rebellion broke out under the leadership of Franco against
the elected government. Added to these were the inhuman regime
of Hitler who had already come to power in Gennany and Japan's
war of aggression against China, which together gave rise to
peol?le's ire against imperialist powers which were rendering
assistance to the Fascist forces around the world.
This had its reflection in India also. The Congress Working
Committee decided to observe 9th May as "Abyssinia Day•·. The
Working Committee also deputed V.K. Krishna Menon to represent
the Congress in the World Peace Conference scheduled to be held
in Brussels in September 1936. and in the World Peace Congress
which were organised jointly by the socialists, c~mmunists and
certain sections of bourgeois political parties in Europe. And it
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was as part of these activities that Nehru visited Spain and sent
aids to the Spanish democrats.
Nehru considered that this was the symbol of the leftist views
he was representing. The right-wing leadership thought this would
help, like many other things, to create popular pressure which was
needed lo achieve the objective of compromise with the British
rulers. because any move against Fascism would also turn agair:st
the British rulers. The message sent by Nehru to the World Peace
Congress stated:
... I should like to emphasize that peace in colonial count~ies
can only be established with the removal of imperialist
domination for imperialism is itself a negation of peace.
Therefore, for us in India, as well as for other countries, situated
like us, the first step must be political freedom, to be followed,
I hope, by social freedom. Thus we shall be able lo build up our
country, in common with the rest of the world, an enduring
foundation for peace and freedom and human progress. 4
In order to rouse world public opinion and fight for civil liberties
in India. a Civil Liberties Union was formed on Nehru's initiative.
The Union endeavoured to collect information on the violation of
civil liberties in foreign countries and also to provide similar
information on the violation of civil liberties in India to foreigners.
According to the official historian of the Congress. Pattabhi
Sitaramayya:
In India .... where no rights exist for the people, when the sacalled constitution itself is undemocratic and is a standing
negation of civil rights and popular liberties, a Union such as
the one contemplated would be more or less an imitation unless
it super-arrogated itself the whole range of st4pendous task
undertaken and carried on with success by Indian National
Congress for over half a century. For the Civil Liberties Union
that is contemplated should in any case oflndia strive to establish
civil liberties in the first place, not merely preserve them as in
the case of France,.America and England. But one justification
we can sense instantly and instinctively. The Union that was
4. Collected Works of .lawaharlal Ne/1r11, Vol. 7, New Delhi, Orient
Longman, 1975, p. 577.
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being established in I936 might form the nucleus of that larger
union which must necessarily function even after. India shall
have established a fuU democratic constitution. 5
We have referred earlier to Nehru's opinion on the communist
approach to civil liberties. Nehru considered civil liberties as a set
of values which had to be unconditionally preserved always and
everywhere and declared that he was opposed to violation of civil
liberties to introduce revolutionary change in the economic and
social life as in the Soviet Union. Therefore, the Civil Liberties
Union formed under the leadership of Nehru was meant to serve
the dual purpose of opposing the repressive actions of the British
rulers in India and laying the foundation of future Indian
democracy.
.
Thus, the right-wing Congress leaderl left Nehru free to work
in the areas of Fascist aggression and preparation for war at the
international level and against the violation of civil liberties at the
national le~I with which they had no quarrel, while preserving
their domination over the Congress organization.
II. Preparations for Elections
For those who retain in memory the fact that it was on the slogan
of boycott oflegislature and other institutions that Gandhi brought
the masses to the battle ground, it may appear surprising to see the
Congress making preparations for elections without ruling out the
probability of accepting office after winning the elections. But no
one who examines objectively the growth of the bourgeoisie which
controlled the Congress politically and organizationally would find
anything surprising in it.
The bourgeois political leadership came to the fore with a
programme of agitations and struggles first under Tilak's
leadership and later under Gandhi's when it was felt necessary to
mobilize the people discarding the style of work of the earlier
generation of moderates. And it was the same leadership which
gained self-confidence through the struggle for over a decade came
to the conclusion that it was possible to negotiate and reach
5. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, op. cit., p. 21.
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compromise with the rulers without giving up the programme of
rallying the masses behind itself.
While this was the position with the right-wing leadership. the
leftists did not favour the approach of boycotting elections either.
They understood that elections and battles in the legislature had
an important place in organizing the people against imperialism
and its Indian agents. As Lenin pointed out in the midst of a
controversy in the world communist movement on the same issu~.
the argument against parliamentary activities was an 'infantile
disorder" that had affected the revolutionary movement. The world
revolutionary working -;lass movement rejected both the right
opportunist view of the possibility of bringing revolution by
contesting elections and using parliamentary majority and the left
opportunism keeping aloof from class-struggles on the scene of
parliamentary activities. The Communist Party which had been
organized on the basis of this ideological position, and the Congress
Socialist Party viewed the electoral activities as an important means
to strengthen the anti-imperialist struggle. However, the
Communists, Congress Socialists and other leftists differed from
the right-wing leadership including Gandhi on the question of why
and how to participate in the elections. The leftists were opposed
to the right-wing approach of entering the legislatures and forming
ministries wherever there was a majority strictly in conformity
with the provisions of the constitution and using the authority and
power thus acquired to bargain with the imperialist rulers. They,
on the other hand. tried to create a revolutionary mass movemc:nt
by combining the majority in the legislature with people's force
outside the legislature.. They adopted the approach of "wrecking
the constitution" with popular force and framing a constitution
for India by a constituent assembly which would be constituted
by the people in the process of this struggle.
On that basis and as an integral part of the process of '"wrecking
the constitution" the Communist and Socialist Parties were
'
pondering independently and collectively how best the election
propaganda could be used. what were the policies and programmes
needed for building the anti-imperialist front and how to propagate
the programmes of these parties independently while propagating
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the common programmes of the front and so on. The right-wing
Congress leadership. the leftist Congress president and his socialist
colleagues in the Working Committee also paid attention to these
problems.
As a result of the discu!Sions that took place at different levels,
the Communist Party, the Congress Socialist Party and other leftist
parties adopted their respective programmes which, however. failed
to create any impact on the masses. The election manifesto of the
Congress, on the other hand, attracted the people. The election
propaganda conducted by the Congress leaders in general and
Nehru in particular based on the manifesto. despite the constraints
placed by the right-wing leadership, helped the spread of the antiimperialist views represented by Nehru among the people.
The nature and character of Congress leadership was. in fact.
reflected in its election manifesto. For inst;nce, although the rightwing leaders had already decided to form ministries wherever the
Congress wt'1 a majority in the elections. the manifesto remained
silent on the subject. On the other hand, it contained an inspiring
call for anti-imperialist struggles.
The Congress election manifesto was written by Nehru as it
was the case with many other documents which had become
beneficial to the right-wing in the Congress. Therefore it would
sound to the people under the influence of the leftists that it
embodied their hopes and aspirations. Moreover, Nehru conducted
the election propaganda in such a way as to strengthen this
impression. But the question of forming ministries was left open
in the manifesto.
The manifesto began with a description of the deepening
economic crisis and the problems of increasing unemployment
and poverty. It reiterated that the only condition for the solution
of these problems is the attainment of independence. It emphasized
the fact that the struggle for independence had ended up in the
suppression of civil liberties. The manifesto specifically stated
that the Congress had rejected the constitution prepared in these
backgrounds and that the activities inside the legislature was one
of the facets of the struggle to get it rescinded. ·
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What was the nature of activities contemplated in the legislature?
Were they intended to "wreck the constitution" as proposed by
the left-wing or to prepare the ground for a compromise with the
British rulers? These questions were not answered in the manitesto.
The contents ·of the manifesto were so vague that they could be
interpreted in either way. At the same time, it repeated the contents
of the resolution on civil rights adopted in the Karachi session of
the Congress. Besides. an appendix containing certain proposals
for the solution of the agrarian problems raised fol!owing the
emergence of the Kisan Sabha was added to the manifesto.
In short. the Congress election manifesto contained an approach
which. while providing facilities to the leftists to conduct
propaganda in accordance with their own views. was helpful to
the right-wing to take an "appropriate decision·· after the e\ections
with the support of the peop\e attracted by the leftist countenance
of the manifesto.
Based on the manifesto, Jawaharlal Nehru conducted a countrywide propaganda campaign in the capacity of president of the
Congress. The campaign was organised on the model of countrywide tours conducted by Gandhi in 1921-22 and in the subsequent
years. But unlike Gandhi. Nehru endeavoured to spread the
message of the left-oriented anti-imperialist front throughout the
country. In the tour Nehru proved that he was as good to draw
crowds as Gandhi was.
r:1e election campaign tours also showed that in popularity
Nehru was next only to Gandhi. However. more important \\'as
the change that had come about in the nature of the Congress and
the anti-imperialist movement. The idea of uncomprnmising
struggles against imperialism as demanded by Communists.
Socialists and other leftists. the organisations of workers. peasants
and other working masses as an integral part of these struggles,
the communist and socialist ideologies that helped and strengthened
those who were working in these organisations, and above all. the
close link between the Indian freedom struggle and the
revolutionary movements all over the world-all these were
brought closer to the masses by Nehru through his election
campaign.
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In the background, however, certain other developments were
taking place. The right-wing leadership which assigned Nehru the
work of writing an election manifesto capable ofinspiring millions
of left-minded youth and the working masses as well as the task
of conducting a country-'Xide election campaign basmg on the
manifesto was striving to win the elections by all means including
reaching an electoral understanding with the moderate sections
outside the Congress.
This was the approach which Nehru had sharply criticized
earlier. He accused the majority of Congress leaders of moving in
the direction of aligning with anyone adopting any method with
the sole objective of winning the elections. However, Nehru himself
played later in the hands of the right-wing in creating situations
for gaining majority and forming ministries in the non-Muslim
majority provinces. For instance, his biog'8pher points out that
'"within a few days he (Nehru) began negotiations with Pandit
Malaviya. whose outlook in politics was frankly communal for an
electoral alliaqce with his Nationalist party''. 6
However compromising Nehru 'might have been with the rightwing leaders at the high level. ordinary Congressmen, Congress
Socialists. Communists and other leftists were striving at
strengthening the left-oriented anti-imperialist front which found
expression in the Lucknow session and in the subsequent election
campaign. The Kisan Sabha had been gaining strength day by day.
In accordance with the decision of the Lucknow conference, 1st
September was observed as All-India Kisan Day and a charter of
demands was adopted incorporating the immediate demands of
the peasantry. Many Kisan Jatha were led from different parts of
Maharashtra to Faizpur where the Congress was holding its fiftieth
session. demanding correction in the programme of the Congress
in the light of the charter of demands. Partly on account of this,
the Faizpur session adopted an agrarian programme to be added
to the election manifesto as an appendix.
Besides working in trade unions and the Kisan Sabha, efforts
were also made by the leftists to organize a student movement. It
6. S. Gopal, Jawaharlal Nehru, .4
Longman. 1976. pp. 208-209.
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may be noted that the All-India Students Federation was founded
in the intervening period between the Lucknow and Faizpur
sessions of the Congress. It was also in the same period that
people's struggles began to emerge in the princely states against
autocratic rule and for responsible governments.
The Students Federation was founded on the initiative taken by
the leftist parties. Therefore, in the outlook as well as in the policies
and programmes of that organization could be found the general
anti-imperialist views and also the influence of socialist and
communist ideologies. The situation in the people's movements
in the princely states was. however, different. Along with
Communists and Socialists, Congress sympathizers and bourgeois
nationalists were also taking part in these movements. 1lowever.
like the mass movements and organizations led by the leftists, this
turned out to be a challenge to the right-wing leaders including
Gandhi.
As we have seen earlier, because of the policy of "noninterforence in the internal affairs of the princely states'' pursued
by Gandhi and other right-wing Congress leaders, the Congress
had never come forward to actively support the democratic
struggles of the people in these states. The leftists in the Congress
were too weak to get this policy reversed. However, in response
to the developments that began with the Round-Table Conferences
and the reforms proposals that emerged in the Conferences. a
section of non-leftist bourgeois nationalists emerged in the princely
states. Agitations for responsible government were organised under
their leadership compelling even the rightist Congressmen to take
part in them. These agitations gave rise to political organisations
of the subject people in..the various princely states.
The leftists made significant contributions to the growth of these
new movements. The influence of the leftists in Travancore,
Cochin, Hyderabad and several other states was undeniable. The
political experience of many non-lefl democrats in the course of
the movements turned them to the left. Even a large section of
bourgeois democrats.who thus turned to the left had to clash with
the right-wing Congress leadership at least on questions relating
to the movements in the princely states.
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Thus, it can be seen that while the right-wing Congress
leadership was engaged in the selection of candidates and in other
activities for winning the elections, the leftists were utilizing the
election campaign politically and organizationally to further
strengthen the anti-imperi~ist mass movement.

Ill. The Faizpur Session
In less than a year after the Lucknow session the next session of
the Congress was held in December 1936 in Faizpur. an obscure
village in Maharashtra.
Holding a Congress session in a rural area was contrary to the
tradition of the Congress since 1885 when it started holding annual
sessions regularly. The sessions held in the past 16 years during
which the Congress led directly by Gandhi was considered an
organisation identified with the peasant mas.es were no exception.
For the first-time the Congress was now holding its session in a
backward village with entirely rural amenities.
The Faizpur session was note~orthy in another respect also.
For the first-time, again a person. particularly one who was known
to hold differences with the majority in the leadership, was
presiding over the session for a second time in succession.
Jawaharlal Nehru who had declared himself in the previous
Lucknow presidential address to be holding views that were
different from those of Gandhi and other right-wing leaders
presided over the Faizpur session.
In a sense this was an indication of the growing influence of the
left forces in the Congress. But the election of Nehru to the
presidentship was not the result of a leftist victory over the rightwmg; rather, the election took place in a manner which showed
that the differences between the two wings in the organization
we""e becoming sharper. As with the earlier Lahore and Lucknow
sessions, Nehru's name was proposed for the presidentship for
the Faizpur session by Gandhi and other right-wing leaders. As
soon as the decision of the leadership was announced, Nehru issued
a statement saying, "I shall welcome the election of any of my
colleagues and co-operate with him in another capacity in the great
enterprise we have undertaken. Should, however, the choice of
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my countrymen fall on me. I dare not say 'no' to it. I shall submit
to their pleasure. But before they so decide they must realise fully
what I stand for, what thoughts move me, what the springs of
actions are fo~ me in speech and writing. I have given enough
indication of this and from this I wanted to be judged.••7
Vallabhbhai Patel was nominated to the presidentship as the
representative of the right-wing. Withdrawing from the contest
Patel said in a statement:
My withdrawal should not be taken to mean that I endorse all
the views Jawaharlalji stands for. Indeed Congressmen know
that on some vital matters my views arc in conflict with tltose
held by Jawaharlalji.8
The statement added:
The question of'holding office' is not a live issue today. But
I can visualize an occasion when acceptance of office may be
desirable to achieve the common purpose. There may then be a
sharp division of opinion between Jawaharlalji and myself or
rather among Congressmen. We know Jawaharlalji to be too
loyal to the Congress to disregard the decision of the majority,
assuming that the latter lays down a policy repugnant to him ...
The Congress President has no dictatorial powers. He is the
chairman of our well-built organisation. He regulates the
proceedings and carries out the decisions of the Congress as
they may be arrived from time to time. The Congress does not
part with its ample powers by electing any individual no matter
who he is. 9
That is, Patel's statement withdrawing his own candidature was
a clear indication of tl]e fact that the right-wing leadership had
already gained enough confidence of"taming" Nehru. As we have
shown earlier, Nehru acted after the Lucknow session in a manner
helpful to this. Rajagopalachari in a letter to Gandhi stated that he
was "charmed" by this change in Nehru. Patel also spoke highly
of Nehru in a letter to Gandhi-. He stated: ·•we found not the
slightest difficulty in co-operating with him and adjusting ourselves

.

7. Pattabhi Sitaramayya. op. cit.. 1111· 31-32.
8. Ibid, p. 32.
9. /hid. p. 32.
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to his views on certain points. I hav: an impression that he is also
satisfied." Quoting these two letters, Nehru's biographer states:
Whether, as claimed, Jawaharlal was equally satisfied is
doubtful. But he made no public grievance of the clipping of
his wings. If he realized ~at. though he was president, he was
being steadily forced to continue the retreat which had begun at
Lucknow, he did not disclose it even to his closest friends and
threw all his energiec; into the winning of the elections. 10
In any case in Nehru's rejoinder to Patel's statement he had
assured that he would strive to loyally implement the Congress
decisions whatever his own opinion on them. He agreed that his
re-nomination to the Congress presidentship was not a recognition
to his ideologies, but that it was a general recognition of his actions
as president of the Congress for the past eight months. He reiterated
that irrespective of whether he was elected tcfthe presidentship or
not. he would loyally abide by the decisions of the Congress.
In short, the strategy of the right-wing to ..tame" him to the
presidency had been successful. As desired by Gandhi and other
right-wing Congress leaders as well as by Birla and other
capitalists. they had got a Congress president now who would be
ready to loyally implement even a decision to accept office that
the Congress might take in future. On the other side, his presidency
would attract the left-minded youth and the labouring masses to
the Congress. What we find in the statement of Patel is the selfconfidence arising out of this calculation. In other words, what we
indicated at the Faizpur session was not merely the surge of the
left forces as thought of by many, but also the skillful tactics of
the right-wing leadership of maximally utilizing the advancing
left forces to serve its own class interests.
It must be noted that all these developments took place at a
time when the left movement in general and the socialistcommunists forces in particular were able to make significant
advances. Explaining the background of the Faizpur session, the
official historian of the Congress. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, has dealt
10. S. Gopal, t>p. di., p. 215.
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at length with the new constitution adopted by the Soviet Union a
month before the Faizpur session.
It was on the 25th November 1936 just a month prior to the
~aizpur session of the Congress that in the great Kremlin Palace
2040 delegates gathered to discuss and adopt the New
Constitution of the U.S.S.R. It was the embodiment of. even as
it was the testimony to, the economic and political, the cultural
and social progress achieved, particularly during the previous
twelve years. In one bound, what was purely an agricultural
State in the world was transformed into one of the most advanced
powers ofthe world where industries flourished commensurately
with agriculture, organized according to modem technique. The
New Constitution introduced a new era and a new organisation
of the State. 11
Sitaramayya added that it was no wonder that at Faizpur the
atmosphere was surcharged with socialist slogans, emphasizing
the rights of workers and peasants on the one hand and declaiming
against the forces oflmperialism and Fascism on the other. As an
evidence to this he cites the resolution introduced by the Congress
Socialist Party at the Subjects Committee which stated that "the
Congress declares the solidarity oflndian people with the enslaved
peoples of the world, whether the colonial or the so-called
'Sovereign· states and with the people of U.S.S.R."
Apart from introducing this resolution, the socialist~,
communists and other left-wing sections also used the conference
venue for free political activities. The organisation of the Kisan
jatha which was menooned earlier was part of these activities.
The jatha was received by the Congress president Nehru and the
chairman of the Reception Committee, Shankar Rao Deo, when it
reached the conference venue. Greeting the members ofthejatha
on behalf of the Congress, Nehru congratulated them for the work
they did in the villages along their way.
Presiding over the Kisan Conference, N.G. Ranga felicitated
Nehru on behalf of tile Kisan Congress and on his own behalf for
his election to the Congress presidentship for a second term.
11. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, op. cit., pp. 31-32.
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Expressing satisfaction at the performance of Nehru, Ranga hoped
that he would introduce the necessary provisions to give
representation to the kisan.Y in all the elected bodies ofthe Congress.
Conferences and committee meetings of the Congress Socialist
Party and many other anti-imperialist organisations were also held
in the venue of the Faizpur session. The conference provided
opportunities for the different groups and organisations of leftists
to exchange views among themselves and to propagate views of
these groups and organisations among the Congress delegates. As
was the case with the Lucknow session. the activities carried out
outside the Congress session were broader and more successful
thah the resolutions adopted formally in the Congress session.
I lowever. what attracted the attention of the people inside and
outside the session was the spirited debates t+tat took place on the
platform of the session. And these debates were centered round
the questions of elections and the future course of action.
As was the C&Se in the Lucknow session. the right-wing Congress
leaders were not prepared to take a clear and final decision on the
4uestion ~f office acceptance. In view of their objectives, taking a
decision in favour of office acceptance in the prevailing situation
was inopportune. If they took a decision against office acceptance
as demanded by the leftists, it would be impossible for them to
change the decision later. Besides. at a time when it was necessary
to earn the support of a majority of the voters by inspiring the
entire people through a massive propaganda against the
constitution, it would be unwise to divide the Congress by taking
a decision either in fa".our of or against office acceptance. A
decision on the question of office acceptance at that stage would
create problems in starting negotiations with the British authorities
even after securing a majority in the elections on the same question.
These were the considerations that motivated the leadership to
defer the decision once again.
As noted earlier, the demand for constituting a Constituent
Assembly by Indians themselves after removing the British from
power was part of the agitations against the constitutional reforms
proposed by the British. How such a Constituent Assembly would
be formed? What are the conditions necessary for its formation
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and how these conditions would be brought into force?-these
were the questions that came up for lively discussions m which
the right and the left-~ings came to clash with each other. Finally
the .conference decided under pressure from the right-wing
leadership to hold a convention comprising the members elected
to the Central and Provincial legislatures. members of the AICC
and others who might be invited by the Congress Working
Committee and constitute a constitution making body.
This was a move made by the right-wing leadl'rship to get their
policy relating to the Constituent Assembly accepted by the
Congress as was the case with the question of acceptance of office.
It was their intention to reduce the constitution maki11g to a
convention and destroy its revolutionary character.
In sum. as in the case of the Lucknow session, the Faizpur session
ended in a manner in which the right-wing leadership could claim
victory. However, the activities conducted by the letlists outside
the conferencc Pantal and the propaganda carried out in~ide the
l'antal showed the organised <..'haracter of the leftists. Th~ Kisan
rally organised by the re-organised Communist Party which had
been in a state of disorganisation until the last three years, together
with the Congress Socialist Party which was formed just two y~ars
ago and other left forces was an indication of the growing strength
of the left. Although Nehru had been "tamed"' according to the
deliberate plans of the right-wing leadership. the leftist movement
claimed to be represented by Nehru was surging ahead without
heing amenable to be tamed or dl!stroyed.
A related event was th~ appearance of M.N. Roy in public. Roy
who had reached India through illegal means after bemg expelled
from the Communist International and fonned what was called
the "Royist Group" was subsequently arrested and had been
released just before the Faizpur session after a long period of
imprisonment. He was naturally recognised as one of the leaders
of the left. Nehru in his presidential address had extended welcome
to Roy. He was one of·the leaders ~ho were present to receive the

Kisanjatha.

·

However, right in the Faizpur session Roy had started taking an
attitude of leavi_ng the left camp and helping the right-wing
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leadership directly or indirectly. It may be recalled that Roy had
argued that the Indian bourgeoisie had completely fallen in line
with the reactionary forces in contradistinction to the Marxist
analysis made by Lenin in dle Communist International. As a result
of the re-thinking he had done after reaching India following his
expulsion from the Communist International, Roy had begun to
transform himself as the founder leader of a new "radical
movement" within the framework of the bourgeois leadership.
giving up the idea of independent leadership of the working class.
Although this change in him had not taken its full form in the
Faizpur session. its beginning could have been discerned at that
stage.

IV. The Elections and After
In accordance with the provisions of the Reforms Act of 1935,
elections to the provincial legislatures-were held a few weeks after
the Faizpur session. The elections were politically significant in
many respects. It was for the first-time in the political history of
India that such a massive electorate was participating in an election.
Any one who paid a certain minimum amount to the Government
as tax or one who was a literate had now the right to vote. The
names of about 35 million voters satisfying these qualifications
would appear in the electoral list.
Besides. any party winning a majority of seats could form a
Government at the provincial level ·and carry on administration
on a wide range of subjects. In other words, an unprecedentedly
large section of the population had now obtained the right and
opportunity to decide who or which party should handle the
administrative machinery in the near future, although the
administration was confined to the province. Both the right and
the left-wings in the Congress had been striving, from their
respective stand-points, to strengthen the anti-imperialist
movement making use of this right and opportunity.
At the same time, the new constitution was one of placing
obstructions before the anti-imperialists striving to win the
objective of expelling the British from power and establishing
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people's Govemments at all levels. Even in the provincial sector
in which powers had been transferred to people's representatives.
special powers were vested in the Governor. At the Centre. the
hold of the British authorities remained as before and provisions
had been made in the new constitution, which were suited to serve
this purpose.
In the circumstances. the Congress and other anti-imperialist
organizations were participating in the elections to the provincial
legislature not to "bring into force creatively'" the provisions of
provincial autonomy contained in the constitution. but to "combat••
and destroy the whole constitution. particularly the federal system
contained in it. That is, the anti-imperialists including the Congress
were conducting the election campaign as part of the activities, to
rally the masses on a wide scale in the struggle lo reject the very
constitution based on which the elections were being held.
As distinct from this, certain parties and organizations adopting
a ..creative" approach towards at least the provisions of provincial
autonomy in the constitution appeared on the election scene. The
Justice Party in the province of Madras. the Independent Labour
Party led by B.R. Ambedkar in Bombay and Central Pr0vinces.
the National Agricultural Party ofZamindars and landlords in U.P.,
its counterpart in Punjab, called the Unionist Party and the Krishak
Praja Party led by Fazlul Huq in Bengal were prominent among
such parties. These were in addition to the communal parties like
the Hindu Mahasabha and the Muslim League.
The British rulers came forward to encourage and assist eachQf
these parties and individuals not affiliated to any of them. Thus,
the candidates of these and similar other parties and groups as
well as independents entered the election field qpposing the
candidates of the anti-imperialist front represented by the Congress
and other anti-imperialist organizations. although the latter were
not contesting the elections under a unified leadership or base~ on
a common programme acceptable to them.
The question of the approach towards the constitution prcJ?ared
by the British government became a lively issue before 35 million
strong electorate. The election became a plat!orm of conflict
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between two large camps; one comprising all the anti-imperialist
forces which, though divided between the left and the right-wings,
were fighting against the constitution and striving to draw the entire
people in that fight, and the:~ther made up of the different political
groups which, though based on different programmes. were
opposed to the anti-imperialist front and for that reason receiving
overt and covert assistance from the British rulers. In the el~ction
battle between these two camps the British authorities took certain
actions against the anti-imperialist camp and in favour of the camp
which was opposed to it. Even while the election campaigns were
in progress. thousands of political prisoners. including the Congress
Working Committee member. Subhas Bose. were languishing in
the prisons all over the country. Although Abdul Gaffar Khan was
set free, he was cxterned from his hom~ province. The antiimperialist camp had to face all these obstructions and other kinds
ofrepressive actions by the govemmcnts in conducting the election
campaign.
Nevertheless, the Congress secured an absolute majority in five
provinces of Madras, the United Provinces. the Central Provinces,
Bihar and Orissa. In Bombay it reached very close to a majority
and in Bengal. Assam and NWF Province it became the biggest
single party in the legislatures. Only in Punjab and Sind did the
Congress turn up as a minority party. The total number of seats in
all the 11 provinces was I 585 out of which the Congress won 715
scats. It must be specifically stated that the Congress contested
mainly in the general seats. The total number of seats reserved for
Muslims in the assemblies was· 482. The Congress contested 58
seats and won 26. Similarly. the Congress contested 20 seats out
of a total number of 38 reserved for labour and won I 8 scats. The
total number ofseats reserved for landholders was 37 out of which
it contested 8 seats and won 4. Of the total number of 56 seats
reserved for industries and commerce, the Congress contested 8
seats and won 3.
It can be seen that the Congress victory was confined largely to
the general constituencies and that its performance in the reserved
constituencies was rather poor. It contested only a few seats in the
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reserved constituencies and won still a lesser number of seats.
But, it is worth-noticing that among the reserved constituencies,
only in the constituencies reserved for labour the Congress was
able to contest and win a comparatively high number of scats.
. It is also significant to note that there was not one single political
party to contest seats reserved for Muslims comparable in
proportion to the number of seats the Congress had contested in
the general constituencies. The Muslim League contested only 123
seats out of a total number of 482 seats reserved for Muslims. A
majority of Muslim seats were shared by the Unionist Party in
Punjab and the Krishak Praja Party in Bengal and by unattached
independents.
The elections to the provincial legislatures in 193 7 in a way
reflected, in general, the political situation prevailing then in India.
Victory of the Congress in the general constituencies on one side,
and its defeat in the constituencies reserved for religious minorities,
including the Muslims, the depressed and backward communities
and for other special interests, but a stronger support in the scats
reserved for labour on the other-this was the picture that emerged.
At the same time. there was no political organization to challenge
the Congress at the all-India level.
As soon as the elections were over, the question on the future
course of action arose before the Congres-,. An important aspect
of this question was office acceptance. Questions also arose a.s lo
what the t:lected Congress members should do inside and out~ide
the legislatures and how should they behave and with what
perspective. These and several other problems of similar nature
had to be resolved. Needless to say, on each such problem the lett
and the right clashed with each other. Finally, the Congress
Working Committee held at Wardha in February-March 1937
adopted a resolution, the major features of which are as follows:
I . The Congress has entered the legislatures not to co-operate
with the new constitution or the government but to combat the
Act and the policy underlying it. The Congress adheres to its
general and basic po(icy of non-cooperation with the apparatus of
British imperialism except in so far as circumstances may require
a variation.
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2. The objective of the Congress is Purna Swaraj and to that
•
end all its activities are directed. The Congress stands for a genuine
democratic stands for a genuine democratic state and such a state
can only be created by the Indian people themselves through a
Constituent Assembly ele~ted by adult franchise. which can only
come into existence when the Indian people have developed
sufficient power and sanctions to shape their destiny without
external interference.
3. The immediate objective of the Congress in the legislatures
is to fight the new constitution-particularly the federal part of
it-and to lay stress on the nation's demand for a constituent
assembly. Congress members have been directed to take the earliest
opportunity to put forward in the new Assemblies this demand for
a Constituent Assembly, and to support it b~mass agitation outside.
4. The Congress policy is not of assisting or cooperating with
any function or activity. calculated to enhance the power or prestige
of British imperialism in India, Ceremonial, official or social
functions of this kind must therefore be avoided and no Congress
member should take part in them.
5. No Congress member of the legislatures may accept a title
given by the British government.
6. The Congress Party in each provincial assembly must act as
a disciplined body. Individual members shall have no official
contacts with government other than those resulting from their
duties as members, and such as may be expressly authorized by
the party.
7. Congress members should press for the carrying out of the
Congress programme as enunciated. in the election manifesto and
the Congress agrarian resolution. In particular, they should work
for:
1. A substantial reduction in rent and revenue.
ii. Assessment of income-tax, on a progressive scale, on
agricultural incomes, subject to a prescribed minimum.
111. Fixity of tenure.
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iv. Relief from the burden of rural debt and arrears of rent and
revenue.
v. Repeal of all repressive laws.
v1. Release of political prisoners, internees and detenues.
v11. Restoration of lands and property confiscated or sold by
government during civil disobedience movements.
v111. Eight hours day for industrial workers, without reduction
of pay. living wage.
1x. Prohibition of intoxicating liquor and Jrugs.
x. Unemployment relief.
xi. Reduction of high salaries, allowances, and cost of
administration of government.
Congress members elected to the provincial legislature were
also directed to give expression to certain important demands ~1f
all-India application, such as substantial reduction of the military
expenditure as well as of the higher civil services, complete national
control over trade and tariffs and currency. repeal of al I repressive
legislations, freedom of speech, press and association and
opposition to war preparations, credit and loans. 12
Doubts arose regarding the propriety of taking the Oath of
Allegiance to the British rulers by members elected to the
legislatures before assuming office. It wa~ teared that taking such
an oath would go counter to the ol~jective of Puma Swaraj. The
Working Committee declared that ••the taking of that oath, in order
to enable participation in the work of the legislatures, in no way
lessens or varies the demands for i11depcndence". I lowever, it was
also decided that before taking the oath. members elected should
take a pledge declaring allegiance to the Indian people. The all1ndia convention held on 19th and 20th March 1937 was utilized
to take the pledge stated as follows:
I, a member of this All-ln.dia Convention convened by the
Indian National Congress, pledge myself to the service of India
and to work in the.legislatures and outside for the Independence
of India and the ending of the exploitation and poverty of our
12. Zaidi and Zaidi. op. cit., rp. 265-26H
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people. I pledge myself to work under the discipline of the
Congress for the furtherance of Congress ideals and objectives
to the end that India may be free and independent and her
millions freed from the ,Jleavy burdens they suffer from. 13

V. Conditional Acceptance of Ministries
The Congress Working Committee which met on 17th, 18th March
193 7, immediately before the Convention referred to above, finally
took a decision on the controversial question of office acceptance.
The Working Committee decided not to reject office as
demanded by the left-wing. The Committee was also against
acceptance of office just because of the Congress commanded a
majority in a number of provinces, as argued by the right-wing
leaders. lt wanted to be satisfied that the Governor would not use
his "special powers of interference or ut aside the advice of
ministers in regard to constitutional activities". In the absence of
such an assurance from the rulers, the Congress would not accept
office and if it obtained the assu~ance it would accept otlice. The
justification for this policy in the words of the official historian of
the Congress. is as follows:
In ·six out of eleven provinces the party that came in a majority
would not touch ofiice with a pair oftongs nor would it keep it
hands wholly off the business. If the Congress annihilated itself
as a parliamentary limb of the nation, the Government knew
what to do. If the Congress on the contrary assumed office, the
Government would soon adjust themselves to their new
environment, for the bureaucracy is an expert in the art of
adjusting itself to the changing conditions and bidding its time
for an opportunity to overthrow them. The Congress would not
let Government play their game according to their wonted
lincs. 14
Earlier, we had dealt at length with the attitude of the Congress,
the moderates and the caste-communal politicians towards the new
constitution. The federal system with regard to the Central
government was equally unacceptable to all of them. As with the
13. Ibid. p. 515.
14. Pattabhi ~itaramayya. op. cit.. p. 45.
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provincial administration, the constitutional provi11ions might be
acceptable to them provided the special powers vested in the
Governor were removed.
The Congress was now trying to get special powers vested in
the Governor freezed at the provincial level, while rejecting the
ICdcral system at the Centre. Such a policy was well-suited to the
needs of the bourgeois politicians even outside the Congress.
However, the bourgeois parties were not prepared t.:> organise
struggles against the Federation at the Centre and to refuse to form
ministries even temporarily in the provinces in order to gel the
special powers of the Governor freezed. The Congress was ready
to rally the people against the Federation and to keep away from
forming ministries at the provincial level until a clear assurance
was obtained from the British with regard to the special powers
vested in the Governor. The Congress, in fact. maintained that
position for three months even in the provinces in which it
commanded a majority in the legislature. Such a situation never
existed before or atlcr it in Indian politics.
It was relatively easy to take this decision rather than
implementing it. None of the Governors, nor the Viceroy, nor the
British Government was prepared to give such an assurance a"
demanded by the Congress. They maintained that giving an
assuranc~ against the exercise of powers vested in accordance with
the provisions of the constitution was "unconstitutional". Not only
the British authorities, but even the moderates like Sir Tej Bahadur
'-;apru took this attitude. On the enntrary. many Indians who were
1<.nown to be constitutional experts maintained that the attitude of
the congress was correct both politically and constitutionally. A.B.
l\.ieths. the top constitutional expert in England. concurred with
this view.
However. rather than remaining confined within the narrow
circles of constitutional experts ·and politicians as a point for debate,
it became a live pQlitical issue with the people. A country-wide
hurta/ was observed on I st April, the day on which the provisions
with regard to provincial autonomy in the new constitution came
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into force. On that day millions of people were rallied behind the
proposal put forward by the Congress to reject the British-made
constitution and to constitute a Constituent Assembly to frame a
constitution of the Indian people. Not only the Congress
committees and activists. but also trade unions and other mass
organizations and the Communist and Socialist parties actively
participated in the hartal and demonstrations. These
demonstrations naturally provided support to the Congress
stipulation for forming ministries.
But both the British authorities and the right-wing Congress
leadership equally dreaded the continuance of this struggle with
the direct participation of the people. Although ·interim· minority
governments were formed by other parties where the Congress
had kept itsclfaway, the British rulers knew thjt these governments
had no popular backing. Those who joined these 'governments'
were known imperialist agents and were hated by a vast majority
of the people. 1-)om the past experience the authorities had learnt
that if such a situation was allowed to continue. people would
· resort tu fierce struggles which they would not be able to put down
even by repressive measures.
The right-wing Congress leaders. on the other hand, could not
even think of overthrowing the British rule through a mass
revolution and establishing a state of the Indian people. Whenever
mass struggles broke out, they stood in the forefront claiming
themselves to be the leaders of these struggles and utilizing that
position to bargain with the rulers. This had been their tactics.
Precisely for the same reason, they could accept neither the antistruggle approach of the moderates nor the leftist approach of
leading militant mass struggles along revolutionary paths. They
wanted to strive for a compromise with the rulers by standing in
the forefront of the struggles. This was what had happened. in
fact. in 1920-21 and 1930-31 and the same was being repeated in
1937. Unlike the moderates and the caste-communal politicians.
the right-\\ting Congress leaders were not ready to form ministries
.. strictly in accordance with the constitution.. as soon as they
obtained a majority in the legislatures. At the same time, they
were frightened by the waves of people's struggles that might
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naturally arise out of the political uncertainty following the refusal
to form the ministries. They indisputably wanted to avoid such a
situation.
It was in this circumstance that Gandhi and other right-wing
Congress leaders together with the legal experts supporting their
views entered into a controversy with the British authorities and
their legal experts on the ••Jegal validity of demanding assurance"
with regard to the exercise of special powers vested in the
Ciuvernor. Although in form the controversy was legal as it related
to the interpretation of the constitution. in contt:nt it was political.
The crux of the issue was whether the people's representatives
(the bourgeoisie and its champions) should be able to run the
administration. though within the framework of limited provincial
autonomy. without interference from the Governor. Although both
sides displayed extreme rigidity in presenting their arguments, they
had a desire to reach a settlement. Both adopted a tone. language
and arguments helpful to avoid a clash and to facilitate a scttlemem.
Since neither side was in a position to backslide. the resulting
deadlock continued for three months. During this period ·•interim"
µovernmcnts were in power in the Congress majority provinces.
The popular feelings rose high against them and their British
supporters. and the Communists. Socialists and olhcr leftists tried
to give the!\e feelings an organized form of a11ti-impcrialist struggle.
In the ·war of statements· between the British and the Congress in
this period. each stage turned out to be a step towards a
compromise. Finally. on 21st fonc the Viceroy made a statement
which helped to end the deadlod...
The Viceroy's statement may be !>Ummarizcd as follows. J"hcre
need be no fear that the Governors would take steps over the heads
of the popular ministers, whatever be the wording in the
constitution. The experience of the non-Congress ministries.
majority as well as minority. bea~s witness to this. Even assuming
that doubts and distrust expressed by the Congress arc honest. it
can feel assured that the Governors will not unnecessarily interfore
in the day-to-day fm~tioning of the ministers and that there will
be no hindrance to their carrying on the rule in accordance with
their policies.
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Did this constitute the assurance the Congress had sought'? The
right-wing leadership (Working Committee) said it did. Because,
the Viceroy, while admitting the probability of the Governor
dismissing the ministry 4' extraordinary circumstances or the
ministry resigning, had clarified that the Governor would not
interfere in the day-to-day functioning of the ministry. Once this
approach was adopted, its practice depended mainly on the personal
relation between the Governor and the ministers. The moment this
relation was vitiated, the ministry could resign. If there was a
difference of opinion between the Governor and the ministry which
might not be too crucial to warrant its resignation. the ministers
had the right to place it before the people. Therefore. the Working
Committee which met in the first week of July I 937 resolved that
..Congressmen be permitted to accept offiee where they may be
invited thereto. But it desires to make it clear that office is to be
accepted and utilised for the purpose of working in accordance
with lines laid down in the Congress election manifesto and lo
fi.1rther in every possible way the Congress policy of combating
the new Act on the one hand and of prosecuting the constructive
programmes on the other."
The Working Committee was of the view that though the
assurance demanded by the AICC in March was not there in the
literal sense, its essence was contained in the official statement.
So. the Committee took the decision without calling another
meeting of the AICC lo ratify it. since it considered that any further
delay in taking a decision would be detrimental to the interests of
the nation.
It may be recalled that Nehru who was the president of the
Congress when the Working Committee took this decision had
been opposed to the approach contained in the resolution of the
Committee. Besides him. there were many others among the leaders
and ordinary Congressmen who were similarly opposed to office
acceptance. Yet they were prepared to implement the decision.
since the minority had to abide by the majority decision.
Accordingly. Congress ministries were formed not only in five
provinces where it had commanded a majority but also in Bombay
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and the NWF Province with the help of certain others. After a few
months Congress ministries were formed in Sind and t\ssam also
with the help of certain other groups. Thus, the Congress
transformed itself into a ruling pm1y at the provincial level.

1

Appendix (i) I

The Communist Party and Parliamentarism

I

The New Epoch and The New Parliament
The attitude of Socialist Parties towards parliamentarism was
originally. al the time of the lirsl lnternatiorTal one of utilising the
bourgeois parliament for purposes of agitation. Participation in
parliamentary activity was looked upon from the point of view of
developing cla,s-consciousness i.e. of awakening in the proletariat
class hostility towards the ruling class. Changes in this attitude
were brought about not through change of doctrine but under the
influence of political development. Owing to the uninterrupted
advance of the forces of production and the widening sphere
of capitalist exploitation. capitalism and together with it the
parliamentary state acquired a lasting stability.
This gave rise to the adaptability of the parliamentary tactics of
the Socialist Parties to ·•organise" legislative activity in the
bourgeois rarliament. and the ever-growing significance of the
struggle for reforms within the capitalist system, as well as the
predominating influence of the so-called 'immediate demand,• and
the conversion of the maximum programme into a figure of speech
as an altogether remote .. final goal ... This served as a basis for the
development of parliamentary careerism. corruption, and open or
hidden betrayal of the fundamental interests of the working class.
The attitude of the Third International towards parliamentarism
is determined, not by a new doctrine but by the changed goal of
Thesis adopted by the 2nd Congress of the Communist International, 17th July to
17th AugusL 1920. Reproduccd in India in ··The Communist"" of July 1936
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parliamentarism itself. During the previous epoch the parliament
has performed a certain progressive function as the weapon of
developing capital ism, but under the present conditions vf unbridled
Imperialism, the parliament has become a tool of falsehood, deceipt,
violence and enervating gossip. In face oflmperialistic devastation,
violation, plunder, robbery and ruination. parliamentary reforms.
devoid of system, ofconstancy and of definite plan, have lo!tt every
practical significance for the working masses.
Parliament has lost its stability like the whole of bourgeois
society. The sudden transition from the organic to the critical epoch
has created the foundation for new proletarian tactics in the field
ofparliamentarism. The Russian Workers· Party (Bolsheviks) has
worked out the essence of revolutionary parliamentarism already
in the preceding period. owing to the fact that Russia since 1905
has lost its political and social equilibrium and entered upon the
period of storm and stress.
To the extent that some Socialists with an inclination for
communism point out the moment of revolution in their respective
countries has not yet arrived, and so decline to break away from
the parliamentary opportunists. they reason in fact consciously or
unconsciously from the consideration that the present epoch is one
of relative stability ofimperialist society. and they assume therefore
that practical results may be achieved in the struggle for reform by
a coalition with such man as Turatti and Longuet. As soon as
Communism comes to light it must start out by elucidating the
character of the present epoch (culminations of capitalism.
imperialistic self-negation and self-destruction, uninterrupted
growth of civil war etc.). Political relationships and political
groupings may be different in different countries, but the essence
of the matter is everywhere the same; we must start with the direct
preparation of a proletarian uprising. politically and technically.
for the destruction of the bourgeoisie and for the creation of the
new proletarian state.
The parliament at present can no way serve as the arena of a
struggle for reform, tor improving the lot of the working people as
it was_at certain periods of the preceding epoch. The centre of
gravity of political life at present has been coll'!pletely and finally
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transferred beyond the limits of the parliament. On the other hand.
owing not only to its relationship to the working masses. but also
to the complicated mutual relations within the various groups of
the bourgeoisie itself. the bourgeoisie is forced to have some of its
policies in one way or another passed through the parliament. where
the various cliques haggle for power. exhibit their strong sides and
betray their weak ones, get themselves unmasked etc. Therefore it
i-. the immediate historic task of the working-class to tear this
apparatus out of the hands of the ruling clas~cs, to break and destroy
it. and to create in its place a new proletarian apparatus. At the
same time, however, the revolutionary general stafT ofthe workingclass vitally concerned in having its !l.conting parties in the
parliamentary institutions of the bourgeoisie in order to facilitate
thii; task of destruction.
Thus the fundamental difference befween the tactic:, of
Communists entering parliament with revolutionary aims 111 view,
and the tactics of the Socialist parliamentarians, become perfectly
clear. The latt~r act on the assumption of the relative stability and
the indefinite durability of the existing order, they com;ider it their
ta~k to achieve reforms by all means and are concerned to make
the masses appreciate every accomplishment as the merit of Social
Democratic parliamentarism (Turatti. Longuet and Co.)
Instead of the old compromising parllamentarism a new
parliamentarism has come to life, as a weapon for destruction of
parliamcntarism as a whole. But the aversion towards the traditional
practices of the old parliamcntarism drives some revolutionary
clements i'lto the camp of the opponents of parliamcntarism on
principle (L.W.W. the revolutionary Syndicalists, German
Communist Labour Party)
Taking all this into consideration the Se~ond Congress adopts
the following theses:II

Communism, the Struggle for the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat, and the Utilisation of the Bourgeois Parliament
1. Parliamentarism at a state system. has become a
·•democratic·• form ofthe role of the bourgeoisie, which at a certain
o;tage of its development needs the function of national
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representation that outwardly would be an organisation of a
''national will'' standing outside of classes. but in re~lity is an
instrument of oppression and suppre:;sion in the hands of the ruling
capitalists.
2. Parliamentarism is definite form of State order. Therefore
it can in no way be a form of Communist Society. which recognises
neither cla!ises, nor class-struggle, nor any form of State authority.
3. Parliamentarism cannot h~ a form of proletarian gov~rnment
during the transition period between the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie and that of the proletariat. At the moment when the
accentuated class-struggle turns into civil war the proletariat must
inevitably form its State organisation as a fighting organisation,
which cannot contain any of the representatives of the former ruling
dass; all fictions of a ''national will'' arc harmful to the proletariat
at that time and a parliamentary division of authority is needless
and injurious to it; the only fbrm of proletarian dictatorship is a
Republic of Soviets.
4. The bourgeois parliaments, which constitute one ofthe most
important apparatus of the State machinery of the bourgeoisie,
cannot be won over by the proleia1 ial any more than can the
bourgeois order in general. The task of the proletariat consists in
hlowing up the whole machinery of the bourgeoisie, in destroying
it. and all the parliamentary institutions with it, whether they be
republican or constitutional monarchical.
5. The same relates to the local government institutions oftl1e
hourgeoisie, which theoretically is not correct to diffcremiatc from
the State organisations. In reality they are part of the same apparatus
of the State machinery of the bourgeoisie •vhich must be destroyed
by the revolutionary proletariat and replaced by local Soviets of
Workers' Deputies.
6. Consequently. Communism repudiates parliamentarism as
the same as a form of class
the form of the future·' it renounces
.
dictatorship of the proletariat; it repudiates the possibility of
winning over the parliaments; its aim is to destroy parliamentarism.
Therefore it is only possible to speak of utilising the bourgeois
slate organisations with the object of destroying them. The question
can only exclusively be discussed on .;uch a plane.
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7. All class-struggle is a political struggle, because it is finally
a struggle for power. Any strike, when it spreads through the whole
country, is a menace to the bourgeois State. and thus acquires a
political character. To stfive to overthrow the bourgeoisie and to
destroy its state, means tll carry on political warfare. To create
one's own class apparatus-whatever such an apparatus may bemeans to gain political power.
8. Consequently the question of a political struggle does not
end in the question of one's attitude towards the parliamentary
system. It is a general condition of the class-struggle of the
proletariat in so far as the struggle grows from a small and personal
one to a general struggle for the overthrow of the capitalist order
as a whole.
9. The elementary means of the struggle of the proletariat
against the rule of the bourgeoisie is first all, the method of the
mass demonstrations. Such mass demonstrations arc prepared and
carried out b:y the organised masses of the proletariat, under the
direction of h united, disciplined, centralised Communist Party.
Civil war is war. In this war the proletariat must have its efficient
political officers, its good political general staff, to conduct
operations during all the stages of that tight.
I 0. The mass struggle means a whole system of developing
demonstrations growing ever more acute in form and logically
leading to an uprising against the capitalist order of Government.
In this warfare of the masses developing into a civil war, the guiding
party of the proletariat must. as a general rule. secure every and all
lawful positions making them its auxiliaries in the revolutionary
work, and subordinating such positions to the plans of the general
campaign. that of the mass struggle.
11. One of such auxiliary supports is the rostrum of the bourgeois
parliament. Against participation is a political campaign one should
not use the argument that parliament is a bourgeois Government
institution. The Communist Party enters such institutions not for
the purpose of organisation work, but in order to blow up the whole
bourgeois machinery and the parliament itself from within (for
instance the work of Liebnecht in Germany, of the Bolsheviks in
the 'Imperialist Duma'. in the 'Democratic Conference'. in the
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'Pre-Parliament of Kerensky', and lastly, in the 'Constituent
Assembly', and also in Municipal Dumas, and the activities of the
Bulgarian Communists).
·
12. This work within the parliaments, which consi~ts chiefly in
making revolutionary propaganda from the parliamentary platform
the denouncing of enemies, the ideological unification of the masses
who are still looking up to the parliamentary platform, capt1vatt>d
by democratic illusions, especially in backward territories, etc. must
be fully subordinated to the objects and tasks of mass struggle
·
outside the parliament.
The participation in the election campaign and the revolutionary
propaganda from the parliamentary tribune has a special importam.·e
for the winning over of those elements of the workers, who as
perhaps the agrarian working masses---havc stood far away from
the revolutionary movement and the political life.
13. If the Communists have the majority in the local Government
institutions, they must (a) carry on a revolutionary opposition
against the bourgeois central authority; (b) do all for the aid of
the poor population (economical measures, e.stablishment or
attempt to establish an armed worker's militia); (c) poi111 out on
every occasion the harriers which the bourgeois State power puts
against really great changes: (d) develop on this basis the sharpest
revolutionary propaganda without fearing a conflict with the State
authorities; (e) under certain conditions substitute local Workers'
Councils for the Municipal administration. The whole activity nf
the Communists in the communal administration therefore 111U!'ll
be a part of the general work of destruction of the capitalist system.
14. The election campaign must be carried on not in the sense
of obtaining a maximum of votes, but in that of a revolutionary
mobilisation of the masses around the mottoes of the Proletarian
Revolution. The election campaign must be conducted by the entire
mass of party members, not by th~ leaders alone; it is necessary to
make use of and be in complete touch with all the manifestation of
the masses within (strikes, demonstrations, movements among
soldiers and sailors etc.) going on at the moment; it is necessary to
summon all the masses of the proletarian organisations to active
work.
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15. In complying with all these conditions as well as with those
indicated in a special instruction, the parliamentary work must
present a direct contrast to the dirty "politics", which has been
practised by the Social Qemocratic-Parties of alJ countries,
enter parliament with the object of supporting that
"democratic" institution or at least to "win it over". The
Communist Party can only recommend a revolutionary use
of the parliament as exemplified by Karl Liebknecht, Heglund
and the Bolsheviks.

III
16. "Anti-Parliamentarism". in principle, in the sense of an
absolute and categorical, repudiations in the election and the
parliamentary revolutionary work, cannot, tlwrefore, bear criticism
and is a naive childish doctrine, which is founded some times on
the healthy disgust of politicians; but which does not understand
the possibilitiCJ of revolutionary parliamentarism. Besides, very
often this doctrine is connected with a quite erroneous
representation of the role of the Party, which in this case is
considered not a fighting centralised advanced guard of the workers,
but as a de-centralised system of badly joined revolutionary nuclei.
17. On the other hands an acknowledgment of the value of
parliamentary work in no way leads to an absolute in-all- any-case
acknowledgments of the necessity of concrete elections and
concrete participation in parliamentary sessions. The matter
depends upon a series of specific conditions. Under certain
circumstances it may become necessary to leave the Parliament.
The Bolshevik did so when they left the Pre-Parliament in order to
break it up to weaken it, and to set up against it the Petrograd
Soviet which was then prepared to lead the uprising ; they acted in
the same way in the Constituent Assembly on the day of its
dissolution, converting the Third Congress of the Soviets into the
centre of political events. In other circumstances boycotting of the
elections may be necessary, and a direct violent storming of both
the great bourgeois state apparatus and the parliamentary bourgeois
clique, or a participation in the elections with a boycott of the
parliament itseif, etc.
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18. In this way, while recognising as a general rule the necessity
of participating in the elections to the Central Parliamt:at, and the
institutions of local self government, as well as in the work in such
institutions, the Communist Party must decide the question
concretely, according to the ·specific conditions of the given
moment. Boycotting the election or the parliament, or leaving the
parliament is permissible, chiefly when there is a possibility for a.tt
immediate transition to an armed fight for power.
J9. At the same time one must constantly bear in mind the
relative unimportance of this question. If the centre of gravity fies
in a struggle for the power outside the parliament, then naturally
the question of a proletarian dictatorship and a mass fight. for it, is
immeasurably greater than the sel:ondary one of using the
parliament.
20. Therefore the Communist International insists categoricall)
that it considers any division or attempt at a division within the
Communist Parties united on this aim as a crime against the Labour
movement. The Congress calls upon all the elements which are in
favour of the mass-struggle for the proletarian dictatorship, under
che direction uf centralised Party of the revolutionary proletaaiat
gaining influence over all the mass organisations of the workingclass to strive for a complete unity between the Communist
elements, notwithstanding any possible disagreement on the
question of utilising the bourgeois parliaments.
IV

Revolutionary Parliamentarism
For securing the real c:::xecution of revolutionary parliamentary
tactics it is necessary that:1. The Communist Party in general and its Central Committee
should during the preparatory stage, before the parliamentary
elections inspect very carefully the quality of the personnel of the
parliamentary fractions. The Central Committee should be
responsible for the parlimentary Communist fraction. The Central
Committee shall have the undeniable right to reject any candidate
of any organisation, if it is not perfectly convinced that such a
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candidate will carry on a real Communist policy while in
parliament.
The Communist Parties must desist from the old SocialDemocrat ic habit of elec·~ing as delegates only the so called
"experienced" parliamentarians, chiefly lawyers and so on, as a
rule workmen should be put forward as candidates, without
troubling about the fact that these may be sometimes simple rankand-file workmen without much parliamentary experience. The
Communist Party must break with merciless contempt all elements
who try to make a career by joining the party just before elections
in order to get into parliament. The central Communist Parties must
sanction the candidature of only such men who by long years of
work have proved their unwavering loyalty to the working-dass.
2. When the elections are over, thi organisation of the
parliamentary fractions must be wholly in the hands of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party-whether the Party in general
is a lawful or illegal one at the given moment. The chairman of the
bureau of the parlimentary fraction of the Communists must be
confirmed in their functions by the Central Committee of the Party.
The Central Committee of the Party must have its permanent
representative in the parliamentary fmction with the right of veto.
On all important political question shall get preliminary instructions
from the Central Committee of the Party.
At each forthcoming important debate of the Communists
in the parliament, the Central Committee be entitled and bound to
appoint or reject the orator of the fraction. to demand that he submit
previously the theses of his speech, or the text for confirmation by
the Central Committee, etc. Each candidate entered in the list of
the Communists must sign a paper to the effect that at the first
request of the Central Committee of the Party shall be bound to
give up his mandate, in order that in a given situation the act of
leaving parliament may be executed in unison.
3. In countries where reformist, semi-reformist or simply career
seeking elements have managed to penetrate into the parliamentary
fraction of the Communists (as has already happened in several
places) the Central Committee of the Communist Parties are bound
radically to weed out the personnel of the fractions, on the principle
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that it is better for the cause of the working-class to have a small
but truly Cammunist frnction, than a large one without a regular
Communist line of conduct.
4. A Communist delegate, by decision of the Central Committee is bound to combine lawful work with illegal work. In countries where the Communist delegates enjoy a certain inviolability
this must he utilised by way of rendering assistance to the illegal
organisation and for the propaganda of the Party.
5. The Communist members sha11 make all their parliamentary
work dependent on the work of the Party outside the parliament.
The regular proposing of the demonstrative measures, not for the
purpose of having them passed by the bourgeois majority, but for
purposes of propaganda, agitation and organisation, must be carried
on under the direction of the Party and its Central Committee.
6. In the event of Labour demonstrations in the streets or other
revolutionary movements the Communist members must occupy
lhc most conspicuous place-at the head of proletarian masses.
7. The Communist deputies must try to get in touch (under
the control of the Party) with the revolutionary working men,
peasants and other workers either by correspondence or otherwise.
They must in no way act like the Social-Democratic deputies who
carry on mere business relations with their constituents. They must
always be at the disposal of the Communist organisations for
propaganda work in the country.
8. Each Communist member must remember that he is not a
'legislator', who is bound to seek agreements with the other
legislators, but an agitator of the Party, detailed into the enemy's
camp in order to carry out the orders of the Party there. The
Communist member is answerable not to the wi~e mass of his
constituents, but to his own Communist Party-whether lawful or
illegal.
9. The Communist member must speak in parliament in
such a way as to be understood by every workman, peasant,
washer-woman, sh~pherd, so that the Party may publish his
speeches and spread them to the most remote villages of the country.
10. The rank and file Communist worker must not shrink from
speaking in the bourgeois parliaments, and not give way to the so-
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called experienced parliamentarians, even if such workmen are
novices in parliamentary methods. In case of need the workmen
members may read their itpeeches from notes, in order that the
speech might be printed afterwards in the papers or in leaflet form.
11. The Communist member must make use of the parliamentary
tribune to denounce not only the bourgeoisie and the hangers.:on, but
also for the denounciation of the Social-patriots, Reformists, the halfpoliticians of the centre and other opponents of Communism, and for
the wide propaganda of the ideas of the Third International.
12. The Communist members, even though there should be only
one or two of them in the parliament, should by their whole conduct
challenge capitalism, and never forget that only those worthy of
the name of Communist-who not in words only but in deeds are
the mortal enemy of the bourgeois order Ind its Social-patriotic
flunkeys.

jAppendix(ili]
Combating
Communist Expansion Legally

Conspiracy
It now remains to examine the weapons with which the authorities
in India have been equipped to enable them to combat this
dangerously insidious movement. For several years the weapon
most commonly used wa" section 121-A of the Indian Penal Code
which provides for the infliction of a maximum sentence of
transportation for life on two or more persons who conspire to
deprive the King-Emperor of the sovereignty of British India. It
soon became apparent, however, that the value of this section, at
first a useful means of bringing offenders to speedy justice, had
been seriously impaired when the seeds sown at Cawnpore and
fostered by Bhagat Singh at Lahore bore fruit at Meerut in 1930
and 1931. Mention has been made in an earlier chapter of
M.N.Roy's criticism of the failure of the accused at Cawnpo1e to
extract even a modicum of advertisement from their trial. Bhagat
Singh made no suctt' mistake. The prisoners' dock bc::came a
political forum and the countryside rang with his beroics. His
photograph was on sale in every city and township and for a time
rivalled in popularity even that of Mr. Gandhi himself. His antics
and those of his confederates eventually succeeded in bringing the
Excerpts from : "INDIA AND COMMUNISM'', Confidential Report
Compiled in the Intelligence Bureau, Home Department, GovemmeRt of lndia,
1933. Revised up to Isl January 1935, Pages 286-309. In this Confidential
Report this Chapter is entitled: '"lNDIA'S LEGAL ARMOURY AGAINST
roMMUNISM".
.
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ordinary law to a standstill and in reducing the courts to a state of
impotence, and it became necessary in 1930 for the
governor-general to promulgate a special Ordinance, without
which their trial might never have been brought to a conclusion.
As ha11 already been shown Bhagat Singh's discovery was not
without its effect on the other large conspiracy case which wali
proceeding at Meerut at that time, and, although this latter case
never attracted such. attention in India as did its contemporary at
Lahore, the Communists concerned in it did their utmost.
nevertheless, to exploit its propaganda value.

Cumbrous Procedure
Much of the trouble was undoubtedly caused by a series of
amendments to the code of Criminal Procedure, each of which
played its part in undermining the authority of the courts. One
such amendment, which compelled the presiding magistrate or
judge to adjourn the proceedings at the dictates of one or other of
the counsel, did particular harm in this way. Of this section a
Justice of the Calcutta High Court wrote in a judgement in J93 J
that, while it remained on the statute book, there was no reason
why any defendant need ever be convicted and, conversely no
reason why any complainant should ever allow him to be
acquitted. The section in question [526(8)] has recently been
amended, and, the Allahabad High Court reversed some earlier
rulings which made for delay and, to that extent, the position has
improved, but four costly years of the Meerut conspiracy case and
the subsequent withdrawal of another such ca11e in Delhi made it
clear that more effective means must be found of grappling with
Communism than the invocation of the cumbrous legal processes
which surround a charge of large-scale conspiracy.

Seditious Speeches and Writings
Profiting by the experience of the 'past', each Indian province
has tackled the problem in its own particular way. In Bombay,
where the position has probably been the most acute resort, was
first had to various sections of the permanent law, but when that
proved ineffectual, it wa~ found necessary to bring the temporary
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emergency legislation into play. The public advocacy of
Communist doctrines was countered by judicious prosecutions
under section 124-A of the Indian Penal Code, which provides for
a maximum sentence of transportation for life* for those who
bring or attempt to bring into hatred or contempt, or excite or
attempt to excite disaffection towards, His Majesty or the
Government established by law in British India. It is a pleasing
testimony to the success of these and other similar efforts on the
part of the authorities that in all the maelstrom of fiery words
written and spoken by Communists in Bombay in the days that
immediately followed the pronouncement of judgement at Mee~t,
there was hardly an instance of an attack on British imperialism
as such; all references were to imperialism generally. But while it
1s gratifying to see persistent efforts rewarded, almost as much
harm can be done by gcneml as by specific incitement, and there
are ohvious disadvantages in a law which permits male-factors to
evade it by so simple a ruse as that which became apparent in
Bombay.

Promotion of Class-Warfare
At the same time attempts were made to include the spt:eches of
Communist leaders in Bombay in the category of ''promotion of
feelings of enmity or hatred between difforcnt classes of His
Majesty's subjects" in pari materia (namely, the workers and
peasants on the one hand and the capitalists and landlords on the
other) which is an offence punishable under section 153-A of the
Indian Penal Code with two years' rigorous imprisonment. A
number of such ca~ which were in!'lituted as a result of
speeches made on "May Day" 1932 were at first successful, and
those who made them were convicted by the Chief Presidency
Magistrate and sentenced each to a year's imprisonment.
When an appeal from one such case was lodged in the High
Court, however, the Bench which, heard it agreed with the Chiei

' The maximum penally is very seldom inflicted.
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Presidency Magistrate that it was not possible to limit the
application of the section in question merely to classes of the
community divided either by race or religion, but at the same time
found considerable difficulty in discovering a satisfactory
definition of the word ~capi'ialist' which it described a.~ ..altogether
too vague a phrase to denote a definite and ascertainable class
within the meaning of section 153-A". After discussing the literal
sense of the word which, he said, meant ..any-one who possesses
any accumulated wealth," the Chief Justice went on to say: "On
that definition practically everybody will be within the capitalist
class. No doubt in the region of economic discussion capitalists
are referred to in some limited sense. In reference to divisions
between capital and labour the capitalist generally means a person
with a considerable amount of property invested in industry. But
if you take any definition of that sort, it is impossible to say what
amount of capital would bring a man within the cla.~s. He might
.be within the class one day and without it the next. He may be a
capitalist in one country and not in another." The accused person
was, therefore, acquitted on this charge, though a concurrent
conviction under section 124-A of the Indian Penal Code was
upheld.

Conflicting Opinions
This decision was naturally followed by other appeals, most of
which were similarly rewarded, though it is worthy of record that
a dissenting judgement in one such case (where the appellant's
attack had bf'en on British capitalists and landlords) found that the
speaker could "only have meant the British .investors in Indian
securities and traders in India, a class or sub-class to which his
audience did not belong". In this judge's opinion, too, the division
between landlords and tenants was "sufficiently clear-cut to
justify their being termed separate and distinct classes". As,
however, a concurrent sentence had been passed under section
124-A of the Indian Penal Code.the judge in question did riot press
his objection and the appeal was allowed in so far as it related to
section 153-A of the Indian Penal Code.
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A Sumciently Clear Case
Yet another case came up on appeal at the end of 1932 and was
heard by a Bench over which the Chief Justice again presided.
The Bench found that the speech complained of in this instance
constituted "a virulent attack against the propertied classes in
India" and that the man who made it had "shown from the context
that he used the expression 'capitalist' in a narrow and restricted
sense". The actual words used are of some importance and may
profitably be quoted: "In India your Rajahs and Maharajahs and
Zamindars and Capitalists also make friends with big bankers and
loot both peasants and labourers." Of this passage the Chief
Justice wrote: "It is clear, I think; from that passage that he is
using the word 'capitalist' in the sense merely of financiers or
bankers, and he makes that quite clear later on because he says
that the labourers of the world number 151/i annas in the rupee
and that the capitalists are quite a small cla~s. Even if we hold
that the word 'capitalist' as used in this speech is not a
sufficiently well-defined class, it is quite clear that Rajahs,
Maharajahs and Z.amindars are a sufficiently definite class to
come within section 153-A."

A Case in the United Provinces
A man named Ram Saran Dass Johri had been responsible for
distributing a pamphlet in connection with a peasants' conferer1ce
which was held at Muttra under the auspices of the Labour Party,
United Provinces, in November 1933. He had been convicted
under section 18( 1) of the Indian Press (Emergency Powers) Act
which provides for the punishment of those who publish or
distribute unauthorised news-sheets. Section 4( I) (h) of the Press
Act of 1932 refers to a pamphlet which tends to "promote feelings
of enmity or hatred between <Jifferent classes of His Majesty's
subjects", and it is provided in sections 2(6) and 2(10) of the Act
that such a pamphlet shall be an unauthori~ news-sheet. Ram
Saran Dass appealed against his convictiO\ and, when the appeal
came up, the Bench which heard it discussed the earliest of the
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three Bombay judgements mentioned above and then went on to
remark as follows: "The word 'capitalist' has not been used in the
present pamphlet and, therefore, the particular difficulty which
occurred in the Bombay ruling does not arise. The pamphlet,
however, definitely refen.~ on the one side, to the kisan labourers
in the Muttra district who labour in the fields and factories, and
on the other hand, to the rich persons, the zamindars, the bankers,
and the petty shop-keepers. I do not think that there is any
difficulty in holding that the classes referred to in the pamphlet arc
sufficiently well defined for the purpose of the section in
question." The appeal was, therefore, dismissed, and another blow
was struck in vindication of the use of this particular section of
the law against the preaching of Communism.

The Present Position
The earlier rulings in Bombay, therefore (authoritative for the
time being where the courts of that Presidency were concerned),
raised doubts as to the real value pf a prosecution, the success or
failure of which hung upon the precise definition of a single word,
or of a section of the law which gave to those whose activities the
authorities sought to bring within it so wide a margin of safety.
Those qualms still remain to some extent, though the High Court'!\
more recent dicta have made it clear that there are circumstances
in which the stock phrases which Communists are wont so glibly
to use in their speeches and writings can be comprised withfo the
exhypothesi indefinite and unascertainable classes to which, in
fact, they undoubtedly refer. It remains to be seen how long it will
take such speakers to adapt the precise form of their fulminations
to the requirements of the law as now expounded. Meanwhile the
value of the new weapon remains largely unimpaired so far as the
rest of India .. is concerned, as can be demonstrated by the
judgement delivered in March 1934 by the Allahabad High Court.

A Canadian Parallel
It is of some interest to learn in this connection that the
Supreme Court of Ontario had no doubts when faced with a
question almost identical with that with which the Bombay High
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Court had to deal. On the 13th November 1931, the Honourdble
Mr. Justice Wright passed sentence in Ontario on Timothy Buck
and seven other members of the Communist Party of Canada. In
the course of his charge to the jury he remarked that. "this
Communist Party of Canada divides the people of Canada into
two classes - the proletariat, which they say are all wage-earners.
and the bourgeoisie. who are outside that dassification and would
include property owners, farmers, men who conduct tf'teir own
business, and all the other classes. There is a third or middle class
called the petty bourgeoisie which I think includes merchants and
others: but for general purposes their classification is the
proletariat on the one side and the bourgeoisie on the other. In a
democratic country such as this, when a man may be a
proletarian today, and to-morrow may be a bourgeois. and the
reverse, is it a just. proper, lawful thing to set one of these classes
against the other? ls it just and proper to stress and to advocate a
struggle of one class to destroy the other ?"

Communism, a Species of Treason
There is another passage in the record of this interesting
Canadian case which is worthy of attention. Immediately before
pronouncing sentence upon them, the judge addressed the accused
in the dock as followi-.: "You have not been criminals in the
ordinary sense. but I do not regard you as political criminals.
Your offence is of an entirely different nature from that of .l
political criminal; it strikes at the very foundation of our social
and governmental fabric in this country. It is a specie~ of treason,
which is one of the mo~'t detestable offence~ of which any person
can be found guilty." The cry was frequently heard both in and
out of the court at Mecrut that the accused in the recent
conspiracy case were being prosecuted for their political opinions.
Although this theory was exploded by the passage from the
judgement of the Allahabad High Court which w~ quoted on
page 139, it is interesting to know, nevertheless, that-legal opinion
in another part of the Empire coincides with that in India, however
unconvincing such opinions may be to those who hold all
imperialist courts in derisioo.
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The Calcutta Carters' Strike
A case of more than usual interest. no less from the legal point
of view than because it signalized a new departure in Communist
tactics. was that which follo.wed a strike of carters in Calcutta in
1930. To facilitate a right appreciation of the points involv~. I
give a short synopsis of the events which led up to and followed
the rioting which Sir Charles Tegart, the then Commissioner of
Police. described as the fiercest which he had ever seen in
Calcutta. On the 1st April. new rules came into force which
imposed restricted loads on buffalo carts and prohibited the
working of buffaloes between the hours of noon and 3 p.m. Two
days earlier a crowded meeting of carters had been held in one of
the public parks and had been addressed by the leaders of the
newly-formed Carters' Union. three of thew Communists and a
fourth a well-known Labour agitator. It was there decided that the
carters should refuse to unyoke their buffaloes when ordered to do
so and should .defy the rule to that effect and court arrest. The
speakers also instigated the members of their audience to refuse to
pay fines in court and, as it afterwards appeared. to congregate on
the Howrah Bridge and to leave their carts in the roadway. The
leaders in question later visited the kathals (bullock cart depots)
and tendered much the same advice.
At noon on the 1st April, therefore. the large number of carters
who were as usual plying their cans in the immediate
surroundings of the Howrah Bridge unyoked their animals and
removed the wheels from their carts, thus forming a regular series
of barricades across the streets. Other streets over a wide area
were simultaneously obstructed with Corporation dust-bins, road
metal, bales of merchandise, corrugated iron sheets and iron rails.
in a manner which places beyond all doubt the fact that some
central organisation was responsible for the whole occurrence.
The police who attempted to remove the obstruction were met
with a fusillade of brick-bats, pieces of road metal and iron bars,
not only from the carters who had entrenched themselves behind
the barricades but also from the occupants of neighbouring houses
and were only able to clear the area of rioters after repeated resort
to rifle and revolver fire. Communist in origin, the fight was taken
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up by the Congress as well a fact which is proved by a series of
entirely unprovoked attacks by students which occurred later in
the evening {some two hours after the main riot had beeu quelled)
in the coJlegia~ area remote from the seat of the earlier
disturbances. A report written a fortnight later spoke of the police
as having been "kept continuously on the run since the I st " and
stated that "the intention of our opponents is obviously to run the
police to a standstill and to tamper with their loyalty". The evenLo;;
of the intervening period, though no less serious from the
Government's point of view, are, however, less gt"'rmane to m,y
present restricted theme than is the original outbreak-for the
carters had learned their lesson and from the 2nd April onwards,
the Communist leaders had to rely to an increasing extent on the
Congress rank and file for the furtherance of their aims-and I
have referred to subsequent developments only because they point
to one of the dangers of allowing Communism to succeed.

Incitement to Rioting
Meanwhile, six Communist leaders had been arraigned before
the Chief Presidency Magistrate on charges of conspiracy to
corm:nit, and abetment of unlawful assembly and rioting by more
than ten persons {sections 120-B and 117, read with sections 143
and 147, of the Indian Penal Code). All six were in due course
sentenced to one year's rigorous imprisonment (the maximum
punishment provided by the Code being three years' rigorous
imprisonment) and were ordered to furnish substantial security for
their good behaviour for a period of three years after release.
Three were subsequently acquitted by the High Court, but at a
time when excitement had evaporated and when their power for
evil had thus been considerclbly restricted. Inadequal:e though the
sentences may seem to have been, when compared with the
charges laid, they nevertheless had a salutary effect on the
situation and proved the value of section 117 of the Indian Penal
Code as a weapon for use against Communist agitators in times of
stress.
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Security for Maintenance of the Peace
It was some days, however, before the six Communist accused
referred to could be brought to book, and when they were at
length arrested and brougtlt before the court they were forthwith
released on bail. They made full use of the period of grace thus
allowed them in an endeavour to tum the agitation which they had
stirred up into channels which would lead to a geneml industrial
strike. In this they were ably assisted by two other Indian
Communists who had hastened from Bombay to Calcutta at the
first sign of trouble. Thus on the evening of the 2nd April. the
Union leaders issued a revolutionary leaflet inciting the workers to
organi~e a general strike under the leadership of the students in
retaliation for the events of the previous day. At the same time
Ahdul Halim circulated another leaflet, .printed in English and
entitled "To Workers and Citizens of Calcutta'', which also urged
a sympathetic general strike. These leaflets and other of their kind
were distributed at a well-attended public meeting where the
speeches were punctuated with cries such as "Victory to the Red
Army" and "Victory to Soviet Russia". On the following day
another of the accused, freshly released on hail, addressed another
me~ting and advised the carters to continue to disobey the law,
while a third addressed his public remarks to the Indian ranks of
the police force. whom he advised to desert their posts.
Against activities of this nature by persons already within the
clutches of the law an effective weapon was found in the shape of
sections 107 and 117 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. The
fonner of these compels a person who is likely to disturb the
public tranquillity to show cause why he should not execute a
bond to keep the peace, and sub-section 3 of the latter section
provides an immediate means of detaining such persons in custody
Con .their failing to execute a preliminary bond) while the more
cumbrous processes involved in section 107 take their course.
Faulty though such a course may be as a permanent remedy, it
has its advantages as a measure of temporary relief in times of
stress such as Calcutta was passing through in April J930, and I
venture the opinion that, had resort been had to it more frequently
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the past. the Meemt Con,piracy case would not have attained

u the dimensions which it did.
Urgent Prevention of Apprehended Danger
.Section 14-l of the Code of Criminal pruccdurc also provides
certain !ltrictly limitl'd power), which cnabk· certain ,pel"ified
officer!-. to direct thnM: who 'how )o.igns of l'ndangl.'ring the puhlic
peace to ··;.1hstain from a l'Cl1ain al'l'·. and diMlhl'<liencc of lawful
order" pa!lsed under that !lc1.·tin11 is punishuhlc under !'.ection 188
of the Indian Penal Code. So frt:lILh!ntly ha), thi:- !11.!ction Cl~mc
before the courts on appeal. however. and so many arc the legal
ruling'.'> which limit and define it!I apphcalhlll and 1.•xtent. that 1he
part which it 1.:an now he made to pla~ m 1hc 1,:nntrol of the
acli\"itie!I of C'ommt!nist leaders '' mcagre 111 th1.· cxtn.·me. Thi"
wa!I. perhap!I. the draughlman\ intention; for 'cction l-l-1 i!I
primarily intended to rnpc with an immediate and unforesL'en
danger rnther than with pn.:paratory stage' which km.I up to it. It
i!I, howe\er, in the early 'tagc!I of Comnumi)o.t prl'paration that
action i!I most necded: for. \a.·hen thc time of immediatc danger
come'. the 1m.1S!IL')o. haw generally hccn an>U!ICd and lhl' mildc-r
form).. of preventi\c aL·tion wluch the pcrman~·nt law pcm1ih un:
then of no arni I.

Propaganda Material
It har.; been said cl!'lcwhere that the hulk of tht• pR·.;~·nt
expenditure of the Ea)o.tcrn Secretariat of the Commumst
International on India i!I now devoted to propagun<lu. a steady ant.I
expensive stream of which ha!I im.:rcasingly !lowed into India
since Communism first took root there. In order to give ".>me idea
of the extent of that stream, I may say that during' 1934 the total
number of Communist newspaper!'! and periodical!-. held up in the
mails was in the neighhourhood of i 5.000 cnpic,,.; this comprised
some fifty different papers from no lt:S!I than ten differcnt
countrie~ in Europe, A!lia. and America: and it i!I obvious from
the results of the sca~che~ which prec~dcd the Mccrut conspiracy
case and from numcrou!'I other fintl!I of such literature that it is by
no means all that wa."' sent. Indeed. the subterfuges to which tho~c
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who semi it rc~ort in order to defeat the censorship and the
shortness of the time available for examination preclude the
possibility of obtaining cent perct!nt results in this particular
branch of work. for whic'~ the police owe so much to the postal
department. Communist dailies arc frequently wrapped in one or
two pages of the London Times or the Nc•w York H< rcdd Trilnmc·
or other papers of similar standing: books art: wrapped in the du~t
covers of popular novels or religious works: the addresses of
finns or shops arc used as a cover to which such literature may
be sent: and instmctions such as those which an Indian distrihutor
of a Communist weekly recently gavl! to the publishers are all too
frequently carried out- ..Please ~end thl'se twelve copies in three
packets of four copies each in plain wrappers as usual so as not to
attract attention". To stem this per!>i.,tcnt ~trcam there arc !>everal
methods. That most commonly employed i!> !>ection 19 of the Sea
Customs Act which provide!> that the Governor-General in
Council may prohibit the bringing into India of any particular
class of goods. In exerci!>e of these power!> a comprehensive
notitic<:1tion was framed in 1927. prohibiting the import into India
of any publication issued by or emanating from the Communi!>t
International or any organisation affiliated to or controlled hy or
connected with the Communist International. It was not long.
however. bd'ore it became apparent that even this notificaton left
certain loopholes through which such literature could legitimately
find its way in to the c.ountry. In 1932. therefore. a fresh
notification was issued which empowered Cu!>loms officials to
seize an even greater. variety of such matter. A ,·opy of this ne\\'
notification is printed as an appendix*. Should any literature
escape the Customs net and be found within India, ii may be
seized by certain postal official~ under section 25 of the Po~t
Office Act if it is in the course of transmission by post. or under
~cction 178 of the Sea Customs Act by the local representative of
the Custom" Department if it is discovered elsewhere.
1

• Ap~mhx-\'11
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Internal Propaganda
A large amount of Communist propaganda is published in
India itself. however, some of it being original writings. but the
hulk of it rt!prints or vernacular translations of matter published
abroad. For this there is a pcnnanent remedy commonly in use.
the practical value of which is strictly limited. Section 99-A of the
Criminal Procedure Code provides for the proscription and
forfeiture by a local Government of documents whic'1 infringe
section 124-A or 153-A of the Indian Penal Code. both of winch
have been previously discus~ed. There arc, tu.l\\cver. numerous
legal mlings on record to the effect that a local Government
cannot pas.; such order.; unless it has the matter complained of
before it. Again!'.t a daily or even a weekly newspaper. puhlished.
possibly. in a town remote from the provincial headquarters hy
'everal days. such a provi~ion is useless: for the particular issue
complained of will have been read and re-read many times hefore
the local Government whose concern it is can even have heard of
its exi~tence. In such a case the only effective method is to obtain
and keep a substantial hold on both the printer and publisher, and
this can onl} he done under the temporary provision of the Indian
Pres.; (Emergency Powers) Act which will be di!-.cusst!d a little
later.

An Effective Order in Bengal
It frequently happens. however. that the authors. printers nnd
publishers of inflammatory literature such as Indian Cl.)mmunists
arc wont to produce for mas~ 1.onsumption. conceal their identity.
and the provisions of section 99-A of the Code of Criminal
Procedure being largely ineffective, other measures are required to
prevent the circulation of this type of literature. As a means of
owrcoming these difficulties. the Bengal Government issued, on
the 23rd April 1928. an order under section 26(1) of the Post
Office~ Act which empowerd.1 two senior police officers in
Bengal. who were named in the order. to impound "any inland or
foreign postal article which may be discovered in the Ct,urse of
transmission by post. to contain litt•rature direct~d to encourage
international revolution··. This order proved an effective weapon
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against this class of literature. and the fact that it i!I still in force in
its original fonn to-day is sufficient testimony to the successful
manner in which it has been worked.

Emissaries from Britain
Of the British Communists who have visited India from time to
time Spratt, Bradley and Hutchinson have. of course, been
prosecuted at Meerut while Clark and Bennett, the two Canadians
mentioned in Chapter 17, decided to leave India of their own free
will. The only other Communist of British cictraction who has
been dealt with under the Indian law is George Allison who, as
Donald Campbell, arrived in Bomhay in April 1926 and was
deported therefrom some two years later after serving a term of
imprisonment. His case raised some point~ of legal interest which
it will, perhaps, be profitable to discuss. The charges in the lower
court were framed under sections 466. 471 and 474 of the Indian
Pena) Code (the forgery of public documents. using forged
documents as genuine and knowingly possessing forged
documents, respectively). section 6. read with section 3, of the
Indian Passport Act and the rules framed under it. It was with
these charges before the jury that the whole of the prosecution
evidence was heard and, not until tht• prosecution case had dosed,
did the judge himself question (on the strength of the definition of
a ''public servant") whether the case came under section 466 of
the Indian Penal Code. Up to that time it had been a!'lsumed that a
British passport was a document "made by a public servant"; but
sections 21 and 14 of the Indian Penal Code, which define "public
servant" and "servant of the Queen". make it clear that a
document issued by an official in the United Kingdom does not
come within the scope of section 466. This discovery had the
effect of lowering the maximum punishment under section· 471,
l.P.C., from seven to two years' imprisonment. Shortly before the
expiry of his sentence, Allison was placed on a vessel at sea and
deported under section 5 of the Indian Passport Act, which
authorizes the removal of any person who has entered British
India in defiance of the Passport regulations and confers upon any
officec of Government "all reasonable powers'' for this purpose.
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The Passport Act
In this particular respect the Indian Passpo11 Al·t is a
satisfactory weapon in the hands of the authoritie~. hut a~ a m\!an~
of preventing the entry of Communi~t emissaric' 11 has several
"honcomings. Not least of these is the fact that the mies framed
under "ection 3 of Act make no offence of entry into India by land
without a passport except at three ~pecificd plm:c .... Ruic 3 reads:
··No person proceeding from uny place out~idc India shall cnh:r
Briti~h India hy sea or by air or by the Chaman. Khyhe1 or
Nushki land route unless he is in the po~se~~i 111 nf a pa~sport."'
Although in~tance~ are rc.m· of Mo~cow\ c111is1,aric~ having found
their \\oay to India otherwi~e than hy u:-.ual 'ea-route~. yet ca'e~
are not looking: of unknown and unheralded alic11' ha\'ing been
discovered in Bunna. when~l' they can easily and li.l\\.fully make
their way lo Ci.1kutta and 'o to India proper. Partil.:ularly was this
the case when the Frenl·h offcn~i\'c began in lndo-C'hina after tht:
1930 n:bcllion there. It i" known. loo. that many Glwdr
cmi"'uric~ have found their way to and from America hy thi~
rolllc which is much favoured hy Sikhs who have ~omdhing lo
hide from the :iuthorities. Tht•y travel from Calcutta to Burma or
Singapore (where traveller~ from India stand in no lawful need of
pa~~pol1"). onwards tn Siam and thence through Yunnan lo
Shanghai. whereaftcr the pany's smugg:lin~ ring~ on tht• Pacific
coa't ensure "afe tran~it to California. Throughout thl.' greater.
pan of this 13.0CK> mile joumcy no 4uest1on~ arc a~kcd. passport
nmtrol doc~ not cxi~t or can he on~rcome by the pa} men~ of a fov•
~mall coins of the realm. and th1. sll\!alll of surrcptitit111, rr.1\·dler~
passc~ backwards and forward~ unhamperl•d. The ab~ence ,,f any
l:ontrol whatsoever on India\ nonh-eastcm frontil!r i:annot but
occa ... ion considerable misgivings to thos~ who al'l' charged with
the ta~k of keeping track of MlN.:ow's designs again~t India.
Similar. though pos~ibly less aggravated. is the posnion in
nonh-we~tern lnJia, as the continual flow of Gluulr cmi,..saric~
from Russia through Afghanistan to India and hack has ~hown.
Fortunately, a frienclly King in Afghanistan has stt'nune<l the
stream in recent years. but it ~eems a trifle impro\'idcnt to rely
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solely on the good offic.:c!'o of a none too stable foreign power for
the protection of one'!'I frontier from foreign pt!netr.ation.
Anorher seeming flaw in rhe existing Pa!'o!'opo11 Act is containl'd
in the section which proviµe!-. for the grant of vi!'oas of limited
duration to those who profe!'os a de!->ire to pas-; through India ,,,,
mutt' for other countrie~. and yet fail!\ to empower the Indian
magisrracy lU intlict puni!'ohmcnl un rhose who infringe the
condition!\ on which such a visa Wa!'o granted. Such casei. arl' hy
no means rare and. although a charge of Communist activity has
never yet been satisfactorily brought home to l\Uch a delinquent.
..;ewral haw fallen under strong !-.Uspicion and have heen deported
under tht.• Foreigner' Act. and in any cai.c the danger!\ of tht.•
t~xistenc.:e of !-.uc.:h a loopholt- in the law arc !'>elf-evident.

Foreign Agents
The Poreigners Act mentioned above provides an effective
mean~ of riddipg India of those cmi!-.saric!'o of Mo!->COW who cannot
lay claim to British nationality. Scc.:tion 3 empowers a local
Gowmment lo order any foreigner to remove himself from British
India. hy a particular route if necci.sary. while the nexl succeeding
section em1blc!-. a Disrricr Magi-;rrate to apprehend the person in
question until !\Uch time ••~ a dcc.:ision shall have heen reached.
Failure lo comply with the order render!-. the foreigner liahlc to
impri!'lonment for an unspecified pt!riod. The existence of this
section of the law has proved a \'aJuabJc weapon against
Communism. It will he re<.:alled that a number of persons.
including J. W. Johnstone. W. N. Kweit and H. G. Lynd. have
been removed from India by virtue of it. and it is stil\ Burma'!\
most effcc.:ti\"e fieldpic(:e again~• the operation!'. or Chinese
Communi~t)I.

The Legal Position, Past, Present and ft,uture
When mention has been made of the fact that th\! Trades
Disputes Act (which has recently been brought into operation in
connection with the Bombay strike) has proved a broken re1ed and
rhat legal opinion given in 1931 prevented the use of section 26
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( I) of the Indian Post Office Act as a means of intercepting money
orders*. the complete tale has been told of India's scanty legal
armoury against the spread of the gospel of an armed rebellion
which has as its object the overthrow, not only of the King
Emperor's authority but of the whole existing economic and social
fabric. No one who has discerned the meaning of events described
in previous chapters will deny that there are grave risks involved
in a journey into the future for those who are equipped only with
such rusty weapons as these. Nor are these risks only physical; it
would he unwise to overlook the psychological dangers, which
will be the greater by sudden contnist with the present position,
sheltered as it hi by temporary emergency legislation. There can
be few who have forgotten how great a strain was put upon the
morale of the subordinate ranks of the police in the early days of
1930 or who have lost sight of the moral advantage which
~ubversive elements then gained from the appanmt impotence of
the authorities. It has already been shown that it was only the
existence of the Bombay Special (Emergency Powers) Act which
saved Bombay City, less than a year ago,. from chaos. and her
working class population from starvation and carnage. That Act is
one of many whose validity will expire before the end of 1935,
and if I give details of a few of the powers thus ahout to lapse, it
is only because to do ~o will make clearer the distinction between
the present state of comparative sel:urity and extreme difficulties
which wi11 have to be reckoned within t 936.

Provincial Acts
Foremost amongs~ the additional power~ thus temporarily
bestowed are those which provide for the arrest and temporary
detention of persons who have acted, are acting. or are about to
act in a manner pre.judicial to the public safety or ~ace. Such
powers exist in Bombay. Bengal, the Punjab and the Nonh-West·
Frontier Province and similar action could be taken against

* This decision d;d nor affo1:1 exil-ting arrnn~ements lor the inlen:cption of
telegraphic moncy-orJers. chcquc!I. hankc1 \ drafls. cir.
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Communists, in certain extreme cases, in Burma and Assamt
also. More general is the power to prescribe the residence and
movements of such persons, which has been given to every local
Government except those in the Central Provinces and Madms*:
those who disobey such or&rs are liable to imprisonment. Other
typical powers which these local Acts confer enable the
authorities to secure reports of public meetings. to control on the
operations of the posts and telegraphs (including the transmission
of money order). to limit access to certain places. and to prohibit
or regulate traffic. - none of which matters are adequately
provided for elsewhere in the Indian Statute hook. All are based
on the old ordinances which were. in their tum, pieced together at
the dictation of bitter experience of the country's legi:-.lative needs.

The Indian Press Act
Complt.!mcntary to these measures, there are two important
temporary Acts of all-India application which arc also due to
lapse in December 1935-the Indian Press (Emergcm:y Powers)
Act. 1931. and the Criminal Law Amendment Act. 1932. The first
of these contained a usdul provision whic:h empowered a local
Government to inflict a substantial fine on any printing press
which was used for the purpose of printing or publishing
subversive literature and also to confiscate the matter in question:
and another section made illegal the sale. distribution ur
publication of literature of a similar nature. These provisions. at
first included as sections 4 and 18 in the Indian Press <Emergency
Powers) Act of 1931. were made more potent by the ordinances
which the second civil disobedience movement brought forth. A
special session of the Assembly at the end of 1932 passed a
comprehensive Criminal Law Amendment Act and thereby upheld
the greater virility of the Press Act and prolonged its operation for
a further period of three years. The promulgation of the
ordinances in January 1932 and their subsequent enactment had
+The Burma Criminal Amendment AL"I does nol expire till the 3 I st July
19.l6. ·me equivalent Act in Al>sam is a permanent measure.
"' Burma m1J Assam must again he partially exl·eptcd.
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an immediate and lasting effect on the tone of all classes of
subversive writers except, perhaps. those who preferred to publish
their work clandestinely. and even persons such a1; they found
considerable difficulty in getting their handiwork prmted and
circulated.

A Specific Case
As illustrating the uses to whu:h the Press Act could he put, I
may recall the case of Ram Saran Dass Johri which was discussed
at an earlier stage in this chapter in connexion with section J53-:,A
of the Indian Penal Code. Another case in point is the prosecution
of Amir Haidar Khan. whose conviction in Madras in 1932 has
already received brief mention in Chapter 17. l11c charges laid
against him proceeded from the clandestine publication of a series
of actionable leaflets. The drafting and publication of these
leaflets were ex.elusively the work of Amir Haidar and one
assistant who was also arrested. There was also evidence of their
having been in possession of a numhcr of thest• leatkts and of
having distributed others. Amir Haidar wa!'.. therefore. charged
under section 18 of the Indian Pres!'. (Emerg:em.:y Powers) Act of
1931 and, when further legal advice had been taken a
supplementary charge of sedition (sel·tion 124-A of the Indian
Penal Code) WU!\ added. Judgment wa!'o. pronounced in both cases
on the 14th November 1932 and Amir Haidar Khan was
sentenced to eighteen months' rigorous imprisonment for sedition
and to six months' rigorous imprisonment on each of three counts
under section 18 (two of these periods to run i:oncurrently ). the
whole of the year's sentence in the latter ca!'.c to takl! effect on
expiry of the sentence lHlder se<.:tion 124-A. Indian Penal Code.
Thus was a dangerous leader removed from the scene of his
labours.

Unlawful Associations
Another important direction in which the Criminal Law
Amendment Act of 1932 gave much needed assistance to the
authorities was the provision of useful additions to the Indian
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1908, a measure of which little
use had been made since 1922 when it hccame the butt of the
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Indian Legislature and was reduced to a mere shadow of its
former self. In the form in which it existed at the end of 1931, it
merely enabled a local Government to notify as an unlawful
association any organisation which had as its object interference
with the administration or lflaintenance of law and order. or which
constituted a danger to the public peace. Any person who could be
proved to have assisted the operations of such an organisation was
liable, on conviction, to a sentence not exceeding 6 months'
rigorous imprisonment, while those who went one step further and
assisted in the management or prommion of such an organisation
ran the risk of imprisonment for two years. The ordinances
promulgated at the beginning of 1932 made possible a close
scrutiny of, and a rigid control over. the funds at the disposal of
such unlawful associations. and the powers of local Governments
were so extended as to include tht: ultimate confiscation of any
funds which investigation proved. were intended for subversive
purposes. These power were later included in the central
legislation referred to and, although the occasions on which they
have been exercist..-d during the past two years are extremely few.
they have nevertheless provided a useful reserve against any large
influx of Communist money into India. particularly so since the
Communist Party of India was declared unlawful. Another
important provision in the Act so amended gave powers to local
Governments to take possession of places used for the purposes of
an unlawful association and of movable property found therein. In
short, the legislature succeeded in making of thi~ emasculated Act
a real power in reserve against the operntions of all subversive
elements. Its independent value against individuals who overtly or
secretly profess ..applied Communi~m" (as M. N. Roy has called
it), yet openly belong to no ascertainable Communist Party or
association, is less app&1rent, however, and the fact that no
prosecutions have yet resulted from the proscription, in July I 934.
of the Communist Party of India and its auxiliaries confirms the
current belief that ib only effect is to drive such persons
underground, where their nefarious activity is admittedly beset
with difficulties but is not rendered impossible. Longer experience
will probably show. as it has in the case of Bengali terrorists, that
more adequate measures (on the Jines of those now in existence in
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the most favoured provinces) are necessary, if the activities of
leading Indian Communists are to be effectively curbed.

The Efficacy of Special Legislation
For the rest, the Government's programme of temporary
legislation, not only succeeded in closing a number of loopholes in
the pennanent law of the land and in accelerating the dispensation
of Justice. but also furnished harassed authority with those
reserves of power which alone can make for confident. and.
therefore, generous administration. With the 1. ompletion of the
programme. India had no lack of weapons with which to combat
every form of subversive movement which threatened her peace
and prosperity, not lea"t of which is Communism TI1at a few arc
faulty and others unwieldy where Communism is concerned is a
matter for some regret - for every weak link inevitably detracts
from the value of a chain; but this is the less surprising when it i~
remembered that the chain was forged for use against a different
movement, in the make-up of which secret activity played a
comparatively minor part. That it has its effccl on Communism as
well is demonstrnted in a variety of ways. and there arc several
pieces of independent testimony to the good which the new
legislation did in a general way to check the growth of this
noxious weed. Thus a prominent member of M.N.Roy's party
wrote in 1932 to his friends in Berlin that. "the- trades-union
movement is practically at a standstill owing lo the abnormal
conditions prevalent under the Ordinance regime." He had
previously made it clear that the ·•trades-union movement" of
which he was writing consisted of a series of general strikes quite
different from the ..sporadic strikes of a purely defensive
character" which had taken place in various places during the
year. So, too, one of the members of Niharendu Dutt Mazumdar's
group. having surveyed the situation in Bengal immediately on his
return from abroad, wrote to one of his colleagues in England:
uyOU will be glad to learn that our poor friend has got a baby. It
is 4 months old now:The baby was not quite O.K. when it was
born, but with proper care it is gradually gaining h~ulth. But the
baby is so very sick that we are afrdid it may be pretty difficult to
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make it survive the cold weather. specially P.B. I'll send you i.l
photograph of the bahy". The ··bahy" is a Communist paper.
called Sarhlwm: which made its appearance in Bengal in the
middle of 1931. and ··P.B". (Pre!'ts Bill) refcri. to the Indian Pres"
(Emergency Poweri.) Act. ··which had just been passed into law
when the letter was written.

Supplementary Measures
What prc!'tent-day politicians cklight to call "reprc~sive
mea~lm·s" cannot. however. alone comhat so all-embracing and
all-perva~ive " menace as Communi..;m. Ciiven adequate lc~ml
~anction!'t, the police and ma.~d~tracy and the postal and custom~
..;ervicco,; can each do something toward" reducing tht> ris"- ot
wide~pread lawlessnc~" in the trade!'>-nnion and agrarian field~ and
rnn to 'iotnc extent nirtail l1r Mcrili1c thl' act~vitie~ of the few who
'how ... ign.; of mi!-tlcading the many: hut to quote again the word'
of th'-' Indian Communi't in Europl.! to whi'-·h Sir David Petric
~a' c prominence*. ··the real impo~~ihlc ta!'>k j, to 'itop the spread
of idcai. which travel without vehicle and g.ain momentum from
rcsi~ting force". The ultinmtc solution of thi~ problem is in other
hand.;: to them must be left the task of translating into terms of
lndian economics the many good fcatun:s of the Communi!'tt
'Y'tem. A' experience in Bengal ha~ 'hown quite decisively that
tcrrori!'tm cannot be suppres!'>ed by the police alone while other
parts nf the administrati\'e machine work detachedly and
independent I). Ml too. in the wider. and ultimately not le.;<;
dangerous. sphere of Communist activity. effective counter
mea!'>ures arc an impo!-t!'tibility unless all depanmcnts of the state
combine to ensure th.it nothing that is harmful in the Communi~t
creed shall be allowed to creep unchallenged into the schemes or
the "Ystem which are their respecti\'c carei. and conversely. that
nothing reasonable is left undone to n:nder less fenilc the ground
on which Bobhc:vism thri\'cs and to make less imminent the
dan~crs '" hich it hrin)?s in its train.
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Legitimate Trades-Unionism
It was probably thoughts such as these which prompted the
Inspectors-General of Police of all the Indian provinces, when
they were in conference recently. not only to exhort the
Government of India to reinforce the law of the land when the
temporary legislation expires at the end of 19]5 but also to press
"the desirability of the development in India of a healthy
trades-union movement... For this reason, the steps which have
recently heen taken to implement those pan·· of the Whitl~y
Commission Report and of certain Geneva conventions which a~
capable of present acceptance. are particularly welcome. Such
legislation cannot fail to strengthen the hands of legitimate
trades-unionists such as Messrs N.M. Joshi and V.V. Giri who
i.trc themselves helping to pass it into law. Every step in this
direction is a setback to those who point out the direct and bloody
path of armed revolution as the only road to freedom and
prosperity for the masses. Of like effecl was the Bombay Trades
Disputes (Conciliation) Act to which the provincial Le£islatiw
Council gave its assent last August. Thi' Act provided means
other than direct action for the settlement of induo,;trial disputes
and sanctioned the appointment of two pemmnent officials to
arbitrate between employers and employees in the many minor
<.·ases of grievance which usually precede a strike. This system
shows every "iign of being a success and it has prcwided a splendid
opening for those trades-unionists who arc far-sighted enough tu
take advantage of it. To the Communii.t it is naturally anathema.
Bangal has no such special legislation. hut the results which
attended Sir. John Woodhead's speech in the local Legislative
Council on the subject of the recent dock-workers' strike*--the
sudden determination of Mr. Hassan Suhrawardy to intervene, the
rout of the Communist leaders, hitherto supreme, and the
successful conclusion of negotiations between the strikers and the
employers through his mediation-are indicative of a promising
future for a healthy trades-unionist movement in Bengal, if sane
•vide : pages 255-6.
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yet courageous leadcr!'I arc forthcoming to devote their time and
energy to controlling it. I am com inccd that nowhere in industrial
India need Communist principles and Bolshevik methods prevail if
only other outlet!- can be ~rovided for the voicing of the workers'
complaint~. Rather than any inherent preference on the part of the
workers and the pca-;antry for the tenets and doctrines of the
Communist International of which they have but the hazie!'lt
understanding. it is the apathy of tho!-.e who advocate '"cla~)I
collaboration" ht!> di~tinct from ··c1a!'l!'I struggle") which provide~
the Communio,;ts with their main opportunity. At times of
excitement the police can hold the ring but they cannot compel the
legitimate tradcs-uniomsts to enter it.

Rural Indebtedness
A number of provinl·cs have taken step)> during the past three
or so to redress an outst;.mding di~ahility under ·which the
••grarian population have been labouring for many decade)>.
Foremost amongst the Communists' agrarian '"demands" has
alway' been the repudiation of all debts to money-lenders; the
general aim of recent provincial legislation has been, therefore. to
preserve the money-lender as a very neccs!'lary cog in the lndiam
economic machine and to protect hi~ legitimate rights. but at the
same time. to limit the extent of his inroads on the slender and
uncertain income of the Indian fam1er. and above all, to prevent
the alienation of land in payment of debt. The distance to which
the legislaturc!'I have been prepared to go in this direction naturally
varies fmm province to province. but most provinces now have
laws of this kind either on their statute books or on the legislative
anvil. and each Act that is passed helps to remove one fruitful
suun:e of agrarian discontent and to that extent. makes the task of
the Communist agitator more difficult. The Legislative Council in
the Central Province~. one of the first to experiment in this type of
h:gislation, at first contented itself with the passage of permissive
legislation by the terms of which money-lenders or their debtor~
might suhmit their .;uits to local arbitration and thus avoid
cxpt.'n!'lin.: resort to the civil courts. Later. more fon:eful clauses
were add!.!d \\ hich limited the amount of interest which
year~
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money-lenders might charge. The Punjab Relief of lmJcbteJnc'is
Act which ha~ recently been passed in the local I .:gislatiw
Council took longer strides towards what must be considered rhe
ultimate goal. Besides providing for com:iliacion board~ 'iimilar to
Lho~e set up in the Central Provinces. it has laid it down: imer
e1/ia. that no civil court shall allow to the plaintiff any cost~ in
respect of a suit which it entertains. if a conciliation board has
pn:viou!-ily adjudicated upon the debt in question a11d ha~
pronounced itself to be "of opinion that the dl!htor ha!\ made to
..m:h creditor a fair offer which the creditor ought reasonably io
accept". In such cases the civil court shall not allow .m} interest
on the debt in cxces~ of ~ix per ccntum per annum on the amount
which was due! when the hoard reacht•d it~ decision. Thi~ i~ but
one of the features of an Act whkh contains man} wholesotnl'
pro\'isions (e.g.. that no creditor can daim a larl!t'r !IUm tlmn
twice the amount of any .;um given in loan after thl'
conunencement of the Act). and it is not surprising to find that the
Communi!\t element in the Punjab, ~ecing a 'aluahle weapon
~lipping from their grasp. endeavoured to mail.e the pca~antry
hl'licvc that the introduction of the Bill was prompted hy frar and
to whip up an agit&ttion for ''Debt Commith:es in every village"
which should have as their !\logan. "Cancel the whole dehC.
These attempts lo belittle the GovernmL'nt\ cf fort.; at amelioration
of the lot of the agriculturist later gave way. when the Bill wa~
pas!\ed into law. to propaganda intended lo "explain" th.:
implications of the new act lo thl• pea!'lanlry. and a Ki.\cill··Kar:.a
committee has recently been eMablished with thi!-1 o~tensiblc
objed. A salutary clause· in the Assam Money-Lender~' Act of
1934 is also deserving of ~pccial mention. It provides a penalty
for stating in the original bond a larger amount ,lf principal than is
actually given to the debtor-a fruitful source of di~pute in the
pa!oil. The same Act has taken the _revolutionary !\tep of laying it
down that no court shall decree on account of arrear!\ of interest a
'um greater than the principal of the loan. even if thl! loan wa~
made before the pa!lsing of the Act.
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Other Indirect Methods of Attack
In mo~t provirm!s. too. considerable efforts. ~ponsorcd hoth h~
Gowrnmcnt officers and by non-officials. arc now being made in
other spheres. all of wh~h must hdp to diminish the chances of
Communist propaganda being given a ~ympathctic hearing. Into
thi' category foll a variety of schemes for mral rcconstmction. for
the estahli~hmcnt of marketing board~. for the st•tting up of
win~lcss ~tations which will ~cn·c loud-'ipeaker'i in selected
agricultural centres. and for the promotion of travdlin!!
exhihitinn">,-all of which are hl'lping to improve the am..·nitic..,
.
of
the Indian pea~ant. and to renuwe that \'Cry lack of 1.,ophi ... ticati11n
and of intcre!'lt!'I oUt'iic.k~ the family circle which has rcndaed hi111
an 1..·asy prey to agiti.ltnr!'I of ewr~ kind. Then· an: irn.lin1tmn .... too.
that edm:ationists an· a\vakcning to. thl' weaknc'i~C~ of an
cdurntional o;y~tcm which place~ on the labour market many more
graduate~ than can po..,!-.ihly obtain c-mploymcnt of the kind fo1
which their. studies have fitti.:d them. Sc\'cral eminent Indians hm l'
rect•ntly made public their vie\\~ on this ">U~ject. ··Gran.·
di:-.contcnt and intcnse bittcrnes" are inL:rca.;ing apace among thc~l·
young mi.:n". one of them ha!-. \Hillen. "and tht•y arL' in a ~late nf
n:volt .1g•tinst tht• pre~cnt ~ocial and economic order.... Thl'
1.,i1mttion is gravt.' enough for thml.' who remain unemploycd i.tftcr
fini.,hing their t'ducation. but the rL·action on young men who an:
"till rL·ceiving educalion is of a di!-itre~sin!! nature'". It is for thi'
reason that ..,tep~ which art' now being taken in Bengal to incrca~e
lhc possibilities of a technical ( rathl!r than a general) cdm.:ation
arc so welcome. There are wholesome signs. also, that thl.'
nationalist press is inclined to take a more serious view of Indian
Communi~m than was the case five years ago. ror this change of
attitude (if change it really be) India must tender its thanks to thi.:
Congress Socialist Party. whose activities and propaganda and
association with the orthodox Communi'its are causing alarm and
consternation in the ranks of the Congress proper which is
pledged to Mr. Gandhi's creed of non-violence. If present efforts
do not-flag: if all those who look askance at violent methods of
changing the present social and economic order combine to make
it clear that such method!-. will not be tolerated now or in the
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funm:: if those who serve the Crown. in \\ hat..;oc\'cr capi.ll'it~·.

realiLc where the Jungcr lies anJ what their re!ooponsihilitic!\ are!':
and if Government!\ an: armcd \\ ith rctNmable powt'r-.. for ..;p.1ring
U!\l' when occasion demands;-then it ..;cerns ju~tifiahlc to hopl.'
that tht' Communi~t Party of India and it~ lll'W-fo1111d allies ''ill
forcn:r remain a!\ isolated and impotent a hod~ a.., it \\ a!oo from
Il)30 to Il)33-a group of leader.., without an army.
Onlv apathy and nc~lcct and a l.'omplaccnt attitude toward~ It
f'an mah.<: of Communi~m a ~l·riou" 1111.'IHll'l.' tu India's pcal'l' .111J
prn~pcnty.

jAppendix (iii) I
Ghadr Party And
Its Communist Connections

The Kabul Centre
A consider.able portion of Chapter 5 was devoted to the doing!- in
Afghanistan of mcmher' of the Glwtlr Party. whose headquarter~
are in San Francisco. It was said there that the degree of welcome
which this nominally independent organisation accorded to the
tenet:. of Communism was regulated at any given time by the state
of the Party's purse. There was. moreover. an indication in that
chapter that when Moscow's purse-strings wen.! loo~cned. when
Moscow's agents were tendering advice, and when Moscow's
counseb prevaikd. the Sikhs in Kabul presented a very much
more formidable danger to India than when they were left to their
own devices. This in itself would provide sufficient justification
for including in a book. on Communi!>m a brief history of the
Ghudr Party. hut the pages which follow will also attempt to
show how large a part the Communist International has played at
one time or another in the growth and development of this
dangerous Sikh association. and there will, I hope, be no need for
an apology on this particular score.

Excerpts from "INDIA AND COMMUNISM'", compiled in the Intelligence
Bureau, Home Department. Government of lnJrn, 19J~. Revised up to the I st
January, 19J5. pa~es :!59-:!85. Thii. I!> a "Confidenual" Report prepared hy lhe
then British Go,·crnmcnt 111 India on early CommuniM acti\'ilies.This chapter
is entitled m this C11nlill~111ial Report as "SIKH MILITANCY''.
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The Origin of the Ghadr Party
This chapter will, therefore, be devoted to an examination of
the Ghadr Party's activities from two other angles of
vision-from S~n Francisco and from India. I cannot do better, as
a beginning, than tum once more to Sir David Petrie's hook,
where it is written: "This movement, which is in the nature of a
continuing revolutionary conspiracy recruited largely from Sikhs,
was founded by Har Dayal in the United States of America in the
years immediately preceding the outbreak of the War. In 1914-15
many thousands of these rabidly disloyal emigrants returned to
India, where their violent activities cost many of them their lives
and still more their liberty. The movement was suppressed during
the War but has never been stamped out, and there are still in the
Punjab many returned Sikhs whose bitter hatred of our rule
predisposes them to join with eagerness in any conspiracy aimed
at the subversion of our authority."
The fonnation of the Ghadr Party in San Francisco in 1911
naturally led to a considerable increase of acrivity amongst
di~affected Indians working in California and neighbouring States.
Shortly after war was declared in August 1914, serious attempts
were made by the Gennans, through the agency of the ubiquitous
M. N. Roy, to turn this agitation into channels favourable to
themselves, and the result was a very dangerous and a very
widespread Indo-German conspiracy which the British authorities
in England. India, and elsewhere were at considerable pains to
counteract. Their efforts were substantially rcwardt>d in more
ways than one, amongst them being the Prosecution of M. N. Roy
and a number of the most prominent of the Party's leaders at San
Francisco in 1915. Although there is very little of concrete result
to show for this case, yet it forced many prominent conspirators
into hiding in different'parts of the world and, to that extent.
dislocated the Party's schemes. The enemy's plqts were thu!-.
rendered largely inopen1.tive and, when the Annistice was signed,
the Sikh movement again fell into the background. There it
remained till the early days of J926, when, to use Sir David
Petrie's simile, the shutters were· again taken down, money was
plentiful, enthusiasm was unbounded, fresh members were
joining, and activity was everywhere discernible.
By the end of 1927 so great had ooen the spread of the Bubbar
Akali spirit amongst Sikhs in Canada and America (as evidenced
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not only by the character of the speeches delivered at Sikh
meetings, but by intercepted correspondence and by the large
sums of money remitted to India on behalf of the families of the
"martyrs".) that the position had deteriorated to what it was when
the Ghadr agitation wa~ at its height. The Rabbar Akllli cult
connoted nothing less than the bitterest hostility to the Britil\h
Government, backed by violence and bloodshl!d, and America and
Canada had thus once more become a kind of forcing-bed for the
production of the h£>t-headed and violent type of Sikh who
provides such a ready tool in the hands of the Bolsheviks or others
who wish to utilize him. It was strongly believed, though there i~
no positive documentary proof of it, that the Soviet Government
had come to the succour of the Ghadr Party in its extremity.

Early Communist Connections
There were several good reasons for this belief. quite apart
from the important fact that by that time M. N. Roy was firmly
established as the Comintern's adviser on Indian affair~. The
fourth Congress of the Communist International. which met at
Moscow in November 1922, had been <lllcndcd by two
repre~ntatives of the Ghadr Party in San Francisco, one being
the late Santokh Singh as "a delegate from India ". and the other
Rattan Singh of whom mention has been made elsewhere. In May
1923, these two left for India. "financed to a moderate extent by
the Communist International". Their mission was to work, at the
Indian end, the schemes formulated in Kabul, which included the
formation of secret revolutionary societies cloaked as communal
organisations, the fomenting of trouble amongst the independent
frontier tribes. the assassination of British officers, and the
selection of young Sikh for trc1ining in foreign military schools.
The moment was opportune, for not only was the nucleus in
Kabul in a flourishing condition, thanks mainly to Russian and
Afghan assistance, but the Akali Sikh movement was then at its
greatest intensity and feeling everywhere was a high pitch. During
a short sojourn in India, these two desperadoes succeeded in
enlisting the help of a fair number of Sikhs and of Sachindra Nath
Sanyal* and another Bengali before they were accounted for.
'Vide page 238 for an account of Sanyal's terrorist connections.
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Santokh Singh wa!'I arrested in \U!'lpiciou..; circum~tanccs in tribal
temtory at the end of the yt!ar and relea..;ed on !'lecuritv. while
Rattan Singh, deeming it wi!'ler to break back. ewntually found
1111' way for a second time to America. Hi!'I relUm to C'ahfomia
'ccm!'I to ha ye coincided with the arri\ al there of another emi!'l!'lary
from the Comintcm, in the per..;on of Evelyn Roy. M. N. Roy\
Amem:an wife. Her presence m the Statc!'I \l'Clll!'I to have given a
remarkable filhp to the moribund mo\lement. and in Rattan
Smgh'' ca!'le. aho, it may !'lafcly be a\!'IUmed that hi!I illegal return
to America in April 1925 wa!'I connected with thi' revivi.ll of
activity and that he wa!'I acting at lea't "' much on Mo,cow's a\
on hi\ own behalf. Hi..; com•!'lpondencc with hi' a\\ocii.ltt'\ in
Kabul and el..;ewhere placed the 111.1tte1 beyond all douht. One
,uch letter, wntten in December I925. ;.mnnum:ed that fifty Sikhs
\'l.l'rt.' rl"ady to proceed for work in Ta,hkent; another. di!'lpatched a
month later. intimated the rcct'ipt of in!'ltruction' from Mo..,cow to
'cud ten picked men for tmming in the Ea,tem lJniveNty. In
ll'g.ard to thl• latter \ugge!'ltion ll j, defmitdy km,wn that five Sikh'
'ailed from Mexico at the end of January 19:!6 and pn>ecl•ded via
the Continent to Mo,cow. Some eightL·en monlh!'I later further
~\ 1dcncc wa ... forthcoming that thC' 'pmt of dl\loyalty among..;t the
Sikh populauon in California wa' hcmg powC'rfully 'tmml;1tcd hy
Mo ...cow for her own purpo!'le!'I and that an exten..;1ve re1.:ruiting
ground had been opened up for the 'upply of di!'IJff~ctcd Sik.h'
who were ready to !'lerw under the red h•.mncr of Bol,hev1!'lm.

Rattan Singh's Second Visit to India
Toward~ the do!'lc of 1925. Rattan Smgh wa!'I anaignt•d hefore
the American immigration authontlc!- for havmg 11ll!gally cnll·red
the United State!-. through Mexico. He Jb!'lcondcd from bail
howt"'ver. and escaped to Ru~!'lia whenL·c he went on via Kabul to
India, arrivmg on the frontier in July 1926. There i!'I rea!'lon to
bdieve that, at a comparatively early !'ltagc m the proceedings. the
Ghadr Party became intolerant of M. N. Roy\ control and
accordingly made independent ncgot1at1om. direct with the
Comintem. Thus it appear!! that one of the objects of Rattan
Singh's second vi!tit to India was to obtain from the Akali Dal a
defmite mandate for which the Comintcm had asked. During a
!>lay, which did not exceed six month!'I. he vi~ited several parti;, of
the country. including Amritsar and Cakutta, and associated with
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known Communists wherever he went. There can be litt1e doubt
that he spent his time perfecting the Indian end of the schemes
which he had been advancing in other parts of Europe, Asia and
America during the two previous years. The chief of these was
probably that which coricemed the transmission of funds for
revolutionary purposes, and it is known that during his brief stay
in the country, a considerable amount of foreign money (not less
than Rs. 50,000) was sent by one means or another to Sikhs in the
Punjab. It would seem from a remark which occurred in one of his
letters ("The business can only be successful if the Kirti is
successful.") that the channel which he selected for the dispatch of
such funds was the Amritsar newspaper, the Kirri. of which
Santokh Singh (referred to earlier) was an editor up to the time of
his death. It is known, too, that this paper had some Rs. 40,000 to
its credit in the middle of 1927. Rattan Sinjh left India in January
1927 for Afghanistan, whence he was sent later to China to
attempt to reconcile the conflicting Sikh parties and to reorganise
revolutionary plans.

Sir David Petrie's Appreciation
So much, then, for the history of the period covered by
Cmnmtlnism in India. 1924-1927, on which Sir David Petrie
reached the fo11owing conclusions: "The inquiry into these
intrigues is still going on. Their course, as I have explained. is
difficult to follow, for the reason that the conspirators themselves
have no clear-cut ideas and, by their own showing, are making
little headway. Nothing has come of the plan to promote frontier
disturbances, or of the proposal to enlist the aid of the Bengal
revolutionaries for a campaign of assassination, although
Sachindra Sanyal paid several visits to the Punjab in 1924 and
claimed to have enlisted many students in the Lahore colleges. In
the same way, the scheme of sending students abroad for military
training has never got beyond the placing at Constantinople of
Teja Singh Sutantar, who has been used more as a post-box for
correspondence than anything else. As a matter of fact, Sutantar,
after passing his first year's examination, was expelled from the
military college he was attending on the grounds of his not being a
Turkish subject, and an "the effons of Fakhri Pasha, who was
formerly Turkish Minister at Kabul and knew something of the
doings of Sutantar and his friends, for long failed to secure him
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re-admission. At no time have the facts, so far ascenained,
disclosed ground for action in a court of law. The chief features
are the marked revival of the Ghudr movement Hll then a
practically mori.bund organisation and the dispatch in its behalf of
five men to Russia; the long and laborious journey of Rattan
Sirrgh across Europe to India and the starting of a strongly
revolutionary and Communistic paper. the Kini, with muney
which, there can be little doubt, has really been found from
Russian sources. All these different event~ are clearly ccnnected.
and the intention of them is writ large on their surface . . . .
Correspondence lately intercepted disclose~ lad.. of co-ordination,
all-round stagnation, and a tendency to recrimination. The future
of the "plot"' is, therefore. not easily forccasted, as the attention of
the Ghadr Party seems for the moment to have been distracted
towards events in China. The revival, however. of a strong
revolutionary spirit among the Sikhs in the United States and
Canada and the growing cult of the Babbar Akulis afford
considerable ground for uneasincs:oi, for there is unquestionably in
the Punjab an abundance of inflammable material if only the
Soviet's agents could devise the mean~ of effectively !">etting it
alight."

A Diversion of Interest
A letter, written by Munshi Singh, !>ecretary to the (Jhadr Party
in San Frnncisco, to a correspondent in Kabul early in 1927. had
said: "There is great need of work in China. Help is required.
There our whole energy must oo applied. There is a great net:d of
a centre in China. Hence heavy expenses are being incurred this
year." And so it came about that for the next year or so a great
part of the American., party's attention was diverted to China
where Rattan Singh's efforts to bring about a reconciliation
between the rival Sikh factions were wat.;hed, with anxiou~
interest by the leaders in San Franci~co. A good deal of the Party's
funds and energy were absorbed and India was for a time
correspondingly neglected.

The Sustenance of Effort in America
On the America~ side, however, there was no dedine in
enthusiasm or energy. Assisted by other Indian agitators besides
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Sikhs, the Party advanced from strength to strength and its
membership increased by leaps and bounds until, at the end of
1928, it was stronger than ever in California and had plenty of
money at its disposal. It was fervently spreading revolutionary
ideas among the farmers ct{ld labourers in the hope of wringing
more and more money from them to send to its subsidiaries in
India and elsewhere. In May 1929, it acclaimed the murder of
Mr. Saunders, the Assembly bomb outrage and other similar
crimes committed by Sikhs in India aii "the first sparks of a
conflagrJtion which will shortly envelop India and will fulfil the
long-cherished hopes of the Ghadrites". From then onwards the
Party's propaganda, conducted mainly through the Hindustan
Gluulr, took on a more strident note rising to a voluhle crescendo
when Bhagat Singh was hanged in Lahore in March 1931. The
collections of funds on behalf of the Kirti and the Gluulr Parties
also assumed large proportions and their i1'fluencc in India had
cwry appearance of growing stronger than C\'er.

A Revival of Plotting
Meetings were held in the latter half of 1929 at whkh there
were discussions on the possihility of staning guerilla \\·arfare in
India on Irish lines. Communications were also received from the
Gluulr Pany's rt:"pre!-.entatives in Russia urging the American
Sikhs to stir up trouble in India. and tentative proposals were
made to overcome one ohvious obstacle to the success of these
plans by dispatching arms and ammunition to India and by
teaching the art of the manufacture of bombs to returning
emigrants. This orgy of plans and preparations synchronised with
the arrival of Teja Singh Sutantar fresh from his course of
military training in a Turkish academy, and there is no doubt that
it was he who was responsible for the emphasis which was laid on
the need for training the Pany's members on up-to-date military
lines. An aeroplane was actually purchased and tuition was begun
under Teja Singh's direction. A bomb manual was prepared,
translated into Gurmukhi (the Sikh Punjabi script), and circulated
secretly to members of the Ghadr Party throughout the world. A
series of articles from Teja Singh's pen also made its appearance
in the Pany's organ, Hindustan Ghadr. All these activities
received the prior approval of Moscow.
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Teja Singh's Programme
A digest of a programme which Te.ia Singh drew up at this
stage came to notice in the course of a recent search made by the
Punjab police. The letter which contains it was dispatched from
Panama in 1931 and was in Teja Singh's own handwriting. and
there can, therefore, be no doubt of its authenticity. The whole
programme he said, could not be disclosed openly. hut the
Communist Party of India had disclosed it* and it only remained
for him to amplify it in certain respects. The G/radr Party should:
he said. be divided into six sections to deal respectively with
interior politics, open organisation. foreign affairs, war. financl.>,
and economics. The programme laid down for the first Sl'Clion
was ordinary enough and requires no comment. The Socialist
Party. the Kirti and Nau Jawcm organisations were said to be"the
watt!r of the fountain" of open organi~ation, and it was the duty of
the second section to make this water "flow along one channel".
The functions of the third section were outlined as being the
formation of connexions with other friendly Governments and the
supply of every sort of aid at the commencement of a mutiny. The
war department was to attempt to meet military re4uircments. to
prepare men throu~h military training. and to carry on secret work
in conjunction with the second section presumably amongst Indian
soldiers. Its functions were summarized at greater length in the
following words: "(a) recruitment of students (that it is very
difficult to get firm-minded and patriotic men is well-known):
(b) to get men educated in foreign countries (this. too, is a lengthy
task, the most speedy method of doing this work is to secure the
education of a few men and send them. under some cover, to
impart training to others): (c) to teach, both in and out of the
country. military and bomb work to as large a number of men as
possible; (d) to collect military plans and to study the sites of all
Indian cantonments, bridges, railways, and the telegraph sy!>tem,
and ascertain from what place operations should be directed, from
where attacks should be made, where safety measures should be
adopted and with what number of troops, and whence supplies
~hould be obtained." The letter contained no details of the

* From the dak! of the leuer. the.' rekn•ncc seems almost L:crtainly ll• be to the
Drc1ft Platform of Action (Appendix 11 ).
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functions of the last two departments, presumably because they
are self-evident. This interesting document has thrown much light
on events which have occurred during the past four years, some of
which have been referred to in this and previous chapters. That
the full programme is higi\ly visionary was admitted by its author,
who was disinclined to reveal it in its fullest form to any but a
very select few. This fact did not, however, prevent him, and his
colleagues, from making a beginning. as we have seen, by
dispatching students to Moscow, by attempting to arrange for the
importation of arms through Kabul and in many other ways. Teja
Singh is clearly one of those who believes that the visionary of
today is the realist of tomorrow.

Returning Emigrants
From November 1929 onwards, large batches of Sikhs,
including both members of the Glwdr Pa~ and others who were
known to have subscribed to various anti-British funds. returned
to India from the United States of America and Canada. Whether
their return ii) such unusually large numbers had any political
significance or not it is difficult to say. but it may be taken as
certain that a considerable number of the returned emigres had
received instructions prior to their departure to get into touch with
Sikh extremists in the Punjab. Some, it is known. brought money
with them; others conveyed instructions from the headquarters in
San Francisco. and there was undoubtedly a leavening of those
whose function it was to prepare and organise against the time
when the receipt of arms and other sinews of war should give the
signal that the day had arrived for raising the standard of revolt.
Fortunately, the names of a large number of those most
immediately involved in the conspiracy were known to the
authorities in India. so that their powers for evil were seriously
restricted by the attentions of the police.

Reactions in the United States of America to Events in
India
The spread of the Civil Disobedience Movement in India in
1930 was responsible for imparting not only fresh impetus to the
agitation in America, but also more definite shape to the Party's
plans, and there are many incidents to show the extreme interest
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which events in India evoked in California and Vancouver. Thus,
in July of that year, a meeting was held in the Sikh Temple in
Vancouver to discuss a proposal for the establishment of a "War
Council". While there was general agreement on the advisability
of such a step, considerable discussion centred on the question of
the functions of such a body in the matter of conducting Congress
propaganda, and the question was left in the air till a reference
had been made to California. At a subsequent meeting. al which
two visiting members of the Ghadr Pai1y were prcser.t, it was
decided that such a council should he formed to conduct
pro-Congress propaganda, provided that its membt:.rs always bbre
in mind the fact that the freedom of India was only to be obtained
by revolution and a great sacrifice of life. If Mr. Gandhi
succeeded in obtaining for India a Dominion constitution such as
Canada enjoyed. these visitors said they would congratulate him,
but the Ghadr Party's work would continue neverthele!-ts; if he
failed. the Ghadr Party would take up the struggle from where he
broke off. At the same time invitations w~re issued to any Indians
in Canada who wished to prepare themselves for the coming
revolution in India. to visit the United States and take any course
that they might select, from the Ghadr Party's military and
explosives expert. Teja Singh Sutantar. by whose training in
Constantinople the Party set much store. In response to th1!-.
invitation, three young Sikhs went from Canada to California for
the purpose mentioned. Such recruits were required to take an
oath before they were initiated into the mysteries of bomb
manufacture, the oath being to the effect that they bound
themselves to "deal with" j/wli dmks (Government suprorters) on
their return to India.

An Official Offensive

Teja Singh wa~ ordered by the United States immigration
authorities to leave the country in January 1931 and he embarked
on an extensive tour of the Sikh colonieli in Panama, Brazil, and
the Argentine, where he claims to have established vigorous
branches of the Party and to have collected large sums of money.
Some part, at least, qf those claims has been substantiated. There
is, for instance, reliable evidence of thf' fact that collections in the
Argentine from the date of Teja Singh's arrival there till the end of
May 1934 amounted to about £7 ,000. Nearly half of this sum was
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spent on "educational expenses", which presumably means the
dispatch of Sikh students to Moscow. Teja Singh's deportation
was the beginning of a ~ystematic campaign by the Immigration
authorities, whose object was to deal with the question of Indians
illegally residing in Califo~ia and to break up the smuggling
rings, some of which were known to be operated by the Ghadr
Party. The prospect of such a campaign greatly alarmed the
leaders, and any lndian who assisted the authorities as interpreters
or otherwise were openly threatened at the Party'!-. meetings where
revolvers were freely drawn. Eventually a number of these
interpreters were murdered and shooting affrays hecame of such
frequent occurrence that for some months an acute state of
tc1TOrism prevailed in the Sikh colony in California. In only one
case was the murderer arrested and brought to trial. The State
officials in California. anxious that action !-ihould be taken against
so dangerous an association, searched the P<:ft1y's offo:cs on more
than one occasion and arrested the President, Nidhan Singh.
Representations were made to Washington that the Party was a
Communist orgi;lnisation but. possibly for political rca!-ions. the
recommendations were not accepted in Washington dnd Nidhan
Singh was ultimately released.

Sikh Students in l\'loscow
The expulsion of Teja Singh and the subsequent need for
caution on the part of the others, the barrenness of tangible results
in India. the close and patient attention which the Punjab
authorities paid to returning emigrants, the frustration of their
schemes by official watchfulness and timely action, and a growing
suspicion thcit the funds which they were sending to India were
being diverted to improper uses. proved a fruitful source of
disheartenment to the leaders in San Francisco and the centre of
Ghuclr activity shifted to Europe and more particularly to
Moscow. I have already mentioned in that section of Chapter 5
which dealt with Rattan Singh's letter* that the writer was in
Berlin at the beginning of 1932 and that he attached great
importance to the arrival of young enthusiasts from the Argentine
"' Vide pages 42-4.
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for training in Moscow's academy. Tcja Singh was still in South
America at this time, and the concened action of these two agents
of the Comintem (as they then became*) gave rise to an
arrangement by which an annually im:rcasing number of the
Gluulr Party's recruits were dispatl.·hed to Moscow for a year's
training in espionage. sabotage and other equally dangerous forms
of !\el.'ret work. Rattan Singh's lcuer in question indicated that one
Sikh from San Francisco and one from East Africa ha~ actually
passed through his hands, and that a further batch was expected
from the Argentine in the near future. By the t:nd of the year the
number under training seems lo have been twenty or more: a year
later it was double that number: and the po!-iition at the time of
writing is that. after subtracting those who have been sent out into
the world as finished agents. there arc 'till some sixtyt Sikh
students in "hospital" in Moscow Cas Communist jargon has it\.
They have been drawn not only from the Amcnca and several
parts of East Africa hut also as intt~rcepted correspondence
!-.hows. from Fiji and New ./'~aland (where the Ghatlr Pm1y has
recently established branches), Canada and China, U!. well as a
few from India. Rattan Singh himself seems to have escaped the
effects of the Nazi putsch in the early days of 1933. hut appear!-.
tu have deemed it wiser to remove his headquarters to Hamburg,
where he has greater facilities for his work as the Comintern\
chief recruiting agent for prospective officers in the G/wdr army
of the future. Lest it he thought that this is perhaps an
overstatement of the case, it would be as well to add that it i~
known on good authority that the course which these students
undergo includes revolver, rifle and machine-gun practi<.:c and
instruction in the art of assuming the leadership of rebellious
mobs.
"' There is well-documented evidence lhat both Rattan Sin~h an<l Tcja Singh
have consistently taken their orJeri. from Mui.cow for the past three yeari..
t This figure docs not take account of a few Indians (non-Sikhs) who have
heen collected from other sourcci. from time tu time during the past li\'c ycar!o
(e.g .. those referred to on page I 7R).
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The Indian End
I now pass on to an examination from the Indian end of the
various schemes already revealed. By the middle of 1928, Rattan
Singh's mission in China h~d ended in failure and India had begun
'•
once more to receive the undivided attention of the headquarters
group in America. But it was some time, nevertheless, before
there were reactions in the Punjab by any means commensurate
with the revival of enthusiasm already noticed in the United States
of America. In the meantime, the Punjab branch of the Ghadr
Party had been renamed the Kirti-Ki.mn* Party and its professed
aims and objects were : "(I) to achieve complete independence
from British Imperialism by employing every possible method in
order to liberate the workers and pe~ants from political.
economic, and social serfdom and to cMablish their united
democratic power: (2) to organise the workers and peasants." The
Party's efforts were, however. mainly confined to the Lahore and
Amritsar districts and did not al first command a very great
measure of success. In mid-September 1928. for instance. Sohan
Singh "Josh", of later notoriety as Philip Sprau's Punjabi
accomplice, and Bhag Singh "Canadian" produced a flamboyant
poster, which bore the unmistakable signs of Communi~t teaching.
to advertise a workers' and peasants' conference to be held at
Lyallpur at the end of the month. The conference was duly held
but proved to he a very limited success. S.A. Dange, Spratt.
Bradley and a number of other attractive speakers had been billed
to attend, but no extra-provincial Communist of any importance
put in an appearance. While the rural members of such an
audience as there was undoubtedly appreciated the recitation of
their grievances. the effect proved entirely ephemeral and the
conference failed conspicuously to achieve its chief object, which
Workers' anJ Peasants'.
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was to capture the support and sympathy of the rural dasses of a
district with unenviable political traditions. On the other hand
Communist doctrines were proclaimed with more candour than on
any previous public occasion and anti-Govemment and
anti-British statements held strident away.

Outside Assistance
Such early activities as there were. were buih on the efforts of
a few men such as Sohan Singh "Josh" with the •'Utside support (>f
George Allison and Philip Spratt, and when the arrests prior to the
Meerut case removed these props. the structure thus built
collapsed. It will be convenient to mention here another of
Moscow's endeavours to assist this nascent movement in the
Punjab. In August 1928, information was received in India that
Harjap Singh and another Punjabi had recently left Moscow for
India travelling via Afghanistan. Harjap Singh was one of the five
Sikhs who left Mexico for Moscow in January 1926. for
instruction in Bolshevik propaganda and was, besides, one of the
most dangerous members of the Sikh revolutionary conspiracy
abroad. Fortunately, both he and his companion werr arrested by
the Afghan authorities while attempting to cross the
Russo-Afghan border and their plans Wl're thus frustrated for the
time being. Harjap Singh had been contemplating a return for
some time and he actually vb.itcd Pari:-. in 1927 in the hope of
obtaining a false passport. Santa Singh. another of the five
students, who had accompanied Harjap Singh on this earJi,·r
venture, succeeded in getting ;iway to India. when.: he was
captured and interned shortly after his arrival.

After Meerut
That the party was slow to recover from the effects of the
Meerut arrests is shown hy the fact that a meeting was held in the
office of the Kirti in Amritsar in Dect:mber 1929, with the object
of "reorganising" the Kirri-Kisan Party, the implication being that
nothing had been done in the recent past. The work of fonnulating
a new programme wa's entrusted to a ~uh-committee and it was
decided to hold an all-India Kirti-Kisan conference at Lahore <tl
the same time as the annual se!.:o.ion of the All-India National
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Congress. As it so happened, this latter conference proved to be a
turning point in the Party's career.

The Lahore Congress
Held in an atmosphere surcharged with violent revolutionary
feeling the like of which India had probably not seen since the
Mutiny. the Lahore Congress inevitably called forth an
unprecedented amount of enthusiasm for the Communist
programme which it advocated. Many extremist bodies, of which
the Kirti-Kisan Party was hut one, hdd miniature congresses of
their own and discussed and passed hundreds of resolutions, many
of them of an extremely violent character. All such showed
themselves ready vigorously to pursue any activitie~ which
Gandhi and the Congress chose to prescribe, provided they were
capable of being conducted into revolutionary channels: but tlte)
were clearly intolerant of the control ev~n of such hot-head!> as
Jawahar Lal Nehru then showed himself to be. Allhough much of
the artificial excitement engendered at Lahore evaporated when
those present there had dispj!rscd to their homes, yet the
proceedings gave considerably more lasting impetu~ to all
extremist movements and to all activities comprised within the
expression coined there, "dangerous thinking and dangerou!I
living".

Civil Disobedience
There can be no doubt that the body which emerged from the
Lahore Congress under the name of the Indian National Congress
was the product of an alliance between extremists and
revolutionaries, such as the Nau Juwa11 Bharat Sabha and the
Kirti-Kisan Party, or that, among the methods brought into play
by the new orientation of the Congress creed, were the
exploitation of the prevailing Kirti-Ki.\·an sentiments and the
employment of youths and students to work on their behalf. This
being so, it is hardly surprising that it is a matter of extreme
difficulty to disentangle from the history of the next few month~
the part played by each of the forces contributing to disorders
which affected the Punjab no less than the rest of India. By no
means can it be said that the genend body of the Sikh worked with
the Congress, but the attitude of this virile community occasioned
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many anxious moments, particularly after their Sisganj Temple in
Delhi had been accidentally struck by police buckshot in May
1930. and there were several indications that the earlier teachings
of the Kirti gr~up had not fallen entirely on barren ground and
that. in certain places, Communist ideas had begun to leaven the
minds of the Sikh peasantry. Indeed, the return of large numbers
of Sikh emigrants at this time causL·d the Kirti Party to talk on
more than one occasion of a revival of the Bahhar Akali
movement and to request the parent hody in Aml.!rica to support
the venture with more men and more money. On the whole, it 1m1y
be said of thi~ period that the Gluulr Party wa~ content tCl lt.:t the
Congress undermine the Government while it for its part. extc11dcd
its influence amongst the Sikh peasant population. Had the Civil
Disobedience Movcmcnt produced a sufficiently chaotic state of
affairs. the Glwdr Pa11y, with Moscow at its back.would certainly
haw Mcppcd in and attempted to u~c the C'ongrn~s movement for
its own ends with the ultimate object of ahsorbing it.

Harjap Singh Again
Dismayed by this !-iecmin~ ab-;cncc of activity in lnditi (a~ has
been explained, such as there was quite indistmguishahlt> from the
more general Congress movem~nl). the Kirti Party's 111.l:-.ters in
Amerit·a sent Har:,jap Singh again to India in June 1930. and on
this occasion he successfully evaded th!.! attention of the
authorities and arrived in tlw Punjab ''hen the Civil Disobt.:dicnct'
Movement was almost at it!-. height. J-1 is rnis~ion was hl report on
the m~cs to which Glwdr funds were being put; to organise Ki 1 ti
groups in the villages; to !-.elect young Sikh~ for military lraming
in Moscow; to spy on military organisations in the Punjab; to
suborn Indian troops. if possihle; anJ generally to prepare for an
open armed revolution. He contrived to avoid arrc!-11 until the
middle of April t 931, when he was i11temcd as a State pri!-ioncr
under Regulation HI of 1818: but he wa:, released m April IY34
on his giving a written undertaking that he would eschew all
revolutionary activity in the future,

Dasaundha Singh .
Whale Harjap Singh was working secretly. the open
organisation of the Kirti-Kisa11 Party was being carried on more
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vigorously than ever by Dasaundha Singh, an active member of
the main party with both American and Chinese experience behind
him. He had been !-.Cntcnccd in 1926 by the Supreme Court in
Shanghai to one year's imprisonment for being in possession of
seditious literature and fo(inciting disaffection among the King's
subjects. He was deported to India on the expiry of this sentence
and was dealt with on arrival under Regulation HI of 1818 in the
same manner as was Harjap Singh some three years later. He
was. however, released from confinement in April 1929.
whereupon he quickly stepped into the shoes which Sohan Singh
"Josh" had perforce left empty a month earlier.

The Karachi Congress and After
By March 1931 the Kirti-Kisan Sabha. as it then came to be
called, was once more in a flourishing condition. The !-.ession of
the lndian National Congress which was ~eld at Karachi in that
month gave it further opportunities of making its revolutionary
voice heard. and together with its ally, the aggressively
revolutionary New Jawan Bharat Sabha, from which it was then
hardly distinguishable. it organised a simultaneous joint
conference.The aims of these two .rnbhas were very closely allied.
each contained Muslims and Hindus a~ well as Sikhs, and it soon
became clear that both were equally dissatisfied with Mr.Gandhi's
"surrender" to Lord Irwin in March 1931. It was clear, too, that
their extremist programme made a considerable appeal to those
"political" prison~rs who had been released as a result of that
"surrender" and that the strength of both parties was being greatly
reinforced thereby. In an article which appeared in the official
organ of the Kirti-Kisan Sabha just before the Karachi Congress,
Mr. Gandhi was severely criticized for overlooking the interests of
the workers, and the villagers were called upon to start their own
subhas in different parts of the Punjab and to struggle for the
rights of their class against the "atrocities" perpetrated by
executive officials as well as capitalists, both Indian and British.
For two months there.after, the peasant problem in the Punjab
made worse by the then prevailing economic depression, gave rise
to grave apprehension and cause for constant official
watchfulness. It was feared that a movement such as that which
the Kirti Party sought to initiate would occasion considerable
embarrassment to the authorities generally. even if the police were
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able to thwart the Party's known intention of doing something
"practical".

The Collaps~ of the Movement
But at the end of May. the Government of the Punjab
announced certain remissions of revenue which undoubtedly came
as a very real relief to that section of the a~ricultural population
which had been hardest hit and which was. therefore. must
SU!)Ceptiblc to Communist promises of a Utopia in the making.
Although the Kirti-Ki.m11 Party made strenuous efforts hnth to
take credit for these remissions and to decry them a~ niggarlily,
yet there can be no doubt that Government's gesture took much of
the wind from the party'!) sails. The process of emasculatmn thus
hegun was continued by a series of judiciom. arrests and
prosecutions and by a prudent use of the preventive scctlon!'I of the
law. A serie~ of conferences held at the close of 1931 proved a
comparative failure when measured hy the earlier event!'! in
Karachi. and by the end of the year. what had !'ihown early
promise of being a most dangerous movement had bl·cn so
weakened hy official pressure of one kind or another that the
achievement of even a part of its o~jects was placed ht.-yond the
hounds of practical politics. The failure of a confcrenct> hdd at
Sargodha in January 19~2. to which leaders from out!'lide the
province had been invited, marked the virtual end of the
campaign. The Kirti-Ki.\·an Sahha'.\ preachcri-. had, however,
penetrated almost every village in the Sikh district!'! and had t;.1kcn
to the cultivators' doctrines which might well have been cxpcclt>d
to make an appeal in the temporarily impoverished areas whe1c
they were preached. That the) failed to do so ii-. due as mui;h to
the Government's counter attack a~ to the fact that much ~1f the
propaganda used was far above the heads of the !'limplc rustics for
whose consumption it was concocted.

Internal Strife
Thereafter decay set in. More ~ecent effuns on the pan of Bhag
Singh "Canadian" to extend the sphere of the Pai1y's influence and
activities to Calcutta, Karachi and Jamshcdpur, and to other
place~ where Sikh colonies exist. met with failure; the formation
of a "League Against Imperialism" in which both sabhas could
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unite, was mooted at the end of 1932, but the proposal came to
nothing. This League was to be divided into three sections- a
terrorist group, a group for propaganda work and a labour
group-in order to give to all those who. it was hoped, would join
its scope to exercise th-.;ir special talents. The discussion of
organisational details revealed a marked clearage of opinion
between the Muslims and the Sikhs, however, and provoked a
serious split in the ranks of the Kirtt-Ki.rw11 Party. The rift was
widened in February 1933, and a stormy meeting, some six weeks
later, completed the process. The Kirti-Kiscm Party hecame once
more a purely Sikh body with a man named Gurdit Singh at its
head, and the Muslims, under Feroze-ud-Din Mansur endeavoured
to ~ct up a new organisation. styled the "Anti-Imperialist League".
which was to estahlish connexion with !.imilar Communist hodies
in other parts of India. So. too, the Nu11 Jmran Bharat Sahlla. on
who!-ie membership both Sikhs and Mustiims cast envious eyes.
was racked by communalism and consequent internal wran~ling,
and financial stringency added still further to it!. troubles .
.-

(i'unds from Abroad
Meanwhile. however, funds continued to arrive from Glwdr
soun:es in America and elsewhere in fairly substantial quantities
and by various ingenious routes the discovery of whkh became a
mauer nf increasing difficulty. A banker's draft for Rs. 35,000
from San Francisco in favour of a returning emigrant. a number
of small subscriptions and donationi, from abroad to the Kirti
newspaper. a contribution of £50 from Sikhs in Fiji to the funds
of the Workers' and Pl!asants' Party,-these arc a few examples of
ohviously suspect sums in respect of which proof of evil intent
was insufficient to warrant a seizure. fortunately, the movement
which such funds were intended to promote benefited hy their
arrival only to a limited extent. At the end of 1932, control of the
Party's finances was in the hands of Dasaundha Singh,
Fero7..e-ud-Din Mansur and two others. and about this time
charges of maladministration and misappropriation were levelled
against them. Dasaundha Singh was eventually forced to produce
the account books for inspection and, although the examination
was conducted with the utmost secrecy unpleasant facts began to
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leak out which were duly reported by interel'-ted persons to thoM~
in financial control in America. Matters were furthcr ~omplicated
at this stage by the opportune seizure of the accounts hy the
Punjab police. and Oasaundha Singh's reputation rcstc:<l (and still
rests) under the shadow of half-proved chaQ?es of embezzlement.
Supplies were subsequently cut off and the Glwdr Party's
adherents in the Punjab were informed that further funds would be
forthcoming only when there was some guarantee of an adequate
return for their expenditure.

Communist Emissaries
It was probably the revelation of the unsatisfactory ~tilte of
affairs described above which camed the d1spah.:h to India of
Wa~lkv Singh, alias lshl.!r Sin!!h, already rd'errcd to'i<. Enterin~T
the North-West Frontier Province early in 19.l~. he appearl!d to hl'
direc1ing th!.! Glwdr Party's operation~ from a hiding plm.:t• in the
Punjab. A letter which he wrote to a friend in the United Stall!~
i;;howcd that hi.! was making ~trcnuou~ dTort~ to reorganise the
Kini Party on an exten~ive ~(.·ale and th<1t he contemplated th1.:
publication of a weekly journal in U1du and Gunnukhi for the
propagation of G/uulr and Communist idc!als. Thl.!reaftcr. lunds
again hegan to arrive and it seem~ ~crtain that Wa!ldcv Singh
~ati~fied hi~ American paymaster that he, at any rate. wa~ to be
trul'-ted. ll is, therefore, the more fortunate that he wa~ arrested in
June of the same year and confined under Reguh1tion Ill of 1818.
A disquieting feature of Sikh activity during this period was
another detcnnined cffOrt to spread the Party's influence out!lide
the Punjab. There was. for instance. a noticeable influx of leading
mcmhcrs into Calcutta on one pretext or another, hut all. as it
proved, for the one purpose-the formation of revolutionary
connexions. There was. moreover. talk in Sikh circle~ of another
returned emigrant who had settled in Cukutta in order that he
might serve as a medium for correspondence between workers in
northern India and Calcutta and America. Investigation of this
" Vide page 44.
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rumour resulted in the arrest at the end of October, of a
suspicious Punjabi who seemed to tit the description given. This
individual proved to be Ahdulla, alias Safdar, who had arrived in
India on the 28th June aad for whose arrest and internment the
Punjab police had obtained a warrant. Safdar had originally
joined the hijrat movement in 1919 and had drifted to Moscow
where, in 1922. he joined the Communist University for workers
in the East, in order to study for a "red" professorship. Thereafter.
he worked for ~ome time with Muhammad Ali. alias Sepassi, in
the Indian section of the Comintcrn. Paper~ which a search of his
rooms produced left no doubt of the fact that he had visited Rattan
Singh in Gennuny prior to his return to India and that he had
come on an important mission, namely to effect liaison between
the Communist groups in Bengal and the Punjah.
At the same time considerable attention was also paid to the
Sikh colony in Jamshcdpur, Messrs. Tata and Co. 's headquarters
in Bihar And Orissa. and the importance which Sikh
revolutionaries arc known to have attached to this branch of their
work raised the strong presumption that the Party was competing
with the effete Communi!>t Part)' of India for Moscow's financial
favours. This belief was strengthened by a credible report, which
was in circulation at the time, that Rattan Singh and his
colleagues in Europe had been infonncd that, in order to qualify
for a mandate from the Comintem giving it entire control of
Communist activity in India, the Ghaclr Party must show that it
had the ~trong support, not only of the Punjab but of the rest of
India as well.

The Release of the Meerut Prisoners
Internal dissension, rampant communalism, financial
stringency caused by the unmasking of Dasaundha Singh, and
finally the removal of Wasdcv Singh and then of Safdar before
they had had time to do much real hann. all left their mark on the
Communist movement in the Punjab. and at the end of 1933 the
two main bodies which were concerned with the propagation of
the Bolshevik gospel were still in very low water. In
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mid-November, however, Sohan Singh "Josh" wm: restored to the
fold. after having served the reduced sentence intlict::d upon him
by the Allah~bad High Court. Shortly after his arri\'al in Amritsar
he decided to co-operate with his less illustrious fellow-prisoner
Majid who was also released at the same time. The first c<lllccm
of these two convicts was to amalgamate the Kirti-Ki.mn Sahha
and the Nau Jawan Bharat Sabha, and it was not very long before
their endeavours in this direction hore fruit. At a conference held
in Amritsar on the 7th January 1934. it Wu!'! <.h:ided that -eat.:h
group !o>hould be allowed to work on its own lines. but that all the
\·arious groups should work under rn1t' provincial body. namel)
the Anti-Imperialist League. The I .eaguc's stated nhjl•cts were.
firstly, to absorb all other Communi~t organisations in the
province, secondly, to secure complete '\alvation" from Brifr;h
Imperialism and thirdly. to e~tabli..,h a national and democratic
republic of labourers and peasants frl'C from all t.:apitalist
clements. Sohan Singh and Majid Wl'rc deputed to frame detailed
rules and regulation!'>.
These early successes were. however. 1.:onfincd alm( 1:.t entirely
to the Amritsar district where Ferozi:-ud-Din Mausur had
entrenched himself, and it was not until !-levcral months had
elapsed that the preliminary spadework was <.:ompktcd and thl'
leaders were in a position to attempt to lipread the League'!'>
influence to other parts of the provinct:. Em1ssarie.., ~uch ali
Mansur, Sohan Singh. and Kumm Singh Man (one of Saklatvala's
recruits who wall mentioned in the previous chapter) were sent to
tour the province and to organise brandies wherever they l'ould. A
Labour Re~earch Bureau wa~ also startr:d and was responsible for
the publication of a series of tract~ which were not the less
objectionable because they were couched in comparatively
restrained terms. It wa~ to this Amritsar group that K. N. Joglekar
devoted the major P'1rl of his attention when he visited the Punjab
early in 1934, as we have seen in ar1 earlier chapter. to press
Dr. Adhikari's views on Communist leaders in that province.
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The Communist Control Board
Although the Anti-Imperialist League was reborn in auspicious
circumstances. fcroze-ud-Din Mansur's continued connexion with
it was a fruitful source of fr..iction. Memories of his conduct in the
early day~ of 1933 still lingered, and cffmts to heal the schism
which then occurred were of no avail. Those Sikh leaders who had
captured the Kirti-Kisan Party were willing enough tu welcome
Suhan Singh back, but they refused to countenance the activitie~
of an organisation in which their old Muslim enemy occupied a
prominent position. Afler a brief period of indecision as to what
line they ~hould Lake. Gurdit Singh and hi!- colleagues embarked
on a l'our~c parallel to that which Sohan Singh "Josh" wa"i
pursuing. Arbitration boards were formed in a number of centre~
to compo~c any local difference-. then: might be between collateral
branches of the Nau Jmrcm Blumll Sabha and the Kini-Ki.w11
Par1y. and the work thus begun was completed at a general
meeting on th¢ 8th April when a provincial Board of Control was
formed. The functions of the Board were said to be to remould the
Kirti-Kiscm Party into a Kini League and a Ki.\"Wl League. and to
demarcate the duties of the Nau Jcnrcm Bharat Sahlw as an
association for revolutionary elements amongst the mictdleclasscs. The Board was also to have complete control of the
finances of these three bodies and was to endeavour to secure
identity of aim and harmony uf cffort between them in their
respective spheres of activity. A later duty with which the Board
~eems to have been entrusted was the prevention of encroachment
hy the Anti-Imperialist U!ague upon the joint party's field of
recruitment and operation. Two months after its formation, the
Board dispatched a deputation lo tour the province with the dual
object of studying economic and political conditions in each
district and uniting the scattered forces of district organisations
subordinate to the N.J.B.S. or the Kini-Kfacm Party. They
perfonned their task with great care and skill and suggc~ted lines
on which the Communist movement could most u~efully be
developed. In the course of June and July they visited nineteen
districts and selected nine nmll and six urban centres whereat
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organisational work could suitably be done amongst peasants or
industrial workers. They further suggested that twenty-five picked
organisers be appointed to man these centn~s. and that those sent
to work in the rural areas he instmcted to pay special attention to
army pensioners and to serving soldiers on leave in the villages,
while the question of circulating. suitabk printed matters amon~·.st
the troops ought also to be given careful consideration. Tht•se
.;uggestions were lati:r accepted hy the Board. whil.:h ap 1lointcd
two sub-committees. onl! to sec that they w1..·1-c acted upon an<l the
other to take charge of propaganda.

Returning "Graduates"
Among~t

the members of thi~ central Board wa~ one Davinder
Singh alias Lal Sin~h who rl.'tnrned tn Imfo1 in the autumn of
Il.J.B after having graduated in Mos1.:ow. With him was another
..,tudent naml!d Iqlml Singh "llundal". and from then onwards
others of their kind have continued to arrive m India at irregular
intervals. Having renoum.:e<l their reli!!ion when they became
Communists. they arc naturally not awrse to the removal of their
hcards or kes*. In such circumstances they can more Ci•.;ily pas~
as Muslims or Hindu~. and there is rea~on to believe that a few of
them have adopted Mahommcdan namt's. The clmncl!!> of
dis1.:ovcry are still fmthcr lessened hy the fact that many of them
arc equipped with false passports and travel document~. which are
so cunningly executed in Moscow that the forgcric!> in them c,m
he detected only hy expe11s. and it is hardly surprising. therefore.
that the an-ival of many of them has pas!->e<l unnoticed. Those who
have been detected have' usually travelled light. Some have come
direct from Europet; others are known to have visited Ea~t Africa
on their way; and not all of them have cho!->en Bombay a!'> their
port of disembarkation. Once in the country. they tend to
disappear and their presence is ~nly fortuitously revealed hy the
• The long-hair worn hy ~khs a!I a religious Juty.
al present in favour 1s hy Soviet -l11p from a Bliu.:k Sea port \'ia
Athens to Trieste and thence onwarJ 10 India. An Athcn" 'tamp on a pd!1!1por1

t The route

is, therefore, an ohjecl of suspicion.
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occasional seizure of documents drafted with the utmost care so
as to give away neither their writers' identity nor their
whereabouts. Ten have thus revealed their presence so far. and it
is estimated that there are fifteen or twenty others at work
somewhere in India whff are unaccounted for. One of them is said
to be Teja Singh Sutantar. Not all of them are of the same high
standard for there were complaints some time ago that the direct
recruits from India were of poor quality a!'t compared with those
whom the leaders in California selected, but it is an uncomfortable
thought, nevertheles!'-i, that so many graduates of "Moscow
University" should be at large in the country without any ched.
upon their movements or their actions. Still more disquieting i!\ the
certainty that their number will be considerably augmented a.,
month succeeds month.

Baba Jawala Singh
The precise relationship of these returned !'-itudents with the
various Corrlmunist organisations at work in India i!'t not yet
known, but it is both natural and probable that their Gluulr origin
brings !hem into clost:r alliance with the Kini leaders than with
lhose of the Communist Party of India. which. for all its
assumption of the title "Section of the Communist International",
ha!'! no title to the claim that ii is only Indian organisation on
whose activities the Comintcm's hopes are founded. The most
acceptable of seveml well-reasoned theories on the subject is that
the policy adopted by Wasdcv Singh is still being pursued, and
that Rattan Singh's agents are endeavouring to furnish solid and
demonstrable support for his earnest and persistent requests that
the Glradr Party be giving a charter as the Comintem's sole
representative in India. Of the fact that these returning Sikhs place
their services at the disposal of the Kirti leaders there are several
indications. one amongst them being the case of Baba Jawala
Singh. Having served out a sentence of transportation for life
which was passed upon him in I 915 as one of the most important
of the prisoners arraigned in the first Lahore Conspiracy case,
Jawala Singh was released from jail at the end of I933. He was
welcomed back to the Party on his return to Amritsar and set out
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in August 1934 on a protracted tour of Sikh colonies outside the
Punjab, ostensibly to collect ~ubscriptions for the t!3lief of the
families of Sikh political prisoners, but in reality. as it is known,
to further the organisation of the Kini groups outside the Punjab
and to enlarge the circulation of the Party organ. lht' Kini. His
tour took him lo Cak:utta. Jamshcdpur and Kharagpur (Whl'lt: the
Bengal-Nagpur Railway workshops an: situated), to Na~pur and
Jubbulpore and to Lucknow. Cawnporc and Allahabad. lk also
visited Oelhi on his way back lo Amritsar. VL•ry little is known of
the results of his tour. but it is cstahlishccJ that he regarded
Jamshedpur as a most promising fidd and assured those at work
there that he would shortly dispatch three ex~rts trained in
Moscow to hdp them. They would. he said. obtain employment of
~omc kind as a cover for their real work and would be prepared, if
necessary. to work as labourers on dght annas a day. Thefl· arc ~·s
yet no visible signs that this promise ha~ hl!cn implemcntl!d, hut 1t
b impossible to state with any certainty that none of' the twenty
unknown <J/wdr graduate~. have found their w<1y to thi~ imponant
centre of Sikh indu~trialism. There arc rumour~. too, that other
graduates are secretly al work in Bombay.Allahahad. Ahmcdabad
and several plarcs in the Punjab. and abn from time to time i11
Calcutta, Rikancr and Pondic:herry. Though none of thc~c
rumours ha~ u~ yet been substantiated in matl·rial detail, it would
be ab~urd to deny the probability that many of them are founded
on fact.

The Proscription of Communist Bodies in the Punjab
The combined effect of the operations of all the Communist
agencies briefly described in the last few pages was by no means
inconsiderable. and the resultant situation caused the Punjab
Government to follow the lead given by the Government of India.
Early in September a notification appeared which declared as
unlawful the Anti-Imperialist· League. the Punjab Kirti-Ki.wm
Party, the provincial Nau Jawan Bhan.t Sabha and two other less
important bodies. Their offkes were promptly searched by the
police. and a number of important documents and a mass of
propaganda literature were seized.Thereafter all five organisations
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announced their dissolution. Speeches made thereafter were of a
milder order; the Kini decided to publish "weak article~" in
future; the flood of propaganda was stemmed; and it quickly
became apparent that open Communist activity was at a standstill.
Such secret activity as there was seems to have taken the form of
conducting :-.Ludy-circles and workers' leagues, hut did not amount
to nuu.:h; and so secretly is it being conducted that the
headquai1ers of the Communist Party of India are experiencing
con:-.idcrahle diffculty in di:-.covering what it amounts to!

Conclusion
It is rccogni1.ed. on the one hand. that there is a vast diffcrt•ncc
hetwccn the plans uf the Gluulr conspirators and their fulfilment.
but on the other hand. those whose memories take them had In
the days of the Hablmr Akali movc.•mcnt iQ. I923 or even lo more
rL'Cl"nt events in I931. will find it difficult to regard with
indifference the present portentous signs of sccrd activity. The
flow of propaganda, func.Js. emis~arics from Amcrka and Ru:-.sia
and clsewherc·ha1' not ceased. Gril'il is still being found in all parts
of tht• world for Moscow's revolutionary mill. A few dcspcradoe!'i.
and a largl"r numher of those who!'ic dangerous pott·ntialitics arc
only of ic:-.s degree bccau~c they lack experience, are al large in
India. and there arc many more of both classes in California and
Mo!'icow ready to follow thC1'l' pioneers when the propitiou!'i
moment arrives. There is ample t•vidcncc, over and abo\'c that
which has already been rl"cordcd, that the activities described in
thi!'i L"haptcr have been the dircL"t outcome of pressure and
a:-.sistance from tht• Gluulr headquarters in San Franl"isco. Which
is hecoming more and more subservient to Moscow. Rattan Singh,
the main link between the two. has, indeed, shown signs on more
than one recent occasion of an inclination to sh011-circuit the
American centre and to pass on the Comintem's orders direct to
India. Dogged persistence and unbending intrdnsigeance are
marked characteristics of all schemes formulated in these two
places. and ~uch schemes can only be frustrated by equal
persistence and equal energy on the official side. Failure in this
respect can have but one result, and the murders in San Francisco
in the early part of 1931 have lifted a comer of the veil and given
the world a glimpse of what that result will be.

The Early Indian
Communists

[!ppendix (!v)j

Personalities of the Early Twenties
In order to procure the requi~ite hack~ffmmJ again:-.t whid1 to set
the dangerous amalgamation of for1.:cs with which thi~ d1aptl'r will
deal, it will be convenient to intermingle with the nam1ti\ll' propl'r
a few summarized extracts from that part of ( '0111111!111i.H11 in
India, 1924--1927 whi<.:h Sir Davit.I Petric uerntcd to the
Communist movement in Bengal.
It has already hccn shown in Chapter 12 how lkli!!al wa!'visited by Ahani Mukhai:ji. who canll' as a Bolshevik cmi--~ary
from Chattopadhyaya's group in Eurnpc, and by Nalini Gupta.
who was sent by M. N. Roy. Both these visitor~ had pa~t histories
as members of the terrorist party in Bengal ;md were sent by
Bengali revolutionaries in Europe to renew associations with thc1.own countrymen. It will be rcmcmhcrcd. too, that M. N. Roy
himself was a terrorist pure and simple before hP fled hi~ l.'.llUntry
in 1915, and that Challopadhyaya wa~ advocating, in London,
wholesale assassination in order to do away with flritish 111lc in
India as long ago as 1909. Bengali temJrist!-1 come, almost to a
man. from the respectable middle-class of Hindu~. who are not
disposed to accept the Bol!-.hevik «.:reed as a whole, though they are
Excerpts from "INDIA AND COMML'!':IS!\C a Confid1:ntial Report
rnmp1lcd in the lntclligenn• l:forcau. Home De11artmcn1, Government of India.
1933, Revised up tot ~t January 19.1.~. Pagel> 231-258. In thi~ ('onf1dcnttal
Report this Chapter i~ cnlitld a~: ··A DANGEROUS COMBINATION""
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ready enough to make common cause with almost any anti-British
organisation. and particularly with one that is in a position to
supply the sinews of war. Both Abani Mukharji and Nalini Gupta
were. therefore. well-received in terrorist circles in Bengal.
Particularly was this so ·.in the case of Abani Mukharji. who,
despite his being branded a1' a spy by M. N. Roy. retained the
confidence of an important group of terrorists till he again left for
Europe early in 1924, when the news of the institution of the
Cawnpore conspiracy case was bruited abroad. He is an exile tn
this day. Nalini Gupta. on the other hand. remained to he
convicted at Cawnpore. and. although he wa~ prcmaturdy
rcll·ascd owing: to ill health in July 1925. ht• ha~ never been
prominent in Indian Communi-;m ~ince hi~ con\'i<.·tion. Hio.; phK·1..·
as Roy's agent in Bengal was taken for a very shm1 time hy Jiban
Lal Chattarji. whn was. within a few moflths of his appointment.
arre~tcd under Regulation III of 1818 on account of the very
prominent part which he had played in tc1rnrist acti\'itc-; in Bengal
from 1917 O'i1wards. These earJy manifcstatiom of Communist
activity amongst terrorist~. of small importm1cc in thi:m~clve~. had
in them the !?Crm of the wider recognition among.st Bengali
terrorist!- of the value of association with Ml powerful an
anti-Briti!-h organisation a~ the Communi~t lntcmatm11dl.
Amongst those so affected was a cert.tin Jogesh Chattarji. an
important memher of the A1111shilcm terrorist pany of the Tippera
dist1ict of Bengal. who had been confint:d from November 1916
till August 1920 on account of his terrorist propensities. His
wherl!aboms were unknown from October 1923 until October
1924 when he was arrested in Calcutta on his way back from
Pondichcrry. whither he had been to visit the late Ram Charan Lal
Sharma whose services to M. N. Roy and the Communist Party of
India have already been remarked upon in Chapter 16.

The Hindustan Socialist Republican Association
A good deal of information was subsequently obtained about
Jogesh Chattarji which showed that, during most of the time he
was absent from Bengal, he was at work in other parts of India.
Much of his time had been spent in the United Provinces, and the
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l."Vidence obtained about his activities, then and subsequently.
re!>ulted in conviction along with a number of terrorists from those
provinces. chief of whom was Sachindra Nath Sanyal of Benares,
i11 the Kakori conspiracy case on the 8th April J927*. A document
of which Jogesh tried to divest himself when he was arrested was
later produced as an important item of evidence of conspiracy in
that case. It contained the minutes of a secret meeting of terrorists
at which it had been resolved. illft•r alia, "to preach revolutionai;
1dea!o. and Communistic principle!o.; and to gain tht• sympathy of
workers and peasants". These papers also disclo"ed the existcn.ce
m no1thern India of a revolutionary organisation known as thi:
Hindustan Ri!puhlic:an As!o.ociation. and Jogcsh Chattarji was later
'hown to have gone to Pondichel1"y to interview the late R. C. L
Sharma with the object of effecting liaison with those Communist
elemens which Sharma has been shown to represent.
This embryo organisation had done little more than establish
itself in a few centrt·s in the United PrO\"inccs, and most of its
roots were di!o.covered and pulled up by the Kakori c11nspirac:y
1:ao.,e, Some seem to have escaped, however, and the Association,
which in 1929 si~nificantly took to itself a new tttlc--Thc
Hindustan Socialist Repubfo.:an Association-spread its tentacles
to other part!. of India and flnuri~hcd where it took root. In the
Punjab it produced Bhagat Singh. the notorious i.l!o.!o.LlS!o.in who, in
1929, murdered Mr. Saunders in Lahore and attempted to kill
l'Crtain member!. of the Legislative Assembly in New Delhi. He
was hanged in Lahore in March 1931. It produced. too. the
dangerous mixed gang of residents of the Punjah and the United
Provinces who mined the Viceregal train in Delhi at the end of the
!.ame year (1929) in an unsuccessful attempt to murder Lord
Irwin. Its members were also responsible for many minor te1 rorist
outrages in the United Provinces. Bihar. and Bombay. Such
outrages were undoubtedly the ·manifestations of the general

*Jogcsh Chauarji was ~cntence<l to ten year'' rigorou!> impn!>onmcm and
is. therefore, due for release in the immediate future.
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revolutionary movement inspired and largely equipped from
Bengal. the chief "liaison officer" being Batukeshwar Dutt, who.
as a member of the Bengal Workers' and Peasants' Party, took an
active pall in the organh.ation of labour trouble in Howrah during
1928 and 1929. He was 'rnnvicted in June 1929 of complicity in
the Assemhly bomh outrage and sentenced to transportation for
lite. Although it can hardly be said that the series of outrage~ for
which this group of desperadoes was responsible was the direct
result of Communi~t inspiration, yet the circum~tance!\ of tlw
A!\M>ciation\ inl·cption gave clear indication of M. N. Roy\ direct
and indin:ct influence upon it, and tht· hehaviou1 of it!\ member!\ in
the long-drawn triah. in which many or them later hecaml'
involved reve;1lcd the dt:pth of their !-ttudy of Communist them")
and histor}. Though their al·tion was hr~ of impatience to wear
the martyr\ crown. their ba,ic idea~ were those of Marx and
Lenin. With tht• l"l'ITI<l\'i.ll of Bhagat Singh and Batukcshwar Dutt
and of a number of others of their way nf thinking in Bihar. the
United Proviru:cs, the Punjab and Sind. the movement in nc>11hern
India quickly lo't its Communist tinge and the Hindustan Socialist
Rcpuhlican A!\sociation. though retaining the !\amc title, reverted
to terrorism pure and simple. It was !-tuh~e4uently broken up hy
means of police all ion against it, and its activities have since hcen
confined to the circulacion of a few leatlecs from time to time: hut
there arc present signs of a desire amongst the remnants of its
membership to join hands with the "official" Communists in the
prosecution of an anti-imperialist and anti-capitali1;t programme.

The Genesis of Bengali Communism
Bengali terrorists have always been somewhat vaguely divisible
into two generic groups which roughly follow the old territorial
division of the province: members of the Jugantar Party might he
said, for general historical purposes. to be natives of the western
districts. while ml.!mbership of the Anus/ii/cm Pm1y would connote
residence in what was fom1erly Eastern BengaJ. Those whose
names have been mentioned hitherto belonged to the former
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group* and their work lay to a large extent outside Bengal.
Meanwhile, however. the leaders of the Anus/ii/cm ~roup were
:-.lowly coming to the conclusion that a hanc.lful of tcn-orists.
however determined they might be. could never win .nrarc~j for
Inqia unless they had the support of the mass of the populace.
They were strengthened in this view by a glowing. account of his
visit lo Europe which was given lo them by a youthful member of
their party named Gopendra Chakravarty. Chakrava11y was a
close friend of Jogcsh Chaua~ji with whom he disappeared at the
1.·nd of 1923; but whereas C'hatta1:ii rcma111cJ in lnc.lia: it
. . uh:-.cqucntly transpired that <lopen Chakranll'ty had hcen
di~patchcd to Europe by Nalini Gupta. lk arriwc.1 in Hamburg 111
March 1924 umk·r an a~~t1111cd mlllll'. he al om:c ~01 into toul·h
with known Communi:-.1~: hl'. vi~ill'd M<N.:o\\, probably in the
1.·ompany of M. N. Roy: and \\·orkl·d hi~ pa..,~agc hal.'k lo lndiil
under another fal~c name (A1:jun Lal Mi~ra) in June 192). 1-k then
lravdlcd slowly a<:rns~ India to Cakutta where he agam !!Ol into
touch with hi~ old a~~ociah:~ in the 1\1111sliila11 P•irly <md. filled
with new-found enthu~ia~m. cndcavomcd to divert their al.'livitics
imo Communist i.:hannck Like his pn:cur~ors. hl' \\'as wclll'L'ceived and there followed l'Cp011~ nf" ~c'Wfal amhilil>ll~ propu,al'i
which included the.! dispatch of other emi~saric~ to forl!ign
countrie~ to cslahlish contact with Co1111111111i'1~ Cher~:. That cffo11 . .
were made to tran:-.latc thl!se prupo~al~ i11to pract1le i!- ,110w11 hy
the fact that four young Bengali Hindus were ~ubsl'ljUl'ntly
arrested in two batches on different dates at the Shipping. Office.
Calcutta. whither they had gone disguised as Muhammadan'> to
procure seamen·~ certif.icates. Lacer mformation left the dear
impression that these four person~ were emi~smics who were
being sent to Europe for training, and that. in addittion, attempts
had been made to senJ one or two other~. Most of these schemes
seem to have come to nothing; but a few reached a more mature
stage. One which came within· the latter category was the
'"Although Jnge!>h C'hanarji began hi!. rcvolutionaiy career d?<. a mcmb\.!r of
the Amuhilwi Party, hi!> suosequcm connc>.ion with thl..' H.S.R.A. brands him
as a mcmher of the Jugantar Pany during the period \\<1lh which this narrative
1i.

concerned.
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formation at the end of 1925 of a ''Depressed Classes
Improvement Society", for the ostensible purpose of sociaJ
service. but. in reality, as a convenient cover for mass work. As
the promoters of this scheme had no means of financing it unless
they obtained a share of the',Russian gold which they were led to
believe was shortly to be poured into India in fabulous quantities.
plans were made to send an emissary to England. to arrange for
the transmission of funds from the "Russian Labour Party in
England". The selected envoy seems to have beer Ak~oy Kumar
Shaha of Mymensingh who left Calcutta in Fehruary and
ultimately reached Moscow. He proved a hroken reed. however:
having married a Russian wife, he settled down as a professor of
science in Leningrad, in which capacity he remained in Russia till
he was allowed to return to his Indian home at the end of 1932.

The Anushilan's New Programme
By the be8inning of 1926 Gopen Chakravarty had
re-e'itahJi.,hcd himself with the Amtshilan Party, of which he had
become a leading member. He had also secured the approval of
some of tbe then leaders to a scheme which he had drawn up for
the reorganisation of the Party on lines agrecahlc to Moscow. It
provided. imer alia. for organisation:
( I ) among students who were to form unions and agitate to
obtain control of the educational system: .
(2) among labourers and peasants. who were to be educated
in accordance with the usual Communist programme
(this education was to be taken in hand by members of
the terrorist party), co-operative banks being opened for
the general benefit:
(3) in the Congress, which was to be used by members of the
party as a cloak for their terrorist activities:
(4) on military lines, which indudl·d the formation of
volunteer corps and athldic dubs to further military
training and. also. agitation for the ln<lianisatiun of th~

anny.
Attempts wer~ also to be made to tamper with the loyalty of
Indian troops and connexion was to be cstahlishcd with Moscow
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through the Soviet Consuls in Java, Parsia, and China, through
whose good offices money was also to he transmitted to India.

The Prosecution of the Programme
Organisation began forthwith under each of these heads.
Students' associations were fonned in scv!!ral districts of Bengal;
co-operative banks were opened in Tippera and Faridpur; tht:
Congress in Bengal became more and more a cloak for
revolutionary activities; and a number of volunteer corps crupe
into existence, notably that in Calcutta whose triumphal march,
with its "Genernl" Subhas Chandra Bose, riding at its head,
through the northern streets of the city was one of the best
attended spectacles connected with the 1928 session of the Indian
National Congress. Chakravarty laid special stress on the
revolutionary aims of the party and, to further these ends. he
stipulated that each department must have a secret section. He did
not, however, insist on the collection of anns until the manpower
had been increased but desired that advantage should be taken of
any opportunity to secure arms that might occur. His programme
did not include incitement to acts of terrorism, but it aimed at the
gradual extension of Communism and of the influence of the
tcn·orists over the masses, so that, when the time was ripe, a mas~
terrorist offensive could be undertaken.

The Communist Attitude towards Terrorism
It can be shown in a variety of ways that Chakrnvart) 's view!!
cln this subject were but the echo of orthodox Communist
''ideology". From the ·very earliest days M. N. Roy had
strenuously opposed individual terrorism as prnctised by Bengali
terrorists. Writing to R. C. L. Sharma in 1924 he said: "We have
not done anything about the automatic purposely. but I will see to
it if you are so insistent. My request t>nly is that nothing can be
J?ained by this method of work. Look at our Bengal people. What
have they gained by their rcccm stupidity? You cannot make a
revolution so easily. Fii·st of all the mentality of the pcople--0r at
least a sufficiently large portion of it-is to he revolutionized.
This cannot be done by stray pistol !-.hots". A yc:ar later he
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published in his paper. Tht! Mas!';e.'i <~{India, a manifesto to '"the
Bengal Revolutionary Organisation of Youth" from the Young
Communist International. This manifesto pointed out that the
liberation of India could only be effected by a revolution of the
masses. which again could only come about by the combined
efforts of the revolutionary intelligentsia of the proletariat; for. on
the latter devolved the task of preparing the former. Individual
· acts of terrorism were deprecated for the sole reason that such
acts defeated their own ends. It was emphasized that it was thl'
ma~ses that must be trained for the fight.
This dogma was loyally upheld by the Meerut prisoners both
before and during the Meerut case. All w1,;re at pains to explain
that there was a clcar-L'.ut distinction hctwccn thl~ \'iolence f<lr
which they ~tood* and the terrori~t outrage of Bl·nguli gunml'n.
No permanent advantage L'ould he gamed tl'om ~poradic murder~
and they. therefore. strongly deprecated political murdl·rs and
anarchist outrage~. I need not labour the point. however. for no
less an authority than Joseph Stalin has put the que~tion beyond
all doubt in the following passage: ''Let me reiterate the fact.
which should he known to every civilized human being, unles~ he
is an utter ignon.1mus or a paid agent. Let me explain that
Communist~ never have had, and never will have, anything to do
with the theory and practice of indi\'idual outrages. that
Communists never have had. and never will have, anything to do
with the theory and the practice of conspiracies against individual
persons. The theory and practice of the Comintern is based upon
the idea of organising a revolutionary ma~s movement against
capitalism. That is the true task of the Communists"**.

Other Bengali Terrorist4i
Amongst other Bengali terrorists who flitted across the
Communist stage during the period covered by Sir David Petrie's
book Jatindra Nath Mitra, Sachindra Nath Sanyal, Dharani

•Vidc pages 144-5.
~*Lcnini~m. Page 378.
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Mohan Goswami. and Soumendra Nath Tagore are worthy of
mention. Jatin Mitru was dispatl·hed hy Nalini Gupta <o Germany
to learn the principles of Bolshevism and the cult of revolutmn.
his expenses being borne by M. N. Roy. He returned to Bengal as
Rc~y· s Anushilun agent in 1925. hut Roy's criticism of his work
soon caused resentment and their relations with each other became
strained, with the result that Mitra devoted his attention purely to
the terrorist side of the pm1y's work. From participation in a long
..;cric~ <'f terrorist activities, induding deep cmnplicity iI.J a
l'Onspiracy with M. N. lfoy and tlu.· notorious Rash Bchari Bose
(whose lieutenant he had been in his early day!oi) to smuggle ann!'>
and ammunition into India from the Far Ea!-.t. Sachindra Nath
Sanyal emerged in 1924 a!'I the leader of the Hindustan
Rcpublican Association. already rcfrm:-d to, and wa"' !'>Cntcnccd as
such to transpo11ation for life in the Kakori conspiracy case on the
27th April 1927. The several other !-.Cntenccs which h~ has h~cn
condemned to serve include another nf transportation for lifc in
the Bcnarc!-t conspiracy case in 1915. <tnd he ha"' shown himself
during his brief spell:-. of freedom from confinement to be a
confirmed advocate of violence and a dangcrou:-. orgLiniscr of
every form of revolutionary acti\'ity.

Goswami and Tagore
It was Dharani Mohan Go!-.wami'~ forthri~ht advocacy of
Communist principles which provoked a split in the A11ushila11
Pttrty at the end of 1926. Forming a close alliance with Gopen
Chakravarty, Goswami became a convert to Bolshevism, and of
so high an order was his Communist evangelism that '\cvcrnl of
the younger members of the Party who came under his influence
were impelled to break away from their old leaders, who, while
they were quite ready to receive a!'\sistance from the Comintern,
were not prepared to adopt all the tenets of Communist theory. At
the beginning of 1927, this group, with Goswami at its head, was
paying special attention to the organisation of students and
labourers and one of its members had been introduced into the
Bengal Jute Workers' Association at Bhatpara. In February the
new group succeeded in obtaining seven Sl!ats on the executive
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council of the newly fonned Bengal Workers' and Peasants' Party
in Calcutta, a committee of which Nalini Gupta and Muzaffar
Ahmad were also members. Another member of the same
committee was Soumendra Nath Tagore, a grand-nephew of the
famous poet Rahindra Nath Tagore, and a member of the Indian
Communist Party. Soumendra had been introduced to leaders of
the Anushilan Party by Jatin Mitra and be rapidly attained
considerable importance both as a revolutionary and as a
Communist. There is information on record to show that he wa!-1
concerned in conspiracies to assassinate officials on the
revolutionary side. while, on the Bolshevik side, he was put into
touch with M. N. Roy by Nalini Gupta, with whom he became
very friendly. He left India in May 1927 on a definite mis~ion to
the Comintem to obtain funds for Communist work in India and
to improve the connexion between the Communist-terrorist
element in India and anti-British forces abroad. Roy's downfall a
year later put Tagore out of commission and he spent !iieveral
years on an island off the southern coast of Italy attempting to
recuperate his failing health. He returned to India in January
1934. but docs not seem to have joined any particular Party.
Instead, he satisfied his craving for self-expression hy re\·iving
Muzaffar Ahmad's newspaper. the Ga11avu11i. and by writing a
hook attacking the rule of the Nazis, at whose hands he had
suffered expulsion from Germany. He has also published several
leaflets in favour of Communism, and has done, quite
independently of any other Indian organisation, a certain amount
of secret anti-imperialist propaganda amongst students in Calcutta
and amongst seamen, both in oceangoing vessels J.nd in inland
steamers. The extent of this work or of its results is as difficult to
gauge as is the real standing of the ..Anti-Fascist and Anti-War
League" which he inaugurated in August 1934.

Lasting Effects of Dharani Gowami's Influence
Dharani Goswami's conversion to Commuism proved to be a
landmark in the history of terrorism in Bengal. From the end of
1926 onwards the penetration of terrorist bodies went steadily on,
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side by side with the organ-isation of those whose violent
inclinations were of a less impulsive kind. who preferred to await
the day when an armed mass rebellion was more possible of
attainment. The formation of the Workers' and P~a!-lants' Party in
1927 was followed a year later by the appearance of a Sociali!-it
Youth League of which the founder was the late Santosh Mitter.
the head of another group of terrorists, who was shot by the police
in the course of the disorders in the Hijli Detention Camp in 1931.
With the inauguration of thil' League there were associated
Jawaharlal Nehru and Dr. Bhupcndra Nath Dutt, a promir1cnt
figure in the revolutionary history of Bengal, who'.'.c Communist
tendencies date hack to the autumn of 1920. at which time he was
in Europe under Moscow's direct influcm.·e. Towards the end of
1928 came the Young Comrndes' League with Dhm·ani Goswami
at it!-. head and within its ranks a large number of terrorists. many
of whom have subsequently been placed under dett'ntion on
account of their rc\'olutionary proclivitil'!.. The institution of the
Mccrut case struck a !.evere blow at all these organisations. hut.
when those who survived it had recovered from the "ihock. there
!-iprang up in Calcutta an organisation known as the Scmn·arc~j
Party consisting at first entirely of member!. of the old Hindustan
Sociali~t Republican Association. This party gradually allractt'd
to it a number of members of other terrorist group!- in and around
Calcutta and obtained control of six workers' unions in the City.
It grew in Mrength until. in the middk of 1912. internal
di-.scnsion. inevitable apparently in Bengali politic!-., !.cvercd it~
ranks. The immediate poim at issue wa!I the qu~sticm of secrecy.
Badal Ganguly. one of the party's leading lights. acting on
instructions from Bombay and Mcerut (where a number of
accused were on bail at the time), insisted that the pany mu~t go
underground. Aghore Sen. another of the pany · s leaders. on the
uther hand, was equally insistent that salvation lay only in open
propaganda. The two parted company, Aghore Sen to continue to
control a depleted party and Badal Ganguly to join hands with the
_Indian Students' Group the first of witose envoys had made his
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appearance in India a few months previously and of which more
will he written at a later stage in this chapter.

Widespread Terrorist A~ceptance of Communist. Theory
Although there is no evidence that M. N. Roy established
personal touch. during hi~ brief sojourn in India in 1931. with any
Bengali terrorist!. other than Suhhas Bose and those who
accompanied him to Karachi. yet it is a strang:: fact that it wa~
not till then that hi!. views beg.an to find anything like gcm~ral
acceptam.:e amongst members of the A1111shila11 and Jugcmtar
Pmtic..·s. Whether it was the result of Roy·!o. inOuence or whether it
wa~ a morl' or Jes~ spont;.meou!o. reaction to c:urrent ewnt!o. it is
difficult to say. but the early month~ of 1931 witnes..,ed a
remarkable manil'c!.tation of the Communi~t ~pirit among!-.t all
cla!-.se~ of tenurists in Bengal. Thi: change first expressed it~df in
a sudden thirst for "nowledge of Communist theory and hi!o.tory on
the pm1 of dht'llll.\' in the various jails and detention camp!-. up and
down the country wherever Bengali terrorist were confined. The
leader~ of both partic~ . .lugcmtar and A11mliilc111. lccturc..·d their
following in the jails. The demands for Communist literature
exl..'eeded all bounds. and when it was refused by the authoritic~ it
was smuggled in hy s}'mpathetic..: cxtrancou~ hands. Many of the
messages which dc>tenus carried (sometimes verbally, sometimes
otherwi!-c) from one jail to another emphasized the importance of
spreading: the doctrine)} of Comnumi!.m amongst the rank and file.
Some leader:~ there were who demurred, but as time went on their
following decreased and they themselves fell into line. Thus, in a
compardtivcly short space of time, a considerable number of
known members of the An11shi!t111 Pa11y. and a fair number of the
Juxcmtar also, had been weaned from ideas of individual
terrorism to Moscow's doctrine of mas'\ uprisings at the appointed
time. and a beginning had been made in placing them under
trained Communist leadership. The process is still going on at the
present time. and the full effect of this continuous instillation of
Communist theories into callow minds already filled with racial
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hatred can only become apparent when the 2,500 Bengali
terrorists now under detention begin to trirklc bad. to their town
and village homes.

The Manifesto of the Hindustan Samyavadi Sangha
This metamorphosis had emhn.u.:cd sn large a percentage of
h!n-orists by the end of 1932. that Subha~ Bo~c. fearing. no doubt,
that he would otherwise lo~e control of the following by whirh ht""
~ct ~uch store. decided to sub!->cribe to a Communist programme.
At the hcginning of October then:- appcan.·d in Calcutta, i.l
document which called itself "The Ta-;k Ahead 1Manift·sto ·of
lli11dttsfa11 Samyamdi Scmgha)'". It!-> authorship i~ variously
a..,crihcd to Jihanlal Chaua1ji. who, it will hl' rcmcmhcn:d. was
:vi. N. Roy·~ agent in Bengal fur a wry ~hort period in 19~.l and
to Suhhas Bo~c himself. but thl' prcponderam:L' of t•vidl.'m:c point~
to Bo~c having drafted it him~df. It con!-.iste<l. for the most part.
of a Ieng.thy and one-sided n:cital of the polnil:al history of India
in it~ rdation to the larger world movement. interspersed ,..,ith the
conclusion~ which the writer wi~hcd to he drawn therefrom. At
one stage much was made of the point that "non-\'ioknce, as it
lms hecn preached hy the followers of Tobtoy. ha~ no placl~ in
Hindu philosophy. while the teaching-; of 1hc c;ira the c..·cntral
scriptures of the Hindu!->--are directly oppo~cd t11 it"; al another
of the m.·ed ·'to fight on c\'ery fronl--to alt<K k ever~ Wl'ak point of
the enemy and ..... always lo remcmht·r that the cncrny\ c..lifficuJty
should he our opportunity". The collapse of the Burma rebelli. '"
was cited as an illustration of the necJ f(lr tht' combination of lttl~
peasants and the town-;folk; event!'> in Chittagon~ of how anns
may be capturC'd and of how, if the surrounding population are
friendly, it is possible to evade arrest even if the whole
countryside is "scoured hy the military and the pc;licc over anJ
over again".* The conclusion rea<.:hcd in regard to the anny that
was that, "as in Russia. the rank and file of the Indian section of
the anny are recmitcd from tlic peasantry and, if there is a
peasants' movement in the country, even the hitherto loyal Indian
"'The <trrc:.t of Surya Sen 111 Chma~ong. 'ihonly ..iftcr'A-ard'> should ha\'c
done much toward:. :.haking the foundatinni. or thb theory.
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Army may be infected through the mass movement appealing
directly to their class interests, and one can expect the Indian
troops to sympathize or fraternize with the revolutionary masses."
The cause!'. of the failure of Gandhi's non-co-operation movement
were assessed under twehfe different heads. the chief of which
were. that it tended to make a fetish of non-violence. that it
preached the amelioration of the conditions of the peasantry and
labouring classes but failed to indentify itsdf with their interest!'.
as against those of the landlords and industrial capitalists, and
that it stood for an adjustment of interests and not for a radical
transformation.

The Sangha 's Programme
The Sangha·.\' programme was nowhere dearly set forth but
could he gleaned from certain "condusiort!;'' which were drawn
from time to time. Of thcsl'. two important pas!>ages may bt.'
quoted: "If the fight for freedom is to !'.Ucceed certain things haw
to be done( I) the army of occupation must he engaged so that it may
not be able to concentrate its forces in one locality;
(2) a section at least of the standing army must be won
over to the popular cause;
n) the fight must be carrit.•d on simultaneously in the
towns and villages;
(4) the civil administration must be simultaneously
undennined and paralysed;
(5) a cit• facto people's grovemment must be set up;
(6) Jast but not least, international recognition must be
fonhcoming for this dt• facto people's government. ...
How to fulfil the above six tasks is the problem which awaits
solution at our hands.''
The other passage, which also speaks for itself, was the
following: "The party organisation throughout the country should
follow the lines of governmental organisation and should aspire to
become in due course a parallel Government-a State within a
State. The centrali7.ed party should have different departments
working among different sections of the community. There should.
therefore. ht~ separate departments for ( 1) peasants, (2) labourers,
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youths. (4) women, (5) members of the depressed classes,
(6) a separate organisation for every minority community in the
country, and (7) volunteers. Every discontented anJ exploited
individual or group should be approached and won over to the
popular cause. Patient work and persevering toil will he necessary
fot the purpose." (A previous passage had suggested the need for
suborning the civil employees of Gon~mment in order to penetrate
the intelligence system, and had pertinently asked, "'How can the
t!ncmy be defeated unless you know beforehand what t'1c tactics
and plans of the enemy are?"). In his own handwritin~. Bose
commended this programme, not only to hi~ own dwindling
following in Bengal but also to his friends in Bombay and Sind.
Communist were to be prefrn-cd to tc1rnrist methods. India's
independence was still a long way off and tcm.uists (as they were
then known) must he induced to hold their hands in patience
against the time when the masses could he organised and armed
for the final civil war and social revolution. Meanwhile, St1111)a
Sadans (Houses of Equality) were to bt• set up in cwry district
and sub-division. Later on, when sufficient men were forthcoming
lo work in a wider field. the party must "go to work among the
labouring clas~es, cultivators, depressed classe~ and women on an
intensive scale" and mu1.;t seek also "to undermin~ intemally the
forces of the enemy". Eventually would t.:omc the final blow to
bureaucracy in all its forms--the engagement of the military on
all front!' simultaneously and the wrecking of the civil
administration.

The Madras Conspiracy Case
Shortly after this programme wa~ circulated, Subhas Bose wa!I
allowed to proceed to Europe on ground~ of ill-health am.I did not
remain to see his scheme to fruition. It had, of course. much in
common with the programme which the Congre~s Sociali~t Party
later evolved-indeed. there is reason to believe that M. N. Roy's
doctrines provided the inspiration for both-but tht! new party's
record of accomplishments was exceedingly small. Only in
Madras did its activities bring it to official notice. Both Jibanlul
Chauarji and Batukeswar Dutt were serving their sentences in the
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Trichinopoly jail where also Mukunda Lal Sircar, the then
secretary of the All-India Trades Union Congress, was
imprisoned.* During the latter half of 1932 these Bcngalis held
regular das~ei. and lt~ctur.~d their Madrassi fellow-convicts on
revolutionary policy and methods. Bhagat Singh and his comrades
were extolled as national heroes; political a~sassinatinns and
dacoities were justified on philosophical grounds: instruction wai.
given in the making of homhs; and oaths of service to thi:
motherland were administered to a large numher of Madra!\si
political convkts just prior to their realest'. At the end of the year.
Mukunda Lal Sircar communicated Bose's rn.·w programme to this
group. and on hi~ release a few month~ later. he loi.t no time in
infonning Bose of the enthusia~tic rccept ion of his !\cheme and
offering his own support, and that of the 411-lndia Trade Union
Congress. to the Samyuwuli Sa11~/w tht!n in the making. By thc
middle of May 1933. a large numher of thm.c who had fallen
under these malign influences had n:gained their freedom. and all
were pledged scactly to enlist mo~t members. At this point a
meeting was held in Madras at Mukunda Lal Sircar's suggestion.
to review the position and to map out a plan of campaign. A
prnpo!-o.nl to call the party "The Hindustan Samyavadi Sangha"
was ewntually discarded in favour of the older and more
high:.!-lounding name '"The Hindustan Sol'ialist Republican Army.
Madras Branch". The ''Anny's" object was declared tu be the
estahlbhmcnt of a socialist form of republic in India, by mean~ of
an armed rebellion. The party already possessed some revolver!'.
and ammunition. secured from Pondichcrry. and more were to be
collected and paid for by the proceeds of a series of dacoities and
rohberies which were then planned. Organisers were appointed for
different areas. pai1y names were given and secret symbols were
agreed upon for such words as "fireatms'', "assassinations" and
"dacoities". The conspiracy ran for two months more. when it was
brought to light by the arrest in Madras of two of its members
who were ahout to proccecd to the interior of the Presidency to
commit an armed dacoity. Investigation revealed the fact that the
new party's activitie!-1 extended to no les~ than twelve districts, and
resulted in tht' arrest of twenty-three of the more prominent of its
"'V1dc page 211.
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members on a charge of conspiring \'iolently to overthrow the
Government. Twenty of them were eventually sent for trial hy the
High Court. of whom seventeen were convicted and !-icntcnccd on
the 24th April 1934-Mukunda Lal Sircar (whom the judg.I!
described as "the hrain behind the conspiracy"") to four years'
rigorous imprisonment. and the remainder for lesser pcrmds.

The Absence of' Official Communist Inspiration
Roy's influence is so apparenl in all thi!-i that it is unnecc:,!\:.,try
to seek the hand of Moscow in the !-it1dden tramf•lrmmion wh.ich
took plaL·e in I 9J I and 193~. and whi<:h culminated in thi!-i
allL'lllpl lo cstahli~h .i new rcvoh11iun.1ry organi!-iation. Nor. in
faL·t. is there any su~~cstion that thl! hiddl..:'n hand b lhert-. hcyond
a hricf note from tht• pen or Muhammad Ali. alia., St•pcusi. of thl'
Comintem'!-i Ea..,tt•rn Secn.~lat i<tl. v..'hich appcmul in 711<'
Cm111111111i.\·t flllema1io11a/ (a Londan journal) of lhl' ht Fchntat)
I'HI and which ran a!-i follows:--..The programme prepared by
!he Communist Pm1y nl" India will lwlp it draw al..,o hi il!oi ranh
and round its hamK'r that l'l!\'oluliontry l\tratum of thl· l ity petty
ho11r.t:t'oi.\·i£· ... v..'hich arl" l'll!!agc::d in tcrrori~t attcmpt!-i. The
terrorist a<.·ti\'itic.., of lhl·sc renllutionary youth.; have 1m:rem.ccl
wry much during thl' year". Mn!-icow wa .... lhl't"t.'fol"l'. aliH! t•.> the
situation but it would be more than a little difficul! to rc~l1ndlc the
vociferou~ condemnation which all her propa~i.111J1st organs haw
persistently showered on Bose, not only as a Congn:!-isman but
also for his trades union activitic::~. with the grant of h·~r gcne1 :d
hlcssing to a scheme which horc the stamp of Bt>!-il"s :mthor"ihip.

Moscow and Indian Students in England
There is. however. one side of Moscow'l-o pn~scnt acuvn1cs
which is extremely germane to the present subject and which falls
to be dealt with at this juncturl!. Amongst the papcr"i Sl...izcd hy the
London Police whe~ they raided the hcadqua11crs of the
Communist Party of Great Britain in King Street, Covent Garden,
in 1926 were some which revealed the fact that the Co111munist
Party of Great Britain had been making systematic attempts to
infect Indian ~tudents at Oxford with Bolshevik ideas. Two
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non-Indian students were the agents employed in this task. These
men attended meetings of the Maj/is. a social and political
organisation intended for ttie discussion of Indian affairs and the
promotion, of unity and comradeship amongst Indians at Oxford.
Prior to the exposure of their plans, these agents had arranged for
interviews between likely students and Shapurji Saklatvala. whosL·
name needs no introduction. It was hopped that Saklatvala would
be able finally to induce these youths to devote their lives to the
promotion of Communism in India. The publicity which wai-.
given to these revelations in the English Press undoubtedly
frightened the emhryo Communists thui-. rcc:ruited, the majortiy of
whom hoped at a later date to secure appointments under the
Government of India; and the Communist Party of Great Britain
was made to rccogni:re the fact that further cfforts in thi~
direction. woul~. for the time being, prove unprofitable. Working.
as alway!-.. through Saklatvala, who, with Clemens Palme Dutt.
had long since come to be recognized as the expert debaucher of
Indian!-. in England, the C. P. G. B. thereafter confined its
attention to such ready-made Indian organisations in London itself
as might reasonably be expected to yield a harvest of workers.
Chief amongst them was the London branch of the Indian
National Congress (another branch in Edinburgh wa" never
exploited to the same degree), of which Saklatvala eventually
gained control in J930 after a struggle la!oiting a little over two
years. His triumph was shortlived. however. for this "branch of
thl• Congress" was disaffiliated by the parent body in India in
August 1931 and thereafter died a lingering death. An Indian
study circle formed by Clemens Pa1me Dutt and others early in
1926 proved cwn less of a success, and interest in it soon waned,
while a completely innocuous Bengali Literary Society to which
Saklatvala also turned his attention met with a similar fate.

The University Students' Group
Thus, thanks mainly to the good sense of the student~
themsc-lves but partly to dislike of Saklatvala by the moneyed
Indians on whose munificence the majority of Indian Associations
in London relv for their existence. the British Communi!->ts were
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compelled once more to tum to the universites. In July 1930 the
Communist Party of Great Britain adopted a lengthy resnlution on
the subject of India. clause 7 of which read as follows: 'The Party
must work actively among the Indian residents in Britain
(workers. sailors, students. etc), and establish the hest possible
l:'Onnections with India through them." All the Party's subsidiary
organisations, such as the British sections of the League Against
Imperialism, the Educational Workers' lntemat1onal. :ind the
Workers' Welfare League of India. were thereupon hameso;ed 10
the tasks laid down. Persistent endcavou~ were m<1dc, mainly by
Saklatvala and Niharendu Dutt Mazumdar (a law student from
Mymensingh who had for several years been a full and active
member of the Communist Party of Great Brit.tin) to interest
Indian students in the study of Communist theory. These efforts
were rewarded in the summer of I 9J 1 when a loosely-organised
hody known as the University Students' Group came into heing.
Meetings were held at irregular intervals in Niharendu Dutt
Mazumdar's house in London for the purpose of ahstract
discussions on Communism. The group was originally composed
of a dozen members; all l·ame of exceptionlly good stock: all hut
two were of unimpeachable character prior to their leaving India,
ten were Bengalis, and eight were related in one way or another to
loyal servants of the Ctown. Others who have joined the group
subsequently are of the same mental and moral fibre and have the
same family associations behind them. Their natural friends an~
associates both in India and at the English universities art!
numbered amongst those who have entered or are about to enter
the highest branches of the Indian services and the deliberate
attempt to debauch these young Indiano; before they reached the
age: of discretion is, therefore. the more subtle ahd the more
dangerous. A travelled Indian emphasized this danger a few week!.
ago when he wrote as follows in an Indian new.;paper: "with the
progressive Indianization of the liidian Civil Sl•rvKe lhe morale
and efficiency of thi~ historic Service have been on the wane. Th\!
~amt: anti-British spirit in one form or another is noticed among
the young Indian recruit)\ to thi~ Service. With the imroduction of
compctitiw examinations. all Indian ~uccc .. sful candidate-;.
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irrespective of their cultural and political antecedents. have been
taken in ... There arc among them some who are closely rdated tu
politically disaffected persons: such family ties and upbringing
cannot conceivably tend .to make these Indian Civilians wo1thy
standard-bearers of English political and administrative
tradition~."

Marxian Training in Berlin
With the gruund prepared by Dull Mazumdar's theoretical
training, invitation \Wl"l' preferred to mcmhers to attend a momh\
cour~e in Marxian thcot)' in lkrlin and seem to have hecn
m.:ceptcd by ahout half thl' ori~inal nwmhcrship. Paper~ ~ci1.cd 111
1933 ~huwed that the lecture~ had bcl'll in English and haJ
cmhraced suhjcch a~ far removed from the ~tudy of Marxi~t
theory a.., "the mca ... ure~ lo ht• talt•n in .. ndia early next year
119:~2) in the event of the Ruund-Tahlc Confrrencc failing to giw
satisfaction to the dt•m;,md~ of the t•xtrl'mi~t~. including organi~ed
terror. de,trudion uf railway hridge~. bo)·cott of British goods. a
campaign against Gandhi,* etc." Other ~ubjcct~ C\)lltaincd in the
~yllahu~ were the •aratcgic importnau· of railways. road~ and
waterway~. the rnlnerability of ammunition factoric~ and
armourie~. the history of pea~ant re\olts (not only in India but
also in China. lndo-China and the Dutch btst lndic~). and the bc~t
method~ of promoting unity of a~tion between town~peoplc and
villagers. When intelligent students are set to study under
Communist supervision. matters such as these, there is only one
conclusion to be drawn. and it must be accounted fortunate that
the advent of the Nazi regime casuscd :-.omc disloc:ation of thc~c
arrangements for com1pting the son~ of India's intellectual
aristocracy.

The Return to India
Thereafter. these students began to drift back to India.
Amongst the first to return were two, in particular, who lost no
time in establishing touch with Communists in Calcutta. One
"C'f. C\'C!nls in Calcuua described on page 20:?.
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again left India after a stay of two months, bearing for Moscow's
consumption a report on conditions in Bengal; the other, to whose
orthodoxy and reliability as a Communists tribute was later paid
by Dhamni Goswami and others of the prisoners at Meerut,
remained on in Calcutta, and under a suitable pseudonym began
his work on the lines laid down in Berlin and so it now appear!>,
dictated by Virendra Nath Chattopadhyaya from Moscow. In
March and April 1932 this second tramcd agent dispatched to
London a series of repons written in an ingenious cypher the
purport of which was as follows: He had assumed control of .the
Worker's Party of Bengal ("a strong sec:ret Communist Party")
and had made considerable headway in the way of incrca~ing the
membership. Members of his party had e~tablishcd some kind of a
footing in eleven districts of Bengal, one of Bihar and Orissa, and
one of Assam, before the end of April. The peasant ..rebellion",
which occurred al Hasnabad in the Tippcrah distirct early in
February 1932, was his party's work and he was giving harbour
to Mukhleswar Rahman, a notorious agrarian agitator and one of
the chief absconders in the case arising therefrom. The strength of
Rahman's following in this district was 100,000 and a militant
programme of action for an All-Bengal Peasant League had been
drawn up and was shortly to be printed and copies bmadcJ.st in
thousands. Similar propaganda was being l'onducted through two
weekly newspapers. A tax-collector had been murdered at
Phultala in the Khulna district. No fund~ had ~o far reached him
and his activities were seriously handicapped on this accnunt.

Activities of Trained Students
Copies of these reports were discovered in the course of a
search in Calcutta at the beginning of May, and other documents
recovered at the same time revealed the fact that, th.ough much of
what had been written was exaggerc1ted, the existing nucleus in
Calcutta had nevertheless been· extremly active. Severc1l secret
meetings had been held and co-operative alliances had been
fonned with several small existing terrorist and Communist
organisation whose combined field of operation covered five
districts of northern and western Bengal and one of Bihar and
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Orissa. The rioting at Hasnabad had been indirectly engineered by
the group's agents who were actually harbouring Mukhleswar
Rahman, the organiser of the "rebellion". The party's object was
shown to be to educate the masses with a view to a combined
rising at some future date but lo eschew meanwhile methods of
individual terrorism. All arms and ammunition were to be kept
under the control of the central body for use at a time when a
mass rising was feasible and advisable. This, it may be remarked,
is precisely the line which Moscow's secret planning has been
taken since the Executive Committee of the Communist
International evolved its notorious mainfesto in 1929. One of the
"tasks'' prescribed therein was the steady rnllection and storing of
arms in a central cache and the training of the rank and file in
their use and handling; instances of the .xecution of this polky
are forthcoming from places as far as Jerusalem and Tokyo.

Continued ~fTorts
Fortunately, not all the original members ,1f the group gave so
good an account of themselves on their rctum to India. Several
seem to have taken little or no part in the propagation of
Communist ideas or the secret planning of rebellion. Of a score of
such persons who are m the country at the time of writing. about
half are giving no cause for official complaint (some from choice,
others on account of parental vigilance): a few have obtained
lucrative employment and have consequently confined themselves
to secretly supporting the new party's aims in much the same way
as U Su assists the Burmese ''thakins".* Evidence of the
activities of the London section is necessarily fragmentary, but
what little becomes available in India from time to time reveals
glimpses of a flourishing organisation in more or less constant
touch with the Communist Party of Great Britain, holding
frequent meetings for the study and discussion of Communist
subjects and producing a steady stream of subversive literature
which eventually finds its way to India through well-planned
~Vide
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hidden channels. Its members seem to shun lhe light of day, and
the occasions on which their activities come to puh'ic or official
notice are few and far between; even articles in the gioup's official
organ are presented to the public under 110111s-d<·-plume. It is clear
from what is happening in India. however, that recruitment is still
going on-particularly so since B. F. Bradley retumed from
Moscow in the summ~r of 1934-and that the net is being "ipri•ad
more widely so as to include Indian provinces not hitherto
represented in the group's roll of memberships-there is, for
instance, already a substantial section of Muslim members 'from
the United Provinces. It seems possible that this dangerous group
is destined in the not very distant future to becomL' Moscow's
main "organi!-.ational and infomtational contact bureau'' for her
relations with the Communist Party of India.

A Clear Exposition of the Party's Aims
The December ( 1932) issue of this group's London organ, New
Bharat (or /11dia11 Front ai, it now calls itsdl), gave a particularly
clear idea of its members' real intentions when it remarked with
reference to the Sholapur rioting in 1930 and similar disorders
which occurred at about the same time: ..One of the lcllsnn:-.
derived from the worh.ers' risings is that when the workers break
out in revolt .md strike a hlow, they strike unhesitatingly,
decisively. They aim their blow at the very source of unpcrialist
oppression. at its State apparatus. But imperialism still hold:. the
day. It relics on its reservt>s of strength gathered during past
decades. It will not he weakened until our national liberat10n
movement is organised on the basis of a correct understanding of
its tasks, draws in the widest masses of the country. leads boldly.
and acts decisively. The three requi.'iites--organisation, a muss

basi.\·, and decisive action-must be fu.\·ed together for the
success of our revolution. And. this is the task of the pany of the
working clalis."

Niharendu Dutt Mazumdar and the Labour Party
In August 1932. the arch organi~er. Niharendu Dutt
Mazumdar, returned to Bengal, and at once busied himself with
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"rescue" work amongst t'hose of his recruits who had fallen away
since their return to India. For this purpose, and also in order to
survey the possibilities of further development, he undertook a
tour which led him to the Vnited Provinces, Delhi, the Punjab and
Bomhay. He also dispatched a Punjabi member of the group to
Madras to establish touch with Amir Haidar Khan who was under
trial at the time. On his return to Calcutta, Mazumdar began to
consolidate the pioneer work of those whom he had dispatched to
India during the previous two years, and in April J933 there
emerged, as a result of his efforts. a new and separate
organisation which called itself the Labour Party, Bengal, and
which was intended to be the first of a chain of such bodies all
over India.
This Party embodied many anti-imperiatist elements in Bengal
and had as its inner aim the formation of labourers into militant
Communist groups. As: however. the direct preaching of
Communism / carried with it risks which were quite
incommensurate with the results likely to be obtained, the Party
hid its real object behind a facade of legitimate tr.ides-unionism
and !let itself the task of winning the confidence of the labouring
classes in and around Calcutta by giving sympathetic attention to
their daily grievances. Mazumdar wa~ no lover of spectacular
heroics for their own sake. and it would be time enough to
introduce Communist doctrines when a strong organisation had
been built up hy the above methods. Although his agents went to
work amongst chemical workers, pottery workers, metal workers,
rnilwaymen. jute workers and employees in match factories. as
well as the student community. the Party's greatest success was in
the Calcutta Port and Dockworkers· Union which was registered
under the Tmdes-Union Act in March 1934, and which ultimately
dedared a strike of dockworkers eight months later.

Work in Northern India
In July 1933, Niharendu paid another visit to Cawnpore to
attend the inaugural conference of a United Provinces branch of
the Party.This branch was placed in the charge of Dr. Mohammed
Ashraf, whose Communist convictions owe their origin-as do
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those of so many others-to the early activities of M. N. Roy's
agents in India. His extremist views were later confirmed by a
prolonged visit to London in 1927, in the course of which he
seems to have come more directly under the influence of both the
Communist Party of Great Britain and of M. N. Roy himself. The
new branch of which he was given command seems to have a
peculiarly barren record of achievement, though it is. of course,
always difficult to assess the influence of a secret pany until
trouble actually breaks out. The inaugural confercncc was
ill-attended. and subsequent efforts to extend activities to 'Other
parts of the province have met with ~ome oppo!'ition and little
apparent success. The old Workers' and Peasants' Party has been
reconstituted. a few l\tudents' union have been formed. some
organisational work has been done amongst tonga drivers. brass
workers and butchers in Moradabad. amongst n1ilway workers in
Lucknow, and also amongst the peasantry in a few pal1!-i of the
province and in the neighbouring Indian States. The Party's
representative!\ have also displayed a recent willingness to
co-operate with both the Congress Socialists and the All-India
Trades-Union Congress whose annual ses!.ion in Cawnporc they
anended in company with Niharendu Dun Mazumdar. Equally
ineffectual was a brdnch of the Pany formed by Karam Singh
Man in the Punjab at about the same time. It survived for a shon
time. but t:ventually merged into the somewhat loosely constructed
association of Communist organisations in that province which
the next chapter will show is under the nominal direction of a
''Communist Board of Contwl", of which Kamm Singh became
the convener. It shoul4 be mentioned, however. that the Punjab'~
branch's leanings were towards the Communist Party of India
rather than the All-India Trades-Union Congres!l.

Overt Communism
Very little was heard of Dutt Mazumdar's doings at the
Cawnpore meeting in December 1933, and it appeared from the
reports of surface ~tivity which were received at the time that he
had been badly snubbed when he asked for a say in the control of
the All-India Trades-Union Congress. His underground efforts,
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however, appear to have been less unsuccessful. He seems to have
impressed not only Rajani Mukherji, but also Charles
Mascarenhas, with the strength of his position. Mascarenhas later
visited Calcutta and, as a result of discussions between the three
of them, a co-operative ··alliance was formed. Doubt was
entertained at the time whether Mazumdar would sitll be able to
play his waiting game; to organise in an open and
semi-constitutional way before showing his real intentions and to
win the confidence of the workers by solid trades-unionist work
rather than cloud their brains (and possibly frighten them as well)
with abstract Communist theory. It seemed that several of those
who had, by this new agreement, placed themselvese under his
wing would be disappointed if he did not provide the fireworks to
which Bengali politicians had become accu~omcQ. These doubts
proved justified, and at the beginning uf 1934 the Paity began to
shed its trades-unionist pretence and to come out more opc:nly as
the advocate of a revolution which should ll'ad to a Workers' and
Peasants' Soviet Republic on Russian lines. A typical example of
this more blatant form of agitation was provided by the
Tollygunge Workers' and Peasants' Conference which was held
under the auspices of a local rice mill workers' union in January
1934. Mazumdar himself hoisted a red flag bearing the emblem of
the hammer and sickle; shouts such as "Workers of the World
Unite" were raised; Russian methods were extolled; :.ind the
workers present were urged to place their union on a "satisfactory
basis". No political programme was given to them,
however-advisedly so it seems.

The Cause of Mazumdar's Downfall
The above example of the quickening of the tempo of
Mazumdar's movement is also illusrrative of another probable
cause for his change of tactics. Not only had the generc1l
Communist renaisscmce which followed the release of the Meerut
prisoners put the strident advocacy of Communist principles at a
premium, but Mazumdar's motives had become the subject of
criticism both in India and at his own headquarters in London. It
was up to him, therefore. to prove his mettle and to set at rest any
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doubts there might be that his Communism was of a mild or
inferior quality. To these causes were later added a feeling of
desperation as he saw that the period of his libeny was drawing to
a close, and the Mazumdar who precipitated the ill-judged
dockworkers' strike in November 1934 was certainly not the
calculating barrister who returned to India in August I 93:' to
complete, in a reasoned and orderly manner. the work which he
had begun in London. His impatience brought hin' into c;ontinual
conflict with authority and considerably hampered the
development of his schemes. In May 1934 h1: wa~ sentenced to
nine months' imprisonment for sedition; he appealed to the High
Court and whill.! still on bail pending the hearing of his appeal. he
wa~ bound down for a year under Section I 07 of the Criminal
Procedure Code; he was one of those arrested and prosecuted in
connection with Mr. Gandhi's visit to Calcutta in July*: he was
~cntenced to a further year's imprisonment for a ~peech which he
delivered in November; he is involved al the time of writing in yet
a third prosecution for sedition: and only now, nine months after
he was first arrested. has the High Com1 rnnfinned the fir~t
..;cntencc passcJ upon him.

Dangers of the Future
The outcome of the dockworkers' strike which Muzumdar
engineered was never in real doubt---thc orthodox trades-unionists
stepped in and the Mrikc collapsed-and it may be said that the
pathetic result of this first real trial of strength augur:; ill for the
future of Communism in Cakutta, a future in whkh Niharendu
Dutt Mazumdar seems designed to play a very minor part. But it
will be well to remember, without giving way to pessimism. that
there are others of Muzumdar's capacity and ability who have
been, and are being, trained to take up the work where he ha~ ll'ft
it, and that, even if only a small percentage of those who arc
recruited in London prove true to their training on their return to
India, their number (and their mental and moral equipment) will
still be adequate to the needs of the Communist situation,
*Vide page 202.
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especially if their petty officers are drawn from amongst those
2,500 detenu.r; who have already received a modicum of
instruction in Bolshevik theory and practice and a good deal of
experience of secret orMnisation on terrorist lines. Those
recruited in London and those in Indian detention camps come
from the same social strata and there are many signs that a
number of the latter have joined hands with the former and are
prepared to make common cause. It has not been possible in a
work of this kind to trace all the complicated connections between
the~c two groups, but the cipher reports, Soumendra Nath
Tagore's activities amongst students, the appearance of one-time
terrorists as collaborators in the formation of the League Against
Gandhism. each possibly of small account in ibelf, are
nevertheless all pointers of the general direc~on. Again. it may be
argued that the hold which Bengali blradralog can obtain over the
large foreign element which goes to the making of "Labour" in
Bengal is negligible; but this is not the lesson which the history of
Gopendra Nath Chakravany, Dharani Goswami and Gopal Basak
has to teach. Nor, for that matter, is an amalgamation of
Mazumdar's Labour Party with the Communist Party of India
beyond the realm of possibility. It is true that the Communist
Party of Great Britain \and, therefore. presumably Moscow) is
mildly displeased with some a'\pects of the Party's activities, and
that Spratt and Mirajkar failed to remove the causes for this
criticism when they were in Calcutta in September last. It is
known, on the other hand, that Mazumdar has accepted the
political thesis of the Communist Party of India* and that the
possibility of removing other differences of opinion is to be
further explored when the opportunity arises. It is known. too,
that the Comintem has been asked to give a clear decision on the
Labour Party's exact position in Indian Communism, and if such a
decision is given, it must naturally include an exposition of the
relative merits of the programmes of each party, which may well
prove to be the basis for a working agreement or even a complete
submergence of mutual differences. What is true of Bengal is also
* Vide pages 191-4 for a working summary of this thesis.
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true. to some extent. of other part!\ of India. In the United
Provinces. for example, the overtures which Dr. Ashr ..tf is making
to the Congress Socialists gives cause for reflection on the
possible results of an alliance between these two groups; so, too.
there is cause for misgiving in the class of Punjabi who has been
attracted fortunately in small numbers at present, to Sak lat vala's
study classes in London and in the effort!\ which one of them
(Karam Sing Man) is making in the direction of a united
movement in the Punjab. Events in Sin!:!aporc and Afghanistan"'
referred to in earlier chapters, and !limilar events m Japan du;·ing
the past three years have pointed the dangers attenJant on
Moscow's present recruiting policy, which i!I clearly calculated to
produce a new class of leaders for the masses. a new hier.m:hy
with inherited traditions of govcmancc behind them. a paradoxical
Communist aristocmcy possessed of all the benefits which .1
western education bestows. The trials and tmuhle!I of the Indian
labourer and the Indian pea~ant are manifold and, given the time
and the energy, such persons \\'tll not find it difficult to devise
way~ of winning not only their confidence hut their blind and
unthinking devotion. even to the extt!nl of bringing them to
subscribe to a programme of the type of Suhhas Bose's in which
the peasants' task is to providt: the ''cannon fodder" for the troops
while the hlwtlra/og voluntl!ers "wreck the civil administration".

*C'f. the activities of the German clique in the latter country.

!Appendix (~
The United National Front
Harry Politt, Rajani Palme Dutt and Ben Bradley

*

The people of India will be shortly called upon to take decisions
of tremendous political importance decisions which will have a
far reaching effect on the whole future of India's struggle for
freedom. The fiftieth session of the Indian Natienal Congress meets
at Faizpur during December at a time when the Government is
taking the final step to impose the new imperialist constitution
upon India despite the overwhelmin_g opposition of the people.
It is in these circumstances that the National Congress meets.
with the heavy responsibility of preparing for the most critical
period in the history of India's struggle. Every endeavour must be
made to ensure that the conclusions of the Congress will give a
powerful impetus to the movement for liberation. How can we
assist in this direction? Our comrades of the Communist Party of
India are facing great odds and working under enormous
difficulties, but nevertheless playing a big part in helping to mould
the great movement of workers, peasants and middle-class in such
a manner that they will be able to deal a smashing blow to
imperialism.
The question of establishing the United National Front in India
is the most vital issue upon which the success of the. future struggle
will depend. The key need remains-the unity ofall anti-imperialist
forces in the common struggle.
At the Lucknow Session the question of Unity was concretely
presented. The launching of this slogan of unity showed the
tremendous feeling and support it was possible to rally behind
•t:or the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Great Britain.
Published in "INPRECORR". Vol. xvi; No. SO, on the 7th November. 1936
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this call. The discussion over the past nine months. and the efforts
made by Congressmen, Congress Socialists and sec1ions of the
Labour movement on the question of the United Front has already
produced a degree of success. We must endeavour to carry the
question from the sphere of discussion to a complete crystallisation
of a United National Front in India. but it is obvious from the
discussions in the press and elsewhere that a number of questiofls
have been raised which must be answered before the road is clear
for the realisation of the united front.
The situation in India is particularly favourable for lhe
organisation of a United Anti-Imperialist Front. There is not a
1.:onforence called by the Congress Socialist Party. trade union. or
peasant organisation without the demand being put forward fr>r
the formation of a common front against imperialism. Steadily
the unification of radical groups is taking place; in the Punjab.
unity between the Kirti Kisan Party. the Radical I .eaguc and the
Socialists; in Bengal. unity between the Labour Party and
Socialists. This, coupled with a number of united front platforms
on a number of particular questions, all show an intense desire to
struggle for unity.
Jawaharlal Nehru's period of office as President of the Indian
National Congress has been marked by his militant campaign
throughout India, the central feature of whic:h has been the call for
the common front against imperialism. Nehru says:
"The essence of the joint Popular Front must he
uncompromising opposition to Imperialism and the strength of
it must inevitably come from the active participation of the
peasantry and workers.··
It is important that we should support his call for the United
Front. What is the main task confronting the Anti-imperialist Front?
The Task is the Liberation of the Indian Pepple and the
introduction of a Democratic Regime.
To achieve success in this task we must be prepared to
collaborate with all possible allies of the revolutionary vanguard
in the struggle for national liberation and for the democratic rights
of the people. It must be possible for any one who hates foreign
oppression, who sympathises with the suffering of the people, to
find a place for himself in this struggle.
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We welcome the call of our Indian comrades in their official
organ of the C.P.I. where they say:
"It is the duty of Indian Communists today to come out as
the organisers of the broadest possible Anti-imperialist United
front."
The unification of the anti-imperialist forces will obviously start
from the organisations already existing the Indian National
Congress, the Congress Socialist Party. the Co•nmunist Party. the
two All India Trade Union Centres, Student and other radical
organisations. The drawing together of these organisations and
groups would give a tremendous impetus to the mass movement.
The fact that the main task of the United Anti-Imperialist Front is
the liberation of the country and the National regeneration of the
great Indian people, would draw in with the Congress, the Indian
middle classes alongside the great masses of workers and peasants.
Thus creating a real mass United National Front against British
Imperialism. '
Every endeavour must be made to make the Indian National
Congress the pivot of the United National Front. We have not yet
succeeded in winning collective affiliation of the anti-imperialist
and mass organisations to the Congress. Nevertheless the National
Congress is the principal existing mass organisation of clements
seeking National liberation. It is in these circumstances that the
National Congress can play a tremendous part in the realisation of
the United Front.
We must be clear, however, in order to carry out the United
Anti-Imperialist Front in practice that there must be no idea lurking
in the minds of any of the participants that they have the right to
exploit the United Front; or that one or other of the participants
must win at the expense of the other. All participating in the United
Front must accept the right of freedom of propaganda and the right
of each to defend their own point of view. The Communists will
be the first to enter into any agreement so long as it means
strengthening the anti-imperialist struggle. The aim of the
Communists in the United Anti-Imperialist Front will be success,
not to one party, but to the millions oflndian people in their struggle
for liberation.
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What is the slogan which will generalise the struggle at the
present stage? We are on the eve of the introduction of the New
Constitution. For the past ten years the question of the Constitution
has been continuously on the order of the day. From the period of
the boycott of the Simon Commission in 1927. followed by the
Civil Disobedience Movement. this struggle was conducted against
the proposed slave Constitution. This Constitution is now bemg
imposed. In the present stage therefore, the struggle against the
Constitution imposed upon the people by Dritis~ Imperialism,
means a struggle for Democracy which docs not exist in India and
will not be given through the new Constitution. The main general
slogan therefore for this National United Front should be for a
Constituent Assembly.
Does this fight for the Constituent Assembly and for democracy
mean, as has been suggested in some quarters, that the slogan for
Soviets and for Socialism is reduced to mere words? On the
contrary to suggest such an opposition is to fail to see the real
development of the struggle. In the words of Jawaharlal Nehru
.. there can be no Socialism without National Liberation.''
The first task that faces us all is this liberation of India from
foreign imperialist domination and the establishment ofelementary
democracy. This task is expressed in the slogan of the Constituent
Assembly. But precisely this fight draws the mass into political
awakening and activity; it can only be won by the widest
mobilisation ofthe workers and the peasants; and this development
of the struggle opens the way for the further activity of the masses.
for the advance to the higher form of democracy. or Soviet
Democracy, and to Socialism.
But while this is the immediate question we must continue our
unswerving loyalty to Socialism during this period, developing
the struggle for Socialism, organising the struggles of the workingclass in their daily economic and class interests. It is obligatory
upon Communists and Socialists consistently to carry this task on
during the struggle for freedom; it is in this way that the soil must
be prepared for the ultimate struggle for the socialist order.
There can be no question of substituting the slogan ofConstituent
Assembly for the slogan of Soviet Power. It was Roy who advanced
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the slogan of Constituent Assembly against Soviets, against
revolution. From his many declarations. including the one to the
Calcutta session of the T.U.C. in 1931. it is clear that he put forward
the Constituent Assembly. as an anti-revolutionary slogan. On the
other hand during that period our comrades were unable to combine
their agitation for Constituent Assembly with the agitation for
Soviets. We would emphasise that there is no contradiction between
the slogan for Constituent Assembly and the agitation for Soviets.
This is clearly appreciated by our comrades who have dealt with
this question in issue 9 of "'The Communist"-the organ of the
C.P.I. in an article ..Anti-Imperialist United Front is not Royism.''
They show how Roy counterposes the slogan of Constituent
Assembly to Soviets instead of counterposing it to the present slave
Constitution, raising the illusion that the9Constituent Assembly
can fulfil the tasks of the Soviets .
.. Comrades Dutt and Bradley formulate the Constituent
Assembly as the United Front slogan which can immediately unite
all Progressive Political Forces in the country, on a common
platform in the fight against the Constitution. This fight. they make
quite clear must not be a mere verbal denunciation of the
constitution in legislatures but simultaneous mass action outside
the legislatures also. They never rai.ve the illusion that Ccm.\·tituent

A.v.vemhly can.fulfil the ta.vk.v ofSoviets."
It is correct to say that the demand for a democratic system and
a Constituent Assembly will remain a mere phrase ifit is not closely
linked up with the daily economic struggle of the masses and the
struggle for democratic rights of the people. With the acceptance
by the United National Front of a concrete and precise programme
of demands for the broad mass of workers, peasants and middle
class. a programme, upon which the strength of the United Front
will be built, it is inevitable that the main strength of the United
Front must come from the active participation of workers, peasants
and middle class.
It will be possible to draw together the tremendous forces of
the people for the great struggle for complete liberation if we are
able to relate the daily struggle for democratic rights of the people.
1n a country where the people are under the arbitrary and coercive
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suppression of a Government an important bas:s is provided for
the movement to struggle to win one democratic right after another.
If we are able to relate the small, separate struggles a!!ainst all
forms of imperialist oppression with the demands for the
withdrawal of Criminat Law Amendment Act. against suppression
cf Press, Assembly and organisation, against the disfranchisement
of 87 per cent of the population, then the question of the whole
struggle for democratic regime, the Constituent Assembly and the
withdrawal of the slave Constitution. wi II become clear to the great
majority of the population.
The mass character of the movement is the chief basis for without
the masses there cannot be victory. It will be necessary to place in
the forefront a precise programme of immediate and vital demands
of workers, peasants and middle classes.
The most urgent and vital need for India today is the
establishment of the United National Front. We foel that the
overwhelming majority of the people of India could agree to the
outline we have given abow, Congressmen, Congress socialists.
trade unionists, and middle classes. Agreement on the basis of the
United National Front in India and the slogan of the Constituent
Assembly against the "lave Constitution could sweep the Faizpur
session of the National Congress making it the most momentous
in the history of India's struggle for liberation. We arc confident
that our comrades in India with all genuine anti-imperialist sectiol's.
will strive to achieve this object at Faizpur.
The Faizpur session of the National Congress will have the task
of finalising its preparations for the elections under the new
Constitution. In August the Working Committee and the A.1.C.C.
of the National Congress issued its Election Manifesto. It was
hailed as an inspiring documents, while the Congress Socialists
declared that the Election Manifesto was a ••heartening call to
action" and stated that it was a "bold and brilliant document." We
feel that while the manifesto reiterates India's unconquerable desire
for independence and reaffirms her determination to win it, while
the manifesto calls for a clear rejection of the new Constitution.
its opposition to war and the need for a visorous campaign among
the masses out~ide the Legislature nevertheless it still talks of
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peaceful f11ass action and the encouragement of village industries.
The manifesto would have done well clearly to fonnulate a precise
programllie of demands on behalf of the workers and peasants.
and to have stated its po~tion on the question of taking office
under the new Constitution.
Our comrades can do much to strengthen the manifesto and
obtain a clear announcement on these questions at Faizpur. On the
question of the suggestion that freedom can be achieved by peaceful
mass action we may have to reconsider our attitude. As
Communists we can never agree to the preaching of Gandhism
which seeks to restrict the struggle for freedom to non-violent
passive resistance, and not, as Jawaharlal Nehru thinks, [see his
autobiography, p.407] because the communists want to apply their
philosophy blindfold and without due reganito facts and condition.
On the contrary, adherence lo Marxism-Leninism obliges us to
take into account the concrete situation and national pecu/iaritie.11.
It is precisely-ihe Bolsheviks, wh.o for years carried on a struggle
against the Russian Mensheviks and European Social Democrats.
who wanted to make all revolutions to the same pattern. Lenin
Wrote:
··our European philistines do not dream that the future
revolution in the countries of the East. which are immeasurably
more richly populated and which are immeasurably more
outstanding for their varied social conditions, will undoubtedly
be more original than the Russian Revolution .•,
The opinion is usually currentthat it is either non-violent passive
resistance or violence, no third way exists. It is thought that once
the Communists are against limiting the peoples' struggle with
non-violent resistance they are for these very reasons always and
every where for the application of violence. There can be nothing
further from the truth.
What is of utmost importance to us is that the struggle of the
masses should not stop at passive resistance, that these struggles
should pass over from lower forms to higher, more active and
effective forms-from boycott to mass demonstrations, from
demonstrations to strikes, from strikes to mass action, by the
people. Whether these struggles of the masses of the people for
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liberation will lead to a violent clash of the people with their
oppressors-and where and when-depends not w much upon u.1
11or upon the masse!J' ofthe people ofIndia as upon the Jmperiali.11
Oppressors. ·
The main features in the election Manifesto of the National
Congress is that the Congress recognises ••for the fight for
independence a Joint front is necessary." and that the slogan for a
Constituent Assembly is concretely placed against the slave
Constitution.
The task confronting us at Faizpur must be to lay the foundation
of a United National Front for India taking the general rallying
slogan of Constituent Assembly. To fight for the acceptance of a
stronger Election Manifesto avoiding any tendency to split,
stressing the urgency of the united National Front in India, at the
same time clarifying the main issues, including a precise charter
of fundamental demands for workers, peasants and middle-classes,
keeping in the centre the struggle for the Constituent Assembly, a
fighting manifesto around which mass support could be rallied
because the masses would see clearly that issues vital to them
were in the forefront. On the basis of such manifesto a countrywide campaign could be waged, mobilising mass forces to smash
the slave constitution. for the ending of passivity, driving forward
for the final offensive against British Imperialism and for the
complete Independence of India.
Harry Politt,
R.P. Dutt,
Ben Bradley,
For the Central Committee of
The Communist Party of Great Britain

IAppendix (vi) I
Indian Situation :
Post-Meerut Conspiracy Case
(*At the 011tst't of this re110r1 the Intelligence 811rea11 of the Home /)epartmt•nr.
Government of Brili.th lndici, tried 10 justify the Meerrd Con.t11irac.\' Ctue witlr
t/rf' ob.ter"atwn tlmt : "thf' removcrl of tlrf' thirty lt'adi11g Ccm11m1111.tt agittdol"s

from tllt' 110/itiml art'nll wm immf'tliately followed by a 111t1rked i111111m·1•111ent

in thf' indmtrial .titucuion. There rnn ht' no doubt whatsoew~r that tire t11Test.~
t1nrl sc:arrhf'.t whirh led up t" thf' Meer11t Con.tpiraC\' mst• 11/cw1•d tht•
c111tlwrities in " ct11111nandin1: 1msititm and creatrd a rnc1mm in tire le11clf'r.thi11
of the movement which was filled by very injerior 111e1tt•ria/". Thi:J obsel"wllicm
wa.\· far from true. This replJrl itself will bear tesJJmony to t/11• .fat'I that tlii.\
ob.terve11ion \l'as at·tually " reflrc:ti"n of frultratim1 of the /ntelliRrm·e Burc•1111
of tire Home Depcll'lment, Governmt'nt of lndill, m Meernt Consp1ran rnst•
mllde 1l1e lndicin Communists well-known, 1111tionully mu/ imtnwtirmally.
wepc1rin1: grou~cl for e.,;pcin.tian of Ccm1111uni.tl movement i11 lmlit1 am/
immensely hel11ecl the lnclicm CtJ111n11111i.tt.~ to mobili:e intertuitimwl .\11/1/'°'·t
cmcl .wlidarity in their fight t11:c1inst Briti.fh /111/1t'rialis111. J

A Blow at Communism
If funher justification is required for th~ institution of what was to
prove an extremely wearisome and protracted criminal case, it is
to be found in the fact that the removal of the thiny leading
Communist agitators from the pol:tical arena was immediately
followed hy marked improvement in the industrial situation.
There can be no doubt whatsoever that the arrests and searches
which led up to the Meerut Conspiracy case placed the authorities
in a commanding position and created a vacuum in the leadership
of the movement which was filled by very inferior material. Those
whom force of circumstances pressed to the top were possessed of
an organizational capacity. an honesty of purpose, and a mental
calibre very much below that with which most of the Mccrut

a

facerpts from : "INDIA AND COMMUNISM"", Compiled in the
lntelligenL-e Bureau, Home Department. Government 01 India. 1933. Revi'icd
up to 1st January, 1935 pages 158 - 210.
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prisoners were endowed. There were many to claim that the
mentle of Spratt had fallen upon them. but none whom it fitted or
became. ln the face of the rivalries and petty squabbling which
this state of affairs brought about, and in spite of exhonations
from Moscow itself to establish an "Indian Soviet Republic" and
to organize for the "approaching gigantic revolutionary fights",
the Communist Party of India (or, it would be more correct to ~ay,
the various Communist organizations in India which Spratt had
temporarily welded together) have not as yet hcen able to recover
even a tithe of the power and prestige wlud1 belonged l'\> the
followers of Moscow's doctrines prior to March 1929. It was
some time, indeed, before those who were left behind did any
thing at all towards rebuilding the system which had been the
result of months of unremitting toil by capable and experienced
workers, and which had been shattered by the seizure of all the
important records prior to the Mcerut case. Had merely the
leaders been removed and the system remained intact, the Party
might still have done much harm. As things turned out a
prominent Calcutta Communi~t was forced to admit that "from
June 1929 i·> October 1929 the time was wry bad with u~". In
actual fact, the only pr.ictical event of any imponance during the"
last nine months ·of ! 929 was a short-lived strike in the Bombay
textile mills which tt.e Gimi Kamxar Union brought about at thl"'
end of April.

A Peaceful Year
The institution of the Meea ut ca~ was followed, therefore. by a
spell of comparative freedom from both constructive
reorganisation of Communist institutions and destructive meddling
in labour affairs, and a period of industrial peace prevailed which
seemed the greater by contrast with the serious unrest which had
gone before. The passage of the Trades' Disputes Act through the
Assembly served as something· of a detenent to those who sought
to exploit industrial disputes, and the Public Safety Ordinance
(while it lasted) ga·ve pause to Moscow seriously to consider the
expediency of sending foreign agents to India to take the places of
Spratt and Bradley. Moreover, the inevitable revelations of police
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methods of counter-attack, which were made in the course of
evidence in open court at Meerut, showed Communists in India
and abroad that their system of communication with each other
needed some modification: These problems and others attendant
on them needed serious thought and study by leading
Communists, and to the various impediments to successful
reorganization mentioned above there was added another-the
lack of outside direction.

The Nagpur Congress and After
Towards the close of 1929. however, the first signs of a
possible recrudescence of Communist activity were noticed. The
shadow of Meerut had by this time grown less opaque: the Public.
Safety Ordinance had been withClrawn in.response to so-called
"popular" clamour; and closer acquaintance with the Trades'
Disputes Act had shown that it was less fearsome in operation
than from its form appeared. At the annual session of the
All-India Trades Union Congress, held at Nagpur in December
1929, therefore, speeches were made and resolutions passed
which made it very clear that Communism was still a living force
in India. The Pan-P.dcific Trades-Union Secretariat, the Workers'
Welfare League of India, and the League Against
Imperialism-al1 three Communist organisations--made further
bids for the allegiance of the Congress, and the two latter were in
some measure successful. Though the Congress was sharply
divided on the question of Communism, enough was said there to
show that the harvest sown by Spratt and his colleagues at Jharia
a year earlier was ripening, and that this professedly
trades-unionist body was rapidly and surely passing under the
control of Moscow. The formation of most of the saner elements
into a rival organization, known as the Trades-Union Federation
gave a still freer hand to the Communist element. Encouraged by
all this, the Commumst Party of India again began to rear its
head, under the guidance mainly of S.V.Deshpande and Mrs.
Suhasini Nambiar in Bombay and Abdul Halim in Calcutta. Early
in February 1930, there began a widespread strike on the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway. There is no evidence that the
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Communists were directly responsible for this strike. but they
undoubtedly encouraged it and spared no pains to fo1:ter the spirit
of unrest which it called forth. Shortly afterwards, a serious riot
occurred in Calcutta, a.' a direct result of Commumst incitement
of the local bullock-can drivers against new legislation which
affected them. This was later acclaimed by the official Communist
press as the first ·•barricade street fight with the police in lndia''which indeed it was.

Civil Disobedience as Moscow's Opportunity
Though Moscow's attitude towards Mr. Gandhi and the
Congress ha'i latterly been one of unremitting and continuous
hostility, there is no doubt that Communists, both in India and
. ahroad. watched the first civil disobedience movement with
constant interest in order thal they might usurp control of 1he
resultant situation so soon as it had sufficiently matured to meet
their ends. It is very much of a moot point whether they ~ould ever
have done so with the limited resources at their dispornl, but the
fact remains that their progmmme in 1930 was to conduct
intensive paupaganda ,1mongst the peasants, the transport and
metal workers and the troops: to form, arm and train hodie-; of
young worker-; to n::s1st the attacks of the police and to destroy
capitalist buildings when the opportunity arose; and to win over to
their side the existing youth organizations in the country. This
programme was to be carried out in preparation for the day when
the situation which the Congrc.ss was creating should pass beyond
Mr. Gandhi's control. as it had done once before in 1922. It would
then be the duty of the Indian Communists to see that the
revolutionary heat engendered did not subsi~e; it must be
increased and used for other purposes. It is not without
significance that in three outstanding callies in which the civil
disobedience movement broug~t serious disorders in its train-in
Sholapur, in Kishoreganj and in Buldana-no trace of Communist
complicity was di!\Cemible. In each case. however, Moscow's
official propagandi!>ts misled possibly by advices from Indian
Communists, claimed the riots which occurred as a success on the
part of the Communist Party of India.
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S. V. Deshpande's Downfall
As time went by, the Communists in India seemed to be
growing more and more impotent. Many of the leaders (including
S. V. Deshpande and Abdul Halim) served short tenns of
imprisonment on one charge or another and. on return. showed a
marked inclination to keep within the law and to do no more than
was necessary to retain their nominal leadership. Of Halim it was
written by a member of his party that, ''none knows why he docs
not work hard for his principles and in the masses; when he is
asked to work he replies that he has no funds''. By the ~nd of
1930, Deshpande had drifted from a proposal to start an "All
India Communist Party" to the formation of an Indian branch of
the League Against Imperialism and a Marxian Students· Cluh.
none of which ventures proved a suc~ss. His papers. the
Worker.\"' Weekly and the Krallti, both published along with
numerous pamphlets in Bombay, contained more of vagul'
fulminations ttym of tangible revolutionary schemes. As secretary
of the All-India Tmdes-Union Congress. the Communist wing of
the original organization of that name which had split at Nagpur
in 1929, he incurred considerable unpopularity hy his decision not
to hold the annual session in Bombay in February 193 I as had
been arranged. It was eventually held in Calcutta in the following
July and the proceedings confirmed Deshpandc's worst fear!'. that
he might be thrown out of power. The Congress broke up in
disorder: Deshpande's party left the meeting; and each sidt>
thereafter claimed to he the All-India Trades-Union Congress and
elected its 0wn office-bearers*. This disorderly session came as a
suitable climax to all the disruptive tendencies which had been at
work since March 1929 and which had spin the Communist
movement in India into numerous small units. each at slight
variance with the other and many claiming direct descent from the
All-India Workers' and Pea~ants' Party and direct relations with
the Communist International. (It will serve no useful purpose to
give the names of even a few of the most important, for the
"' Dcshpande's group has subsequently come to be known as the "R"-d"
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groupings changed with such rapidity that names meant little of
nothing). Which, if any, was entitled to the latter claim, it is
difficult to say. The probability is that the Comimern. wise by
past experience, welcomed all but bound itself to none; for there is
no doubt that Moscow still hopes to be able to provide the
cohesive influence which will again mould many of these warring
groups into one dangerous and formidable entity.

M. N. Roy's Reappearance
Chief amongst the rival panies was one ~pon!-iored by M. N.
Roy. whose reappeardnce on the scene Moscow can hardly have
welcomed. Chapter 13 spoke of the wane of Roy'!\ influence at
headquarters, and it will be convenient here to summarize his
history in the years which immediately followed his fall from
grace. After his removal from the Executive Committee of the
Communist International in 1928. us a re1'ult of frequent quarrels
with Zinoviev. and his subsequent expulsion from memhership uf
the International in 1929. Roy determined that he would build up
a party of his own which would attempt to capture the Indian
Communist movt:ment and enable him to make his own terms with
the Mo'icow leaders. Hi1' first move in this endeavour wus to join
the Brandler Thalheimer Communi1't Oppo!>ition Group in
Gennany, a party of no great innucncc either in numbers or
wealth. but of sufficient imponanct: to give him at least an official
standing. Rallying round him in Berlin a fow Indian enthusiasts in
an abortive attempt to stan a Berlin branch of the Indian National
Congress, he sent two of tht!m, Tayab Ali Shaikh and Sundar
Kabadi, to India in the summer of 19.10 as his advance agents.
They took with them a manifesto addressed tu the "Revolutionary
Vanguard of the Toiling Masses of India", in which Roy made
clear his disagreement with the policy of the ·•official" Communist
Party, which, in his view, had been drifting further and further·
away from the ideals of Lenin. "While rejecting the discredited
road of formal parJiamentury democracy", a part of it ran. "the
Communist Party cannot advocate that India will immediately be
a Soviet Republic. That will be running after a Utopia. The Soviet
State is the organ of the dictatorship of the proletariat. The·
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conditions in India are not at all ripe for such a State. The
revolutionary State must be based upon all the oppressed and
exploited classes .... The task of the pioneer group is to get in
touch with all concerned with the interests of the toiling masses
and with those sympathetic to Communism. The workers
becoming class-conscious cannot be expected to join the
Communist Pany if it is organized only with a maximum
programme which appears to have little relation to prevailing
conditions. They must be shown that the solution of the problems
actually before them, concerning the minimum demands of the
toiling masses. come within the purview of the Communist Pany.
There is no other way to free an essentially revolutionary
movement for national independence from leadership of the
bmtr1-:eoisi<• ... In India the way to Commuriism lies through the
national revolution .... To this end it (the Communist Puny) must
work through the national mass organisations-the National
Congress, Youth l...t!agues. Students' Organizations and volunteer
corps". Roy was right. hut it was no mere coincidence that the
Mt..-erut accused invariably referred to "our ex-comrade Roy"
from then onwards.

The Reception of Roy's Doctrines
The dissemination in India of propaganda on these lines by
Roy's agents very quickly had its effect on a movement which had
by no means recovered from effects of the Meerut case. and. in an
incredibly shon space of time. Roy's two lieutenants advanced by
a series of bounds from one vantage point to another, from the
Congress in Bombay through the Youth League to the Gimi
kamgar Union, which they captured early in 19~ I to the extreme
discomfiture of S. V. Deahpande, the head of the "official"
Communist Pany, whose preserve it had been thitheno.
Deshpande's position was still funher embarrassed by the
surreptitious arrival in December 1930 of M. N. Roy himself.
travelling from Germany on a stolen passport. Working from
behind the scenes, he succeeded in circulating an amazing amount
of literature. including his new organ. the Masses, the counterpart
of his earlier production, The Ma.ue.11 of /11dia, which figured in
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the As~mbly Letter. A new progrclmme issued by Roy differed
but little from his earlier pronouncements with the important
exception that it was couched in somewhat more moderate terms,
its phraseology · heing such as to frighten neither constitutional
trades-unionists nor those advocates of peasant refnnn who hold
the methods of Moscow in abhorrence. In the field of
trades-unionism Roy encountered not inconsiderable difficulties.
These was no longer the same inflammable material to hand as
had existed at an earlier perioc..I, and what there was ot a
trades-umon movement in India was in moderate hands, while fhc
workers as a whole had learnt by bitter experience to view the
intentions of new-comers with considerable suspicion. Roy.
however, was no shirker and there is no doubt that he set his hand
most l.!nergctically to the performance of that part of his task
which centered in the combination and penetration of the mnsr
virile trades-union organizations.

Introspective Criticism
An appreciation of the situation by M. N. Roy which appearcJ
m <iel(ell dm Strom, the organ of the German Communist
Opposition, on the 14th Ft:bmary IQ.31 is of interest-the more so
because it i:-i a shr~wc..I appreciation of things as they really were.
In the course of his article Roy said that. dc:o,pitc the cl;.1ims of the
Communist lntemational, very little progress had been mac.le with
the organization of a Communist Party of India. The ultra-11.!ft
tactics which had been employed c..luring the past two year:-i hac..I
destroyed many of the mass organizations which had been built up
under Communist leadership. The Gimi Kmngar Union's
membership had fallen from 80,000 to I ,(>00; other .trades-unions
were in similar case. The ..official" Communists were as generals
without an ~my; by faulty leadership they had thorot.ghly
disorgani1.ed and demoralized su<;h following as had been theirs.
He had, therefore, considered it his duty to issue a manifesto
setting forth a platform. He did not propose the organization of a
second Communilit Party independent of the Communist
International as he believed that the Communist Party of India
must be a section of the Communist International; but such a
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party could never be built up as a mass organization unless it
abandoned the false line of action recommended by Zinoviev and
adopted by the present Communist International. In reporting to
the Gennan Communist Qpposition leaders Roy stated that the
"official" Communist Party counted for nothing in India and did
not exist outside Bombay and Calcutta. It was composed of
~tudents and was more in the nature of a study group. In only one
union of milwaymen had it any influence. It advocated a generally
1.'0rrect agrarian programme but could accomplish nothing
practical having: no connection with the village!\. What it had
organizationally had been completely won over by his own party.

More Widespread Efforts
Having secured a sub'itantial footing ia Bomhay, Roy mrned
hii. attention elsewhere. and the month of March 1931 saw him
touring the United Provinces prior to proceeding to Karachi hl
~attend. at Jawahar Lal Nehru's •nvitation. the annual ,c,s1nn of
the Indian National Congress at the end of the ml•nth. Cit is of no
~mall importance that the "Declaration of Fundamental Right, .. '
of which the Karachi Congress approved at Nehru's instance j, in
i.omc rcspt!cts, the minimum progmmme which Roy had
advocated in Bomhay a few weeks previoui,;ly l. His efforts in the
l lnitcd Provinces were attended with a considerable mcasun: of
success, and it is arguable that it was the effects of the spadework
which Roy put in both before and after his visit to Kamch1. that
decided Nehru to launch his ''no-tax" compaign at the end of
November 1931. Although it is impossible to say, even after thi..;
lapse of time how far Roy succeeded in impregnating Congress
workers in the affected area with his views. it is known that he
wa!\ behind the Central Peasants" League which was working on
lin~s parallel to those of the Congress and that the League's efforts
were attended with a considerable mea-.ure of success in cenain
parts of the province. It is certainly a fact that the newly fonned
Congress Socialist Party is stronger in the United Provinces than
"AppenJh IV.
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anywhere else, and I shall come later to the kinship of the
Congress Socialist Pany with Roy's organizatinn. In the
Revolutionary Age of New York, Roy wrote in April 1931: "All
the political activities of the country are taking place on the
background of a severe agmrian crisis which is driving the
peasant masses to revolt. The Congress utilized this factor as the
decisive weapon in its bargain with imperialism. Having made the
compromise, it wanted to check the peasant revolt. Indeed, fear of
the menacing forces of peasant revolt ohligoo the Congress to ~eek
compromise with imperialism on the tcnm of complete
capitulation. The peasant revolt. how~ver. i~ not to be contmlled.
It still develops under the flag of the Congress. hut defies all its
frantic efforts to keep it under control. We art' taking advantage of
this tran~ition stage for capturing the leadership of 1-ht: movement.
Active leaders in the villages still remain faithful Congressmen
but are driven by circumstances to disregard the ideology and
policy of the Congress. They were all confusL·d when the Congress
called off the "no-tax.. campaign. In view of the 1.:ondilion of the
peasantry. they know that the movement cannot he call~d off.
Still. they are not yet ready to revolt against the Congress
leadership. We have, therefore. provided them with a programme
of immediate action which does not directly l'onllict with the
Congres~ policy; but it is sure to intcn~ify da~:. stmgglc in the
villages. The result will be that those working on the spot will he
forced to break away from the Congres~ leadership Jnlc~s they
prefer lo oppose the peasant~ openly. which they will not dare to
do". This can only refer to the United Provinces.
It is interesting to observe in this connexion that Kandalkar.
one of the leaders of the Bombay section of Roy\ party, wrote to
his friend~ in Germany in December 1932, that. "there is a
growing disillusionment amongst the rank and file of the
Congress. We are making all ~fforts to intensify this discontent
and to lead it into fruitful channels". The re~ults of the~ efforts
are perhaps, less '_apparent in Bombay than in tht! United
Provinces. but it must not be forgotten that the Congress
Socialists are at present an army without a leader.
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Roy's Failure in the Punjab
In the Punjab, Roy met with no success and his overtures
elicited a point-blank refusal of co-operation with his party. But
the failure of Roy's effort~ in this direction must be attributed
more to his own arrest than to anything else. Had he had time to
do so, he would undoubtedly have returned to the attack and have
endeavoured to penetrate th~ Kirti-Kisan Organization, whose
Communist proclivities are deah with in a later chapter. As it
was, he made efforts to capture hy devious means another Punjabi
revolutionary organization which was ready to hand-the Nau
Je1wu11 Blwmt St1blw. Essentially an Upper India growth which
has failed to take root in down-country places where attempts
have been made to plant it. the Sabha is a Communist
organization in all but name. hs emhlem~are the hammer and
sickle, its preaching are but a slightly diluted form of Bolshevism
and its connexion with the openly Communist Kirti-Kilwz Sabha
is no longer a matter for surmise. .

Roy's Arrest and Conviction
Roy did not himsdf go to Calcutta but he attempted through
his agents. whose number had hy that time been considembly
augmented. to capture the All-India Trades-Union Congress
which was in session there in July 1931. His party secured the
valuable support of Suhhas Chandni Bose. the President, and
succeeded in carrying the day against S. V. Deshpande, whose
disgruntled departure from the meeting has already been
mentioned. Roy then decided to incorporate the story of his
victory in a sort of valentine with which to woo the legitimate
trades-unionists who, since the Nagpur Congress in 1929, had
been building up the All-India Trndes-Union Fedemtion and the
All-India Railwaymen's Federation. After the meeting, the general
secretary elected by Roy's majority group issued a statement to
the effect that, a.~ the ultra-left group which had provoked the split
at Nagpur in 1929 had now been driven out there was no longer
any reason why the unions which had seceded at Nagpur should
not return to the fold and thcrehy remove ''the last obstacle in the
way of unity". "The All-India Tntdes-Union Congress", the
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statement proceeded "should not officially be bound by any shade
of political opinion. Its members collectively and individually
shall have the freedom to hold any political view or belong to any
political party, so long as they accept the basic principles of
trades-unionism". Shortly after this appeal was is-;ued. Roy's
whereabouts were at last discovered and he was arrested by the
Bombay police prosecuted in Cawnporc in the original
Communist conspiracy case ( 1924), and sentenced on the 9th
January 1932 to twelve years' transportation. (The sentence was
reduced on appeal to one of six years' rigorous imprisonment.)
There is no gainsaying the fact that in the seven months during
which he was at large in India, Roy did very consider.ible
mischief. despite the fact that the police were continually hot on
his heels. His doctrines gained many adherents in Bombay and the .
United Provinces, and at a later date also in Calcutta and its
environs. He made serious and by no means unsuccessful
endeavours to impregnate the Congress with his views and was
received, and well received, by several of the Congress leaders in
different parts of India. Even Mr. Gandhi wa" aware of his
presence in the Congrc~.s panda/ at Karc1chi. Judged from the
intellectual standpoint, Roy. ever a realist, stands out head and
shoulders above all other Indian Communist leaders with the
possible exception of Dr. G. M. Adhikari. and his continuous
exhonations to ··eschew the disastrous ultrc1-lefl policy" were
calculated in the end to win over many more adherents to
Communism than Deshpande's vaporous thundering could ever
have done. His conviction removed from the political arena a
dangerous enemy of capitalism, landlordism and imperialism, and
struck another blow at Indian Communism general.ly from which
it is only now recovering.

The Effect of Roy's Removal.
Roy's entourage, important additions to which were Maniben

Kara, a Municipal Cquncillor of Bombay, Kunwar Brajesh Singh
Lal of Kalakankar. Jotyendra Kumar Banerji, Charles
Mascarenhas and Rajani Mukharji, continued for a time their
previous activities in selected areas on the lines laid down by the
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master both before and after his arrest (for Roy's incarceration did
not, unfortunately. put an end to his literary efforts); but the work
of all his adherents gradually lost its former virility, and within a
year of Roy's conviction. ··.the party which his enthusiasm and
energy had so speedily built up had lost much of its power and
prestige. By the end of 1932, Tayab Ali Shaikh. Charles
Mascarenhas, Maniben Kara. and a number of other important
Bombay leaders had been convicted for specific offenses; R. S.
Ruikar, the President of the majority group of the All-India
Trades-Union Congress had been sentenced to two years' rigorous
imprisopment in Nagpur; Sundar Kabadi and Bmjesh Singh had
left for Europe. the former apparently a deserter from the cause
and the latter for reasons unknown but not, it would seem. enl1rely
connected with the party's work; and J. K. ianerji secured a false
passport and followed them early in 1933. The conduct of
negotiations in favour of trades-union unity fell into other more
moderate hands and eventually petered out in Madras in July
1932. It seems improbable al the time of writing that a stable
platform on which all parties can unite will ever be built from the
wreckage of past attempts.

The Comintern's Designs
Although the difficulties against which the ..official''
Communists had to contend during these three years proved an
insuperable obstacle on the road to successful reorganization, yet
no history of the period in question would be complete which did
not include a brief summary of Moscow's intentions with regard
to India. In December 1930 there appeared, first in the
lmernutional Press Correspondence, the official organ of the
Communist International. and later in the London Daily Worker
and th~ Moscow Pravda, a thesis on Indian Communism entitled
"Draft Platform of Action of the Communist Party of India". It
was later translated into Urdu and a number of copies were found
secreted on lhe person of a British Communist who was searched
at Harwich on his return from Moscow. A reprint made in
Bombay was widely circulated at the Karachi Congress in March
1931 and yet another reprint was made in Berlin later in the same
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year. Of its wide circulation throughout India there is not the
slightest doubt, for numerous and various copies t,ave been
discovered in many different parts of the country since its first
appearance.

"Draft Platform of Action for India"
After a vigorous denunciation of Gandhism and the Indian
National Congress, this document advanced the following as the
main task~ of the Indian Communist Party:--"1. The complete independence of India hy the viol~nt
overthrow of Briti~h rule. The c.:ancellation of all
debts. The confiscation and nationalization of all
British factories. banks, railways, ~ea and river
transport, and plantations.
2. The establishment of a Soviet government. The
realization of the right of national minorities to
self-determination including separation. 'fht!
abolition of the Native States. The crcaticn of an
Indian Federal Workers' and Pcasams' Soviet
Republic .
.3. The confiscation, without compensation, of all lands,
forests and other property of the landlords, ruling
princes, churches, the British Government, offo.:ials
and moneylenders, and the handing of them over for
use by the toiling peasantry. The ram.:cllation c1f
slave agreement~. and all indebtedness of the
peasantry to money.lenders and banks.
4. The eight-hour working-day and the radical
improvement of conditions of labour. An increase in
wages and State maintenance for the unemployed."
There followed the assertion that the Communist Party of India
considered the sole means of winning independence to be "a
general national armed insurrection against the British exploiters",
and the "Platform" then proceeded to enunciate a serit:s of tactical
and strategical principles, e.g.. that individual acts of terrorism
would not achieve the emancipation of India or '"revolutionary
armed insurrection of the widest possible masses'': that the most
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dangerous obstacle to the victory of the Revolution was the ..left"
element in the Indian National Congress-Jawahar Lal Nehru.
Subhas Bose, etc.; and that a ruthless war must be waged on the
left national refonnists. The recital of a number of extravagant
"demands" then followed. including the ..spreading of
revolutionary propaganda among the soldiers and police". and the
thesis concluded with a statement to the effect that the Communist
Party of India regarded itself as a section of the Communist
International. The full text of this remarkable document is printed
as an appendix..*

Communist Propaganda Abroad
This programme formed the ba~is of a steady and very
ex.pensive stream of Communist propaganda on the subject of
India during the next two years. It is impossible. within the limited
compa~s at my disposal, to deal in detail with this propaganda, on
which was spent, after Roy was deposed, the bulk of the funds
allotted to the Eastern Secretariat for Indian work. Such
expressions as, "The workers and peasants will advance to the
establishment of a Soviet India", ··Demand the withdrawal of the
troops and fight for a free independent India". "Young soldiers
and sailors! Learn to use your rifles in order to tum them against
the bourgeoi.vie!", or "Indian soldiers! Prepare to hoist, when the
time is ripe, the banner of armed insurrection, and fight shoulder
to shoulder with the toiling masses, to overthrow British
lmperiali~m"-were of all too frequent occurrence and clearly
showed where Moscow's thoughts were hovering. Although
Moscow's meddling was not nearly so apparent in all this welter
of words as it had been before the signing of the Anglo-Soviet
Tnide Agreement in October 1929, yet the Comintem still
contrived to accomplish its work through its paid handmaidens,
who affected to be independent of the control of their Muscovite
masters.
*Appendix II.
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The League Against Imperialism
The most prolific of these in the output of propag:mda on the
subject of India was undoubtedly the League Against Imperialism.
which came in.to being shonly before Sir David Petne's book was
produced. and of which it was there written that "it was
suspected. though not at first cstabli:ihed. that the League del'ived
its inspiration and a great pan of its funds from the Communist
International: and the organizers of the League were at special
pains to conceal this fact". Evidt:ncc which has accumulated since
then (some of it was tendered at Meerut) makes it perfectly clear
that the League i!\ ··an auxiliary organization of the Communist
International over which the Comintem has complete control"',
and that its functions are to link up the Communist movement
with national revolutionary movements in the colonies. Till
August 1931. Vircndra Nath Chattopadhyaya remained in charge
of the_ International secretariat of the League in Berlin working in
conjunction with, and under the direction of. Willi Miinzchberg.
the well-known German Communist. In that month. howc.:ver, his
place was taken b) Clemens Palme Dutt, the notorious British
Communist of semi-Indian parentage who figured so prominently
behind the scenes in the Meerut case. Later, in March 1933, came
the Nazi putsch which made Berlin too hot for the League, and
the office wa!\ transferred. first to Paris, and then to London
where it was placed in charge of Reginald Bridgeman. The"ie
changes have made no perceptible difference to the 1..t!aguc's
activities, except that the English law of sedition ha..; made the
puhlishers of its literature somewhat more circumspect in their
recent appeals to serving soldiers. The League still has India as its
main objective. however. and thereby raises natural.doubts of the
advisability of affording sanctuary in the metropolises to an
organization which has the disruption of the British Empire
always in view.

Other Propagandist Bodies
Other mouthpieces of the Communist mind which have turned
their attention to India have been the Society for the Promotion of
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Cultural Relations with Soviet Russia, the very efficient
broadca.;ting slations in MoS<;OW and Tashkent, the International
Juridical Association, a number of quasi-scientific institutions in
Russia itself, and the Friends of the Soviet Union with branches in
many countries. For a titite also there was the Pan-Pacific
Trades-Union Congress in Shanghai. the bulk of this propaganda
material i'~ts latterly been posted in London, where also the
lntenwti<ma/ Pre.~.~ Correspondence is now printed and
publisned, and Moscow has thereby deftly n1med the arrows of
those critics who might seek to impute to her hostile activitici.
against a country with which she is in friendly relations. Thl'
••technical reasons"* to which the previous chapter referred ha\ c
now become more apparent.

Anti-War Bodies
Another source possible of infection is the large variety of
anti-war bodies which, as apparently purely pacifist non-political
organizations, attmct intellectual cranks and unsuspecting
social-democrats. Proof that some of these bodies are in clo~e
co-opemtion with, if not actually controlled by. Communist
organizations is not lacking, and the part which they are destined
to play in Moscow's schemes is clearer in the light of a speech
made by Zinoviev at a session of the enlarged l.K.K.J. in March
1926. .. A very important form of organization of Communist
mass influence" he said, "are the 'sympathizing mass organizations
for definite special purposes.... Peace societies against war.
organi1..ations against colonial atrocities and oppression of Eastern
peoples, are new types of sympathizing ma~s organizations which
will come under considcm1tion in many countries in the immediate
future". Subsequent attempts to penetrate this movement resulted
in the withdrawal from it of many prominent persons whose
pacifist activities had no ulterior motive, but the Comintem's work
went on, and Willi Miinzenberg was deputed to convene a
conference of the "International Committee for the Fight Against
• ViJe page 149.
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War'\ which was eventually held in Amsterdam in May 1932.
The ostensible direction of this conference was in th·:: hands of
Henri Barbusse, the French intellectual, but the Soviet Union was
represented and the great majority of those who attt>nded it were
Communists. ''A detailed report of the proceedings appeared in the
lnteniatimral Press Correspondence from which the following is
an extract:" To sum up, it may be stated that this conferenc-;.•
represented an excellent working meeting, concentrated in mass
action .... This Paris Conference must be considered as a meeting
greatly contributing to the consolidation <~{ the ma.~s nwvem~nt
agaim·t imperialist war. "Other conferences of its kind havt~ since
been held the result of which has been the emcrgcrn.:c of a "World
Committee Against War and Fascism" which i~ a proven
auxiliary of the Comintem, subsidized and controlled from
Moscow.

A More Subdued Note
Despite the flamboyant note of optimism which pervaded this
unceasing stream of literature on the subject of India, however,
evidence was not lacking that the decline of the influen1.c of tht'
C'.P.1. gave rise to considerable misgivings in Moncow. Thu!'.
Molotov, an important member of the Politbureau, explained the
position in India to a Congress of the Communii.t Party of the
Sovit!t Union held early in July 1930 in much less cupht!misti<:
terms than is usual on such occasions: "In India a Communi.~1
organization is in the course of formation; this will undergo many
trials and tests in the impending revolutionary !-truggle before it
can take its place as the Bolshevist vanguard oi the Indian
proletariat". A little less than a year later, Robin Page Arnot was
sent by the Communist Party of Great Britain to att~nd the
eleventh plenum of the Communist International in Moscow. He
admitted in the course of his speech that the Communist Party of
India existed, but existed in the process of formation. This same
session devoted a c.onsiderable amount of its time to the
discussion and eventual re-affirmation uf the Comintem's Indian
policy and India figured prominently al~o in the proceedings of
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Congress of the Red International of Labour Unions held in
Moscow in August 1930. Summing up the work accomplished by
this latter convocation. the Pravda of the I st September 1930
stated that highly important directions had been given to the
Indian Revolutionary T~s-Union Movement.

The Communist Programme for 1933
Another authoritative Communist statement in regard to India
is to be found in the thesis presented to the twelfth plenum of the
Executive Committee of the Communist International held in
Moscow in August 1932. The part which India was to play in the
revolutionary movement of 1933 was set forth as follows: "To
strengthen the Communist Party politically and organizationally;
to tniin Bolshevik cadres; to wage stubborn struggle in the
reformist trade-unions; to develop a wide &ftlti-imperialist front; to
liberate the masses from the influence of the National Congress;
to make !lgitational and organizational preparations for a general
strike; to give the greatest possible support to the peasant
movement for the non-payment of taxes, rents and debts; and to
popularize the basic slogans and tasks of the agrarian revolution".

Communist Agent~
In order to ascertain how its directions and enunciated policy
were being carried out in India and to advise its Indian comrddes
the Comintem dcspatchoo to India a series of agents of its own
choosing. The first, who successfully evaded all efforts to locate
him. appears to have arrived at the close of 1929 and to have
returned to Europe after a six months' tour of inspection. Nothing
is known of what he achieved, but subsequent events have proved
that his visit was of no practical value to Moscow and it may be
dismissed without funher consideration. Similar is the case of
Prem Lal Singh, an Indian student. who had just completed a
course at the Lenin Institute in Moscow when he returned to India
early in 1930 on a mission from the Communist International.
After spending a few months in Meerut, where he e~1ablished
contact with some of the prisoners. he returned empty handed to
Moscow on the pretext that he had been afraid of the police.
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William Nathan Kweit and Harry Somers
At about the same time there arrived in Bombay an American
··antiquarian" named William Nathan Kweit. He was
accompanied by his wife (nee Helen Bowlen) and was joined in
July 1930 by another American, Harry Somers. who posed as the
representative of a cellulose company. Kweit and Soll'ers were
found to be meeting each other surreptitiously and to be
consorting also with certain members of Deshp.mdt!'s party. They
were well-supplied with funds and their arrival coincided with the
publication of certain illicit news-sheets hy tht• Deshpande group.
Inquiries disclosed the fact that they had secured passports under
false pretences and probahly under fictitious names and were
almost certainly underground Communist agents. The presence in
India of two such representatives of the C'omintcm had already
been suggested hy secret information and both Kweit and Somers
were deported under the Foreigners Act in Septt!mbcr 1930.

Khushi Muh:tmmad
It was at this juncture that M. N. Roy returned to India, and it

is an obvious assumrtion that when Muhammad Ali, alia.\'
Scpassi, was dispatched to India somt! months later, it was mainly
because news of Roy\ successe!. was cau!.ing anxiety in Moscow.
As has been shown in the previous chapter, Sepassi had formerly
worked in M. N. Roy's European organization and had been for
several years engaged in ~ecrctarial work for the Comintcrn in
Moscow. In April 1931 he .trrived in the Hejaz in the hope that he
would he able to mingle with Indian pilgrims and retum with th\!m
to India unobserved. Fortunately, there was some hitch over the
Egyptian visa for his false passport and he arrived in Mecca a few
days after the departure of the pilgrims. Failing to achieve his
object, he returned to Moscow in November 1931.

Henry G. Lynd
More successful in his efforts was Henry G. Lynd, another
American, who arriwd in Bombay in February 1931 and
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remained in India until he was deported in December of that year.
Lynd, who was in affluent circumstances, posed as an importer of
skins, but inquiries disclosed that his business in New York was
exct:edingly dubious and.that he had given a false reference when
applying for a passport. There was evidence also that he was a
Communist. Lynd's mission to India was clearly to apportion the
blame for the ..official'' party's breakdown, to remedy whatever
defects he found, and to fight the influence 'Jf M. N. Roy's party.
He attended several secret meetings of the so-called Executiw
Committee of the Communist Party of India in Bombay, which is
known to have been placed in funds to the extent of Rs.12.(KX>
shortly after Lynd's arrival. Lynd was, moreover. largely
respon~ible for the issue of a new pamphlet entitled ··Programme
of the Communist Party of India.. which.naturally had as its basi~
the Draft Platform of Action already referred to. It would appear
that Lynd correctly diagnosed the position namdy, that though in
theory Dcsbpande's party might have some political influence.
organically it had no strength, and he, therefore, proposed a
complete overhaul of tht: existing machinery. The party was lo he
entirety purged of Congress and other reformist influence~ and
would not, at first, attempt to include the peasants within its
ranks. These latter would gradually be drawn within the net
through the influence of their fellow-villagers in the factories
whose activities were to be specially directed against bourgeois
and reformist influences by propaganda in the towns and citic~.
The Workers· and Peasunts' Parties were to serve as a reservoir
for steady and permanent recruitment of new members to the
Communist Party. and there would be a systematic trdnsfer of
politically prepared workers into illegal organizations. The first
and only prcictical step taken to bring this programme into force
was the calling of a Young Workers' Conference in Bombay; this
was later banned by the authoritie~. On arrival in Marseilles in the
course of deportation to the United States of America, Lynd left
the ship and made a bee-line for Moscow, there to report his
conclusions to those at whose instance he had undoubtedly gone to
India.
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Amir Haidar Khan
The next (in point of time, though probably first in order of
importance) of Moscow's emissaries to be discovered was Amir
Haidar Khan, a Punjabi and an absconding accused in the Meerut
conspiracy case. Amir Haidar was by no means the least of those
for whose arrest warrants were issued in March 1929, and his
continuance at large might have had serious result!\ had he not
preferred to spend the greater part of his freedom abroad. He
returned surreptitiously to India in the gui~e of a seaman at the
end of Man:h 1931 and seuled down in Madms where he ~g~n to
fulfil the mission on which the Third International is helieved to
have sent him to India. He gradually established himself as a
Communist leader of importance and drew round him a growing
cm:le of workers for the Communist cause, amongst them being
0. Subba Rao whom he engaged as a full-time propagandiM for
work amongst textile workers. Slow though he was to establish
himself in his new surroundings, he had, nevertheless, within a
year of his arrival formed groups in three important mills,
organized a lol~al branch of the Young Workers· League, and
di'\patchcd at least one candidate for training in Mu:-.cow with a
promise that more should follow. Having previously worked in
Bombay for some time. he had little difficulty in t>stablishing
touch with Communists there, but hi1; ambition seems to have
been that Madras should ultimately supersede Bombay as the
headquaners of the Communist mowment in lnctia. In fact,
preparations for an all-India convention to ht! held in Madras were
already in train when he was arrested on the 7th May 19~2.
The papers seized at the time of his arrest showed how
complete was his liaison with Bombay. There were amongst them
letter~ from both Deshpande's and Randive's pa11ie!\, which were
then at daggers drawn. The letter; in question showed that each ·
pany had laid its case before. Amir Haidar in an auempt to win
him to its side. Of the two he appears to have preferred the
..secessionists" (a!t Randive's followers were called), and it is
reponed that he bad arranged to smuggle their reports and
literature to Moscow and to secure their recognition there. This
~hould have been a matter of no great difficulty in view of the
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report about Deshpande which Lynd submitted to the Communist
International at the end of 1931. Randive's reports were almost
certainly to be carried by students whose dispatch to Moscow, at
the rate of one a month, Amir Haidar had arranged ..... It is a little
uncertain how many of these students actually left. but it was
probably three or four; it is known that another was to have left
shortly after the 22nd May 1932, while the Calcutta and Bombay
centers had been asked to select candidates for future dispatch.
The elaborate preparations made in this regard are of particular
interest. One letter asked for a most detailed history of intending
students. Question (e) of this document ran. "Whether he is
suffering from T.B. or similar discus~ t without this information
we cannot get financial help)", which suggested that Moscow was
insisting on a higher standard of physirnl fitacss than in thl' days
when ¥uzaffar Ahmad and Soumendra Nath Tagore were taken
into the fold. From another letter it was to he info1Tcd that the
"financial help.. .consisted of the crn:t of the passage to Moscow
and amounted, in each case, to some 500 rupees, which "can be
demand~d at the centre when the comrade reaches headquarters".
Amir Haidar Khan, with his recent training in methods of
Communist attack, was clearly a mo!-.t dangerous individual, and
the fact that he was sentenced at the end of the year to terms of
imprisonment totalling two and a half years gives cause for
congratulation. He had !-.erved this term by the autumn of 1934.
but so quickly and !-lo cncrgeticallv did he .-.:s11:11~ his old
connexions and practices that withi.n a month he had· to be
imprisoned again under the terms of the Madras State Prisoners
Regulation, 1819.

John Magnus Clark and William Bennett
Two other Communist agents who arrived in India during thi!-.
period were John Magnus Clark and WilJiam Bennett who
reached Bombay in September 1931. Beyond the fact that they
were obviously not what they claimoo to be and that both had left
Canada supposedly for Moscow. nothing could be proved against
them. Clark and Bennett brought with them considemble snms of
money of the spending of which they were unable to give a
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satisfactory account. An investigation of their case raised the
strong presumption that a not inconsiderable pan of i~ was spent
in furtherance of the Communist movement. This and other
circumstances, into which it is unnecessary to go here, led to their
arrest in September 19~2. They ultimately left the country at their
own request in the following month.

The Standard of Moscow's '4:missaries
It cannot be claimed, of course. that all of Moscow's emissaries
to India have been ohjccts of official attention. but it may' he
accounted fortunate irtdccd that so many of them have come under
the watchful eye of the police. Except for Amir Haidar Khan.
none has any practical achievement to hi!\ credit. This is due to a
vcricty of reasons. not least of which is the preventive action
which the authorities in India have been able to take. But another
important reason is the inferior stamp of the agents themselves,
and it was a strange freak of fortune which placed substantial
funds in the hands of those who were incapable of spending to the
best advantage but kept an energetic enthusiast like Amir Haidar
Khan in penury to the <lclrinlt.!nt of all hi!\ ambitious schemes. The
Meerut convicts are known tn have made complain~s to Mo..;cow
on this score and to havt: specifically asked that British citizens be
sent in the future. if. therefore. the Comintcrn repeat'\ its former
mistakes in this respect. it will have only itself to blame.
AFTER MEERUT

A Review of the Position at the Beginning of 1933
Chapter 15 left rhe Mct:rut prisoners in jail~ the last chapter
was mainly concerned with the laboured yet futile t.>ffnrts of tho~c
whom they left behind hut it also mentioned the temporary effect
of M. N. Roy's return to India. B~fore proceeding to exam;ne the
history of Indian Communism in 19J3 and 1934, it would be wise
to take stock of the situation. as it wa"· al the beginning of that
period. Broadly spealiing. Indian Communists were divided into
two parties, the "official'' Communist Party and the followers of
M. N. Roy. the former blindly following Moscow's direction and
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feverishly advocating an immediate general strike with or without
pretext, while the latter, having grown sceptical of the competence
of Stalin's advisers on Indian questions, preferred to consolidate
their position before proc~ding to extremes. It is to be hoped that
previous chapters have made it sufficiently clear that the success
of the Communist movement (as, indeed. of any movement) in
India is almost entirely dependent on capable and energetic
leadership-much mere so than in most other countries of the
world. This being so, the removal of thirty odd leaders in March
1929 natumlly caused the virtual collapse of what wa.lii becoming
an extremely dangerous movement. and the arrest of M.N.Roy.
just a~ he was getting into his stride, had a like effect. The
inadequacy of the supply of competent alternative leaders was the
logical outcome of neglect of the Party during the palmy days of
1928 and this deficiency became the more '1ronounced by reason
of the periodical imprisonment of such leaders as there were and
the consequent dislocation of any ammgements which might have
been made for training new cadres. This state of affairs also had
reactions in Mc>scow, who was working more or less in the dark
and was seriously handicapped both by the ahserice of reliable
information and hy her apparent inability to obtain the services of
foreign agents of the calibre of Spratt and Bmdley.

New Developments
This. then, in brief, was the position at the end of 1932, since
when certain new factors have made their appeamnce which seem
likdy. with proper handling. to provide Moscow with fresh
opportunities to cause. at least embarrassment to Governments in
India and. in the extreme, chaos in the country. These factors
include the emergence of persons like Jawahar Lal Nehnt and
Subhas Chandra Bose* as would-be champions of the Communist
creed and programme, the swing towards active Communism of
many of the terrorists of Bengal, the decision of the Sikh Ghadr
Party to compete for Moscow's favours, and the growing feeling
in India that Gandhi, the only Indian with any pretensions to
all-India leadership, has failed as a political leader in the march
.. Bosc'i. most rl.'ccnl speeches and writings reveal him as an admirer of
many of the clements of fascii.m. and ii is a lillle diflicult lo say at present
lake him into. For the time being he is 11erson'1 non grt1UI in Moscow.
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towards freedom. Which of the many indigenous weapons
Moscow will decide to use, after taking what expert :advice is now
available is still a matter of sunnise, but the history of the past
fifteen years· makes it almost certain that she will make another
endeavour to blend as many of them as possible into a composite
organization fashioned to her own design. Indian Communism
during the past two years falls, therefore. into four main
compartments-( I) the Communist Party of India. <2) M. N.
Roy's party and the infant Congress SocialiM Party, (3) converted
terrorists, and (4) the Sikh Ghaclr Party-and it wlll be
convenient to devote a separate chapter to each of these aspel:ts of
the geneml movement.

Criticism from Meerut
To take the Communist Party of India first. Earl)' in 1933. a
memorandum was received in Bombay. which secmi. indisputably
to have been intended as the swan-song of the Communists then
under trial at Meerut. This document also referred tt1 two earlier
reports from the same source: one of them was written in 1931 for
the information of H.G.Lynd. the C'omintern's reprc!oocntative in
Bombay. and the:: other, compiled a year later, was to have heen
shown to J.M.Clark and William Bennett, whom it described il!oo
the representative of the R.l.L.U. There is a good deal of internal
evidence to show that both these earlier reporti. were intended for
pemsal by the authorities in Moscow and it may be assumed that
they reached their destination. They appear to have l:<.>ntaincd a
lengthy analysis of the causes of the Party's downfall and
instructions for reorganization on an all-India basis. Amongst the
~auses set forth were neglect of provincial contacts and
misleading reports to the Comintern, hut. first and foremost, the
prolonged factional fight in Bombay, the centre of the movement.
and the failure to submit the que~tions involved for arbitration ·
either by the general membership of the Party, the Meerut
accused, or even Moscow's own representatives in Bombay. The
Bombay group Watii also accused of having lost contact with the
Communist lnlcmational, damage which had cost the movement
dear and which it would 1ake many months 10 repair. The writers
were prepared to admit, however. that the detennined offensive
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launched by the Government. of which their own arrest was a
part, had made some sort of retreat inevitable; that the very active
"Roy opposition" had provided further difficulties; and finally.
that the civil disobedience Jl!OVement had presented the Party with
very difficult tactical problems. Nevertheless. they deplored the
mismanagement and lack of activity which had allowed things to
reach a stage where practically all the unions over which the Party
had previously held control had passed into the hands of their
adversaries, the Roy ,group. They admitted the existence at the
time of writing* of only three definite tzrnups in Bombay. Calcutta
and Nagpur. which, though known to each other, maintained no
sort of regular contact between themsdves or with the nominal
centre in Bombay.

Recommendations for Future Reorganization
It is unnecessary to go any further into the details of these
documents except to mention some of the more important
proposals which they put forward ·for the rehabilitation of the
Party. These are the more interesting because of efforts which
have subsequently been made to give eftcct to them. A provisional
central committee should be set up forthwith, composed of four
elected representatives each from Bombay and Bengal. two from
the Central Provinces, and possibly one or two from the Punjab.
This Committee should assemble under cover of a meeting of the
Executive Committee of the "Red'' All-India Trades-Union
Congress and adopt a suitable constitution. (The Drdft Platform
of Action would. of course. fonn the programme.) The agenda for
this meeting should include. considemtion of reports on the
factional fight in Bombay, the election of a secretariat of three
members, and the establishment of contact" in the Punjab. the
United Provinces and Madras. The Committee should meet again
after three months to consider the results of work on these lines
and possibly to arrange for a Party convention to elect a
pennanent centml committee. These documents also emphasized
*The middle of 19)2
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the dangers of using the posts and telegmphs as channels of
communication and advanced a suggestion that railwaymen
should be employed as couriers for the conveyance of all secret
·:orrespondence. They further advocated the immediate
p~blication of vernacular weekly papers in various centres, the
free distribution · f weekly or fortnightly news-sheets in large
numbers, and the ~irculation of "international material" through
the medium of 1n English monthly in order to enable provincial
leaders to judge of their theoretical development and also to
attrctet mtellectuals to thl! movement. Another wcommendation
was that the liaison which the Bengal gr011p had established with
Communists in Malaya and China should ac maintained as being
a possible channel of communicatmn with the far Eastern
Bureau.

Suggestions to the Comintern
But the most interesting part of these reports was probably that
which dealt with matters outside the Party's immediate control and
the suggestions contained in thi!.-1 section make it quite clear that
the repons were intended as much for Moscow's consumption as
for the edification of those in India. Amongst them was a
recommendation that J substantial number of youngmen, about
thirty to begin with, should be sent forthwith to Moscow for
trnining; if the scheme proved a success another batch could be
sent each year. Methods of avoiding arrest on the way and of
ensuring the secrecy of the scheme were also discussed m
considcrnble detail. The Comintcm was also warned not to trust
as representatives of the Communist Party of India. emigres who
had been away from their country for long periods, but was
advised rdther to rely for its information on periodical visits to
Moscow from members of the C.P.l. or, if that were impossible,
on reports direct from India. An immediate need was said to be
the issue by the Comintem of an \•open Letter" to the Communist
Party of India, analyzing the mistakes of the past three years,
apportioning the blanie and giving a final decision on some of the
major points in dispute between the various groups into which the
Party had split up. Lastly. it was suggested that two
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representatives of the Communist International should be sent,
apparently as a pennanent mea.i,;ure, to organize and supervise the
work of the Party in India. One of them was to be stationed in
Bombay in charge of the Central Committee; the other was to
have his headquarters in Ca~utta and was to tour in the provinces
when necessary. The writers of these reports pertinently pointed
out that these two men would have more scope for accomplishing
their appointed tasks if they were British citi1.ens, to whom, of
course. the provisions of the Foreigners Act do not apply. It was
dc!\irable. they said. that these emissaries should not work wholly
underground. as previous representatives had done, but more or
less openly and as far as possible within the law. They could, for
instance. associate openly with tn1des-unionist and political
movement!\ of all complexions on the pretext of studying them:
they should. on the other hand, make no-public speeches and
should not allow their association with Communists to become too
conspicuou!\. Past experience had shown that th~ usefulness of
commdl·~ who· remained strictly underground was seriously
reduced. They could meet very few people connected with the
mO\·ement and. however. they disguised their intentions, they
would he closely watched and their underground work rendered
much mor• · difficult.

Some ltesults of the Recommendations
Evl!n hefore these reports made their appearance in Bombay
effect had been given to seveml of the recommendations which
they ccmtaincd. Amir Haidar Khan, for example, instinned a kind
of couri:r service between Bombay and Madras with the help of
employ'-1.'" of the Railway Mail Service, and it will be
remembt·red. too, that, just prior to his arrest, he had been busily
arrdnging tl-ie dispatch of Indian students for training in Moscow.
The "Op..·11 Letter" to the Communist Party of India which
appeared m the International Press Correspondence towards the
end of I~ U has not, however, as yet been mentioned. This letter
purponed to emanate from the Communist Parties of China, Great
Britain itnd Gennany and dealt with precisely those subjects
which thl· \1eenu prisoners had suggested it should.
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The Contents of the Open Letter
In view of the doctrinal importance which Dr. Adhikari and
others later attached to it, it will be as well to give a short account
of its contents. It asserted that the development of the Indian
Communist Movement was being blocked by a state of discord
and· the separate existence of Party groups. and stated that "it
must be thoroughly realized (and this will detennine how seriously
and consistently the Communists stand hy the illegal Party and the
revolutionary struggle) that the leading organ~ of the Party and
the kernel of its organizations must be in an ilk·gal po~ition aRd
that mixing the conspirative and open apparatus of the Party
organization is fatal for the Party and plays into the hands of the
Government provocation. While developing rhe illegal
organization in every way measures must be taken for prcs~rving
and strengthening the conspirativc kernel of the Party
organization. For this purpose all kinds of open activity (in the
press, meetings, leagues, trade-unions, etc.). special group" and
rnmmissions. etc.. should be formed which. working under the
leadership of Party Committees, should under no c:ircumstam.:es
mjure the existt.·ncc of illegal nuclei". "To sum up". it condudcd,
··1he slogan of an all-India illegal centralized Communist Party.
ideologically and organizationally united a true section of the
Comintem, tighting for the platform of actic'll of the Communist
Party of India and the programme of the Communist International.
must hecome the central slogan for gathering and forming tht•
Pany and for the struggle against wavering against a tendency of
keeping to isolated circles, against toning Jown of thL' slmggle
against n~tional reformi"m and opportunisl sectJriani1im, all of
which hinderthe victory of the working class''.

Further Failures
The appearance in Bombay of these reports from Mcerut was
instantly followed by signs of dtastic reorganization and hy a
regrouping of leaders and parties, seemingly with the object of
excluding from further control of any of the Party's activities of
tho~ whom the report had condemned. This outburst of
enrhusia.~m was nor, however, very long-lived and by April 1933
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the Party had fallen back into the old rut. The annual St:ssion of
the ''Red" A.l.T.U.C., which wa." to have been held at
Jamshedpur during the Ea'iter holidays and at which further
important developments were expected, was first postponed till
June and then abandone4 altogether. During April and May a
situation developed which was particularly favourable to the
Party's purposes, but its leaders showed themselves quite
incapable of grasping their opportunity. The textile mills in
Bombay and Ahmedahad were feeling the full effect of the general
trade depression and of Japanese competition: a number of them
closed down; and a reduction of working hours and the
introduction of more economical nrethuds of work in those which
kept open led to an all-round cut in wages. Naturally the vast
anny of mill workers and unemployed hecamc discontented. But.
although the Communists organized mtmerous meetings and
processions and issued countless leaflets advocating a general
strike, their indecision and general ineffectiveness prevented them
from turnin3 so favourahle a set of circumstances to good
account. The Gimi Kamgur Union. th~ mainstay of the strike~ in
1928 and 1929. was still in the hands of G.L.Kandalkar. a
lieutenant of M.N.Roy. who also advocated a g1:meral strike. but
in more cautious tern1s which insisted on the prior establishment
of a substantial fund for the relief of the strikers. Although th~
"official" Communists made stronger endeavours than ever to
regain their control of thi~ union, first by negotiation and, when
this failed. by open assault, their efforts proved no more
successful than had sev!!ral previous attempts during the past
three years.

The Ahmedabad Union
The struggle between these two parties was extended at about
this time to Ahmedabad where a new Mill Ma-::.1.loor Union had
just been formed by a few extremists. Each side sent a deputation
to Ahmedabad to organize and capture the support of this new
union. The result was at first a stalemate. but the ··official" group
gained the ascendancy later in the year when B.F.Bradley, freshly
released from jail, paid a fleeting visit to Ahmedabad before
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sailing for England. Bradley's display of interest in the union
seems to have set it on its feet again and there can be no doubt
that. but for the timely arrest of those in control of it in April
1934, it would have caused considerable trouble during the
'"general" strike which began in that month.

The Release of the Meerut Prisoners
It was not till middle of August IQ]J. when the fir'\t of t'1c
Meerut prisoners were released. that anything in the nature of a
serious attempt at reor~antlation was made. It is true. of course.
that. long before August. L>r. Adhikari was 1cleased on 't.ail
pending the hearing of his appl•al and that he spent a good deal of
his time in Bombay study mg the position of the Communist Party
of India and doubtless planning its reorganization. But his hands
were tied by the fact that. iF his activ1li1:s caml' too prominently to
notice. his bail-bond might he cancelled at any moment. Shib Naih
Banerji. who had been acquitted by the Sessions Court, had also
returned to work •. in a comparatively '\mall way, amongst the East
Indian Railway workers at Lillooah in co-operation with his
former associates. Of tho'\t' who were released on pronouncement
of judgment at Allahahad. P.C. Joshi immediately set to work
resuming his old contact!'. in C'awnporc, Allahabad and Lucknow,
Lester Hutchinson thought it advi!-iablc to return to England.
Gopal Ba'\ak retired into coruparativc obscurity and Shamsul
Huda was wdcomed back into thl.' Calcutta fold. The rest were
those who had refused to admit. that they were anything hut
trades-unionists and were mo~tly !-tUppurt~n. of M.N.Roy's les),
militant doctrines.

Adhikari, the Specialist in Reorganization
Freed from further anxiety, Dr. Adhikari set his hand mo:.t
energetically to the task which was nearest his heart-the
practical fulfilment of four years' concentn1ted and corporate
scheming inside the Meerut jail. At first confining his attentions to
Bombay, he interesaed himself in the Young Workers' League
which celebrated the third anniversary of its· inauguration with
fresh enthusiasm. He was instrumental in the revival of
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Deshpande's Marxian Students' Club, which was intended to
serve as a recruiting ground for the Anti-Imperialist League and
the All-India Communist Party, and mapped out for it a system of
study circles for the tea~hing of Communist theory. He also
revived the intention of·. holding the session of the "Red"
Trades-Union Congress at Jamshedpur, under cover of which an
attempt wai. to be made to establish the new provisional Central
Committee of the Communist Party of India.

The Provisional Central Committee
(n this he was unsuccessful. but he travelled instead to Calcutta
early in November 1933 to attend an informal meeting of his own
convening. He took with him S. G. Patkar. a member of S.V.
Deshpande\ group. and met there P. C. Jos.hi and two anonymou-;
representative~* of the Punjab and the Central provinces. Bengal
was represented by three of its leading Communists about whose
identity there is some uncertainty. but Abdul Halim was certainly
one of them. After some dii.cussion on the comparative
advantages of an ''organizational committee", with no political or
controlling authority. merely to arrange a national convention
which would set the movement going again, the meeting proceeded
to transfonn itself into ..;omething more powerful which was called
"the nucleus of the Provis.ional Central Committee of the
Communist Party of India". It will be sufficient to say that the
main reason for the selection of the latter form of organization
was that it was felt that a Communist Party can only be built up
by planneti consciou~ effort from the top and the development of
initiative from below. What was needed was not a federation of
autonomous units but a centralized all-India party over which the
Cominlern could resume effective unitary control. The ··nucleus".
therefore. applied itself to the tasks, not only of composing
factional differences and of reorganizing existing provincial
groups and establishing them in provinces where none existed, but
also of cordinating the activities of such groups and of making
preliminary arrangements for holding an All-India Party
Convention to elect a more regular Committee. Meanwhile, it was
decided to dr.iw up a draft political and organizational thesis and
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to circulate it to members of existing groups. The ··nucleus" was
also to endeavour to widen its authority by co-opting three (two
Punjahis and one from Bombay) of the Meerut prbl>ners who
were due for release in the immediate future, two other competent
Communists from other provinces, and also two members of
Randive's group of "secessionists" when unity was achieved in
Bombay. It was hoped that these tasks would be accomplished in
three or four months' time. after which the next meeting was to be
held. The meeting did not \;Onsider it would be justified in funning
a Politbureau, a Control Commission. or other ~uch Commit~ces
until the more representative meeting wa~ held in February or
March 1934. Dr. Adhikari was appointed as the temporary
sl!<.'retary and was authori7.ed to nominate his successor should
misfonune befall him. All the decisions made and the action taken
on them would. of course, have to ~ ratified by the second and
more representative meeting in due course.

Work in the Provinces
Another decision related to the establishment of provincial
committees contammg as many worker-members as was
(:onveniently possible. These committees were to perform their
provincial tasks throup.h elected bureaux each consisting of five
members who would divide between them the portfolios of party
organization, education, propaganda, mass work and secretarial
work. the last of which would include theoretical and
organizational supervision and co-ordination of the work of lhe
other four departments. The ··nucleus" recognized the fact that
each province was faced with a different problem, and
accordingly specified different immediate tasks for each. pending
the completion, of which it would not be advisable to try 10 form
provincial committees on the lines suggested. Thus. the
Kirti-Kisa11 Party in the Punjab was to be changed into a series of
peasant unions which would concentrate on a few promising areas
rather than attempt to cover the whole province; the milway and
textile workers in Lahore must be treated separately and be given
Probably a Calcutta Sikh and M. L. Jaywant from Nagpur.
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regular courses of Marxist-Leninist teaching; and the control of
the whole movement should be placed in the hands of a sort of
Anti-Imperialist League which would derive its authority from the
collective affiliations of the various groups at work in the
province. Work in the Central Provinces was to be confined to
Nagpur and Akola. though contacts might be maintained in
Pulgaon and other outstations if this could he arranged without
interfering with the work at headquarters. Regular study circlt's
were to be organii.ed for the textile and tannery workers in.
Cawnporc and also amongst the students in Lucknow. Benares
and Allahabad. More vigorous attempts were to be made to start a
peasant section in Bengal. Tht Bomhay difficultie:-. also needed
very special handling and a sub-committee was set up to deal with
them. The programme seems 10 have ~en conceived on mon.·
modest lines than past experience would have led one to expect.
For instance. the more hackward province~ were not asked to
recruit a large party mcmhership. but to form a ''kernel'' of five or
six whole-hearted workers: and even a well-developed prc.winl·e
such as Bengal was merely told that a determined effort should be
made to increase the strength of the Party to fifty within !-.ix
months. The intention underlying all these proposals was revealed
on seveml occasions hy injunctions to those who would be in
charge of the new provincial machinery to impress upon the
members so recruited the urgent need for maintaining close
contact with the working-classes. It seems, pertinent to add that
all the decisions which the ··nucleus" made were admittedly based
on either the Draft Platform of Action for the Communist Party of
India* or the Open Letter from the Central Committees of the
Communist Parities of China. Great Britain and Germany.t

Activities in Furtherance of the New Programme
The various members of the new provisional committee
returned to their homes and lost no time in putting the programme

* Appendix II

t

ViJe page 185
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into effect. Within a month or two the rival groups in Bombay had
been brought to a compromise, a new League Against Imperialism
had been formed in the Punjab and the '\trengt:acning of
M.L.Jaywant's Communist groups in Nagpur and Akola was
progressing. In Bengal. too, the influence of Gopendra Nath
Chakravarty and Dharani Goswami, both of whom haJ recently
hl·en released from jail, supported by Radha Raman Mitra. who
was acquitted &y the High Court. brought ahout an amalgamatior.
between the orthodox Communist Party and a group of
disillusioned terrorists who had come to helicvc •hat mass violence
would he more effective than individual assas..,inations. The
programme of this combined party did not diffl·r \'cry m.1tcrially
from that which the November meeting had mttli1wd Secret work
was to he supplemented hy open propaganda hy a separate
dl:partment. and a finance department was to collect subscriptions
and donations in order that the Pm1y might he made more or lcs~
"'elf-supporting. A certain latitude wa!'> to hl· ~1vcn to thl• terrorist
..,cctwn who we~ to he allowed to resort lo Jucoity am.I other
form!'> of crime as a means of supplement mg the Party's fum.ls.
prov1deu that they dill not thcrehy hamp~r the wo1 k in olhl:r
directions.

.

A New Thesis on Indian Communism
In due <:oursc the promised thesis appeared. a ma~terpiecc of
lheore!lical penmanship of whk:h none hut I>r. Adhikari was
l'.apable. Early in f<ebruary 1934. a cydostyh.·d pamphlet maul' i!:·
appearance in Bombay and wa!'> sent in the week" that followed
for secret distribution ir. several industrial centre" i-.uch a!-> Lahore,
Culcutta and Ahmedabad. Its title was "The Communist-Organ
of the Provi~ional Central Committt.•e of the Communist Pi.lrty of
India <Section of the Communist lntemat1unal)": its contents were
mainly the new thesis. The thesis was later reproduced. in an
apocryphal form which kept it within the Engli!'>h law of !'>edition,
in the International Press Corre.11po11cle11<"e. receiving thereby the
fonnal blessing of the Comintem. It was said, by way of
mtroduction, that the progr.immc which it contained had been
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accepted by the provisional committee. There is no record of a
second meeting having been held prior to the publication of the
thesis and it must, therefore, be assumed that, when K. N.
Joglekar made a tour of the larger part of industrial India at the
end of 1933, one of his Objects was to obtain the individual assent
of the members of the Committee. It is known that a part of hi~
task was to press Dr. Adhikari's views on local Communist
leaders. The thesis would be worth examination, if only because it
provides a convenient resume of Moscow's present aims and
methods in India; but it also represents four years of careful
remodelling and assiduous polishing of the Communist
programme by the most expert Communists whom India has yet
produced. in daily consultation with each other and with those
chosen Englishmen who had found with them, where the shoe
pinched when it was actually being ~om, and it is, therefore.
entitled to even greater consideration on that account.

The Course of the Revolution
After dilating at some length on the inequities of imperialism
and discussing the role of the petty bourgeoisie, the peasantry.
and the working dass in the revolutionary struggle against it. the
thesis proceeded tu •.>utline the course which the revolution should
take. First must come "the transformation of individual strikes
into a general political strike,. the development of spontaneou!\
peasant movement!-> against rents or debts or taxes into an
all-India movement. the fostering of a nation-wide agitation in
favour of complete independence, and the spread of revolutionary
propaganda amongst the police and in the army". The next step is
to be the ovt!rthrow of British Imperialism, the Princes, and the
Landlords: thi!-> ..can only be achieved by an armed mas!->
insurrection of the workers, peasants and soldiers under the
leadership of the working class and its party, the Communist
Party of India". and must only be attempted when workers and
peasants are ready to work in unison. These "organs of struggle"
will be so mobilized on the basis of strike and peasant committees,
and later of solidiers' committees also, that they will be capable of
immediate transformation into "organs of power" when the
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revolution has succeeded. The struggle will be conducted by the
proletariat masses under their own leadership and only the
co-ordination of the struggle will be in the h,111ds of the
Communist Pany of lmlid. There will thus emerge a net~work. of
workers' soviets and peasant!\' soviets, the basic units of soviet
power. and. when the hour of re-construction comes. these local
..;ovicts will be welded into one Indian Soviet State on 1hc hasis of
··th!! fullest democracy of the toilers".
"But the proceo;s of revolution docs not stop there··. the 1n•;.1tbc
went <m to say.
ndcr the rule of the workc-rs' and pcasm1I!> ·
Soviet Government. there will be a rapid development of indti!>try.
a progressive dimmmion of the importance of the "apitalist
dcments, and the tran!->ition of agriculture from the im.liv1dmal to
the collective basis of production". 1he first task, the filling of the
f1gh1111g cadres, must at once he taken in hand. This could only h1;
done "in the process of actual struggle by the fonnation of 'trike
rnmmittccs and n:volutionary pre~nt cmnmiuee!->" and it wa!> on
thi.; part of the programme that Indian Communists mu.;t

··u

~·onccntratc.

Relations \tith Other Groups
It is unneccso;ary to go in great detail into the \Hiter\ l:rit1c1sm
the policies advrn.:ated by M. N. Ruy. Jawahar Lal Nehru.
Suhha!> Bose and Mr. Gandhi. Of Roy he !>aiJ that. ··a careful
peru!>al of hi!-> hook reveals that beneath a l:1ycr of Communi!>l
revolutionary phrases is hidden a denial of Communist
revolutmnary practice". He whole-heartedly condemned Nehru\
idea of a Constituent Assembly. and urged the pre!>sing need of
informing the untouchable workers thal ''thei1 cmam:ipation
1.:annot be achieved by their being taken insi.de the.! fold of
Hmduism''. In spite of his differences with thi:-. class of pcr.;on.
howcvcr. he advocatl!d the participation by Communist!'> m all
their mass demonstrations. solely for th~ purpose of putting
forward Communist views and slogans. "It is neces:-.ary". he said
Iquoting from the Open Letter to which reference has already been
muJt.>) "to support all revolutionary SlUdent dcmonstrntions; to he
in the forefront in all clashes, with the police; to protc:-.t against all
11f
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political arrests, etc., constantly criticizing the Congress
leadership, especially 'left" leadership and calling on the masses
for higher forms of struggle... This part of the programme was to
be in the hands of an Anti-Imperialist League which would, of
course. work openly but· under the control of the Communist Party
in the same way as the ·strike committees and other Communist
organizations.

Relations with the Terrorists
Nor did thi), all-embracing trcati!'lc omit to de-al with the
problem of the terrorists. ''It is the duty of the Commu11i),t Party
of India". it ran. "to win over the rank and file of the terrorist
groups, and especially of those groups who an: showing an
inclination towards Marxism and Commum~m. to 1he 'tandpoint
of consistent Marxism and of the lt>raft Platform of the
Communi~t Party of India. While rccngni1in~ the heroism and tht•
self-sacrifice of individual terrorises. it i-; cs~l·ntial lo point out the
futility and harmfulnc..;s of the method of individual terrorism .
..;howing. at the ~amc time. that Cmmnum~t' uo not oppo~e
violence hut hdieve that it i), only the ma~), viole111.:c of the
rcvolut.jonary workers and peasants and of the to\\ n poor which
will overthrow the mlc of British lmpcriali!-lm''.

Work in the Trades-Unions
Trades-unions, too. were to he brought under Communist
influence hy both open and ..;cc.:ret work within their ranks. "'It is
the duty of ewry Communist to join every tr;.1dt'!'-uniun and to
fight frotr. within for the class prograrnmt! and for revolutionary
leadership and policies". The .. Red" Tmdes-Union Congress was
also to be revived, re-organized and strengthened. Lastly. league~
should he set up for the revolutionary political cduc.ition of the
young workers and for the purpose of drawing tmincd young
workers into the rana), of the Pany. and it was thought that it
might be advisable to form militant workers' league~ and workers·
panies in the provinces for similar purpose~. These organizations
were to be controlled by a core of well-trained and
class-conscious Communist workers, and it \ll4a!> hoped that they
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would be able to remove ''another weakness of the Communist
mnvement to-day-the inahility to develop and extend illegal
underground forms of movement. struggle and organization".
"The Communist cad~s". lhe thesis remarked on this subjcct,
"have considerable experience of open mass work. but they still
have to learn to devise methods to comhinc le~al and illegal
activity. Without this it is impos!-ible to organize and hring the
toiling masses to revollllionary battles. Withonl this it is
impn'\sihle (under prc!'-ent cunditionsJ to create a mas" Communist
Party"

The United Front in Operation
Meanwhile. al rhc end of 1933. K. N. Joglckar. S. S. Min.tikar,
S.V.Ghatc and R.S.Nimbkar hall rt'gained their liberty. After a
brief preliminary ... urvey of tht: "1tuation, in th\.· coursl' of which all
but Nimh"-ar !-punwd rhe ulive branch which M. N. Roy's
disciple~ hl'lc.I out to them 011 rnndition that they ~nounced the
Communist International and all it" worh. the three fiN-mnned
dcdcled to throw in thl..'ir lot wnh thl·ir former colleagues and to
place their scrvii.:c!'- at Dr. Adhikari\ di .. posal. Mirajkar was
immediately given a positmn of responsihility in the new Ccntrnl
Committee . .Joglekar has ;tlre.1dy heen n·wall'd in the guise of a
'\Ori of envoy plenipotentiary from Dr. Adhi"-ari lo lhc..· provinces.
Ghate's activitie" did not hrm!! him 111to prominc..·ncl' until he
pcrformec.I the i.:um•nt dut ic" of tht• "l~crl..'ti.11")' of the C't•ntral
Committee while Dr. Adhi~ari wa!'- in pri,.on in thtA summl·r of
1934. Within two month" of lht•ir rl'leaw. thil> pruup dci.:idcd that
the time had i.:omc tll-ln~asurc thl..'ir ... trcn~lh and they accordingly
committed their now augml..'nk·d following to a temporary alliance
with M. N. Roy's adherent!'- for thl..' purpo ...c of exploiting the
general dissafo,faction wl11i.:h then l..'Xi!-tcc.I in industrial circle!- in
Bombay. The ai.:tual history of the strikel> which resulted from
these combined efforts is le'" inlt'rt:'\tmg than the insight which
they gave into the working of the Communio,;t tactics of the Unitcd
Front. But a kno'Wledgc of the former is an unfortunate
prerequisite to a proper understanding of the latter and it is
necessary, even at the risk of anticipating the history of the "Roy"
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party's achievements. to set forth the salient facts of the strike
wave which swept India during 1934.

The Strike Movement in 1934
The question of a stn~c was first mooted at the annual session
of M. N. Roy's section Of the All-India Trades-Union Congress
which was held at Cawnpore at Christmas. feeling that labour
conditions in Bomhay warranted some more practical
demonstration of sympathy than the customary resolutions. the
Congre,1' dcc1dt.>d to hold an All-India Textile Workers'
Conferenc.:e in Bomhay to consider the feasibility and desirability
of organizing a general textile strike in the near future. A month
later. at the end of January 19~4. the Conference asscmhlcd an<l
was attended by members of both the "'Roy" and "official" parties
from thl' Bomhay Presidency. the Uni~d Provinces and the
Central Provinces. as well as representatives from Baroda and
Bengal. After 'OITIL' haggling and mutual recrimination the two
groups jointly resolved to organize. within the next thn:c months a
country-wide strik.e of all textile workers. The Council of Action
set up to take charge of this scheme contained representatives of
hoth parti~s. and it1' members were instructed to tour their
provinces formmg strik.c committees. preaching the doctnne of a
general textile strike and collecting funds in support of it. The
campaign hegan at once and was conducted with vigour anc.1
enthusiasm in most of India's cotton manufacturing areas. A strike
which occurred m a cotton mill in Sholapur early in February
seems to h;.t\'l' t<tk.cn the Council by surprise. but the orthodox
Communists loM no 111nc in dispatching their agents to the locality
and succl!cded in cxtmding its ~cope. and probably its duration as
well. Although 1hi1' prt!mature outbreak cannot have been a!o.
welcome as if it hall occurred two or three months later, it
prov1ded nevertheless. an admirable war cry for the campaign in
other parts of the country. Two other premature and short-lived
strikes were enginet'rc..'CI. one in Cawnpore and the other in Ajmer.
~fore the Council hdd its final decisive meeting in Ahmedaba<l
on the 8th April. The Brd April was selected as the date for the
outbreak of the first preliminary strike in Bombay. This wa.' to be
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followed by the declaration of sympathetic strikes in textile mills
in other parts of India on "May Day", which is usually celebrntt!'d
by Communist demonstrations the world over. Efforts were
redoubled as "May Day" approached. Meetings wt!'re held at more
frequent intervals (there were. for instance, no less than eight
separate meetings in Bombay City on the 15th April): prot:essions
were organised with greater regularity: and the spate of leaflets
increased. On the appointed day the strike began m a m<.xlcst way
in Bombay. only four mills employing about 5.500 men. heing
involved. During the next few days. hov.~wr. the rc~pl~nsc to
threats and inveiglements exceeded the organizers mo~t sangumc
expectations and the ~ituatiun rapidly deteriorated until. on the
27th April. there was virtually a general strike in progrc~s Only
two mills of any imponancc were unaffccll.'d and the numher of
workers on strike on that day was approximately 70,000. The
..;trike in Sholapur was still in progrel'ls and the workers in thc..;e
two centres were joined by the 1st May hy others in Nagpur and
lJclhi. ror various reasons, including the prior arrest of the
principals in some place!>, simultaneous action whi<.:h had hcen
arranged in a number of other areas failed to materialize. The
I >clhi operations, serious while they lasted. were conducteu hy
Shih Nath Banerji assi!>ted by another of tht" Mt!crut prisoners.
hut they came to a o;peedy end when it was found that the police
would not permit the violent intimidatory methods hy which alone
the strike was enfor~ed. Less drastic measures in the Central
Provinces were at least partly responsible for the pn;longatiun of
the dispute in one group of mills till th~· enu of .June and f<'r ih
cxtcn~ion to anot~r group of mill~ in Nagpur. The local
authorities at first had resort to the Criminal Procedure Code ant.I
arrested R.S.Ruikar and two of his follow-workers a~ a
preliminary to proceeding against them under section I 07. They
were forthwith released on bail, only to resume their activities·
with renewed vigour. When they were rearrested a few days later
under the temporary provisions of the Criminal Law Amendment
Act, 1932 (and were, on this occasion. refused bail). the strike in
this second group of mills immediately collapsed. Meanwhile. the
'\trike in Bombay had increased both in scope and intensity
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Neither magisterial orders. nor arrests for breaches of the ordinary
law. nor the dispersal of processions and meetings. nor even
occasional resort to firing in emergency, seemed able to stem the
tide of violence and secret intimidation both in the streets and in
the workers' homes. It quiJ;kly became evident that the ordinary
law was inadequate to cope with the situation and it was.
thcreforn: decided to call into section thl' Bombay Special
(Eml~rgt."ncy) Powers Act under the provision~ of which fourteen
leading Communist agitators including Joglekar and Mirajkur
were summarily arrested and imprisoned on the 29th April. But
Dr. Adhikari remained-now a veritable didator behind the
scenes-and others were found to take the places of those who
had hccn removed. There was an instantaneous hut short-hved
improvement in the situation, after whil:h the strike resumed its
violent course, and it was not till the end of-'1ay. When Adhikari
and thirteen more of his confederates had i.tl-;o been arrc:-.ted and
all meetings and processions in Bombay City had hccn prohibited.
that it:-. mad career was checked. The situation at once improved
and, although a few sporadic cases of violl'ncc :-.till occurred. the
worker:-. signified their appreciation of the -;teps taken to
s<1feguard·their live!> and libl.!rty by flocking to thl' mill:-. to resume
their work. The employment figures leapt from 27 500 to 41500
within a week: in a fortnight the number at work was 69500: anc.J
hy the 2.~rd June, after two months of warfare. the attendance was
85,000. con:-.iderahly more than ii had been before the strike
hcgan.

The Political Aspect
One of the most depressing aspects of tht: disorders hrietly
above was the indication which they gave of the amount
of harm which a handful of tmined and experienced Communist
agitators can do in a comparatively short space of time. The strike
movl.!ment in J934 provided more than one instance of a couple of
such agitators, newly arrived in an industrial area, having worked
up the most unpromising material to a pitch of cxcitem:nt wherein
they abandoned their work on the flimsiest of pretexts. only to
return to it sadder and wiser men when the original instigators

describ~d
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were removed. Indeed, in every case reforred to above, the
removal of a compar..itively small number of thcs~·. professional
strike mongers was follllWCd hy a return to saner methods and, in
most cases, by a speedy demonstration of the fact that the
workers' real desire was for employment regardless of 1ls terms.
There is abundant evidence of the fact that. when Dr. Adhikari
and his followers first entered the joint Strike Committee in
.January 1934. they had strong hope~ that the strike for whkh they
agreed to work would he only lllll' of a chain of di!>pllte!> all over
India embracing almost every hranch of transpm1 and ind~stry.
M. I.. Jaywant, the enthu!ooiastu: party urgani1.er in the Central
Provinces. is known. for e.\ainple, to have heen "lrongly of
opinion that it was essential to mdudc railwaymen in the strik.c in
order to prevent the transport of "hlad.legs and the police (and
al),o the am1y) to the affected art'l.l), to undo our wor"-"· He pressed
these views upon his colh!aguc' at the time, but for tactical
reasons they were not voiced at lhc joint conkrcncl'. Joglckar, too.
made several specche!> in lhc course of his all-India !our which
su~gestcd, in veiled terms perhaps. that unly a general )o.frikl~ could
hring salvation to the worlmg.-classc)\. But these opc11 ,:xprcssion!>
nf opinions gcnernlly hdd and of hopt'!oo widely l'lllcrtuincd in
orthodox Communist cin.:h:s wen~ the cxL"eption rather than the
rule. Generally speaking. M. N. Roy's pai1i!>ans fl1Lmd no real
cause for complaint.
It was, in other le),' n:putablc ways. thac the true-red
Communists sought to work tht'ir will. Although !here may have
ht!cn ample justification for ~omt· of the fifty or more disputt:s
which occurred in Bomba) in April. the strike which P. C. Joshi
brought about in the Muir Mills in Cawnporc itJ March was a
glaring example of maladroit applii.:ation of the Communist policy
of transforming individual strike~ into a general political strike.
The workers in the Muir Mills. who were induced to strike in
sympathy with their brother workers in Sholapur, are the best
paid in Cawnpore aQd had no possible cause for complaint, and
the only result of this senseless stoppage of work was the loss to
the Party of the services of an enthusiastic worker (Joshi was sent
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tu jail for another two years) and the complete failure of
Cawnpore to rise to the occasion when the "general" strike began
seven weeks later. The strike in the milway workshops at Ajmcr.
which deprived the Party of another youthful enthusiao;;tR.D.Bharadwaj-is anotfici: case in point. But the more
experienced leaders in Bombay committed no such indiscretions.
Not till the strike wa~ well under way did they reveal their true
purpose. The Strike: Committee's twenty demands to the
employers. made after nearly four months' agitation and more
than a fortnigh1's direct action. contained more political
aspirations than pleas for the economic improvement of the
workers' lot. When, moreover. the leader~ of the Girni Kamgar
Union (of M. N. Roy's persuasion) showed signs of wishing to
make termi-. with the owners. the "official" Communists, prompted
• usurped control of
as usual by Dr. Adhikari, who had by that time
the Strike Committee. resolutely opposed a compromise on any
terms whatever: the '\trike continued in full force, despite efforts
to call it off until Dr. Adhikari' was himself arrested about a
fortnight later. Finally. having ousted their rivals from control the
Communist Party of India openly set ahout the promotion of a
general strike. as witness a typical leaflet signed by the Strike
Committee's secrctarie), and issued on the 23rd May appealing to
the railway. dock. municipal and tramway workers in Bombay to
join the strike or another. which appeared the next day under the
seal of the Party itself. exhorting the workers of all industries all
over the country to enter the lists against capitalism and
imperialism. The tactics nf the United Front had outlived their
usefulness; the Communists must now come out into the open as
the sole champions of the working-classes. Reviewing their
activities in retrospect some four months later, the Bombay
..official" Communists claimed that the strike had rehabilitated the
Party with the textile workers, had increased the membership of
the Party and had had very beneficial results in Sholapur. The
Young Workers' League had also benefited very considerably and
had had to open two new branch offices to cope with its increased
membership.
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The Educational Aspect
It has already been shown that the Communist P<uty of India
had been urged from all sides to press on with the work of "filling
the fighting cadres"-an objective which could only be achieved
"'in the process of actual struggle by the formation of strike
committees and revolutionary peasant committees". As Dange
~uccinctly put it in his defence statement at Mecrut. "the stril·.e
ptiriod is the only period when thl· cultural level of the workers
Gm he raised on a mass scale .... One lecture on any subject in the
strike i!\ more valuahle than a month in a night school". Thenrthodox Communist members of the Council of Action must
haw realized that anything in the nature of a gl·neml strike was
quiti: out of the question but they were insistent, nevcrthcles!o., that
tht:" strike must not be postponed. An army cannot hccnmc
d'ficient without periodical manoeuvres and thl! coming strikt·
would give valuahle practical experience to both leaders and
workers. even though it might fail to produce more immediate
1.:oncreu: results. When trouble broke out in Bombay. therefore.
the strikers. urged on by these extremist leaders, became bolder a!\
their number M•1ellcd and as the promised fruits of succcs!': seemed
lo come closer to their grasp. From jeering at. and abuse of. tht.•
police on the first two day!\ they progressed to somewhat timid
stoning. and finaJJy inJulged, on the founh day. in murdcrou),
attacks on the police and loyal workers, which were only 1cpul~d
by rcson to tiring after a numher of policemen had he.:n "erinu'h
mjured. Much was made in Communi:-t circles of the fact that the
fighting on the 27th April was carrit:d out under the- lc:adcr),hip of
the workers themselves, and it was felt that this was a great step
forward in the training of the proletariat. When the Strike
Committee was reconstituted after the arresb on the 29th April.
actual strikers were admitted to it and so the tmining went on
under expert supervision. Lectures and home talks and the study
of specially prepared pamphlets were supplemented by practical
exercises in actual conflict with the police, until the arrest of the
May put an end to the course of training.
instructors at the end
Some weeks later, when the strike was just over the secretary of
the Young Workers' League issued a Mahrathi leaflet in which he
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took to the League's credit the lion's share of the preliminary
propaganda and the actual fighting with the police and proceeded
to examinl! the causes of the sucess of the opt:rations. "The reason
is" the leaflet ran, "that the members of the Y. W.L. are being
given in!.tnK~tion in the:. revolutinary Communist philosophy of
Marx and Lenin .... The members of the Y.W.L. arc not only given
theoretical in~tmction hut practical training also and it is for thi!'I
n:a!.un that they were able to give such a good account of
thcmsclvc!\ in the general !\trike thi!\ year:· Nor WLt!\ the "practical
training. " confined to as~ault~ on the police: for on at lca!\l one
occasion. the strikers wen: incited to storm mill premises. and one
leallet which was is!\ueJ in the cour!\e of tht: smkc by the
Communist Party of India exhorted the workers of all industrie~ to
collect arms and ammunition and tu use them in the fight against
the police and the military .The ll'ader!\ in Sholapur. act mg
apparently on advice from Bombay. went one step further. An
explosion which occurred in Poona at the encl of April was found
to have hcen caused by the can.:lc-;sm:!\!\ of a !\C1enl'.1.~ :-.tudcnt whik·
he wa!\ preparing bombs to the order of one of th..: Communi~t
leader~ of the -;trike in Sholapur. (The lea<lc:r m question had.
incidentally. vi!\itcd Bomhay two day!\ before he: pl.1\:l.'d thl~ order.)
This inl.'ident caused the policL' to make a nitinil analysi~ of
several recent explosions in Sholapur. and it Wi.t!\ discovered that
no lei-.s than scvc:n of these had been patcntly intcnJl·J to tc1rnrizc
loyal worker~. Bombay and Sholapur were not. of cc1urse. the only
places where violence on the part of the -;triker-. Wi.l!'I directly
attributable to Communist causes. The !\trikes in Delhi and
Nagpur provided other outstanding examples.

Activities in Bengal
The Calcutta Communists held aloof from the 1itrike but they
were by no means inactive. The continued existence, in spite of
the compromise at the end of 1933, of three main groups
hampered their work to some extent, but they managed to take
charge of several small strikes which occurred in the spring of
1934 and to extend their influence to three or four hitherto
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untouched areas on the banks of the Hooghly. They also made
efforts to start an Anti·lmperialist League, which would. it was
hoped, provi~e a point of contact for the various discordant
groups whose means differ hut who have amongst their common
aims the disruption of the Empire and the formation of Mlmt.· kind
of Indian Soviet State. Such a hody would. of course. serve a
useful Communist purpose-much the same as the Wl·r~crs' and
Peasants' Parties were designed to s1.•rve in the dav~ hcfore the
Mecrm case was instituted. Ali it happened, hu\\cvcr. th1.·ir efforts
in thi~ din:ction brought nothing: hut tribulation to the Party. Mr.
Gamdhi was then in the mid~t of his all-India tour on hchalf of the
depressed classes and was planning to spend some week in the
districts of Bengal. There wa~ much open opposition to thi!'!I
proposal from educat1.·d Bcngalis and the time Sl't'mcd opportune
to launch the anti-Imperialist scheme. It was nalural in the
circumstances that the new organisation should he called the
··League Against Gandhism". hut this name arousl~d the
antagonism of a ft•w influential orthodox Congressmen. Several
rowdy meetmgs were held. tempers rose. and at the end of a
niomh. nine or ten of the Party\ most pronunent leader.;. including
Ahdul Halim and Shamsul Buda. found rhcmselves involved in
criminal proceeding'i which l!ngagcd a cons1dcmblc purl of their
attention for some weeks to come. Their press service was also
disorganised by official demand~ for security. but de!o.pite these
handicaps they managed to produce a considerable amount of
cyclostyled literature, while one of their numher wa!-1 contmually
occupied at Jamshedpur in Bihar assisting in the organisation of
Tata and Co.'s employees. When his activities became too
blatantly aggressive. the Bihar Government extemed him from the
province. but he was quickly replaced hy another "comrade"from
Calcutta who was similarly expdled in due course. Of the
activities of the other Communist groups· in Bengal the tale will be
told at a later stage, ~d J also reserve the history of Communist
activities in the Punjab for special treatment in a subsequent
chapter.
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The Proscription of the Communist Party of India
It was at this juncture that the Government of India decided
that the Communist Party of India must be'notified as an unlawful
organisation under the Cr¥ninal Law Amendment Act of 1908 (a'i
amended in 1932). The various activities described above had
made it quite clear that the Meerut prisoners had no intention
whatsoever of abandoning the practices for which they were
prosecuted and in which they publicly gloried when they made
their so-called defrnce statements before the Court of Session. It
was obvious that they proposed rather lo profit by past mistakes
and lo perfect, with Moscow's specialist aid, an organisation
whose construction had been interrupted by official action in
1929. With a view, therefore, to impede the progress of this
dangerous movement. the Government made a careful survey of
their legal armoury. The sedition section and that which penalized
the promotion of dass hatred had been put to good use in some
parts of lnditt, but the restricted interpretation which had been
placed upon their meaning by certain High Courts had seriously
limited their effect in other provinces. Certain of the temporary
'ipecial emergency powers which the Legislatures conferred upon
the authorities in 1932 had also been ofuse. but something more
seemed still to be needed and as tht!re was ample justification in
law notifying the Communist Party of India as an unlawful
organisation. it was decided that this course should be taken. It
was recognized at the time thut it would be difficult to obtain
convictions under the Act. but it was hoped that the moral effect
of the knowledge that the Government was declaring war on
Communism root and branch would not be inconsiderable and
that, by driving the Party still further underground and by laying
its offices, funds. records and literature open to seizure (at any
rate, till the end of l 'U5 ), this action would render more difficult
the Party's main task of organising the country for an armed mass
rebellion. This notification was quickly followed by another
issued by the Punjab Government in respect of five Communist
associations with their hcadquaters in that province. The Madras
Government also declaD!d unlawful the Young Workers' League
in Madras which again began to rear its head when Amir Haidar
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Khan was released. Some months later. too. the Bombay
Government followed suit with a notification wMch declared
unlawful five of the more important orthodox Communist
organisations in that Presidency, amongst them being the "Red''
Clirni Kumgar Union. the Young Workers' League and the
Marxist Students' Club.

Secretive Methods
This action on the part of the authorities emphasized the need

frn the organisation of an underground hr.inch of the Pany and
although Dr. Adhikari was exiled, on his relea..;e from jail. to a
!-.mall town in the south of the Bombay Presidency, it was not long
before he found ways of communicating his advice on this
all-important subject to those whom he had left in charge. A
sample of his work is the suggestion that the Politbureaux of both
the Central Committee and each provincial committee (com•isting
in each case of three really capable and experienced "comrade!>")
'ihuuld work entirely underground, unburdened by any form of
open work. The bureaux' main responsibilities would be the issue
and secret ci1culation of reports, resolutions, decisions, etc., made
by their respective committees, the production of pm1y
newspapers and the development of what Adhikari de!-.cribed as
"'the technical apparatus". This last task consists of the provision
of a number of secret courier services between the centre and the
provinces, between the provinces themselves, and also betWl'Cn
provincial committees and their subordinate organisations
Unknown and unmari ed members of the Part) should he chosen
for this work which muse he carried on with the utmost secrecy.
for it was only through a network of such "technical arrangement"
that the central authority and the provincial committees can keep
alive their contact with the cells at ~ork in the various branches of
transpon industry and agriculture. It is too early yet to say what
measure of success will attend these efforts, but a heginning is
known to have been made and it seems pertinent to re~all (a~
Dr.Adhikari also did) the case of Amir Haidar Khan who had
completed nine months' underground work and had established
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the framework of a courier service to Bombay before he attracted
the attention of the Madras police.

Philip Spratt's Reap~arance
It is unnecessary to di~t:uss the measures by which the various
provincial committees sought to negate the effects of the
Government's attack. The case of Calcutta is typii.:tal; there Abdul
Halim is!\ued instructions that unmarked mcmhcr-; of the Party
were to be chosen from the intelligentsia and wen: to continue
themselves entirely to secret activity amongst the working classes
and to the holding of private study circles. The real leaders must
take no part in open activities. It was. whik s<.:hemes of this
nature were under consideration, that Philip Spratt's term of
imprisonment came to an end on the 6th.ScptemhL·r. and, as he
had consider.able practical experience of thi~ type of work hoth in
Bombay and Calcutta. his counsel was much in demand. After a
short stay in Allahabad, he spent a month in Cak:utta not only
advising the local branch of the Communist Party of India un
organisational questions but in endeavouring also to compose
differences which still existed in spite of several t.'arlicr l!fforts to
dissipate them. He was very little more successful in this latter
dirccrion than his predecessors had been and he eventually
departed for Jhansi and on to Bombay leaving S. S. Mirajkar
(who had joined him meanwhile) to try his hand. In Bombay he
attended a number of secret and open meeting~ before leaving on
the 14th November for Wardha, where he i!\ known to have had
interviews with Mr. Gandhi on three successive days. Thereafter,
he proceeded to Madras to hold brief intercourse with members of
the Young Workers' League and other socio-Communist groups
in the Presidency. Throughout his tour he spent a great deal of
time in a patient study of the situation in the course of which he
showed considerably more deference to the views of the
..reformists" than is usual amongst orthodox Communists in
India. His tour seems to have had a threefold object-the
preparation of an impartial report for the World Congress of the
Communist International which was to be held in Moscow early in
1935. the removal of obstacles in the. way of an all-India
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anti-imperialist united front and the reorganisation of that side of
the Communist movement which he represents. Despite Dr.
Adhikari's earnest appeal to his colleagues not to endanger Spratt
by engaging him in active work. his activities resulted in his
detention under the Bombay Special (Emergency) Powers Act on
the 18th December. And then~ we must leave him.

Financial Assistance from Abroad
Spratt was not the only prominent Communist who wa!'> moving
about India at this time. S. S. Mirajkar and I\. N. Joglckar were
particularly active in this respect The inner purpose nf thdr visits
to various industrial centres is a matter mainly of conjecture. but
1t was somewhat disquieting to find them able to undertake
ex.pensive tours on behalf of a pilrty whic..-h had no visible income.
Nm was official misgiving in thi:-. regard in any way rdievcd by a
number of vaguely indefinite, hut very persistent reports to thi!
effect that they and others of their kmd were carrying funds from
Bombay to other centres. These reports also spoke of the regular
r\!ceipt in Bombay and Calcutta of considcmbll' ~urns from
abroad. of mysterious agent~ who brought them by sea, of
elaborate arrangement~ to forewarn the Indian pilrty of their
advent. and of careful ~ecret planning Ml to di~pose of them on
arrival that the authon•ie~ should bl· unaware of their existence.
Although there has been no direct corroboration of these accounts
of what was going on, there i!->, on the orher hand, no reason io
doubt that they have a substantial element or truth 111 them. To say
the least, they rnise a Mrong pr..!sumption that the arrangements
which were in force pn<l1 ro 1929 have now been resumed at the
instance of B.F. Bradley, who is said to have visited Moscow
during the summer of 1934 expressly to t\!nder advite on this and
kindred subjects. If this be so. the Communist Party of Great
Britain is almost certainly acting once more as the Communist's
intermediary m this as in other matters.

An Indian Section of the League Against Imperialism
That this is likely to be the case is demonstrated in a variety of
other ways, some of which (e.g., the dispatch of Communist
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literdture of international importance from London instead of from
Continental cities) have already been .mentioned. Another
indication is the recent formation in London of an Indian section
of the League against Imperialism, "for the purpose of
establishing some form of organisational link between Indian who
are opposed to foreign rule in India". This new soction (and others
in the process of formation in two or three important English and
Scottish cities) are to be under the control of the British section,
of which Bradley assumed charge immediately on his return from
Russia. The new section's literary efforts have shown bt!yond
doubt that its views arc in complete harmony with those of its
parent body and also with those of the International Secretariat,
whose headquarters arc also in London. Its appearance--or
perhaps it would he more correct to say. Bradley's assumption of
his new role of Secretary for Indian Affai~s-resulted in a marked
increase of Communist activity in Indian drclt:s in London and a
consequent broadening of the field of recruitment to the ranks of
the Commur\tst Party of India.

Other Forms of Assistance
It is not, however. the C'omintem's practice to place all its eggs
in one basket. Despairing, no doubt. of those who were in control
of Indian Communist affairs during the period of degenemtion,
the Comintem entered, as I have already suggested and as I shall
show more amply in <l subsequent chapter. into an alliance with
another readymade Indian organisation-the Sikh Ghadr Party. I
only mention this fact here because for some time past the Ghaclr
Party has been the Comintcm\ main-but not its only-point of
contact with .India, and at least one member of this Party, a
trained product of the Eastern University. ha"i been sent back to
India to accompli~h the task of establishing liaison between the
groups in Bengal and the Punjab. Amongst other
recommendations which passed from Moscow to India by this
channel. I may mention the opening of Communist schools in
convenient Indian centres and the inauguration of a seamen's
courier service in co-oper.ition with the International of Seamen
and Harbour Workers. Nor has Muhammad Ali, alias Sepassi.
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been idle. From his new headquarters in Moscow, he has
continued to interchange correspondence with Indian
Communists, often through Iqbal Schedai who ),..:ems to have
taken his place in Paris. His letters have reen full of the usual
advice and instructions, the result of consultation with ··some of
my friends interested in your work'', as to the corrcl'l political line
for rhc Party's programme. "Your organisation pays litrle
attention to illegal work and illegal forms of nrgani),ation ... he
wrote on one occasion. ''You even go so far as to ~in: rhc names
of all your prominent workers in an open letter. A rl.'\'Ollllipnary
orgam),mion cannot afford to do that." But ( must rl'turn to the
path from which I have strayed in pursuit of a sidc-is'iuc.

A Second

Meetin~

of the Provisional Central Committee

At the cnd of 1934. using the crowded annual )..CS)..1011 of rhe
Indian National Congress as a covrr for their movcnll'nts. the
mcmhcrs of the provisional central committee a-;-;cmhlcd in
Bomhay. The c.:asualtics which had resulted from till' pre\'iou)..
year's campaign had heen made good by nomination or co-option.
S. S. Mira.:!· :.tr had. for instance.·, taken Dr. Adhikari\ pla1x as
~t!l'rl'tary and Ajoy Kumar Ghosh. a prominl'nt Communist in
Cawnpore, had suc.:t ~cdcd P. C. Joshi. while thl' Committee\
rcpre-;entativeness hJ.d been enlarged hy the indu~mn of a
Madrn)..si member. The main business heforc thi~ meeting was the
1.·onsideration of reports from all provincial branchc~ of the P·1:1y
with the exception of thal in the Punjab. These rcp1.>11 ... are of
)..omc interest as revealing the Party's own measure of its
<i~hievements during I~H4. Briefly. they are said to have di'idlN~<l
an inc.:rease of the Party's membership from a sc.:ore or -;o at lhc
hcginning of the year to about 150. There wen: al),o said to he a
hundn:d or more candidates awaiting cli::ction. The Party's fidd of
activities had been extended to cover the three main railway
systems, the entire textile industry in the Bombay Presidency and
a pc.Irt of the jute i1\dustry in Bengal and the cotton indl.lstr} in
Cawnporc. A do1en or more study circle., had been started for
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workers and educated youths. Very little work was being done in
..refonnist" unions, but the United Provinces and Bombay parties
had established contact with the Congress Socialist Pany. Except
possibly in the Punjab, from which province no report was
forthcoming. only a small.beginning had been made with the work
amongst the peasantry. Al I the basic documents had hccn
translated into Mar.ithi. but little progress had heen made with
translation into other Indian languages. Another important suhject
which was discussed was the question of negotiations between the
··Red" All-India-Trades Union Congress and M. N. Roy\ more
virile bran"ti of the same organisation. There were tho~e who
advocated the dissolution of the "Red" Congress and the is~Ut: of
orders to all its affiliated unions to seek affiliation with M. N.
Roy\ hody in order to work from within.it. This suggestion l.hd
not. however. find general acceptance and a dcci~ion was Tl'achcd
that the "Red"' Trades-Union Congress should only agree to
negotiate if o~erturcs came from the other side: thl.!re should he no
suggestion that the orthodox Communists wen~ at all interested m
~m:h i.m agreement.

Plans for the Immediate .Future
The Committee also looked into the future. and sketched out a
plan of action for provincial organisations to follow. They were
directed Lo reorganise themselves and to start work on the bai.is of
th\! new constitution of the Communist Party of India which had
appear~d
in draft form in the /11tematio11al l'rt's.\'
Corre.\ponclence of the I Ith May 1934 and whi1.·h the meeting
had finally accepted V\oith a few minor amendments. The draft
'tatutc~ arc printed as an appendix*. The committee are al!'.o 'aid
to havl! laid down the following as the main tai.ks for the
immediate future: (I) the recruitment of Party members on a wide
scale; (2) the formation of factory cells in industrial centres and
peasant committees in rural areas; (3) "frciction" work in
" AppcnJix Ill.
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refonnist unions and the fonnation of new unions in industrial
centres where they do not exist; (4) co-ordination of work on the
railways: (5) the preparation of a series of provincial lheses for a
plan of work amongst the J>'=asantry; (6) the formation of
anti-imperialist leagues; (7) th!! translation of Party publications
into provincial languages: (8) the formation of more ~ludy circles
co\'cring a wider area: and (9) the publicatmn of an English organ
at the centre and of Party newspapers in appropriate vernaculars.
On the l'VC of the New Yt'ar, K. N. Jogll'kar visited Lw.:lmow and.
under rhe kindly shelter of an inaugural nmfcrencl' of. the
All-India Press Workers' Union. explained to Communist~ at
work in Northern India the implications uf the Connnittee's
decisions and the method~ by which they could hc~t he carried
oul. And '\O ended twelve months of unremilling toil in the tace of
adver.,.ity. of continual warfare with wn!'ll1tuted .mthority. and of
untiring effort tu form a powerful Pc.arty with its rool!-1
underground and its branches ult11nately !o-prcadmµ to ewry Indian
locality where man earn!-. his daily bread hy the 'weal of his brow
or the manipulation of his pen-twclvt: molllh' at the hc,:!inning of
which B. f. Bradley had remarked. after a 'hort survey of the
situation, "'Tak.ing everything into cunsidcralion. I thin" thmg!-1 arc
going wry well.''
Note:- Since the paragraph e11titlcJ "Fin..i.ncrnl A~~l'ilanct! from
Abroad", was printed. the names and movc11wn1' of three of the
"myMcrious agents'' have hccn di!'lrnvcnx.1: un~ of tht:m,
Mrs.Con~tm1cc Mary Sargent wa!-1 apprd1~11dl·d 111 Bot>1hay wnh
an ingtmiously devised receipt in her per...<mal haggage. The
amount of money. a \'Cry con~iderahle ~u111 in lhl· aggregate,
which these agents have brought into India dunng the past two
years •~ also known.

!Appendix (vii~
The Indian League for
Independence
Clemens Dutt

The foundation on an All-India scale of the Indian League for
National Independence adds a new body to the already numerous
nationalist organisations and groups existing in India. and a
significant factor for the course of the struggle between the
proletarian and bourgeois elements for t~e leadership of the fight
for national emancipation. Until its session in Madras, at the end
df 1927, the Indian National Congress, which claims to represent
the central stream of the nationalist movement, had never
pronounced 'its goal to be the complete national independence of
India. The aim ofNational Independence, although repeatedly put
forward since the war by a small radical group. was never endorsed
by the Congress, ostensibly on the ground that it was too dangerous
lo express openly or that it was not necessary or practicable, but
really owing to the influence of the middle-class nationalists who
entertained hopes of establishing harmonious co-operation with
the British bourgeoisie in the capitalist development of India and
the exploitation of the Indian masses.
Events since the war and the collapse of the non-cooperation
movement led by Gandhi have had a shattering influence on these
hopes, and the influence of the middle-class leaders has been
correspondingly undermined. British Imperialism has been
successful in maintaining its monopoly of exploitation, its whole
policy has been directed towards strengthening its own stronghold
in most direct opposition to the needs and demands of the Indian
bourgeoisie. The appointment of the Simon Commission, in
complete disregard oflndian nationalist opinion, with its obvious
Published in ""TIU: LABOUR MONTHLY'". January 19211. 1.ondon
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aim of introducing refonns into the British Administration oflndia
which would enable the British bourgeoise to consolidate their
hold over the country, compelled the Indian bourgeois nationalists
to adopt a stronger attitude of opposition. The National Congress
was influenced in the same direction by the knowledge that the
Indian proletariat was growing in strength and was awakening to
independent political activity. that a renewed outburst ofrevolt on
the part of the pauperised peasant masses was becoming more and
more likely, and that the impoverished intellectuals and petty
bourgeois elements were more and more heing faced with the:
alternative of revolutionary struggle or passive submission to
economic ruin. Under this pressure. the Indian National Congress
at Madras passed a series of semi-revolutionary resolutions,
declaring the goal of the Congress to be complete National
Indepcndence, declaring against assistance for British Imperialism
in a future war and for support of the International League against
Imperialism. At the same time, the Nationalist representatives in
the Legislature Assembly and in the Provincial Legislative
Councils refused to take part in helping the work of the Simon
Commission.
The last year, however. has seen a further development and
differentiation in the Nationalist Movement, both in the direction
of a move to the Right and of a move to the Left. The upper sections
of the Indian bourgeoisie became frightened as a result of the rapid
development of the working-class and mas!. movement. Within
the last half-year there has taken place a notable modification in
their attitude towards the Simon Commission. All the L~gislative
Councils have now, after all, appointed Committees to sit with
and work with the Simon Commission. At the same time an AllParties' Conference. representing all sections of the Indian
bourgeoisie, including the Liberals and Independents who stand
outside and to the Right of the National Congress, has adopted a
proposed Constitution for India which is based not on Independence
but on the granting to India by the British Parliament of so-called
Dominion status Within the "British Commonwealth of Nations•·.
That this Conference was presided over by Dr. Ansari, the President
of the National Congress in 1928, and it, constitution drafted by a
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committee headed by this year's President, Mr. Motilal Nehru, is
eloquent testimony of the make-believe character of the
Independence Resolution of the National Congress in the eyes of
its own leaders.
The proposed constitution, embodied in the Nehru Report, which
is supported by these Congress leaders on the plea that it represents
the greatest common measure of agreement as to lndia"s demands
among all the sections of the Nationalist Movement, is naturally
governed by the need of obtaining the agreement of the most RightWing sections. The constitution has been put before the Simon
Commission and, in effect, represents a form of co-operation with
the latter. It is explicitly a capitalist constitution and its capitalist
character was especially emphasised by the adoption by the AllParties· Conforence of a special resolution inserting a provision
in the document that •·all titles in private and personal property
enjoyed at the establishment of the Commonwealth arc hereby
guaranteed". Thereby the supporters of the Nehru Report arc
committed to a drastic pledge given in order to re-assure the big
landlords that the Nationalist Movement docs not intend to take
any steps to deprive them of their property or to divide up their
land. and to reassure the llritish bourgeoisie that their investments
and claims to exploitation shall be regarded as a sacred trust by
the Indian bourgeoisie.
Under these circumstances of a flagrant abandonment of the
Congress declaration on Independence. during a period of growing
rcvolutionisation of the masses. the Left-Wing leaders in the
National Congress were compelled to come out more openly in
support of the Independence slogan. The contrast between the
Nehru report and the declared goal of the National Congress led
to a raging controversy on the respective merits of ·'Dominion
status'' and "complete independence". which became a first-class
debating issue for the Nationalist Press and for political meetings.
Those who disagreed with the moderation of the All-Parties
Conference came out with the proposal to establish an Indian
Independence League to press for their point of view in the country
at large. Yet is a remarkable and significant feature of the situation
that the sponsors of the League, with few exceptions, were
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themselves participants in the All-Parties Conference. The League,
in fact, has its origin in the statement read at he All-Parties
Conference by Jawaharlal Nehru. the son of Molilal Nehru and
acknowledged leader of the younger radical section in the National
Congress. a statement endorsed by the signatures of thirty other
Congressmen present. They proclaimed that they were supporting
the All-Parties Report for the sake of unity without giving up their
adherence to the Congress goal of independence in support ofwhich
they proposed to form a special organisation.
There was a quick response from all parts of the country: First
of all, an organisation was formed in Madras headed by Srinivasa
Iyengar, under whose presidency the National Congress had first
passed the independence resolution, and who alone among the
prominent leaders had refused to take part in the All-Parties
Conference on account of its rejection of independence. LaLer.
nficr a Nationalist Conference in the Punjab had decided that it
would support both independence and Dominion status, and
Dr. Ansari. the Congress President, had explained that acceptance
nf the Nehru Report did not prevent Congressmen from maintaining
their own standpoint in favour of independence, Mr. Iyengar has
also come round to this accommodating view.
The new League. however. first took definite shape in Bengal.
~here a group of Congress members, headed by Suhash Chandra
Bose. ex-deportee under the Bengal Ordinance and Joint Secretary
of the National Congress, published a manifesto and provismnal
programme for the League. Th~ programme was adopted with
minor alterations in Bombay and elsewhere. This programme itself
t:xpresses in the sharpest and clearest form both the positive and
the negative aspects of the new movement and pr:ovides a key to
the contradictory elements within it. The programme is divided
into three sections, headed respectively "economic democracy."
·•political democracy" and "social democracy''. Under the second
head is the single solitary demand for "complete national
independence", witb no further items whatever.
The economic prngrammc is the most important section. It is
the most far-reaching in character of any programme yet put
forward by a bourgeois nationalist organisation. It has a decidedly
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socialist tinge. It is lavish in its promises on behalf of the masses.
All these things are new in the history of the Indian nationalist
movement and reflect the changed cqnditions of the national
struggle. The prograll!me calls for removal of economic
inequalities. equitable re-distribution of wealth and nationalisation
of key industries and transport services. It demands the eight-hour
day, unemployment benefit and other labour legislation for the
industrial workers and the introduction of a uniform system of
land tenure with annulment of agricultural indebtedness and even
abolition of landlordism for the peasants. At the same time, the
League really champions Indian capitalist interests, as is seen in
the revealing proposal that •'all disputes between labour and capital
management shall be submitted before an impartial board for
arbitration with a view to making.strikes and lock-outs
unnecessary". Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru has himself defended the
labour demands as a necessary part of "enlightened capitalism".
There is no need here to examine the items of the social
programme. The programme as a whole is clearly seen to be
modelled on the famous tripartite programme of Dr. Sun-Vat-sen
with its demands for•'nationalism, socialism and democracy''. The
socialist tinge of the Independence League largely owes its
adoption to the active propaganda of Jawaharlal Nehru. who has
not only taken every opportunity of stressing that socialism must
he one of the aims of the movement, but has also provided the
movement with a definite theory of socialist reformism, borrowed
from the European social-democratic parties, in relation to the
conquest of power. Thus. at the Delhi Political Conference in
October, he declared:Modern developments of warfare had made organised States
terribly powerfol. It was impossible to combat the Government
by violence. In Europe the new methods of seizing power were
based not on violence but on peaceful organisation of workers.
peasants and others. That was the only way for India also.
No clearer pronouncement could be required of the essentially
non-revolutionary character of the new movement. Jawaharlal
Nehni. S.C. Bose and the new Left-Wing of bourgeois nationalism
stand forward not as the representatives of revolutionary socialism
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but as the champions of reformist social democracy, lavish and
exuberant with radical phrase-making but very vague Jnd hesitant
when it comes to the means by which their phrases shall be put
into practice. It is typical of this attitude that the concrete
revolutionary character of the developing mass movement is overlooked and 'unprovided for. Take, for instance, the developing
agrarian revolution, the revolt of the peasant masses against tlie
impossible burdens of feudal, landlord and imperialist oppression.
Not only is there no sign that the Independence League is no~ or
will in the future take steps in action to lead the peasants in the
struggle, but the fundamental problem of the fight of the peasants
against the oppressors is dismissed by the chimerical proposal for
the ·'abolition of landlordism hy indemn{fication".
The vacillating, petty-bourgeois character of the Independence
League as seen, for instance, in its relation to the All-Partie~
Conference, has been noted above. It is important to notice also
its relation to the existing mass movement. First of all. 1t should
hi: mentioned that the League, which was constituted as an AllIndia body for the first time in November, I928, with Mr. Srinivasa
Iyengar as President and S.C. Bose and Jawaharlal Nehru as joint
Secretaries, has the support of many prominent Congress workers,
hut has no mass membership at all. Secondly, it arises at a time
when a big strike movement is taking place among Indian workers,
when the Indian masses are beginning to enter the arena as an
independent political factor and are throwing off their rl"liancc on
the leadership of the bourgeois nationalists and reformists, one
side of this phenomen(),{l being seen in the growing support given
to the new class leadership of the Workers' and Peasants' Party.
The Workers' and Peasants' Party has attempted in action to lead
the struggles of the workers and peasants. it has formulated the
demands of the masses for economic and political emancipation,
it was the first organisation to raHy strong popular support for the
slogan of complete national independence.
Under these circumstances, it is impossible not to sec in the
Independence for India League a challenge to the Workers' and
Peasants' Party, an attempt to regain the ascendancy of the
Nationalist bourgeoisie over the masse~. which were in danger of
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escaping from bourgeois influence. It should be noted also that
the leaders of the Independence League have never joined or
supported the Workers' and Peasants" Party, and that such typical
leaders as S.C. Bose have played a prominent part in liquidating
strikes to the satisfaction of the employers.
I lencc, i correct estimate oft he new development of the situation
in India must recognise not only the intensification of the tight
against British Imperialism but also the growth of the struggle
between the Indian proletariat and the Indian bourgeoisie, a struggle
in which the Indian proletariat not only comes into conflict with
the Indian bourgeoisie in defence of its class interests. but also
fights for hegemony in the national revolution as a whole. The
immediate revolutionary tasks which must be accomplished by
the Indian masses--the achievement of national emancipation, the
•
destruction of feudalist bondage. the establishment
of social and
political rights for the workers and peasants-arc all tasks of the
bourgeois democratic revolution. There arc many stages yet before
India can enter upon the sodalist revolution. Nevertheless, the
present tasks can only be carried out by a movement in which the
leading role is played b} the proletariat. Petty-bourgeois
movements, such as that exemplified by the Independence League,
start out with a great display of revolutionary fervour but quickly
reveal themselves as tied to the interests of the national bourgeoisie.
\\ho will always submit to foreign Imperialism when threatened
by class revolution of the masses. and when the moment of action
comes they collapse like the bubble of revolutionary Gandhism.
Their p~trt is played if they help to bring the masses into action.
When they begin to hinder the development of revolutionary mass
action. they are already a counter-revolutionary force.

(!ppendix (viii) j
The Role and Leadership of
the Indian Working Class
Clemens Dutt

The events of the past year in India leave no ground for uncertainty
as to the advance of the revolutionary tide there. They fully confinn
the estimate q_f a year ago that a new period of advance was opening
out. the distirictive character of which consisted in the leading role
played by the Indian proletariat. Since then a good deal has
happened. lbe strike wave has continued and developed. assuming
an increasing political importance. British Imperialism, acting
through the Labour Government, has adopted the most ferocious
measures of repression directed primarily against the mass
movement. The nationalist movement has passed through a rapid
process of evolution and differentiation, exposing the make-believe
and treachery of the Indian bourgeoisie including even the so-called
..extremist" leaders, and greatly accelerating the anti-imperialist
and revolutionary understanding of the Indian masses.
It would, however, be erroneous to suggest that the Indian
proletariat has already established in fact its leadership Qf the
revolutionary forces. The noteworthy feature of the present situation
is that events have cle&Qy demonstrated that without such leadership
the struggle against imperialism and exploitation cannot be carried
on, but that the Indian working class is not yet !lufficiently strongly
organised and class-conscious for it to assume fully its historic
role of leadership in the Indian revolution. The peasant masses
and the revolutionary rank and· tile of the organised nationalist
movement are moving towards participation in mass struggle, but
unless the Indian werking class can establish not only political
ascendency over them, but also clear organisational forms through
l1ublished in: "THE LABOUR MONTHLY". December 1929, London.
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which that ascendency can be expressed, the danger of surrender
to the influence of the Indian bourgeoisie will always be present.
This is the fundamental problem of the present period.

The Advance of the Proletariat
The continued attacks against the workers, the process of
introducing rationalisation in Indian industry going forward mainly
at their expense, and the developed methods of persecution and
terrorism set in operation by the employers and the Government,
have contributed very largely to the consolidation and education
of the Indian working class. In the strike movement a great advanced
over 1928 is observable in the more militant and resolute attitude
of the strikers, the great intensity of class feeling among them, the
extension of the organisation of workers; committees and factory
councils, the vastly heightened political significance of the strike
struggles and the general spreading of an understanding of the classstruggle. .
The struggle of the Bombay textile workers is typical of the
advance that has taken place. The opposition they have had to
encounter is incomparably greater than last year. First came the
attempt in February to drown their struggle in the blood bath of the
communal riots. Then came the arrest of all the chief leaders in the
Meerut case. There followed at once the Fawcett textile report in
fa\'our of the employers which immediately stimulated the process
that had already begun of victimisation and further attacks on wages
and conditions. In spite of all this, the general strike called in April
met with a unanimous response from the workers. The strike was
met with the use of armed police and troops, the curfew order,
prohibition of meetings, extensive importation of blacklegs and
the passing of the Intimidation Act to prevent picketing. The
reformist union appeared in the full role of a blackleg union and
attempts were also made to sabotage the strike by the setting up of
a so-called ..blue" union by the employers directly and by the
formation of a "green" Mohammedan union on a religious basis.
The Bombay nationalists also came out in direct opposition to the
strike and the Bombay Congress organisation voted money and
means for open propaganda against the strike.Yet in the face of all
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this the strike went on; the workers departed for their village homes
in large numbers and their places were gradually filled by new
men. Finally, in the middle of September, the Gimi Kamgar Union
was compelled to call off the strike without makiniz conditions.
Only a few of the factors in the campaign against the textile
workers have been mentioned above. The Girni Kamgar Union.
the mass union of the textile workers with in Red Flag badge,
aroused such rage and fury among the capitalists and British
Imperialists not so much on account of the strike, but because it
gave a lesson to the whole Indian working class by praGtical
experience of the meaning of class-consciousness and militant
struggle. The campaign against the "communist menace" has been
a key-note of imperialist propaganda during the year. The report
of the Riots Inquiry Committee set up to investigate the causes of
the February communal riots and the report of the Textile Strike
Inquiry Committee (consisting of three capitalist lawyers).
appointed by the Government in July under the new Trade Disputes
Act, are both made to serve as a means of attacking communism
and the Gimi Kamgar Union.
The Riots Committee examined eighty witnesses. According to
the Press reports of the evidence, very few of them said that
communist propaganda had anything lo do with the riots and a
number of prominent Indian public men emphatically denied that
there was any connection. Nevertheless, the European Association
made a strong statement declaring that the riots had their origin in
the teaching of communist doctrines by labour leaders, that the
Grini Kamgar Union was a communist union responsible for the
rapid progress of com11¥U1ism in Bombay and that special measures
should be taken against it. It is noticeable that the Report of the
Committee does not print any of the written statements or oral
evidence but gives their verdict exactly on the lines of what was
said by the European Association. Their first and primary
recommendation is: "(I) Govemment should take drastic action
against the activities ofthe communists in Bombay." The following
quotations are intere~ting evidence of the nature of the report:
It is admitted before us by the Treasurer of the Union that
some of the leaders of the Union are communists, but a distinction
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i!t sought to be drawn between the policy of the individual leaders

and that of the Union. This is a distinction without a difference ..
.. .. The very fact that the Union is known as the Red Flag Union,
and that its symbols are a hammer and sickle, shows that it ;s a
co!'llmunist organisation.
We are of opinion that, in addition to action under the
Intimidation Act, strict action should be taken when necessary
against communist agitators under the Indian Penal Code and
the Code of Criminal Procedure. We are also of opinion that it
should be c'1nsidered whether section 22 of the Trade Union
Act should not be amended so as to exclude communists from
the management of any registered trade union.
The Attack on the Girni Kamgar Union
The Report ohhe Court of Inquiry iflto the 1929 textile strike
carries the attack against the Gimi Kamgar Union a good deal
further. This report does not deal with general allegations of
"communimi" but concerns itself directly with the actual sbUcture,
administration and policy of the union. One of the biggest problems
with. which British Imperialism is confronted in dealing with the
growing revolutionary wave in India is that of preventing trade
union organisation from entering the path of militant class-struggle.
The growth of the Gimi Kamgar Union, which is being taken as a
model by other left-wing unions in India, has been sufficient to
prove to the imperialists that it is necessary for them to take drastic
action in order to mutilate and mould Indian trade union
organisation into an exact copy of the refonnist type developed in
Britain by long years of imperialist corruption.
The first object of attack is what the Inquiry Report calls the
"aggressive propaganda" of the Gimi Kamgar Union. It declares:The Gimi Kamgar Union has been described in the leaflets as
the Red Flag Union, and its avowed object appears to be the
destruction of capitalism.
The report quotes extracts from the leaflets and from the mill
workers' paper Kranti (Revolution) to illustrate this. Thus, the
Kranti declares:-
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.. The Bombay workmen unfurled the Red Flag m order to fight
the owners and establish their union, and since then the owners
·are thinking how to kill this union. The owners were afraid that
the mill committees of the Union were following the steps of
· the "factory soviets" in Russia, and that, as in Russia, this
"Soviet" here will one day kick out the owners and establish the
Labour Raj, and, therefore, in order to settle it finally they hiive
declared war on the Red Flag.-(Kranti, May 19, N29.)
But how will the agitation be stopped by arresting the leaders?
Or how is the movement to be killed by declaring it to be illegal?
Because the fight of the Red Flag is not dependent on the leaders,
but will continue as Jong as capitalism is in existence. It will
continue as long as the owners make money by looting workmen
and until the unjust existence of capitalism is... But the agitation
which has been started by the workmen suffering under
repression of capitalism and imperialism, not only of India but
of the whole world, cannot be stopped by one or many
Governments. In the world the Red Flag has never submitted
before any Govemment.--(Kranti, June 16, 1929.)
The gap in the second quotation was left so in the Report;
apparently the statement was too dangerous to reprint. The main
object of attack in th~ report, however, is not the character of its
propaganda, but its factory basis of organisation. The rules say
that the Mill Committees are to be purely advisory. Accordingly,
the Report says:There is hardly anything to quarrel with in the rules of the
Union as framed. These rules make out the Union to have a sane
constitution.
But even before the General Strike, the Mill Committees began to
deal with local grievances on their own account and even to call
local strikes. That this was freely tolerated is described as "an act
on the part of the G.K. Un~on which clearly disclosed a
revolutionary tendency".
The whole of the. Report is devoted to the attack on the Gimi
Kamgar Union. The aim of this attack is to prevent the development
of trade union organisations which will not work in harmony with
capitalism. In this connection it is interesting to note the interchange
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of remarks between Mr. Ranadive, one of the officials of the G.K.
Union, and Mr. Mody, the Chainnan of the Bombay Mill-owners'
Association. Mr. Mody complained that the G.K. Union was not
following "recognised trade union principles".
Mr. Ranadive : What are recognised methods?
Mr. Mody : In the case of a dispute to try and bring about a
settlement by negotiations and not to provoke strike after strike.
Mr. Ranadive: Do other trade unions follow these recognised
methods?
Mr. Mody : I should think so.
Mr. Ranadive: Is it not true that you were out for a fight to a
finish in regard to the present strike?
Mr. Mody : I have already stated that the moment we found
ourselves confronted with a Union which was bent upon the
• industries we recognised
destruction of capitalism and organised
that we had to fight it some day.
The whole of this experience in Bombay, together with similar
experiencis elsewhere and the gigantic object les-,on of the Meerut
trial, provides a political education for the Indian working class
which is extremely rapidly raising their whole struggle to a higher
plane and the effect of which reaches out to vast numbers beyond
those actually participating at the moment in the strike movement.
The political significance of strike action has been so underlined,
and the Meerut trial has done so much to popularise the slogans of
militant mass struggle, that a widespread consciousness of the
international importance of the workers' movement has developed
out of the very efforts of the imperialists to stifle its growth. The
cries of "Down with British Imperialism", "Long live the Indian
revolution" and even the call for the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
and a Soviet India have not only spread everywhere among the
workers and replaced the old shouts for Mahatma Gandhi and the
National Congress, but have become common also on the lips of
political demonstrators not belonging to the working class. Thus,
it may be noticed that these proletarian slogans were brought
forward in the manifesto of Bhagat Singh and Dutt, the two
nationalists who were convicted of throwing a bomb in the
Legislative Assembly, and they have been repeated by some of the
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accused nationalists on trial in the Lahore Conspiracy case and
have been widely taken up by nationalist youth sections and ma.4\8
demonstrations in support of Indian political prisoners. All this
testifies to the marked growth of the leadership and influence of
the revolutionary proletariat over the revolutionary sections of the
petty bourgeoisie and peasantry.
At the present time not only are the bitter conflicts of the Tata
tinplate workers and of the oH strikers in Bengal as well as vanous
minor textile and other strikes still being waged, but it is possible
that a further big strike on the railways may soon break out. Various
sections of the organised railwaymen are calling for a general strike
on the railways, a proposal which was only rejected at the All India
Railwaymen's Federation earlier in the year by a small majority.
The following recent note in the Indian Press on the large mass
meetings of railwaymen being held in Cawnpore is typical of what
is happening in most parts : Processions with red flags passed through the railway colony
singing various songs, the common theme being ..Victory for
Labour" and "Workers of the world unite."'

The Policy of the Whitley Commission
In the face of these developments, the policy of BritiEih
Imperialism is two-fold. In the first place, it uses every legal and
arbitrary weapon to crush and destroy militant working class
organisation and especially the incipient growth of a communist
party. In the second place, alongside of the weapon of terror. it
seeks to promote and en~ourage such forms of Indian labour
organisation as will docilely fit in with the general scheme of
imperialist exploitation. This, of course, is the outstanding object
of the Whitley Royal Commission on Labour now touring India.
The Whitley Commission is the direct counterpart to the Meerut
trial. The function of the one is to destroy, that of the other to build ·
up. The spokesman of the LabOur Government at the Labour Party
Conference expressed his concern for "genuine trdde unionism"
in India, a phrase' which has the same meaning as "sane trade
unionism" employed in the Textile Inquiry Report quoted above,
and which takes us back to the "sane trade unionism" of
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Mr. Osborne of the Osborne judgment, whose principles are now
being enforced through the medium of those who once opposed
him. "Sane" trade unions are those which served as useful adjuncts
to the working of Capitalism and it is the concern of British
Imperialism, as it is that of Indian Capitalism, to see that Indian
labour organisation is guided into the channel of class collaboration
and kept away from militant class-struggle. The membership of
the Whitley Commission is eloquent of its function. Mr. Whitley
has the same task as he had in England in 1917. He has to tum the
attention of Indian workers away from militancy while at the same
time securing acquiescence in wage attacks and speeding up. Of
the twelve members of the Commission, only two are conne.cted
with Indian trade unionism, but one of them is the reactionary
General Secretary of the Indian Trade Union Congress.
Nevertheless, the fight for boycott of tfie Commission is a very
keen one and the division between the right and left wing in the
Trade Union Congress which meets in Nagpur early in December
will centre ·round this issue. ·
• The issue is, however, not a simple one between militants and
refofJllists because of the national issue involved. Many nominal
leaders of Indian trade union organisations are bourgeois
nationalists who have entered the movement in order to ensure
that the masses remain under bourgeois leadership. For them,
boycott of the Whitley Commission is only a political manoeuvre
subsidiary to the main object of preventing attack on Indian
capitalists. Thus, for instance, the United Provinces Provincial
Trade Union Conference last September decided to boycott the
Whitley Commission but the following quotation from Mr. Da~
Tandon, one of the prominent speakers, shows the kind of statement
that was made at the same time:To lead a campaign of class war against your countrymen
merely because they are capitalists or owners of land would be
a suicidal policy and would help the foreign Government which
we desire to replace by our own. Look at England itself!
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald and the Labour Party are in power. Do
they regard the labourers of other countries as their brethren
whose interests they have to safeguard in preference to the
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interests of the capitalists of their own country? The answer is
an obvious negative.
However apposite the comment on the Labour Party. the open fear
of the Indian working class is a motive force which is driving the
speaker and his allies into the arms of the Birtish imperialists. This
retreat before the working class is the governing factor in the
nationalist movement and has been doubly emphasised by the
events following the Irwin proclamation.
The Reaction on the Indian National Cong1·ess
What is the position with regard to the bourgeois leadership of
the Indian National Congress? The advance of the proletariat during
the past year has had its reaction in the corresponding retreat of the
hourgeois nationalists. Already at the Calcutta session last
December, the main feature was the actual surrender of the demand
for independence. the secondary and complementary feature being
the face-saving unreal ultimatum and threat of mass action a year
ahead.
During the year this dual policy has been accentuated. Nothing
was done to strengthen the anti-imperialist struggle. At the same
time, in spite of the increasing anti-working class attitude of the
chief leaders, the revolutionary phraseology about a coming '"life
and death struggle" and the expectation of action rallied a certain
mass support to the Congress. After a recruiting campaign, the
membership of the Congress was returned at about 450.000 a1 the
end of September, at least four times the figure of a year ago. It
may be noted in passing that c:ven this figure falls short by about
140,000 from the quota arrived at. although the latter was taken as
only one in four hundred of the population of the provinces of
British India. To fulfil such a quota it is only necessary to recruit
one or two persons from each village. These would in all probability
be well-to-do peasants or landlords or petty bourgeois elements.
and therefore even such a figure does not greatly affect the social
composition of the Congress.
'
The hypocrisy and impotancc of Indian bourgeois nationalism
is not due to lack of reason for conflict with British Imperialism.
In fact, the many points for discord between them have been
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accentuated recently because the latter, instead of giving the Indian
bourgeoisie facilities for progress and development, is actually
driving them out of positions (as in the case of the iron and steel
industry) which they fonnerly held.
If, then, in spite of~ serious grounds for conflict, the Indian
bourgeoisie are redu~ed to practical subservience to Imperialism,
the reason is to be found in their abject fear in the face of the
advancing Indian workers and peasants. This is forcibly brought
out in the definite co-operation of the nationalists in the campaign
of repression as far as it strikes at the working class movement, as
seen, for instance, their support of the Trade Disputes Act and the
failure to organise a campaign on behalf of the Meerut prisoners.
Yet Gandhi retreated to make way for the "left" nationalist
Jawaharlal Nehru as President of the coming National Congress.
This was only a move in the game anti was intended more as a
gesture to reassure the rcmk and file, who were becoming restive,
than as a means to intimidate the British Government. Gandhi had
openly dealared the impossibility of fighting and as usual in such
cases he puts the blame on the masses. He openly said that he was
"sceptical about the forthcoming fight." He declared that it was a
..gross misrepre~ntation to say that the masses are impatient to be
led to civil disobedience but that I am hanging back. I can only
lead ~ople who are prepared . . . . I see no such signs on the
horizon."
Accordingly, Jawaharlal Nehru was put forward as the best
chance of maintaining the ascendency of the Congress over the
masses. The Labour Govemn:ient replied with the Irwin declaration
with its vague promise of "Dominion Status" at the end of a long
vista of time, a gesture as empty and in sincere as the threat that it
was supposed to meet. The whole thing was a piece of play acting
which involved the tacit or secret collaboration of the two parties.
The Labour Government only gave a very shadowy pretence of
yielding to the paper sword of the National Congress. The Indian
Nationalists only pretended that the gesture could be regarded as a
hopeful move towards the satisfaction of their demands. But the
underlying reality was that the Indian refonnists, including their
left spokesman, made a deal with the British bourgeoisie, acting
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through its Labour agents, for joint collaboration against a possible
mass revolt.
Why then the outburst of criticism from the Tory and Liberal
politicians?.Essentially. there were two reasons. Firstly. to assist
the Labour Government in making a show with their gesture by
giving it the appearance of going above the amhority of the Simon
Commission. Secondly, to make it perfectly clear to the Labour
agents oflmperialism thatthey were only agents and that under no
pressure may they depart one iota from the path prescribed by
Imperialism.
The resulting position is of especial interest as immediately
affecting the future of the Indian National Congress and the role
and leadership of the Indian proletariat. The document accepting
the gesture of Imperialism is signed by all the chief liberals and
the main leaders of the Congress. including the young Nehru. the
pillar of the left wing. After expressing the appreciation and hope
resulting from the Viceroy's message. it sets down the following
conditions:(I) A policy of general conciliation should be definitely adopted
to induce a calmer atmosphere.
(2) Political prisoners should be granted a general amnesty.
(3) The representation of progressive political organisations
should be effectively secured. and that the Indian National
Congress, as the largest among them, should have a
predominant representation.
We understand that the Conference is to meet n\Jt to dis~uss
when Dominion Status is to be established, but to frame a scheme
of Dominion Status for India.
Naturally, British Imperialism is not likely to accept these
conditions. That has already been made clear and some of the
signatories are said to have withdrawn their support. Such vacillations
are to be expected but do not alter the significance in any way of
having once signed such a docuinent. The essential result is a terrific
exposure of the Congress as a whole, left as well as right, sons as
well as fathers, revealing the inherent impossibility of the Congress
as an organ ofthe Indian bourgeoisie ever being capable of functioning
as the leader of a mass struggle against British Imperialism.
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It is in decisive moments like this that the real alignment and
role of such apparently intermediate sections as the l.L.P. in Britain
and the ..left" nationalists in India is plainly exposed. Just as the
leaders of the l.L.P. line up with the Labour Government on this
issue, where they had ~retended to criticise them, so do the
Independence Leaguers make a common front with the rest of the
bourgeoisie in India. The effect will be evident to all at the coming
Lahore Congress, where the question of action against British
Imperialism, except perhaps in the most limited and unreal form,
will once again be shelved.

The Future of the Anti-Imperialist Struggle
The Congress movement has passed a turning point. It can
confidently be predicted that the mass following of the Congress
will once again fall away. This last betrayal denotes the end of the
role of the Indian National Congress even as the pretended leader
of the anti-imperialist struggle.
FoJlowing'the lead of the National Congress are many elements
who had pinned their hopes on a victory of the left bourgeois
nationalists in the Congress as signifying the opening of a radical
struggle against Imperialism. The last events must open their eyes
to the impossibility of any uncompromising struggle under
bourgeois leadership whether left or right. The way forward now
is to be found only in a frank recognition that the Indian proletariat
is the sole possible leader in the struggle for national, as well as for
social emancipation. The rank and file of the Congress must cooperate with the Indian working class in building up new forms of
organisation for the national struggle in which bourgeois leadership
will be eliminated.
How far can the working class be certain to secure its class
leadership in such new forms of organisation? Clearly it can do so
only in proportion as these new forms are dominated by mass
organisations of the working class and in proportion as the political
party of the working class, the Communist Party, is organised and
developed. Such a bloc comprising petty bourgeois and peasant as
well as working class elements may be constituted by a mass
organisation of the League against Imperialism. As long as it
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remains a mass body in which working class leadership is organised
and expressed and is constituted as a joint body with limited aims
for action during a certain limited period, it will have an important
function to fulfil in the struggle.
The time is ripe for the working class in India to take the full
leadership of the national struggle. It can only do so if it is itself
led by a militant class-conscious organisation. That is the factor
which is holding back the development of the mass national
struggle for the overthrow of Imperialism. In spite of repression
an1 persecution, in spite of the joint onslaughts of a.ritish
Imperialism and Indian Capitalism, the working class in India is
going forward towards the accomplishment of its historic tasks. A
period has opened in which one year witnesses a development
outstripping that of a past decade, and it is precisely now that all
the revolutionary classes look expectantly for the leadership of the
Communist Party, which is international alliance with the militant
workers of the world will guarantee the success of the Indian
revolution.

IAppendix (ix) I
Manifesto of AITUC given
in Nagpur Session

Manifesto of All-India Trade Union Congress.
THE outstanding feature of the session of the All-India Trade Union
Congress held at Nagpur at the end of November and beginning of
December last year was the decision of a section of reformist
leaders, on their defeat in the Executive Cdbncil of the T.U.C., to
secede from theA.l.T.U.C. and to establish a rival body to be called·
the All-India Trade Union Federation.
The seceders obviously acted on their own initiative and without
consulting the trade unions which they were suppos~ to represent.
The proceedings of the conference of the seceders, which was held
under the presidentship of Chamanlal (a member of the Government
Whitley Commission at present on tour in India investigating labour
conditions), clearly indicate the character of their move. Resolutions
were passe~ supporting the Whitley Commission, accepting the
Round-Table Conference proposed by the Government nominating
delegates, for confirmation by the Government, to the Geneva
Conferenct' of the International Labour Office of the League of
Nations. All these were resolutions which the A.l.T.U.C. had
refused to pass. The seceders were faced with a choice between
working class solidarity and co-operation with imperialism, and
they choose the latter.
The new General Secretary of the A.l.T.U.C., S.V. Deshpande,
has issued the following manifesto on the Nagpur session on behalf
of the A.l.T.U.C. as an answer of the militant working class to the
splitting policy of the right-wing leaders.
Published in: "The Labour Monthly," Mardi 1930, London
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Manifesto on the Nagpur Session oftbe A.I.T.U.C.

The existence, life and growth of trade unions in India is of the
most vital importance to the Indian workers. To fight against the
oppression of foreign imperialists and our own capitalists,
mi 1lowners and others, against miserable wages, long hours, terrible
housing conditions, to fight against starvation of working class
families, Indian workers have just one means, and that is hy
organising their ranks, building strong united organisations of the
working class militant trade unions. Strong working class
organisations pursuing militant class policy will be able to compel
the millowners and other oppressors to grant the demands of the
workers.
The textile workers of Bombay suffered a temporary defeat
because of the united brutal efforts oflndian millowners and British
imperialism, and also the fact that the textile workers of Bombay
stood along without the assistance of other textile centres. The jute
workers of Bengal suffered defeat in their local strikes because
they were disorganised. The same is true about the railway workers.
Strong trade unions arc vital to the very existence of the working
class, to the success of their many struggles to hetter their
conditions. And, in spite of that, a section of the so-called leaders
arranged a split at the last Trade Union Congress at Nagpur.
These Right-Wing Leaders split away becaur;e the Trade Union
Congress decided to boycott the Whitley Commission. Thi.\' every
worker must remember and under.~tand The task of the Whitley
Commission appointed by British imperialism is to fool the workers
and help to stabilise and strengthen the exploitation of the workers.
This Commission, dominated by capitalists like the Bombay
millown~r, Sir Victor Sassoon, who, by starvation plus brutal force,
temporarily defeated the textile workers of Bombay, is not going
to help workers. Its sole purpose is to help imperialism and the
millowners and other capitalists. The workers will not allow
themselves to be fooled again by promises of the Imperialist
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Commission into giving support to imperialism by participating in
the Commission. The workers can improve their lot only by fighting
for freedom, for independence, and by organising their own forces.
This must be clear to every rank and file worker.
The Trade Union Co~ress was correct in deciding in boycott
this Commission and taking a stand for militant struggle. And the
Right-Wing leaders, lawyears and bar-at-laws Chamanlal, Joshi
& c., who never suffered as the workers in the mill suffered, joined
the Whitley Commission, became members of it, thus betraying
the struggle for betterment of the conditions of Indian workers.
The Right-Wing leaders, who best represent the interests of
millowners, were not content with this betrayal and in order to
weaken the Indian working class, which has now become the leader
and standard bearer of the struggle for Indian independence, they
decided to split the ranks of trade union~.
Every worker must remember this fact. The Right-Wing
leaders split away in order to weaken the economical and
political struggle of the Indian workers. They split away to
help British imperialism and Indian capitalists. The Right-Wing
leaders had no mandate from the rank and file to split the
trade union movement. Considering themselves lords over
the "poor, ignorant" workers, they thought it was not necessary to
ask the workers.
The Right-Wing splitters decided to split because they are
against the militant struggle of the workers. They feel and
see the coming struggle of the workers in textile, jute, steel
industrif's and on the railways. They are anxiOus again to
disorganise the struggle as they did in the past. In order to
weaken these struggles they have arranged this split. But
the jute workers of Bengal, the railwaymen and the textile
workers of Bombay, Madras and Ahmedabad understand
their motives and will give a fitting answer by strengthening their
unions under militant leadership and organising themselves for
the coming struggle.
The Nagpur Session of the T .U .C. has shown again the necessity
of developing militant working class leadership from the rank of
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the workers themselves, true to the interest of the workers. The
Right-Wing leaders, with the ease of intellectuals caring only for
their own ambitions, split the Trade Union Congress. The
intellectual reformist leaders betray the workers in every strike
and do their best to make the workers voluntary slaves of
Capitalism. The reformist intellectual leaders use workers to make
their own careers in Assembly, at Geneva, & c .. and now that the
Indian proletariat and the Trade Union Congress have giver. warning
that they will put a stop to this. the frightened assistants of the
bourgeoisie are trying to preserve themselves as parasites of the
labour movement by precipitating the split. It is in vain. The
pygmies, Chamanlals &c .. cannot keep the giant Indian proletariat
chained. True militant genuine worker leadership is coming.
The Right-Wing leaders in their ambitions do not
understand that the class-consciousness of the Indian
workers is growing. The time has come when Indian workers
are able to judge themselves and arc able to put forward
militant leadership from their own ranks. The Right-Wing
leaders do not understand the historical significance of the
pa~t political labour demostrations and the strugle of textile
workers of Bombay. The Right-Wing leaders.anxious to give
voluntary police service to British imperialism by accusing
the Left Wingers ali being .. Mo~cow'' Agents. art~ trying, by all
means, to stop the forward movement of the working class. It is in
vain. Shon-sighted reformists, assistants of British imperialism.
your efforts are futile! The militant Indian working clas~
understands your machinations and judges you hy your deeds. The
textile workers of Bombay repudiated Joshi and created a powerful
textile union-the Gimi Kamgar Union -which you are slandering
and condemning in chorus with British imperialism and the
millowners for its militant working class stand. But the same fate
awaits the rest of the reformist leaders who are now trying to weaken
and split labour ranks. They will find themselves in the garbage
can of history. The militant Indian working class will triumph.
Our answer to this spliting policy of Right-Wing leaders, these
lielf-appointed defenders of British imperialism is:-
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Down with the Right-Wing leaders, splitting and weakening the
ranks of Indian workers!
Long live the unity of the Indian workers!
Long live the strugg\e for independence!
Down with the Whitley Commission!
Prepare for the struggles to improve the workers'
conditions!
Every worker into the Union. Cent per cent. organisation in
Indian working class!
Forward to new militant genuine working class leadership!
Stand by the Trade Union Congress!
S. V. DESHPANDE,
General Secretary.

IAppendix (x) I
Faked Indian Statistics as
Imperialist Propaganda
V. Chattopadhyaya

Notwithstanding the assurance given to the Indian Nationalists by
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald that the Report of the Simon Commission
will not fonn the sole basis of the discussions at the coming RoundTable Conference, there is no doubt that all the three Imperialist
parties of Great Britain will insist on attaching the greatest
importance to the so-called evidence contained in that Report. Tens
of thousands of copies have been published at "Government
expense" and disposed of either by sale or by free distribution.
Hundreds of thousands of persons have read the detailed summary
published by The Times. The Report is being very widely circulated
in the United States to counteract the pro-Indian attitude of a certain
section of the American bourgeoisie and intelligentsia. It is being
translated into a number of European languages, and it has already
had a very favourable reception in the bourgeois, including, of
course, the Social-Democratic, press, of almo!lt all countries.
The Simon Report is. in fact, the culmination of a long series of
books, pamphlets and newspaper articles that have been published,
during the last four decades particularly, to create a deliberately
perverted and distorted view of the history and present condition
of the Indian people, and to generate a universal sense of contempt
for their alleged inferiority, backwardness, helplessness, and
internal strife and dissension, in orde.r to justify British Imperialist
exploitation-called by MacDonald the "civilising mission of
Capitalism"- in the eyes of the "civilised world". The Report is
one of the most insidious of these lying publications, because it is
Published in UTHE LABOUR MONTHLY", September 1930, London.
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taken to be an authoritati;e and impartial statement by seven
"honest Englishmen", and its effectiveness as a poison is further
enhanced by the fact that it has the imprimatur of a so-called Labour
Government.
The Simon Report, ·Uke all Imperialist propaganda against the
subject races, is based on the principle that lies about the latt~r
should be repeated as frequently, persistently and plausibly as
possible until they come to be accepted as facts. In this respect the
Simon Report has been fairly successful. Iri Volume I, in summing
up the "conditions of the problem." the Report gives a number of
••statistical data," with such an air of accuracy and finality that
most people have so far questioned only the conclusions that have
been drawn from these, but not the honesty and accuracy of the
statistics themselves.
In the reviews of Volume I, that hav61Bppeared in the Imperialist
and pro-Imperialist press (from the Morning Post and The Times
to the Daily Herald and the New Leader), tributes have been
unanimou•ly paid to the correctness of the "evidence" presented
in the Report. There is, of course, nothing very surprising when
Lord Meston, who had himself been a Governor in India, writes in
the Contemporary Review (August issue) that he ..would like to
add a tribute to its accuracy" and that the Report ..is a convincing
statement of the conditions of the problem." But even "Left-wing"
Labour leaders, who want us to believe that they are fighting
Imperialism and Capitalism, make exactly the same kind of
statements as Lord Meston. For instance, in the New leader of
June 13, Fenner Brockway writes : Even those of us who from the first have opposed the Simon
Commission must admit that it has done its work courageously
and thoroughly........... Furthermore, appreciation must be
expressed, so far as this first report is concerned, of the care
with which Sir John Simon and his colleagues have approached
their task. I doubt whether the most extreme Nationalist will be
able to point to serious inaccuracies on majorfacts, though they
will dispute, of course, the significance of the facts (My
emphasis-V.Ch.).
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And H.W. Nevinson writes even more dogmatically in the same
journal (June 27):Let me clear out of the way two aspects that are inevitably
insisted upon by all d~fenders of British Rule in India. They are
rightly insisted upon, but now may be taken for granted by all
who l'peak with knowledge at<d reason. First, the almost
insuperable difficulty of constructing (not c.~riticising) a
constitution or form of Government to suit a mino1 continent
including 560 native Indian States (nominally independent),
races of 222 separate languages, peoples of two main and hostile
religions ( 168,000,000 Hindus and 60,000,000 Moslems in
British India aJone), I 0,000,000 outcasted or "depressed"
populations. also called "Untouchables," and treated as such .....
Everyone who thinks of India ought to know these bare facts to
.\'tart with. Ifhe does not know, he should read Vol.I of the RepGrt.
If he neither knows nor reads, Jet him hold his peace. (My
emphasis--V .Ch.)
We have quoted Ncvinson at some length because the form in
which he sums up and accept!o. the "bare facts'' gives us a picture of
the imprcs~: :.n about India that has been created in millions of
ignorant minds by British Imperialist propaganda. The object of
this propaganda is t • terrorise people with "facts and figures"
intended to prove Lt.~ "immensity and difficulty" of the Indian
"problem," arising from lhe "immensity of area and population,"
the ··complication of language," the •'rigid complicatiCJn of
innumerable castes", the ":.ilmost infinite diversity in its religious
aspect," the eternal hostilitie~ of the religious communiti~s. &c.
(the expressions are i.LIJ taken from the Simon Report). And the
conclusion to be drawn ahout "this variegated assemblag~ of races
and creeds••, this "congeries of heterogeneous masses'' that is known
as India, is that the ~20 millions inhabiting that extraordinarily
disrupted and chaotic country ought to be thankful to British
imperialism for having given them a "common government" and
protection from "foreign invasion" (the British Imperialist
occupation not, of course, belonging to that category).
Now, not only are the true facts relating to the social and
economic condition of the Indian people completely suppressed in·
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the Report-data, e.g., regarding wages, unemployment, housing
conditions, famines, disease, mortality, profits of Imperialist
exploitation, cost and results of the vast system of espionage,
victims of militarism and Imperialist terror, &c.-but even the
"statistical data" contained in the Simon Report and other official
Imperialist publications can be proved to be deliberate fabrications.
We shall here deal with only a few of the most flagrant of these.
1. Languages
There is no lie so sedulously repeated and so widely believed,
even by "educated" Indians themselves, as the statement that
hundreds of different languages are spoken in India. This legend
was deliberately created by the Linguistic Survey of India, which
was supposed to study and classify the various languages and
dialects from the point of view of their family affiliations. Every
"civilised government" undertakes such surveys periodically in its
country, but it is only the Imperialist colonial Governments that
use the results of a philologicaJ survey for "proving" that the number
of languages and dialects makes it impossible for the subject
countries to govern themselves.
But even as regards the number of languages in India, the
Imperialist experts hopelessly contradict one another. The Simon
Report (on the basis of the Census Report of 1921 ) gives the figure
with plausible exactness as "222 vernaculars". The latest edition
of the Eneyclopa!dia Britannica (Article on India) says that ''no
fewer than 220 distinct languages are recorded as vernaculars in
the country". Lord Birkenhead, in a speech he made as Secretary
of State for India, to show that Indians were unfit for selfgovernment, put the figure at 200. Sir Thomas Holdich in his book
on India says there are "50 languages". While the late Sir John
Rees, a rabid Imperialist, put the figures at 16! And the maximum
British figure of 222 has been further improved by Count
Coudenhove-Kalergi, who advocates English as the language of
his Pan-Europa, one of the grounds being that it has already become
the common language of the 300 million Indians who speak 300
different languages!
The very fact, indeed, that the figures vary from 16 to 222 in
Imperialist publications is itself a convincing proof of deliberate
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fabrication of statistics with mischievous intent. But the whole
swindle becomes still more obvious when we Jook into the Census
Reports of the Indian Government. We reproduce opposite, side
by side, the tables contained in the Reports for 190 I and 1921.
By comparing these two tables we arrive at the amazing result
that, whereas the population increased from 292 millions in 1901
to 316 millions in 1921 (without any influx of new foreign
populations), the number of languages increased from 147 in 1901
to 222 in 1921 (without the addition of any new or polyglot
territories).
1901
1921
(Vol.I, Part I, p.248)

(Vol.I, Part I. p.193)
A. VERNAQIJ..ARS OF INDIA

A. VERNACULARS OF INDIA
Group

No.of

Languages
MALAYO-POLYNESIAN
FAMD.Y(MALA Y group)

2

IN~FAMD..Y

Group
No.of
No.of
No.of
Languages Speakers
Speakers
AUSTRIC FAMILY
4,529.351
7,831
A~Sub-

11.712,299

Mm-Khmer Sub-

family ... ...
Tibelo-Bwman SubFamily ...
Siamesc-Olincsc Subfamily ...

4
79

KARENFAMILY
MAN FAMILY...

14

SF.Mme FAMn..v
I

UNC..ASSEDLANGUAGES 2
Andamanese ... ...
Gipsy

Total

Tibclo-Burman SubFamily .. ...
134
Tai-CbiRC!le Sub·
59,f/l3,799 Family ... ...
11

10

INDO-EUROPEAN FAMll.Y
I
Eranian Branch ..
22
lndo-Alyan Branch

HAMmCFAMll..Y

12.885,.146

FAMILY

9

ORA V IDO-MUNDA
FAMILY ..
MWKla Sub-Family
Dravidian Sub-Family

Flllllily ... ...
2
Austro-Asiati!= SuhFamily:MOll·Khrncr
Branch ... ...
10
MWKla Branch .
7
TIBETO-CHINFSE

147

15

2

1,114,026
591

64, 128.052
ORA VIDIAN FAMILY
221.157.673 DmvidaCiroup ...
7
lntc:mmiate Group 5
Andhra Language I
Nonh-Wesrem l'p,e I
232.846,549
42.881 INDO-EUROPEAN
Pnnian Branch ...
2
S.S3u Dardic Branch ...
4
::146. ISO Inda-Aryan Branch 19
15,598
UNQASSED LANGUAGES
~
...
I
Gipsy

292.966,163

Total

222

316.056.181
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In order, however, to realise fully what is called a "language,"
we must take the above tables in conjunction with the list of IndoChinese languages published in the Imperial Gazetteer of India,
Vol. I, pp. 390-394 (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1909). In this list of
103 languages we are "given the number of speakers of each of
these "different languages," and we find, e.!f., the following
figures:Name of J,anguage
No. of Speakers
Kabui
4
Andro
1
Kasui
11
Bhranu
15
Thukuni ..
26

Ab

~

Nora
2
12
Tairong ..
On closely studying the tables we find : (a) that the numberof"languages.. of th~ so-called Indo-Chinese
Family rose from 92 in 190 l to I 45 in 192 I :
(b) that these ··1anguages" are not spoken in lndia at all, but in
outlying districts in the Himalayas and the Burma-Chinese
frontier;
(c) that the vast majority of these are not languages al all but
either very minor dialects or names of tribes;
(d) that out of the J03 ··1anguages" included in the TibetoChinese group, 17 are spoken by less than 100 persons; 39
by less than 1,000; 65 by less than 10,000; 83 by less than
50,000; 91 by less than 100,000; 97 by lc!-.s than 200,000!
The only la11gUL1ge in the group is Burmese.
To these figures must be added the two ••tanguages" of the socalled "Man group" represented by 591 speakers in all; the
Andamanese language with 580 speakers in all; the Gipsy
"languages" with a total of I 5,018 speakers; two "Austronesian
hnguages" with a total of 5,561 speakers, &c.
This is the way in which more than 200 of the 222 ••tanguages"
have been fabricated, and we are then seriously told that these
languages constitute a "constitutional problem".
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It is not possible here to go into any further details of the linguistic
statistics, but if we wish to arrive at the correct number l'lf languages
spoken in India, we must dismiss as wholly absurd alJ the abovementioned inventions as well as dozens (lf dialects that are spoken
among hill-tribes by a few hundred thousand people. but that are
seriously included as languages (although, even according to the
Census Report of 1921, Vol. J, Part I, p.197. they arc steadily dying
out). We thus obtain a maximum figure of 13 languages, including
the frontier provinces, as the on 1y ones that can be considered when
we dis..:uss administration.
In this connection we must also expo~ the absurdity of the legend
that English is the lingua ji'llnm of India. After 150 years of English
·'education," only 1 per cent, can read and \\<rite English (21/z
millions out of a population of 320 millions). The truth is that of
the 13 Indian languages, the 9 Nmth Indian languages arc extremely
closely allied, so that even the Census Report ( 1921, Vol.I, Pm1 1,
p.199) states: "There is no douht that there is a common element
111 the main languages of Northern and Central India which renders
their speakers without any grt•at ctmsdous clumRl' i11 tht•ir speech
mutually i111<.","!igiblC' to one another, and this common basis already
forms an approach to a litzguafram:a over a large pan of India".
There is another int~resting point in the Simon Report to which
we must draw attentic,n. In Jndia it i' nccci-.sary for Imperialism to
"how the greatest possiblt! diversity, but Jmperiati~t policy has
suddenly changed with regard to Burma. The interests of !)hipping
and of heavy industry demand 1hut Burma should be separall~d
from India for more intcn!)ive exploitation, and the Report now
!.ays: .. But though a:-. many a!-. 128 indigenous tongues are
distinguished in the province, nearly seven-tenths of the whole
population-- and the proportion is growing-speak Burmese or a
closely allied language". This i!-1, quite rightly. cited as a proof of
the linguistit: i.1flity of Bunna. But afthough Hindustani is spoken
or understood by seven-tenth!. of the Indian population, the fiction
of 222 languages has to be maintained.
If we were to apply the same statistical method to Great Britain
and Ireland, France, Gem1any or the U.S.A., we could easily show
that more than 200 languages arc spoken in each of these countries.
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The baseness and dishonesty of British Imperialist statistics have
been made obvious even by a few facts cited above, and we trust
that H.W. Nevinson will not "hold his peace" but will publicly
confess that he has been misleading the British workers by repeating
the Imperialist lie ab~ut the ''222 separate languages".
In concluding this brief study of linguistic statistics, we must
draw the attention of the Indian masses to the solution of the
language problem by the proletarian dictatorship in the SovieL
Union. There are far more languages spoken in the vast territory of
the Workers' and Peasants' Republic, and yet the Russian workers
have succeeded in establishing their strong independent centralised
Government, while maintaining the fullest-possible cultural
autonomy of the linguistic and national groups. The workers of
India, too, will find no difficulty in solving their language problem
when they have overthrown Imperialism, Feudalism and
Capitalism, which are the real hindrances to their national unity
and their full national emancipation.

~ppendix (xi)I
Editorial Note on India
May Day, 1931-India and the World SituationJmperialism's Triumph?-"lndependence" in ChainsExhaustion of Gandhism-lndia to New PathsCawnpore-Imperialism and Pogroms-Beyond
Gandhism-New Stage--Driving Force ofMass Struggle-Agrarian Crisis-Towards Agrarian RevolutionImperialism and Bourgeoisie Bankrupt-Aims of the
National Bourgeoisie-Bourgeoisie and Mass Movement-Role ofthe Congress-Role of "Left Nationalism"-Future
of Mass Struggle
With May Day. 1931, the world economic crisis, which already
dominated the situation oflast May Day, continues unbroken, and
is still extending its scope. All over the capitalist world, in Australia,
in India, in South America. in the United States, in Europe. the
masses of the population are finding themselves faced with
worsening conditions and sharpening struggle. Political instability
increases. both within each country. and in the world situation as
a whole with the visible advance to war. Every attempt at partial
combination or settlement of outstanding issues. such as the BritishFrench-Jtalian Naval Agreement, or the Austro-German Union,
hailed at the outset by the parties concerned as advances towards
harmony, is revealed as only raising larger issues of antagonism
and speedily becomes entangled in these complications. The bloc
against the Soviet Union advances rapidly; but even here
counterposing forces arc revealed (parallel advance to closer
Soviet-German ecenomic relations). The advance to direct
revolutionary crisis, which has already developed in the countries
of South America, now extends to Europe in Spain and Portugal,
and threatens in a series of further countries. Only in one directio~
does Capitalism claim to have achieved a success. That direction
is India. Not only British Imperialism and the Indian bourgeoisie,
but the whole world bourgeoisie has acclaimed the "settlement"
in India as a triu~ph of their order, a triumphant setback to the
rising tide of revolt. Thus in his recent speech the leader of Fascism,
Mussolini, signalled three outstanding events of the past month.,;
Published in: "'The Labour Monthly", May 1931. London.
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as principal steps of advance towards stabilisation: the BritishFrench-Italian Naval Agreement. the Austro-German Customs
l Inion and-the Anglo-Indian settlement. With regard to the first
two. their extremely uncertain and far from stabilising character
has been already reveaie<.t What of the third? Is there here a reversal
of the general world tendency? Is the Indian struggle going
downwards at the same time as the tempo of struggle is rising
throughout the world? Or arc the rejoicings of the bourgeoisie. as
\\C shall have occasion to see, here also premature? The quc.,·tion

r?llhe Indian .\'/rugg/e i.\· 11otfi11ished with the pre.\·ent ".vet1/eme111 ";
it i.\· /ike~l' to play a larger part than ever in the nearfuture. What
is the outlook? There is no question more important. not only for
the hundreds of millions in India. not only for the future in Britain
and of the British Empire. hut for the whole world situation. It is
necessary. alongside the dominating war issue and the gathering.
struggle at home. to give special attention to the Indian question
this May Day.
Docs the present situation in India represent a triumph for
Imperialism? On the face of it. there might appear plenty of grounds
for saying so. Certainly the exaggl'rall!d clamour of the ChurchillRothermcre schOl)I about the British "surrender" and "loss'' oflndia
~ives no ground for discounting the triumph: this is no more than
the familiar howl of the millionaire over his "ruin" at the adding
of !,ixpencc to the income tax. when in fact the whoh.~ system of
taxation is devised to maintain millionaires in safety. The handful
of irnte colonels of tradition may sincerely belit:vc that Messrs.
Baldwin and MacDonald arc "crypto-rcvolutionary ncgrophilcs".
as they express it in their letters to the press: the politicians and
jnurnalist~ who exploit this agitation know very well that they arc
performing their part to strengthen the main line of Imperialism
h} this means, hardening the front against the possibility of any
important concessions by magnifying the unimportant ones,
assisting Gandhi and the Congress traitors to strut as heroes.
assisting Baldwin and MacDonald and the Conservative-Labour
butchers to strut as liberals, painting over the real blood-and-iron
policy of Imperialism with a milk-and-water caricature, exalting
the world-shaking significance of a settlement which changes
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nothing, and in general glorifying the magnanimity of British seli~
sacrificing liberalism. All this thankless task is performed free of
charge and ungrudgingly by the Die-Hards. It is alw,1ys useful for
Mr. Spencer, when driving a hard bargain, to have the legend of a
hull-roaring Mr. Jorkins in the background.
But on any plain view of the facts, the settlement, so far as it
goes. is a victory of British Imperialism without limit. Have not
MacDonald and Baldwin accomplished their task of ..saving h.dia
for the Empire"; have they not disarmed the Congress; have they
not secured signatures to a settlement which leaves every strategic
point in British hands and guarantees explicitly every point of
British exploitation? Less than a year and a half ago the National
{'ongress, claiming to represent the national struggle anc..i liolding
in practice full effective leadership, proclaimed battle with British
Imperialism. with the slogan of .. complete independence.. from
British rule on their banners, and with solemn vows never to
renounce the struggle untill the aua;umcnt of this goal. Millions
entered the struggle; thousands have been killed; tens of thousands
have been imprisoned; hundreds of thousands have undergone the
"inlence of police and military brutality. /\nd now the Congress
have called off the struggle-for what? Nol for a fraction of their
pre\. ious professed aims: not frlr a fragment even of a strategic
gain; but for permission to take part in a lickspitlles' conference
that they had sworn to boycott, and assist in elahorating the details
of a constitution that is to serve as the new tigleaf of autocracy.
that enthrones every force of reaction and leaves every key of
power in British hands.
Not only that, but the entire Congress machine is now engaged
111 coolly presenting this complete capitulation as the realisation
of "complete independence". Even the heights of legal sophistry
and theological casuistry, in which Gandhi and MacDonald are
alike trained and at home, could hardly go further. Here is
''Dominion status", here is "the pride and honour of responsible
self-government" declares MacDonalu of the Round-Table scheme.
What after all is "€omplete independence", asks Gandhi. And a
suitable new defi11ition is evolved. After all, it means simply
"disc"iplined self-rule from within" (as the prisoner said, when
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proving his "complete independence"; for of course "stone walls
do not a prison make"; and "my mind to me a kingdom is", as
Alphonso said when condoled with on the loss of his kingdom;
and the only ''true revolution", as we all know, is of''the heart"( see Aunt Jemima's Geri Book of Political Wisecracks for Poor
Saps). Therefore it does not exclude "association with England"
('"association" is good; it is delicate--especially when it means
"association" with the sharp end of a bayonet). So is thrown
overboard the definition of "complete independence" officially
given from the chair at the Lahore Congress at the opening of the
struggle, when the flag of independence was proudly unfurled'"com p Iete freedom from British domination and British
imperialism", not excluding participation in "a larger group of
which India could be an equal member", but "the British Empire
is not such a group". For this independ!nce the masses fought.
What is the meaning of this turnover? It means not only that the
aim, which in any case the Congress leaders never sincerely
embraced, is abandoned. It means that the aim, the aim of
independence which showed such power to arouse the enthusiasm
and d~votion of the masses, must never be allowed to be raised
again: this, this slavery, is henceforth "independence". Gandhi

and MacD011a/d combine to co-operate in a lie in order to bury
the dangerous slogan for ever; they unite to deck .davery with a
J{arland,· they pour out liberally-it costs nothing-the phrases of
"re.'iponsible self-government" and "complete independence" to
de.'icribe a scheme which every one knows ha.'i as much to do with
either as the po.'iition ofa dog on a chain or a monkey on a stick.
If this were all, if Gandhi and his associates and the Princes and
the merchants and the landlords were India, then indeed the
situation might be described as a full and unlimited victory of
Imperialism; the Indian question would be "settled", short of the
detail haggling and bargaining to follow. But the situation is not
so simple. That the Congress leadership, for all their flirtation with
mass struggle (which they may still attempt to resume at some
point, ifin difficulties in the bargaining~ven that is not excluded)
would and could only end in such ignominious capitulation-that
was already well-known and expected, that was already
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demonstrated in 1922. But 1931i.'lno/onger1922. Avast gulf of
development lies between. History is no mere succession of
repetitions; rather, it is a successive unfolding of possibilities, in
wave upon wave, and trying out of each in turn to the last and
discarding upon failure, until the inevitable is reached. "You may
kill Gandhi, but you will never kill Gandhism", declared this
would-be saint with an accession of that feeling of godhead that
has been visibly running to his unhappy brain since he '1as drunk
the intoxication of mass-leadership, and that will leave him cold
indeed when he finds himself thrown on one side, a shrivetled
Kerensky. The exact opposite is the case. Here is no question or
likelihood of anyone killing Gandhi. unless a government agent
does it in the last resort, as in the flagpole incident, to save his
reputation and make him a martyr. But Gandhism-Gandhi.'lm ij'

already dying; Gandhiism has l'eac:hed the full exhau."tion of its
possibilities.
Gandt.ism, which all the petty-bourgeois fools in Europe and
the tJnited States who are ready to run after every Madame
Blavatsky and Mrs. Eddy, worshipped as the latest god-given word
and key of power to civilisation 's future. has revealed its
ignominious failure before India's masses. has left them, after all
their sacrifices and readiness to struggle, with all that sacrifice
and struggle wasted, in as abject misery and degradation and
bondage as at the outset, with the power of Imperialism unbroken
and as merciless as ever, has abandoned them and made its peace
with the imperialist enemy. All its bombastic promises ofthe outset
are broken; all its asseverations of high purpose dissolve now into
\'erbal quibblings; its religion is revealed as the sanctification of
slavery; there remains only its inner core of servility to wealth
and power, to the Viceroy, to the princes, to the rich merchants,
who are all lost in admiration at the spiritual beauty of Gandhi and
his doctrine. "Gandhi is not a nationalist leader; he is a leader of
mankind." Who says this? Wedgwood Benn, executioneroflndian
freedom, gaoler of sjxty thousand, heroic bludgeoner of unarmed
peasants, with the blood of thousands on his hands-he and such
as he love and fawn on Gandhi and his Christly charm. But to all
that is young and generous in India the name of Gandhi is and
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object of cursing and contempt. the name of Judas. To them it is
Baghat Singh. it is the prisoners of Meerut, the fighters against
Imperialism who do not give up the fight. who fight to the death
and know no peace with the enemy. that arc the object of honour
in India to day.
.
One thousand nine hundred and thirty-one is no longer 192~.
The betrayal of 1922 was not followed at once by wholesale
demonstrations of crowds of tens of thousands crying .. Down with
Gandhi ! '',''Gandhi the Traitor!'', "Long Live the Revolution!''whilc Gandhi is hastily moved with ~ecret movements from place
to place or hustled off in a motor car until he is safe again among
his picked supporters. "The demonstrations against him in Bombay
\Hluld have been a sheer impossibility a year ago'' (Times, March
20, 1911 ). This is not a movement that is dying. that has had it~
death-blow from treachery; this is a•mo\ement that is going
forward, that is learning. that will he stronger than ever for the
clearing of the issues. 1922 was not followed. within three weeks
of its "setitement" and calling off of the struggle, by the open
revolt and advance to direct struggle. already far beyond the plane
uf Gandhism, ofCawnpore. The true facts of the Cawnpore battle
have still to be revealed through the veil of censorship and martial
law and imperialist lies. The imperialists try to present its
hloodstained record as if it were nothing to do with any struggle
for freedom. or with the flood oftrol>ps and guns that were hurled
from every side into the city. but were solely a question of
communal conflict. But even through their own records some of
th~~ facts creep.
Even in their censored accounts we read of attacks on the main
Government buildings and offices. storming of the central telegraph
offices, storming of the currency office, lawcourts. &c., as well as
attack!' on European cars (also perhaps a ..communal conflict"'?).
Further, according to the official communique, the attacks on the
Ciovernment offices began in the morning of March 24 (after 9
a.m.); it was not until the later afternoon (after 2 p.m.) that the
communal troubles began, and then only with a pro-Government
resistance of certain Moslem merchants to the hartal. The inference
is clear. The movement began as a movement of mass
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"lcmonstration •md struggle ag<ainst British rule ; it was onl\· sc,·cral
hours later. at\cr it had alre<ad) become serious. that. ~tier the
appro\'ed Tsarist fashion. the Government black-hundreds agents
hud done their \\ork. and succeeded in di\ erting the struggle into
"·ommunal channels of fratricidal strifo. And indeed the .\'c.•riou.'i
grou-1/: t!/ lli11c/11-A10.'i/C!111 /ig/11i11g rc.•1mr1C!cl./ro111 "'"'~" p'1rl.'i '!I
/11clla 10 dc~\' i.'i lhe .111ro11gc.•.111 ('l'idenn• lhCll lhL' tide• t~1'111C1S.'i .'itruggle

i.'i ri.'iill}!. a11d that the! <im·c•r11111c•111 ag<'lll.'i are at work in the.• regulur
/a.'ihirm lo tum it u.,·ide through the."i<' mc.•cm.\. and turn ii lo .\('!l·
de.'ilr11t·tio11. (To those who may still innoccntl) think that. the
problem of I lindu-Moslem rioting is a problem of the existence of
t\\o communities and not a problem of British rule. \\e \\ould put
t\\o questions: First. \\hy have the I lindu-Moslem riots de\ eloped
only under British rule. and increasingly under British rule?
Second. why have the pogroms \\hich were u similar feature of
l"sarist Russia completely disapJleared under So\ iet rule'!)
l'awnpore was already a signal and a symbol of the future. It
\HIS the spontaneous answer of the masses to Gandhi's treachery.
It showed the way forward. e\'en thuugh still with inner \\ea"-ness.
"'direct stru~·gle. to struggle a1minst the scats of Govermnent. to
'ei.1.urc of power-the alternative to Gandhism which. onl:e
mu.lerstood. will swel'p the countr,y and dri\'c British rule from
India. Even in the midst of Gandhism. Sholapur and Peshawar
~howed the path of the future. In contrast to 1921-22. the kernel of
the movement of 1930 was already far re1mwcd from Gandhi:
only the outer forms and oflicial control lay in his hand.•. for la'"k
of any developed alternative forms or organised leadership. The
proletarian impetus. which is the decisive distinguishing feature
that has developed between 1920 and 1930. although it has still
not yet reached crystallised form in organisation and leadership.
nevertheless visibly imparted its influence to the whole character
of the struggle. Beneath the Gandhisl shell, the movement tlK>k on
the characte¥. no longer primarity of the rehearsed pantomime of
a handful of saintly satyagra his courting arrest, but of active mass
struggle, of aggressive struggle. even of direct conflicts and
attempted seizure of power. The emh1 yo of the future was already
visible.
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That the struggle will go ti:mvard. will go forward far more
rapidly than afkr 1922. is certain. /Jut lhe mmm•m is a critical
011c•. The alternative forms are still weak: the agents of Government
arc active: the masses arc not sure of the path: the wave of mass
struµp.lc. if not gi\'et1 rapid direction and leadership. can be
di,pcrscd and dissipated in sclf:.destructi\·c paths. Never was there
greater need for all serious anti-imperialist clements to come
together and take stock of the \\hole position since the Pact and
Karachi. to break through the old bonds and illusions, to rally the
light on a new basis and forge the new path forward. Not mere
clt'111111cia1io11 of'Gc111clhi. hut clefi11i1r hreak with the ( '011gre.\'.\', and
acti1·e /eacler.11hip of" the new .'ltage <~/" ma.u .1ttrugg/e-that i.11 the
need toclt~\'. To assume that. because Gandhism is demonstrably
exhausted the leadership of Gandhi is thereby finished. would-be
~cll:.dcception. Gandhi will still pla~ his role; nay. may even
endeavour to play again with the idea of mass struggle. and by a
few gestures to wipe out his treachery and win a new lease; anu
\\ iII not h'C thrust aside until 1mch time as the action of the masses
S\\ ecps past him. until such time as a co11scious alternative
leadership confronts him. no longer as a fawning left wing by his
side. hut as an open enemy. as direct mass representatives. declaring
\\m· on imperialism and all its pro-British upper-class Indian
supporters. The leadership of Gandhi is only finished when the
opposition of Gandhi has passed from criticism to action. when
the alternative mass-leadership holds the field in action.
What is the driving force to struggle in India to-day, that makes
certain the carrying forward of the struggle? It is that lhe 111a.\".11e.~
n.111110 longer co11ti11ue lo /i1•e u11der the ccmdilicms ofthe pre.11e11t
.1tltl\'ery. The world economic crisis, which has struck down by
nearly half the world prices of the raw materials produced by the
Indian peasantry, has only precipitated an already gathering crisis.
The unspeakable misery of the overwhelming mass of the peasants,
ground down under the combined yoke of Government tribute,
ti:udal due~ landlords' rent, merchants' profits and money-lenders'
usury, all of which buttress one another in a single system and
unite to extract four-fifths of the meagre produce of his primitive
and unequipped labour-this is no static condition of stagnant
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misery. It is a driving, dynamic process of increasing misery,
pauperisation, proletarisation and drive to crisi~athering with
every year of British rule. Al I the signals are present of a gathering
agrarian crisis. comparable to that which preceded the Revolution
in Russia, and which preceded the Revolution in China.
Every investigation has borne evidence of this. (See, for a
collection of some of the evidence, the article of H.P. Rathbone
on ·'The Place of the Peasantry in the Indian Revolution" in
T111: LAnouR MoNTI-ILY for July. 1930.)
The Indian Agricultural Commission, at the end 'Of its
investigations in 1927, had to report the reality of "agrarian
deterioration". The growth in the agricultural proletariat or
··landless labourers" from 7~ millions half a century ago to over
25 millions today is eloquent of the process of expropriation at
work. Similarly every study of the size of holdings has shown the
rapid process of impoverishment and the ever rising percentage
with holdings too small to support life. Thus in Bombay the
Commission found that 48 per cent of the farms were under S
acres, and actually comprised only 2.4 per cent of the cultivated
area. Thes~ lfe conditions pointing straight to revolution. Similarly,
the health authorities report the steady worsening of conditions
under imperialist rule. "The health authorities in Bengal'', writes
'The Time.v' Calcutt" correspondent(February I, 1927) "assert that
the inhabitants are not so well nourished today as they were a
generation or so ago". Dr. C.A. Bentley, Director of Health for
Bengal, stated in his report for 1927-28:
1,500,000 people are d) ing every year in Bengal alone. On
an average 750,000 ;;hildren under fifteen years of age die every
year-about fifty per cent of the total deaths. Twenty-five per
cent of the mortality is due to preventable diseases. The present
peasantry of Bengal are in a very large proportion taking to a
dietal'y on which even rats co14/d not live for more than five
weeks. Their vitality is now· so undermined by inadequate diet

they cannot stand the infection of foul diseases. Last year
120,000 people died of cholera; 350,000 of malaria;· 350,000
from tuberculosis; 1,00,000 of enteric. On an average 55,000
new born infants die every year of tetanus.
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The.Ye are the c:ondition.'i wllicli 110 Irwin-Gandhi agreemellt.'1
cun affect, but which can on~v he ended by the .'locia/ re1•0/utio11
that will sweep away alike the inrperiali.'11 exploiter., a11cl the
reaction they artificially maintain, no /es.'i 1ha11 the nrerc:hantlundlord domination re/Jre.'iented by the Co11gre.v.'i.
To day even bourgeois and reformist observers are compelled
to recognise the signs of approach to agrarian revolution in India.
In March, 1929, Professor R. Mukerji of Calcutta University
reported that the worsening condition of the peasants was pointing
straight to agrarian revolution, and that, if energetic measures were
not taken, catastrophe was inevitable (Calcutta Forward. March 17,
1929). In June, 1929, The Times pointed out in a special article
(June 19, 1929) that the traditional picture of the passivity of the
Indian peasantry was no longer true; the awakening has begun.
and was showing itself on every side. ln.1930, Brailsford. after his
tour in India to help to save India for the Empire. brought back the
conclusio?: "My own feeling, as I left India in December. was
that the next months might conceivably bring a widespread agrarian
revolt" (article entitled "Towards a Peasant Rising'' in the New
leader, February 28, 1931 ). So, too. the Calcutta Congress organ,
Liberty, writes in December, 1930, of how ''Hunger, the father of
Revolution" stalks through the land; neither the Viceroy nor Gandhi
can stop it; all the signs point to coming storm, alike in Bombay.
in Bengal, in the Punjab, in the United Provinces.
But neither Imperialism nor the Indian bourgeoisie, who control
the National Congress, can solve the problems of the agrarian crisis
or avert the agrarian revolution. Imperialism is built for its social
support on precisely the reactionary feudal landlord elements.
whose interests it has to maintain as the condition of its own
domination. Thus the Agricultural Commission was forbidden by
its terms of reference from making any recommendations on land
ownership, tenure, rents or Government land revenue-that is, from
touching the roots of the problem. But the Indian bourgeoisie is
equally tied up with the landlords; the class interests of both arc
closely interlocked; and the Congress has even in the height of the
struggle exerted all its efforts to maintain the payment of rent to
the landlords. Only the industrial proletariat growing up in the
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towns. growing in consciousness and solidarity. and confronting
in irreconcilable opposition the whole system of exploitation. can
lead the struggle of the peasants in the common bahie &{Ulinst the
exploiters, t~r the conquest of the land and its wealth, fbr national
:md social liberation. This is the inevitable pathfi·owurd in India.
The Masses in India have already shown their readiness to fight
mul to sacrifice. But they arc not yet sure of the forms of struggle.
of their organisation and leadership; and therefore they are still at
1he mercy of the national refonn ists ol the bourgeoisie, who exploit
them as cannon fodder. The Indian bourgeoisie still dominate.
hccause they have still the monopoly of organisatio~ and
expression. and because they appear to proclaim the aims of
national lillcration. In fact their interests are hostile to the interests
of the masses; their interests arc to increase their share in the spl>ils
or exploitation against the share of the imperialist exploiters. As
(iandhi expressed it in his recent article on ..The Giant and the
l>\\·arf' in rmmJ! India:
In the administration of his country the Indian is generally a
mere clerk. In business, he is at best a commission agent, getting
hardly S ner cent against his English principal's 95 per cent.
And he advocates a "'levelling process" in order lo reach ··a
\late of equality"'. The commercial aim of bourgeois nationalism
could not be more simply expressed. Five per cent and 95 per cent
must give way to 50 per cent and 50 per cent. The llag of
.. independence". like the ··liberty, equality and fraternity" of all
bourgeois revolutions. is simply the nag to cover this commercial
aim. It was typical that at th~ very outset of the 1930 struggle the
nominal aim of indem.·ndcnce was replaced by the Eleven Points,
'' hich were almost all trading points. It wwi thereji1re i11el1itahle,
and 1u: m.:re que.'tlicm <?fper.nmal lread1ery that, a.v .won £1.'i the

lim,• <.·mne to clo hu:itine.'i.'i, the question of i11depe11de11<.·e i.'i thrown
i11 the hctdcgrmmt.I CIS a piece of.'ilage.fi11ery, and ulle11ti<J11 i.'i on(v ·
<'<mce/1/rctted 011 clrivi11g a hargui11. The fight between the national
hourgeoisie and the imperialists is a fight for markets, for rights
of exploitation. five per cent must increase at the expense of 95
per cent. says Gand11i. ..The market is open again'", sings the Dui(v
l/era/d in its editorial. ··Good News··. on the Irwin-Gandhi
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Agreement; "it is up to British manufacturers to make good in the
Indian market by quality and salesmanship. Let the manufacturers
and merchants who will benefit by the new peace thank heaven
for Mr. Benn and Lord Irwin." (March 6. 1931.)
If the national bourgeoisie could achieve their objective without
having to bring the action of the masses into the question. none
would he better pleased than they. But, like every bourgeoisie in
its struggle for power, they are helpless without the masses. They
tried already what they could accomplish on their own basis during
the 1923-27 period of the Swaraj Party and its manoeuvrings in
the Legislative Assembly, and appeals for a Round-Table
Conference, during which time the Congress and mass civil
disobedience was placed in cold storage. But the result was only
to reveal their own impotence and the contempt of Imperialism.
The appeals for a Round-Table Confeftence were brushed aside.
The reply of imperialism was to appoint the Simon Commission
without a pretence of a single Indian representative to soften the
blow in the face of the Indian bourgeoisie. It was only then that
the bourgeoisie was driven to court once more the rising mass
movement. which was growing up independently of them. and
threatening. with the giant spread of the proletarian struggle during
1927-29. to throw them in the background. Gandhi. who had been
thrust aside for years, was brought to the front again as the sole
line of contact with the masses. But even then the reluctance was
extreme, because the danger of the weapon was known. Every
attempt at an alternative. at a postponement. was tried, from the
twelve-months postponing resolution of 1928 to the Delhi
Manifesto embracing the Viceroy's declaration in the Autumn of
1929. to the Eleven points in substitution of independence in the
beginning of 1930. Only the pressure of imperialism on the one
side. and of the masses on the other. compelled the struggle. But
the unfolding of the mass struggle rapidly affected the front of
Imperialism. The Simon Commission was thrown overboard: the
Round-Table Conference adopted~ repeated appeals were thrown
out to the Congress leaders. It was on the basis of the fear on both
sides of the rising mass struggle that both sides came together in
1931.
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It is thus clear that the essential political significance of the role
of the national bourgeoisie. whose policy finds expression through
the Congress in forms for popular propaganda. liei. in its relation
to the mass movement. Were the dominant bourgeois leaders \\ho
.control the Congress simply to he regarded as agents of
lm11crialism. distorting and betraying a popular libcrationist
movement represented by the Congress. they would he tar less
dangerous: the question would then become simply a question of
changing the leadership of the Congress. ITilWing its policy to the
··1etf". &c. But 1hi.1t i.tt 1101 the cw·(•. This would mean to mix up the
llunkey type of Indian Liberals and the Congress leaders in a single
n'lle. when in foct they play distinct n'llcs for the bourgcoise. 111e

domi11u111. mo.\·t actfre hm11xeoi.tt leader.tt are the
( ·ougrf!.tt.'t leader.tt. ancl 1101 th<! direl"l l.ihf!ral agenl.tt <~limperie1/i.w11:
c111cl tlW\' are the .tttr011ges1 precise~r hecaU.\'<' th<',\' are ah/e lo plc~v
011 the .rnpport <~lthe ma.ue.\· to stre11gthe11 their own po.ttllio11: u11d
their imlrumelll to ucc·ompli.tth this is the ( '011gre.tts. National
.\·/rm1J!,t!.\'I.

reformism. the limited oppositional rOle of the bourgeoisie, would
hl· in itself a helpless and secondary political foctor. It is only
when nati<' ml reformism don~ a revolutionary cloak. and leads
the mass movement in order to CXJlloit it l<.'lr its own purposes .•md
at the critical mom:·nt to behead it. that it hccomcs the din~..:t
principal menace h' the natmnal struggle IC.lr emancipation. ·1 he
si!!nifkance of the national bourgeois leadership is as the
cli.mrgcmi.tter.\· <?f /he ma.,.,\ mm·emenl. AnJ the machine of that
disorg.anisation is the National l'ong.ress.
Fnr this reason the llrcams of a ··t.cli Nationalism··. to he
achieved through thL: • ·lmg.ress or in association with the Congress
leadership (J. Nehru. Bose. &c. ). arc not only idle dreams: they
.ire direct assistance of the national hourgeoi~ie in its r\llc against
lhc masses. For it is an essential pan of this rtlle that there must be
;1 ··1.etr· as ,,·ell as a ··Right"~ there must be a ··1.cir· to maintain ·
the line of contact \\'ith the masses. to talk revolutionary language.
to talk the language of youth. to talk socialist language. to hold
out infinite pmmi~cs even of a Workers· and Peasants• Republic.
while the practical policy remains safe in the hands of the
bourgeoisie. and. a Iler exploiting the struggle of the masses for its
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purposes. drives its resultant bargain with Imperialism. This was
well revealed at Karc1chi. Nehru and Bose. after all their pmfossions
of opposition, finally accept the Pact with Imperialism-- in return
for what'! In return for the passing of a so-called ··Declaration of
Rights... a paper docun\cnt of flowery promises of a ne\~ heaven
and earth fi.u the masses. But what is the use of this new paper
document. when the old paper document of the fight for
··independence·· from the Empire has been torn in two. What
mailers is not the paper document. but precisely the practical policy
of the Pact with imperialism. 711e rtjfe of the "u~/i Natimwli.'il.'i"
thm hecmm. ii primary rtUe ill the ta.'ik t~l dt'c<'fri11g and
1 .\'

di.wrgu11i.'iillJ{ the 11u1.'i.n

1 .\'.

What is the position'! The Round-Table Constitution. to which
the Pact leads up (if the force of events docs not smash the whole
agreement he fore hand). represents the ~uprcme dnt\\ ing together
of all the forces of reaction. of privilege. of property against the
masses. Under the a:gis of lmperiali~m. the princes. the landlords.
the merchants and the industrialists arc to be brought closely
together into a single structure; in \\ hich extreme reaction,
repn;scntcd hy the princes. i~ to he given the O\erwhclming
dominant po~ition in the name of the ··federal principle··. while
the sham of elections is to he confined to the upper tenth of the
population. anc..I even so every -strategic pm\er. of finance. of
mil ital) control. &c .• i~ to be maintained in the untrammellcc..I hands
of impcrialism. This is the grnnd idle of··rcsponsihle government'"
\.'\ ol\'ed hy a Labour Government. by the Second International
nhich claims to champion ··democracy." ··one must suppose··. says
lhc ever-trusting Brailsford. ""that tht• Labour Party did this thing
\\ ith its eyes closed." Not at all. 111i.~ gruml rc.•u11io11 of all the

.fi,,·ces ol "law cmd ore/er", tlii.'i
a1temp1t•d re1111im1 <~l l111periali.'i111, Fe11de1/i.\·111 um/ the 11atimwl
ho11rgeoi.'iic•. i.'i the 111eu.rnre <~f lhe growth um/ the 111em1ce <~fthe
ri.~ing 11m.'i.'i struggle. And from this the path forward is no less
forn''i

t~l reuc1io11, t~l all tilt!

manifostly indicated. The new forces of mass struggle must find
their forms and their leadership apart from and against all this.
l'he closer the union of the whole camp of the exploiters, from the
Viceroy to Left Nationalism. is drawn together by the driving force
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of the mass struggle. the :oitronger gnm :ii the need and the
opportunity fi.>r the mass struggle. of the ,,.,ll'~crs and peasants.
li.1r the national revolutionary cam1>. to sha~c itself II cc and tlmm
,,ff all alien influences, to linll its°'' n line •md lemkrship through
the proletarian vanguard in the place of the liourp.eoisie, and to
carry fl>rward the revolutionary struggle '' hich will overthrow
Imperialism and lead the way to so~rnl liberation. The treachery
of the National Congress has opened the way ti.ir rapid ad vane\! in
this direction in the new period of struggle now opening.
I<. P. D.

~pen~(xii)J
The New Imperialist Strategy
in India
Lester Hutchinson
[The fiJl/owing i.\· a contrihuti<m hy one qf the released Meerut
pri.wner.\' to the .<teric>.\' <~f t1rtide.\' dealing with the Ntttionul
<iorem111elll 0.\" new scheme.for th<• em·la\•emel1/ td the /11dit111 people.
111e.firs1 artic:/e i11 thi.\' serie.\' hy Reginald Bridgeman (/111emutio11al
Secretw:r. League Agaiml Jmperittlism), Wtt.\' 1111hlished /m11110111h /
A very correct and important estimate of the British ruling. class
is given by Stalin in the otlici;tl report of his talk with Wells:
Generally speaking. it must be said th~1t of all the ruling classes.
the ruling classes of England. hoth the aristocracy and the
bourgeoisie. proved to be the clc\'Crest. the most nexible from
the poin~ of vie" of their class interests. from the point of view
of maintaining their power.... In order to maintain their rule.
the ruling classes of Great Britain have never forsworn small
concessions. reforms. (S1a/i11-Well.'i Talk. The :\'ew

State.\'111£111. 6d. J
The cleverness and tlcxihle strategy of the British ruling class has
ll('Ver heen better illustrated than by the present proposals for Indian
constitutional reform now before Parliament.
The Report of the Joint Committee and the proceedings in
Parlian1ent arc remarkable in that they reveal the cynical frankness
of the Imperialist majority. constantly breaking through the disguise
of the usual hypocritical phraseology. Although the usual phrases
arc used. emphasis is no longer laid on the future benevolence and
philanthropy of British rule in India. but on the necessity of holding
India by any means and at any cost. It ii;;. in the words of the Liberal.
Foot ... not a question so much oflndia needing us. I think we need
lndia." 1 And the new contempt fr•r the old phrases was expressed
by Major Attlee:·· ... the idea that Indians must always he ruled for
their own good by the lonely white man is a late Victorian
Published in : ..·1111: l.AUOllR MONTlll. Y"". of h:hruaf) 11135. London
I llan.Yt1rd (Parliamcnl11f)· l)chatcs). lkccmhcr Ill. 1934. p. 88.
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scntimcnt .." 2 Instead it is made clear that constitutional reform is
urgently necessary if Imperialism is going to preserve its hold of
India. The necessity was expressed frankly hy Baldwin to the
Conservative Party at the Queen ·s Hall on December 4 last. He
then warned the opposition within the Imperialist camp that, unless
this scheme of Indian constitutional rcflmn \\as accepted, ··we
should lose India in two generations··. A grim warning to which
Churchill, the leader of the diehard opposition to any conccs5iion
being made to Indian Nationalism. could only reply by a gibe ns to
the c:\act measurement of a generation.
.
Baldwin·s statement is proof that the dominant Imperialist
nu~jority has a much firmer grasp of the realities of the Indian
situation than the semi-fascist dichard group led hy Churchill. The
inflexible "No Surrender.. policy of the Churchill group is the policy
adopted by the Government of George 111. which resulted in the
loss of the American colonies~ a lesson \\'hich Imperialism has not
forgotten. The trusteJ agents of British finance-capital realise that
Imperialism can only hope to prolong its rule in India. in foce of
the growing forces and difliculties which history is pi Iin~ up against
it. by remaining nexible; in order to survive it must adapt its
machinery of Government from time to time to chang;ng political
and economic circumstances.
( 'on!'>titutional returm is. therefore. the means b} \\ hich an astute
Imperialism carries out alterations and repairs to the machinery of
<iovcrnmcnt, in order to bring that machinery up to date, so that it
can deal more effectively \\ ith the growing strength of oppo"ting
forces. In this sense only. constitutional reform is an index to the
growth of rcvolutionarv forces.
Baldwin is also correct in stressing the danger to Imperialism of
postponing: the necessary alterations indefinitclY,. In the guarded
language of Sir Samuel I loan: in the I louse of Commons. the
proposals arc made:
...... because we believe t.hat the differences between Great
Britain and India arc not yet irrcconciliable, but that, if \\'e 'Jo
not adjust our rdations to modern conditions, those differences
will drag us further and further ar-art. (Jlan.mrd. Dccc'mbcr 1O.
1934. p. 60.)
'!llmucml. llci:.:mbcr Ill. I1J.'.J. fl h.J
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In other words, '"if we do not adjust our administrative machinery
and strengthen our hands to deal with new conditions, we shall be
faced with open rebellion ...
The same warning is to he found in the Government" s reply to
the Tory critics of tlu. . proposals. who are busy prophesying the
same results in India. if the reforms arc adopted. as those that have
taken place in Ireland following ..the sombre decision·· of 1921.
Both Mr. Baldwin and Captain Ca1.alet hastened to put them right.
The latter shows that he understands the correct Imperialist strntegy
of constitutional ret'C.'lrm:
The true analogy is not \\hat happened in Ireland after the
war. but what ought to have been done in regard to Ireland in
the "eighties. There \\as a time then when men of the
C'onscrvati\'e and Liberal Parties and many people in Ireland
\.\Crc prcpar~d to come to some ag~emcnt \\ hich \\onld ha\'c
been infinitely helter and more honourable for all parties
concerned than the ignominious surrender" hich we \\ere driven
to acce~t a few year!-. alicr the \\Ur. (/lam;ard. December 10.

l'H4, p.122.)
It follows that Imperialism must not only he llexihle. hut must
kno\\ \\·hen to he flexible.
In pursuing its strateg) <lf constitutional reforms. Imperialism
i~ 1101 reforming rhc constitution nflndia in the interests oflndians.
hul is doing so only in 1he intercsls of Imperialism. It docs not
mean a constitutional ad\'ance of the Indian people~ it means on
the contrary ne\\' and stronger chains to keep them docile in the
focc of 1l1c continued and intensified exploitation of India hy the
agents of finance-capital.
The speeches in Parliament have made it clear that the ne\.\'
constitution is to he forced on India \\hether she likes it or not.
Churchill. Wolmer. Pag.c-l'mft. and other critics hclonging. to the
Imperialist right wing. scored one of their most impressi\'C points
in the Debate, by pointing out that all the Indian politicians who
co-operated with the Joint Committee in framing the present
proposals have been ignominiously defeated in the recent elections
in India. The Government is so affected by this that Sir Samuel
Hoare indulges in an important funeral oration:
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.... is there a substantial body of public men in India who arc
prepared to work the Constitution? I am painfully aware of the
fact that few, if any. Indian public men can say that they arc
satisfied with this or any other scheme ... .I know also that in the
recent elections which took place for the Indian Assembly.
Congress. upon a programme of hostility to these proposals. won
\'cry many seats. I know also that many of my Indian friends
with whom I have worked during the last three or fi:,ur ~cars.
have been defeated. They foll. let me say in passing, in the
honourable cause of co-operation and reconciliation. (//c111.~ard.
December 10. 1934, p.57.)
Even the Princes, those remnants of feudalism maintained by
British bayonets. afraid of any outside interference '' ith their
misrule, are suspicious of the scheme. and have had to be dragooned
into acceptance by threats. promises and brihcs. Major C'ourtauld
informed the House of Commons that one Indian Prince had
confined in him that he disliked the proposals. but had had to
conceal his opinion for the following reasons:
You know. we are none of us infallible, and all of us may
make mistakes in the administration of our States. If I agn..-e
with the Government's poli'-=Y I am a good boy, and if I make a
mistake not much notice'' ill be taken of it. but if I now get up
and say I disagree and make myself uncm\\fortable to them, then
if I made a mistake my life \Vould he made a burden to me.
(Hamwrd, December I I. I934. p. 290.)
Indeed, the position of the Princes under the new Constitution will
be a curious one. The internal regime of the States will remain the
same, and the laws of the Federation of which they arc members
will not run in the States. Yct inspite of this they will nominate
104 of the 260 members of the Federal lipper House. and 125 of
the 375 members of the Federal Lower llouse. They arc thus
commiserated with on their position by Viscount Wolmer:
The position of the Indian Princes in the Federal Legislature
is the most vulnerable in the whole scheme. They will be forced
into the position of voting on issues which do not directly affect
their States. They will be voting for taxes in budgets which their
own subjects will not pay. How long do you think Congress an(I
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Indian politicians are going to stand that? .... do you think that
Congress will hesitate to start an intensive agitation against the
position of the Princes? ... How long do you expect the Indian
Princes to go on pulling the chestnuts out of the fire for you?
[Hansard (Lords), December I 0, 1934, p. 96.]
Although Imperialism persists, inspitc of the strenuous
opposition from within its own camp. in thrusting a new constitution
on people who emphatically do not want it, it should not be thought
that Imperialism will not obtain sufficient support in India to work
the constitution. They will certainly get the support of Indian
Capitalism and the landlord-money lender class: but these cla.11.11es

will give their ,\·upport not hecause they like the .vc:heme, whic:h
/'111.vfar .11hort of their expectalio11s, but because they them.velves
hei11g the immediate oppre.'i.mr.11 f!f the ma.vse.11 are forced to reply
on Imperialism to protect them from tile wrath of their viclim.11.
The Indian National Congress will itself in practice work the
constitution by its adoption of the programme of constitutional
opposition.
It is not the purpose of this article to deal in detail with the
actual proposals of the India Constitution Bill, which has already
been done in the pages of the LABOUR MONTHLY and
elsewhere. 3 By the new constitution, Imperialism hopes to
strengthen its political and economic hold on India, and to increase
the autocratic powers of its agents, by masquerading as democracy.
The new Indian Legislatures will be composed entirely of the
representatives of Imperialist and Indian vested interests. There
will be no direct election of the Federal Legislature, to which the
members of the Provincial Legislatures, each community voting
separately for its own candidates, will send their representatives.
Franchise for the Provincial Legislatures will be extended only to
those who posses high educational and property qualifications. Out
ofa population of350,000,000, only 35,000,000 men and women
will be entitled to vote. Thus Bengal with a population of 50,000,000
will only have a total electorate of 7 ,500,000. And this meagre
3 Readers are referred for instance to a pamphlet just published by
the League against Imperialism, entitled India and a New Dictatorship.
B. Bradley and L. Hutchinson, Id. Ed. LABOUR MONTHLY.
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representation itself will be split up into separate electorates for
the difference communities. with ~eats reserved for specific vested
interests. Even the Liberal sentiments of Mr. Foot were outraged
atkrthis system had been explained to him by Lord Salisbury, and
he described it as ..the negation of democracy'"; and the position is
!'>O obvic.LJs that the champions of Labour in the I louse of Commons
\\ere forced to pay lip-service to the cause of the Indian masses.
M&~jor Attlee. for example, stated:
Let us suppose that we have this Con~titution. What will be
the position of the masses under it'! We do not want to. hand
over the workers and peasants of India to the Princes, landlords,
money lenders. industrialists and la"'ycrs. I tear that is what we
arc doing. In the provinces there arc second chambers in which
\'csted interests arc entrenched. They are pretty strong in the
first chambers as well. At the Centre they arc not only entrenched,
hut dug right in. (He1mwrd. December 10. 1934. p.70.)
But even the packed Legislatures cannot be guaranteed to
function exclusively in the Imperialist interests; and therefore
Imperialism has devised an all-embracing system of safeguards,
reserved s1.1!-ijects. special responsibilities, which concentrates all
real political power in the hands of a super-dictator. called the
<lovcrnor-Gcneral, and absolute provincial dictators in the name
of Governors, with the result that the whole conception of
responsible federal Government is turned into a mockery. And in
addition Imperialism safeguards its financial dictatorship hy the
creation of the Indian Reserve Bank which, placed outside the
sphere of legislative or ministerial control, will regulate and
dominate the whole economic lifo of the country.
The whole scheme of safeguards has been so carefully worked
out that even the diehard opposition has been forced to concede
that the present proposals before Parliament are far more.
satisfactory to them than the p~vious proposals of the Government
as published in the White Paper of 1933. In factthe only complaint
of Lord Salisbury.. one of its leaders. is that although the present
proposals would '"put India into a straightjacket,"4 in practice the
4. Queen's Hall Conservative Party C'onlercncc. Decc:mher4th. 1934.
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straight jacket \\ould tum out to he made of paper. Sir Samuel
1loare attempts to set his tears at rest:
Nu. Sir. these safeguards are not paper safeguards. They arc
safeguards with sanction behind them and with effective
cxecuti\'c action tl1: he put into etlcct if need arises. (llamard.
December I 0.1934. p.56.)
In spite. however. of these assurances. realistic enough as they
arc. the leaders of the {'onscr\'ati\c right wing arc not salislicd.
They consider th.at any concession to Indian pressure and opinion.
however slight it may he. nccc!tsarily \\'Cakcns the Imperialist hold
of India. Their spokcsnrnn. Chuh.:hill. derides the (itwcrnmcnt
contention that the nc\\ reforms \\ill strengthen the Imperialist
Go\'crnmcnt:
Then we arc told: ''Alas, the Central Government is so wea"-.
The puor. wea"- Central Go..-crmm.4'tt cannot continue as it is:
we want a stronl:!er Government. .. What do you mean b~ a
stronger Go\'ernment'! ... Ncn:r \\tis there a Government so
strong as the existing (.jo\'&:rnmcnt of India. It is quite true that it
docs not use its strength. that it dcfors more than is desirable to
the opinions of the unsatisfactor)' rcprcsentati\'c Legislati,·c
Assembly which has been gathered together at Delhi. (//amwrd.
December 12. 1934. p. -160.)
Herc we have more than a glimpse of the alternati\'c policy
recommended by the Imperialist right wing. The existing
Government in India is quite strong enough. (lon~r ii would i>:11or<'
lmliu11 opi11io11 cmd ILW! it.'i s1re11g1'1. In short. the Conservative right
wing demands .. firm Go\'ernmcnf' b)' which it means full fascist
dictatorship based even more openly than now on violence and
terror. and carried on in the teeth of the opposition of every section
of the population.
They make no secret of the fonn of Government they would
like to c;ce established in India. The Government plea that if it
adopted the Churchill policy in India, it would be faced almost
immediately with a mass rebellion, is treated with scorn by the
pro-fascist diehards; and Sir Henry Page-Croft produces and reads
to the started House of Commons the following extract from an
important document signed by the ••eight greatest generals'· who
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have recently held commands in India:
We. the undersigned, having had considerable and recent
military experience in India, state unhesitatingly that, from a
military point of view, we can. at any time, hold India against
external and internal dangers, provided we retain command of
the land and sea communications and control of the police.
(Hansard. December 11, 1934, p. 256.)
The very fact of the existence of such a document leaves i ittle
room for doubt of the attitude of the Imperialist right wing to the
Indian question. Although the actual Indian policy oflmperjalism
is not as yet the policy of the Conservative right wing, the
importance of the latter lies in the strength of its opposition. The
Churchill-Salisbury-Lloyd group is the pace-maker of the
Government's Indian policy. It is owing to its strenuous opposition
that:the Imperialist majority has inserted in the Constitution Bill
several additional repressive safeguards to those that were originally
published in the Government White Paper. As Palme Dutt has
already pointed out, the near-fascist Conservative right wing is the
driving force behind Imperialism's new Indian policy.
The Conservative right wing C'l11o;titutes the only opposition in
Parliament to the Government's Indian proposals. The empty and
unreal character of the Labour Party's opposition was exposed by
Baldwin, who. when replying to the debate. brought Lansbury to
the verge of hysteria, by announcing that he only proposed to reply
to "the real opposition .... from a number of my own supporters" 5 ·
Indeed, the position of the Labour opposition is decidedly
ambiguous. It was under the Labour Government that the new
Imperialist policy was initiated; representatives of the Labour Party
participated in the Round Table Conferences, and sat on the Joint
Committee; and although these representatives signed a minority
report they did not disagree fundamentally with the findings of the
Joint Committee. There is more than a little truth in Churchill'~
accusation that the Labo1,1r Party is responsible for the paternity of
the present constitutional proposals. As he himself puts it:
Their paternjty is proved without any doubt, and they arc not
going to escape the consequences by merely abusing the
~-

flunsard, December 12. 1934. p. 513.
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wretched brat which has been foisted on the guileless
Conservatives. (Hansard, December 12, 1934, p. 447.)
The position of the Labour Party is unenviable. Being now His
Majesty's opposition, it is forced by the pressure of its rank and
file to pretend to denmince its own offspring, in exactly the same
manner as it has been forced to denounce the Prosecution at Meerut
and the fierce repression of the 1930-31 civil disobedience
movement for which it was itself responsible. Being unable to make
any radical attack on its own offspring. it is forced to attack the
Government for omitting in the present proposals the smug phrases
of MacDonald and Sankey at the first Round Table Conference.
The leaders of the Labour Party are rather conscious of their
oppositional inadequacy; and Lansbury thus weakly tries to defend
his party in the face of Churchill's contampt:
We shall not obstruct. and because we take that attitude the
right Hon'ble Member for Epping has once or twice chi vied us
by sayiag, "You are not ao Opposition; you do not fight the
Government. It is we who fight the Government." (Hansard,
December 12, 1934, p. 507.)
The whole position of the Labour Party on the Indian question
is one of agreement on the main issues of the present proposed
reforms; it agrees that these reforms are necessary iflmperialism
is going to hold India; but it desires that the Imperialist objects
should be cloaked in more palatable phraseology. It objects to the
frankness which has crept into the pres.ent proposals. It rejoices
when the present Viceroy, Lord Willingdon, jauntily declares
himself to be "a lifelong Liberal and Home Ruler·'6; but is annoyed
when the Government at home does not take up the same attitude.
The main complaint of the Lab~ur Party leaders is that there is no
mention in the Constitution Bill of the promotion of India in the
far distant future to "dominion status". The whole position is put
into a nutshell by the Labour spokesman, Attlee:
I wonder whether it is possible to think of a great nationalist
movement going forward without something to inscribe on its
fl Quoted in lfum;ard (Lords). December 11. 1934. p. 253.
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banners. If it does not have "Dominion Status" on its banners,
perhaps it will have "Separation". (Hansard, December 10,
1934, p. 65.)
Or, in other. words, if you want to keep the Indian people quiet in
the new fetters you are preparing, give them something palatable
and harmless to put on their banners.
It is a fatuous insult to the Indian masses. The mass movement
in India, the movement of hungry peasants and sweated workers,
which is growing stronger day by day, will not be content to
compromise with Imperialism. They will not he content wjth the
Labour Party's offer of dominion status; they will be satisfied with
nothing less than complete independence for their country and
complete emancipation for themselves. And while the agents of
Imperialism in Britain and in India are squabbling over the new
chains they are forging, they would do well to remember the words
of Engels: "Their executioner waits al the door'".

[Appendix (xiii~
The Sixty-six per cent Background

to the India Bill
Joan Beauchamp

{The following article ;,., a continuation of the serie.'1 1 which was
commenced in January thi.\' year on the .\'ignific:ance and
hackground of the British Government ',,· new plan to 111ai11tai11 its
en,,·/avement ofthe Indian peoples. m· embodied in the Government
t!f India Bill now being debated in Prtrliament. In thi.\' article .loan
/Jeauchamp, author ~f "Briti.'lh Imperialism in India", recent(v
publi.11ned by lvles.11r.\'. Martin Lawrence (5·".J. describes tht!
condition of the pea.vantry; the higge.\'t section of the population.
about to be vitally affected hy the provi.r;iom; <!f thi.\' new Bill. For.
in the• All-India Federal Legi.,·/ature which this Bill creates. the
princes and other sections <!/'the landlord c/a.r;s are ensured a
deci.r;i1•e if not predominating influence a.'I the principal allies <~l
Briti.\'h lmperit1/i.\·m. They will thu... he guaranteed a .\'hare in the
exploitation <~f the large.11t section of the Indian population, the
vast majority of whom are denied all right.'! whatsoever under this
constitution as shown hy the fact that, except for the most
in.'lignificant proportion and that exclusively of the more wealthy
sections, the whole peasant population remains completely
di.11enfranchised.]
An assiduous reading of the innumerable official reports on India
which emanate from governmental or semi-governmental sources
would lead one to believe that the solution of the problem of rural
poverty was a herculean task which a little band of wholly
I. The previous articles in this series arc "The New Deal in India," by Reginald
Hridgcman, January, 1935; -111e New Imperialist Strategy in India" by Lester I lutchinson.
l-'ebruary,193S. Copies of each of these issues can be obtained from the Manager. the
LABOUR MONTHLY, 7 John Street. London, W.C.1, 7d. each post-free.
Pubhshcd in "The Labour Monthly", May 193Sm London
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disinterested Anglo-Indian officials was tackling day by day with
cnonnous heroism, making a little headway here and there against
the innate and indestructible ignorance and waywardness of the
Indian peasant, and achieving a steady progress on which they were
greatly to be congratulated.
As soon as one begins to study in any detail the Government of
India's own official statistics this pretty picture fades away like
the chimera it is, and one is amazed at the colossal hypocrisy of
the compilers of the official reports who, knowint! fully well the
root causes of the poverty of the Indian peasant masses, write only
of the minor effects arising from these causes, and speak cheerfully
of improvements which exist only in their own imaginations.
These government reports tell glibly of sub-division of holdings,
debt burdens. deterioration of cattle, lack of science, insufficiency
of irrigation, and peasant ignorance. But they keep silent about the
Government land monopoly. about the £25 million per annum
which is taken from the cultivators by the Government alone,
without counting the further vast sums absorbed by landlords and
middlemen, about the scandalous rates of interest charged by
moneylenders, about the heavy taxes on articles of consumption.
the water charges and other local demands on the peasant economy.
The root cause of the ever-widening destitution of the Indian
masses is to be found in the subjugation of India to the position of
an agricultural colony under the control of British finance-capital.
l Indl!r the strangle-hold of British Imperialism the industrial
development of India has been so effectively held back that the
census figures of the percentage of the population dependent on
agriculture from 1891 to 1931 census, shows that 66 per cent of
the population are now dependent on agriculture, as compared with
61 per cent in 18~1. It is a fact that is not often realised that, in
spite of the development offactory production during the war years
(when Great Britain was no longer in a position to penalise Indian
industry}, the destruction of home industries was such that e~en
the census figures of 1921 show a reduction, in the preceding
decennial period, of the total number of workers in industry from
17 .5 millions to 15. 7 millions, which was further reduced by 1931
to 15.4 millions.
While the pressure on agriculture has been substantially increased
the relative positions of the classes in the countryside have altered
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as a result of the intensification of the exploitation of the peasant
cultivator. The landlord class, that is to say, those who live on
agricultural rent, without being themselves cultivators, has
increased from 2.8 millions in 1911to3.3 millions in 1931. The
number of cultivators~. including owners and tenants decreased from
71 millions in 1911 to 61.2 millions in 1931, while the number of
landless peasants increased by roughly I 0 millions in the last
decade. 2
It is a favourite trick of the Anglo-Indian lo talk as ifthe rate of
increase of the Indian population was so great that the land and
resources of India are insufficient adequately to support "the
teeming millions" rapidly springing up. This, of course, is a
deliberate misrepresentation. Not only do the census figures over
the last fifty years show that the percentage rate of increase of the
Indian population has been more thaa 10 per cent lower than that
of the population of England and Wales. but the rate of increase in
the decades 1901 and 1921 respectively sank to less than a half,
and less ihan a quarter, of the lowest rate that has ever been known
in this country.
That the land left over for the peasant cultivators, when the
rapacity of the land monopolists has been satisfied, cannot yield
them a subsistence leaves no room for doubt. The cultivated land
in India is little over a third of the total area, but two-thirds of it is
owned by the imperialists and landlords, while tens of millions of
peasants have to subsist on the other third. The agricultural statistics
show that nearly a quarter of the total area is "culturable but not
cultivated," but in spite of this the cultivated area is not increasing
at any appreciable rate, nor has the situation improved during the
last ten years, as the following figures show:
AGRICULTllRAl. SURVEY
(Mill.ION ACRES)
Total
Arca
1922-23

667

1932-33
667

Not Available
for Cultivation

forests

!-"allow

IS2.0

8S.S

47.0

14S.O

88.4

S0.4

2. Census figures.

Culturable
Waste

Arca

Irrigated
Area

IS4

224.9

47 .. 8

IS4

228.0

49.6

Sown
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These figures shows a stagnation in agriculture, and wh.en one
looks at them more closely and considers also those for 1931-32. a
definitely retrograde tendency is seen. Comrar;ng 1931-32 with
the following year one finds that the same area, i.e., 34 per cent of
the whole. is cultivated but in the latter year there was a 3 million
acre reduction in the area sown to food crop~. Also when one looks
at the figures for rice, the staple food of the Indian masses, one
finds not only a reduction in the acreage of last year's crop, but a
very substantial reduction in the yield per acre as compared with
1922-23. The yield per acre of wheat also fell considerably during
the same period. Of the 88 million acres of forest one-haif belongs
to the Government, while the rest is in the hands of the landlords
and rich peasants, and the ordinary cultivator has to pay even for
the use of such grazing as the forest lands afford for a short period
of the year.
If the two hundred and seventy-eight million acres of cultivated
and fallow lands were divided up equally among the landlords and
peasants who live upon it, it would average at a little over 2~ acres
per worker and landlord, ~ut as many of the landlords possess more
than 5n acres of cultivated land. it can be seen how small a
proportion is left for each peasant. The Rcpo1 t of the Royal
Commission on Agriculture ( 1928) states :-The Punjah figures which are the only ones available for a
province indicate that 22.5 per cent of the cultivators cultivate
one acre or less; a further 15.4 per cent cultivate belween one
and 21/:i acres; 17.9 per cent between 2Y.i and 5 acres dnd 20.5
between 5 and 10 acres. Except for Bombay, which would
probably show a very similar result, and Burma which would
give higher averages, all other provinces have much smaller areas
per cultivator.
The agrarian crisis is rapidly worsening the already desperate
~ondition of the Indian peasantry. The catastrophic fall in the prices
of the peasants' products, while the goods of general consumption
which he has to buy have remained comparatively stable in price,
has brought hitn to a disastrous position. The Government, as usual,
has shown its utter disregard of the welfare of the population by
increasing the burden of the land revenue at the very moment ~hen
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the cultivator was least able to bear it. The result is that the cultivator
is abandoned to the mercies of the moneylender, whose scandalous
extortions have always been winked at by the Government.
Already in 1928 the Commission on Agriculture stated that:
to an extremely gilJeat extent the Indian agriculturist does not
work for profit or for a net return, but for subsistence. The
crowding of the people on the land, the lack of alternative means
of security ofliving, the difficulty of finding any avenue of escape
and the early age at which a man is burc!ened with dependants,
combine to force the cultivator to grow food wherever he can
and on whatever terms be can. Where his land has passed into
the possession of his creditor. no legislation will serve his need,
no tenancy law will protect him: for food he needs land, and for
land he must plead before a creditor to whom he probably already
owes more than the total value of the whole of his assets. That
creditor is too often a landlord of a different class who has no
historiG,al connection with the estate, and is only interested in
the imrnediate exploitation of the property in his control.
If this were true in 1928, how much more de\'astatingly true is it
in 1935, when the bottom has dropped out of the agrarian market,
the fall in prices has vastly increased the burden of rural
indebtedness, and the land revenue is £3 million higher than it was
before the slump. The better-off peasants have tried to stave off
ruin by selling their gold and silver ornaments, and by this means
more than 2,000 million rupees have been drained from India during
the crisis. But the ordinary peasant is unable to stand the strain of
usurious rent, taxes and interest, and millions of acres of land are
passing from hi$ hands to those of the money-lending shopkeepers
and landlords.
The methods of the moneylenders are well-described as follows:
The most important group of moneylenders consists of the
village shopkeepers, who deal with small cultivators. They are
generally grocers, d!1lpers, brokers and grain marchants, all rolled
in one. They advance their goods and wares on credit to
cultivators of their villages, and they also give cash loans. They
generally accept the produce of the land in place of principal
and interest. They have one way of calculating tht. value of the
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produce given by the cultivators, and another way when they
sell it to the cultivat01:s. They credit them with a much lower
price for the produce sold to them and debit them with a higher
price for.all goods bought from them by the cultivators. One of
the settlement reports of a ta Iuka in Surat district says : - .. Food
grain taken on credit has to be paid hack I ~'2 maunds for every
maund borrowed; for seeds. two maunds for every maund.
Tobacco and such other articles arc charged at 12 per cent r:bove
the market price~ for example, a rupee's worth of tobacco is
entered in the books as Rs.1.2.0''3
The vast majority of the Indian cultivators have to go on ~orking
year aner year. hopelessly toiling for the creditors who have
enslaved them, receiving out of their mortgaged harvest only the
barest pittance to enable them to keep alive that the creditor may
continue to wring profits out of their labour. These vampires are
tacitly encouraged by the Government, and even the few laws to
limit their extortions, which have been passed in response to popular
clamour, are shamelessly admitted in Government publications to
have fallen into disuse or to have been ·•completely ineffective''.
Nevertheless, from the point of view ofhoth British and Indian
capitalists, the ruin and expropriation of the peasants is not good
business-a beggar is not a profitable customer, and this obviClus
fact is beginning to be forced home to the Indian bourgeois as he
secs his home market contract. The Annual Trade Report for the
1lnited Kingdom (1933-34), in accounting for the low level of
exports to India, makes the following significant statement:-- ..The
consuming capacity of th&:: Indian people both in urban and rural
districts. was at its-iowest ebb and their purchases were confined
to the barest necessities."
In its 1933 Report the Committee of the Bombay Millowners'
Association says:
The main factor which adversely affected both yarn and cloth
was the low purchasing power of the masses, who have suffered
from successiye crop failures, coupled with low prices.
3 M. Mehta. A Study of the Rural Economy of Gujarat.
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In August, J933, the Indian paper Liberty predicted that the time
would soon come when the landlord would demand all that the
cultivator grew, and nothing would remain with which to pay taxes
or buy factory goods. It continued:
In Bengal we hilve apparently reached such a situation already.
If a Bengal agriculturist still buys something, it is at the cost of
the landlord and the Mahajan. He has no surplus of money, and
this means that Bengal is at the threshold of economic collapse.
(August 28, 1933)
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru told a representative of the United Pres!>
as long ago as September, 1933, that "the agrarian system has
already collapsed and the new organisation of society is already
inevitable".
Rut what are Jawaharlal Nehru and the rest of the Congress
supporters doing to bring about "a n~w organisation of society'"?
Is the Village Industries scheme, which is supported by Congress.
likely to bring about this new organisation. or is it calculated to
sidetract rural discontent into a harmless backwater? Gandhi. with
his Village Industries movement, is fulfilling the prediction of Marx
by performing the historical function ofthe lower middle-class- "they
are reactionary, for they are trying to make the wheels of history turn
backwards".
But there are revolutionary elements among the Indian peasant
masses, ground down as they have been throughout the ages by
foreign invaders, rapacious landlords and imperialists. A new
agricultural proletariat is being built up out of the expropriated
peasants. a proletariat inspired with the same spirit as that of the
town proletariat, who are not so ignorant that they have not heard
of the proletarian triumphs of Soviet Russia and Soviet China.
The no-tax campaigns and the peasant rising against landlords and
moneylenders which took place all over India in 1930-33 were put
down by the Government with the greatest brutality, but the everincreasing recurrence of similar "incidents" that the revolutionary
ferment is working. In Madras. in August last, an incident, typical
of many, was reported as follows:
Five persons were killed and five seriously injured when the
police opened fire in self-defence on a riotous mob at Kithavadi,
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near Pollachi, Madras. The police were assisting the holder of a
decree order to take possession of a debtor's land. A mob, armed
with spears and sticks, assembled to prevent the execution of
the decree and attacked the police party. Police reinforcements
were summoned. and the mob was dispersed. This situation is
now under control, but the incident is regarded as grave.
It has always been said that the British ruling class was
sufficiently clever and flexible in its methods to know when it had
gone too far, and to draw back and make concessions in time. But
is the Anglo-Indian type of exploiter quite as cunning? You cannot
drive 60 million peasant cultivators to the verge of desperation
without encountering incidents which may be ..regarded as grave...
The complacent language of the official reports in the face of the
collapse of the whole agrarian system oflndia docs not lead one to
admire the intelligence of the Indian Government. They are perhaps
banking unduly on the division of classes among the peasants, and
their separation from the town proletariat. It will take time to forge
a durable alliance between the industrial workers, the agricultural
labourers and the lower ranks of the peasants, but the rapid
hreakdm,·n of the agrarian system and the enslavement of the
peasantry are destroying the last barriers to the unmn. When the
peasants realise that they. as well as the industrial workers, have
nothing to lose but their chains the day of reckoning will be at
hand.

j Appendix

(xiV~

India's Fight Against
The India Bill
M.Muzaffar

The Parliamentary Joint Select Committee's Report on Indian Constitutional "reforms'' has been universally condemned in India. Not
since the boycott of the Simon Commission has there been greater
unanimity in India among the various.rolitical parties.The Indian
National Congress. the Muslim League. the Hindu Mahasabha, the
Liberal Federation, the Indian Merchants' Chamber, the Servants
of India Society, and all sections of the Lt1bour Movement have
in no unmistakable terms condemned the Report and the India Bill
which is based on that Report. On~y the most reactionary feudal
clements in India- the big landlords and the Princes do not look
upon the India Bill in the same light. They. too, profess dissatisfaction with it, but that is because they want more safeguards and
guarantees for themselves from the British Imperialists as the price
of their support to an alien imperialism-at a time when ninety-nine
per cent of the Indian people have expressed their strong disapproval of the new imperialist scheme. and when agrarian discontent in India is directly threatening the very existence of these antiquated parasites.
But while it is true that no single political organisation in India is
satisfied with the India Bill, the opposition to the Bill and to
Imperialism has not yet reached the stage when it can force
Imperialism to take back this measure, or even to revise it. The
very fact that the British Government can go on with insolent
disregard oflndian public opinion pushing this retrogressive measure
through Parliament, proves that they believe and hope that in spite
of vocal opposition to the Bill, neither in India nor in England is
ruhli!>hcd in '"The l.abour Monthly". May 193S. London
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there any immediate prospect of a powerful pressure being brought
to bear on them by the largest organised oppositicu1 parties which
still have a hold over large sections of the masses -· the Indian
National Congress, and the British Labour Pany
The New Tactics of the Congress
At the last Annual Session of the Congress held at Bombay in
November. 1934, the White Paper Scheme (which is the basis of
the present Bill) was solemnly ··rejected'' by the Congrcs~. But at
the same session the Congress decided to panicipate in the elections
to the Legislative Assembly. and abandon all ''direct action.. against
Imperialist rule. This step was. or course, welcomed by British
Imperialism; because even though they knew that the Congress
leaders would not "fight.. for India's Independence except hy
"peaceful and legitimate means'' as laid down in the Congress creed,
~till the experience of the last sixteen years clearly showed that
mass movements led even by such people. had invariahly developed
into something more powerful and dangerous than what the
Congress leaders or the Imperialists expected. The capture of
Peshawar and Sholapur by the workers. the wide!iprcad peasant
n·bcllions in all parts of the country, the mass strikes by the workingclass and non-payment of taxes by the peasants-· all these things
Imperialism cannot afford to see rer>eated again in India. The
economic situation is far too critical; and a revolutionary crisis might
develop at any moment which might threaten the very founriations
of the present regime in India. Not only the Imperialists, but the
Congress leaders arc also afraid of such developments. Hence,
their complete abandonment of all activity tending towards mass
action, and hence the fact that they have em brac~d constitutional ism
with such fervour and enthusiasm. As to Gandhi, he professes to
have given up politics altogether; he is begging the Imperialist
Government to help him withJ1is Village ··uplift" work, and indignant
Congressmen in the Legislative Assembly have askeC: the
Government what possible ··harm" could there be in Government
officials helping the Mahatma - now that he has openly declared
that he will devote himself unique I}' to "social work"!
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The recent debate in the Legislative Assembly over the Joint
Select Committee's Report very clearly shows the whole attitude
of the Congress leaders towards the Indian struggle for
independence. The following amendment was moved by Mr. Desai,
the leader of the Cori'gress Party in the Assembly:
This Assembly is of opinion that the proposed scheme of
Constitution for the Government oflndia is conceived in a spirit
ofimpcrialist domination and economic exploitation and transfer"
no real power to the people of India, end that the acceptance of
such a Constitution will retard instead of furthering the political
and economic progress of India, and recommends to the
Governor-General in Council to advise His Majesty's
Government not to proceed with any legislation-based on the
said scheme. (Legislative As.~emhly Debates, Feb., 1935).
But while our brave Congress leaders, comfortably sitting in the
Assembly, talk about ••imperialist domination and exploitation'' strong phrases to come out of the mouths of Congress leaders one looks in vain in the speeches of these gentlemen for even a
verbal declaration that they stand for the complete independence
of India outside the British Empire. let alone as to how that
independence is going to be achieved. They criticise the Report
and want to reject it- but beyond that they do not want to go. No
one with the slightest amount of common sense can be live that the
British imperialists are going to be driven out of India by mere
speeches in the Assembly- not even Dominion Status, not even
partial demands can be conceded to us without mass-struggle this has been the experience in India as well as the experience in
all other countries wherever people have striven against political or
social tyranny and exploitation. The astute Congress leaders know
this as well as anybody else. So that when the logical question is
put to them; what is the next step after the rejection of the India
Rill by the Assembly; what is the further stage of the struggle
against imperialism - and they in reply can profess only their utter
helplessness to do anything -we know that this not only means
the bankruptcy oftheir political leardership, but that it is a deliberate
and conscious attempt on their part to retard, check, hinder and
mislead the mass-struggle in India. Thus Mr. Desai concluded his
speech by saying:
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Even if we have not got power to compel the Government to
grant what we desire or deserve we have certainly self-resp~ct
to repel what we do not want. (Legislative As.11(·mhly D1tba1e~.
Feb. 1935).
The speeches of other leaders also end in the same hopeless
strain: we are helpless against imperialism- so the only thing there
is left for us to do is to console ourselves with the noble idea that
wc are preserving our "self-respect". Mr. M. A. Jinnah, the
Mohammedan nationalist leader. also ended his speech in the same
stmiri:
We may be helpless. but our self-respect demands tl1at we
tell you that we do not want this scheme. (Legislative Assembly
Oehates. Feb. 1935).
Pandit G.B. Pant, Deputy Leader of the Congress Party. was
pathetic in his confession. He appealed to the Government to realise:
That Congressmen as human beings would like to give up the
Iife of sacrifices involving austerities ... if they could find in the
proposed scheme the hope of advance towards the goal the
Congress had been working for. (Legi.11/ative Assemh(y Dehate.11.
Feb. 1935).
Mr. Sham la I, another Congress veteran from the Pl.Injab, made
the abject remark:
Even if we failed in the method of direct action the
Congressmen will not compromise with evil. (legi.\·lative
As.Yembly Debates, Feb. 1935).
There is no wonder therefore that the Government spoke~men
in the debate did not take the Congress speeches seriously.
Sir Joseph Bhore, a J'\1ember ofthe Viceroy's Counci I, characterised
the Congress attitude towards the Bill as "an empty mecmingle.11.'i
and theatrical gesture". This impudent remark of an imperialist
lackey was po~sible only because Congress leaders have abandoned
mass-struggle; because they have no faith in the revolutionary ·
act ions of the Indian people: because they do not want to participate
in the heroic struggle of the anti-imperialist fighters in India.
The Imperialist t:iovemment knows that in spite of their speeches
rejecting the proposed scheme. the Congress leaders will work the
"'Reforms". What is the alternative to the India Bill? Call a
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Constituent Assembly, reply some of the Congress leaders. A
Constituent Assembly, called by the British imperialists, which is
going to frame a Constitution for India, involving the end of Brilish
rule! One has only to put the proposition in this way to realise ho\\.
stupid and absurd k is. There is not the slightest doubt that Congress
leaders know very wcl I that the British Government is not going to
hand over the reins of Government to them in such a simple and
easy manner. lfthatwas possible, ifimperialism could be persuaJed
to destroy itself, India would have been free a long time ago. The
only possible motive which the Congress leaders can have in using
this slogan is to deceive and dclud'.!' the masses which still folio\\
them. into believing that they stand for freedom; that they arc fighting
for the liberation of our country from its imperialist yoke.

The Conl?rcss Socialists
But what of the minority- the Congress Socialist Party? The)
have refused to participate in the elections to the Councils; the)
declare that they want to establish a Socialist State in India. Their
leaders have even spoken about the necessity of a revolution. But
what is their method? no they fundamentally differ from thcil
right-wing colleagues in the Congress? When the Working.
Committee of the Congress declared itself to be opposed to the
idea of class-work and expressed its dissatisfaction with ··1oosc
talk" about it in the ranks of the Socialists. the Congress Socialist
leaders issued a statement. wherein they said:
The symbol of faith of Congress in the achievement of Puma
Swaraj. with the aid oflegal and peaceful means. There is nothing
in our programme which would in the least contradict this. We
also want to win independence, and the very fact of our being in
the Congress proves the peaceful and legal means which we
app~v. (My italics - M.M.) (Bombay Chronicle, Nov. 1914).
More recently when during the celebration oflndependence Day
on January 26 the Congress Working Committee proceeded to
"hittle down the original Declaration oflndependence•, which was
couched in strong words to a mere pious affirmation in the cult of
• This declaration was read out after the famous Independence resolution had
been passed at the Lahore Congress in December, 1929.
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.. non-violence in thought, word and deed". the Socialists objected
to the change. They said that the Congress should adhere to its
creed of striving after Puma Swaraj by every peaceful and legitimate
means, and not aspire to reach the higher spiritual level of the pure
Gandhian cult.
·mis incident is characteristic of the whole attitude of the Congress
Socialists towards the anti-imperialist question. They criticise the
( 'ongress ledership up to a point. but when it is a question of following
a real revolutionary line of' anti-imperialist struggle W(; find them; in
effect. doing exactly the same as the Right-Wing of the Congress.
The Congress Socialists want the ''establishment of a Socialist
Society.., but not a Workers' and Peasants' Republic; they believe
in class-war. but it is to be waged by ••peaceful and legitimate
means'"; they arc for "mass action··, but not in ''mass action
culminating in a general strike and non-payment oftaxes. rent and
dcht charges"- all this wa:> made clear at the Second Session of
their Party held last November at Rombay when revolutionary
amendments were lost and the programme of the Socialist Party
was finally passed.

The Clatts Character of the Congress
It is necessary to analyse the character of the Congress in order
10 understand its present <lefoatist vacillating and contradictory
attitude. While the majorit} l>f the rank and file of Congressmen
belong to the lower middle-class, lawyers. doctol's, students,
journalists, artisans, sections of peasantry and town poor, the
leadership of that organi~:ation is in the hands of the upper
bourgeoisie who control the whole Congress machinery. The
interests of this clas~. are opposed to the British capitalist class and
it wants the monopoly ofthe Indian market for itselfto the exclusion
of the British competitor. But there are certain difficulties in th~
way. Fin;tly, in ordcrtofightwith British Imperialism this.class. the
Indian bourgeoisie, needs the support ofthe Indian masses: workers,
peasants, the petty bourgeoisie; but they cannot rely on this support
because the masses once rou~ might not remain under their control
and thus threaten the existence both of Imperialism and of the
Indian bourgeoisie. Secondly, the Indian bourgeoisie is, to a very
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large extent, dependent on British finance capital, - so that it does
not want a.complete break from British Capitalism. And, thirdly,
the Indian bourgeoisie is closely connected with the landed feudal
clements in India-so that it hesitates to declare itself in favour of
the total abolition of feudalism. The Congress has again and again
assured the Princes and the landlords that it will stand by them in
case they are threatened with the expropriiltion their lands.
The Indian bourgeoisie has therefore to pursue a most difficult
course. Fearing the imperialists above, and trembling at the prospect
of a revolution from below, it has to manoeuvre always for a position
in which it will appear to he revolutio11ary, and so be the leader
of the national emancipatory movernent; but as far as real mass
actions are concerned it hesitates a thousand times before it takes
a single step forward. And very often the step forward is followed
by two steps backwards, because •situations develop when its
position is threatened from below - when the masses begin to
show ,v.minous signs of independent action and independc11l
leadership. The whole history of the Indian National Congress, and
most recently its attitude towards the India Bill, is a proof oftllis.

of

The Anti-Imperialist United Front
The main problem, therefore, of the anti-imperialist struggle in
India today is the regrouping of all the anti-imperialist elements
under a new leadership--thc leadership of a class whose interests,
unlike those ofthe bourgeoisie, lie in carrying on a ceaseless struggle
against imperialism until it is totally destroyed. This class is the
working-class. And the working-class led by its Party, the
Communist Party, can achieve this leadership only by correctly
following the tactics of the united front. The rank and file
Congressmen who are genuinely anti-imperialists; the Congress
Socialists who are dissatisfied with the present leardership of the
Congress; all those honest sections of the people who want to fight
imperialism, but who are still in the ranks or under the influence of
the Congress, are now standing at cross-roads-one leading towards
Constitutional ism, reformism, inaction and defeat, the other towards
mass action, revolution and victory---<:an be won over only if the
revolutionaries in India, patiently and intelligently build up a
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wide-spread anti-imperialist united front, keeping their party and
identity intact and adding to its strength by proving to the masses
through action the correctness oftheir programme and the sincerity
of their purpose.
This is the only way in which the challenge of the India Bill can
be met by India. This is the only way in which India can advance
towards freedom from British rule. The indications are that such a
united front is being built up; the great united front meeting on
February the 7th in Bombay and similar meetings ir. all other parts
of India; the move towards unity in the Trade Union Movement;
the united front demonstrations against the banning of the Communist
Party of India and other working-class organisations in Bombay
and Calcutta; all these events show that the working-class is closing
its ranks to meet the imperialist offensive.

(Published in The labour Monthly, London, May 1935 issue)

!Appendix (xv) ~
India and The War Danger

Throughout the Capitalist World war preparations are proceeding
with unprecedented rapidity. The world is on the verge of a new
Imperialist War. In this race towards war British Imperialism is in
the forefront. The National Government has decided to multiply
the size of the British Air Force by three; the expenditure of an
extra£ 10.000,000 on armaments; t~e piling up of amunitions: the
whipping up of the patriotic fever ~y the militaristic Jubilee
displays. arc the open signs of how near we arc to a war situation.
In Germany, Hitler repudiates the Versailles Treaty, introducl~S
conscription and sets to work to rearm rapidly. AJJ this is done
with the acquiescence and support of British Imperialism. German
Fascism openly declares its aggres:-.ive i.lims for expansion whii.:h
are definitely directed against the Soviet Union. Along with these.
the other Powers, particularly Japanese Imperialism. develops its
offensive in the Far East. Behind all these open manifestations of
the nearness of war, diplomatic intrigues, military alliances and
relinement of forces are taking place. This terrific swing over from
world talks about arms limitations to a frenzied arms race has taken
place in a very short space of time.
The mass feeling of the working class throughout the world is
opposed to these war preparations. Splendid mass demonstrations
and protests have been witnessed in all capitalist countries. In India
no less than in other countries, mass united opposition to war has
shown itself in huge protest meetings of Congressmen, trade
unionists and peasants, in Bombay, Calcutta and other places. The
attitude of the mass of workers and peasants of India towards
Published in monthly Journal: "INDIA.., Volume I, Number Six, of June
1935, London.
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another Imperialist War has been made quite clear, but the attitude
of the leadership of the Indian National Congress is different.
The class interests on this question were show 11 very clearly at
the A.I.C.C. meeting which took place at Jabbulpur towards the
end of April. What may be considered as an amazing attitude for
the people of a subject country to take on this question of War.
The Congress Socialist Group moved ttie following resolution:
"That in view of the international situation and danger of the
sudden outbreak of a war in which the British Empire may be
i11volved, it is necessary for the Congress to declare its op,position
to participation by India in any war in which the British
Government may be involved. and undertake forthwith the
preparation of the entire Indian Nation to resist actively the
utilization of Indian men, money and resources for the purpose
of such a war and utilise such a crisis for securing Swaraj."
To the orthodox Congress leaders this resolution came as a
bombshell, and when put to the vote was defeated, 19 voting for
and 21 against it.
The reasons for this are quite clear. The growing mass revok of
the rank and file in India against the Congress leadership is making
itself felt more and more. This desire of the masses uf the workers
and peasants for a more militant policy for a revolutionary policy
is driving a section of the Congress leadership into the arms of
British Imperialism. A section of the Congres!> leadership are
favourably considering the question of even accepting office under
the proposed new Constitution. They vote against the Anti-War
resolution and many of the leadership who cannot agree with these
proposals simpl) go into voluntary retirement. The orthodox
Congress leaders and this includes Gandhi, are ready to accept
office if they are elected to the Councils. All this is indicative of
the radical changes which are taking place.
The terrific fear which has been engendered both in the minds
of the Congress leadership and the Government by the great mass
movement of workers and peasants is shown in the attitude of the
Government on·the one hand using every repressive measure to·
break the working class movement. and on the other by the
Congress leadership in its move towards British Imperialism.
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We can recall what happened during the War situation 1914-18,
when the revolt against terrible economic conditions and foreign
rule took on the fonn of comparatively small clashes in the Punjab,
Bengal, N. W.F. and.elsewhere. At the same time it is also possible
to recall the role pl~yed by the Congress leadership. particularly
Mr. Gandhi, who acted as the recruiting sergeant for British
Imperialism, and was able to delude thousands of workers and
peasants to sacrifice their lives for Imperialism.
The indications are that a new war will be much different. The
indications are, the mass demonstrations of the rcmk and file of
the Congress, the workers and peasants, against the War
preparation. The vote of 19 in favour of the above resolution i~
another important indication that in the event of a new war the
opposition will be on a very wideseread scale. But to concretise
and make effective the widespread feeling against war thl•
Communists must mobilise the masses of workers and peasant~
on the broadest possible united front bases. Carefully organised
Anti-War Conferences should be arranged throughout India.
drawing in all trade unionists, workers and peasants, Congress
sodalists and Congress rank and file, all who arc opposed to war
and are prepared to utilise a war situation to further the struggle
for National liberation.

Remember that one of the greatest things holding off war
to-day is the fear of mass revolt in Capitalist and Colonial
countries-this applies with particular force to India. Remember
also the present war preparations are directed against the Soviet
Union. That the powerful mass movement of the workers must be
converted into a weapon in defence of the First Workers' Socialist
Republic and for the liberation of India from the yoke of British
Imperialism.

IAppendix (xv) b I
Indian Trade Union Unity

The most important result of the 14th sessilln of the All-India Tiadc
Union Congress was the achievement of unity of that body with
the Red Trade Unil'n Congress. Thi'i far-reaching agreement,
rcnched on April 21st last. was preceded by a working arrangement
arrived at the pnwiou~ month bl!tween the All-India Trade Union
Congress and the National Federation of Trade Unions.
We welcome this agreement with satisfaction. Al a time when
the imperialist offensive against the working-class is intensified
by the support of the reactionary forces in India, <.onsolidated on
the basis of the Constitution Bill, it is essential that the workers
should J,. al the breaches in their rank!> which have for the last six
years impaired the effect of their stmgglc on the economic and
the political front. But it is essential that the Red Trade Union
Congress should not allow itself lo be saddled with the
responsibility of the previous splits in working-class organisation.
The President of the Congress, Harihemath Shestn * tentatively
threw out this suggestion in hi" opening addresi-:. He then stated
that he found "a radical d1angc in their (the Red T.U.C.) attitude
towards Trade Union unity. They-seem to have realised the futility
of splitting the movement by creating a parallel organisational
unity with other groups even though they may not agree with them
politically. That is surely a happy change ........". The inference is
clear : the responsibility for working-class disunity is to be placed
on the shoulders of the Red T.U.C. Nothing can be further from
Published in monthly Journal: "INDIA''. Volume I, Number Six, of June
1935, London.
*Actual name is Harihamalh Shastri.
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the truth. The original split took place at Nagpur in 1929, when
the representatives of the Right-led by N.M. Joshi, Diwan
Chimanlal. and others-refusing to abide by the majority decisions
of the Congress broke away and founded the National Federation
of Trade Unions "PP,rallel organisational unity" initiated not by
the revolutionaries but by the Right. The further split at Calcutta
in 1931 was not the fault of the revolutionary element but of Subhas
Chandra Bose. Raikar & Co., who forced the split to safeguarJ
their own leadership and to cover up the treacherous role pursued
in 1920-notably during the G.l.P. Railway Strike of 1930. All
the splits that have taken place in the past six years have been
caused by the fear of the Right-Wing of Communist penetration.
Thus, if it comes to a question of apportioning blame, it must be
made clear that the revolutionary leadership of the Trade Union
Congress has held to a consistent rev•lutionary line which has led
its enemies to seek protection in forming anti-revolutionary
organisations for the purpose of excluding the working class from
revolutionary influence an~ leadership.
But all that is now past history; the question is now of the future.
Unity has been arrived at. and unity must. if it is at all possible, he
preserved. The representatives of the Red T.U.C. are correct in
insisting on the right of free propaganda and criticism, which has
been agreed to by the All-India T.U.C. with the reservation that
such freedom must he ''consistent with the discipline of the
A.l.T.U.C., without indulging in mutual recrimination." The
revolutionary section of the working-class movement must regard
this reservation with suspicion. Its implication can he gathered
from an editorial comment of the- Bombay Chronicle in its issue of
April 24th: "It is here (the question of freedom of criticism) that
the executive of the A.l.T.U.C. will have to exercise continuous
and very strict vigilance otherwise the unity achieved at Calcutta
will end in disaster to the Movement". What does this mean? The
Executive must maintain "very strkt vigilance'· to prevent the
revolutionary section infecting the working class movement with
its revolutionary policy, which would, in the views of the Right.
end in "disaster to the Movement." This precautionary clause would
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be the excuse for a further split, not from the Left but from the
Right. It could mean, in effect, that the revolutionary section could
he dominated by the Right, leaving the perpetual th11,;at of a tlirther
split hanging over its head.
Such an interpretation cannot be accepted by the revolutionary
trade-union organisations. They cannot agree to 1.:ompromise on
the question of a revolutionary policy. They must maintain the
right of freedom of organisation. criticism and action, acti.1g as
the dynamic revolutionary force within the All-India Trade Union
Congress. It should be clearly understood that Trade lJnioJl unity
and united working-class action should not intcrfore with the most
important task of building up a mass Communist Party of India.
prepared to lead the worker and present masses in their struggle
for bread and freedom and a Soviet India. On the political line
there can be no compromise. Instead of being a hindrance. trade
union unity should be the means of increasing the influence of the
Communist Party among the masses, and should provide the
opportunity to build up revolutionary centres in every centre of
working-class activity and organisation, particularly within the
National Federation of Trade Unions.
Yet with all the drawbacks and traps enforced by the reformist
leadership, the importance of the step taken at Calcutta cannot be
under-estimated. The Indian ·.\orking-class is again
organisationally united, and it is the duty of the revolutionary
section, while maintaining its independence, to maintain thi' unity
and to make it impossible for the reformist leadership to destroy it
without expressi.pg their anti-working-class character. The
revolutionary section should participate in all joint actions of the
working-class, using the same platform as the reformists to recruit
more and more workers to the revolutionary policy which along
can result in ultimate victory. Minor provocations should not be
held sufficient provocation ·to break this unity. as, for example,
the mistake committed by the R.T.U.C. on the question of Workers'
Week. The revolhtionary section has gained an invaluab~e approach
to the working-Class mass, and it must be their task to gain the
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confidence of the workers as maintainers of working-class unity.
leaving the responsibility of all disruption to the refonnists.

(We have been requested to publish the following.- Eo.)
Amritsar, Punjab,
9th May, 1935.
The following message has been sent to the King Emperor of India
in London at the time of their Majesties Silver Jubilee on the
6th May, 1935, by the President Patiala State Parja Manda/
(Patiala State People Association). Head Office": Amritsar,
Punjab. (India), and copies to the Viceroy of India, Simla, Agent
to the Governor- General Punjab States, Lahore and the Political
Secretary to the Govt. of India, for information.

"May it please Your Gr.icious Majesty,
THE Riasti Parja Mandal Patiala State pn1yes for Your Majesty's
long life and blessed happiness on this auspicious occasion of Your
Majesty's Silver Jubilee.
The Manda! further respectfully begs Your Majesty to kindly
consider the case of Sardar Sewa Singh Thikriwala--the recognised
Patiala State Subject's Leader who was done to death in Patiala
Jail under very suspicious circumstances. Your Majesty may
further be pleased to order an independent and impartial inquiry
into the causes of his death also into the long standing complaints
against the Patiala Ruler regarding the violation of chastity of
women and other serious charges of atrocities committed generally
in the Patiala State. By this act of justice and expression of true
regards of your loyal and faithful subjects, sixteeri lakhs inhabitants
of Patiala will ever remain grateful to Your Majesty.
We have already approached the Indian Government and the
authorities concerned in the matter; and in spite of repeated requests
and expression of grievances-in press, on the platforms of and
by various associations and public leaders no satisfactory step has
as yet been taken.
In the end Praying on behalf of the Mandal for Your Majesty's
long life, happiness and prosperity."

!Appendix (xv)~
Problems of the Anti-Imperialist
Struggle in India

There il-1 no doubt whatever that India today stands at 'the cross
roads. During the years of the crisis British Imperialism developed
a desperate offensive against its colony, endeavouring to shift the
burdens of its fresh difficulties on to the back of India. British
Imperialism based its struggle for a way out of the crisis on
intensifying its pressure upon the colonial and semi-colonial
countries. It was precisely during the year!"I of the crisis that it
drained India of over two thousand million rupees in gold, as well
as a vast quantity of depreciated raw material. During the years of
the crisis the regime of military quartering and punitive expeditions
was exlremely intensified. Bombardment of whok districts from
the air, shooting down street demon!.trations in cities and towns,
the persecution of the workers and rebellious starving peasants
by the military and the police, acquired unprecedented dimensions.
The policy adhered to by the Indian National Congress, headed
by the bloc of the national-reformist bourgeoisie anti liberal
landlords, proved to be a clearly unfit weapon for defending India
against the attacks of British Imperialism. The Congress policy
attempted to hamper and weaken these attacks, especially in view
of the fact that they affected the interests of t~e Indian bourgeoisie;
however, the duplicity and the conciliatory nature of this policy
merely served to pave the way for fresh attracks of the imperial~~ts.
The ignominious end of the last civil disobedience campaign still
further encouraged the hopes of the imperialist robbers that they
would be easiLy able to suppress the national liberation movement
Published in monthly Journal: "INDIA", Volume I, Number Six. of June
I 935, London.
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in India. Churchill, Baldwin and Co. could not have mocked so
insolently at the impotence of the country, bound in chains, if
Gandhi and Co. had not accompanied each and every one of their
"opposition" gestures with constant assurances of readiness to
come to terms with the enslavers of the country.
During the period of the crisis the conditions of the
overwhelming majority of the Indian population, the condition,
of the workers, peasants and urban petty bourgeoisie grew from
bad to worse. And the worsening of the conditions of these strata
cannot in any way be compared with the damage done to the Indian
bourgeoisie and liberal landowners during this period. Alongside
and in close interaction with the offensive of imperialism against
enslaved and downtrodden India, the offensive of British and Indian
capital developed against the standwd of living of the workers,
and the offensive of the landowners, usurers and semi-feudal
village parasites against the toiling peasant masses. According to
official data the wages of day workers in the textile mills decreased
from 1926 to July, I 934, by 25.35 per cent. while the wages of
pieceworkers decreased by 36.94 per cent. After the termination
of the genera! textile workers' strike. wages were cut by another
7 per cent. Millions of acres of peasant land had been seized by
the imperialists, landlords and usurers, who made haste to further
enlarge their landed property at the expense of the pauperised and
expropriated peasantry. The offensive of British Imperialism
served as a basis and stimulus for the capitalists to attack the
worl<ers, for the landlords and usurers to attack the peasants.

Character of Struggle
The extension and deepening of the mass struggle of the workers,
peasants and urban petty bourgeoisie against the imperialist
robbers, against the landlord and usurers, against the attacks of
capital, the development of new revolutionary forms of this
struggle, were the direct results of the fact that the struggle against
the colonial enslavers and local exploiters had, more than ever
before, come to be a struggle for bread for the bulk of the toilers.
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It was quite natural that under these circumstances the Indian
National Congress came up against sharp and strong mass
discontent, directed against its own capitulatory and conci1iatory
policy. Considerable sections of the working masses and broad
strata of the urban petty bourgeoisie and peasantry. who had
hitherto supported the policy of the National Congress and almost
blindly fulfilled the instructions of the Congress leaders, realised
how great was the discrepancy between the protni!-lrs made by the
Congress leaders and the actual state of affairs. nuring the years
Clf the crisis the masses of workers. peasants and urbi'm petty
bourgeoisie went through a number of intcno;c st1 ikc battles, violent
peasant actions and upri!-ling". cla!-.hcs and revolutionary
demonstrations in the towns. The overwhelming majority of these
masses, while not breaking conlacti.- with the Congress. tried to
heal back the attacks of the imperiali!\ts. lan<llord!-. and capit.1lists.
The very conditions of their struggle forced them lo go beyond
the limits of the Congress pCllicy, whid1 merely urged the
application of "peaceful and lawful means." The workers had to
strike in order to fight against the bmtal wage cuts, against mass
dismissals and starvation. The peasants. from v. hom the tax
i:ollectors, landlords and usurers began to take the harvest, together
with their last belongings and their land, had to take the path of
open struggle for their interest!-.. against the foreign plunderers.
again~t the landlords and usurers.
During the years of the crisis, British Imperialism came Jown
upon the national liberation movement with unheard of repressions,
filled up its filthy and evil-smelling prisons with tens of 1housands
of fighters, established in the country a regime of extreme
arbitrariness and terror, even surpassing all that had previously
existed in India. Simultaneously, under the influence of the crisis,
the conditions of the urban petty bourgeoisie, of the small artisans,
traders and intelligentsia radically worsened.
All of this facilitated the growth of discontent with the Congress
policy among die broad strata of the petty bourgeoisie. This was
wl)y anti-imperialist activity began to acquire a more revolutionary
and irreconcilable character.
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Political Groupings and Regroupings
The masses who had faith in the Congress, expected that it would
help them in their struggle, and would get them out of the impasse.
It was precisely in ihis situation, under the pressure of the fierce
attacks of imperialism, that the masses had to realise most keenly
that they were doomed to failure and defeat because they were
unorganised, because they had no militant leadership in thl·ir
struggle. In their opinion their most burning and vital demands
should become the programme for a struggle on a national scale.
As a matter of fact, however, the Congress leaders not only made
haste to hide in the rear. but directly tried to force on to the masses
tactics inevitably leading to defeat.
The young Communist Party of India continues to make every
effort to open the eyes of the mas~s of the peopk~ to the actual
state of affairs. lt carries to the masses the message of the antiimpcr~alist and anti-feudal revolution. It exposes the douhle
dealings and falsity of the national-reformist policy. It has
consolidated and united the best sections of the advance workers-although far from the majority of them--having wrested them from
under the treacherous influence of national-reformism. However,
it has so far not succeeded in paralysing the influence of nationalreforrnism among the masses, it has not so far succeeded in rallying
and winning over the most active and militant sections of these
masses to the side of the irreconciable revolutionary struggle, it
has not succeeded in wresting these masses from under the
influence of the National Congress, in spite of a number of partial
successes which it has won in this respect.
This is why the masses of the people in India today, having lost
faith in the conciliatory policy of the National Congress, at the
same time do not break away from this organisation, in a sense
stilJ looking upon the National Congress, headed by the nationalreformi st bourgeoisie and landlords, as an organisation
representing an all-national opposition against imperialism. This
is why these masses, while expressing their dissatisfaction with
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the leadership of Gandhi and other capitulators and conciliators,
while resenting the absence of democracy inside the Congress,
simultaneously urge the National Congress to reorganise in line
with their interests, demand that the Congress acknowledge their
demands as its programme, that it help them organise for the
struggle for these demands.
Considerable regroupings and changes are occurring at the
present time in the upper strata of the National Congress. These
regroupings and these changes show that the National Congress is
not a consolidated and unified organi•;ation of the nationalreformist bourgeoisie and the national-reformist landlord~. In a
certain sense it represents an arena for political groupings and
regroupings of the national-reformist bourgeoisie, of the
liberal landlords and the upper strata of the petty bourgeoisie.

Gandhi's Ultimatum Effect
Gandhi submitted an ultimatum to the Congrc!-.s, threatening to
leave it. How did the various Congress groups and parties react to
this?
The President of the Indian National Congre~s. Vallavbhai Patel,
replied with the following statement to this ultimamm:
"Many of the Congressmen have lost faith in the pre,ent
programme of the Congreio.s. Some of them arc anxious to try
new methods. It would be in the interest of the nation Lo allow
all such people a free hand to draw up their own programme
and to work in their own way. It will be easier for Gandhi to
work his own programme if he is relieved of lhe heavy burden
of the Congrl~si.: organisation, which is not likely to work
smoothly unless radically altered. Outside the Congress, he will
be more powerful and more helpful to the Congress. Inside, he
would be a hindrance and a source of weakness to the Congress
organisation."
Hence, even the closest adherents of Mahatma Gandhi
politely show him the door, re~lising how far the differentiation
had gone in the Congress camp .
. The newly-formed Congress Socialist Party, with a respectful
bow to Gandhi, simultaneously declares :
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"The Socialists believe that the present drift to the Right in the
Congress is bound to develop into barren reformism, which will
ultimately liquidate the Indian National Congress as an organ
of our people's struggle against imperialism and exploitation."
The bulky miss of the National Congress shows great
instability, being shaken by pressure from below and by squabbles
from above. Many of the differences and regroupings in the
Congress are the result of the manoeuvres of British Imperialism.
which tries to palm off its draft of an imperialist sham constitution
for India, and arc a consequence of the growth of the mass ant1imperialist, labour and peasant movement, of the fact that the
general economic and agrarian crisis. as well as the offensive of
British Imperialism, gave rise to important changes in the
alignment of class forces. The Swamj Party, defending participation
in the provincial legislative counci~ and collaboration with Briti.;h
Imperialism. the Nationalist Party, disagreeing with Gandhi's
compromise with the Moslem sections of the bourgeoisie and
landl~rds, the Congress Socialist Party, organised with the aid of
the younger Nehru and trying to win the sympathy of the oppressed
and exploited masses by means of .. Left" and sham socialist
promises and phrases-such is the new bunch of Congress
groupings, which more or less crystallise a.11 parties.

Preparing for Further Betrayals
Pressure is brought to bear on the Congress leaders from the
Right, by those elements of the bourgeoisie and landlords who
p1 ofited from the ruin of the peasants and from the offensive against
the workers during the crisis, who got their crumbs from "empire
co-operation" and who strive for more "friendly" relations with
British capital. In consequence of the crisis a new stratum of
bourgeois and bourgeois-landowning elements appeared, who are
anxious to reinforce their position of new compradore middlemen
between India and England. In tum, the representatives of Indian
textile capital strive to come to terms with imperialism, even though
within narrower limits, on the one hand, to be able to extend their
legal possibilities for the struggle for the home market and for
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defending their capitalist interests. and, on the other hand, for the
struggle against the workers. The representatives of "left" nationalreformism see how alam1ing the situation in the Congress is and
understand that a too hasty bargain with imperialism might lead
to very dangerous consequences. First of all, in such a bargain
one might sell too cheap, one might cede too much to the opponent:
secondly, such a bargain might greatly hasten the separation of
the Congress leadership from the masses, who now stand at the
cross roads. The growth of differences Jnd clashes in the upper
str:1ta of the National Congrel\s certainly helps to undeqnine the
influence of national-reformism in tht' mass movement.
Nt:vcrthelcss. it would be wrong to think that such a situation in
the ranks of the National Congress deprives it of the capacity to
manoeuvre. On the rontrary, preci~ely in connection with this
situation, the c,>ngrcss doc~ its level best tu weaken and paralyse
the growing discontent in the midst of the masses by means of a
numher of cunning manoeuvre~.
In reply to the charge of dictatorship from ~lbove and the
\'iolation of democracy inside the Congress, the Cvngrcs~ leaders
organisc·d open mass elections to the Provml'ial Congrcs~
Committee in Bombay, put up election tickets, rallicJ over fifteen
thousand elector". and widely agitated for increasing individual
membership. The Congress leaders arc trying to show that the
methods of leadership are undergoing a "radical change" and that
the ··victory of democracy .. inside the Congress is assured.
Simultaneously, the Congress leaders launch among the masses
the slogan of a constituent assembly which is to draw up a
constitution for India. They thus try to imbue the masr.es with the
idea that they are for a radical change in the existing state order,
that the accusation that they advocate merely some petty reforms
is absolutely unfounded. From their point of view the slogan of a
constituent assembly is doubtle.,sly convenient in the sense that•it
make~ it possible to distract the attention of the masses from the
struggle against the draft of the sham constitution brought fotward
by Imperialist Britain. National refonnism does its ~st to steer
clear of all rocks, juggling and speculating with radical phrases.
But in reality, all of this radicalism is not worth a brass fanhing.
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Even at the beginning of 1934 none other but Jawaharlal Nehru
explained that the slogan of a constituent assembly must be equally
acceptable for those who stand for the complete independence of
India as welJ as for those who strive for a meagre autonomy under
the heel of British ·domination.
The All-Indian Congress Socialist Party by its very formation
demonstrates that Left national-reformism is obliged to have
recourse to new and more cunning methods of action against che
growing influence of the Communise Party among the masses.
The Congress Socialist Party is generous in its promises to set up
an ..Indian Independent Socialist State," to "socialise the whole
economy" and even to ..collectivise agriculture." At the same time
it promises to bring all this about BY MEANS OF THE OLD
GANDHIST METHODS OF NON-VIOLENCE and the slogan
of "Puma Swaraj". ''Puma Swarat' signifies an elastic screen for
the bourgeois demand of a meagre autonomy within the framework
of imperialist domination .
•

Tasks of the Communists
The Congress politicians deal their blows at the weakest part of
the mass movement, which cannot yet stand firmly on its own
path of revolutionary struggle, which still lacks conscious political
leadership and organisation. All of this taken together confronts
the Communist Party of India with extremely responsible and
serious tasks. Only by a thorough Marxist-Leninist analysis of the
situation and the present correlation of class forces will enable the
Party to avoid grave mistake and blunders. For a number of years
the Party continued to wage a persistent irreconcilable struggle
against national-reformism and its "left" agencies. It fought against
the Kandalkars, Ruikars and Roys, determinedly offsetting the
treacherous policy of the national-reformists by its own political
lin~.

In colonial countries the vanguard of the working-class
cannot constitute itself and take form as a Communist Party
without a constant and relentless struggle being carried on
for winning over the masses, and, first and foremost, for
wresting the masses of the working-class from under the influence
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of national reformism, which binds the masses of the people hand
and foot in their struggle against imperialism and which serves as
the ideology and political weapon of the bourgc·.>isie.
However, the Communist Party of India in the past committed
a number of mistakes and incorrect actions as regards its
participation in the anti-imperialist strugglt>. This could be
especially felt at the crucial moment in 1930. New masses got
into motion, bringing with them a vast amounl of petty bourgeois
prejudices and unthinking patriarchal trustfulness towards the
bourgeoisie. But they awoke to participation in the anti-imperialist
struggle. The task of the Communists was not to limit themselves
simply to general appeals to fight for an anti-imperialist and antifeudal revolution, but to go into the midst of the struggling
masses, to try and ral1y them to their side, giving chief
prominence to the concrete demands of the !ilruggle against
imperialism and putting the tactics of the united front. into
effect. In reality the result was the separation OF THE
STRUGGLE AGAINST NATIONAL REFORMISM FROM
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST IMPERIALISM FROM THE
STRUGGLE FOR THE IMMEDIATE DEMANDS OF THE
WORKLRS AS WELL AS OF THE PEASANTS. This greatly
hampered and weakened the work of the Communists among
the workers, w:10 were under national-reformist mfluence,
weakened the \\-Ork in the reformi.it unions. The inability to
link up the most active participation in the struggle against
imperialism in the front ranks of the fighting masses with che
exposure of national reformism, fac.ilitated the growth of
sectarian moods and tendencies. which even today are far
from being oveh.1)me.

Tactics of United Front
The waging of rhc general textile workers strike in 1934 show~d
that tht" Communist Party and adherents of the revolutionary trade
union movement were able to find the righl path towards the
conducting of united front tactics. Without this lhe very strike
would have been impossible, without this the organisation of the
strike committee would have fallen into the hands of
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representatives of the treacherous national-reformists. The strike
opened a new page in the history of the struggle of the Indian
working-class against imperialism and against its own bourgeoisie.
However, the weakening of the ranks of the Communist Party
and the adherents l>f the left trade unions through numerous arrests
Jed to the fact that during the second period of the strike a number
of gross mistakes were made and some of the left leaden; of the
workers went so far as to proclaim the necessity of orgam:-.ing
purely Communist Trade Unions. Secretarian blindness found it'
expression in numerous attempts to heap into one pile the
treacherous national-reformist trade union leaders and the mas~e~
of workers following them and being misled by them.
Unless the sickness of sectarianism is immediately owrcome
in a detennined way, the Communist Pi.lrt)' will nor be able to
extend its influence over the masses, will not be able to lead the
masses of workers, peasants and toilers of the town who arc
hecopiing revolutionsed, to higher revolutionary forms of actmn.
The application of the tactics of the UNITED rRONT in the
anti-imperialist struggle, as well as in the struggle of the worker~
against the capitalist offensive, in the stmggle of the peasants
against the landlords and usurers, is the basic condition for a
successful struggle for the masses. The tactics of the united front
in the struggle against imperialism must be based on the real
relationship of forces in the mass movement. The tactics of the
united front in the struggle against imperialism must be based on
the rallying of the broad masses to this struggle, the masses who
are still far from having rid themselves of national-reformist
illusions, but who sincerely and honestly desire to fight against
imperialism, despite and against the advice and instructions that
they get from their faithless leaders. The Communist Party cannot
isolate itself from the mass-struggle. This becomes all the more
us since imperialism outlawed the Communist Party. since
· naJ-refonnism savagely viUifies it. since the agents of
eoisie in the working-class, the Kandalkars, the Roys
·Socialists, call for the "purging" of the labour
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movement of all Communists.

A Minimum Programme
The Communist Party must take advantage of the present
situation in the camp of the National Congress in order to actively
and persistently mobilise the masses for the struggle against the
imperialist offensive. It cannot renounce the struggle for those
masses who come within the framework of the National Congress.
Of course the path of the Communist Party of India radically
differs from the path of the National Congress and the National
Congress is not even such a wide organisation of the antiimperialist front a..; the Kuomintang had been before it went over
to the camp of the bourgeois-landlord counter-revolution. As a
party, as the organisation of the vanguard of the working-class,
the Communist Party of India always and everywhere carries on a
merciless s1ruggle against the imperialist oppressors a.; weJJ as
against bourgeois national-reformist conciliation. But there
are in lndia a number of trade unions, a number of anliimperialist organisations, organisations of the Left Youth,
which, taking a more or less unconciliatory attitude towards
natic:;al-rcformism, could play the part of the centre of.
attraction for the masses, who demand a real, cffoct1ve
~truggle for the independence of the country agai11!.t the
imperialist oppressors. There are a number of organisation~
in fndia which include also Communists, which co1:1Id develop
their work among the masses to counter-balance:> nationalreformism. These lar1Zer organisations could become tht! centre
for intensifying and developing an effective struggle against
imperialism.
The whole situation bears witness to the fact that the power
and influence of these organisations ~ill grow infinitely more
if, as organisations, they join the local organisations of the
Congre ..s, on the basis ofcollective membership, while preserving
their independence and face. Their affiliation to the Congress
organisations is dictated by the necessity of seriously and widely
developing the anti-imperialist struggle. After joining the Congress
they can take up the task of uniting alt honest elements, ready to
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fight against imperialism not in Gandhi fashion, but in actual deed.
A minimum programme of the united front for the anti-imperialist
struggle for uniting and activising all such elements may be the
following:
I. Complete and unconditional independence of India from
Britain.
2. Repeal ofall emergency laws (not only the ordinances), and
all anti-labour laws. The liberation of all political pri.voners.
3. Refusal to participate in legislative councils and the
cessation of all negotiations with British Imperialism.
4. Organisation of the struggle of the masses again.lit
imperialism and against the imperialist sham constitution.
5. Against wage cuts and dismissals of workers, against the
seizure of peasant land for debt bv the imperialist, landlord.v and
usurers.
There are wide strata in the ranks of the National Congress who
are prepared ICJ fight for such a programme. However, such
strata, policy of deceit and swindling must be opposed by
the policy of rallying together all honest anti-imperialist
elements.
There are wide strata in the ranks of the National Congress who
are prepared to fight for such a programme. However, such strata,
representing the dissatisfied masses, lack organisation and political
stability. The powerful wave of strike struggles, revolutionary
demonstrations and peasant uprisings, which spread over the whole
of India during the years of the crisis, taught the masses a great
deal. The masses of workers, peasants and urban petty bourgeoisie
are marking, learning and inwardly digesting the lessons of the
struggle and the lessons taught by the bankruptcy of conciliation
tactics. It is necessary to help these masses to draw the correct
political conclusions, to help them to organise into an independent
political force.

Bargaining with British Imperialism
Let the Congress leaders not shout that the crafty Communists
are intriguing against the '"national organisation of struggle against
imperialism." Within the limits of the National Congress, Gandhi,
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the Swarajists, the Nationalists have their hands absolutely free to
carry on shameful bartering and strike bargains with British
Imperialism, behind the scenes. Many of them openly declare that
a constituent assembly should be convened at the time when there
are chances of calling a new Round Table Conference in London.
Subhas Bose, begging a help from Italian fascism for Indian
national-reformism, recently wrote:"The immediate problem is to transform the Indian 1\ilational
Congress into an organ of masses of India ..... I disagree with
the Communist when they allege that the Congress is essentially
a bourgeois institution and is incapable of transformation. To
alter the present composition of the Congress, however, we shall
have to bring into our fold the lhrce radical groups in the
country-youths, workers and peasants--and give them
adequate representation."
The Congress leaders have no objection to rallying the youth,
workers and peasants to their side, to be obedient cattle which
will vote submissively for all their decisions. But precisely
this policy of deceit and swindling must be opposed by the
policy of rallying together all honest anti-imperialist elements.
Durmg the period of reaction which set in after the
suppression of the first Russian revolution and, also later,
right up to 1917, the Bolsheviks utilised all legal possibilities
for extending and strengthening lhe influence of the
proletarian party, for extending and strenglhening its contacts with
the masses. Representatives of Left trade unions and workingclass educational societies took part in bourgeois and bourgeois"'
landlords congresses, which were called from time to time, now
for discussing problems of the struggle against alcoholism, now
for discussing questions of medical safeguarding in factories, the
situation in the various handicraft~ or the struggle against
prostitution. At these legal congresses these representatives always
did find proper forms for coming out and defending
uncompromising proletarian viewpoints.
India is a colony. In a colony which is downtrodden by the iron
heel of an imperialist dictatorship, the scope of legal possibilities
is extremely limited. British Imperialism tries to deprive the Indian
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worker..,, peasants and petty bourgeoisie of the few miserable.
vestiges of legality they now have. On the other hand, Briti.'ih
Imperialism now, more indirectly than directly, gives to the Indian
national-reformist ~ourgeoisie and landlords a certain legal field
of action so that the:1- should utilise this legality in the struggle for
influence over the masses. The National Congress presents not
only a certain field for legal activity (although limited to th1•
extreme by the barriers of British "legality"); it presents also a
political arena in which the different groupings of the Indian
exploiting classes take a definite form. The representatives of these
classes are naturally keen on not letting their internal diffenmce~
hecome public knowledge, in order that these differences should
not be used by the exploited and oppressed masses in their nwn
interests. But precisely for this reason it is necessary that
organisations which really represent tl!c workers, peasants and petty
bourgeois youth utilise this arena in their own interests.
A Motley Coalition
The group of the renegade Roy always preached and still
preaches the "great information of the Congress from below,''
its transformation into an organ of the masses-according
to the recipe of Bose & Co. The separation of partie~ in the
upper strata of the Congress shows what a motley coalition
the National Congress is. The adherents of Roy, fahely
professing to regard the interests of the Communist
movement, desired and still desire to make the proletarian
vanguard subordinate to the diffuse conciliatory block of the
national-reformist bourgeoisie and leading ranks of the petty
bourgeoisie. We don't take this way !
The Left organisations of workers, students and peasants, after
having decided to join the Congress organisations on the basis of
collective membership, will go there not for masquerading and
unprincipled conciliation, but for really extending and deepening
the struggle against imperialist oppression, for exposing the
tricksters of national-reformism. By putting up their minimum
platform for the anti-imperialist struggle, they wi.11 by no means
tie their hands. The representatives of these organisations will have
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to be able. and wiU be able to utilise the meetings of the Congress
organisations not only for agitating for the minimum p1atform of
the united front, but also for explaining and defending the complete,
undeleted programme of the anti-imperialist and ugrarian peasant
revolution under the leadership of the working-class. They will be
able to find the necessary words for exposing every singk fact of
imperialist violence and mockery. They will be able to find a
common tongue with the masses of the people in "!Very action,
whether it be against wage curts, or agamst the robbery of the
pea~ants by the land1ords and the usurer11. They will be -able to
draw the necessary practical and effective conclusions in the sense
of mobilising the masses against every separate fal:t of imperialist
violence, against each and every anti-labour law, against every
~eparate act of violence of the semi-feudal exploiters in the village.

Responsibility of the Communist Party
There is no doubt whatsoever that work in the ranks of the
Congress organisations contains dangers insofar as certain unstahle
1.·lcmcnts of the Left mass movement and even individual unstable
Conunurnsb, who, being in the ranks of the Lc.·fl organisationi..
joined the Congress organisations, may slip down on to the road
of 1.:cmciliation with national-reformism and may wrongly intcrpre1
the tactic~ of the united front as meaning the renunciation of the
irreconcilable stmgglc against the national-reformist conciliator:-..
Such distorted and liquidatory interpretation of the ab:..l1lutely
necessary ta~tics of the united front must be dclc1 minedly fought
again~t. The Communist Party must see to it that it explains its
line of conduct correctly, in a real BolsheviM fashion. It must
exercise a genuine check-up on the actions of its members; it must
give proper leadership to the organisations which, on the basis of
collective leadership, joined the Congress.
At the same time the Communist Party as such will develop
outside the Congress organisations a wide independent
mobilisation of .the masses for the struggle against imperialism,
and will consistently put into effect the tactics of the united front
when organising any anti-imperialist action. Its struggles against
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national-reformism, in close and inseparable contact with the
mobilisation of the masses against the principal enemy, against
imperialism, must not be weakened down, even a moment, when
applying the ab~ve tactics, but on the contrary, will have to be
deepend and widened. This struggle against national-reformism
will have to be based much more than hitherto on the concrete
exposure of every national-reformist manoeuvre, on the concrete
exposure of individual national-reformist leader~. on explanmg
their actual role and intentions, on advancing concrete proposab
for the struggle against imperialism, as against the conciliatory
manoeuvres.
Naturally, the Indian Communists must give due consideration
to the specific features of the concrete situation. They must
thoroughly discuss and solve all problems connected with the
application of the tactics of the untted front in the anti-imperialist
struggle at the present stage. They must have the final word in thi!'I
respect. But simultaneously there is no doubt that the Communist
Party of India must take into consideration the fact that after a
long period of struggles against national-reformism, for the
organisation of the proletarian vanguard, it has to be confronted
closely by the whole course of events with the task of winning
over the masses to the side of the revolution through the
tactics of the united front.
The glorious Communist Party of China, which has 150,000
members in its ranks, grew into a great force because it succeeded
in linking up the bold development of the anti-imperialist struggle
with the strike action of the working-class, with the struggle of
the peasants for land. The Communist Party of China was able
from the very outset to link up the struggle against imperialism
inseparably into one with the struggle of the workers against capital,
with the struggle of the peasants against their feudal oppressors.
There is no other party in India, besides the Communist Party.
which could consolidate and lead the masses of the people to
decisive battles for the independence of the country, for the agrarian
peasant revolution, for the Soviets. Objective conditions are very
favourable for the Communist Party of India, and therefore,
it is charged with great political responsibility. At this crucial
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moment it must not give the conciliators of national-reformism
the possibility to triumph again over the deceived masses; it must
not let itself be isolated from the masses. It must throw itself into
the thick of the ma'lses under its militant bamwr; it must learn in
Bolshevist fashion how to rally and consolidate the masses, who
still stand at the cross-roads between the rcvoluuonar1 struggle
and the impasse of national-reformism conciliation.

jAppendix (xv) dj
India and the British Working class
Lester HutchinSOJI
•,

I
One of the greatest obstacles to world revolution is the lack of
unity between the workers in the imperialist countries and the
colonial workers and peasants. Without this essential unity the
class-stmggle becomes unduly localised, while Imperialism profits
from the division in the ranks of its elass enemy.
These antagonisms are the product of successful imperialist
exploitation in the past, and are kept alive today by a hundred and
one devtces of capitalism: subtle propaganda in the reptile press
and on the platform, and by the imperialist monopoly of primary
education. But all these capitalist devices would be unavailing
were they not supported by the pro-imperialist policy of the official
Labour Party and the Trade Union bureaucracy.
The policy of dividing the working class is an old one of
capitali!'.m. Marx, in a letter dated April 9, 1870, showed the
advantages reaped by capitalism from these artificially stimulated
antagonisms between the British and the colonial workers:
" ....... every industrial and commercial centre in England now
possesses a working class population divided into two ho.'ltile
camps, English proletarians and Irish proletarians. The ordinary
English worker hates the Irish worker as a competitor who lowers
his standard of life. In relation to the Irish worker he feels
himself a member of the ruling nation and so turns himself into
a tool of the aristocrats and capitalists against Ireland, thus
strengthening their domination over himself....... The
Irishman .......... regards the English worker as both sharing in
Published in monthly Journal: "'INDIA", Volume I, Number Six, of June

1935, London.
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the guilt of the English domination over Ireland and at the same
time serving as its stupid tool. This antagonism is artificially
kept alive and intensified by the press, the pulpit. the comic
papers, in short by all the means at the disposal of the ruling
classes. It is the secret of the impotence of the English working
class. despite their organisation. It is the sccr~t by which the
capitalist class maintains ib power. And of this that class is
well aware."
The same antagonism exists between large sectio11"i of the
British and colonial workers of to-clay. having exactly the same
cause and effect. The British worker is taught that ·his bad
conditions, low wages. unemployment. ~hort time and general
misery arc directly due to the i:ompetition of cheap labour in India
and Japan; he is taught to hate the Indian worker as one who is
taking: the bread from his mouth: he is taught---and here lies the
mcstimable value of the system of compul!(ory education ·-that
he is a member of the ruling race; h~ is taught that lhe "native" i~
:-.ly. treacherous, servile, murderou1' and altogethl'r inferior; and
he is taught to console himself while he stands int~.;.· queue at the
Labour Exchange that although l\Ufforing from cold and hunger
he is the part owner of nearly a third of the worlJ. And ll·st his
reason should revolt, he is further sandbaggc:d by the offkial
Labour Party propaganda. He i~ told that a Socialist Gowmmcnt-savc the mark-----could not ·•give" freedom to the 1.'.olonial peoples
at once, for if irdid so the whole economic !>ystcm of Britain would
collapse, and the working class plunged into the depths oft.\ ii and
misery. Instead he is informed that a Socialist Government,
inheriting the div.ine civilising mi~"iion of imperiab.m. would
manfully shoulder the white man's burden and gradually educate
the colonial peoples towards freedom within "the Commonwealth";
there would be a danger otherwise that the wanton natives if given
their independence might prefer out of sheer malice to eat their
raw materials instead of exporting them for the benefit of British
"Socialism"; and so on, in an endless farrago of the most
hypocritical an4 nauseating form oflmperialism masquerading as
Socialism.
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On the other hand, in India the British working class is regarded
as partly guilty for the long oppression and exploitation of India.
And it must be confessed that India has had until recently very
little opportunity of drawing a destinction as far as the exploitation
of India is concerned between the British capitalist and the British
worker. For India the word British along, irrespective of class,
signifies oppression. The Indian believes that the British worker
distinguishes between British Capitalism in Britain and Brit1!-.h
Capitalism in India; the former to be fought and the latter to be
supported. Nor is this impression removed by the shameful record
of the two Labour Governments, which, in the name of the British
working class, shot, bludgeoned and imprisoned the Indian workers
and peasants with a rabid virulence hardly equalled by the worsl
efforts of the previous and succeedings Tory administrations. Nor
has India forgotten that, the new sllPle constitution for India is the
illegitimate child of the Labour Government, now adopted because
of its looks by the Conservatives.
In this manner Imperialism fulfils its traditional policy of "divide
and rule." It not only promotes dissensions between Hindus and
Moslems, but what is much more important it drives a wedge firmly
between the British working class and the colonial masses. It is
one of the most fundamental tasks of the revolutionary movement
to withdraw this wedge, to bring about the unity in action between
the British and colonial workers against their common enemy. To
accomplish this it is necessary to expose lucidly and simply to the
British workers the lies, slanders and manoeuvres of capitalism.
which by exploiting the colonial workers keeps them also in
subjection; it is necessary for the British workers to repudiate
indignantly and categorically the so-called ··colonial policy" of
the official Labour Party, and thus wipe out the stain on the
revolutionary honour of the British working class imposed by the
Labour Government; and it is necessary to win the confidence of
the Indian masses by recognising their right to independence, and
by uniting the two fronts of the revolutionary class-struggle in an
uncompromising fight against Imperialism.
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II
It is important to recognise that in the period of imperialist
prosperity the British working class shared to a deg. ee in the profits
of the exploitation of the colonies. It was then the most comfortable
working class and therefore, the most backward. In 1882 Engels
wrote to Kautsky:
"You ask me what the English workers think about colonial
policy. Well. exactly the same as they think about politks in
general: the same as what the bourgeois thinks. There is no
'' orkers' party here, there are only Conservatives and \.-iheralRadicals, and the workers gaily share the feast of England's
monopoly of the world market and the colonies."
This was written in 1882, the high-water mark of capitalist
pro~pcrity in Britain. Capitalism had not then e.ntered upon its
decline, and the political backwardness of the working class,
~haring to some extent in capitalist prosperity, can then be readily
understood. But what is not so ea!-.y to understand is that this
estimate of Engels, correctly applied to the working: class of 1882,
equally applies to a large section of the working clas.• today. when
the economic 5ystem of Capitalism is in contradiction to social
needs. when Capitalism has no longer any historical justification
for continuing to exist, and when working class prosperity has
been replaced by low wages, unemployment, poverty and despair.
Th<~ very causes which should bring about unity between the
Bntish and colonial workers serve to keep them divided. For this,
responsihility lies not only with the recognised organs of cajiitalist
propaganda, but with the hierarchy of the Labour Part) and the
Trade Unions.
.
The pro-capitalist role of the Labour Party, however. is not the
result of accident or because of the treachery of indi v1dual leaders.
The respectability and reactionary leadership of the Lahour Party
and the Trade Unions is a direct product of thl! ~uccessfnl
exploitation of the colonies· by imperiali~m; it is a product of the
British working class at the time when it was sharing in capitalist
prosperity. This comparative prosperity had its effect o~ the Briti.sh
working class politicallv: it determined to some extent the velocity
of the gr~wth of politi~al class consciousness. Thus Lenin "rote:
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"Imperialism has the tendency to create privileged sections
even among the workers, and to separate them from the main
proletarian masses ... It must be observed that in Great Britain
the tendency of Imperialism to split the workers, to strengthen
opportunism among them, and cause temporary decay in the
working class movement." (Lenin. Imperialism, page 96.)
The development took place with the very beginning of the
prosperity of industrial capitalism. Already in 1858, Engeb. wa.,
ahle to write to Marx:
·
'" ....... the English proletariat is becoming more and mon·
bourgcoi!'>, so that this most bourgeois of all nations is apparent I)
aiming ultimately at the possession of a bourgeois aristocral·~
and a bour~cois prolctariatas well asa bourgeoisie. For a nation
which exploits the whole world this is of course to a certarn
t:xtent justifiable."
Much later. in 1881, Engels observed that the result of thi:-.
bourgcoi!->ifo.:ation of a section of the working class was that the
Engl,ish wurk.ing dass ~en.! allowing themselves "to be led h~
men sold to. or at least paid by, the middle-class."
The Labour Party hierarchy and the Trade Union bureaucracy
<tre the direct product of the creation by Imperialism of the:.t~
privileged sections of the working class: they arc the product ol
the creation ol a Labour aristocracy, divorced from the real interesh
of the proletarian mass. Thus were born the Uriah Hceps, the
MacDonalds, Thomases and Morrisons, of the Labour Party
leaderships, the Labour jingos and the Labour imperialists.
The conditions which created the Labour aristocracy and the
. Labour hierarchy do not exist to-day. The comfortable living
standards of the workers have vanished for ever under capitalism.
Britain is no longer the workshop of the world. Industrial
competition on a huge scale has successfully challenged the British
monopoly of the world market; the export of capital has resulted
in the development of industry in backward countries which were
formerly exclusive monopolies for British goods; the installation
of modem machinery run for private profit is rapidly eliminating
the necessity of much labour power, and the resulting
unemployment and low wages has materially affected the national
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purchasing capacity; the exploitation of the colonial markets has
reduced the purchasing capacity of those markets to the minimum:
on the one hand overproduction of wealth and on the other mass
poverty and hunger. And as capitalism becomes more involved in
the net ofits own contradictions, so do the standards of the working
class go from bad to worse. The remnant of the Labour aristocracy
is nothing but a ghost of former prosperity; the growth of
unemployment and the reduction in wages is a daily feature of
industrial life; the struggle for existence becomes increasingly
difficult. But in proportion to the growth of hunger and misery
among the working <.:la~"' dcvdop11 maM; economic discontent
l·ry!'.ta11ising into the l"t'H1lutionary class· struggle; hut the
revolutionary class-struggle in Britain as yet is not linked up with
the "'Lmggl~ of the colonial worlt..crs against imperialist exploitation.
Old prejudices, old traditions have still their hold. The illu!'.ion~
of prosperity die slowly. The Lahour Party embodies thl"se old
prejudices and superstitions. which combine to prolong the
domination of the reactionary dique in control of tht: party
machine. The working dasl't a!'. a whole has not yt•t realised that it:-;
lt:aders arc in fact the agent~ of their cla~!'. enemy. The memory of
1.:oncc..,:-..l>D!'i obtained when capaitalism W<I!'. :-.till able to make
•.:onccssions, blinds a large sect inn of th<.' workers to the roll: which
the leadership i!'. at present pursuing.
The Labour hi~rarchy ha"' a\ cry important task to fultil on ht•half
of decadent capitalism. In tht: first place it has to keep the
confidence of the working clas~ hy means of demagogy. ··pecious
promises, and by its orgaus of propaganda; scconJly, it has to use
that confidence in order to canalise the ma~s discontent into
harmless channel:., to lead the working class away from the path
of revolutionary action towards that of peaceful parliamentary
reform; thirdly, it has to prevent unity in action between the British
workers and the colonial peoples. A parliamentary majority is the
panacea offered for all woes. Twice has the working clalis b~n
deluded into returning a Labour Government which did not fulfil
a single one of its promises, and finally handed over the
administration to the Tories. Who wa., to blame? The workingclass, say the Labour imperialists. The workers failed to give the
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Labour Government a sufficient majority to do otherwise than carry
on the policy of capitalism. Working class apathy and
backwardness are along to blame; return us in a sufficient majority,
they cry, and we will set about establishing socialism, not, of
course, by the Mo.scow method, but by .the peaceful, pleasant and
friendly method cif "nationalisation with compensation." It is
doubtful whether to establish this bogus Utopia the Labour
imperialist would consider any majority sufficient.
In this way the Labour hierarchy acts as a brake on the
progress of the revolutionary movement. The workers, however, cannot be deceived for all time. Already an important
section of the working class has emancipated itself from the
stultifying influence of the Labour Party leadership, and the
revolt is in evidence even within the ranks of the Labour Party
and the Trade Unions. It remaini for the revolutionary movement not only to enlarge this revolt until it embraces the largest section of the working class, but to co-ordinate it with the
struggle of the colonial peoples against imperialism.

III
It is dangerous to underestimate the effect of the pernicious
propaganda carried on among the British workers by capitalism
through its various agencies. It is represented that the industrial
depression and unemployment among the British workers aft'
caused, not by the insoluble contradictions of capitalism mentioned
above, but by the industrial competition on the Indian market of
Japanese and Indian mills employing slave labour. In this way
British Capitalism thrusts the blame for the evils caused by the
dt:cay of its own economic system on lo the shoulders of the
colonial people, and uses its failure to keep the British and colonial
workers divided. The enemy is not the British capitalist. but the
Indian and Japanese worker, who, accustomed to a low-standard
of living, is able and willing to work for low wages. But capitalism
is not content merely to slander in this fashion the colonial workers:
it seeks further to kill two birds with one stone, and to make a
profit out of the dissensions which it has sown among its classenemy.
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The capitalist agencies point out that Indian and Japanese
competition is successful because of the low cost of production
owing to the low cost of labour. From this pren .ise they proceed
to draw t'1e conclusion that the only solution for British industry
is to lower the cost of production in Britain. This can only be done
by lowering the standards of British workers as near as possible
to the Indian level. The moral is not one of raising Indian standards,
but of lowering British standards. Thus British Capitalism shows
itself a disciple of Spengler. the degenerate arch-prophet of fascism,
who found that the only solution for western civilisation would be
to reduce the standards of ••that luxurious animal, the white
worker" to those of the negro.
But this is no mere theory. Rationalisation in the Lancashire
cotton industry is now the order of the day, and the sole object of
this rationalisation is to reduce the cost of production in Lancashire
as near as possible to the Eastern standard. Freda Utley. Vv ho has
made an authoritative study of the cotton industry in Lancashire,
Japan and India, explain exactly what is meant by rationalisation
in her book, Lancashire and the Far East:
"To-day many of the employers, faced with the competition
of th'- even worse paid Eastern workers, want to hring wages in
Lancashire down to the early nineteenth century level, to
lengthen hom :; and introduce double-shift working. They want
to speed up and speed up again, to do away with the old price
lists and conditions won by the workers struggles in the past; in
a word they want, in the sacred name of rationalisation, 1:' render
labour in the mills more intense than ever it has been before."
Nor should it be thought that the existing standards which are
to be reduced are i11gh. The same authority continues:
'•Earnings are now so low in Lancashire that many workers
are no better off than 'on the dole'. This is specially true of the
wretchedly paid women on the spinning side, who arc th..: W<?rst
sweated workers in the industry ... Their homes are bare of the!
fir~t necessities of life. Their food is inadequate, hastily prepared
and hasitily eaten. It must be tru..: to say that no other workers
in England: not even excluc.'ing the miners anci agricultural
labourers, live under worse conditions than the majority of the
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Lancashire cotton workers. The few well-paid exceptions only
make the contrast darker ... it is the poorly organised and sweated
women workers whose labour stil! maintains tens of thousands
of shareholders, brokers, merchants and financiers."
These are the srendards it is proposed to reduce still further in
the interests of capitalist profit. The British workers are to he
reduced to the standards of Spengler's negro.
Rationalisation is now the slogan by which capitalism seek.:-. to
solve its economic contradictions and to safeguard its profits. There
arc two different methods of rationalisation. both of which.
however, depend on smashing the existing standards of the work in!!
class. The large combines, havin~ large resources of capital. wi:-.h
to inslal up-to-dale machinery to displace labour and thus lowl'r
the co:-.t of product ion: the smaller concerns without the neccssar~
capital for such technical improve11r1cnts, on the other hand. attempt
lo intensify Jahnur and lower its cost. Thus the hig cotton comhinc.
lhc Lancashire Cotton Corporation, is proceeding to displace labour
by the in!.tallalion of automatic looms-. while the smalkr concern:-.
seek lo achieve! the same result by introducing the eight-loom
:-.ystcm. lower wages and speeding up. Thus capitalism U!.es th~
confession of its own failure, not in order to reduce profits. hut to
reduct' the already miserable standards of the victims of its failure.
the working class.
And the excuse'! The competition of slave labour in India and
Japan. Here it is worth noting that every attempt of the Indian
workers to organise for better standards, which means a higher
co!o.l of production. is met with the full blast not only of the hostility
of Indian capitalism. but also of that of British Imperialism, which
bemoans in Lancashire the consequences to the British workers of
the low labour standards in India. The imperialist attitude towards
the Indian workers struggle is far from benevolent, as is shown by
the Trades Disputes Act, the Meerut Conspiracy Case and the
innumerable persecutions of trade unionists in India. It seems a
contradiction between the word and the act; and it is a contradiction.
From it the doubt arises as to whether the reason given by British
capitalism for its attack on British labour standards, namely, the
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competition of Japanese and Indian slave labour for the Indian
market, is a true one, or whether it is merely another falsehood
coined for the deception of the British work~rs, and to further
stimulate their antagonism against the colonial workers.
II is true only to the extent that British industry is suffering
from the competition of Japan on the world market. Japan by means
of the artificially depreciated yen, large scale modem industry,
and incredibly low wages, is able to flood the world market,
formerly a monopoly of British capitalism, with cheap goods, so
c.hcap that British Capitalism cannot successfully, compete,
however much it tries. Freda Utley writes:
''There is no hope that, by reducing wages and intensifying
labour by introducing the eight-loom system, the Lancashire
cotton capitalists can win hack trade from Japan~ for wages arc
lower there than it is physically possible to make them in
England, and efficiency as I shall subsequently show, is not so
very much below the English standard."
It is clear. therefore, that British Capitalism cannot successfully
compete with Japan on an open market; but India is not an open
mark,,t; it is held by Britain by the sword as a monopoly for British
~oods. Controlling political and economic power Britain is able
to exclude all foreign competition from the Indian market, as well
as to restrict. as Imperialism is doing, the expansion of nativr
industry. Already there exists a high tariff against Japanese cotton
goods imported into India. a tariff which Japan is able to circumvent
to a degree by the depreciation of the yen and by a further attack
on the standards of the Japanese working class; but Japanese goods
arc not exclud¢. from the Indian market because Japan buys a
large percentage of her supply of raw cotton from India, and this
raw cotton is a monopoly of British capital. Thus British
Imperialism in order to make a profit out of the disposal of Indian
ta.w matena\ to la\)an, accon\~ la\)an a shate \n \he lnd\an ma.t'k.e\.
But it is a very restricted share. The Japanese import quota into
India depends entirely on its purchase o.f raw cotton from Berar;
Thus it is evident that, notwithstanding the crocodile tears of
Capitalism· in Lancashire, Japan continues to compete with

Lancashire on the Indian market by the free consent of British
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Imperialism bribed by the Japanese purchasers ofIndian raw cotton.
It follows from this that the excuse given by capitalism to justify
the further attack on British working class standards, that the trade
depression in Lancashire is because of the competition of Japanese
and Indian slave labour on the Indian market, is a deliberate
falsehood. What then is the cause of the trade depression in India,
which has led to such disastrous consequences in Lancashire? The
real cause can be found in the terrible and increasing poverty of
the Indian peasant mass, which, after nearly two centuries of British
exploitation and oppression, has no longer the money to buy British
goods. The depression in Lancashire, a large part of the
unemployment, is because the Indian peasant has lost his
capacity.
The authority we have already qftotcd, Freda Utley, writes:
"Nothing but a revolutionary change in the political and
economic conditions in the Far East. coupled with the lifting uf
the dead weight of debt off the British industry, can bring
employment back to the Lancashire workers. But the latter have
not yet realised how closely connected their interests are with
those of the Eastern workers and peasantry."
In other words, nothing but the end of the imperialist exploitation
of India, followed by a social revolution abolishing the Indian
landlords and usurers, and the socialising of British industry, can
restore the purchasing capacity of the Indian peasants and the
British workers, and thus restore the prosperity of British industry.
Under Imperialism the problem remains insoluble.

purcha.~ing

IV
The Indian people has been described as ..the most chronically
underfed, underclothed and disease-ridden people in the world."
After nearly two centuries of British rule, the great majority of the
Indian population never knows what it is to have enough to eat.
The Labour and other brands of imperialists attribute this appalling
condition to over-population, and heavy pressure on the land, and
look for the solution in Malthus' "libel on the human race". Such
an explanation of the poverty of millions merely shows the
intellectual bankruptcy of the people who give it; for in actuality
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the increase in population is very slow owing to the extremely
high death rate. And even were the explanat10n correct it Mands as
a condemnation of British rule, when it is remembered that there
exist in India large tracts of fertile land which remain uncultivated,
to say nothing of that land which is not free but is owned by the
State and by large landowners. This wastage of land <.'ombine<l
with the primitive of cultivation, the result of the feudal
relationships artificially maintained in India by lmp·~rialism, leads
to a shortage of foodstuff; and yet in"ipite of this shQ11agc, in spite
of the terrible famines which re-occur with unfailing regularity
every year in one part of India or another, grain continues to be
exported from India to pay for British expenditure on 1he army
and civil servants. Even irrigation. without which agriculture is
impossible in India, is the province of private capital inwstrnent,
and is not undertaken for the benefit of the peasant in r.:tum for
the taxes he pays, but for the benefit <~f the British i11w stor whom
the peasant ha.-. to pay heai•ilyfor lhl wain which his lwul require<;.
Having thus created the basis of pcrman~nt mass poverty,
Imperialism proceeds to deliver the coup de !(ran• in the form of
the Land Tax. The Land Revenue assessment was fixed extremely
high, and amounts to 50 per cent, of the estimatt!d Jwragc net
yield of the land.
There remains the money-lender. Crushed undt·r the Land Tax
and the extortions of the landlords, the peasant continue & to ex 1st
by the grace of the village money-lender. Th·~ cnormuus moneylcnding class is the real owner of the sml in lndia. and ii•~ cMimatcd
that it receives in interest more than twice as muct- of the peasant's
produce as the Land Tax. The result is that the peasant i~ under a
permanent burden of debt, and there exist more than b,000,000
actual debt slaves, Kamias, who work as labour~rs for the moneylenders for nothing but subsistence, the son inheriting the Elebt.
The terrible economic condition of the peasantry has grown
progressively worse, and is chronic under imperialism, which
prospers b'y draining India of all wealth. It was aggravated after
the last war by the slump in agricultural prices, which coincided
with the raising of rents and taxes. This final blow depri_ved the
peas~nt of his savings, in the form of gold ornaments handed down
1

1
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from generation to generation, and the enormous exports of gold
bullion from India beginning in September, 1931, to the present
time, constitute the final expropriation of the Indian peasant. The
hopelessness of tht peasant is revealed by the following quotation
from a statement recently issued by the Government of the United
Provinces:
"The peasants preferred to give away their land and renounce
their rights rather than pay the rent, which under present
conditions has become excessively high. Consequently the
number of deserted holdings for the year ( 1931) grew from
20,860 to 71,430, while a number of forced collections of the
Land Tax amounted to 256,284."
The!o.e figures, it should be remembered, are for one province
only: the same situation is general.•
Herc lies the reason for the chronic poverty in Lancashire; the
complete inability of the starving Indian peasantry to buy
Lanc3'hire goods. Faced ·with sheer starvation it is an economic
impossibility for the Indian peasant to renew the inadequate rags
which the standards of Western respectability force him to wear.
And this dreadful economic condition is the direct result of the
continuous imperialist exploitation of India. By the same process
the British workers become progressively impoverished. and
capitalism uses the myth of Japanese and Indian competition in
India. to destroy the standards of the British working class, for
which generations of workers have fought and suffered, as near as
possible to the Eastern level. And all this misery, all this hunger,
all this crushing poverty, is inflicted on the British and Indian
workers for the sake of private profit. Imperialism is the incubus
not only of the Indian masses but of the British working class.
The Indian struggle against imperialism and the class-struggle
in Britain are one and indivisible. The common enemy of both,
imperialism, can only be destroyed by the united revolutionary
action of the colonial masses and the British working class. Never
was there a time when the British working class should realise the
truth of Marx's statement, "a people which enslaves another people
forges its own chain."

!Appendix (xv) ~
Fight Against Imperialist
War and Fascism

Proletarians of all countries, unite!
To the working men and women of a11 countries!
To aH toilers! To the toiling youth!
To all who wish to maintain peace! To all enemies of imperialist
war!
The German fascist Government has introduced general
conscription. It has incorporated the Gennan civil air fleet into
the military air force. The Jaw of the fascist murder-regime on the
introduction of conscription means the open carrying out of the
hith~rto secret arming and a feverish increas<.· of thi!> arming. It
furnishes the war parties of all the imperialist countnc<; with a
new pretext for increasing the insane armaments competition.
The German fascists, by ,·reating an instrument of murder which
even surpasses the pre-war army of hated Prussian militarism,
further increase the international tension. The Hitler Government
is placing war immediately on the order of the day. It immediately
threatened the neighboming countries. The German fascist arc
delaberately heading for a new imperialist world war. They are
directing the points of their bayonets. the mouths uf their guns.
their aeroplanes against the land of socialist construction, against
the Soviet Union, against the firm walls of which every w~ve of
fascism beats in vain.
This great war pro~ocation has been prepared by the Hitler
Govemmeot by means of all the horrors of the fascist reign of
terror. No fascist terror, however. has been able to break the
resistance of the German working-class. Under the increasing
Published in the Journal; ""INDIA ... June 1935. London
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pressure of the difficulties at home, Hitler is increasing the
nationalist incitement, the incitement against the Soviet Union.
and is resorting to war. Working men and women, toilers, exservicemen and victims of the world war!
The German imperialists were able to realise their armament
plant only with the help of the other imperialist Powers. The war
allies of Hitler Germany, military fascist Japan and Poland of the
Pilsudski fascist are supporting the arming of the German fascist.
Step by step with imperialist Germany they are increasing their
annaments for the purpose of attacking the Soviet Union.
Of all the imperialist Powers, English Imperialism is foremost
in encourging German armaments against the Soviet Union and
favourishly making use of them in order to increase its own
armaments. The war party of Fren~ Imperialism, the heads of the
heavy industry and the fascist bands, who in France itself are
persistently cncourging armaments, favour German armaments and
are effdeavouring again to bring Fmnce into the anti-Soviet front.
The Italian fascists, who by their whole former policy promoted
the armaments of the German fascists and who arc now
commencing their robber campaign in Abyssinia, submit as a precondition for recognising the German armaments. the arming of
their allies, Horthy Hungary, Austria and Bulgaria.
Gt!rman imperialism, which is now armed, is doing everything
in order to oblain direct support in Czechoslovakia, Romania,
Yugoslavia and in the Baltic countries for its war plans by foreign
political orientation to Germany and against the Soviet Unions, as
well as by fostering fascist movements.
All who wish to frustrate the war provocations of German
imperialism and its Japanese and Polish allies and the men behind
it, must work for the realisation of the peace policy of the Soviet
Union, for the setting up of the Eastern Pact. It was the peace
policy of the Soviet Union which rendered it difficult and still
renders it diffcult for the Gennan fascists, the Japanese militarists,
as well as all imperialist war parties, to let loose a new war. All
who wish to preserve peace, who are opponents of imperialist war,
must support the peace policy of the Soviet Union and fight in
order that it be rendered effective against Gennan fascism.
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Working men and women, young workers, toilers!
Organise the mass struggle against an)' alliance with fascist
Germany. Fight against any yielding on the part of your rulers to
the pressure of the newly-armed German imperialists! Do not
believe the Jying peace asseverations of the fascist Hitler
Government!
The Gennan fascist leaders maintain that the intioduction of
genera) conscription and the increase in armaments are only
intended to protect the German frontiers.
.
They are. however. unable to name anybody who to-day, at the
time of the introduction of general conscription. threatens the
German frontiers. Hitler Germany was abJc to regain the Saar
without any foreign-political conflicts. This is used by German
imperiali!\m. however. in order to stretch out its armed hand to the
Meme) district. Danzig, Austria, North Bohemia and Danish
Slesvig. to the Baltic countries and increase its war incitement
against the Soviet Union. German imperialism is not preparing for
defence hut is making ready for a robber attack. It insolently reject'\
the Eastern Pact, because it is against peace and in favour of war.
The German fascist leaders maintain that the introduction of
gcnerdl conscription and the increase of armaments are putting an
end to the shame of Versailles. The German imperialist would like
to put in place of the robber treaties of Versai11es, the burdens of
which they have shifted on to the working people, fresh and still
greater oppression of foreign nations. German imperialism has
already shown what baseness it is capable of. In 1918. when the
German imperialist thought they had won the war. they dictated
the peace of Brest-Litovsk. By this peace Soviet Russia wa4' to be
overthrown and pillaged, the Soviet Ukraine converted into a
German colony, the dismemberment of Poland maintained and
Lithuania, Latvia andEsthoniasecured totheGennan barons. 'The
successors of those imperialists robbers who dictated the peace of
Brest-Litovsk, the present fascist-rulers of Gennany, have the same
plan in mind, when to-day they speak of securing room for
expansion of the German people towards the East. They want to
obtain, with the blood of German people, territory for the German
trust.magnates, the Prussian junkers, the former officers of the
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Hohenzollern army.
Communists and social-democratic workers, members of the
trade unions of all tendencies, women and youth!
The Communi~t Parties of Germany, France, England, Italy,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Austria, Hungary and Lithuania
declare:
Under the leadership of the Communist International we have
fought uninterruptedly shoulder to shoulder with the German
working people against the Versailles peace. We have fought and
will also fight in the future against any fixing of the State frontiers
by force of arms, against any national oppression, for the right of
self-determination.
We shall continue with redoubled strength, at the head of the
working-class and the working 1'lasses in town and country, to
fight unweariedly and with all means of the proletarian classstrugJle under the banner of proletarian internationalism, against
the El ass enemy in our own country, against imperialist war
preparations and war incitement of our own imperialists.
For this reason we shall at the same time mobilise the masses of
the working people in every country: against the war provocations
of the fascist rulers of Gennany, the chief instigato~ of a new
imperialist world war, against alJ their allies against all who
promote the war-mongering German imperialism. We shall support
the heroic working-class of Germany in its fight against the fascist
dictatorship, against the war provocations of German imperialism.
For we know: Hitler means war, and the overthrow of Hitler by
the proletarian revolution will destroy for ever the war menace of
German imperialism.
We welcome, therefore, every increase in the defensive power
of the only fatherland of the working people, every step made
towards strengthening its red workers' and peasants' army, which
secures peace, every strengthening of the frontiers of the socialist
country. In the event of a counter-revolutionary war against the
land of socialism we shall support with every means the red army
of the Soviet Union and fight for the defeat of German imperialism
and its allies, for the defeat of every power which makes war against
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the Soviet Union. We shall promote with all means the victory of
the socialist Soviet Union in its fight agains! all who attack this
land of Socialism.
War against the Soviet Union is war agai11~t the proletarians in
all countries, against the working people in all countries. It is .t
war against all the oppressed and exploited in the ""hole world.
Those who wish to maintain peace. those who are c:pposed to
imperialist war must know: wherever the German fascists launch
war, there the world w.ir will inevitahly commence. No rnuntry
will he able to escape this world conflagration and it~ effects.
We approach the Social-Democratic Party of Germany. and
especially the Social-Dcmonatic Organisations in Germany itself.
we approach the Socialist Pm1y of Fratll'l'. the Labour Party and
the Independent Lahour Party in England. lhc Socialist Part} of
Italy, the Social-Democratic Parties m C7t:dllislovakia, the Poli~h
Socialist Party. the Revolutionary Sm.:iali-;t.-. of Austria, the SocialDemorcratic Party of Hungary. and the Social-Democratic Party
of Lithuania with the proposal:
To organise immediarely joint conferenL·e .... demonstrati<m:-.
against the war-mongering of the Gl~rman fasc1:-.h, for rnpport of
the peace policy of the Soviet Union. and for thi~ pmy.:>sc form joint
committees.
Jointly prepare and carry out the May Day demonstrations under
the slogan of the fight against German imperialism. again~t all
who support its armaments, against the war preparat1 ins of our
own imperialists; under the slogan of joint ~upport of the fight or
the German prQletarians against the Hitler dictator-;hip, under the
slogan of support of the peace policy of the Soviet Union.
We approach these parties with the proposal to make a joint
appeal to all trade unions, workers· sport organisations, peasant
organisations, to all mass organisations of the toilers who are
prepared to fight against war and fascism, in order to draw them
all into this united fighting front.
Down wit1l the chief war-monger, Hitler fascism!
Down with its war allies, military fascist Japan and the Polish
fascists! Down with imperialist war preparations in all couritries!
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For the support of the working people in Germany in their fight
for the overthrow of the fascist dictatorship!
For the defence of the Fatherland of all toilers, the Soviet Union!
For its peace poli~y, for the Eastern Pact!
Forward to the fight in the united front for the maintenance of
peace, against imperialist war and against fascism!
Forward to the fight for Socialism, which along secures peace.
The Central Committees of the Communist Parties of
Germany, France, Great Britain, Poland, Italy, Czechoslovakia,
Belgium, Austria, Hungary and Lithuania.
(Sections of the Communist International.)

!Appendix (xv)~
Smash the Government of India Bill
London Conference

[The Conference organised by the lndin Freedom Committee at
Denison House, 011 April I 3th, was attended by 88 delt•gates
representing 62 organisation. including 18 Trade Union Branches;
the National Executfre Committee of the N.A.F. T.A., the Di.vtric:t
Committee of the Woodcutting Macl1ini.,·t.r; in addition Labour
Parties, Co-operative Guilds. the l.L.P.. the Communist Party. tht>
Catholic Crusade, the Irish Republican Congress, the Anti-War
Movement, the National Unemployed Workers' Movement, the
League against lmperiali.vm, and Indian organi.vation, wc•re
represented and over 60 visitc1rs.]
R. Bridgeman (International Secretary of the League Against
Imperialism), in the absence of Lester Hutchinson, opened the
Conference hy briefly outlining the world crisis, and how Great
Britain, in an effort to keep her head above warer, was introducing
the Government of India Bill to further exploit and shackle India,
her greatest source of wealth.
Comrade Bridgeman also told the Conference that many
messages of greeting had been received, and several from Indian
working-class bodies, among them one from the All India Press
Workers' Federation and tht..' Allahabad Town Congress
Committee.
Ben Bradley (Secretary of the India Freedom Committee)
introduced the resolution by first drawing attention to the fact that
the 13th April was the anniversary of the massacre at Jallianwallah
Bagh, where•over three thousand workers and peasants in India
had been shot down by British Imperialism. How British mle in
India was maintained by force and this force was being broup-ht to
PublishCd in the Journal. "INDIA"', June 19JS, Londnn
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its highest point in the Government of India Bill. So far, the
opposition in this country to the Government of India Bill had
been that of the Churchill Group, who, far from being opposed to
the character of t~e Bill, thought that it should be made even more
definite. Comrade Bradley pointed out how repressive measures
were being introduced in Britain and throughout the British Empire
as a result of the rising militancy of the workers, and thi!( Bill
cannot be separated from the Sedition Bill. the new Unemployment
Act and all the rest as a further move of the British Government to
counter this rising revolutionary feeling. Without India the British
Empire could not exist--in the growing war situation also India
played a very important part. She wa~ the training ground for the
heads of the British Army. Soldier~ in India were on a permanent
war footing.
Comrade Bradley pointed out tTk· effects on the English workingclass of the terribly low standard!. of the Indian workers. There
they could not afford clothes manufactured in this country, which
med"nt that a large potemia] market for such goods was closed.
and as a consequence, the textile mills wt:re closl'd down. Comrade
Bradley also pointed out that while India was not allowed to hav1..•
its uwn merchant ships, Indian seamen were being prevented from
working on Rritish boats on the grounds that they were foreignt:rs.
which argument was being constantly used in order to prevent
unity of the Indian and British workers in their struggle against
the common enemy, British capitalism.
Bradley concluded by saying that opposition to the Bill must be
made much more vigorous-it must stop not at amendments, the
demand must be for the complete withdrawal of the Bill, and the
British workers must be shown the Bill, at the same time as marking
a step downward for the Indian workers was also only a preliminary
to a further lowering of their own standard of living. He moved
the following resolution:

Resolution
This Conference of working-class representatives and Indian
residents in London, convened for the purpose of initiating a
broad campaign against the proposed Government of India Bi-11,
sends its greetings to the millions of Indian people now
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subjected to British imperialist domination. We realise that the
British ruling class has oppressed the peop:~ of India for more
than 175 years with brutal severity, and that the terrible
economic, political and cultural conditions of the great mass of
the 353 million population is the result of imperialist domination.
This Conference having discussed the proposed Government
of India Bill, repudiates the suggestion that it in any way
implements any pledge given to the Indian people for political
and economic freedom. Furthermore. we emphatically condemn
the reactionary proposals upon which the Bill is "based, i.e.,
federation with reactionary and feudal princes. the control of
the armed forces, foreign affairs, finance. trade, law religion
and language, which, if passed, will make the Viceroy the
dictator holding unlimited powers to be used in the interests of
British Imperialism.
·
This Conference realises that the appalling low wages paid
to the Indian workers and peasants not only impoveri!1-hes them.
but also the thousands of workers of Great Britain, who are
forced upon the unemployed market because of the lack of
pu1 chasing power of the millions of Indian workers and peasants,
who are unable to purchase those commodities produced in this
country.
This Conference is also aware of the fact that many workers'
and peasants' organisations have been suppressed as t.he outcome
of their struggle for better conditions and increased pay. We
also realise that under the proposed new c0nstitution, these
workers and peasants will be fettered to an even greater degree
by the increased power placed in the hands of the Viceroy.
This Conference realises that because the growth of the
militant working-class and peasant movements throughout the
Empire, the National Government has introduced Sedition Laws,
Unemployment Acts and other repressive measures. 'The
Government of India Bill is part of the general policy of
repression carried through by the National Government. Mass
pressure, ttowever, has forced the Na~onal GOvemment to retreat
on previous occasions (for example, tiit: withdrawal of the
unemployment relief scales and the modification of the S~ition
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Laws). Therefore, we welcome the growing united opposition
campaign in India against the proposed reactionary constitution
and pledge ourselves to unite with the Indian people in the
struggle agaiqst the common enemy, the National Government.
of Baldwin and MacDonald.
This Conference registers its most emphatic condemnation
of the Bill and demands its complete withdrawal. And in order
to make such condemnation effective, the delegates here
assembled pledge themselves to expose within and without their
organisations the character of the Government's proposals and
to adopt resolutions of protest to be forwarded to the T.U.C.,
Labour Party and the India Office. We pledge ourselves to
support the Committee in its efforts to initiate the widest possible
united campaign against th~e nefarious proposals, and to
demand that the Labour Opposition should work for its complete
rejection. Finally, we demand full and complete freedom of
arociation for the Indian people, with the right to organise their
own trade unions and political organisations. We demand the
release of all political prisoners, the withdrawal of the armed
forces of imperialism and the complete right of selfdetennination for India.
Dr. Soni, in seconding, asked: ..Why at this stage is a new
constitution being framed for India?" f\.nd the only possible reply
is to crush the growing resistance of the Indian people to British
domination. The only people in India to whom the Bill is acceptable
are those who will benefit under the Bill-the landlords and princes
and the official class created by operation of the Bill. This was
shown by the character of the opposition to the Bill in India.
Dr. Soni asked: "Why are the people in India so poverty-stricken;
why cannot they afford to buy clothes manufactured in Britainis it because they are lazy, is the land barren, don't they want
clothes and shoes?'' This is not so. The thousands of deaths yearly
from snake·bite could be prevented if the feet of the people were
properly protected by shoes. No, the croel exploitation by British
Imperialism is responsible for the state of affairs where practically
the whole working population spend all their lives in debt, and in
spite of all their hard work, literally cannot afford to eat or clothe
properly. Dr. Soni also said it was important to explode the theory
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that British rule in India was a blessing and a uniting force among
the different religious communities. Britain rules by the sword in
India .and deliberately uses these religious differences in order to
divide the Indian workers. In India, the British are regarded as
'"uniformed men." Much more must be done towards enlightening
the working people of India as to the living conditions of their
Indian brothers, and the effects of the dictatorship which will be
imposed on them under the Government of India Bill.
Mrs. Despard, veteran Irish fighter, was ent~usiastically
received after having travelled from Ireland especially to attend
the Conference. Mrs. Despard said that she had always been
interested in India, partly because she was always interested in
the oppressed peoples of the world, but particularly because of the
characteristics of the Indian people-their craftsmanship and the
richness of their country. And when we think of their former
prestige and glory, their betrayal by Britain became more than
ever tragic. Even those who worked hard, as only Indians can,
with such infinite patience and precision, couJd only afford one
rice meal a day. Why was this constitution being introduced for
India! Because, in her time of crisis, Britain wanted to make sure
of always having India to fall back on for resources. But, she said,
they are not going to have it. Trade unionism is international, and
therefore thi& is the avenue through which this measure must be
fought. This great cause does not mean only the liberat.ion of India,
but the liberation of the oppressed peoples of the world. All
organisations represented should go back to their members and
tell them what this Bill will mean to the Indians-the richest nation
in the world, yet so miserably poor. If we do our part, India will
rise-but we must do our part.
Mn. Bhattacharii spoke of her visit to the U.S.S.R., and the
remarkable progress which she had observed there among the
nations which had been formerly oppressed. Bride-purchase, for
instance, at the age of eleven had been completely abolished in
the U.S.S.R., although it still continues in British Beluchistan. The
superstition'conuption with which India is reproached could easily
be removed· by· giving the people primary education.
.
John Applin (representing the Independent Labour PartY,). wd
that hi' party stood for the complete independence of India, and
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for a workers' and peasants' Republic in India. He spoke of the
high mortality in India. In Bombay, the infant mortality is 232.6
per thousand births, as against 80 per thousand in London. The
fight forthe fre~om of India was an essential part of the worker's
struggle here in· Britain, where naturally the sympathies of the
great bulk of the British workers would be opposed to the
imperialist Government of India Bill. Unfortunately, it had to be
admitted that the British working-class does not realise the fqll
implications of the Bill.
After a delegate from the Irish Republican Congress had pledged
the support of the Irish workers in the Indian struggle for national
freedom, a member of the Electrical Trade Union said that the
means of developing the strength of the working-class movement
was considered all too seldom in the Trade Union branches, which
practically never concerned t1.emselves with working-class
conditions in India. He stressed the danger of this state of affairs
for British workers.
'Pfie delegate from the Southall Labour League of Youth raised
the question of the communal conflicts in India so frequently
reported in the British Press. The Chairman made a statement in
reply, showing how the communal differences were artificially
encouraged and exploited by the imperialists for economic reasons.
In an educated India they would automatically disappear.
The Reverend J. Wilson conveyed a message of solidarity
with the Indian people from the Catholic Crusade. On account of
the severe censorship, he had found it very difficult to obtain
information on Indian events, while books that he had sent to
friends in India were confiscated by the authorities. A book on
Socialism by the British Prime Minister had been confiscated in
this way. He asked: "How much of the £ 120,000,000 extracted
every year from India went to the working-class of this country?"
An Indian representing the "Friends of India", referring to the
communal question, said that the communal clashe~ occurred
almost exclusively in the large towns. The same religious
differences existed in the hundreds of thousands of Indian villages,
but they did not lead to violence and strife; this was evidence of
the fact that the communal differences are exploited to-day by the
employing class for economic reasons.
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J. Shields: All the previous speakers have given you pictures
of the conditions in India under British rule The pictures given
have been sufficient to rouse all the humamtarian feelings that
exist in people against these things. But we would make a very
big mistake if we thought for one moment that this Bill only affects
the mass of the people in India. The Bill is a very shdrp attack on
the Indian people, and through that attack it is also a blc,w against
the mass of people in this country. We must understand this,
because only to the extent that we can get understanding driven
home in the trade union movement and in the working-class
organisations, will it be possible for us to rouse so tremendous an
agitation for.the withdrawal of this Bill that will enforce the
National Government to act in this direction. The Bill, in fact,
clamps the vice still tighter on the exploited people of India. As
can be seen from the basic content of the Bill, it provides for a
stringent dictatorship. It gives over-riding powers to the Viceroy
and the Provincial Governors. It give!-. them the power to veto any
of the legislation of the provincial or central legislative bodies. It
strengthens the power of the Crown vassalo; in India, the Indian
princ;. s. It strengthens the influence of the Indian land owners.
In relation to the working peopl~ in the towns and the peasants
in the country, it means a more merciless exploitation, still greater
oppression and ruthless squet!zing out of the last drop of blood in
order to bolster up British Imperialism.
We must understand what this means for us here in Britaiu. The
essence of the whole argument of the Governm~nt tryin~ to carry
this Bill through is that the new constitution. and the proposals in
it, are essential for India if this country is to remain in exi!-.tence.
In short, their argument is that it is imperative in the interest of the
mass of the British people that this Government of India Bill be
brought into being. And this is the same argument they have used
over and over again for India. They say, the welfare of the mass of
the people in Britain depends on it. If we do not maintain British
control in India, there is no future for the people of this country.
There has·been British control for over a cent~ry-and-a-half,
and what has it meant for the mass of British people? It has meant
over three million unemployed. It has brought us continuous wage
cuts and worsening of the standards of the British working-class,
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and if this Bill is carried through it will act as a boomerang against
the British workers and make their conditions even worse than at
the present time. And so it is to the direct interest of the British
working-class to·'fight tooth and nail against this Bill; demand its
withdrawal and raise the widest possible agitation we can
throughout the length and breadth of the country, and particularly
inside the working-class movement. We have a big responsibility
in this respect.
In the first place the Government will never succeed in
maintaining the Government of India Bill on the mass of Indian
people. But if we fail to put up a struggle against the Bill, then we
are acting in collusion with the very people that are trying to
intensify tlJe exploitation of the Indian people-and the Indian
people will remember us, becauae the Indian masses are helping
to weaken the very power responsible for holding down the
working-class in this country. And the more we can strengthen
theipstruggle against British Imperialism, the more are we making
it possible to open up a ·way in this country for the freedom of the
British workers.
This Bill puts forward that the Indian working-class shall have
no independent political organisation, no independent trade union
organisation. In this respect, we must say that it will long stand to
the shame and disgrace of the Second Labour Government that it
imprisoned 60,000 Indians during its period of office, instead of
endeavouring to assist the Indian people to attain their
independence.There can be no independence and freedom here
unless we struggle for the independence of the Indian peopleand as yet, what have we done in this respect? Very little. The
biggest opposition to the Bill has come from the Churchill group;
and the Churchill group are not opposing the Bill because they are
for the weakening of the control of British Imperialism. There is
no basic difference between Churchill and Baldwin. They only
differ with regard to the methods to be employed. It is to our interest
to see that control is smashed.
How can we smash it? We must struggle against it, and the first
essential is to make known what the Bill means and how it affects
the broad mass of people in this country, so that we can raise the
strongest possible agitation against it. If we succeed in rousing
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this o~posi!io_n, then it should be possible in supporting the
Comnuttee m its fight, to ensure that there is a huge avalanche of
resolutions demanding the withdrawl of the Bill from trade union
and other working-class organisations throughout the country.
One comrade said: it was not simply a question of resolutions,
hut the fact remains that up-to-date there have been very few
resolutions against the Bill and the number must be increased a
thousand fold in order to demonstrate to the rulers of this country
that the great mass of the people are against the lndiJ Bill, and at
the same time to demonstrate to the Indian masses that we in this.
country are prepared to assist their struggle in the fight against the
common enemy that is keeping us both down.
The second thing is to ensure that not only do we get the
resolution passed, but a powerful series of meetings of explanation
made throughout the entire country on the whole question of the
struggle in India and what it means to the British working-class.
In this connection, the essential points have already been raised.
It is necessary to raise very strongly the right for India to its
indepcndence--the right of separation from the Empire altogether,
and along with this should go the immediate demand in this
connection that the British army of occupation and the British
police used in India shall be withdrawn from that country.
If we can strengthen these demands; if we can win the support
of the trade union organisation~. local labour parties {and the
majority of the labour rank and file can be won for this point of
view), then we can succeed in forcing back this attaclc which the
National Government is making, and compel it to withdraw the
Bill altogether. If we do that, it would be a victory not only for the
Indian people, but a tremendous victory for the working-class of
this country. It would be a blow against this rotten National
Government, which is hated and detested'by the working-class.
Therefore, I would urge all the delegates present to raise if! their
organisations the quest~on of support for the campai~n which ~is
Committee is conducting. See that they make a pomt of getting
their organi)iation to pass a resolution demanding the withdra~al
of the Bill. See that not only this is done, but on every possible
occasion the struggle of the Indian people is ~ssisted, ~nd
particularly to make every effort to strengthen the ties conr.echng
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the struggle of the British with the Indian workers, who are
increasingly coming to the forefront and taking the leadership of
the movement into their own hands, thereby giving as a guarantee
that the class in India whose interests determine that it shall carry
this struggle against imperialism through to the end, is becoming
more and more a force that is able to raise such a struggle against
imperialism that is considerably facilitating the struggle in this
country.
I ask all delegates to study what is the meaning of this Bill for
the British working-class, and on the basis of this, not only give
expression to humanitarian feelings about the Indian question and
the question of withdrawing the Bill. but to make it one of the
vital questions affecting the life of the great mass of the population
of this country on the lines of the campaign raised in the resolution,
going forward to assist the struggle of the Indian masses and
enabling a powerful blow to be struck for the independence of
rndia ~nd British working-class emancipation.
B/Bradley replied to the general discussion which had taken
place. He said, in reply to the question of how far the British
workers participated in the £ 120,000,000 drawn from India every
year, that in the early days of British Imperialism a few crumbs
were thrown to the workers, but the situation has now changed.
This is shown by the simultaneous drive against the conditions of
the workers here, and low.ering the standard of the unemployed,
etc. The £ 120,000,000 went to pay for the upkeep of the repressive
machinery in India. the officials' salaries, etc., and into the pockets
of tile bondholders and capitalists. In reply to the question raised
about communal differences, he said that where the workers were
in big factories and organised, the Hindu and the Mahommedan
had no differences. In the economic and strike struggles there was
no question of Hindu or Mahommedan-high caste or low caste.
They all stood together. He referred to the fact that this bogey of
communal differences was exploded at Peshawar in J930; it was
the Garhwali Riflemen, a Hindu Regiment, which refused at the
order of a British officer to shoot down Mahommedans. He closed
with an outline of the main features of the Government of India
Bill, and called upon the delegates to operate the last paragraph of
the Resolution.

IAppendix (xvi) I

The Indian
National Congress And The Muslim
Masses
Dr. Z.A. Ahmad, Ph.D.

I Dr. /.ainul Ahedi11 Almwd is in charge <~f" th<' f;rnmomic
'1!fim11a1ion Sc' ct ion <~f" tlw A. I. C. C., and i.\" a/.\"O a pro111i11e11t
memher <~{/hr U.P. Congress Sode.Iii.\"/ /'arty.}

The recent Jrivc of the Indian National Congrcs~ to increase its
Muslim membership by setting up Musl•m Mass Contact
Committees, to popularise the Cungrcsll platform among the
Mu~lims and to draw them ncan:r to the Congress is a welcome
muve. It ii. a step in the right direction for we must admit that
today the Muslim masses arc predominantly under the intlucncc of
reactionary communal leadership, and that a !-tpc<.:ial effort is
n~cdcd if they are to be weaned away from thii. innucnce.
Lc~l thi:-. campaign degenerate in practkc lo vague and
ineffoct\ve \')t:op:iganda for H\ndu-Mu~\\\l\ un\\'j, \t is necc:-.sary lo
understand the basic f.tc\urs invo\vcd. Our object is to draw all
the exploited.._ sections of the Muslim Community into the
anti-imperialist struggle and to give the Congress a real mass
basis irrespective of communal differentiations. We must.
therefore, lake stock of the present position in the light of our past
experience and find out the best ways and means to achicv~ thi!-.
object as speedily as possible. In other words let u:-. evaluate the
significance and possibilities of 1his new move and ascertain the
correct line of future a~tion.
Publi!>hed in '"THE NEW AGE". Augu!>l 1937.
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There are several questions which have to be considered. Why
have the Muslims so far remained outside the Congress? Why has
the Congress uptill now failed to tear away the Muslim masses
from their react~nary leadership? How has the Congress, in the
past, approached.·the question of communal unity? What is its
present approach? Will the new approach take us any further than
the attempts at Hindu-Muslim unity in the past'? An understanding
of these questions is vital for obtaining a correct perspective of the
problem that faces us.
The starting point of our analysis must be the recognition of the
comparative political backwardness of the Muslim community as
a whole. A considerable section of the Muslim population has, no
doubt, in the past taken an active part in the anti-imperialist
movement, but generally speaking it cannot be denied that the
Hindus as a community are politically far maturer than the
Muslims. The fact that the Congress which has so far been the
only )YCll organised anti-imperialist party in the country has had a
predfiminantly Hindu membership and that none of the
denominational Muslim organisations has ever had an
anti-imperialist programme is enough to prove this.
This unequal political development of the two communities
must be attributed fundamentally to the difference in the character
of their economically dominant classes. For it must be clearly
understood that the classes which dominate economically
dominate politically too. This is specially so in industrially
backward countries where the general cultural and material
development of the people is so low that the upper strata of the
propertied classes, in a very large measure, shape and colour the
outlook of the entire population below them. The political and
cultural hegemony of these upper classes is broken only when a
class conscious movement of ~he masses seriously challenges and
eventually overthrows the property relations on which this
hegemony is based.
Now the important point is this that while the Hindu
community has been so far mainly dominated, both culturally and
politically, by the Capitalist classes, the leadership of the Muslim
community has remained in the hands of feudal elements. The
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Muslim population in India is essentially a rural population. At
the top of the community are the landholding classes, at the
bottom a mass of poor peasantry. There are, no doubt, towndwelling Muslim artisans, factory workers, shopkeepers,
professional men and even substantial traders, but numerically
they represent a small percentage of the total Muslim population
of the country and do not wield any important direct influence on
the Muslim peasant masses. The predominance of the bigger
landholding classes in the community is clearly reflected in the
class character of the leadership of all the Muslim parties in the
country. The Unionist party in the Punjab is entirely a party of the
big Zamindars, and so are the two Muslim parties in Sindh. The
Proja Party of Bengal has a popular base, but it is headed by
Muslim landholders. The Muslim League has always received a
great deal of support from the bigger landowning classes.
Trade and commerce remained throughout the Mohammedan
rule in the hands of the Hindus. The Muslim rulers, a feudal
aristocracy par excellence, filled the higher administrative and
military posts, while the Muslim masses who were mostly
converted from low castes remained agriculturists. In fact right up
to the beginning of the present century trade and commerce was
almost a monopoly of the Hindus. The Hindu merchant classes
were the first to come into direct touch with the British traders of
the East India Company, they were the first to take to English
education, thereby giving rise to a new Indian intelligentsia. But
they were also the first to raise an outcry against the economic .
monopoly of British Imperialism in India. because British rule
crushed their normal growth; it deprived Indian capital of the
opportunities of profitable industrial investments at home.
The Indian National Congress was born as an organ of the
young Indian Capitalist Class, it was formed and led by the
intelligentsia which had grown under the exigencies of British
administration and British trade. The Congress developed and
grew in influence and prestige with the growth of Indian capital
which during the War period flowed into industry on a large scale.
Its growth naturally brought it into a sharp conflict with
Imperialism. The Congress underwent a process. of slow
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radicalisation until Indian Capitalists having failed in all their
attempts at peaceful negotiations with the Government, it felt the
need of more cffective methods. In I 921 the Congress took a big
leap forward. it appealed to the people for direct action against
the Government and launched a campaign of mass civil
disobedience.
Throughout this period the Congress. as the mouthpiece of
Indian Capitalists. remained predominantly an organisation of the
Hindu upper-middle classes. Only a few Muslim individuals
drawn from the ranks of successful professional men joined it. It
had neither a programme for the masses. whether Hindu or
Muslim. nor. (before 1921,) any direct touch with them.
While the Indian Capitalists were thus chafing under the
economic restriction imposed on tt~m hy a foreign Government.
British Imperialism was cementing its alliance with the Indian
feudal classes. Ever since the introduction of the pcnnancnt
Zamin9'1ri Settlement in Bengal. it became one of the main
features of the British land policy in India to foster a class of big
landlords who could serve as a strong social prop for British rule
in the country. Thus in most of the provinces the peasants were
deprived of their proprietary rights which were then vested in a
handful of individuals who under the Moguls were either State
officials or revenue farmers. In some cases as in Oudh, the
Taluqdars. who by force or fraud had usurped large areas, were
granted full proprit!tory rights in the land, expressly on the
condition that they would always remain loyal to the British rule.
In short in less than a hundred years British Imperialism had
created in India a strong feudal landlordism which was vested
with infinitely greater powers and privileges. and protected by a
far more elaborate code of land laws than any feudal aristocral·y
in the pre-British days. Being the creation of the British. this class
hecame in time the main social bulwark of Imperialism against
mass revolt. The Muslim bureaucracy and the richer landholding
elements of the Moghul days secured an important place in this
class and soon came to occupy a dominant position in the Muslim
community, having had behind them long traditions as rulers and
custodians of Muslim culture. The Government fostered them as
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the natural leaders of the Muslims and their economic hold over
the Muslim peasant masses enabled them to make their leadership
really effective.
Thus while the politically dominant etas~ among the Hindu was
increasingly realising the need of enli~ting mass support in its
agitation against Imperialism. the dominant clas-; among the
Muslims was. with the help of the Go~emment deliberately and
systematically keeping the Muslim masses away from stmggle
against Imperialism. The Muslim up(>l!r classes exploited all the
feudal prejudices to keep the Muslim1' permanently under the yoke
of Imperialism. Sir Syed Ahmad, considered at one time to be the
greatest Muslim leader of India. used to openly avow that he
wanted to give a greater stability to British rule in India by
providing the Government with a loyal educated Muslim
bureaucracy. He built up the M.A.O. College at Aligarh to train
up loyal servants of the Crown, with the fund!> h\! received from
big Muslim Zamindars and Taluqdars. It was under such
leadership that for decades the Muloilim masloics were deliberately
misguided, deluded and kept politically backward.
The Non-cooperation Movement of 1921 was the first countrywide mass movement against Imperialism and one in which both
Hindu and Muslim masses participated with equal vigour. It was
essentially an expre!tsion of the wave of mass discontent which
swept over India immediately after the War and which was
occasioned by the rapid economic decline which had set m. The
prices rose sharply during the War while wages and salaries
lagged seriously behind, with the result that the real incomes of
the urban masses, both petty-bourgeois and proletarian were
drastically curtailed. The peasantry was hit during the War period
partly by the rise in the prices of manufactured commodities,
specially, cloth, oil. salt etc., but mainly by a rapid incre~se in
rents which in the Zamindari areas were raised much higher
inproportion than the aetual rise in agricultural prices. The year.,
immediately following the War brought a quick decline in
agricultural • prices but rents and revenues not · only remained
constant but even increased in certain provinces. All these factors
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combined to give rise to an unprecedented spontaneous revolt of
the masses in every part of the country.
But the leadership of the movement wa.i; not thrown up from
below by the mS.s revolt; it fell into the hands of the Indian
Capitalists and their spokesmen the propertied intelligentsia, who
attempted to harness the mass discontent as a lever to press the
Government into granting some concessions to Indian trade and
industry. The Muslim masses, however in this period, came
directly under the influence of Muslim middle classes who had
been strongly touched by the anti-imperialist aspects of the
world-wide upsurge of Muslim Nationalism after the war and who
were primarily responsible for the Khilafat agitation.
.
Thus the Civil Disobedience Movement was not an expression
of the organic unity of the Hindu .jind Muslim masses struggling
for a common end; it was, instead, a makeshift united front
between two distinct organisations, namely, the Congress
represpnting mainly the Hindu upper and middle classes and the
Khilafat Committees representing the Muslim middle classes.
Communal differences were recognised by the leaders of both the
organisations and though constant appeals for Hindu-Muslim
unity were made, religious slogans were allowed and even
encouraged. The leaders talked to the Hindu ma~ses in one
language and to the Muslims in another. The anti-imperialist
appeal was invariably couched either in sentimental or in religious
terms. The Muslims were asked to fight against the Government
because the British wanted to destroy the Khilafat which was the
only symbol of international Muslim unity. The Hindus were
called to join the movement on the ground that the British had
usurped their sacred motherland. Reactionary religious sentiments
and feelings were evoked on all sides; the Hindus were made to
dream of a Ram Raj, while not a few Muslims thought of the
restoration of Mohammedan rule in India.
During the movement the leadership of the Muslim masses
passed from the feudal elements into the hands of the Young
Muslim Intelligentsia drawn from the lower middle classes which
had been developing round Aligarll. A section of this intelligentsia
spontaneously joined the Congress, but the Congress made no
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attempt to draw within its fold the Muslim masses, or for the
matter of that even the Hindu masses. The bou.geois leadership of
the Congress aimed, not at the overthrow of Imperialism, but at
extracting a few economic concessions from it, through a
maximum of mass pressure. It therefore made no efforts to
convert the Congress into an effective organ of struggle by
pushing its organisational roots deep down among th;: masses.
The Congress remained throughout a top-heavy organisation with
a fairly extensive influence but with a weak and loose base. The
Muslim masses were left by the Congress entirely in· the care of
the Khilafat Committees which based their anti-Government
propaganda exclusively on religious considerations. In fact the
whole Khilafat Movement wa.li so strongly tinged with religion
that in many cases its anti-imperialist aspects were entirely
obscured by religious frenzy.
The Civil Disobedience Movement collapsed but it left in the
saddle bourgeois reformist leadership of the Congress and the
pseudo-religious leadership of the Khilafat Movement. There
followed years of demoralisation in which, thanks to the clever
manoeuvres of British Imperialism on the onl." hand and to the
growning economic crisis coupled with the complete political
bankruptcy of the Congress leadership on the other, communal
strife grew to enormous proportions. The Montague-Chelmsford
Reforms by inflicting on the country separate communal
electorates, communal representation in Services. el<.' • laid the
foundation of a sharp cleavage between the Hindu and Muslim
middle classes and the Imperialist bureaucracy knew how to work
the Refonns as a powerful lever in fomenting communal tension.
In the mean time the Post-war economic depression rapidly
covered India which began to feel its effects as early as

1923-1924.

.

Middle class unemployment grew with leaps and bounds; a
severe competition for Govennent Services set in; communal
quotas hightened bitterness and a declining
and industry fell
back on communal appeals to capture more customers. and
Imperialism fully exploited all this to its best advantage.

rrcide
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The Indian middle classes tom and harassed by a rapid
economic decline became an easy pawn in the hands of
Imperialism in its game of divide and rule. Communal
newspapers, cpmmunal political and cultural organisations,
Shuddhi and Tabligh associations grew up on all sides. And above
all the middle classes succeeded in infecting some sections of the
masses with the communal poison, with the result that within a
few years the whole face of the country was darkened by a series
of bloody and savage communal riots.
Thus while Imperialism was successfully wiping out every
vestige of the ma~~ revolt of 192 l the Congress leadership was
helplessly looking on, awaiting things to take a better tum.
Nothing short of an effective organisation of the masses for their
common e<.:onomic interests co~ld serve as a counterblast lo the
growing communal virus of the middle class, but this was beyond
what the Congress leadership could attempt. The class character
of the leadership mled this out. The collapse of the C'.D.
Movement was taken tb mean the unpreparedness of the masses
for a struggle and during the years immediately following the
collapse, the passivity of the Congress became so great. that .the
field was left entirely open to communal reactionary leadership.
The Muslim masses who were never brought by the Congress
directly under its own influence, were now taken funher and
further away from it, by that very middle class leadership which
had headed the Khilafat Movement and in whose hand the
Congress had very complacently left the fate of the entire Muslim
population. With the break-up of the Khilafat, the Muslim middle
classes infected in the same measure with communal hatred as the
Hindu middle classes, swung right across to the other side. Back
came the Muslim feudal elements in their old leading position and
this time with added strength ac; they now controlled the middle
classes who provided them with a bigger mass basis.
How did the Congress leadership under these conditions try to
save the situation? Being incapable of building mass organisations
on a class basis, it concentrated its efforts at securing communal
unity from the top, through negotiations with communal leaders,
through unity conferences, communal pacts, compromises etc.
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General appeals for Hindu-Muslim Unity were not wanting in
number, but these appeals were invariably mc·.mt to change the
hearts of a handful of prominent communal leaders on both sides.
This method of solving the problem was bound to fail because it
demanded a change of heart which objective realities did not
pennit. Communalism has its roots deep down in the economic
decay of the middle classes and as long as this decay continues no
verbal appeals can possibly save the situation.
As the Muslim middle classes drifted away from the Congress,
the Congress completely lost whatever little touch it haCt with the
Muslim masses. The complete isolation of the Congress from the
Muslim community made it more than ever predominantly Hindu
in its membership. This naturally caused the Congress
organisation to be dominated by the Hindu cultural outloo~. But
not only this, the Congress with an almost exclusive middle class
membership, could not always keep itself clean of the communal
bias, especially in those provinces where the Muslim population is
in a majority, i. e. Punjab, Sindh and Bengal. This was cleverly
exploited by the Muslim reactionary leaders to denounce the
Congress as a Hindu organisation working only for the good of
the Hindu community.
The isolation of the Congress from the Muslim community as a
whole could be broken only by a direct approach to the Muslim
masses and by waging a constant day to day struggle for the
removal of their economic grievances. But it was precisely in
those very provinces where the Muslims are concentrated. that the
class interests of the Congress leadership came into direct conflict
with the vital economic demands of the Muslim pea4'antry. In
Bengal the Congress, dominated a~ it always has been by Hindu
landlord interests, scrupulously avoided every possible political
contact with the Muslim peasantry. In the Punjab the Cong,ress
leadership has been mai~ly m the hands of the money-lending
classes which throughout kept the Congress as far away as
possible from organising the peasantry for the removal of their
main econo~c grievances, such as indebtedness. · In Sindh the
-influence of the Congress has never ~~.beyond: a small
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section of the town-dwelling merchant classes which have landed
and money-lending interests too.
But while th~ old Congress leadership was thus demonstrating
its complete in~city to cope with the problem of communal
conflict, new political forces, which had more effective solutions
to offer were rapidly developing in the country. The most
important factor in this respect was the emergence into politics of
the Indian working class with its socialist ideology. The post-War
development of the labour movement in India pushed to the fore
an alternative line of political action; a more militant
anti-Imperialist line based on a clear recognition of the
fundamentally economic unity of all sections of the exploited
masses against Imperialism and its allies. The Trade Union
~eadership had a new approach ro the communal problem; it had
new solutions as well. It decried as futile all attempts to negotiate
and fonn communal pacts at the top. It emphasised the urgent
neclssity of securing unity from below by building up mass
organisations on a class basis and by drawing all sections of the
masses together in their common struggle against the present
system of exploitation.
It is to the everlasting credit of the Labour Movement in India.
that it was not only the first to suggest the real solution of the
communal problem but also to demonstrate the efficacy of the
solution in actual practice. In the Bombay communal riots of
1929, while the petty bourgeoisie and the demoralised lumpen
elements of the population were spreading murder and rapine all
over the city, the working class, both Hindu and Muslim, under
the iofluence of the Gimi Kamgar Union. stood aS a united solid
force against the prevailing 'religious frenzy and butchery'.
As a result of the growing ideological influence of the working
class movement, a Left-wing with Socialist leanings began to
grow in the ranks of the politically conscious petty bourgeisie.
Inside the Con~ss, the Youth Leagues carried on active
propaganda of a national democratic nature in favour of
communal unity. Their propaganda differed frpm the earlier
Congress propagan~ in the sense that while the Congress
recognised communal differences and merely appealed for
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common political action, the Youth Leagues laid all emphasis on
the cultural, linguistic, economic and politic~d ties which bound
the two communities as the component parts of one Indian Nation.
This approach with a slightly greater stress on the economic
aspect was also taken up by the left intellectuals within the
Congress who were rapidly drifting towards Socialism.
The result was that on the eve of the second C.D. Mvvement a
fairly large and vocal element in Indian politics demanded a new
line with regard to the communal question, nam~ly that of
securing mass unity from below through a consistent struggle
against common economic grievances.
The mass revolt of the second C.D. Movement was brought by
the Agnirian crisis. which was as sudden as it was unprecedented
in magnitude. In a couple of years the agricultural prices fell by
about fifty per cent, while the land revenue demands of the
Government remained constant and even increased in certain
provinces. This spelt complete economic ruin for the peasantry
which was already in a state of chronic distress. The crisis hit the
town population as well. Industrial production contracted causing
a great deal of working class unemployment. The middle classes
were hit hard by a decline in trade and commerce. The result wa11
a spontaneous mass outburst. But the movement was again
headed by the old refonnist leadership of the Congress which
followed the same tactics as it had done in 1921. The mass revolt
was again too strong for the leadership which after a variety of
face saving devices calie.d off the movement.
The Civil Di11obedience Campaign again hrought a section of
the Muslim middle classes under the influenc.e of the Congress,
though it was not the old leadership of the Khilafat days but a
younger and politically more advanced element, consisting of
those who had been affected by the propaganda of the Youth
Leagues and the Left Congressmen. But this element young as it
was, had little mass following and could not, during the
movement, VJ'ean away the Muslim peasant ma.c;ses from the
influence of the old communal leadership, although Muslim
peasants and workers did participate spontaneously in fairly good
·
numbers almost all over the country.
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The most outstanding feature ~f this phase of the struggle,
however, was the part played by the Red Shirt peasant movement
of the N.W. Frontier. This movement having its roots in the
extreme economic distress that prevails in the frontier villages.
was inspired
a very large measure by the propaganda of the
Nawajawan Bharat Sabha. It soon assumed mighty proportions
and converted the Frontier province into one of the strongest
anti-imperialist battlegrounds in the whole country. While the
Muslim peasantry of the Frontier was thus effectively struggling
against Imperialism, the Muslim peasant masses of the Punjab,
Sind and Bengal remained entirely under the influence of
reactionary leaders, thanks to the unwillingness of the Congress
leadership in these provinces even to approach the peasantry. The
Congress in these provinces. c<>11fined its agitation to a handful of
towns, appealing only to the middle classes, and quietly leaving
the peasantry to be dominated and controlled by pro-imperialist
md,ividuals and organisations.
The militant support of the peasantry of the frontier and the
definite swinging over of a section of the Muslim middle classes
10 the Congress prompted Imperialism to resort to fresh
manoeuvres to drive yet another wedge between the upper classes
of the two communities. In the first Round-Table Conference the
India Office managed successfully to prevent the alliance of the
Muslim League with the Liberals. Immediately after this, the Aga
khan was sent to India to organise the All India Muslim
Conference in order to consolidate the forces of the Muslim
pettybourgeoisie as an instrument to counteract the demands of
the Liberals and the Congress. But since the C.D. Movement was
~till on, imperialism did not commit itself to anything until after
the collapse of the movement when Imperialism came out openly.
Jhere followed the Communal Award, succeeded immediately by
Hoare's statement regarding the protection of minority rights.
But Imperialist manoeuvres were not as successful this time as
they had been after the first C.D. Movement. Much water had
tlowed under the bridges since 1921. The constant pressure of the
agrarian crisis, the presence of a powerful Muslim movement on
the Frontier, the growing radicalii;;ation of the Muslim
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Intelligentsia as reflected in the development of Left tendencies in
Aligarh and Dacca and among the Ahrars and the
Jamiatul-Ulema, the consolidation of all the Left forces of the
Congress in the C. S. Party, the spontaneous growth of a peasant
movement everywhere and specially among the Muslim peasantry
of Bengal and finally the rising tide of working class struggles, all
these factors seriously counteracted the designs of Imperialism.
On the top of it all came the Elections giving rise to an
extensive whirlwind propaganda by the Congress. But the
elections again brought into sharp relief the old attitude of the
Congress regarding work among the Muslim masses. The
Congress Right wing-definitely ruled out the setting up of a large
number of Muslim Congress candidates on the plea that the
Muslim masses were not prepared to support the Congress.
Instead they attempted to come to an agreement with the leaders
of the Muslim League promising them support if they ran
candidates against other reactionary Muslim parties. This policy
again safely delivered the Muslim masses into the hands of
communal leaders and organisations.
The elections however came as an eye-opener. Much to the
as,tonishment of the Congress leadership, in several provinces
where the Congress stressed its economic programme, the Muslim
peasantry spontaneously responded to Congress propaganda and
actively supported and worked for the Hindu Congress candidates.
This caused a good deal of heart-burning on the part of the
Congress Left which began to see how the opportunities afforded
by the elections of extending Congress influence over the Muslim
peasantry had been lost. It had heen clearly demonstrated by the
elections that given some work among the Muslim masses, they
could be easily drawn into the Congress. The realisation of thi!>
fact by the Left created the move to set up Muslim mass contact
Committees. The Congress Right was, however, sceptic about the
wisdom of such a move. It still pinned its faith in negotiations
with the leaders of the Muslim League and in pacts and
understandings with them. But eventually it acquiesced in the
proposal of setting up such committees partly because the
Congress President vehemently supported the proposal a'ld partly
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because there were no immediate prospects of a favourable
understanding with the League.
The Muslim mass contact Committees represent a new idea in
Congress politics. These committees aim at approaching the
Muslim masse~ directly and winning them over to the Congress
without the assistance and intervention of those old Muslim
communal leaders whose support and help the Congress had
always hankered after, in the past. It is a definite challenge to
those leaders and in this respect makes a clean break from the old
Congress line.
But in order that the Muslim mass contact Commiuees may
effectively fulfil the task for which they have been created, it is
necessary not omy to carry on an unremitting struggle against the
communal leadership, but also to re-orientate the whole method of
the work done by the Congres~ among the masses. The object of
these committees should not be merely to enrol Muslim four anna
Congress members but to link up the political propaganda of the
C911gress with the day to day struggle against the economic
grievances of the Muslim masses. It is only when the Congress is
able come out, not in words, but in deeds, as the real champion of
the vital economic interests of the oppressed masses, that it will
strike its roots deep into the soil. If it remains, as it is today, a
predominantly middle-class organisation, tom between its loyalty
to the propertied classes which control it and the objective
necessity of greater contact with the masses, it will never acquire
that strength, nor forge those sanctions which would enable it to
overthrow Imperialism. The great majority of the Muslim
population consists of poverty-stricken peasantry. If the Congress
wants to win them over, it must break through the barriers placed
in its way by the propertied classes which dominate the Congress,
specially in those provinces where the Muslim peasant masses
predominate. It must evolve a comprehensive programme of
agrarian demands and must make all its lower committees carry
on a constant struggle for these demands. The Congress has
recognised the inherent right of workers and peasants to from their

independent class organisations and the President has even issued
circulars to Provincial committees asking them to support and

encourage the fonnation of separate workers 'and peasants'
organisations. It is therefore now imperative that the Congress
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leadership should in every province help in the growth of theM!
organisations by securing their collective affiliation to the
Congress, convert the Congress into a mighty organ of mass
struggle against Imperialism.
It. must be the primary task of the Muslim mass contact
Committees to tear away the Muslim mas.;es from their present
reactionary leadership not by vague political propaganda, because
such propaganda will not take them very far, but by
demonstrating to the Muslims in action, h0w the Congress is
fighting for the removal of their economic misery which their
present leaders are only perpetuating. But the Committees should
guard against any tendency to a separatist outlook. They have
been created under a peculiar situation wherein conditions demand
specialised attention to Muslim work. They must be looked upon
as temporary bodies which must disappear when the present
isolation of the Congress from the Muslim masses has been
broken up. In no case can they be allowed to develop as
communal bodies within the Congress having a sepan1tc
communal following. Their main function should be to facilitate
the passage of Muslim masses into those class organisations such
as peasant Sabhas, trade unions etc., where communal difference!!
cease to have meaning. Thus alone will they serve a useful
purpose and help to transform the Congress into a powerful
anti-imperialist organisation with ill\ roots deep down into the
economic interests of all the exploited sections of the Indian
people.

IAppendix (xvii) I

Taking Stock
After The :Elections in Bengal
Nityanand Chowdhary,
Organising Secretary, B. P. T. U. C.

(The everwlielming success of all anti-imperialist candidates in
the recent election has set radTcal politicians another problem,
viz. what should be the programme and tactics of these
an~-imperialist deputies inside and outside the legislature.,? For
obVious reasons no ·detailed programme and policy can be
evolved to cover the whole country. To a very large extent it will
be for these elected representatives themselves to work out the
details of their day~to-day tactics with due regard to their
strength and special circumstances in their respective provinces.
It would be a great help, however, if those who are interested
and well informed took stock of the existing situation and
discussed the difficulties confronting them in their own province
before taking a step which may later prove to be abortive or
unjustified. It was this consideration which prompted the writer
of the following article to review the parliamentary situation in
Bengal.
Although this article necessarily touches upon dijJiculiies
which are peculiar to Bengal, it raises at the same time issues
which are agitating the minds of Socialists all over the country,
such, for example, as the formation at this juncture of an
All-India Workers Party, or the tactics of anti-imperialists in
those legislatures 'where the Congress is in a minority, or the
question of work outside and independent of the Congress. It is
Publ~hed in
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hoped, therefore, that this article will initiate an interesting and
useful discussion whic:lt will help to clarifv isntes of .4.1/-lndia
significance.)

The Anti-Imperialist Forces within the Legislatures
The elections are over and it is now time to take stock. The
main slogans of all anti-imperialists during the electiort campaign
were for complete national independence, for wrecking the slave
constitution and for the calling of a Constituent Assembly freely
elected by the Indian people. Coupled to these major !JOliticaJ
demands were mass economic demands of peasants and workers
or town poor. There were two big radical organisations in the
field, the Indian National Congress and the Proja Party, besides a
number of other anti-imperialist organisations such as the T.U.C ..
the Krishak Samitis and the Bengal Labour Party. The Congress
returned sixty members, the Proja Party forty-one, other smaller
parties were generally successful. The Congress is today the
biggest single group within the Al\sembly. and the radical forces.
if combined, would form a substantial minority. The fact that they
could not form a majority is, indeed, entirely due to the l\tructure
of the new constitution, which has split up the people into
artificial communal groups, and tended to strengthen the hands of
reactionaries and pro-imperialists. Inspite of all this elaborat~
machinery and inspite of the repression rampant in the Province.
the masses have given their verdict in unmistakable term~. They
do not want this constitution, and they do want freedom, bread
and land. Broad sections of the masses, whether Hindu or
Muslim, support a radical programme and look to the Congress or
the Proja Party or their other representatives to carry through that
programme.

Is the l~dership reliable?

.

Will these parties or rathP.r will the present leadership of the:o;e
parties carry through such a programme'? Fazlul Haq. t~e leader
of the Proja Party, has formed the new Government. He 1s. known
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to be an opportunist, who one day flirts with the Congrees, and
the next day may says that he will co-operate with the
Government if the Government wiJJ co-operate with him, and the
third day joins. the reactionary ex-minister Nazimuddin. He has
through legislation to give relief to the
promised to
peasantry. We may be quite sure, however, that neither he nor his
supporters will be able to achieve the fulfilment of even the
minimum demands of the peasantry through the constitutional
machinery. Imperialism, while continuing its exploitation with
even greater energy. will use men as puppets to wave radical
banners and spout radical phrases before the Muslim masses. The
cry of religion too, will be raised to prevent the combination of the
Muslim with the Hindu peasantry.
Let us for a moment examiq.e the case of the Proja Party. It is
said on behalf of that party that it cannot merge with the I.N.C.
for two reasons. In the first place the Muslim masses, though
miptant, have a natural antipathy for the Congress. Secondly the
Proja Party, having a more radical agrarian programme than the
l.N.C., naturally cannot think of merging with a more reactionary
body. But what is there in the I.N.C. that the Muslim masses can
object to? They live side by side with their Hindu brethren, and
relief can come to them only with the overthrow of Imperialism
and its reactionary supporters. There is nothing fundamentally in
the way of the masses being drawn into the l.N .C., in fact thetr
inclusion would tremendously help to strengthen the
anti-Imperialist front by sealing the doors of communalism from
below, and demonstrating the fundamental solidarity of tht'
peasantry and other exploited sections of the people. Only such a
combination would not be in the interests of Fazlul Haq & Co.,
who are afraid of losing a valuable weapon for bringing pressure
on the authorities to secure their own petty demands. As for the
supposed radical agrarian programme, we can judge its radicalism
from the fact that Fazlul Haq is seriously of the opinion that he
can caITy it through the present legislature. This means that the
Proja Party leadership is consciously deluding the masses, that it
is making demagogic promises which it knows it can never fulfil
No. It is obvious that it is not its radical programme that is the

carry
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stumbling block in the way of the Proja Pany's union with the
I.N.C.
. The po~ition _of the l.N:C. is slightly better. For all its tragic
mtemal ~1ssens1ons and its comparative loss of prestige, the
I.N .C: std I has the support of large sections of the people,
espectally of the petty bourgeoisie. Although the Congress has
little influence over the Muslims it is nevertheless not a communal
organisation and has its doors open to anyone who cares to
become a fighter for Swaraj. At the same time the Congress has
the largest organised political machint:1y and an All-India and
International status that no other organisation can challenge. Thi~
All-India status effects its internal working also, in as much a~ its
policy and discipline are determined not by local conditions alone
but wider national considerations. Nevertheless. the Congress in
Bengal, as elsewhere is a loose heterogeneous organisation.
representing the collaborcition of various elements, who have
mutually antagonistic economic and social interests but who have
joined together against Imperialism because they are all exploited
by Imperialism. Moreover, as elsewhere, the Congress in Bengal
is at present dominated by the Rightist!- and has its deepest roots
amongst the petty-bourgeoi~ie. These Rightists though opposed to
Imperialist exploitation, hesitate to develop the mass movement
which alone will overthrow Imrerialism. because they are afraid
lest they themselves be overthrown in the process. The Rightist
leadership in Bengal, therefore, while focussing attention on the
new constitution and on the demand for rejecting it, suppresses the
mass demands of the peasantry and the workerii. Why is this'?
Because an ·titeration in the con~titution could be utilised for
gaining more power for itself by the bourgeoisie, but mass
demands might mean a class conflict with landlords and
capitalists which would threaten the economic and social fabric to
the detriment of the interests of the bourgeoisie. The absence of
the Muslim element in the Congress also gives a communal tinge
to the agitation against the constitution, as attention is centred less
on the broader aspects of the question an~ ~ore on th~ narrow
question of the division of communal seats ms1de the leg~slatures.
It becomes a fight for the loaves and fishes between the Hmdu and
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the Muslim opportunists. Thus the national struggle f.or
independence is not only completely pushed into the background,
but the venom of communalism is secreted from above, enters into
the arteries of t~ political organisation, and threatens to attack
the masses too. ··
The other radical elements inside the legislatures are some
representatives of the T.U.C., the Bengal Labour Party. (a
workers' party with a mass basis a radical anti-Imperialist
programme) and a few representatives of peasant organisation
with a radical agrarian programme, but so far there is no common
political organisation. Opposed to all these stand the solid block
of Europeans(25), Anglo-Indians, Hindu Sabhaites, Independent
Hindus and Muslims. and Muslim Leaguers, who are all alike in
their hostility to Indian independqice. There is little likelihood of
winning over any of these for the support of an anti-Imperialist
programme.
The l.N.C. not being in a majority must, consistently with its
general policy, oppose all attempts at working or perpetuating the
present constitution. Even the Rightist leadership cannot but carry
out such a policy. There can be no talk, therefore, of the l.N.C.
supporting a ministry. All such support would be totally
inconsistent with Congress line. But if the Congress carries out a
policy of blind opposition to each measure of the Government (be
that Government what it may) it may find itself in the paradoxical
position of opposing a popular measure-for instance a bill to give
some relief to the peasantry. The Congress will have, therefore, to
suggest its own counter-measures and not merely oppose
measures of the Government. The leadership being what it is. we
may be sure that counter-measures if any, will reflect the same
class and communal bias referred to above that is to say, they will
be such as to hold up and demoralise the mass struggle against
imperialism.

How shall we strengthen the Anti-Imperialist Movement?
The question then arises, how is the anti-Imperialist Movement
going to be organised and strengthened inside the legislatures, this
being the material available? The Congress is there, in opposition
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it is true, but it is controlled by the Right-the Proja Party is there
but its leadership is capitulating to Imperialism-a few
independents belonging to working class or peasant organisations
exist, as detached individuals with not very great weight in any of
the larger organisations. Who then will take the initiative in
putting forward the minimum anti-Imperialist platfonn?
Obviously it would appear to be the job of the l.N.C. but the
I.N.C. is not popular with the Proja Party and the independents
are afraid of losing their identity if they ally with it entirely.

The proposal of a "Left" bloc outside the I.N.C.
In view of this situation there are some leftists who propose the
formation of a "left" bloc in the legislatures outside the big radical
organisations. They claim that these independent leftists will be
able to rally the left elements in the bigger organisation, and at the
same time will be able to take an independent line, since they will
not be under the whips of these organisations. They feel that it is
this independent "left" bloc alone that can take the initiative in
putting forward the correct anti-Imperialist line. This little group
will consist of some of the T.U.C. men who are at present in the
A.I.C.C., and of six to seven members of the Krishak Samitis.
The T. U .C. men have been returned to the Assembly on behalf of
the United Front Parliamentary Board. The opinion of the T.U.C.
(Bengal Provincial) is not known, but it will undoubtedly be
placed in a difficult position if some of its representatives are
within the Congress and some independent of it. As for the
Krishak Samiti~ we do not know what their opimon in this matter
would be.
..
We find, however that things are far from right in the
theoretical dove-cotes of the sponsors of this move. In the first
place the Congress is attacked-straightaway as a "mixed"
organisation composed of different classes and therefore noi to be
trusted with the task of ieading the anti-Imperialist struggle.
The Socialists it is maintained, do not trust this "mixed"
•
•
Congress. The Indian masse~ can be freed politically and in the
economic sphere only by the working class allied to the peasantry
and all other anti-Im~riali!n elements. This means tliat the.
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working class-allied to the peasantry and all other antiImperialist elements must build up their own class organisations,
and their own "class" parties. This class party will now be
initiated hy this pi$.rliamentary bloc in the Bengal Assembly; it will
then work forward towards an All-India party. The programme of
the party, so far will be:
I. To expose the slave constitution,
2. To create an atmosphere for the growth of the antiImperialist forces in the country,
3. To carry on work inside the legislatures that will help the
work outside,
4. To call joint councils of the party and executives of the
peasant, trade union and other organisations which are against
Imperialism,
5. To promote a single All-India party with provincial
sections.
'The intelligent reader would no doubt discern in the above line
of argument a lot of muddled thinking. But behind all this
confusion the central idea stands clear-namely that the identity of
the sponsors of the scheme must at all costs be preserved, and that
they must be given a little boat of their own to row in-this new
..Unmixed" class party of the working class-allied with the
peasantry and an other anti-Imperialist elements. We certainly do
not understand this sort of thing as working class leadership. Any
party of the anti-Imperialist masses has of necessity to be a
"Mixed" party, representing the present stage of struggle for the
b\lurgeois democratic revolution. We are sure that no Marxist
would ever advocate leadership of that sort-where the l.N.C. &
the C.S.P. are completely ignored, the C.S.P. is not mentioned
once, and emphasis is laid on the formation of a new Party from
the top by a handful of deputies.

Should we attack the I.N.C.?
The above analysis of the l.N.C. contained in this manifesto is
misleading to say the least. The Congress never claimed to be a
class organisation. It has the longest history of mass struggle
against Imperialism. It may represent vested interests, but in order
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to gain mass support it has to make itself a mass organisation
with hundreds of primary committees and thousands of members
drawn from alJ the exploited masses. Pressure from below also
forces 'it to adopt a progressively radical programme. There is
nothing in. its election manifesto or its recent resolutions passed at
Faizpur that can be said to be against the interests of the masses,
though socialists may object that the demands do not go far
enough, or are not precise and concrete. They cannot, however,
jump to the conclusion that the Congress as a whole cannot be
trusted to fight the anti-imperialist struggle. The B.P.C.C. or the
B.P. Parliamentary Committee may be controlled by 'vested
interests'. but that does not enable them to flout the resolutions
and discipline of the All-India organisation. If there is sufficient
pressure from below to carry out the Congress resolutions. or
even to go further than these the B.P.C.C. cannot oppose it for
fear of losing its mass support.
.
It is said that the Congress in Bengal has no mass support. This
is patently incorrect. The Congress has the support of certain
sections of the peasantry and large sections of the
petty-bourgeoisie which is an exploited class under Imperialism.
In attacking the Congress as a whole we attack large sections of
genuine anti-imperialists, losing sight of the fact that the
p~tty-bourgeois class has an important role to play in the
anti-imperialist struggle. Again, if the deputies elected on behalf
of the Congress are drawn from the Right and have vested
interests they have, nevertheless, been elected by the masses.
These masses certainly take the Congress to be their organisation.
fighting for their emancipation. Finally let us not forget that the
Congress fonns today the largest single party in the Bengal
Assembly. Therefore to talk of the progressive elements fonning a
party outside the Congress Is to betray an extremely '!arrow
sectarian outlook, ai:i outlook which may have serious
repercussions on the movements for National liberation. a.-; well as
for the wodcers and the peasants whom the socialists wish to
serve. By attacking the Congress as a whole the socialists spread
the idea that the whole organisation is reactionary. They di!;Credit
themselves in the eyes of thousands of loyal supporters of the
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Congress and thus play into the hands of the Right wing, which
takes full advantage of such tactics to call socialists disrupters
and careerists. Thus instead of helping to weaken the Right
leadership they strengthen it, instead of radicalising and pushing
forward large ·section of anti-imperialists into greater ma'~
struggles they help to keep them disorganised, ideologically
backward and tragically inactive. If the Congress contains classes
with vested interests, these are fattening on the ignorance and
ideological backwardness of the exploited masses that suppon the
Congress today. It is the job of genuine socialists to raise the level
of consciousness of the masses, to alter the complexion of the
Congress organisation from below and to win the leadership from
the Right. This can only be done by persistent and untiring work
in and through the Congress. Ii our desire to make the Congress
the forum of the National anti-Imperialist front is to be translated
into reality, there is no other way except to work inside the
Congress and take the initiative on each specific issue that come~
before us. No amount of criticism is going to make the Right wing
budge. But work and agitation inside the Congress machine, mass
pressure from below, the demand for democratization and
coll~tive affiliation, the actual formation of United Front
Committees for specific meetings and demonstrations for specific
purposes will have its effect.

The Role of the C.S.P.
Some of our friends confuse working class leadership with

their own personal leadership, and in their anxiety to preserve
their own identity as little leaders-be it of infmitesimal fractions
or groups-persue a sectarian line that prevents the masses from
combining. We must always think in terms of the masses-in
terms of the united front between the working class, the peasantry
and the petty-bourgeoisie. We must make every effort-strain
every nerve-to consolidate and strengthen that unity. Hence it is
we who have to make the effort within every mass organisation,
big or small, to bring the masses that support these organisations
on to a common platform and into joint action. We must boldly
realise the fact that the. Jnd~jlll National Congress cannot be
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ignored-that it must become the peoples' National Front against
Imperialism. We must therefore show to the people on every
occasion that we are not agai11st but with the Congressmen-that
we are ·not setting up something that will rival the Congress but
that we are the sincerest and most active· Congressmen. We must
"how to the people that the United Front is not a manoeuvre to
increase our personal influence or to capture the leadership for
ourselves, but that it is rather the means for incrt>asing the power
and control of the masses themselves-a means for bringing the
National struggle into the hands of the \\·orkcrs and peasants.
The position of the C.S.P. in Bengal is sddom discussed. The
Pai1y is usually dismissed with tht~ remark, "Oh it is an
insignificant little group of petty-bourgeois intellectuals led by a
disreputable set of people, more rightist than the Right." When
pressed further and asked to explain why our 'left' comracres have
not themselves made efforts to enter the C.S.P. and improve the
cadres. they reply that the present leadership prevents them from
joining the Party. And there the matter cndl-i. Our 'left' friends
never sit down to think whether it is necessary to do anything
about it: whether the C.S.P. has any tasks to fulfil in the National
movement. The talk of the United Front and of the 1.N.C.
developing into the peoples' National Front-but they do not
visualise how this is going to come about. Indeed they set about it
in a way that would precisely prevent this ever coming about.
Socialists have on several occal-iions given an estimation of the
C.S.P. It has been pointed out that at the present stage of struggle
the C.S.P. is the lever inside the Congress that will radicalise the
rank and file .and help to give organisation to the ')eft' or
progressive clements within the J.N.C .. that the C.S.P. will help to
develop the United Front between the masses within the 1.N .C.
and those who are at present outside. During the three"years of its
existence the C.S.P. has been undergoing a process of ideological
development and it has consistently clarified its position and its
tasks. It has today decided that it mus~ broaden its base, that it
must work towards the Collective. Affiliation of worke~(j and
peasants' organisations to· the Congress. At the same time,
however, the right wing within the C.S.P. has consistently
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prevented the party from putting its thesis into practice, has been
content with remaining a small group of individuals, vocal from
time to time in the influential circles of the l.N.C., but ineffective
and inactive oi1 the mass front.
It is our job to make the C.S.P. cadres active on the mass front.
It is our job to break through this ring set up by this inactive right
wing. If we recognise the necessity of the C.S.P. then it is ,mr joh
to see that it puts its thesis into practice. Our 'left' comrades tell
us that this is impossible, because the C.S.P. leadership will
simply not acknowledge us, will not accept us. We reply that
consistent work amongst the rank and file of the Party will force
the Right to yield. They an~wer that there is no rank and file of
the C.S.P. To which we say: "Then create rank and file, work in
the Congress primaries and create a consciousnes" there, make the
rank and file Congressmen feel the necessity for the C.S.P .. make
them demand expansion of the C.S.P."

What must we achieve inside the Legislatures?

.

Coming hack to the question of tactic~ inside the Assembly-we have to decide firstly what we wish to achieve, and ~econdl)
how we are going to achieve it. We believe that the legislature!>
must be regarded as platforms from which we can put our
people's demands. We believe that no substantial relief can be
gained through them. We have· therefore to get the maximum
suppon for our opposition to the constitution, for our votes of
censure and for the demands that we shall put forward from thc
floor. It is obvious that the Congress bloc will be the biggest lever
for this task. In our work inside the Congress our commde~
should try to form a C.S.P. group from amongst the Congres!>
deputies, and this group should be most active in pressing the
Congress as a whole to carry out its resolutions, to implement its
election pledges and to work towards a United Front with all other
radical anti-imperialist organisations on the basis of an agreed
programme incorporating their specific demands.
For this we shall need to organise a United Front between the
Congress and other radical groups. We shall in the first instance
draw up a manifesto making clear our line and our demands. We
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shall then approach the Congress and other radical organisations
and groups and gain support for our manife· 10. We believe that
the United Front must be fonned in the first instance by the
organisations outside the legislatures, and then when this United
Front has been achieved these organisations should set up a
machinery to control the work and activities of the d~puties inside
the legislaturei,-a United Front Parliamentary Committee. It is
therefore necessary for us to organise immediately a Peoples
United Front Conference and to get the Indian National Congre~s.
the Congress Socialist Party. the Trade Union C<jngress, the
Students Federation, the Labour Party, the Krishak Samity and if
possible the Proja Party. to come to it. Such a conference will
rally the masses to the United Front Platfonn. It will certainly be
a challenge to the right wing in the l.N. Congress. It is absolutely
essential that our 'left' forces arc rallied and the massel' are made
to understand the real issues and the nature of the work inside the
legislatures he.fore the right wing has time once more to hoodwink
them.
At the same time it is obviou~ that a C.S.P. group as such
canm,i. work independently of the Congress organisation-the
initiative for building the United Front of all anti-imperialists
cannot then come from its group. Herein lies the necessity of an
independent bloc of workers and peasants' deputies.

The Parliamentary Alliance of Workers' and Peasants'
Deputies
As repesentatives of workers and peasants these independents
can initiate an'CI consistently persue an anti-imperialist line both
inside·and outside the legislatures. It will be their job to draw up a
minimum programme of work. incorporating the political and
economic demands that can be supported by the 1.N .C and the
Proja Party as well a~ by all other anti-imperialist fighters.
Further, they will have to activi~e the Congre!"ls, (with th~ help of
the C.S.P gwup), and the rank and file of the Proja Party, to put
the demands of the workers and peasants as well as the general
national demands for civil liberties and democrdtic righh, always
to the fore; they will mobililie the widest possible support for
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opposition to all reactionary and anti-democratic and repressive
mea1;ures introduced by the Government; and they will themselves
initiate radical proposals balied on the immediate demands of the
workers aAd peasants and try to rally support from the l.N.C. and
the Pro_ja Party rank and file for these. Finally they will have to
insist on the important task of developing the mass movement
outside and being independent they will have to insist not only in
word but in deed. They will actually help to orgw1ise the ma.'ises
and initiate mass action in support of the popular demands.
Since only an independent group can take such initiative, it will
not do for these independents to merge themselves either into tht•
l.N.C. or the Proja Party. It has already been made clear,
however. that this independent group will not in any way stand in
opposition either to the Congress as a whole. or to the Proja
Party, nor will it in any way attempt to set up a rival organisation
to either, oubide the legislatures. On the contrary. its consistent
effort will be to bring all anti-imperialist organisations into one
platform, ultimately within the l.N.C. which will then have
broadened ·and become democratised into the United National
Peoples' Front against Imperialism. This Parliamentary Party
should come into existence through a United Front Conference of
all anti-imperialists.
What then would be the basic line of our Peoples' United Front
Conference'! We believe that the basic problems are those today
relating to the bourgeois-democratic revolution, which the entire
Indian people under the leadership of the working class has to
achieve. We must therefore place in the forefront the following
demands:
(I)
For Complete Independence.
(2) For the rejection of the Slave Constitution.
(3) For a Constituent Assembly freely elected by the
Indian People.
(4) For the immediate release of all political prisoners
detenues and internees.
(5) For repeal of all anti-democratic legislation.
(6) For freedom of press, meeting, and speech.
(7)
For 50% reduction in land rent and revenue.
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For abolition of all feudal dues and labour.
Cancellation of peasant and working class debts.
Land to Landless peasant Labourers.
8 hour day.
( 12) Freedom to strike and picket.
(13) Insurance against sickness and old age benefits.
( 14) Free and compulsory primary and secondary
education.
(I 5) Minimum wage.
We should also demand that all th!! <l1:puties agreeing to this
programme should report every three months to the United Front
Committee, which should report lo the Executives of the various
organisations on the progres1' made in carrying out this
progamme. Inside the various organisations our demand should
be for democratisation i.e. for new constitutions giving· greater
control, power of discussion, initiative and recall to the primary
and lower committees. Inside the Congress we should continually
press for Collective Affiliation of Trade Unions and other mas!oi
organisations and also for democratisation. The United Front
Conference should act as a powerful force Lo activise the various
anti-imperialist organisation!!. and to release as well as organise
the energy of the masses. It should al~o help to bri11g the masses
that are now under communal reactionary leadership into closer
contact with each other, one step towards that mighty solidarity.
the Peoples' National Front against Imperialism.
(8)
(9)
( l 0)
(I I)

IAppendix (xviii) I
British
Imperialism, Fascism And The
Anti-Soviet Campaign
R. Palme Dutt

THE hlood} domination of Fascism and its foreign policy in Germany
has given new life and hope to the British anti-Soviet campaign.
From the first moment of the accession to power of fascism in
Gennany. British imperialism has shown the utmost activity in
endeavouring to use the new situation in Central Europe in ~mler 10
huild the united imperialist front against the Soviet Union for a war of
intervention. with a Fascist Germany as the immediate weapon of
attack in the West. and the Japanese attal·k in the East. This policy ha!I
shown itselt in the Four-Power Pact negotiations. the real driving force
of which, despite the nominal Italian origin and sponsorship, has hcen
British pohcy throughout; in the breaking of trade relations wilh the
Soviet Union through the imports ban; and in the Japanese aggression
in the Far East.
The British Labour Party has seconded and assisted this campaign
hy an ideological campaign of war preparation against the Soviet
Union under the slogan "Democracy versus Dictatorship."

•

Taken from: ··The Communist lnternalion:i.r·. June 22. 1933. pubh~hed from London
Note: The NAZIS came 10 power m Gcnnany when Adolf Hitler 1ook olllh as Chancellor of
Ger111W1y on 30 January. 1933.The imperialist powers started their conspiracy 11nmed1ately
to use Hitler

again.~t

Soviet Union. The

~aders

of the World Communisl Mo\·ement aho

became alert about this danger and this article. written by Rajnni Pall'll: Dutt. will hea1
testimony to it.
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Although the conflicting interests of the imperialist Powers have
placed many obstacles in the way of the realisation of the British aim.
the provisional signing of the Four-Power Pm:t m June, even in its
prcscnt·m<>dified form, is a step in this direction The abandonment of
the ~mhargo hy Greal Britain docs not mean a change in principle of
the policy of the MacDonald Government. It merely bears witness to
the fact that that form of anti-Soviet activity ii. recognised to be
im:xpcdicnl at the present moment. Sharp vigilancl' is needed against
sudden moves in the future tu consolidat~ the interventionist hloc of
Powers. and force the situation to the poii.t of war.
The united working dass front against Fa!'cism •md the offensh:c of
~apitalisl reaction is necesi.anly. at the same lime. a unilcd front
against the menace of imperialist war on thl' So\'ict Union, which is
n:ndercd m.ld1tiunally acute hy lhe temporary m.lvancc of Fascism.
1.-THE FIRST STAGE OF THE BRITISH OFFENSIVE-THE FOUR-POWER PACT NEGOTIATIONS.
The National Government in Britain since it!> forrnation in lhe
autumn of 1931. has worked wni.btcntly towards a break with lhc
Soviet Union.
h1 February, 19.'Q. the National Cllwernmcnt hroke off the deht
ncgotialions with the Soviet Union. Captain Eden. llndcr-Scl.retary for
foreign Affair~. stat~d in ani.w;cr to a question in 1h1.· House of
Commons on February 8th. IY.U:
"The whole aspect of Anglo-Rusi.ian rch,tions under
cons1dcratiion."
In this ani.wcr w~: revealed the preparation of the National
Government in the spring of 1932 for a wider hrcak with the Soviet
Union, if a favourable situation could he !>Cc11rrd. Britain was giving
diplomatic and material support 10 the Japanc!\c offensive in the Far
East. In April, 1932. the Four-Power Conference was held in London
on British inilidtive. In June, 1932. vnn Papen, the open prolagllnist of
a united war of western imperialism on the Sc>Vict Union. was placed
in power in Germany. In June. 1932, the Laui.anne Treaty \1\-a~ signed,
and the Ul"l'<nnpanying Paci of Mutual Confidence. The signs of
incrca.,cd consolidation of a united front aganist the Soviet Union were
very strong.
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This attempted attack in 1932 hroke down on two main grounds.
First, the growth of the conflict with the United States over the Far
East. as well as over the dehts and Ottawa, hindered too open suppon
of Japan. Secorlf:I. the situation in Germany was not ready. In the
second half of I 932 the Fascist forces were sinking in Gcnnany, and
the Communist forces were rapidly rising. as shown in the Scptemlicr
elections and the Berlin transport strike. The attack on the ~oviet
Union was poslponcd.
From the moment !he Fascist dictatorship of Hitler was seL'n to he
firmly established in Germany. British imperialism, in the person of
MacDonald. hastened forward to greet the accession of the gangster~.
and open a new era or foreign policy in dose association with Hitkr
and Mussolini.
The sequence of dates is h.:re i11tportanl to note.
On" March 6!h the outcome of the NaLi terror elcL·tion~
"confirming" the rcgimt• in Germany. was known.
Immediately on M~rch 7th lhc decision was announced of
MacDonald and Simon. Prime Minister and Foreign SL'L:retary of 1hc
National Government, to t.akc the unusual step of a joint journey in
Europe, to Paris. Geneva and pu~sihly further. for the purpose of
overcoming the deadlock at Geneva. drawing togcthe1 France and
Germany. and possihly. it was hinted. securing a common meeting of
the four heads of Governmcnts--MacDonald, Daladicr. Mussolini and
Hitler.
The altitude of the British Government to German Fascism was
made sufficiently clear when MacDonald. explaining the motives of
thtir journey 10 the House of Commons. on March 23rd. 1933,
declared:
"It is perfectly plain to everyone that national life is heing
revitalised in Europe."
··National life is being revi1aliscd:' Such were the remark ah le tenns
in which the National Government in Britain went out of its way to
hail the advent of the pogrom regime of Fascism in Gennany. which
~ven arch-Conservatives out of office, such as Sir Austen Chamberlain
and Churchill. were at the same time describing, for their own
purposes. as ··savagery" and "tumultuous insurgence and ferocity."
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On March 9th MacDonald in Paris opposed !he French dC'mand that
the Nazi anning of the Stonn troops as auxiliary police should he
regarded as a violation of the Treaty of Vcrs:ulle!i. B1 itain appeared
already ao;; the protector of Fascist Gennany.
On March 12th to 16th. MacDonald. at Geneva. elaborated the
Dritish ·'Disannamcnt'' Plan for thl· increase of German annaments
and the reduction of French armaments. ka\'ing thi: British untouched.
In his speech to the League of Nations Assembly on March I 6th, he
proclaimed:
"Either Gennany is given justic'- and freedom. oc Europe will
risk deslruction. ''
Thus Mad)onald. who. ao; Prime Minister. had been in control of
British foreign policy for four years smcc 1929. only sudLIC"nly became
~1warc of the urgent necessity ol "justice an<l frec<lum·· tor Gcnnany.
the moment after Hitler wa11 in power. The liberal bourgeois
"Economist" sharply criticised the "blunder·· of thi!i pdrtiality of
MacDonald for Fasci!lm (8th April. 19~3):
"It was a blunder to open up the question of trl!'a.t)' revision
precisely at a moment when the hm.:l.'.s of rea<.·tion had
t11umphcd in Germany. and thu!i to p1omise conce!lsions to
Hitler. which had hecn refu,cd for .i decade to a dc1:1ocra1i..: and
pca~eful Germany."
It was. of course. no "!if under .. hut the ('t>nsislcnt expression ~lf
British policy. aimed at Lhc drawing of Germany into a western
orientation by promises of conce!>sions in the way ol "revi-;ion." in
order to fonn the:' anti-Soviet front. The· rl'latiom. ol lhc ruling
Conservative Party of the British huurgeoi:-ic. whose puppet
MacDonald hi at present, and thl' Na1is has alrcaJy hccn close for
years.
Finally. on March 18th. after an aucmpt to secure a meeting al
Geneva of MacDonald, Daladire. Mussolini and Hitler had failed. took
place the mceling of MacDonald and Mu!l!lnlini at Rome, ·and the
announcement of the Four-Power Pa..:t project.
The Four-Power Pac.:t projcl·t has hecn officially presented as of
purely Italian origin, Lhe child of the brain of Mussolini, with British
concurrence. In fact. however. the projcd reflects the continuous
British policy. As far hack a!> the period of Lrn.:arno, the battle of the
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pact and the protocol reflected. in corresponding forms, the struggle of
the British and French systems of domination in Europe. In April,
1932, Britain led the Four-Power Conference at London, which ended
in failure. In Novemhcr. 1932, the British Government officially
proposed to the· French, German and Italian Governments a
Four-Power Conference to lead lo a common understanding. hut the
project broke down in the face of French opposition. The Four-Power

line 1n1s in fact the co11tinum1s British line lon1-: he/ore "Mussolini's
plan."

From the outsc't the decisfre and wulerlyiug clwracter oj rlie
1-·our-Power Pac·t 1rns cm auti-Sol'iet Pact. cm·erillR its basic
anti-Soviet aim.\· under the• 111isleadi111-: .\loga11 of tlw "re1·i.\im1" of
Versailles. the ret1l aim h1•i11~ to add to Ver.millc•s a 111 11·
Hrest-Utm·sk.This anti-Soviet aim was dircctlv. visit-tie in the Fourth

.

1

Article of the original draft. laying down a "common line'' for Western
imperialism "in all lJUCstions political and non-political. European and
extra-European.··
Bourgeois Press comment widely rc<:ogniscd the anti-Soviet aim.
Mussolini's organ. the "Tribuna" stated the aim with deliberntc
opcnnesi. "l<! rid the world of Bolshevii.m ...
''If it is nccei.sary to defend oursclvs from the evil which finds
its fullest expression in Russi~. but which has also struck
Western civilisation. as a result of which all nation:-. arc
compelled to defend themselves from within. then io,; such
defence possiMe without the co-operation proposed in
Mussolini·s plan'!
"The time has arrived to recognise the value of the fascist ideai.
of Mussolini. not only at home, but also in the international
arena."
But, for the success of the Four-Power Pact. it was necessary, first.
lo overcome the oppsoiliun of French imperialism, which. in
antagonism to the Gennan rising claims. had been drawing into closer
economic and political relations with the Soviet Union, and of the
lesser States in Eastern Europe. at whos_s: expense the liio-called
''revision" would be likely to be conducted. This was the task to which
Rritish policy now set itself.
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11.-THE SECOND STAGE OF THE BRITISH OFFENSIVETHE BREAKING OF TRADE RhLATIONS.
The feverish activity of British foreign polKy in March. exprci.scd
in the journeyings MacDonald and Simon and in the huildin,g up of the
Four-Power Pact. should be brou~!hl into close relation with the
parallel al·tivity on a world scale.
On March 13th the embargo on the export of arms to Japan and
China was raised. The t:mhargo during its fortnight ol existence had
hccn no more than an empt)' gei.ture. :,inl'l' masses ol .war materials
had already heen supplied to .Japan, and "exi~ting l"Ontracts'" it was
explained. were lo continue lo hi! lulfilled durint.? thl' "emhargo." But it
had served a "moral" purpose in covering up Britain's too open role as
principal war supplier of Je1pan; and its removal. announl·cd as
justified hy the lack of international co-operation. was equivalent 10 an
announcement that full speed ahead could now Ol' adopted with
impunity for arming Japan for the next sta~c ol warfare. Th:it this nexl
stage of warfare was likely to he no longer only against China. hut
against the Soviet Union also. was freely expressed in the British
Prei.!<..
At the same time. alongside these general preparations on a world
scale. it wa!t necessary for the Briti~h Government to takl· the lead
openly, and find suitable grounds in order to pick a qu.1rrcl
directly
with the Soviet Union and prcpaie a hrcak. Wlrnt were these grounds
to be'! The old grounds of "propaganda'' were ~talc and could hardly b"
used again at this point. On economk quc•tions, 1t1lfilment of
contracts, etc., there Vias no possibility of making a complaint. The
debts question.had been assiduously nurl>cd for a long time already as a
suitahle ground {British Government statement already in spring of
1932.); but now, when Britain was engaged m most anxiously urging
America to recognise the inability of Britain to pay it!> own debts. the
theme had become highly unsuitable to raise.
British imperialism 'solved this problem by a step of singular,
though charactt:ristic. coolness and simplicity. It seized the occasion
a trial of its own spic~ in Soviet territory. caught and self-confe::.i,ed, to
make the bare fact of this trial. independently of the charges and the
evidence, a case for a breach.

ur
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On March 12th the Metro-Vickers engineers were arrested.
Immediately, the British Government took a stand (Baldwin's
statement of March 15th that the Government is "convinced there can
be no justification for the charges") which revealed that the British
Government was ·not concerned with the truth or otherwise of the
charges, nor with the most elementary requirments of international law
between sovereign States, hut was solely concerned 10 use the trial as a
pretext in order to prepare the ground for a future break.
It may he noted that the Foreign Secretary, Sir John Simon, in his
speech in the House of Commons on April 5th. in introducing the
Embargo Bill, hctrayed. in one passage at the end. that the Bill had
not. in reality. been prepared solely with reference to the trial. He said:
"What is the real diffculty'! We may just as well face it. II is
that owin.r to the constitution of Soviet Russia. owing to the
fact that the State, lhe Government. is the sole purchaser and
the sole buyer, the application in a trading: agreement of what is
called the 'most-favoured-nation clause' is distorted and
ridiculous. Russia· has it in ib power to stop any goods going
from this country to Ru!>sia, and she can do that without any
breach of the 'most-favoured-nation clause.· because the only
importer is the Russian State ...
Therefore. he asked the Hnust: 'lo give the Government lhe power
which the Soviet Government hai.. got at this moment. .. Herc. for one
moment, the long hypocritical lamentations on hehalf of the arrested
spies are forgotten, and the real issue peeps through. The real enemy to
he struck at is revealed as the Soviet trade monopoly.
The unlimited violence and poison of the Press campaign let loose
in connection with the trial bore a character only comparable to
war-time. The extent of this can best he measured, not merely from
the frenlie" of the jingo Press. but still more from the language at this
period, even of the left-liberal "Manchester Guardian" with its
reputation, nonnally. of a more balanced judgment, anc.J even of a
relatively "sympathetic" attitude to the Soviet Union. This journal
produced. at the beginning of April, an editorial on '"Russia," which
described the Soviet regime as.
··a boundless. brutal despotism ...... The only remedy for all their
ills is terror'";
~

.
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and continued with the direct threat of approad1ing overthrow:
"The Russian people is inured lo pain lw Ion~ experience. is
without the means or power tu orgam~e. ll docs not ask for
much from those who govern it. But hi~tory has shown that it
docs not endure for cvcr."r·Manche!-.ter Guardian Weekly."
April 14th. 1933.)
Such was the language of this journal. which had once won fame hy
its printing of glowing accounts from progressiw correspondems of
the meaning and achievement!. of the Bol.;;hcvik Revolution. From this
the depth and universality of the war-hy~t..:1 ia whkh wa.; let Joo~c in
Britain against the Soviet Union hy every i:hanncl of hourg1..>ois
influence. i:an he measured.
The Lahour Party and its Press. in cs~:eni.:e. assisted the National
Government's campaign.
Lanshury. leader of the Labour Party t !-.lated in the Housl! of
Commons dehate on April 5th) cxprc,sed the viewpoint of the Labour
Party:
"They did not agrcl! with dktator!>hip m.:thods. whether they
were the method!> of Mu~solini, ol Hitler. or of Stalin ...... The
d!fterena between the Oppo.\'itio11 anti tlie Govt'lw11ent wus
.w11ply om• of llll'tlwd. "
The common hasis ot "dcmocrncy :· a~ the unil.:d lront of the
National Gmcrnment and the Lahour Party a!!ainst the Soviet Union,
against the revolutionary working das~. is lll!rc hriclly cxprc!.sed.
The Lahour Memhcr of Parliament. Lo~an. though not speaking as
an ofticial representative of the Lahour Party. dcc!arcd:
"He was not satisfied with the treatment these mC'n had
rccicved in Russia. Although he was a member of the Lahour
Party, and anxious and willing to do his bit, the Russian
Government was not his standard of democracy ...... To him the
Communist system wa.,· di11bolical. It wa.\· amagonistic to the
most progressive 111e11sures <~f' mankind. and tht~ sootu!r it was
got rid of the betier." (''Times" repm1 April 6th, 1933.)
Logan's speech was praised by the entire bourgeois Press as "the
best speech ot the debate." "an honL~M English cxp.ression," etc. And
with reason. This Labour Member of Parliament hall said aloud for the
Government and the bourgreoisic, what they were thinking, ':Vhat they
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were wishing the mass of the nation to think, but what they did not
dare to say directly . "The sooner it was got rid of the better."
On April 19th, the British embargo on Soviet imports covering 80
per cent. of prev1qus imports. was proclaimed. The significance of thi~
step was not merely as a declaration of economic war. hut as an
economic war. in which the political aim of injuring Soviet Union wa~
openly adopted. even at the expense of direct injury and loss to British
economic interests (the Soviet market was Britain's only rising market
and the British machine-tool industry had become dependent as to 80
per cent. on the Soviet market). It was still more a direct lead
internationally to a general boycott. leading the way to a general
political hreak.
On April 19th the British emhargn was proclaimed. On April 20th
Japan launched its ultimatum agpinst the Soviet Union owr the
Chinese-Eastern Railway.
The confidence and aggression with which British Imperialism let
Ions~' its campaign of provocation against the Soviet Union in
March-April reflects it~ helief in the favourahlc international situation
which it judged itself to have secured throu~h the victory of fasdsm
and the provisional adoption of the Four-Power Pact (the French
Amhassador in Rome, Jouvcncl. had also favoured the Pact. and wa~
only to he disavowed).
But already in April it became clear that the path of advance would
not be smooth, and that the fate of the Four-Power Pact was uncertain.
The tangle of Contradictions which followed. both between Britain and
Prance and between Britain and Gennany, and also between Britain
•·nd the United States. and even between Britain and Japan. prevented
a rapid following-up of the offensive delivered in April.

III-THE COLLAPSE AND REVIVAL OF THE FOURPOWER PACT.
The essence of the Four-Power Pact in its first form as, hrought
forward in March. was the specific inclusion of "re\•ision" of the
treaties (Article 2) as definitely formulated price to win Germany and
Italy into a common front with the Western Powers.
But this project left out of account the inter,.~s of French
imperialism. and, still more, of Poland and the Little Entente States, at
whose expense revision threatened to be carried out.
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The opposition of these rapidly made .itself. French expression was
openly hostile. Poland and the Little Entente were in a frenzy of anger
and suspicion. Rapid interchanges passed al Paris (Titulesco vi!.it). It
was clear that the Four-Power Pact. in its ori~inal form. could not go
through.
On this development British opinion rapidly took ;tlarm. Britain
could not afford to hreak directly with France; the British-French
Entente and Versailles still remain the continul'u::. hasis of British
polic~ in Europe. despite all the intrigues with Gennany and Italy to
weaken French hegemony. This alarm wa:-. all the grc:ttcr since the
wave of nationalist feeling in Gennany unloosed hy the Na1.i
propaganda showed signs of not hcing confined, as intended, tu the
eastern direction, hut of also directing itself against France and even
against the British colonial monopoly. !or instance. the Hugcnbcrg
plan for the return of the German colonies in Africa.
A hrake had now to he placed on the forces that were heing
unchaint.-d. Hence arose the series of prominent and emphatic
warnings of the "Elder Statesmen," Sir Austen Chamhcrlain and Grey.
as well as of the leading Conservati\'e outside the Government.
Churchill. against the dangerous tendencies of thr new Germany and
the menace nf a too-open policy of "revision" and rcaflirmi~~
friendship and close alliance with France. Chamhcrlain dcnouncL~d the
revival of ''the worst of the All Prussio11 imperialism·· amid the
applause of Parliament. Chun:hill declared: ··Thank .God tor the
French Army!'" The ·•revision·· tendencies and ''secret dipi11macy"' and
friendliness to Fai;cism of MacDonald were shill ply criticised by these
high priests of Conservatism and fril:nd::. of Fa!>cbm. not out of any
hostility to ·F~scism. but solely through the immediate conflkt of the
interests of British imperialism against (";cnnan (it wa!> hinted that
MacDonald had even discus::.ed the cession of Tanganyika to
Germany). Amid the thunder of these spcechc::. (especially the .House
of Commons debate of April 13th) the Four· Power Pact passed for the
time out of the picture.
The effei;t in Germany was an immediate widening of the distance
between Germany and Britain. This showed itself in the renewal lm
May 7th of the German-Soviet Treaty.
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Al the same time diftculties were gathering for British policy
outside Europe.
Between Japan and Britain sharp commercial antagonism was
developing, the raising, of the tariffs on Japanese textile expons to
India 75 per cc~1t, and the threat by Japan to respond hy a hoycott ot
British goods.
Still more between the United States and Britain a difficult .. ituation
was developing.
On April 19th the United States passed off gold. thus delivering it:.
!\Upreme offensive against British pound depreciation, and timing it to
coincide with the arrival of MacDonald.
Not only that. hut the possihility of the United State!' recognition ot
the Soviet Union came strongly to the fnmt. This was further indicated
in the dire<.·t delivery of the Roo.;1•velt Nute of May 16th to the Soviet
Union.
For all these reasons a delay developed in the British offensive
plans against the Soviet Union.
''Nevcrthele~s. British diplomm:y at once got to work to rebuild the
!ihattered projects. For this purpose tw<? !lteps were essential.
The First was to estahhsh clo!.cr contact with l'ram:c in the
re-shaping of the Four-Power Pact. This process was carried <m in a
series of ner.otiations in Paris during May and the beginning of June.
The second was to exercise a moderating influence upon Germany.
and draw Gcnnany hack into a Western orientation, for which it wa!'I
not necessary to expend much labour since in external affair!I the
political course of the Fascist dictatorship remained sharpened agnisl
lhe Soviet Union. For this purpose combined threals and promises
were brought into play. The signing of the German-Soviet Treaty on
May 7th was answered by an official menacing speech on May 11th.
no longer of statesmen outside the Government, but of the Minister of
War, Lord Hailsham. directly threatening "sanctions:· Rosenberg, on
his mission to England. at the same time wa" received by the Foreign
Secretary. and fully instructed as to the British viewpoint on how
Germany should act. On May 13th Rosenberg returned with his lesson.
On this basis the sittlation wao; ripe for rhe revival of the
Four-Power Pact. The offending clauses were revised. All assurances
were given by Britain to France. which in turn gave its assurances to
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Poland and the Little Entente. The Little Entente finally declared
satisfaction with these assurances.
On June 7th the revised Four-Power Pact was initialled at Rome.
The revised Four-Power Pact is given in its published clauses the
maximum possible hannless appearance. Neither "revi!!lion" of treaties,
nor the "common line" in "European and extra-European questions"
any longer directly appears. Subordination to the League of Nations is
reaffirmed at every point to meet the French dcmandi;. Article 4 is
toned down into the make-believe innocent form of "consultation" on
"all economic questions which have a commom interst for Europe, and
particularly for its economic restoration"' (a clause sufficiently elastic
to be easily capable of development to anti-Soviet aims).
It is, however. sufficiently obvious that the Four-Power Pact, if
ratified, represents a definite diplomatic grouping of the strongest
European imperialist countries directed in a significant degree a1ains1
the Soviet Union. Certainly, the contradictions between the Powers
will continue, and may render it ineffective. But. undoubtedly, if ii is a
question of the imperialist British Government, the aim of British
policy will also in the future consist in auempls 10 get together an
anti-Soviet hloc, leading up to a war of interventi<'n
This policy is continued a stage funher at lhc World Economic
Conference. The anti-Soviet aim was openly proclaimed hy the
Canadian Prime Minister. Bennett:
"It is not without significance that one of the delegate-s
representing at least one-twelfth of the world's p->;iulation ha"
proclaimed from this platform that the cause of the disaster is
the capitalist system itself. That is a challenge to the rest the
world. From this common ground we can advance together to
recovery."
Even more direct was the Hugenburg Memorandum, which
undoubtedly ex.pressed the policy of the Gennan Gpvemment: •
"The second measure would be to plru:e at the disposal of the
'people without space' new areas in which this energetic race
could settle colonies and carry out great works of peace.....
War, revolution and internal disruption have found a starting
point in Russia and in great areas of rhe East. This destructive

o!
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process stilJ. goes on. Now is the moment to stop it"
(Hugenbcrg.)
The general increase of the power of the U.S.S.R., the
strengthening of its international position and stability, exhibited by it
in the conflict; the extreme intensification of the trade and currency_
war between the U.S.A., Great Britain and the countries of the ''gold
bloc" as well as the growing dissatisfaction among the"1nasses of the
British working-class against the policy of the embargo-all this
caused British imperialism to retreat anew, giving up the embargo. It
is obvious, however, that this retreat bears the chara~ter of a
compulsory manoeuvre. British imperialism is awaiting the onset of
more favourable international weather conditions for the activisation of
its anti-Soviet policy. The i11te11sit,r of the crisi.v haJtens the tempo of
development.

Against this the working class of the world needs to be
prepared.
I'f.-THE LABOUR PARTY WAR PREPARATION CAMPAIGN-·"DEMOCRACY OR DICTATORSHIP."
Parallel to the campaign of British imperialism for the organisation
of the anti-Soviet front goes the Labour Party ideological campaign of
anti-Soviet incitement, which is now reaching an extcrme character.
The victory of Fascism in Germany pre~ented the Labour Party with
a difficult problem.
On the one hand. the reaction of the. working class was a reaction of
intense anger and hatred against Fascism, and a widespread
spontaneous demand for a united working cla~s front to fight the
Fascist enemy.
On the other hand. the policy of British imperialism, which the
Labour Party has invariably reflected, was to utilise the victory of
Fascism in Gennany ·in order to develop 'the anti-Soviet front and
prepare a war of intervention.
How to combine these two opposites, and to diven the working class
anti-Fascist feeling into channels of the anti-Soviet campaign?
This was the problem which, in fact, faced the central leadership of
the Labour party.
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The Labour Party leadership found their characteristic solution ol
this problem, and they found it directly from the arsenal of the J.ahou 1
Party programme.
Jn the face of the challenge of Fascism, and in the face of thl'
demand for the united working class front agnist Fascism, addressed
direcrly to it by the Communist Party and b} the Independent Labour
Party, and supported hy considerahlc scrtions within the Lahour Party
(Socialist League, "New Clarion," etc .. as well as many trade union
organisations), the Executive of the Labour Pany and the General
Council of the Trade Union Congrcs:. countered with. a manifesto
under the slogan:
"Democracy versus Dictatorship! Lahour's Call to the People.''
What was the significance of this sloga11'! lls whole significance la)
m the substitution of the conceptions "Worki11,s: da.u front" and
"Fascism" by the conceptions "Democmcy" and "Dictatur.\·h1p. •·
This substitution gave the Labour Party leader~ fret: play tu
deceive the workers and to tie them to the policy of British
imperial ism.
This slogan aimed at representing the dictatorship of the!
prol~1ariat in the Soviet Union to be a power akin (also a
dictatorship) to the bloody Fascist dictatorship over the woril.ing
class. Thus. under the cover of "democratic" phrascolcgy and
anti-Fascist dt•magogy. in reality lhe fight was sharpened against
the Soviet Union.

The .dogcm "Democracy versm Dictatorship" ;,, tht•
co11scious device of the Labour Party ledarship to tramform the
working elms demand for the struggle agt.linst Fttci.wn into tlw
chcmnels of the British imperialist struggle against Communism
and against the Soviet Union.
The character of the manifesto and of the whole campaign
which was conducted on its basis made this significance fully
clear.
The manifesto was issued on March 25th-that is, at the height
of the capitalist anti-Soviet campaign, and of the whole campaign
around the tfial of the British spies in the Soviet Union.
The manifesto appears to take up the issue of Fascism, only to
translate it immediately into the issue uf Communis~.The
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dictatorship of the proletariat and the Fascist dictatorship are
identified as fonns of "dictatorship." "Communist dictatorship" or
"the fear of wor~ng class dictatorship" is said to be the cause of
the growth of Fascism. "Reaction of the 'Left', is displaced by
triumphant rell,Ction of the 'Right.' " The workers are called on to
support the Labour Party "aganist dictators-Fascist or
Communist."
The brunt of the manifesto turns against Communism a~ a
small but curious sect. It is nmiceable that, while fascism 1s
referred to directly in the manifesto four times, Communism or
Bolshevism is referred to directly seven times.
The widespread campaign which has been organised by thl:'
Labour Party throughout the country on this basis hears the same
character. Typical is the statement of the Labour Member of
Parliament. R.J. Davie~. at a tnadc union conference:
"So long as we have a dictatorship in Rus~ia, Poland.
Germany, Italy or elsewhere. the mere fact that they accept
dictatorship" brings in its train thl" other things that are
happening in both Germany and Russia...... I would not
suffer, if I could prevent it, dictatorship of the proletatiat
any more than the dictatorship of the capitalist class."
A central demonstration was organised at the Albert Hall,
addressed by the principal Labour Party and trade union leaders.
Of this demonstration a prominent 'Left' Labour representative
had to declare in disgust:
"The Labour Party and trade union leaders even turned last
week's Albert Hall demonstrc1tion more to a protest against
Soviet Russia than against the Hitlerite dictatorship." (E.C.
Wilkinson at the Distributive Workers' Conference: "New
Leader," April 21st 1933.)
The campaign has served in fact two purposes for the Labour
Party leaders.
First, it has served to counter the demand for the united front
and to sharpen the fight against the rising influence of
Communism in the Labour ranks, while concealing the real issue
sharply presented by Facism to the working class.
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Second-and this is, above all, improtant at the present
point-it has served as a campaign of ideol,Jgical war preparation
against the Soviet Union.
The .'ilogan "Democracy versus Dictatorship" employed, for
instance, by the French Socialists for the ideological justification
of the war of imperialist France and its allies against Fascist
Germany and Fascist Italy, acquires in England in the mouths of
the leaders of the Labour Party. a heightenea anti-Soviet flavour.
Now it il· al ready the :.;Logan of the future imp<•rialist war against
tht• Soviet Union.
·
The greatest Grime of the Labour Party and trade union leaders
is that they are. at this critical hour. consciously endeavouring
through this slogan, to incite the masses against the Soviet Union.
Current Labour propaganda literature already bears the
l:haractcr of the lower types of war propaganda. An eumple of
this is the June issue of the official monthly organ, the "Labour
Magazine." This organ bears for its frontispiece a combined
st>tting of four heads-Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, and Pilsudski. In
the text Citrine. Secretary of the Trades Union Congress,
notorious for his splitting activities in the unicins and for his close
relations with the big industrialists, write<; of how "'the Collectivist
State, whether Communist or Fascist" has destroyed the trade
unions: "In the Communist Revolution of October. 1917. a similar
tt~chnique was applied to the trade unions a~ was used in Italy .....
the independent unions were suppressed as Mli,solini has
suppressed the union!-. in Italy," etc. This is only a sample of what
is being poured out on every side.
In the fac~ of this infamous campaign of the Labour Party
leadership, the opposition throughout tbe rank!-. of the Labour
Party and of the trade unions is growing. Despite the official ban
on participation, both the Anti-War Movement and the
Anti-Fascist Movement are winning wide and increasing support
within the working class organisations. The Anti-War Congress at
Berrnondse~ in March was attended by 1,500 delegates, including
400 from the trade unions (including six National Executives)
fifty from local Labour Parties, 110 from Co-operative Guilds,
ninety-five from the Independent Labour Party. The Anti~Fascist
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Conference in London in May, although organised at shorter
notice, united 440 delegates, including seventy from trade union
branches, forty-four from local Labour Parties, and ninety from
Co-operative Gt.Hds.
The Labour Party and trade union central leadership have met
this rising united front campaign by announcing a general "clt!an
up"-that is, wholesale expulsions to destroy the working class
united front, and maintain their own war campaigns againM
Communism and against the Soviet Union.
If thi.\' is the role of the Labour Party and trade union
leadership already in time of peace, in time of nominal
':Ji·ie11dly" relations with the Soviet Union, it can readily bf
imagined what their role will hl' when British imperialism will
have let loose the dogs of war.•
Against this also the working class must be prepared.
The fight against the menace of war on the Soviet Union cannot
but be the fight against the infamous anti-Soviet war propaganda
of the Labour Party leadership also, against the whole
social-fascist propaganda of "Democracy versus Dictatorship".

IAppeodix(xix)j
The Anti-Soviet
Policy Of The British Imperialism And
The Protest Movement Of The English
Proletariat
Harry Pollitt

The National Government which came to power largely on the
basis of its demagogic promises to provide work and wages for all
British workers. has not only been unable to fulfil its promise. but
every act of its policy has only served to increase the misery of the
working masses, as the capitalists have attempted to find a way
out of the crisis by their attacks upon the conditions of the
working cla'is.
Production does not show an increase in any of the basic
industries, unemployment has steadily grown since the National
Government came into power. Unparalleled mass misery is to be
found everywhere. The large industrial centres, and mining
districts are, in very truth, graveyards of capitalism.
So marked is the contrast between the conditions of the workers
in the oldest capitalist country in the world, and the conditions
obtaining in the Young Soviet Union, that, more and more, is this
contrast serving to accentuate the radicalisation of the British
working class, and develop a widcsl'read realisation that the
solution of the problems facing the workers can only be achieved
along the path of the October Revolution.
All the efforts of the British capitalist class to solve the crisis
by the usual peaceful methods, i.e., changes in monetary and
fiscal pol.icy, lowering of workers' standards, speeding up in the

Taken from: "THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL"'. Jur:.:: 22, 1933,
publiiihed from London.
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factories, have not enabled them to regain their lost markets or
establish new ones. Therefore this whole policy to-day is one of
feverish preparations for new wars and armed intervention against
the Soviet Uni~.
There was never such a period of mass misery on the one hand.
and such lavish naval, air and military displays, pageants and
tattoos, on the other, as at the present time. The savage cutting
down of all forms of expenditure an social service and increased
expenditure on armaments; the character of the British
"Disarmament" proposals at Geneva, all ~how the rapacious
character of the war policy of the National Government as a
burning reality.
But it is relation to the Soviet Union that its war policy has
perhaps been more openly expressed. The National Govemment
has encouraged and supported every anti-Soviet manoeuvre and
policy that has been sponsored by any imperialist Power. Every
tendency to form an anti-Soviet bloc, has been warmly welcomed
by the National Govemment. Any country, foJlowing a policy, the
result of which may be either concealed intervention. or open war
on the Soviet Union, has received the complete endorsement and
support of the National Government.
In this connection, its support of the policy of Japanese
imperialism has been most marked and consistent. One has only to
n.-call the comments on the events in the Far East of many
important capitalist newspapers in Britain about "Japan being a
bulwark. in the Far East against Bolshevism" and "Japan fighting
for civilisation against the barbaric menace in the East." These
refe~nces are sufficient to indicate the mind of the diehards of the
ruling class of Britain. The reception given. for example, to Von
Papen's proposal for a bloc against the Soviet Union, When he
came into power in Germany in August, 1932~ the Four-Power
Pact initiated by Mac Donald and Mussolini in Rome in the early
months of this year. Alongside these tendencies, of course, is to be
noted the significant fact that, in Parliament, every encouragement
was given to all kinds of insolent questions with reference to the
Soviet Union by the diehard Tories. These things all shuw the
strong anti-Soviet campaign being carried through under the
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leadership of the Tories, screened by the cloak of the National
Government, a campaign which has assumed a stronger character
than at any time since the period of anned iutervention in 1920.
Then came the Moscow trial of the British engineers and, at
once, the hounds of intervention were in full cry. The Tory papers
and Tory clubs seethed with indignation at the so-called insult to
British citizens, and demands flowed thick and fast from an
bourgeois quarters, not only for the breaking of trading relations.
but the severance of diplomatic relations. There was never a time.
since the intervention period, when the anti-Sqviet campaign
reached such a strong point as during the period when the British
engineers were under arrest and on trial. Day after day this
anti-Soviet barrage was kept up. Every newspaper and avenue of
public opinion was brought into play to support this campaign.
but it had little effect upon the working clalis. Indeed, as a matter
of fact, when the publication of the \oarious interviews was made
which had taken place between Comrade Litvinov and Sir Esmond
Ovey, the British Ambassador in Moscow, and Comrdde Litvinov
informed the latter gentJeman that "he was not talking to Mexico,"
it created a delight among1\t the working class that it is difficult to
recall any other expression having achieved. This expression is
now known in every workshop, tr.icle union branch and workers'
home in the country. It wa'i realised that it expressed the str~ngth
of the Soviet Union and emphasised that there was one socialist
country in the world which could speak without any diplomatic
language to the oldest and most presumptuous imperialist country
in the world.
Of cousse, it is now a matter of history that the National
Government utilised the Moscow trial to put the anti-embargo
measure through its packed House of Commons. A Government
which had made play of its desire to find work for the
unemployed, revealed its real face when. to carry forward its
policy of preparing for armed intervention against the Workers'
Socialist Fatherland, it deliberately resorted to the weapon of the
embargo on trade with the Soviet Union, and placed 60,000
British workers out of work.
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At once this Act aroused a storm of protest throughout the
working class movement. The Communist Party initiated a big
campaign against the embargo. The United Front Agreement
reached between the C.P. and the I.L.P. contained an important
point on the need for organising the fight against the embargo, and
proposed to organise a national campaign for the withdrawal of
the Embargo Act. The Friends of the Soviet Union, which had
been rapidly growing in influence and strength for a long period.
played a very important role in the anti-emhargo campaign. which
also ~nected itself in the composition of the May Day delegation
to the Soviet Union. which included a worker from
Metro-Vickers.
Meetings, conferences, demonstrations. etc., were organised all
over the country. The Friends gf the Soviet Union issued a special
leaflet for distribution at JOS factories which had either worked on
orders for the Soviet Union in the past. or were actully doing so at
the time of the embargo. The following t!Xlracts will show the
character of this leaflet, which had a signal effect in many of the
factories, leading to the workers holding meetings and passing
resolutions, demanding the withdrawal of the embargo:
''The 'National' Government has put an embargo on Soviet
imports. In reply, the Soviet Govemment had stopped all trade
with this country. That means millions of pounds w011h of
orders and business lost to Britain."

* * * * *
"You have worked on Soviet orders. You know that they
have kept scores of works and mills open, and given
employment to thousands. Now all this has been lost. More
must go on the dole. More children must go hungry."

* * * * *
WHY THE EMBARGO?
"'They tell you it is 'to save the British prisoners in
Moscow.' A LIE! An innocent British girl was hounded to
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suicide by the third degree methods of the American police (in
the Lindbergh baby case). The British Government did
nothing."

* * * * *
"They tell you it is 'to stand by innocent men'. A LIE !
Thornton and Macdonald have confessed they were guilty of
wrecking plant, bribery and spying."

* * * * *

..They told you 'the sentences are brutal'. A LIE ! Thornton
and Macdonald will be able to work at their profession at trade
union rates. Every day's work will mean a day's remission.
And what about the Meerut prisoners sentenced to ten and
twelve yl!ars' transportation for the 'crime' of organising the
Indian tmde union movement?
"Thornton and Macdonald are only u pretext. The capitalist
class of this country seize on any pretext for attacking the fir:-it
workers· republic."

"' * * * *

..They broke off the Trade Agreement last October. ~hen
their spies and wreckers were arrested they broke off trade
negotiations. When the sentences were barely' announced (not
yet confirmed). they imposed the embargo. Thus they carried
out their pledge to the big Canadian wheat, timber and fur
trusts-and to the British bankers and merchants interested in
Canadian business-which was made at Ottawa. The next step
will be to break diplomatic relations, a prelude to WAR".
A further letter issued by the Friends of the Soviet Union in
·J ,00,000 copies also clearly explained the meaning of the
British embargo ·on Russian trade.
''The Government has put an embargo on goods coming
from" the Soviet Union. None of the chief imports, such as
timber, petroleum, butter and grain, are to be allowed into the
country."
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This means that all exports from Britain to the U.S.S.R.
will also stop. Soviet Union, in her own interests, must buy
where she can sell. So the Soviet Union have replied to the
embargo with a counter-embargo.
That is to say, trade with the U.S.S.R. amounting to
£2, 90,00,000 last year, will come to a complete stop.

HOW WILL THIS AFFECT YOU?
It will mean Higher Prices.
It will mean More Unemployment.
It will mean increased Danger of War.

THE EMBARGO MEANS UNEMPOYMENT
Example No.I.
More than half of the total exports of British machinery tools
go to the Soviet Union. This industry will thus be cut in half. The
Government are deliberately throwing thousands of engineers out
of work.
Example No. 2.
Evefy ton of machinery· exported from Britain means more than
a ton of steel has been smelted, giving employment to bla"t
fumacemen, steel smelters, etc. To make a ton of steel nearly four
tons of coal have to be used, and the mining of the coal means
employment for miners. All this work is lost by the embargo.
The Government is thus throwing tens of thousands of steel
workers, engineer.\', miners and transport workers on the street~-.
The Communist Party issued leaflets, many of our local
organisations displayed considerable initiative in getting out
special types of leaflets, in accordance to the concrete situation in
their localities, which played an important part in the mobilisation
of the working class against the embargo.
As a result of the campaign thus started, working class
organisations began to adopt resolutions demanding the
withdrawal of the embargo, all revealed the growing indignation
of the workers.
Up to date, we have record of over 300 such resolutions being
adopted, and of course, this excludes those which were sent to the
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Daily Herald, Labour Party and Trades Union Congress, and
these can certainly be recorded in some hundreds. It is interesting
to note the character of the organisations which adopted
resolutions of protest. For example, the Scottish Trade Union
Congress, at its Congress in April, representing all the organised
trdde unionists in Scotland, passed the following resolution :"This Congress registers its emphatic protest against the action
of the National Government in placing an embargo on the import
of U.S.S.R. products, realising that this means, (J) depriving
thousands of workers of employment in this country. (2) it is a
deliberate attempt to destroy Socialist development in Russia,
(3 )it is dictated by the decisions of the Ottawa Conference rather
than by the trial of the British engineers.
.
"Congress therefore pledges itself to work and fight for the
raising of the embargo as speedily as possible ."
The following trades councils also adopted similar solutions:
Manchester and Salford Trades Council; Deptford; Croydon;
Newcastle; Grangemouth; Bradford; Middlesbrough ; Liverpool;
West Ham; Leicester; and Farnsworth.
In the trade union branches, resolutions against the embargo
were passed by the following organisations: Textile Workers.
Boilermakers, Amalgamated Society of Wood workers,
Furnishing Trades Association, Transport and General Workers'
Union, including Busmen and Dockers, the National Union of
Railwaymen, the Associated Society of Locomotive Engine
drivers and Firemen, the Lightermen's Union. the Amalgamated
Engineering Union, the Miners' Federation of Great Britain, the
Building Trades Federation, Electrical Trdde Union, General and
Municipal Workers' Union, the National Society of Painters,
Chemical Workers' Union, the National Conunittee of the
Amalgamated..., Engineering Union, representing the whole
membership organised in the amalgamated Engineering Union,
Shop Assistants, Clerical Workers, Distributive Workers.
In addition, the following organisations at various meetings had
resolutions adopted of a similar character: National Unemployed
Workers' Movement,. f.L.P .• Labour Party, Communist Party.
Friends of the Soviet Union, Co-operative Guilds, Labour
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Women's Guilds, the Congress of the Co-operative Union, and at
mass meetings all over the country similar resolutions of protest
were recorded.
The Women's Co-operative Guilds Jubilee Congress. attended
by over 1,600 delegates from every part of Britain have
unanimously adopted a resolution condemning the embargo "as a
step nearer to warY.
It is a very significant fact that an analysis of the whole of the
resolutions shows that the embargo is recognised as a step
towards anned intervention and war.
It is int~resting to note that in certain bourgeois circles hostility
was manifested to the breaking of the trade agreement and
important town councils, like Cardiff and Oldham, went on record
against it. and in other areas, local chambers of comme~ce
demand the withdrawal of the embargo.
It is very significant, in connection with the campaign of the
British working class against the embargo. that the stronger the
diehards organised their campaign, the stronger became the
working class reply. But, as usual, the refonnists of the Labour
Party ~d the Trade Union Congress helped the diehards in their
deman<l for the release of the British engineers, as can be seen in
the following telegram, which was sent to the Soviet Government
hy the Joint Council of the Labour Party and Trades Union
Congress:
"British organised labour, industrial and political, appeals
to the Soviet Government for the immediate release of fellow
countrymen in the interests of friendly relations between Great
Britain and Russia." (Signed) Walter M. Citrine, Arthur
Henderson, George Lansbury.
But this infamous telegram did not represent the opinions of
the British working class. Their opinions are recorded in
resolutions which were immediately adopted on the publication of
the telegram of the Joint Council of the Labour Party and Trade
Union Congress. For example, the Nottingham Trddes council
declared:
"'This meeting rdised strong objections to the actions of the
National Joint Council in asking for the release of the British
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engineers. guilty of attempting to ruin the work of Socialist
construction.
"This action misrepresents the opinion of the organised
workers.
"If Thornton and Macdonald were released, it would serve
to encourage parties interested in destroying workers'
dictatorship in the U.S.S.R. We uphold the findings of the
Soviet court."
The Newcastle Labour Party declared:
''That this delegate meeting entirely dissociates itself from
the decision of the Executive Committee of the Labour Party
and the Trades Union Congress requesting the release of the
British prisoners in Moscow, who were charged. and found
guilty of wrecking and sabotaging socialist construction in
Soviet Russia."
"We declare that such enemies against Socialism in any
country are deserving of the utmost punishment. In endorsing
such acts, the Executive Committee does not reflect the general
membership."
These are the expressions of opinion which can be accurately
stated to reflect the real opinions of the Wbrkers of Britain. In
point of fact, it would be impossible to discover anyone in any
factory, tradl! union branch, or travelling in bus, tram or tube.
during the proceedings of the Moscow trial, who heard British
workers defend the British engineers. On the contrary, it was
common to hear such expressions as: "They're guilty all right," or
"The Soviet Government would not dare to have arrl!sted these
engineers unless they had the goods on them." And when the trial
itself began, and the concrete facts of the wrecking activities were
published, then the class instinct of the British workers was
strongly display¢. So much so, that when the actual sentences
became known, the general impression in working class circles·
was that the British engineers had got off very lightly, and in
many meetings questions were asked by the workers, in which
they protested against the light sentences that had been inflicted.
On many, many occasions. workers very pointedly asked why
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..There had been any differentiation made between the sentences
of the Russian and British cluprits."
There can be no doubt that the strength of the working class
fight against the embargo has made itself felt.
The Commu11:ist Party has set itself the aim of still more
intensifying the anti-embargo campaign, so as to bring in wider
circles of the working class, and to get the campaign organised to
take a more definite and concrete form. Particularly significant is
the intensification of the struggle in the localities and districts, so
that the opposition to the policy of the embargo and armed
intervention can be brought home to every section of the ruling
class and their supporters.
District conferences are being organised by the Friends of th~
Soviet Union. The delegation of workers who visited the Soviet
Union in connection with the .first of May celebrations, are
already engaged in a wide reporting campaign, which is receiving
the greatest attention and support.
.
J.w London on July 30th. 1933, there is to take place a great
national anti-war demonstration. In this demonstration the
question of the fight against the embargo was to occupy a
prominent place.
After this article had already been written. it became known
that the undertaking of the British Government of the embargo on
imports of Soviet goods had ended in failure. The Government
found itself compelled to raise the embargo, and to propose the
resumption of negotiations for the conclusion of a new tnide
agreement with the U.S.S.R. The causes of the retreat of the
British Government are three-fold. In the first place, the Soviet
power exhibited in this conflict a stability and finnn~s which was
not anticipated by the diehards, who had already miscalculated in
regard to tbe Soviet power more than once. ln the second place,
the British bourgeoisie suffered a much greater loss as a result of
the embargo to which the Soviet power responded b}'
counter-measures, than did the Soviet power. In the circumstance!I
of the sharpening economic war between Great Britain and the
U.S.A., and also that between Great Britain and Japan, business
circles in Britain began to increasingly express their
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dissatisfaction at the additional difficulties created (against) their
trade by the embargo. In the third place, and this is of decisive
importance, the protest of the mass of British workers against the
embargo increased continuously.
The Communist Party has done, and will do, everything
possible to assist in the development of this broad movement of
working cla.'is protest. There have been many weaknesses in the
campaign. such as not reacting quickly enough to the menace
offered by the Tory diehards, and perhaps in not explaining the
significance of the breaking of the trade agreement with the actual
preparations for anned intervention. and in not havin~ harnessed
the resolutions of protest into more concrete fonns of mass action.
The question of the embargo has now been removed by the
British Government itself. But this by no means removes the
question of the organisation by the British Government of
intervention against the U.S.S.R.
The Four-Power Pact, which is directed against the Soviet
Union; the friendship and admiration which is being expressed in
many official quarters for the bloody regime of Hitler; are also
important indications that the ruling class will give full support to
all those plans of Hitler's, designed for the dismt"mbennent of the
Soviet Union, and the giving of new territory to Gennany at her
expense. Significant enough, in this respect, was the attempt made
by the more responsible capitalist newspapers to minimise and
disguise the significance of the demand made by Hugenburg. the
representative of Hitler at the World Economic Conference, for a
more active policy against the Soviet Union. and particularly its
claims for the seizure of Soviet territory.
The British Wt>rkers understand the international sign\ficance of
the policy of the fight for peace conducted by the Soviet Union.
They note with pride and enthusiasm that the toilers of the Soviet
Union utilise evecy da)' of the breathing space to work upoQ the·
solution of the great his~orical task of building tl1e Socialist
society. In the fact of the conclusion by the Soviet Union of pacts
of non-aggression.with a series of countries they perceive, above
all, her growing strength.
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The speech of Comrade Litvinov at the World Economic
Conference, in spite of its boycott in the capitalist Press, is
reaching larger and larger sections of workers, and the contrast
between the positive and constructive character of this speech and
those of delegat~s of capitalist countries, in which is sharply
revealed the differences that exist between the dying capitalist
world and the advancing world of Socialism, has made a very
deep impression.
This amazing contrast between the country which was anxious
to place orders for millions of pounds worth of goods, as
compared to all the capitalist countries who. as a result of the
impoverishment of the mass, could not find markets for their
goods, has been very quickly reacted to by the British working
class.
Perhaps it would be as weir to dose thi!<. article with two
quotations, because they indicate, not only the desire of the British
working class for the resumption of full and unconditional trading
relalons with the Soviet Union, but arc of more deeper
revolutionary significance. They are a real appreciation of what
the Soviet Union means to the working class not only in Britain.
but all over the world. In the declamtion of the First of May
delegation on its return to Britain, we read:
"The idea sedulously ciruculated by the Press that the
(Metropolitan-Vickers) trial was held for the purpose of
diverting attention from the alleged economic failure of the
Soviet po1icy, we can only characterise as arrant nonsense."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

..The success of the Five-Year Plan is plain for all to see.
This is a fact of which every Soviet citizen and every
unbia.~sed visitor to the U.S.S.R. is aware.

"We are satisfied that in the Soviet Union the real power
resides in the hands of the workers- politically, culturally,
economically and socially.
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"We shall work to build up the organisation of a fighting
united front of the working class under a militant leadership for
the purpose of transforming the .defensive struggles of the
workers into a struggle for the overthrow of capitalism and the
creation of a Soviet Britain."
And the quotation from the resolution adopted at a meeting of
London Boilermakers where it declared:
··we send greetings to our Russian comrades and pledge
ourselves to fight against this war policy of the NationaJ
Government and for the fullest possible tracling relations
between Britain and the Soviet Union."
These are the expressions of opinion that represent the
indissoluble bonds of international class solidarity between the
Russian and British workers which will enable them jointly to
overcome all their class enemies.
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